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TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

The second annual Soiree o£ the Society was held in the

Guille-Alles Lecture Hall on the 7th of February, 1905 ;

there was a large attendance, about 200 persons being present.

After a few introductory remarks by the Rev. W. C.

Penney, President, the first short Lecture of the evening

was delivered by Mr. W. Sharp, entitled " The Story of a

Refuse Heap." This consisted chiefly of interesting in-

formation about the ancient shell mounds called " kitchen

middens," found on the coast of Denmark and elsewhere,

from which it is possible to trace the habits and mode of

life of a race of people now extinct.

The second Lecture, by Miss Slade, was on " Insect-

eating Plants," and dealt with those very singular plants

which derive their nourishment from, and whose very

existence depends upon, supplies of animal food, usually in

the form of insects. The British representatives of these

carnivorous plants are the Sundews, which may be easily

grown in a dish of wet moss, and fed with particles of meat.

The third Lecture by Mr. F. L. Tanner, entitled " Some
Ways of the Ant," proved a most entertaining account of

the habits and economy of Ants ; how they make slaves,

and keep herds of domestic cattle in the shape of honey-
cows, together with certain kinds of beetles and woodlice,

which they tend with the greatest care and affection. Their
amazing intelligence almost entitles them to rank next to

man, and yet they have no leader or queen like the bees

—

their government is a pure republic.

The fourth Lecture was by Dr. Duncan on the subject

of " Snakes," in which he lucidly described some of the

most formidable and dangerous of the serpent tribe, and
the distinctions between venomous and harmless species, their

anatomy, habits, mode of feeding, &c. ; much of the lecture

being a personal narrative of his own observations in South
America.

Each of the Lectures was illustrated by means of Electric

Lantern vSlides, and musical selections were given during
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the evening, viz,, songs by Fraiilein Weizel, and instrumental

music bj Miss Shaw and Miss Edmonds. The entertainment

resulted in the sum of over £7 being handed in to the

Treasurer, after all expenses paid.

Monthly MeetuKj held on February 15th^ 190S, Rer. PV.

Campbell Penney, President^ in the chair.

Mrs. F. L. Tanner, Mr. T. J. Guilbert and Mr. A. M.
Naftel were unanimously elected members of the Society.

The main portion of the evening was devoted to a study

of the ocean in its various aspects. Mr. De La Mare spoke
of " The Sea, past and present," describing the general

configuration of the ocean bel, the depth of water in

various parts of the globe, the apparatus now employed for

deep sea exploration, the nature of the deposits, consisting

largely of foraminifera and other microscopic organisms, &c.

Mr. Mabbs followed with an account of "The Physical

Aspects of the Sea," showing by means of lantern slides,

the temperature of the water at varying depths, the currents

prevailing in various oceans, the course of the Gulf Stream,
and its probable canses, the ebb ani flow of the tides, and
the chemical constituents of sea Avater in different places.

Mr. Derrick dealt Avith " The Fauna and Flora of the Sea,"

showing how immense tribes of animals and plants had their

abode beneath the waters, from the microscopic diatoms to

the vast Sargasso beds, and from the lowly zoophytes to

the hordes of fishes AA^hich formed so important an article

of human food. All these Avere moi'e or less interdependent

on each other, and thus a just balance of life Avas maintained
among the myriad denizens of the great deep.

Dr. W. Duncan exhibited a groAving specimen of an
arum-like plant Avhich grOAvs commonly in G-uiana and is

locally known by the name of Tannia or Tanya, being

eaten there like potatoes. He also exhibited a small bottle-

ful of volcanic dust Avhich fell on the island of Barbadoes
after the great eruption at Martinique three years ago ;

the two places being some ninety miles apart.

Monthly Meeting held on March 16th, 1905, Rev. W. C.

Penney, 31. A., President, in the clula.ir.

The entire evening Avas occupied by an exceedingly

interesting Lecture delivered in the Guille-Alles Lecture Hall
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to a large audience by Mr. L. V. Lester-Garland, M.A.,
Principal of Victoria College, Jersey, on " Norway."

The lecturer graphically described the glorious natural

scenery of the country, and touched on practically every

object and spot of interest to the ordinary visitor, interspers-

ing his remarks with many personal incidents which had
occnrred t'., him in the course of several visits to Norway.
Every point of the lecture was made clear by a very fine

series of lantern slides, which left nothing to be desired

except a visit tw that charming countiy. Mr. Lester-Grarland

crossed over to Guernsey the same morning in one of the

worst storms of the season, and the President thanked him
very warmly, not only for his excellent lectnre, but for having
at so great inconvenience to himself kept his appointment^

Montlihj Meeting held on April 12th, 1905, Rev. JV. C,

Penney, 31. A., President, in the chair.

Mr. Frederick Wyeth M.A., I>.Sc., and Mr. H. Carpenter
were unanimously elected members of the Society.

The Secretary reporte:l the receipt of a number of books
and publications Avhich will be enumerated in the Librarian's

Report at the end of the year.

Dr. W. Duncan read a papar on " Monumental Brasses,"

in which he described some of the most noted and interesting

examples still to be found in England and on the Continent,

and illustrated his remarks by a very fine series of lantern

slides, and some of his own rubbings from various places.

He regretted that at the present day there were no
monumental brasses to be seen in Gnernsey, but in the Town
Church and the Yale Church there still exist the matrices

where brasses once stood, but have been removed.
^\y. LufF exhibited a living specimen of a species of Tree

Lizard which had been found lately in a bunch of bananas
imported from TenerifFe.

Mr. Derrick gave particulars of an old house near the

Catel Hospital, now^ used as a barn, which contains two
handsome old open stone fire-places Avith carved stone corbels,

a piscina, and a niche ; the whole rather suggestive of an
ecclesiastical building of some sort. Dr. Duncan mentioned
that in an ancient farmhouse at the King's Mills, there

could still be seen a fine stone fire-place, and a piscina.

Probably it had been a building similar to the one Mr.
Derrick had just spoken of. Mr. Collenette mentioned
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that an old house, situated on the road between Hougue du
Pommier and Grandes Koeques, contained some interesting

antiquities.

Mr. J. !. Carey wrote to announce that another ancient

grave, or cist, had been lately discovered in (Quarrying in

the lane south of Richmond Barracks. It was empty, but

in 1903 three others had been found close by, and one of

them contained a sword and an urn.

Mr. E. D. Marquand reported the correspondence which
had passed between him and the Admiralty, re the human
skeletons and other archaeological remains recently disinterred

in Alderney.
The President explained the project which had been

approved by the Council, of admitting young })ersons under

the age of twenty as Junior Members of the Society, at

a reduced subscription of 2s. 6d. a year. The project Avas

adopted by the meeting, and a circular was drawn up for

distribution among the pupils of the tw^o Colleges and the

leading schools of the island. Also it was decided to arrange

a series of excursions during the coming season, for the

special benefit of young members.

Monthly Meeting held on October 18th, 1905, Rev. W. Campbell
Penney, President, in the chair.

Mr. E. D. Marquand, A.L.S., read a paper on "The
Guernsey Dialect, and its Plant Names," which will be found
printed in full in these pages. An animated discussion en-

sued, in the course of which Mr. Collenette expressed some
doubt whether the patois Avas dying out in the country parishes

as rapidly as some people supjjosed, although it Avas noticeable

that it Avas undergoing a change, by the gradual admixture
of Breton and English words and expressions.

Mr. Sharp remarked that if this Avere so it Avas all the

more reason Avhy ])honographic records of the old language

should be secured, before it Avas too late. No doubt a large

number of persons could still speak it in its purity. The
members present Avere imnnimous in the opinion that some-
thing should be done Avithout loss of time, to preserAC for

future students accurate records of the pronunciation of the

patois of Guernsey and the other islands.

The President read an extract from a ncAvspaper on
" The Common Eel : a mystery solved," in which the writer

explained the latest theories concerning the spawning of eels,
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observations showing that this took place in very deep sea, at

great distances from land.

Mr. E. D. Marquand read the further correspondence
which had passed relating to the discovery of ancient human
remains in Alderney, and announced that two large boxes
containing these had been graciously presented to the Society

by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty for exhibition

in the Guille-Alles Museum. Full particulars will be found
in the following pages.

Montlily Meeting held on November 22nd, 1906, Rev, W, C.

Penney, President, in the chair.

The Secretary reported that on November 1st a special

meeting for Junior Members was held. The President
occupied the chair, and about 20 young members were
present, and manifested the greatest interest in the two dis-

courses on " Winter Work," the first by Mr. LufF, in con-

nection with Entomology, the other by Mr. Mabbs concerning

the common objects of the Seashore.

A paper on the '' Fishes of the Channel Islands," with
the local distribution of each species, specially prepared for

the Society by Mr. J. Sinel, of Jersey, was read, and is

printed in the following pages. So little was previously

known on the subject, that this paper forms an extremely
valuable contribution to the records of our fauna, and no one
could be found more competent to compile such a list than
Mr. Sinel.

Lieut.-Col. T. W. M. De Guerin read a paper on " English
Garrisons in Guernsey from early times," which is published

in the current number of these Transactions.

Four rare species of Fitsus from the Shetland Islands,

presented to the Museum by the distinguished conchologist,

Mr. J. T. Marshall, were placed on the table.

Mr. Hocart exhibited a curious ])erforated stone or bead,

some old military buttons, and a very singular mass of weather-
Avorn diorite, all found on the sandhills at I'Ancresse. Mr.
A. M. Xaftel presented to the Museum a wooden thumbscrew,
possibly used in Guernsey in old times.

Monthly Meeting held on December loth, 1905, Mr. IV. Sharp,
Vice-President, in the chair.

A large hexagonal block, nearly black in colour and very
heavy, found at low water below Castle Cornet by Mr. F.
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Wriolit, was placed on the table for identification. It proved
to be a block of as})halt made by the Val de Travers
Company, bearing their stam[).

Mr. Luff exhibited a recently captured Guernsey S])ecimen

of the Long-eared I>at {PIccoiits (t/w/ttLs), and Kev. F. Lowe
showed a most interesting collection of butterflies and moths
bred from (luernsey larvie, presenting notable differences in

size, coloration, and markings from English and Continental

specimens, in some cases forming an intermediate link between
distinct races.

A j)aper on the " Aphides of Gruernsey," by Mr. W. A.
LufF, F.E.S., with list of species (published in the following

pages) gave rise to a discnission as to the best methods of

destroying insect pests in gardens and greenhouses.

A mass of information of great value and importance
will be found in the annual Sectional Reports which were
next read, as follows :

—

Botany, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.
Marine Zoology, by Mr. R. C. Mabbs.
Geology, by Mr. C. De La Mare.
Entomology, by Mr. W. A. LufF.

Ornithology, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

REPORT OF THE BOTANICAL SECTION.

During the present year additions have been made to

the recorded flora of Guernsey, of Sark, and of Jethou,

and therefore it will be best to take these islands separately,

so as to facilitate reference and avoid confusion.

Guernsey.

No Flowering Plant new to the island has been found
this year ; but an interesting series of twenty-four Crypto-
gams, hitherto unrecorded, shows that there still remains

work to be done in this branch of botanical study. Eight
new Mosses raise the total number recorded for Guernsey
to 153 species. Five of these I had previously found in one

or other of the smaller islands, but the other three are new
to the Sarnian g^rea.

I am very pleased to be able to report the addition of

three ncAv Hepaticce to our local list, tAvo of Avliich are rare.

This is quite an important addition, because Hepaticce are far

less plentiful in Guernsey than Mosses.
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In the course of tlie year T have continued my researches

among the Freshwater AI(/ce, and have now the pleasure

of recording thirteen species new to the Guernsey flora,

inchiding two Desinids. Some of these I found in Alderney
two or three years ago, but the majority our new to our area.

The following is a list of the (Tuernsey plants, those

species which are first records foi- the Sarnian Islands being

marked with an asterisk.

MOSSES.

*GPimmia apoearpa, Heda-. On a roadside boulder at Le Friquet, Catel.

*G. deeipiens, Llndh. On banks at Rnettes Brajes. On a wall at Le
Friqnet.

Arehidium alternifolium, Schp. Lancresse Common, near Fort Doyle.

Pottia erinita, JJlh. Recorded in Wilson's " Bryologia Britannica," p. 96,

as found in Guernsey by the Rev. T. Salwey (probably about the year
1847). I have found this moss in Alderney, but have not yet met with it

in tliis island.

BaPbula fallax, Heda-. WaU of the Hermitage, St. INIartin's. Wall at

Coutanchez. Bank at Ronceval. Wall at Fort George.

Funaria faseieularis, Schp. Sparingly on a wet moorland spot near Le
Friquet, Catel.

"*Webera earnea, Schp. Found at the base of a cliff in Rocquaine Bay, on
August 11, 1905, by Professor L. Corbiere, of Cherbourg, who kindly sent

me a specimen.

Hypnum fluitans, L. Marshes near Ivy Castle. Old quarry pool towards
Fort Le Marchant, a tall submersed form.

HEPATICi^E.

*Sphser0Carpus terrestris, Sm. On the bare ground in a sandy field

near Les Capelles; in good quantity in April. Wet moorland s]3ot near
Le Friquet.

*TaPgionia hypophylla, I. Hedgebank in lane at Les Rebouquets,
Forest. Wall in St. INJartin's Churchyard.

*F0SS0mbF0nia angulosa, Rad. The species of Fossombronia are quite

undistinguishable wlieii barren, but when fruiting the spores afford a sure

means of identification. In Guernsey, F. (o/gulosa (in which the spores
are bordered by a broad hyaline wnng) is common all over the southern
half of the island. F. ptuniJla., on the contrary, is very rare, and the
only spot ill wliich I have found it, after long searching, was on the
sides of a half-dry httle pool on the moor by Fort Doyle. In the spores of

F. piisilla the winged border is entirely wanting, and the rim is margined
with closely set points hke the irregular teeth of a saw.

FRESH WATER ALGiE.

*VolVOX g'lobator, L. Plentiful in a gathering of Sph'ocjyra from a marsh
near I^y Castle.

Spirog'yra varians, Kutz. INIarshes near Iv}- Castle.

S. mirabilis, Kutz. Quarry pool near Fort Le Marchant.

*S. flaveseens, {Hass.) Cln-e. Quarry pool at Les Goubais, Vale.
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*Ppasiola erispa, Kutz. Roadside at La Villette, St. Martin's. Sandy
field near Ta's Capelles. Found early in spring,

Coleoehsete SCUtata, Breh. Plentiful on leaves of llyx>nmn flintans in an
old quarry pool towards Fort Le IMarcliant.

Nostoe museorum, Ag. Among mosses in an abandoned quarry at
Lancresse.

*NodulaFia litorea, Tlnv. On a dripping sandy sea bank near Grandes
Rocques Head, among SpJuerozyga CaniiiehaJii, sparingly.

LeptothriX parasitica, Kntz. Growing abundantly on (EdrH/omnm in a
quarr}^ pool towards Fort Le jMarcliant.

Tolypothrix segagropila, Kntz. in the same pool as the last species.

*BatPaehospermum eonfusum, Hass. A robust form growing on stones
in the rivulet in Vauxbelets Valley, Avith Chantramta chalybm. Merely a
variety of B. ^iioniliformo, but quite distinct in appearance from the Grande
Mare form.

DESMIDIACE^.

*StaurastPUm punetulatum, Breb. Quarry pool near Fort Le Marchant

;

only one good specimen seen, among mixed algse. The first representa-
tive of this large genus yet discovered in these islands.

CosmaPium pypamidatum, Bi-eb. Occurred sparingly in the same
gathering as the last species.

Sark.

A neAv Flowering Plant has been added this year to the

Sark flora by Mr. Derrick, viz., Comfrey, Symphytum officinale^

a species fonnd in Guernsey, Alderney and Jethon, but not

in Herm. Mr. Derrick also brought me a new moss,

Eurhyncldum curvisetum, gathered by him in a cave at La
Pegane Bay. It is the same form as the one growing at

Petit Port, Guernsey ; but the Sark example is rather more
lax, and is barren. During a flying visit paid to these islands

in August, Professor L. Corbiere, the distinguished Cherbourg
botanist, spent a few hours in Sark, and found Aneura sinuata^

an unrecorded hepatic. In a collection of lichens belonging

to the late Mrs. Collings I have noted about twenty species

not recorded for Sark ; these I hope to enumerate in next

year's Keport.

Jethou.

One day at the beginning of INIay I spent a few hours on

Jethou, and employed all the time in compiling a list of the

mosses and hepaticas, about which nothing at all was known.
I succeeded in finding altogether between 50 and 60 species ;

but as I am in hopes of paying another visit to Jethou next

year, it will be better to reserve what I have to say for a

future time. The following ncAv Flowering Plants however,

which came under my notice, may as well be recorded now.

Ranunculus FieaPia, X. North side of the island.

Sagina maPitima, Don. Lower part of the cliffs towards Fauconniere.
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Rosa eanina, L. One small bush at the top of the island.

Epilobium sp. Young plants, probably E. ohsmrum, growing on the wall
of the garden.

Tillsea museosa, L. Plentiful on the south and east cliffs.

On the 27tli of May, availing myself of the kind
invitation of onr President, I had the long-wished-for

opportunity of visiting two of tlie rocky islets lying to the

northward of Herm, which form part of the group known
collectively as " The Humps." The flora of these two tiny

islets, Longue Pierre and Galen, is, of course, meagre, but of

very great interest, and I made a carefnl list of all the
Flowering Plants growing on each. But before saying
anything on the subject I should like, if possible, to study the

vegetation of the other islets belonging to the group, and this

I hope to do next year.

Those who are interested in the subject of popular plant

names—a subject which presents many attractions to persons

who do not restrict their studies to the dry bones of botanical

science—will find it treated at some length from a local

standpoint, in a paper on the dialect names of Guernsey
plants, recently read before this Society, and about to be
printed in the current number of these Transactions.

E. D. Marquaxd, Sec. Bot. Sect.

REPORT OF SECTION FOR MARINE ZOOLOGY.

There is no doubt that the most important event during

1905 as far as the work of this section is concerned, is the

production of Mr. Sinel's paper on the " Fishes of the

Channel Islands." Mr. Sinel has certainly a greater

knowledge of our marine fauna than anyone else in the

Islands, and we are glad to know that he is publishing a book
on the animals of our sea shores ; this will be the first

reliable guide to local marine zoology which is accessible to

the general student. Mr. E. D. Marquand reports the

capture of two rare crustaceans, a species of shrimp {Alplieus

ruher)^ and a deep Avater crab (Droniia milgaris). With
regard to the former he says that two specimens (one adult)

were brought from Herm alive on September 14th and given

him the following day. They were in a small quantity of

sea water (about a teacupful) without a scrap of weed, and
in this they lived till he gave them a fresh supply on

September 26th. On being placed in the fresh sea-water,

they " cracked " vigorously, as is the habit of this curious
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species, but shortly afterwards were found dead. They were
not fed all the time they were in captivity. The cra(!king

sound is almost exactly like the cracking of a lamp chimney,
and he several times thought that the sound was so

produced. During the time he kept them they seemed
to crack only a few times a day. Their habitat is at extreme
low-water mark, and they may be discovered by this curious

cracking sound which they ])roduce.

Dromia vuhjariH^ Edw\ A specimen of this rare crab
was found by Mr. Ferguson, fisherman, on the 12tli of

April, 1905, in a net in about ten fathoms water, off' the

coast of Guernsey. It was brought alive by him for exhi-

bition to the Guille-Alles Library, and for identification, as

in all his experience he had never seen a similar speci-

men.
It was a half-grown specimen, about 2 inches across the

carapace, densely clothed with short hair-like velvet, and the

peculiarity was that the crab was completely enveloped on
the upper side by a thick concave yellowish sponge, larger

than the crab itself, so that the latter by drawing in its legs

and claws, concealed itself entirely from view. The sponge
was attached by a ligament of some sort, but allowed of

being moved so as to expose the carapace.

In the museum collection of Crustacea there are two
fine adult specimens of Dromia vid(/aris^ male and female,

taken presumably in Channel Island waters. This species is

common in the Meiiterranean, but has occurred several times

on the southern shores of England, its first record dating as

far back as 1824. Probably it is not of very great rarity in

the Channel Islands.

Bell (Stalk-eyed Crust., p. 371) states :
—" I some years

ago received numerous young specimens from Sicily, every
one of which had the carapace entirely covered with a sponge
which had grown over it, concealing even the two hinder pairs

of legs, which were closely pressed against the back, and
rendered immovable." 1s\y. F. S. Wright, who kept the

specimen at the libraiy for two months, says that when he
received the specimen, the S])onge was dead, and the crab

nearly so, as the water in which it had been kept was foul.

Two days later he found that the crab, which Avas now quite

lively again, had taken hold of a sea-mouse ( Aplwodifc aculcato)

which was with it in the tank, and was holding it cloak-wise

over its carapace where the sponge had formerly been. The
sea-mouse was detached with difficulty, as the crab had tight

hold of the bristles on its back.
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Mr. Marqiiand also reports that Mr. J. T. Marshall, the

eminent conchologist, has presented specimens of the shells of

four very rare gastropods of the genus Fasus, from the

Shetland Isles. They are F, beruiciensis, F. islandicus, F,

norvegicus and F. turtoiii. In all cases the animal Avas alive

when captured and the operculum has been preserved.

Dr. H. Fleure sends the following notes :

—

'• In some aquarium experiments on anemones, it was
noticed that Tcalia crassicornis shows occasionally a marked
sensitiveness to sudden changes of illumination (lighting

gas, &c.), retracting its tentacles in one or two minutes.

This reaction, however, does not seem to be constant and
needs further investigation.

Anemonia sulcata (the Opelet AnemoneJ does not seem
to show any such reaction and it is still doubtful if Actinia

mesemhryanthemiun (the common StraAvberry Anemone) does

so either. Anemonia sulcata seems, if anything, to expand
still more when illuminated.

The tentacles of this last species, although sensitive to

touch, do not seem to be able to discriminate much, as a piece

of india-rubber Avas generally held and passed into the mouth
and only expelled later Avhen it proved to be indigestible. The
same seems true for other forms, but the experiments are only

preliminary. The tube-Avorm Scrpiila retracts suddenly when
AA'atched and this apparently occurs when the observer's

shadoAv happens to fall on the animal. Sudden retraction,

however, occurs at other times and does not always follow

when shadoAv falls on it.

The bonnet-limpet {Acmcea Virginia.) moves about a

great deal in a tank although Docoglossa generally (limpets,

ormers, &c.) are such sluggish forms. Sea-slugs such as

Doris and especially Eolis^ AAdien hungry, eat the bases of

anemones like Actinia mesemhryanthemicm.
Crabs do not seem to be exclusively carnivorous, for a

Carcinus moenas Avas seen moAving down a patch of the
common red sea-Aveed (Rhodymenia jyalmata) and eating

some of it.

From observations of the shells round the lair of an
Octopus, it is probable that it preys on young ormers
{Haliotis tuherculata) and it is probable that crabs also take
advantage of them occasionally, probably when they happen
to have fallen from their support. Other univalves such as

Purpura^ Nassa, Littorina and Trochns are all eaten by
the octopus Avhere their true food (succulent bivalves) is
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With regard to the bonnet-limpet, a specimen which I

had for a month or more, hardly moved at all for the first few
weeks, and returned to the same spot on the glass when it did

move. Then it began to move a great deal and did not

return to its old home ; within a Aveek we found its empty
shell showing that those useful aquarium scavengers—the

crabs—had found it off its support, either dead or alive, and
disposed of it.

The experiments on the " homing " of limpets have been
continued in various parts of the shore and are still in progress.

It seems probable that in our hard rocks the " home " is not

so definite as in the softer rocfe of South and East coasts of

England, and that the limpet settles down in the first

comfortable spot, which is in many cases its old home.
We have not succeeded in keeping the ormer alive in

captivity for more than a month. A good deal of attention

has been given to marine aquaria and one evening meeting
was devoted to the subject. As it is quite easy to keep
a marine aquarium for months or even years without ever

changing the water, it is hoped that more members will do so.

An immense amount of work may be done with it, and
unlike shore work, neither weather nor tide interferes with it.

R. C. Mabbs, Sec. Mar. Zool. Sect.

REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

RAISED BEACHES.

Cailloterie, St. Sa?npson's, and Grande Maison Road^ Vale.

The remains of a fairly sized raised beach have been
exposed on the W. and N.W. sides of the Cailloterie

Hougne, Rue des Cottes, St. Sampson's. This deposit is

at a level exceeding 50 feet above mean tide. A similar

but smaller deposit is to be found at Jussien Quarry,
Grande Maison Road, Vale. The elevation corresponds.

Both these deposits are apparently felloAv ones to those at

the Capelles and at Noirmont.

OTHER SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS.

St. Andrew's Road.

Further excavations at the back of the house purchased

by Mr. Best from Mr. Nant, confirm the anticipations ex-

pressed in last year's report, as to the dip of the deposits

towards Talbots Valley.
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Vrangue Brickfield.

In the new exposure produced by the cutting back
of the face of the clay in the upper pit, several pebbles

have been found at a depth of 7 or 8 feet, but still in

the upper loam. In the lower pit a new face has also

been exposed. The decomposed rock underlying the clay

shows very distinct curved veins dipping west, that is,

away from Mont Arrive outcrop, while the angular

pieces of stone in the clay occur in more or less distinct

layers or strata, also dipping west. These strata are cut

off by the surface soil, showing that considerable denudation
has taken place since their accumulation.

ROCKS.

St. Andrew's Brickfield.

The Quarries in this locality, which are noAV being
somewhat extensively worked for road metal, both for local

use and exportation, have been revisited. In the western

quairy the gneiss, which is blue and of the Richmond type,

is very tough in places, but in other places has a schistose

tendency, owdng to the occurrence of hornblendic laminae.

The eastern quarry contains a finer grained rock of a dark
blue colour with white felspathic streaks. It w^as described

by the owner as a talvane (by which term intrusive veins

of close-grained diorite are generally meant), but there

can be no doubt that the rock belongs to the gneissic forma-
tion, and its gradual passage to the form found in the

other quarry can be traced.

Quarry^ near Le Tertre^ St. Andrew's.

The rock here is also called a talvane, and is a vein

intrusive in the gneiss, dipping north-east at a small angle,

and not exceeding 8 or 10 feet in width, but forming sub-

sidiary off-shoots which are also worked. This vein is partly

composed of quartz felsite, but passes into the ordinary
blue talvane. On the east coast and elsewhere in this Island,

the quartz felsite veins cut the diorite veins, and are con-

sequently of later date. In the present case, the vein would
seem to be one of the quartz felsite series, which in its

passage had caught up and incorporated a quantity of diorite.

Les Quartiers, St. Sam,X)Son's.

In the lane at the back of Les Quartiers, an inclusion

of diorite is seen intersected by veins of the surrounding
red granite. This granite is doubtless an outlier of the

Cobo Mass.
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Maison de Bas, Vale.

A dyke of red granite, also a])parently identical with

the Cobo Rock, has been traced from La Folic Road to

Messrs. Collas's Quarry at Maison de Bas. Its direction

is roughly 8.W. to N.E. It is a})out 4 feet in thickness,

and is accompanied by smaller veins, the Avhole being intru-

sive in diorite.

North Clifton, St. Peter-Port.

The construction of a drain in this locality, shows that

the rock here is diorite. It appeared much disintegrated

as exposed in the excavations, which were about 10 feet

in depth, but nodules of less decomposed rock remained.

ALDERNEY.

The junction of the sandstone and granite to the West
of the Sandstone Quarry on the S.W. Coast of Aiderney
has been revisited. This junction is only visible in a few
spots through the covering of soil. The sandstone does not

shov^^ any signs of coarseness, such as might have been
expected, if it had been directly deposited on the granite,

nor on the other hand does it appear altered, as if the

granite had been intrusive. The strata of the sandstone

appear in some places to be cut off by the granite, in

others to be somewhat disturbed. The granite is much
more decomposed than the sandstone. Some faulting has

doubtless occurred.

C. G. De La Mare, Sec. Geol. Sect.

REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SECTION.

During the past season a great deal of attention has been
paid to the Aphides occurring in this island, with the result

that thirty-five species have been added to the list of Guernsey
insects.

Sphinx convolvuli (the Convolvulus Hawk Moth) has

been very scarce. I have not seen a single specimen, and
none have been brought to me, or to the Museum. The Rev.
F. E. Lowe says that he has been struck with its absence this

season. Acherontia atropos (the Death's Head Moth) has not

been so common as usual. A full-grown larva was brought to

me from L'Ancresse Common during August, and on
October 5th a specimen of the perfect insect was picked up
dead at the White Rock,
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The Rev. F. E. Lowe bred a remarkably dark suffused

specimen of Arctiafiilu/inosa (the Ruby Tiger Moth) from a

Guernsey larva on May 5th. This is practically variety

borealis.

On August 10th Mr. A. Collenette reported that larvae of

PycjCBra hucephala (the Buff Tip Moth) were then in great

abuudance on the trees of Saumarez Park, Castel, and were
causing great injury to the foliage.

Two additions have to be made to the list of the Guern-
sey Micro-Lepidoptera, viz. :

—

Lozopera { Cochylis ) straminea,

Haw., and Dictyopteryx Lceflnicjiana, Linn. ]3oth species

were taken by the Rev. F. E. Lowe some years ago.

In the Report for 189S I stated that a small moth,
Tortrix promibana^ was a recent addition to our list. This
species has since become quite common, the larvae feeding on
Euonymus. It is interesting to learn that it Avas captured for

the first time in England, by Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher, M.A.,
on October 23rd of this year, at Bognor, Sussex.

A fine specimen of that large and brilliant beetle, Calo-

sorna sycophanta^ was taken at the Bailiff's Cross on June 25th.

This is the third specimen taken in the island during recent

years. A female specimen of MatiUa rujipes^ a Hymenop-
terous insect allied to the ants, and new to the Guernsey list,

was captured on September 21st by Master Cecil V. B.

Marquand in a garden at Knyghtwood, St. Martin's.

Two species belonging to the small parasitic Hymenoptera,
Proctotrypis gracidator and MacroccnUis marginator have been
taken in Guernsey, and are additions to our list ; also a large

yellow and black Ichneumon Fly, Amblyteles armatorius,

which was captured at Petit Bot Bay. Two species of

IchneumonidcB captured by Mr. E. D. Marquand in Herm
last year, have been added to the list of the insects of that

island.

On May 6th, Mr. ]\Jarquand visited the island of

Jethou, and captured the following bees : Halictus cylindricus,

Andrena aiigustior, A. cineraria., Nomada Fahriciana, N.
lineola, Psithyrus vestalis^ P. rupestris^ Bombus terrestris. A.11

of these with the exception of P. vestalis and B. terrestris are

new^ to the list of insects of that island.

LarvaB of Diphsis botidaria^ a Dipterous insect, were very
abundant in the leaves of the ash during June, at St. Martin's.

The larvae cause irritation to the ])lant tissue, thus forming an

abnormal swelling near the midrib of the leaf. These galls

contain from seven to twelve larvae, each in a separate cell.

When the leaves begin to wither, small cracks appear at the
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thinnest part of the cell wall, and through these the larva;

escape and fall to the ground to pupate.

A small species of Cockroach, Fhyllodromia yermanica,
has become quite a pest in a house at the Vauquiedor, swarm-
ing in the kitchen, around the oven and heating apparatus.

It is extremely rare in England, and two specimens only had
hitherto been recorded for Guernsey.

ADDITIONS TO THE GUERNSEY LIST.

MICRO-LEPIDOPTERA.

Lozopera (Coehylis) straminea, Haw. Taken by the Eev. F. E. Lowe.

Dietyopteryx Loeflingiana, Linn. I'aken by the Rev. Y. E. Lowe.

HYMENOPTERA-ACULEATA.

Mutilla rufipes, Latr. A female specimen captured by Master Cecil V. B.

Marquand in a garden at St. Martin's.

BRACONIDiE and PROCTOTRYPIDiE.

Maeroeentus marginator, Xees. Common.

PPOetOtrypis gravidator, X. One specimen.

ICHNEUMONIDiE.

Amblyteles armatorius, Forst. One specimen taken at Petit Bot Bay.

DIPTERA.

DiplOSiS botularia, Wtz. Larvae forming galls on the leaves of the Ash in

June and July. Abundant at St. Martin's.

ADDITIONS TO THE HERM LIST.

ICHNEUMONIDiE.

Pimpla flavonotata, Holmgr. One specimen taken by Mr. E. D. Marquand,
in 1904.

P. pomOPUm, Batz. One taken by Mr. E. D. Marquand, 1904.

ADDITIONS TO THE JETHOU LIST.

HYMENOPTERA-ACULEATA.

Halietus eylindrieus, Fab. One.

AndPena angUStiOP, Kirb. Common.

A. einepapia, Linn. Two.

Nomada Fabpieiana, Linn. One.

N. lineola, Panz. Nine.

PsithyPUS PUpestPiS, Linn. One.

The above six species of bees were taken by Mr. E. D. Marquand on
May 6th, 1905.

W. A. Luff, F.E.S., Sec. Ent. Sect.
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REPORT OF THE ORNITHOLOGICAL SECTION.

The notes on Birds which have accumulated this year,

although possessing a certain value, include nothing very

remarkable. These annual Sectional Reports afford a con-

venient means of recording many interesting observations

which would otherwise be lost, owing to their apparent

triviality ; but I very much wish that the recordership of the

present section were in more efficient hands than mine,

—

for unfortunately I am neither expert ornithologist nor

sportsman. If, however, those who know of the occurrence

of rare birds, or their nests, will be so good as to inform
me, it will be a help, and all information of this kind
will be duly acknowledged. I am again indebted to Mr. B.
Rowswell for kindly placing at my disposal his carefully

kept notes on the arrival and departure of the summer
birds of passage.

Rough-leg'g'ed Buzzard [Buteo lagopus). As Cecil Smith only records
t^o instances of the occurrence of this bird : one in Guernsey at

Christmas 1870, and one in Alderney in the autumn of 1877,— it is

worth noting that a third specimen was caught in a gin at Herm
in 18S5, and is now preserved in the Guille-AUes Museum.

Eagle Owl {Buho ignavus). A fine female Eagle Owl, belonging to Prince
Bliicher, has been kept in captivity in Herm. for about sixteen years.

Occasionally it lays eggs : and in April last it laid two, which, by
the kindness of ^Ir. Leicester Gore, are now preserved, one in the
Museum collection, and the other in my own.

Hedge Sparrow. In England these birds seldom sing in midwinter

—

but in Guernsey they are to be heard in full song all through December
and January in mild weather.

Chiffehaff. The earliest date this year on which I heard this little bird's

note was April 22, the spring being late and cold, with few warm days.

Woodpecker. I wish to correct an error which appears in the Transactions

for 1901, p. 59, where Mr. Kowswell is reported to have stated that a
Green AVoodpecker had been shot at St. Martin's. The species referred
to, Mr. Eowswell tells me, was the Lesser Spotted "Woodpecker, of which
several specimens are recorded in the Birds of Guernsey. There is no
authentic evidence of the Green Woodpecker ever having been seen in
our islands.

Wryneck. First heard on April 3, at St. Martin's, and last heard on July 6,

at the Catel.

Cuekoo. Heard by myself and others, in many different parts of St.

Martin's, on April 13, and reported on good authority to have been heard
the previous day. Its latest call was noted by Mr. Rowswell on the
Fermain cliffs on June 30.

Goatsucker. On September 12 one of these birds rose almost at my feet

and flew a few yards, on the cliffs near the old Sommeilleuse watch-house.

Swift. First seen on May G at Moulin Huet by Mr. Eowswell. who notes
that the little party which annually frequent the Town Church did not
arrive until May 12, when about a dozen were flying round the tower.

The first I saw was on May 11, near Ivy Castle. At the Forest they were
seen by Mr. RowsweU as late as August 31.
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Swallows and Martins. The spring being cold the Hirundines were latt;

in arriving-. ISwallows were; first seen by JNlr. Rowswell on April 26, and
by me the following day. House Martins appeartid on April '4, but for

some weeks their numbers were few By closely watching the autumiud
movements of these birds 1 found that the main body, that is to say, the

great majority of the birds, took their departure during the last days
of September, but a good sprinkling remained behind, probal)ly the
younger birds. Nearly every day up to October 2() I saw a few Swallows
and House INiartins in various parts of the island, the wind being easterly

and unusually cold throughout the month. On the 27th the wind veered
to the south-west, and these belated birds departed (with the exception
of just a few) either on that day or the following night. On October 80
I observed seven or eight Swallows flying high and straight in a south-
easterly direction across the Fort Road ; and I think these were passing
over the island on their way to the Continent from the west of England.
The last I saw were on November 2, three Martins and two Swallows.
Mr. Rowsweli saw three Swallows, flying high, on November 4, Mr.
Derrick saw both Swallows and Martins on November 7, near the Her-
mitage, and on November 9 three Martins between the Hermitage and
the Foulon.

COPnePake. Heard by Mr. Rowsweli on j\Iay 10 at Havilland.

Peewit. On May 11 I saw one flying over the marshes near Ivy Castle.

This bird is seldom seen in our islands during the summer.

Woodcock. The first Woodcock of the season was shot at St. Martin's on
October 7, and in Alderney the earliest was killed on October 18.

Great Black-backed Gull. On May 27 I saw a nest of this large Gull
containing three eggs on one of the islets north of Herm.

Razorbill. Several pairs had eggs on one of the islets north of Herm, in a

practically inaccessible nesting-place. This is an imrecorded station, as

Smith says these birds build on Ortach and in Alderney, '

' but nowhere
else."

Stormy Petrel. On the 27th of May an egg, with the bird sitting on it, was
found on one of the islets north of Herm.

Pallas'S Sand Grouse {Si/rr/iaptes paradoxns). The following note, con-

tributed by the author of the Birds of Gneritseij, will be found in the
Zoologist for 1888, p. 266 :

'" The first I heard of the arrival of Sand Grouse
was from Guernsey. In a letter from Sir Edgar MacCuUoch, the Bailiff,

dated May 24th, he says :
" Whilst I was at dinner. Couch, the bird

stuffer, called to show me a specimen of Pallas' s Sand Grouse, which was
shot on the 21st of this month somewhere in the Vale parish. It was
brought to him by the wife of the man who shot it, and it appears that

there was another in its company ; but the man who shot it could not
look after its companion, as it was time for him to get ready to attend an
inspection of the militia regiment he belongs to. The bird is in excellent

condition, but a little disfigured about the head with shot. I cannot say
whether it was a male or female, but I daresay Couch will discover the
sex when he comes to skin it, which he was intending to do at once." I

have not seen this bird myself, but I have no doubt the identification is

correct. This, so far as I know, is the first occurrence of the Sand Grouse
in Guernsey. — Cecil Smith, Lydeard House, Bishop's Lydeard, Taunton."
To this note the Editor adds in brackets "A small flock appeared in

Jersey during the last week in May." A note to the same effect from the
pen of Sir Edgar MacCuUoch appeared in the Guernsey Htar of INIay 26,

1888. Nothing further was known about Pallas 's Sand Grouse until

quite recently, when a fine male specimen, well-mounted and in good
preservation, was purchased for the Guille-Alles Museum. It had been
in the possession of the late Mr. John L. Mansell up to the date of his

death a few months ago, and there is reason to believe that it is the
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identical sj)ecimeii referred to above, as there is no evidence of a second

one having been killed here. It appears, however, that during the great

immigration of 1888 a considerable number visited Jersey, for the Star of

June- 2 in that jear reported that a pair (male and female) had a short

time before been shot in that island, out of a Hock of aboiit eighteen.

E. D. Makquand, Sec. Ornith. Sect.

T/ic Twenty-third Animal Meeting of the Society was held on

January 24th, 1906, Rcr. IV. C. Penney, M.A., President, in

the chair.

Messrs. J. Irish and J. Cumber were iiiiaiiimously elected

members of the Society.

Mr. (j. T. DeD'ick, Honorary Secretary, read the

following

Report of the Council.

The year 1905 marks an important era in the history of

this Society. At the last Annual Meeting it was decided to

increase the subscription to seven shilUngs and sixpence, with

a view of thus meeting the ordinary expenditure.

AYhile regretting that this has led to a slight decrease in

the number of members, the Council are pleased to be able to

record that, for the first time for many years, the members'
subscriptions balance the expenses, and the total receipts

leaye a sum of £6 in hand, as will be seen from the

Treasurer's Keport. They consider, therefore, that the

members are to be congratulated on the result of the new
arrangement. The admission of Junior Members is also a

new departure ; it is hoped by this means to enlist young
recruits who may become, later on, a band of actiye workers
in the fields of scientific researcli. The field excursions for

the purpose of nature study, and the indoor meetings for

explanations anfl practical working, arranged for the special

benefit of the young people, have been attended with great

interest.

The successful Soiree in February afforded pleasure to

a large number of people, and Avas again a means of adding
materially to the funds of the Society.

The Council tender their hearty thanks to Mr. J. Sinel,

of Jersey, for his specially prepared paper on " The Fishes

of the Channel Islands," Avhich he has kindly permitted to be
published in our Transactions.

The ordinary work has been carried on as vigorously as

ever ; the Sectional Reports show that the various depart-
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ments are active, and still able to increase onr knowledge of

the natural history of the Bailiwick.

In the Archaeological department the interest has been
specially centred in Alderney, owing to tlie valuable gift of

recently discovered remains, presented to the Society by the

Admiralty, and now deposited in the Museum.
On behalf of the members we once more tender our hearty

thanks to the Council of the Guille-Alles Library, for the

numerous privileges and valuable assistance they so kindly

afford us, without which it would be impossible for the work
of the vSociety to be carried on so successfully.

The Librarian's Report will contain a list of the many
valuable scientific Avorks forwarded to the Society in exchange
for our Transactions ; these have been added to our collection,

and will prove of great service for reference purposes to the

members.
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Mr. E. C. Mabbs, Honorary Librarian, read tbe following

statement, and was cordially thanked for the care and labour

he had bestowed upon the preparation of it.

Report of the Librarian.

This is the First Annual Report on the Library of the

Society, for although I was appointed Librarian in 1903, 1

have only now been able to reach a point where report is

possible.

The total number of books and pamphlets in the library

is 339, of which 91 have been received during 1905. The
whole of these are now labelled, numbered, and indexed, but

the cataloguing proper—that is to say the preparation of a

subject catalogue of all the articles in the library—is in a

very backward state, and will require about a thousand hours'

work to bring it up to date. However, all matter received

during 1905 has been entered, so that we are not falling more
into arrears.

The number of books borrowed during 1904 was eight

and in 1905 three only. This is eminently unsatisfactory,

and may, I suppose, be partly attributed to a state of change,

and the necessary restrictions placed on the issue of books ;

but I do not think members realize to what a valuable

collection of scientific papers they have access. 1 have,

therefore, expanded the usual list of books received during

the year, and mentioned some of the more important papers
which they contain.

Members who wish to use the books will be glad to

know the

RULES OF THE LIBRARY OF THE GUERNSEY SOCIETY OF
NATURAL SCIENCE.

1.—Books in the Library of this Society may be borrowed
by members and retained for one month ; they are then
renewable for a further period of one month if not required by
another member.

2.—Books will be issued at the monthly meetings or on
application at the counter of the Guille-Alles Library. (N.B.- —
In the latter case application should be made two or three days
before the book is required.)

3.—Any member borrowing a ])ook will be required to fill

in on a slip his name, address, name and number of book, and
date of issue.

4.—Any book lost must be replaced by the borrower, and
any book damaged will be charged according to the injury it

has sustained.
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5.—No book may ])e taken out of the ishind without the
permission of the librarian, and under sufficient guarantee.

6.—The librarian shall keep a record of the issue and return
of every book.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED DURING 1905.

Dr. H. Fleure has presented a copy of his paper on the Ormer
{Haliotis tuherculata) in German, and one of a paper on the

Evolution of Topographical Relations in the Doooglossa
Mr. E. D. Marquand has presented several })ubhcatfons of the

Linnean Society, viz. :—Rules, Lists of Members, Proceedings for

1902-4, and Nos. 179-180, 244-254, 257 and 259 of the Society's

Journal (Botanical Section), Nos. 179-180 and 249-254 are devoted

to the Flora of China.

M. Auguste Martin, of Cherbourg, presents copies of his papers

on the Bryology of Jersey.

We have started exchanging publications with the Societe

Nationale des Sciences Naturelles et Mathematiques de Cherbourg.
They have sent us :

—

Memoires de la Societe, Vol. XXXIII. (1 and 2),

XXXIV.,
containing papers on :—Geography and Botany of Belle-

Ile-en-Mer ; Matter, Ether and Physical forces and
Fundamental Ideas in Geometry.

Muscinees du Departement de la Manche, and Erythraea

morieri, by M. L. Corbiere.

A number of botanical papers by M. Auguste Le Jolis.

Several physical papers by M. Emmanuel Liais.

Two Geographical papers on Brazil by the same writer.

We 'have received the following in exchange from other

Societies :

—

University of Rennes :

—

Travaux Scientifiques, Vol. III. (containing papers on the

Phylogeny of the Genus Carabus ; Adaptation of Man to

Upright Position ; Effect of grafting on the scent of vine

flowers, and Cerambycides of Brittany).

Reports on Oyster beds of Cancale.

Societe Jersiaise :

—

Bulletin 30 and Actes des Etats, 1701—1730.

British Museum (Natural History Department) :
—

Guide to Fossil Mammals and Birds.

Guide to Bird Gallery.

Hand-list of Birds, Vol. IV., R. Bowdler Sharpe.
Blood-sucking Flies, &c., and how to collect them, by E. E.

Austen.
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Lloyd Library :

—

Bulletin 7 (Reproduction of paper on Vegetable Productions

of Northern United States, by the Rev. Manasseh Cutler,

published in 1784).

Bulletin 8 (The Lycoperdacese of Australia).

Boston Society of Natural History:—
Proceedings Vol. 31, Nos. 2-10, and Vol. 32, 1, 2 (containing

papers on Metamorphosis of Hermit Crab ; North
American Land Mammals and some papers on fungi).

Memoirs, Vol. 5, No. 10, Vol. 6, No. 1 (the comparative

anatomy and phylogeny of Conif(;rales, by E. E. Jeffrey).

Ditto, Vol. 5, No. 11 (Fossil footprints of Jura- Trias of North
America, by R. S. SuU).

Occasional paper. No. VH., Fauna of New England.

No. 1.—Reptiles, S. Henshaw.
No. 2 — Batrachia, S. Henshaw.
No. 3.—Mammalia, G. M. Allen.

Cold Spring Harbour Monographs :

—

No. III.— Orchestia palustris (a salt-marsh amphipod), by
Mabel E. Smallwood.

No. IV.—Life History of Case bearing Beetles, by Ella Marian
Briggs.

No, v.— Nassa obsoleta (a mud snail), by Abigail Camp
Dimon.

Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts and Letters:—
Transactions, Vul. XIV., Part 2 (containing papers on Birds

of Saskatchewan ; Diurnal movement of Crustacea in

Plankton ; Auditory memory span— for numbers in

school children ; Anatomy of Ranatra fusca and HepaticsD

of Apostle Islands).

Academy of Natural Sciences (Philadelphia):

—

Proceedings, Vol. LVL, Part 3 (containing papers on Mol-
Jusca of Japan ; Reactions of Ants to Vibrations and
Development of Worms).

Vol. LVIL, Parts I and 2 (containing papers on Mollusca of

Hawaii, Flint and Caroline Islands ; Senility among
gastropods, some new species of worms and fishes and
utility of principle in relation to specific characters),

Smithsonian Istitution :
—

Report for 1903. This report has as a general appendix re-

prints of the chief scientific papers published all over the

world, among which are :
— '' Etfect of Sun-spot period on

Temperature on the Earth," by Ch. Nordmann.
*' Methods of Weather Forcasting," by J. M. Pernter.
" Progress in Aeronautics," by Major Baden-Powell.
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" Radium," by Prof. Curie.
" Modern Views of Matter," by Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir

William Crookes.

"The Electric Furnace," by J. Wri<j;ht.

" Hi^h-speed Electric Railway," by G. H. Gibson.

"Beginning of Photography," by Maj.-Gen. Waterhouse.
" Relations of Geology to other subjects," by Prof. Eapworth.
" Terrestrial Magnetism in relation to Geography," by Capt.

E. W. Creak.

"North Polar Exploration," by Commander K. E. Peary.
" Swedish Antaictic Expedition," by Otto Nordenskiold.
" Food-plants of Ancient America," by O. F. Cook.
" Desert Plants a source of Drinking Water," by F. V. Colville.

" A New Theory of the Origin of Species," by A. Dastre.

"Experimental Studies on the Mental Life of Animals," by
M. Vaschilde and P. Rousseau.

" Hunting Animals," by H. Coupin.

"Maternal Solicitude in Unsocial Insects," by A. Forel.
" Frozen Mammoth in Siberia," by O. F. Kertz.

"Excavations at Abusir, Egypt," by A. Wiedemann.
" Ancient Hittites," by L. Messerschmidt.
" Lhassa and Central Tibet," by G. T. TsybikofF.
" Pjxploration of Somaliland and Southern Ethiopia," by

O. Neumann,
" Primeval Japanese," by Capt. ¥. Brinkley.

"The Republic of Panama," by W. 11 Buir.

"The Reclamation of Western America," by F. H. Newell.

Report of United States Natural Museum for 1903 (containing

a Report of the chief Museum Buildings in the world).

R. C. Mabbs, Hon. Librarian.

The election of officers was then proceeded with. The
Hon. Secretary (Mr. Derrick) and Hon. Treasiirei- (Mr. LuiF)

were re-elected by acclamation, and the ballot for the new
Committee resulted in the election of a lady member, Miss
Mellish, the Principal of the Ladies' College. The five others

were members of the old Committee, viz. : Messrs. De La Mare,
Pitts, Mabbs, Tanner and De Guerin.

The President announced that the third annual Soiree

would take place on the 6th of February, and he hoped it

Avould be as successful as the previous ones.

Mr. A. Collenette, F.C.S., read his Annual Reports (now
published in these pages) on the Rainfall and Sunshine of 1905,

illustrating his remarks by means of seyeral carefully prepared

lantern slides.



THE GUERNSEY DIALECT AND ITS PLANT
NAMES.

BY MR. E. D. MARQUAND,

Associate of the Linnean Society of London, and Memhre Correspondant

de la Soci4te des Sciences Naturelles et MatMinatiques de Cherbourg

.

The old Norman language which is still spoken in the

Channel Islands deserves more study than it has yet received,

because in all its main features it is the same that was used by
the cultured classes of England as far back as eight centuries

ago. In these sunny isles may be heard to-day the tongue
which was spoken by the people of our mother-country under

the early Norman kings, Avhich Mr. J. Linwood Pitts has

picturesquely described in his book on the Patois Poems of
the Channel Islands as " the speech alike of court and camp,
of trouvere and chronicler ; the tongue in which William the

Norman asserted his claims to the sovereignty, and Taillefer,

the Jongleur, carolled forth his defiance of King Harold, as he
heralded the onslaught at Senlac."

It is quite a common mistake to suppose, as many people

have done, that this curious unwritten dialect—which differs

considerably in the various islands, both as regards pronuncia-

tion and vocabulary—is sim])ly a distorted or corrupt form of

modern French. Instead of being so, it is in reality very
much older than classical French, for it is a survival of the

language which was introduced into England at the time of

the Norman Conquest, and which for some centuries after-

wards continued to be the language of the English Court and
the English nobility.

That this venerable language is rapidly dying out at the

present time in every one of the Channel Islands is beyond
question. In Alderney it will certainly have become extinct

in a very few years, for in proportion to its size, more English

is spoken there than in any of the other islands. In Guernsey
it will probably linger on for a generation or two, but hardly

more ; because, even in the country parishes, the children as a

rule do not habitually speak to each other in French, and they
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Avill certainly not toacli it to tlieir children. It is in Jersey
that Norman French will sui'vive lono^est, owing^ partly to the
larger size of the island, partly to its proximity to France,
and partly also to the influx of French agricultiu-al labourers,

who si)end some montlis in tlie island each year during the

farmers' busy season.

In view then of the rapid obsolescence of this extremely
interesting old language, in the only portion of His Majesty's
dominions in which it is still spoken as a ])nre vernacular,

it seems to me that some special effort should be made to

preserve its peculiarities in a more effectual manner than has

yet been done.

Year by year the critical study of local dialects is

spreading further and further afield : and much is made
nowadays of the homely and ungrammatical speech of many
an out-of-the-Avay corner of England and Ireland, Scotland
and Wales. Therefore it behoves us, as a small community
of English men and women, who live on the confines of the

United Kingdom, to take a share in rescuing our insular

dialect from oblivion : those of us, at any rate, who are proud
of our Norman descent. For, small though they be, the

Channel Islands are among the very oldest and brightest

jewels in the British Crown : they are British possessions by
inheritance, and not by conquest.

Although I speak of the insular vernacular as a dialect,

it would perhaps be more correct to call it a patois ; because

it is an unwritten tongue, in the sense that it possesses

no ancient local literature ; but the difficulty is to write it so

as to conv^ey to a stranger a correct idea of its peculiar

pronunciation. As regards the dialect of Jersey I cannot

express an opinion : but in the form spoken in Guernsey,

there are constantly recurring some very peculiar vowel-

sounds and combinations of consonants, which have no exact

parallel either in English or French, and consequently they

cannot be phonetically rendered 'in Avriting, without first

inventing some special system of notation. Some years ago
an American philologist spent many months in Guernsey
carefully studying the grammar, idiom, and pronunciation

of the local patois : and subsequently he published an

elaborate Memoir on the subject ; but in order to overcome
the difficulty of phonetically rendering the pronunciation, he

w^as obliged to construct such a complicated system of signs

and symbols, that the result is hardly intelligible to an

ordinary reader, however useful it may be to a critical student

of comparative philology.
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A considerable amount of published material exists in the

Guernsey dialect, consisting of poems, tales, folk-songs,

proverbs, folk-lore, and so on, all of which are extremely
interesting compositions, as illustrating the habits, customs,

pastimes, beliefs, and modes of thought of the people, besides

affording examples of the curious grammatical construction

and idioms of the language. The writings of Metivier,

Lenfestey, Corbet, Kobert and others, all of them composed
within the last half century or so, are most entertaining and
instructive; and, to a person who is thoroughly familiar with
the language, nothing can be more delightful than to listen to

these old Guernsey " chansons " read out aloud ore rotundo by
a native. But the spelling is purely arbitrary, and the same
word is often written in a variety of ways. All writers agree,

however, in falling into one common error,—albeit an unavoid-
able one, perhaps,—and that is, in writing many common
patois words—such for instance as quand (when), vin (wine),

vient (comes), sang (blood),—exactly in the same way as they
are spelt in modern French, although the sound is altogether

different. The consequence is that in reading these compo-
sitions a stranger forms an erroneous idea of the true

pronunciation, and would perhaps hardly recognise it when he
hears the same words from the lips of a native.

Is there, then, any possible means of registering the

sound, tone and inflection in such a manner that a hundred
years hence there may be no doubt whatever as to how
the vernacnlar of these islands was spoken ? I suggested the

answer to this question eleven years ago, when I had the

honour of occupying the Presidential chair of this Society.

In the course of my valedictory address, alluding to the

difficulty of phonetically recording the sound of many
Guernsey words, I pointed out that " the phonograph would
do in a moment what the English and French alphabets
are incapable of doing, even when combined."

In the Isle of Man the case is similar to ours. It is said

that with the passing away of the present generation no one
will be found who can speak the native language. But in the
month of April last, the London newspapers announced that
" the Manx Language Society hope to avert this danger with
the aid of Edison's phonograph. The instrument is being
sent to different parts of the island, and old men, whose
accent is pure, will speak into the receiver passages of
Scripture, folklore stories, idiomatic sentences and proverbs.
When the records are complete they will be kept at the

Society's room in Douglas." Some of the members who are

c
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present this evening may remember that at a meeting of our
Society held in December, 1903, I atlvocated the ado[)tion of

precisely the same method, for the y)reservation of records in

the Guernsey dialect.

Every native is aware that the vernacular of each island

in the Channel group differs considerably in accent, idiom,

and pronunciation from that of the other islands. An
experienced ear can distinguish at once the dialect of Sark,
Alderney, Jersey or Guernsey. But even in so small an area

as our own island, local variations occur. On this point

Metivier observes in the introductory pages of his Dictioaaaire

Franco-Norinand : *' II est a remarcpier (pie la prononciition

du guernesiais n'est pas precisement la meme dans toutes les

parties de Tile. II existe une difference bien appreciable

entre la prononciation des habitants de ce qu'on appelle les

basses paroisses, situees au nord de File, et celle des habitants

des hautes paroisses, situees au sud. Cette difference est

tellement prononcee qu'elle pourrait servir de bases a des

questions ethnologiques. II est aussi a remarquer que des dix

paroisses que renferme I'ile, il n'en est pas deux qui prononcent
le guernesiais absolument de la meme maniere ; mais il serait

bien difficile de donner une idee, meme approximative, des

nuances qui les distinguent."

When these words were penned, thirty-five years ago,

the phonograph had not been invented. If the author

were alive to-day, loyal Guernseyman as he was, he would
plead, in far more eloquent terms than I can command, for

the employment of this marvellous instrument, in order to

preserve the quaint characteristics of the language he loved

so well.

Possibly in years to come far more weight will be
attached to local pronunciation than at present : it may be

that those trivial nuances which we now disregard, may help

in settling knotty points undreamt of by students of to-day.

But, be this as it may, it would certainly not be either very
difficult, or very costly, to procure a series of carefully chosen

phonographic records of all the variations of our insular

dialect, together with those of the other islands in the

Bailiwick, and preserve them for the benefit of posterity. It

would then, I think, be found advisable that such records

should be sealed up, and deposited somewhere^ to remain
unopened for a fixed period —say, perhaps, seventy years.

And I would venture to suggest that the most competent and
fitting body to undertake and carry out this work, would be

the Koyal Court of Guernsey.
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In the meantime our Society slionld strive to collect every
possible scrap of fresh material illustrating, or relating to, or

bearing upon the Norman-French dialects of our islands.

Those of our members who are, as unfortunately I am not,

able to converse freely in the patois^ have large opportunities

of adding to what is already on record. For example,

comparatively little is known about the popular chansons and
dittons of Alderney and Sark ; and yet it is almost certain

that they offer many interesting peculiarities when compared
with those of Guernsey. Half-an-hour's chat with some
talkative old farmer, or fisherman, would often yield rich

results to a judicious enquirer. But above all things, beware
of letting him suspect that

" A chiel's amang ye, takin' notes,
And, faith, he'll prent it."

For several years past I have been collecting the local

patois names of the wild plants of (xuernsey, together with
whatever fragments of plant-lore I could discover. But on
every side I have heard the same tale of wonderful old

herbalists and cattle-doctors, not many years dead, who could

have supplied me with invaluable stores of information—but
they have all passed away. People no longer practise the art

of making simple remedies and medicines for their families

and their cattle, and as a consequence, even the very names of

many herbs are forgotten.

This year, however, I have succeeded in adding largely

to my notes, owing to the hearty assistance I have received

(and for which T am deeply grateful), from two members of

the Society—Mr. J. S. Hocart, of Les Mielles, Vale, and the

Rev. R. H. Tourtel, Rector of Torteval. Numbers of other

people, some of them unknown to me, have added, here a little,

there a little, to my list, so that it has grown much longer

than I had originally anticipated.

The net result is that I have now compiled a catalogue

of about 230 dialect names of Guernsey plants, every one of

which, I have been assured, is still used at the present time in

this island. This is a point which I wish to emphasise,

because in many cases these names are quite unlike any which
occur in Normandy, so far as I can ascertain. Another point

which I wish to make very clear is that I have taken great

pains to w^rite the names phonetically—taking them from the

speaker's lips, and spelling them in my own way. In every
case therefore, the etymology must be traced by the ear, and
not by the eye ; that is, by the sound and not by the spelling :

which is rather an important distinction.
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And there is yet another matter which I wish to state, so

as to avoid doubts and disputations : and that is, that I have
invariably insisted on seeino- for myself fresh specimens of

each plant named, so that I (;an guarantee tliat tlie pdtols

name recorded was given me for the ])articular species noted.

This fact should be borne in mind, because some of the names
are applied in Guernsey to one kind of plant, and in Normandy
to another.

A word or two as to the spelling of the names. As a

general rule I have followed the conventional mode employed
by Metivier and other local writers. Thus, the vowel-sound
represented by a is pronounced like the English word cuoe, and
has no equivalent in modern French. The vowel-sound
written di is a very curious one, and cannot quite accurately

be reproduced either in English or French. It is the long /

spoken shortly and quickly, something like the first syllable of

the English word idea. The sound written aaa approaches

that of the French words a eux when uttered so rapidly that

the whole makes one short vowel. Another sound w^hich is

unwritable is an—as in the words (/rand (large), hian (white),

efant (child), quand (when). It resembles the first syllable

of anchor^ but drawled out with a strong nasal intonation.

The sound in in words like vin (wine), fin (end), matin

(morning), is about as different from the same words in

classical French, as the English w^ord van is from vain, or

fan irom fain ; but it is impossible to express this difference in

ordinary writing. The letters tch represent the English ch as

in church. A few other peculiarities I shall endeavour to

make clear in giving the names—which are arranged in

alphabetical order for convenience of reference.

There are two excellent books which are well worth the

study of those persons who are interested in this subject.

The first is entitled " Philologie de la Flore scientifique et

populaire de Normandie et d'Angleterre," b}^ Mons. Edouard
Le Hericher ; the second is the " Flore populaire de la

Normandie," by Prof. Charles Joret (1887). The latter is

an admirably-arranged compendium of information on the

local plant names at present used in various .parts of

Normandy.
In comparing our present list with the one so carefully

compiled by Mons. Joret, one cannot fail to notice that a

large number of Guernsey names are apparently unknown in

that part of the Continent which lies nearest to our shores.

So the question suggests itself : where did these patois names
come from ? It is an interesting question, which cannot be
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answered ofF-haiid. Probably some came from Brittany,

others fi'om remoter parts of France, and some possibly had
their origin in distant conntries. If Ave could determine the

etymology of these names it would help us, but at present we
cannot. There are some common Guernsey names which
seem to baffle all attempts at tracing their derivation : they

appear meaningless, because we have not discovered the key
which Avill unlock the mystery of their origin : and yet they
are not less interesting on that account.

As far as it has been possible I have carefully preserved

in the following pages local information about the medicinal

virtues, fancied or real, attributed to plants by the old

Guernsey people : as well as a few curious dittons and popular
rhymes connected with them. But what I have done is, after

all, only fragmentary. The old generation of country folks

who knew all about these things has died out, and very, very
few persons are now to be found who care at all for the

plant-lore of our islands. Let me then earnestly appeal to those

who still have the opportimity, to collect and preserve these

fast-fading memories of the past, and thus testify to those

who shall come after us that Ave, in this generation, do not

altogether despise the venerable language of our Norman
forefathers.

Ail. Wild Garlic [AUium tnquetruni). Also known by the name of Blanche
Coneille.

Alisandre or Alisante. Alexanders {Smyrnium olusatrum).

Ambrouaise. Wood Sage {Teucrium scorodonia) , also called Lambraise. Both
are variants of thf French name of the plant Ambroise.

Amer-dOU. Woody Nightshade {Solcmum dulcamara). Lit. Bitter-sweet.

Called in French JJouce-amere.

Amourette. Ribwort Plantain {Plantag> lanceolata).

Arrete-beu. '^\xd^'%-i.ootTxQiQ'^ [Lotus comiculatus). This is the med'Oival

name Arresta hovis. applied to the Rest Harrow, the roots being so tough
that they could stop an ox drawing a plough—or a harrow See under
Rete beuf.

Avenon. Wild Oat iAvenafatua). The cultivated oat is called Avaine, and
the word Avenon signifies a useless or unprofitable kind of oat.

Bas. Couch Grass [Triticum repens). Pronounced exactly as if written in

English Ixuf.

Bee de GPUe. Musky Storksbill {Erodmm moschatum). Lit. Crane's bill,

[''sed at at Martin's Also called EplUs es bergiers and Masque sauvage.

Bele. Marshwort [Apium nodifloruni) . I'he French name of this plant is

Berle.

Berbiette. Daisy
(
BelHs pcrenn is) . The diminutive of the patois berbi (sheep)

,

pronounced berbi -yette. I think it probable that this name (the only one
used here; originated in the pretty fancy of children that daisies in the

grass resemble liitle sheep in a field.

Beruelle. Common Heath (Erica cinerea).
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Berzae nnd Beurza. Charlock {Sinapis arvenais). Theformcr naoie is used
in the lowlands ; the latter in the higher parishes.

Bette de banque. iiea Beet {Beta maritima). Lit. Seashore Beet.

Bian bouais. White Poplar [PopHim alba). L't. White wood.

Bian Tpefle. Dutch Clover [Trifulmm repens). In the word trcfle the / is so
softly sounded as to be hardly distinguishable.

Blanche Coneille. Wild Garlic {A //mm trlqmlrum) . Lit. White Bluebell.
Also called Ai/.

Blanche Epene. Hawthorn {Cratcegns oxyacantha). Lit. White Thorn.
Also called Mais d'llai.

Blanche Snile. Stinking Goosefoot [Chenopodium vn/caria). Cudweed
[Fi/ago gcriii'inlca). The former plant is so cdled at the Vale ; the latter

in the west.

Blanche Surelle. Yellow Toadflax {Linaria va/garu). Lit. White Sorrel.

Used in the high parishes.

Blue Herbe. Common Bent Grass {Agrostis vu/gans). Lit. Blue grass.

Bouarage. Borage {Borago offie'ma/is).

Bouarage sauvage. Small Bugloss [Lycopsls arvcnsis). This name, Wi/d
Borage, would s-eem tj indicate that the preceding species was at one time
cultivated m Guernsey for medicinal purposes.

Brlnge. Broom {Sarothammis scoparh(s). AloO called Genet. In connection
with this plant Mr, Hocart has given me the following local proverb :

Quand /es sorchiers vont an Catioroc, Us pdssoit par dessus bringe et bisson, mmre
et pa'isson, which means, When the witches go to Catioroc they pass over
broom and bramble, sea and fish,^.e., they surmount every obstacle.

Catioroc at St. Peter's, was, in the olden time, a famous resort of witches.

Bruxette. Lamb's Lettuce [Valeriane/la carlnata).

Caboehe sauvage. '^ea M'^dLX^h {Rctphanus marltimus) . Lit. Wild Cabbage.
So called evidently because the flowers resemble those of the cabbage,
rather than those of the cultivated radish.

CalSSe. Hogweed or Cow Parsnip {Herac/eum sphondg/inm). Closely allied

to the words Caslies, Kex, awd Kecksies , applied in various parts of England
to the dry hollow stems of this and other umbelliferous plants.

CamlePe. Chamomile {Anthemis nobilis)

.

Campana. Elecampane {Inx/a helenium). I saw this plant growing in a
garden at the Vale, and the cottager called it Campana, but said its

proper name was lane de Campana.

Capillalre, Grand. Common Polypody [Po/gpodium vu/gare). So applied
at the Vale ; but generally used, I believe, for all the larger Ferns except
Bracken. Also called Gvaeu du Gaidb/e.

Capillalre, Petit. Black Spleenwort {Asp/enium adiantiim-nigrum). A
strong decoction of this plant, to which is added plenty of brown sugar,

or sometimes dried figs, is considered a sovereign remedy for coughs.

Cardon. Creeping Thistle {Cardans arvensis). Applied generally to all kinds
of thistles : but at the Vale C. arvensis is distinguished as I" tit Cardon and
C. /nnceo/atns as Grand Cardon.

Cardon benl. Spear Thistle {Cardans /anceo/atns) . Lit. Blessed Thistle.

Used at Torteval.

Cardon d'banque. Sea Holly {Erynginm. maritimnm). Lit. Seashore
Thistle. The word banque signifies the low-lying shore or beach.

Castanler. Chestnut {Castanea vu/garis). The fruit is called Casta'ine, sound-
ing the second syllable like the English word line.

CattonS. Sallow {Sa/ix cinerea). Lit. Kittens. Compare our word catkin-

When the soft silvery buds of the Sallow begin to appear in early spring,

the Yale people say : V/d le saue qui cattone.
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CentUPee. Centaiuy {Erytlirda centaurluin). Used in the high parishes.

^Metivier, in his Diet. Franco-Normand, p. 166, gives Bcblomdie as the
Giiernsev name of this plant ; but I have not met anyone who knew the
word.

Chippe or Cippe. Tamarisk { I'ainarix anglica). Also known as Saunier.

The wood of this tree is used in Guernsey to make the bottoms of crab •

pots, as it long resists the action of sea water.

ChlisieP. Cherry-tree {Cerasus vulgaris). The fruit is called Chlise.

Chue. Hemlock [Coniuin maculatum). Chervil [Chacrophi/Uum anthriscus).

Metivier gives this as the local name of the Hemlock, and it is so used in

Normandy, but Mr. Hocart informs me that Chue properly signifies in

this island only the Chervil.

Claquet. Foxglove {BujitaUs purpurea). Derived from the children's amuse-
ment of popping or bm^sting [claquer] the flowers on the palm of the hand.
A local rhyme anent mackerel-fishing runs as follows :

Quand tu ve epani I'claquet
Met tes leines dans ten bate
Et t'en vas an macre.

(When you see the Foxglove blossoining, put your fishing-tackle into yo\ir boat,
and go off for mackerel).

C6ne*de ChePf. AVart Cress {Scnchlcra coronopus). Buck's-horn Plantain
[Plantago coronopus). Lit. Stag's horn. Applied in the high parishes to

Senehiera ; in the lowlands to Flantago. The similarity of the leaves in

both plants accounts for the same name being used.

Coneille. Blue Bell {Endymlon nutans). The French word corneille signifies

a crow, so that Coneille corresponds to the English names Croivbells and
Crowjlower. Shakesx^eare calls the Blue Bell by the latter name in

Hamlet iv. 7.

ContPepPinse. Great Bedstraw [Galium mollugo). Also called Tain de

Paenpaen

.

Coque. Corn Poppy {Papaver rhccas). An abbreviation of the French
Coquelicot. Also known as Rose de Tchen and Pavot sauvage.

Cossapd. Common Wrack [Fucus serratus)

.

CottOUniePe. Jersey Cudweed [Gnaphalium luteo-alhuni). IMore appropriate
to this plant than the French name ' 'otoniere applied to Filago germanica.

CoueOU. Milkwort [folggala vulgaris). Dog Violet [Viola riviniana). Lit-

Cuckoo. The name Coucou is applied in France, as well as in England*
to quite a number of distinct plants which blossom about the time of the
arrival of the Cuckoo.

Coue d'Pat. Field Horsetail [Equisetum arvense). Lit. Rat's tail.

CoumaiPe. Great Fleabanc [Pulicaria dgsenterica). Marsh Woundwort
iStnchys jMlustris) . Applied to the former plant in the north of the island

;

to the latter at St. Martin's.

Cpeve-eoeUP. Black Nightshade (^'o/«;^(t^'w?^i^r^^w). Used at the Vale. One
of the many Norman names of this plant is Creve-chien.

Doque. Dock [Rumcx). A general name applied to all the larger species,

but I am informed by Mr. Hocart that they are also distinguished as

follows : Grand Doque [R. obtimfolins) ; Doque de douit [R. Hydrolapa-
thum) ; Doque des rues [R. piilcher) ; and Doque a sang [R. sanguineus)

.

Dove. Marsh Pennywort [Hydrocotyle vulgaris). Le Hericher says that the
Norman word douve signifies " un grand fosse inonde," and one of the
Normandy names of the Lesser Spearwort is Bouve.

Eillet d'banque. Thrift [Armeria maritima). Lit. Seashore Pink. The
word eillet is pronounced as if written in French eye.

Eillet d'eoti. Sheeps-bit (/(^siow^ wow^a??a). Sea Campion [Silene maritima).

Lit. Cliff Pink. This name is also applied to Armeria maritima.
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Epene d'Aupegny. Tea tree [Lyclnm barbartiin). Lit. ^Uderiicy Thom.
So called, Mr. llocart tells me, because the i:>laiit was introduced from
vVlderney during- the fifties by a Mrs. liougourd, of La Lande, Paradis.

He remembers its introduction quite well, and says it has much spread in

the neighbourhood since then.

Eperg'OUtte. Fovertew {Matricaria parthenium). The modern French name
of the Corn Spurrey is Spargoutie ; but Joret mentions that in the sixteenth
century Dodoens, the Flemish botanist, applied the name Espargontte to

the Feverfew.

EpileS. Herb Kobert [Geranmni rohertianu'^). Lit. Pins. So called in the
north ; elsewhere known as Roudge Gainbe.

Epiles es Bergiers. Musky Storksbill {Erodium moschaium). Lit. Shep-
herd's x^ins. Used at the Vale ; called also Bee cle Grtie and Musqiie

sauvuge.

Eseorvie. Scurvy-grass {^ochlcaria danica).

Esquinaneee. Tormentil {PotentUla tormentilla). So called in the high
parishes, where it is valued as a remedy for cpiinsy. Also kno^vn as

Herbe de paralgsie.

EtPieoeUP or EtPiqueUP. Wall Pennywort {Cotyledon Hmbillcus). A curious

name, the origin of which I have tried in vain to discover. ]\I6^ivier's

derivation is too fanciful to be entertained seriously.

FaP de Lance. Lesser Spearwort {RanunculusJla-nmula) . Lit. Lance-iron,
i e., lance-head or spearhead. Derived from the shape of the leaves.

Faen. Duckweed {Lemia minor). Used generally to indicate the i'onfervee

and other floating plants (including Duckweed) Avhich form a green scum
on the surface of pools. Pronounced somewhat like the English word
fang.

Fai've. Broad Bean {Faba vulgaris). Pronounced like the English word^^Y?
In Yuewchf^ve.

FanOUe. Fennel {Foenlculum officinale) . This is, I believe, the usual form of

the name ; but at St. Martin's I have heard the variant Fanouol.

FeumetePPe. Fumitory {Fu naria, various sp.)

Fianeouaie. Petty Spurge {Euphorbia peplus). Used at Torteval. Also
called Lalt cVsouarl.

Fouale or Fouaille. ^x^^^i:i^Q\\{PterlH aqulllna). The only name used in this

island.

Fouale a maCPe. Silverweed {PotentUla anserlna). Lit. JMackerel fern.

So called because the leaves beneath are silvery white, like the underside
of a mackerel

Fouale d'OPVe. Lady Fern {Athgrlum FVlx -fwinbia) . Lit. Slow-Avorm's
Fern. One of the very few reptiles indigenous to Guernsey is the Slow-
worm or Blind-worm, one in the patois ; a perfectly harmless little

creature, but an object of dread and terror to many people.

FouiPOle. Annual Dog's Mercury {Mercurlalls annua). Sun Sj^urge {Euphor-
bia helioscopla). Generally applied to the former plant; occasionally to

the latter as well. Deaoting violent purgative properties.

FPanbOUaise. Yxuit of i'he^di^^'bQTxj {Rubus idee us).

FPase. Fruit of the Strawberry {Fragariec)

.

Genet. Broom {Sarothatnnus scoparius) . Also known as Brings.

Genotte. Cliff Ixia {Romulea eolumnee). Etymologically, this word signifies

earth nut, and I have known children dig up the bulbs on the cliffs and
eat them,— " comme des chataignes," as Metivier says.

GenOUOUePe or GenOUillePe. Goxn ^^Vlxygj {Spergula arvensis). Allied to

the '<^&iois woxd. genoua'i (knee), perhaps from the. deflexed pedicels of the

stem, after flowering.
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GlajeUP. Yellov;- Flag {Iris psc'Hclacorus). In French GJdicid.—Derived from
the Latm gladius, m allusion to the sword-shaped leaves.

Goule de Yon. Great Snapdragon (^;^^^rr//^n^<;;^^»r(y?^s•). Lit. Lion's mouth.

Goutte de Sang*. Vhea^imt'Q'Eje {Adonis autumnalis). Lit. Drop of blood.

Gpadillier. Currant {Rihcs). Pronounced gradi-ye. Eed, white and black
currants are called respectively roucu/es, bianches, and nh-cs gradtUes.

Grand Console. Comfrey {SgmphytHin officinale). The iwunded roots of

this plant, made into poultices, have long been used here as an efficacious

remedy for lumbago.

Grand Rete-beuf. Marsh Bird's-foot Trefoil {Lotus major). Compare
Arrcte-heu. and see note under Rete-bcuf.

Grand Trefle. Purple Clover {TrifoUum 2)ratcns().

Grand Vale. Great Bindweed (Con volvulus sepiam). Used at the Vale.

The small Bindweed (' '. arvcusis) is simply called Vdlc.

Gratteron or Gratton. Cleavers {Galium aparine). Also called La Coue.

Groumil. Large Yellow Stonecrop {Sedam re/fe.aui/). This plant, mixed in

certain proportions with Garden Thyme, is prepared as a tisane and used
in cases of diabetes.

Guerouaisier. Gooseberry {lUbes grossalaria).

Gvaeu dU Guiable. Polypody {Rolypodium vulgare). Lit. Devil's hair.

More commonly called Grand Cnpillaire.

Hag'Ue. The fruit of the Hawthorn ( 'ratccgus oxyacantha).

Han. Galingale {Cyperus loiigus). Pronounced so as to rhyme with Jean, and
not like the patois word Jan (furze)

.

Hanebane. Henbane [Hyoscyamus niger).

Hazette. Tufted Vetch
(
Vicia cracca).

Herbe a mille pertUS. St. John's Wort {Hypericum p rforatum). Lit.

Plant with a thousand holes. From the apparent punctures in the leaves.

Herbe a SOUnetteS. Yellow Hattle {Rhina)U]ius crista- gain). Lit. Plant
with little bells. So called from the rattling of the ripe seeds within the
capsule.

Herbe au Bourdon. Cut-leaved Dead Nettle {Lamium incisum). Ivy-
leaved Speedwell {I'c onici hedeifulia). Lit. Plant of the bee. The
former plant is so called in the lowlands, the latter in the south and west.

Herbe d'azur. Tufted Forget-me-not {Myosotis cccspitosa).

Herbe de erampe. Knotted Figwort {Scroplmlaria nodosa). Derives its

name from its efficacy as a remedy for cramp,

Herbe d'emeute. Dodder {Cuscuta epith juam]. So named from its power-
ful pro^Dcrties, which are utilised by Guernsey farmers on particular

occasions in the treatment of horned cattle A handful of the fresh plant
is placed on a cabbage leaf, which is then rolled up and given to a cow to

eat. This is the method employed at the Vale, but Mr. Tourtel says the
farmers in his parish do not use it in this way.

Herbe de flon. Black Knapweed {Cc/itaurca nigra). In the Guernsey
dialect the word^o;^ has two different meanings, tfnflon signifies a boil

or wen on the human body ; but lefl.m. is a disease of cows, which causes
an induration of the udder after calving. To cure this, a handful of

lilack Knapweed is boiled for half an hour, and the affected part is bathed
with it.

Herbe de paralysie. Milkwort iPolggala vulgaris). Tormentil {Fotentilla

tormentUla ,. The Kev. R. H. Tourtel tells me that the country people
recognise two different plants as effective in warding off" or curing para-
lysis,— (1) the Milkwort, which is used in the case of men, and (2) the
Tormentil in the case of women. An old woman, who had lost the
faculty of speech through an attack of paralysis, recovered it again after
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drinking a decoction of Tormentil. I have reason to believe, however,
that tliis distinction is not universal ; because some years ago an old man
at St. Martin's showed me some Tormentil which he had just gathered,
and which he said he was taking regularly as a " tea," to avert the danger
of a i)aralytic stroke.

Herbe pointue. Floating Foxtail Grass [yLlopccHriis ycniciilatHo).

Herbe Saint Jean. Mugwort [yLrtcmlsla vuUjaris).

Herbe SOrchiere. Wall Barley {Ilordeam murinum). Lit. Sorcery (xrass.

The erratic movement of a spike of this grass, when put up the sleeve

or down the back, not being readily accounted for by the simjjle rural

intellect, these motions are attributed to sorcery and magic.

Herbe terree. Germander Speedwell ( Veronica cha/ncedri/,s) . In former days
a "tea" made from this plant was esteemed a valuable remedy for

indigestion, and pains in the stomach.

Herbe traitresse. Si^otted Persicaria {Fob/f/oHum pcrsicarla). This name
originates in a Guernsey legend to the effect that a woman who had
committed a murder, wiped her blood-stained fingers on the leaves of

this plant, which betrayed her, and led to her detection. Ever since then
the leaves have been marked in the centre by a dark spot. Also called

Langue d''oHaie.

HolOgreS. Dandelion [ raraxacuni ojficlnale). Lit. Clocks.

Housse. Holly [Ilex aqulfulium). This is the feminine form of the French
name Houx. So also the Box tree, in French Buis, takes the feminine
form Bnissc. As, however, both these names are masculine in the patois,

it is possible, as has been suggested to me, that it is simply the sibilation

of the final letter, just as the worcl^/s (son) is always pronounced ^'sse.

lane. Wormwood {Arfeuilsii absinthium). This name, which sounds like the
English ymvn, is the Guernsey form of Liane, used for this plant in the
northern parts of Normandy. Further south the name becomes Lienne

and Alienne, variants of Ahune or Alvine, which was the old French name
for Wormwood. This is an instance of the gradual modification of a

name, although at the two extremes it is difficult to perceive their

relationship.

Incarnate. Crimson Clover {Trifolinni incarnatum).

Ivraie. Wall Barley {Hordeiun muriniim). A less common name than Herbe
sorchiere.

Jan or Jaon. Ywyzq [Vlcx curopceus). In the Cotentin district of Normandy
a furze -brake is called tone jnoniere, exactly as in Guernsey.

Jaune Barbe. House leek [Se/np-rvivian tectornm). Lit. Yellow Beard. A
local variant of Joubarbe, the French name of this plant, i.e., Jovi.s barba,

or Jupiter's Beard.

Jonere. Soft Rush {Jitncus episus). This name and the next are forms of

the 'Fxewchjonc.

Jonque. Sharp-flowered Rush [Juncns aeiitijlorus). Probably this and the
preceding are only variants of the same name.

KerSOn. Water Cress {XmtartiHin officinale). The local form of the French
cresson.

KerSOUnette. Wart Cress {Senebicra didijma). This word is the diminutive
of Kerson ; so called from its strong, cress-like odour.

La Coue. Cleavers {Galium aparinc). Lit. The tail. This singular name
originates in the common amusement of country children on All Fools'

Day. They slily stick wisps of this clinging plant on each other's backs,

and then start the cry " La coue ! la coue I" A more general name is

Gratteron.

LachetS. The seaweed GJiordaJilum. Lit. Laces.
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Lait d'SOUaPi. Fetty Spurge {Euphorbia pcplus). Lit. Mouse's milk. Also

called Fia)icouale and Troupdde.

Laitron. Sowthistle [Souchns, various sp.) Nipplewort [Lapsana communis).

Universally applied to the different sj^ecies of Sonchus, locally known as

^lilktliistles ; but I hardly think it is much used for the Nipplewort.

LambPaise. Wood Sage {Tencrium scorodonia). The initial letter represents,

etymologically, the definite article ; so that the name should jjroperly be
Ambraisr. But the people speak of it as " la lambraise."

Langue de boeuf. Hart's Tongue Fern {Scolopeiidntim vnlgare). Lit. Ox
tongue.

Langue d'OUaie. Climbing Bistort [Pohjgontdn convolvulus). Lit. Goose
tongue. Tills name is common in the north ; but at Torteval it is applied
to the Spotted Persicaria {Fol(/gonu>n persicaria)

.

Maeure or Maiire. Blackberry, or fruit of the Bramble {linbxs)

.

Mais d'AvPil. Blackthorn {Frujtus npinosa). Lit. JMonth of April. More
commonly called Xar Ephic.

Mais d'Mai. Ha^\i:horn {CraUegns oxijacantha). Lit. Month of May. More
often Biaiuhc Epl-nc.

Marguerite. Ox-eye {C/irz/sanikc/nu/n leucanthemu)n). Also kno^vn as Murlu
and Bian Murln. In Guernsev the name 2Ic(rgncrite is never apj^lied to the
Daisy.

Mauve, Grande. Txee^h\^o\\ [Lavatera arborea).

Mauve, Petite. Common Mallow (J/«/r« sglvestris) . Still highly valued as

a ciu'e for gatherings. The leaves and stems are boiled, then mixed with
bread, and made into a poultice. The oily juice given out by the plant
after boihng is said to be very healing.

Melier. Medlar [Mespihis grniuoiica) . The fruits are called nivlcs ; in modern
French ncfles.

Meque. Ragwort [Senecio jacobcea)

.

Milgre. MaiTam Grass [Psamma arenaria).

Molaine. Great Mullein
(
Verhascuni thapsui<). Perhaps better written Molene.

Molle Herbe. Meadow Soft Grass [Holcns lanatus). Lit. Soft grass.—It is

said of a spendthrift : / mange son bia'i en herbe : he eats his w^heat in stalk.

The word bidi is the French bU, corn.

Morelle. Bitter-sweet {Solanum dulcamara). Used at St. Saviour's. Also
known as Amer-dou.

Mourdron. Chickweed [Htellaria media). In French Mouron.

Moutardier. Field Pennycress [Thlaspi arvensc).

Mouzette. Haricot or French Bean {Phaseolus vulgaris).

Mouzette Sauvage. Climbing Bistort {Polggonum convolvulus). So called

from the resemblance of the leaves to those of the French Bean. Also
called Langiie d'oaaie.

M'roque or Meroque. Stinking Mayweed {Anthemis coiula). This name is

sometimes varied to Amroqne.

Murlu. Com Marigold [Chrysanthemuni scgctuui). A local proverb runs :

Jaune coumme du murlu, meaning, as yeUow as gold. But in the west of the
island the present name belongs to the Oxeye, for which the name
Marguerite is not used. In the north the Oxeye is Bian Murlu, and the
Com Marigold Jaune Murlu.

Musque sauvage. Musky Storksbill [Erodium moschatum). Lit. Wild
Musk. Used at St. Andrew's. Other names for this plant are Epiles es

Bergiers and Bee de Grue.

Nere Epene. 'Bld.QkiYiovw {Prunus spinosa) . Al^o c^Wed. 3Iais d'Avril.
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Orane. Wliite llorehouml [Marnihiion vxlf/ayr). Greatly pri/od as a tonic,

and a remedy for cou^-lis and colds. I find notliinj'- approaching Orane

among- the various Norman names of this plant, and it looks suspiciously

like a corruption of llorchound.

Orme. Common Elm {U/iiin.s cauijjcsti-u). Differs from modern French in

being feminine, like the Latin ulmm, instead of masculine.

Ortie. Nettle {Urticd f/ioica). In some x^arts of the island a distinction is

made between Grande Ortie [Urtica dioica) and Fetiie Ortie [U. nrenn). I am
indebted to Mr. Tourtel for the following couplet about nettles : / n^puiue

p(h chi( inais^ niais i j)iq/fc' les duies,—which means, They do not sting tliis

month, but they sting the fingers. i\Ir. Hocart supplies a local formula

for the cure of nettle stings. Take a few dock leaves and rub them well

on the affected part, rex)eating these words :

—

Deque, deque, gueri me
La piqueure qu'ortie m'a fait.

That is, Deck, deck, heal fer me, the sting the nettle has given mc.

Ortie puante. Hedge Viomidwort {>Slac/i//.s .s//fratica). Lit. Stinking Nettle.

So called from its very disagreeable odour when bruised.

Orvale. Water Figwort {'Scrojjh/daria aqnatlca). The medicinal virtue of this

plant is particularised in an old rhyme: La_fieiUe d'orvdlo tcheri et hale,—
the Figwort leaf heals and draws (i.e., the inflammation from a boil or

gathering)

.

Osier. O^AeT {Salix viminalis)

.

Pain de Paenpaen. Great Bedstraw {GaVuun moUiigo). Lit. Bread of the

blue beetle. There is a certain beetle [Timarcha Iceriti), very pretty and
quite harmless, which feeds uxooii this jDlant, and is remarkable bj'its habit

of secreting when handled a reddish oil that looks enough like blood.

This insect is known to country children by the name of l^aoipaen , and a
child mil hold one in its hand, and repeat these words : Facnpaen, mourte

m's ten sang, ctfte dounerai un verre de vin bum : Beetle, show me your blood,

and I'll give you a glass of white ^vine.—As soon as the " blood " makes
its appearance the insect is set free, without injury. Another name for

the Great Bedstraw is (Jontreprinae.

Pain d'orve. '^\\ee-^''^-\i\t{Jasionei)iontan(i). Lit. Slow-worm's bread. Also
known as Eillet d'coti.

Pain d'SOUari. English Stonecrop {IScdiun anglicuni). Lit. Mouse's bread.

Painfaie. Water Hemlock {^(Enanthf eroca'a). Metivier spells this name
Palmfeis and derives it from a Bas-Breton root Bigmtjiilg Jive fingers.

Paipier. Pear-tree {Fgrus). Pears are c-^d\.ed:paires.

Palitole. Wall Pellitory {Farietaria diffnsa). Different forms of this name
occur here—or perhaps it would be more correct to sa}' that different

people pronounce the same w^ord differently. Sometimes it sounds like

Palitone, or again like FarltoJe. A iisa)ie made from this x^lant is used in

cases of diabetes.

Paquerolle. Primrose {Frhnida vulgaris). A pretty name, signifying "the
little rose of Easter." Alluding to the mildness of the mnter in these

islands, a connnon proverb affirms : / )i''y a poui Xoae sans sa paquerolle on

2)' tit ague: There's never a Christmas without its primrose or little lamb.
A soothing ointment for burns and scalds is made by boiling fresh lard

and straining it through primrose floAvers.

Pas d'ane. Sweet-scented Coltsfoot [Fetasites fragra)is). Lit. Donkey's
footprint. Wild, or Winter Heliotrope is the common English name
given in Guernsey to this plant, from the scent of the flowers.

Patate. Potato {Solajiuju iuherosuni). This name, and our own English one,

are forms of the Malayan name Batatas, a species of Convolvulus, the -roots

of which were formerly eaten under the name of Sweet Potato. The
French name Fomme de terre is never used in the Guernsey patois.
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Pavie. Reed Mace [Typha latifolia).

Pavot Sauvage. Red Poppy [Fapaver rhoeas). Also called Rose de Tchen
and Coqne.

PenneeOUte or Ponn'eoute. Meadow Orchis (Cr^/ns^r^i-i/ora). Lit. Wliit-
siiutide. So named because these beautiful flowers appear at that season
of the 5'ear.

PePChepiePPa. Samphire [Crithmum mantimum).

PeupieP. Black Poplar [Fopulus )ilgra). Pronounced as if written peu-pi-ye.

Pi d'alOUette. Field Wood Rush {Ln~jaa. camjwstrls). Lit. Lark's foot.

Pi d'mOUisSOn. ^\\e'^\\Qvd'&V\\v^e {Cajisellahnysa-pastoris). Lit. Bird's foot.

Pi de Yon. Buttercup {RcouuicuIks repots and R. biilhosus). Lit. Lion's foot.

3L\ Hocart tells me that three allied species are distinguished by different
names : F'l dc Yon a uonds, or Nut Buttercup {R. btdbosics) ; Pi de Yon lattdi,

or CKnging Buttercup {R. repeus), and Ft de Yon a rachaincs, or Buttercuj)
AAith roots {R. acris).

Piantain. G-reat Plantain {Flantago major).

Piat LaitPOn. Cat's Ear [Rypochoirls radicata). Lit. Flat So^vthistle.

Because the leaves lie flat on the ground.

Piatte Snile. Halberd-leaved Orache {Atriplex hastata).

Pieot. Motherwort {Leonurns cardiaca). A farmer at St. Martin's pointed out
to me this plant as being an excellent medicine for pigs. A handful of

the leaves, together "\\^tli half a dozen scales of Houseleek [Sempervivum
fectonan) are pounded up, and the juice, after straining, is mixed with a
little milk, and given to i^igs when they are sick. The milk is added
merely to induce the animals to drink the medicine.

Piepot. Meadow Buttercup {Rannncnl/fs acris). Le Hericher says Fupot is

pled de poule, or fowl's foot.

Piment. Common Balm {Melissa officinalis). Grown in gardens on account
of its medicinal ^irtues. A "tea" made by pouring boiling water on
the leaves is esteemed an excellent restorative.

PimpePnelle. Scarlet Pimpernel {Anagallis arvensls).

Pissenliette. Pilewort or Lesser Celandine {Rcoiiuicalas ficaria). A remedy
for piles is made by boiling fresh lard and straining it through the flowers

of this plant.

Plise. Grass Wrack {Zostera marina). Pronounced exactly like the English
word pAease.

Pouliet or Poue-ye. Y^dWwyxoyA iXentha pnleyiimi). So called at the Vale,
and said to be efficacious in destroying vermin on children's heads. These
parasites are kno^\^l by the name of pou/is, a word which it is impossible to

write phonetically in French, but which sounds as if spelt in English i^icaic.

PoumieP. A^Dple-tree {Pyr/cs mains). The fruit, or apple, in pome.

POUmieP du Guiable. Thorn Apple {Datara stramonium). Lit. Devil's

Apple-tree.

Poumiliepe. Garlic Mustard {Alliaria officinalis). I have had this plant
brought me under tliis name, but a man showed me in his garden at the
Vale, a plant which he called Fonmiliere and it was Hellebore, though that

si)ecies does not grow wild in this island.

Pousse de banque. Hare's Tail Grass (Layurus ovatus). In this name the
word poHsse is, I am told, the same as our puss, meaning a cat. The
woolly heads of Lagurus somewhat resemble Sallow catkins, which English
children often call " Pussy cats."

PPUnele. The Sloe, or fruit of the Blackthorn [Frunus spinosa)

.

Ppunet. Butcher's Broom {Rusciis aculeatus). Used in the north. In the

south called Var Genet.
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P'tits Cats. Sallow iJ^aUx cincren). Lit. Little Cats. The same idea as

Cnttons.

Quene. Oak [Quercus robur). Somids like the Enj^lish word cane.

Querpentlere. Yarrow (Achillea millefoUi(ni) . This is the feminine form of

the patois Avovd querpentier, a carpenter. A stronp^ decoction of this plant,

taken very hot in p:oinf2^ to bed, is said to ward off the effects of a chill :

but plenty of sui^ar or hone}" should be added. Eaten dry, like watercress,

it is reputed to be a specific remedy for piles. The floAvers, placed on the
head under the hat, are a cure for headache.

Quinquaeee. Tormentil [PotentiUa formentilla). Also called Herbe de

parahjsie.

RegrliSSe or ReeliSSe. Rest Harrow {Ono)ns arreihns). Lit. Liquorice. Old
people still remember as children eating' the roots of this plant, which are
said to taste very much like Liquorice root.—The same thing is done in

the north of England, where Rest Harrow is called Wild Liquonce. It is

also known by the next name.

Rete-beuf. Rest Harrow {Ononis arvensis). Another form of Arretr-heu. Tn
the word Z'^^(/ (French, haeuf, ox) the final letter is sounded in the north of

Guernsey, but not in the south.

Ronehe. Bramble [Ruhns fruticosus) . Certain varieties of Bramble throw out
in the autumn strong shoots which root at the tips and give rise to new
plants. An ancient cure for boils, prevalent in Guernsey down to recent
times, was to pass under one of these rooting stems nine times on nine
successive mornings,—by which time the boils would have disappeared.

ROS. Reed {Arundo phragmites). Pronounced like the English word roe.

Rose de Cat. Dog Rose {Rosa canina). Lit. Cat Rose. This name has been
given to me at St. Martin's for the common wild Rose : and I find that at

the Vale the little Burnet Rose {Rosa spinosissima) is called Rose de Catte.

Perhax)s these names are identical.

Rose de Tehen. Corn Poppy {Paparer rhneas). Corn Cockle {Lychnis
(jithago). Lit. Dog Rose, Applied to the Poppy in the south and west,
but in the north where that plant is called Coque, the present name is

applied to the Corn Cockle.

Rouage Gambe. TlQTh'Kobext {Geranium roherHamm). Amphibious Persi-
caria {Polygomun amphihium). Lit. Red leg, from the bright red stems
of these plants. The first-named bears this name in the high parishes :

but at the Vale (where unfortunately I have not been able to ascertain the
patois name of Herb Robert) both the Amphibious and the Spotted Persi-
caria are termed Ronage Gambe. Other names for the last species are
Langue d^ouaie and Kerbe traitresse.

Sale de trie. Toad Rush {Juncus biifonius). Lit. Sow bristle. This name
is varied in some parts of the island to Saie de cochon.

Sain Tpefle. Small Yellow Clover {Trifolium minus). Besides this name
Mr. Tourtel gives me Sainsaln and Sainfoin as applied to this plant.

SaPPazln. Buckwheat {Polygonum fagopyrum).

Saue. Willow {SaJlx, various sp.) Pronounced like the English to son\

SaunieP. Tamarisk {Tamarix anglica). Also called Chiprc.

Seue. Common Elder {Samhacas nigra).

Sniehon. Groundsel {Svieclo vulgaris). Patois form of the French seneqon.

Snile. White Goosefoot {Chenopodium album). This name is very generally
applied to this plant, but a farmer at St. IMartin's assured me that Snile is

a sort of generic term to denote a variety of creeping noxious weeds.
Curiously enough the White Goosefoot is distinguished at Torteval as Nere
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Soueique. Marigold [Calendida offic'maUs). A survival of the old French
iiarae souhique, from the Latin sohequixm, following the smi, whence the
modern French name of the Marigold, souci.

Squinaneie. Milkwort {Pohjgala vuJgnris). I have not met Avith this name
myself, but since Meti^ier specifically mentions it (Diet. Fr. Norm. p. 454)

no doubt it is used. And he says it is employed in cases of paralysis and
quinsy. Another name for the Milkwort is Herhe de paraJiide.

SuehetS. Honeysuckle [Lo))u-era j)ericli/nir'//ian). Derived from the patois

verb sxchier, to suck.

Surelle. Sorrel {Rxmex aeetosa).

TangfOn. Oarweed or Tangle {Lainiiiaria) . Commonly applied to the stems
and fronds of these gigantic seaweeds, which are abundantly washed
ashore all round this coast after storms, and carted awav for manuring
fields.

Tehendent. False Oat Grass {Arrheiudherum elatitts). Lit. Dog's tooth.

Tenaisie. Tansy {Tanacetum vuJyare).

Trainain. Marsh Bent Grrass {A(/rostis alba).

TPOUpelae. Petty Spurge {Euphorbia pepJas) . The sound of this word would
be represented by the English syllables troop-Ian-. Also called Lait d'souari

and Fiancouaie.

Tue-lapin. Fool's Parsley {^thasa ojitajjiain). Lit. Kill-rabbit. So called

from its very poisonous properties.

Vale or Vaille. Small Bindweed [Coxcoh-nhcs arreush). The Great Bind-
weed {C. sepia ill) is called Grand VdJe.

Var Genet. Butcher's Broom {Raseas acaleatas). Lit. Green Broom. So
called because it is an evergreen. Another name is Frauet.

VePOnique. Germander Speedwell {Vcroinca chammlnji). This name is not
restricted to this species, but is also applied to some of the smaller plants
of this genus, like V. arreiisis and V. serpyUiforia . Also known as Herhe
terree.

Vervaine. Vervain {Verbena officinaUs).

Vieheron or Viehon. Wild Vetch [Vlcla amjaaiifoRa).

Violette de Chate. Wallflower {('hevrantha>i chelrl). Lit. Castle Stock.
Strictly the name Violette belongs to the Garden Stock, both red and white.

The Wallflower being popularly considered a kind of stock, it goes either

by the present name or Jaane Violette. Sometimes the Red Campion is

called Violette de Chate.

Violette de Fossai. Red Campion {Lijchins d'lurna). Lit. Hedge Stock.
Also called Violette sauvdge, or Wild Stock.

Violette de Prai. Great WiUow Herb {Epilobmin hirsatum). Lit. Meadow
Stock

Violette au Vee. Ked Campion {Ljjchnis dmrna). This name is interesting

as preserving the old French word veel^ meaning veau (calf) which is really

our English word veal.

Vraie, Vpec or Vareeh. The Common Wrack FacHs serratus, and some allied

species.

Yeble. Dwarf Elder {Sambucus ebnlus).

YePPe. Ivy (Redera helix). The old French name for Ivy is hv'rre, and Le
Hericher X)oints out that the modern French lierre is formed by the addi-
tion of the definite article. In some parts of Normandy tlie aspirate in

this Avord is sounded, but not in Guernsey.
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DuKiNG the past year, owing to the generosity of the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty, a very large and valuable

addition has been made to the collection of Alderney
Antiquities already in the possession of the (luille-Alles

Museum. The following correspondence relates to the subject,

and sufficiently explains the nature of the objects discovered
;

but a great deal of study will have to be devoted to the

collection before its intrinsic value to our local archtrology can
be fully appreciated.

Guernsey, 16th March, 1905.

The Director of Works,
Admiralty, London.

Sir,

With reference to the recent discovery in Alderney of

human skeletons and other archaeological remains, maj^ I be
permitted to ask, on behalf of the Guernsey Society of Natural
Science (of which I have the honour to be Vice-President),

that such remains be deposited in the Guernsey Museum, seeing
that the island of Alderney is a dependency of Guernsey, and
lies within the Bailiwick. The Guernsey Museum is the

finest in the Channel Islands, and contains a very large number
of local antiquities, including an interesting collection of

Roman weapons and bronze implements, found in Alderney
many years ago.

In no other Museum would the interesting relics recently

exhumed be so easily accessible for study and examination, by
archaeologists resident in and visiting these islands : and in no
other locality could they be so appropriately and permanently
preserved.

Trusting I may receive your affirmative reply,

I have the honour to remain. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand,
Associate of the Linnean Society of London.
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Admiralty,

21, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.,
20th March, 1905.

Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

IGth March, 1905, on the subject of Human Remains discovered

at Alderney.
I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

E. Raban,
Director of Works.

E. D. Marquand, Esq., A.L.S.,

Guernsey.

Admiralty, London,
19th May, 1905.

Sir,

With reference to yom^ letter dated 16th March, 1905, I am
commanded hj My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

acquaint you that they are pleased to accede to the request that

the ethnographical relics recently discovered in Alderney
might be handed to the Guernsey Society of Natural Science,

for deposit in the Guernsey Museum.
For the information of the Society, a copy of the Report

of the local representative of the Admiralty at Alderney is

forwarded herewith, giving a short description of the manner
in which the relics were discovered. Instructions shall be
given for the relics to be carefully packed and forwarded, upon
receipt of the address to which you wish them sent.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Evan Macgregor.
E. D. Marquand, Esq., Guernsey.

[REPORT.]

H.M. Breakwater, Alderney,
14th March, 1905.

Alderney : New Goastguarti Station

m

ArchsBOiogicai Rentainsm

With reference to D.W. 1171/905, 8. 3. 05, attached, the
remains above referred to have been sent direct to Head Office

by boat to-day, and D.W. informed.
The skulls forwarded were three in number. Those

numbered 1 and 2 were found with other bones, side by side,

about one foot apart, and one raised about three inches above
the other, lying about east and west, the heads pointing to the
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west. They had apparently been in coffins, as some decayed
wood was found around them, a portion of which I have sent

on. They were also covered and surrounded with stones.

Some were beach pebbles which had been rounded by the sea,

and others in the rough quarried state : the stones averaging
about 6 or 8 inches over. These two were found with rings

around the necks, one of which was preserved in good
condition, but a portion of the other had corroded, and some
part of it had become attached to the collar-bone. They were
found at a depth of about three feet six inches below the
surface, in good clean sand.

About a foot or so below this, a small urn containing
charred bones was found ; this has been forwarded with the

bones, just as found.
Skull number 3 was found some 10 or 12 feet from the

other two, and about five feet deep, a'so in sand. No ring was
found on this. Over the head was found a rough fiat stone

about one foot six inches by one foot by three inches. There
were no chisel or other marks on this stone, and it had not been
shaped in any way. The workmen broke up a lot of the bones
in removing them, as they were very much decayed. Moreover
the whole of the bones were not removed, as the trench in

which they were found was only just over two feet wide, and
ran across the bodies.

Several fragments of Pottery have been forwarded, but no
pieces of rusty iron were found. An ancient bronze coin has
also been forwarded : this was not found with the bodies, but
about 120 feet from them, within the enclosed area of the

station, and near the surface of the ground.
As the excavations for the drain have not yet been

completed from the station to Longy Bay, it is quite possible

other items of interest may yet be found.

(Signed), T. MITCHELL, F.W.

The Superintending Civil Engineer,
Portland Breakwater.

Guernsey, 20th May, 1905.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 19th inst. announcing that the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty have been pleased to accede to the
request that the ethnographical relics recently discovered in

Alderney might be handed to the Guernsey Society of Natural
Science, for deposit in the Guernsey Museum. And I have
also to thank you for copy of the Report describing the

manner in which the relics were discovered.
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On behalf of the Guernsey Society of Natural Science, I

beg to return you the grateful thanks of th^ Society for this

gracious concession, and to say that, as soon as received, the

relics will be placed in the Museum, and full particulars duly
published in the Transactions of the Society, The receipt of

the parcel (which should be addressed to E. D. Marquand,
A.L.S., Guille-Alles Library, Guernsey), will be immediately
acknowledged.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand.
The Secretary, Admiralty,

Whitehall, London, S.W.

Admiralty, London,
8th June, 1905.

Sir,

With reference to your letter dated 20th May, 1905, I am
commanded by My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

inform you that the Ethnographical Remains are being
despatched to the address you mention. My Lords will be
pleased to receive, when published, a copy of the Transac-
tions of your Society giving a description of the remains.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Evan Macgregor.
E. D. Marquand, Esq., A.L.S., Guernsey.

Guernsey, 12th June, 1905.

The Secretarv, Admiralty,
Whitehall, London, S.W.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter dated 8th June instant, and to inform you that the box
containing the ethnographical remains from Alderney has duly
arrived, and been unpacked under my supervision. Everything
was in perfect condition. May I beg you to convey to the
Lords Commissioners of the AdmiraHy the grateful thanks of

the Guernsey Society of Natural Science for this valuable
donation, which will occupy an honoured place in their

museum. A full description of these relics will be published
in the next Transactions of the Society (at the end of this year)
and a copy will be forwarded to you as desired immediately on
publication.

In the event of any further antiquarian remains being
found in Alderney during the Admiralty works now in course
of construction, perhaps the Lords Commissioners will be
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pleased to direct that the}- may be added to tlie present valuable

collection in the Guernsey Museum.
I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand,
Associate of the Linnean Society of London,

and Vice-President of the Guernsey
Society of Natural Science.

The Secretary of the Admiralty begs to acknowledge the

receipt of Mr. E. D. Mar(]uand's letter of the 12th inst. relative

to Ethnographical Remains found at Alderney.
Admiralty, 15th June, 1905. . ..

Guernsey, 3rd July, 1905.

The Secretary, Admiralty,
Whitehall, London.

Sir,

I see in the local newspapers that another discovery of

ancient human remains was made last week in Alderney during
the construction of the Government Works there. May I again

venture to express the hope that the Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty will be graciously pleased to direct that those

objects be added to the valuable collection they presented last

month to the Guernsey Museum.
This collection, which is now suitablj^ displayed, has

already been inspected and studied by numbers of antiquarian

students and visitors, and at the present time it forms one of

the chief attractions of this local Museum. If the Lords
Commissioners sanction the addition of these newdy found
objects, it will greatly enhance the value of the collection, and
help to elucidate many points which at present are somewhat
perplexing.

I have the honour to remain. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand.

The Secretary of the Admiralty begs to acknowledge the

receipt of letter dated 3rd July, 1905, from Mr. E. D. Marquand,
Guernsey.

Admiralty, 6th July, 1905.

Admiralty, 3rd August, 1905.

Sir,
In reply to your letter dated 3rd July, 1905, I am

commanded by My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to
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acquaint you that they are pleased to accede to your request

that the further ethnographical remains which have been
discovered whilst excavations were in progress at Essex Hill

Coastguard Station, Alderney, may be handed over to the

Guernsey Society of Natural Science.

For the information of the Society, herewith is forwarded
copy of a Report by the Superintending Civil Engineer,

H.M. Breakwater, Portland, giving a short description as to the

position and condition in which the relics were found. The
relics are at present at Portland, and instructions have been
given for them to be sent direct to your address, and for you to

be notified of the date of their despatch.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

C. I. Thomas.
E. D. Marquand, Esq., xl.L.S.,

Guernsey.

From Superintending Civil Engineer,
H.M. Breakwater, Portland,

29th July, 1905. No. 3141/4655.

To the Director of Works,
Admiralty, London, S.W.

Reference D.W. 12. 7. 05. 9860/6213.

Alderney s Discovery of Further Ethnographical
Remainsm

In reply to the above quoted minute, I beg to report that a

further find of two skulls, together Avith other bones and rings,

and an old spear head, has been made, as reported in my
submission of the 10th instant.

2. The skulls and bones were found lying side by side,

about east and west, the heads pointing to the west. No
indications of their having l)een in coffins were found in this

instance. They were buried four feet below the surface, in

clean sand : no stones covered them, neither was there
anything worthy of note in their immediate surroundings.
The neck ring and the smaller one w^ere found with these
remains. As in the former instance the whole of the bones
were not removed, as the trench in which they were found was
only two feet wide, and ran across the bodies. The old spear
head was also found in the trench about twenty feet from the
bodies, and at about the same depth.

(Sgd.), G. P. Hayes,
Superintending Civil Engineer.
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Guernsej', August 4th, 1905.

The Secretarjs Admiralty,
Whitehall, London.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge, with many thanks, the

receipt of your letter of yesterday's date, announcing that the

further ethnographical remains latelj^ discovered in Alderney
are to be sent over from Portland to the Guernsej^ Society of

Natural Science, for deposit in their Museum. And I beg to

thank you also for the copy of the Report upon the relics found.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand.

H.M. Breakwater, Portland,

4th August, 1905.

Sir,

I have been instructed by the Director of Works of the

Admiralty to forward to you the recent Ethnographical
Remains discovered at Alderney. They have been despatched
to you this day, in one packing case, per G.W.R., carriage paid.

Kindly acknowledge receipt in due course.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

G. P. Hayes,
Suptg. Civil Engineer.

E. D. Marquand, Esq., A.L.S.,

Guernsey.

Guernsey, 10th August, 1905.

The Superintending Civil Engineer,
H.M. Breakwater, Portland.

Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 4th instant, I have the

honour t ) inform you that the box containing ethnographical
remains from A der.iey arrived yesterday, and was to-day
carefully opened. All the objects were in perfect condition
owing to the svilful packing. On behalf of the Guernsey
Society of Natural Science, I beg to thank you sincerely for

your kindness in forwarding same.
I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

E. D. Marquand.

The collections referred to in the above correspondence

are now displayed in two of the central cases in the Guille

Room of the Museum, adjoining another very valuable

Alderney collection of antiquities, viz., a large series of
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Roman bronze weapons and implements, bequeathed to the

Musenm, some fifty years ago, by the late Mrs. Gaudion.
Until the two recent collections have been carefully studied,

it is important that they should be kept separate, and the

various objects not intermixed.

It may be as well to mention that a comprehensive paper
on the antiquities of Alderney, which will include a list of the

various objects in the Museum, is at present in course of pre-

paration, and will be published in next year's Transactions of

this Society.



THE FISHES OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.

BY JOSEPH SINEL.

On recently looking over the published lists of the Channel
Island fishes (Ansted, &c.) I Avas much surprised to notice

the large number of species therein given ;—a number which
I feared Avas considerably exaggerated. On closer study of

these lists I noAv find that this error is due to three causes :

Firstly : confusion of synonyms.
Secondly : an error Avhich occurs in all our standard

Avorks on Fishes,—viz. : the describing as two distinct species

Avhat are really only male and female of the same.

Instances of this occur in the following : The Cuckoo Wrasse,
Labrus mixtus, and the Three spotted Wrasse, Labru.s trimacu-

latus, are male and female of one species. Acantlwlahrus

exoleta, the Rock Cock (local name " Shaunay ") and
Creuilabrns melops^ the CorkAving, are male and female of one

species. CalUoiii/nius c/emmacea^ the Gremmous Dragonet, and
Callionymns sordida, the Dusky Sculpin, are male and female

of one species. The confusion in this last instance has

hoAvever been rectified in the newer publications.

Thirdly : there has been record made of species Avhicli

certainly do not occur here, or if so, only as rare visitors. An
instance of this occurs in giving the Haddock, Avithout note or

comment.
I might add yet one source of error Avhich occurs among

the Rock fishes (LahridcB), but I Avould not like to pronounce
upon it with certainty. The standard Avorks give as distinct

species of Labrus what are I belieA^e but A^arieties of others, as

for instance the (jreen Wrsisse (Lab rns Iineaftis),oi Yarrelland
Jenyns). I haA^e kept these in aquaria, and noted that during
the year they changed from a bright green Avith silvery lines

on the sides, first to an olive green Avith black blotches,

and then to uniform broirn^ the " Comber Wrasse." Reference
to this AAall be made further on.

The list Avhicli folloAvs comprises only fishes Avhich liaAC

come under my own observation, but I think it fairly repre-

sents the total number of species which may be claimed
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as belonging to the Channel Islands. I take them in the

order in Avhicli they are given in Couch's " British Fishes."

Great Spotted Dogfish. XursehoiotfL Catjish. Sqmlus catulus, Lin.

Cattclus major, Willoughby. Scyllmm cntulxs, Fleming. Squcde Roussette,

Lacepede. Local names :
"" Great SjMted Dogjish,^'' ^'Jiousse.'^

Abundant on all our shores.

*LeSSeP Spotted Dogfish. ScyJlinni canlcula, Lin. Sqnahis catiihis, Lin.

Sqiiale Roiissette, Lacex)ede. Catulus minor, Willougliby. Local names :

'* Chien de mcr,^^ '" Mattcau.''''

Very abundant on all our coasts, and a pest to fishermen.

Blue Shark. Squalns glaucus, Lin. Carcharias griseus, Lin. Carcharias

ghiHcus, Cut. Yar., &c.
Occasional visitor : usually in small shoals during the summer months.

^Porbeagle Shark. Beaumaris Shark. Lamna coriiuhiea, Flem. Yar., &c.

Lamna cornuhicus, Cuv.
Occasional visitor. Sometimes of large size, as much as eight or ten

feet long.

Tope. Fenny Bog. WJiite Hoand. Sqt/alas gaIeas,lAn. Galens vulgaris, Flem.
Sqaale inila)idrc, 'Lace])ede. Local name :

^^ Haat,''' ^^ Haat fish.''

^

Very common on all our coasts.

Smooth Hound. Skate-toothed Shark. Sqaa/us mnsteJus, Lin. Mustelus
la-vis, C\\\., kc. Sqaale emisso/e, Luceipede. Local name : ^' Demoiselle.''^

Constant, but not abundant, on all our coasts.

Picked Dog-fish. Spar Dog. Galeiis acanthias, Johnson. Squalas acanthius,

Lin. SqaaJe agai/Iat, Liace-pede. Local name : "•Brocket.'''

Abundant on a,ll our coasts.

Spinous Shark. Squalus spinosns, Lin. Echinorhinns spiiiosas, Yar. Squale

houcle, Lacep.
Only one specimen of this rare fish has come under my observation. It

was caught at Bonneuuit Bay, Jersey, in 1902, and brought to me. I trans-

ferred it to Mr. Hornell, and it is now in the Natural History Museum at

South Kensington.

*Monk Fish. Angel Fish. Sqnahis sqnatina, Lin. Squatina angelns, Cuv.
Squale ange, Lacep.

This curious fish, which is intermediate between the Sharks and the
Rays, is not uncommon around thcac islands. It is sometimes taken of

large size, five to six feet long.

Skate. Flair. Grey Skate. Bafis vulgaris, nobis. liaia hatis, Lin., Yar.,
kc. La Raia hatis, Lacep. Local name in Jersey :

" La Fliee."
Common on all our coasts.

Long-nosed Skate. Fa'ia mucronata, Yar. Raia acns, Gray.
Occasional on all our coasts.

Thornbaek Ray. Raia clavata, Lin. Raia houclce, Lacep.
Common on all our coasts.

Spotted Ray. Raia maculata, Yar.
Tolerably common on all our coasts.

*Painted Ray. Rata mximiorea, Jen.
Occasional.

'^'Torpedo. Electric Ray. Torpedo vulgaris, Yar., Flem., &c. Torpedo Gal-

vanii, Cuv. Raia torpjille, Lacep.
Occasional on all our coasts. Sometimes of large size.

Sting Ray. Fire Flair. Trygon pastinacea, Yar., Gray. Raia p)cistinacea,

Lin. Raia f/astinique, Jjace]).

Occasional on all our coasts.

*Sea Bullhead. Father-lasher. fJottus scorpius, Lin., Yar. Cottus bubalis

Cuv., Yar., Gunther. Chabot, Lacep.
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Abundant in reeky situations on all our shores. What is given in the
standard Works as another spcjcies, viz., C'uftus scorpio, is, i believe, ihe same.
Stress is laid on coluur as a distinclion, but this tisb varies Iruui green,

blue aud brown to crimson, a.nd the markings also vary. Tbe number ot lays
in the dorsal fin is also made a ground lor distinction, but the u umber
varitrs between individuals in either "species." Changes oi colour occur
in the same individual often within a few hours, it breeds close inshore,

and the egg masses, firmly cemented together, may frequently be fouud in

rock crevices during April and May.

*Sea Adder. Sea stickleback. Gasterostem spinachia, Lin., Yar. Sjnnachia

viUyaris, Flem., (J-un., &c.
Common in Zostera pools on all our coasts. This species builds a nest

of soft seaweeds fastened together by elastic tiireaas. Tne male takes
charge of the nest until the young are hatched. The breeding season is from
March to May.

*Basse. Lupus marinus, Johnson. Perca labrax, Lin. Lahrax lupus, Cuv.,

Yar., &c.
Common on all our coasts. Sometimes passing these islands in large

shoals, detachments breaking off and entering our bays, and thus occa-
sionally affording a good harvest to the fishermen.

*SePranUS. Serranus cahnlla, Cuv., Gun., &c. Ferca cabrilla, Lin.
This fish, which is common on the west coast of England, is only occa-

sionally taken near the Channel Islands.

*SUPniullet. Mulltcs surmulletus, Lin., Yai^, &c. Mulli surmullet, Lacep.
Local name :

'
' Red Mullet.

'

'

This local name is misapplied, because the Red Mullet proper {Mullus
minor) is a species that does not occur with us, whereas the Surmullet is

tolerably common on all our shores.

*01d Wife. Cantharus lineatios, Gun., &c. Cantharus griseus, Cuv., Yar.,
Jen. The local names are '''•Black Bream,'''' ''^ Blue Bream,'''' or simply
" Bream.''''

Common on the coast of Jersey from April to June : less numerous about
Guernsey. This species affords a valuable fishery to the Jersey fisher-

men during the season mentioned. Whether they arrive in our waters for
the purpose of spawning, or whether their visits are regulated by food
supply is not clear. But only adult and mature specimens form the visiting
shoals. Their food consists chiefly of worms, crustaceans and molluscs :

but in the stomachs of some I have found large quantities of zoophytes,
Tuhxdaria larynx especially, — a very unusual fish diet. They also feed on
the softer seaweeds. Captive specimens in the Jersey aquarium refused
fish (chopped sand-eels, &c.) even when pressed by hunger. They usually
return to more southern latitudes at the end of June or beginning of July

;

but this year (1905) some were still near the coast of Jersey at the end of
October.

*Common Sea Bream. Fagellus centrodontus, Cuv., Gun., kc. Sparus
aurata, Donovan. Local name :

" Sarde," or " Bed Bream.'

^

Tolerably common at Guernsey, Sark and Alderney. Much less plen-
tiful at Jersey. Unlike the preceding, which is distinctly migratory, this
species appears to be fairly constant on our shores.

*Red Gurnard, meek. Trigla cuculus, Yar.
Tolerably common on all our coasts.

*Grey Gurnard. Trujla gumardm, Lin., Yar., Cuv.
Tolerably common on all our coasts. The young of this species are very

plentiful in the pools among the Zostera beds on the south coast of Jersey.
The young of the other species are not thus represented.

*Streaked Gurnard. TrigU Uneata, Yar., Cuv., Lin.
Less common than the two preceding species, but fairly numerous,

especially at the end of summer.

*Great Weever. Great Slmg Fish. Trachinus draco, Lin., Cuv., Yar.
Trachinus major, Qfwai^xex. Local (Jersey) name :

^^ Zebra Fish.
^^

Occasional on all our coasts.
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VipeP. Little Weever. Trachinus vipera, Cuv., Yar., Gun.
Less c )mmoa than the preceding. Have taken it at Guernsey and at

Herm. Not recorded for Jersey.

Selena. Maigre. ScieiHi aquila, Yar., Gun. Sciena umbrayJjhi., Guy. Sciena

umbra, Lacepede.
This magnificent fish is only an occasional visitor to our shores. I have

seen but three examples in Jersey, the largest of which weighed seventy-

five pounds. It is known to the fishermen by the name of " isturgeon " atjd

also " Surgeon,"—names which may lead to much error in determiiiing our
fishes, as both these are the names of actual species; the former belongs to

northern, and tbe latter to antipodal seas. The Jersey fishermen also know
it as " le Maigre."

*Maekerel. Scomber scomber, Lin. Scomber vulgaris, Yar., Gun., &c.
The Channel Islands are off the track of the great shoals, but this species

is fairly abundant off the northernmost islands. Less common at Jersey.

*John Dory. Zeusfaber, Lin., Yar., Gun.
Tolerably common on all our coasts, but less frequent at Jersey than at

Guernsey.

Sead. Horse Mackerel. Trachurus vulgaris, Yar. Trachurus trachurus, Gunther.
Scomber trachurus, Lm.

Erratic in occurrence. Sometimes abundant, then suddenly disappears.
More constant at Guernsey than at Jersey.

*BoaP Fish. Capros apcr, Cuv. Zeus aper, Lin. Capros sanglier, Lacep.
This beautiful little ruse-red fish is an occasional spring visitor, some-

times abundant, but not regular. On its visits it frequents our sandy
bays, and has the peculiar and suicidal habit of detexminately running itself

ashore with a receding tide. At Vermerette, in Herm. I have been busy for

an hour picking up wuuld-be suicides, and returning them to the sea,— but
all in vain, they icoulcl rush to land again.

Blaek Goby. Gobius niger, Lin., Yar., Gun. Gobie boulerot, Lacep.
There seems to be some contusion in the determination of these very

common fishes. The Black Goby proper, a fish about nine inches long,

and of a deep brown black, occurs in all the islands, but is not abundant.
A Goby, also termed Rock Goby and Black Gobij, is exceedingly abundant
on all our rocky coasts, lurking under stones. But this species is invariably
of an olive green, with a darker mottling of bottle green or brown black.

It does not exceed five inches in length, and specimens are sexually mature
when four inches long or less. The eggs, which are spindle-shaped (and
through tbe thin walls of which the embryo is distinctly visible), are
attached by one end, in an even layer, to the under sides of stones, during
May and June. The local (Jersey) name of this little fish, which may be a
variety of the Black Goby, is " 3Ianchuette."

Little Goby. Gobius minutus, Cuv., Gun.
Common in sandy pools in all the islands.

Two-spotted Goby. GoIAhs Ruthensparii, Cuv., Gun. Gobius bipimctatus,

Yar.
Very common in all the islands in sandy, rocky, and Zostera-bordered

pools.

Slender Goby. Gobius gracilis, Cuv.
Not common. Occurs with the last.

BPOad-finned Goby. Gobius biocellatus, Cuv,
I have not seen this species alive, but specimens in the Museum of the

Jesuits' College, Jersey, were taken at St. Clement's Bay, Jersey.

*YellOW Seulpin. Gemmous Bragonet. Galliomjmus hjra, Lin., Yar., Gun.
The male, a gorgeous yellow and blue marbled fish, about nine inches

long, with prolonged scimitar-shaped dorsal fins, is only taken in deep
water, and not very frequently. But tbe female (and possibly the immature
male) occurs abundantly on shell-gravel bottom, at the lowest tide zone.
These,—the females and perhaps the immature males,—have hitherto been
described as a distinct species, under the name of the Dusky Seulpin
{Callionynms sordida), as 1 mentioned in the opening lines of this paper.
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This species h^s a trifurcate spine at the upper angle of each of the gill

coverts, which may inHict a painful wound when the fish is carelessly han-
dled, as is well known to those who have sometimes grasped one at night
when catching sand-eels.

*Lump Fish. CijcJopicrn.s hmipufi, Lin., (Juv., Ytir. (Ji/doptcrc lainpi, Lacep.
This massive and curious fish is one of our spring visitors, or at least

comes inshore during the spring, generally in March ; no doubt for spawn-
ing ; as large, closely wgghitinated egg clusters may sometimes he found in

rock crevices, which can be referable to no other fish than this. It is a
tolerably frequent species in all the islands.

^Montagu's Sucker, liparis ^lontayni, Cuv., Yar., Jen.
JB'requent, but not common, under stones at extreme low water, in all the

islands.

*COPnisll Sucker. LcpadoyunUr coniKbiensls, Yar., Jen. Lepadoyastcr (jouann^

Gunther.
Tolerably common in all the islands, in the same situations as the last.

Angrier. Fishhtg Frog. Lophtm piHcaiorim, Lin., Cuv., Yar.
This large and strange-looking fish occurs in all the islands, but not

abundantly. It is known to the fishermen as the ^'- Poclcet Fish.''

Gatturine Blenny. Creded Blonuj. Bleiunm (jatti(ro(j'ute,\A\i., (^Vl\. Local
name :

" /<? Cocq.''^

Common in all the islands in fairly deep water, and usually taken in

crab and prawn pots.

Smooth Blenny. Shaiuwy. BUnnim pholis, Yav., Gun. Blenme pholis^

Lacep. Local name, Chahot or Cahot.

Very abundant on all our rocky shores, lurking under stones, and in

crevices of rocks, seawalls, &c.

*Butter Fish. Gnnml. Xine Eyes. Gmrtiellus vtdyaris, Flem., Yar. Cen-

tronotus yunnellus, Gunther.
Common under stones on all our rocky shores.

Wolf Fish. Cat Fish. Lupus marinus, Johnston. Anarichas lupus, Jen.,

Yar., Gun.
Of this huge representative of the Blennies I have seen but one example,

which was caught near Corbiere Point, Jersey.

*Atherine Smelt. Sand Smelt. Atheriua presbyter, Cuv., Y'di\,(Jmi. Local
name (Guernsey) :

" Roselet "; (Jersey) : " Gras dos.'"

This little fish is abundant on all our shores and is much fished for

market.

Grey Mullet. 3InyiI cajnto, Jen., Yar.
Common on all our coasts, but occurring at times in much larger shoals

than usual.

Lesser Grey Mullet. Muyil chelo, Jen., Yar.
About as fr. quent as the ordinary Grey Mullet, and occurring with it.

Distinctive characters rather obscure.

^Spotted Wrasse. Lairus muculatus. Gun., Yar. Local name (Jersey) :

'' Le FerU.''

This beautiful fish is common on all our rocky shores. The male and
female are alike in size, colour and marking. This species (like all the
Wrasses) is a nest-builder, and the " nests," masses of soft seaweed tightly
crammed in rock crevices with the large amber-coloured eggs dispersed all

through, are frequently to be met with at low water.

*Green Wrasse. Lahrus llneatus, Jen., Yar.
I consider this a doubtful species. Young Wrasses of a brilliant green,

some with a white line along the side, and others without it, are very fre-

quent in the pools among Zostera, but they lose this bright green colouring,
and become either olive green or brown, sometimes red. Captive specimens
in the Jersey Aquarium varied from day to day.

*Comber Wrasse. Lahrus vulyaris, Y'ar. Local name for all the Wrasses :

*' Verat:'
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This fish, whether it be the same species as the preceding, or distinct, is

very plentiful on all our rocky coast.

*StPiped Wrasse. Cuckoo Wrasse Cuckoo Fish. Labrus mia-tus, lAn.., Yar.,

G-un. Lahrus variegatus, Donovan.
This resplendent species is tolerably common in rather deep water on

the coast of all the island?.

*Three-Spotted. Wrasse. Lahms trwrnculahis, Jen., Yar., Gmi.
This is the female of the preceding species. During the breeding season

the colours are as follows :

In the male, Lahms nnxtiis, the back is reddish orange, gradually passing
into lemon yellow on the under side. A number of stripes of varying shades
of blue, from deep ultramarine to sky-blue, usually five in number, run more
or less parallel to each other along the sides. The head is sometimes uni-

form blue, at others a mottling of blue and waxy pink. The dorsal, pelvic,

anal, and caudal fins are edged with blue. In the female, - the so-termed
Labnis trimacnlatus,— the colours are: Reddish orange on the back, passing
by degrees into lemon yellow beneath. Three conspicuous black spots,

about half an inch in diameter, occur on the posterior dorsal end of the body

;

the foremost of these spots reaching a little way on the dorsal fin.

As winter approaches, the male loses his vividly coloured stripes, until

only a faint indication of them remains ; and on close observation there are
traces of the three black spots, as in the female. At the same time, the
female partly loses the black spots, and faint traces of blue lines along the
sides, as in the male, become apparent. These observations were made on
specimens in the Jersey Aquarium.

*Roek Cock. SmaU-moKthcrJ Wrasse. Acaiitholahras rxoJcta , Yar., Jen. Coi-

trolahriis e.roletus, Gunther.
Abundant on the rocky shores of all the islands. This, and the following

(its female) are easily distinguished from the young of the other Lahridce
which in most respects they resemble, by their having the edge of the outer
gill-coverts, — the pre-operculum,— finely toothed.

*Corkwing'. Golflfinny. Creitilahrii.s )neIo2)s, Gunther. Crcnilahrtiscorniihiensxs,

Yar., Jen.
This fish, ranked as a species, is the female of the preceding [Acanthola-

hrus exoleta). Its colour is as follows: During the breeding season, adult
females are of an orange-buff tint, with irregular blotches of blackish brown.
There is a conspicuous black spot at the side of the tail. As winter ap-
proaches, the black spot becomes less distinct, and the general body tint

becomes darker. On close examination the outlines of diamond-shaped
markings, as in the male, become apparent. The young of both sexes are
alike, a compromise between the coloration of the adults

It is remarkable that this little fish is the most liable of all its tribe to
the attacks of the large Isopod crustacean Anilocra. Close on twenty per
cent, of the specimens taken on the Jersey coast have a pair, -male and
female,— of these parasites tightly affixed to the side of the head, near the
eye.

*Cod. Morrhiia vulgaris, QwN., Yar. Gadus morrhi(a,Gui\i\ieic. Gade morrhue,
Lac.

Pretty constant on the shores of all the islands, but not in large number,
nor of maximum size.

*Bib. Pouer Cod. Gadus hnmitUH, Lin. Morrhua ntii/uta, Flem., Yar. Local
name : " Pout Whiting,^'' " Flahheau.''''

Very common and constant on all our shores.

Whiting". Merlangus vulgaris, Flem., Yar, Gadus merlangus, Gunther.
Constant, but not abundant, on all our shores.

*Pollaek Whiting". Gadus poUachius, Lin., Gun. Mcrlangus poUachius,

Flem., Yar., Jen.
Abundant and constant on all our shores.

Coalfish. Merlaugvs carhonarius, Lin.
This is a northern species, but is occasionally taken on our shores, and

sold as the Pollack, which it closely resembles.
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Ling"* Lota molvn, Jen., Yar. Gudm molva, Lin.
This also is a northern species, hut it occurs occasionally on our shores.

I have seen two or three l^rg'^ examples taken off Corbiere Point, Jersey.

TOPSk. Bosmiis vulgaris, Flem., Jen., Yar. Gaclus brasnic, Lacepede.
Tue Only tvvo specnnens I have seen were taken at Guernaey.

*ThPe8-bearded Roekling*. Motdla tridrrata, Jen. Motella vulgaris, Yar.,

Gun. Local name :
"" Loche.''''

Very conitnon in all the islands.

Five-bearded Roekling. Motellaquiuquedrrata^Xox.^QiViW. Local name:
" Fetiie Loche.'''

Very abundant on our rocky coasts, lurking under stones at all tide zones.

*LeSSer Sand-eel. Ammodytes tohianus, Cuv. Ammodytes kmcea, Yar., Gun.
Local name :

" Red Sand-eel.''''

Urfually abundant on all our shores.

*Gpeater Sand-eel. Ammodytes toManus, Cuv., Yar., Jen. Ammodytes
lanceolatas, Gunther. Local name: " Green Sand-eel.''^

Usually abundant on all our shores. This fish, which attains a length
of about fourteen inches, is sometimes abundant, but like the preceding, is

not residential. Those that usually arrive here are detachments of the vast

shoals that pass up and down the (Channel. In Jersey there is legislation

for its protection, a measure quite useless, and springing from a total ignor-

ance of its habits. The shoals generally consist of individuals of the same
age, but are sometimes joined by individuals straying from other shoals.

A third species of Sand-eel is described in the standard books, and the
fishermen speak of one which they term the " Touche "

; but the distinctive

characters are not obvious.

*Turbot. Hhomhus tnaximus, Cuv., Yar., Jen
Constant, but not abundant, on all our shores.

*Brill. Rhombus vulgaris, Cuv., Yar. Rhombus Ice cis, Gun.
Constant, but not abundant, on all our shores.

*Topknot. Rhombus jmnctatus, Cuv., Gun. Rhombus hirtus, Yar. Zeitgopterus

maculatus, Jen. Local names : Rock Sole, Cat Fish.

This species is constant, occurring sparingly on all our rocky shores.

At low spring tides individuals may sometimes be seen attached to the
vertical sides of the rocks from which the tide has receded. This fish forms
a sucking disc of the whole of one side of its body, assisted by the dorsal and
ventral fins.

There is another species of Topknot {Zeugopte.rus himacidatus) which may
occur with us, and possibly does, but the distinguishing characters are not
very clear, and the two species may have been confounded.

*Plaiee. Platessa vulgaris, Flem., Yar., Jen. Pleuronectes platessa, Lin., Gun,
This species, forming an important part of our local fishery, calls for a

somewhat more lengthy notice than I have accorded to any of the foregoing.
The more so as it is the subject of local legislation, and its life-history and
habits have evidently not been fully considered by those who have framed
the laws for its protection.

The Plaice is sexually mature when it has reached a length of about
eight inches ; and it is then three years old. Spawning does not take place
immediately on our shores ; this being effected as a rule in deep water. The
only instance I have been able to trace of its spawning in comparatively
shallow water, was last year when a fisherman brought me one in the act of

spawning, takci in three fathoms of water, in St. Aubin's Bay.
Thee^gson liberation float on the sea surface; they float singly, each

being buoyed up by little oil gloi)ules. Hatching takes place at the sea sur-

face. The young emerge in a larval condition ; that is, they come from the
egg in a less advanced stage of development than do the young of most other
fishes. Aa devel'>pment pr 'ceeds they assume a form hardly distinguishable
from the young of ordinary fishes, being bilaterally symmetrical. At this

stage, as well as in the earlier ones, they are wafted by winds and currents
on to our shores.

On reaching the shallow water (right up to tide margin) the young
Plaice rapidly take to the habit of lying on one side,—the left. The bonea
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of the head take on a twist, so as to bring the left eye to the side which is

now uppermost; the upper side becomes pigmented, and the characteristic

"flat fish" form is arrived at. At this stage they are three-eighths of an
inch in length.

The spawning season is from the end of February to May, and during
this period they arrive in vast numbers. Their influx depends greatly on
what winds are prevalent during these months, but the number is always
great. During the last three years I hnve made a rough estimate of the
number present during May at the Greve d'Azette, in Jersey, by means of a
muslin net two feet wide worked over a measured distance on flat pandy
bottom, and I find that it averages at least six fish to the square yard for the
first ten yards from tide margin

By the autumn these young Plaice have reached a length of from three
and a half to four arid a half inches, and as growth advances they take to
deeper water; then finally the vast majority forsake our shores.

Plaice have not many enemies. Their form, bottom-dwelling habit,
and close resemblance to their environment render them fairly immune
from general attack. The only fish that seem to prey upon them are
their near relatives the Tiirbot and the Brill. Seagulls levy a toll upon
those at the tide's margin, but it amounts to very little per cent, on the
yearly influx.

The Plaice is far more migratory than was formerly supposed. A large
number are caught each year by the Marine Bi logical Association, marked
with a registered number, and then liberated. The records of the recapture
of some of these marked specimens shf>w that they travel considerable dis-

tances. Soecimens set free in the North Sea have been taken in mid-channel,
some hundreds of miles from the point of liberation. So th<-re is not much
question as to what becomes of the vast numbers that pass their early days
in onr bays.

In Jers-y the law prohibiting the capture of immature Plaice has been
rigidly enforced for the last five year-^, during which time the young wafted
into our bays must have amounted to manv millions, now representing S'>me
hundreds of tons in weight But the fishery has not increased, and the
number of grown fishes remains as it was b-fore the anplication of the law.
The cause of limit, a=! mu~t be obvious to the least scientific thinker, is the
question of^ food snpphj. The food of the Plaice consists of small molluscs,
worms, small criistacea, and the lesser starfishes.

I feel that I owe some apology to the members of a purely scientific

Society for this introduction of what is an economic portion of Natural
History, bat my excu=!e mnst be the importance of the suhj,-,ct, affecting as
it does, the welfare of many men in the Channel Islands, whose calling is

hampered bv measures which, however good they may be for the fisheries of
Europe at large, are plainly of iio use whatever locally.

Da,b. Platessa limanda, Ciiv., Jen., Yar. Pleurowctes limanda, Gunther.
This little flat-fish, so abundant on each side of the English Channel, is

but sparingly represented in any of thes'=' islands.

FlOUndeP. Pleuronectesflems, Gunther. Platessa Jlesus , Yar., Jen., Flem.
Rather more numerous than the last species, but, for a fish so common

on each side of the Channel, poorly represented in our waters.

*Sole. Solea vulgaris, Flem., Yar., Gun.
Tolerably common in all the islands.

Little Sole. Solea minuta, Gunther. Monochirus lingulata, Yar.
Tolerably common in all the islands.

HePPing". Clupea harengus, Lin., Flem., Yar.
Constant m small numbers; occasionally occurs in small shoals.

Sppat. Clupea sprattus, Lin., Ycir., Jen.
Erratic iii occurre ice, and, at least in the adult stage, not abundant,

[Whitebait. A little fish that is frequent in large numbers, and is some-
tim^-H stranded on "ur shores in great silvery pd,tch(-s, is locM,lly t rmed
" Whitehall " and •' Vcise," but I do not care to certify its ideitity without
further study. It is possibly only the young of the last species.]

Allis Shad. Damar Herring. Clupea alosa, Cuv. Alosa vulgaris, Yar.
An occasional visitor only.
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*Gapfish. Lo)i(j Xofie. Bflo)ic I'Kh/aru, Cuv., Var., Jen. Esox helone, Lin.
Local names :

" Snipe fsh,^'' " Orji.'"

Usually plentiful in all the islands, but less so in Jersey than in Guernsey.

Salmon. S((h)w salar, Flem., Yar., Jen.
Only of occasional occurrence. A few records each year.

Cong'er. Conger vHh/rtris, Cuv., Yar.
Plentiful in all the islands, forming an important branch of local fishery.

*GPeat Pipe Fish. Sijnfjuatlms acKs, Lin., Cuv., Yar.
Common in the Zostera beds in all the islands.

*Bpoad-nosed Pipe Fish. Si/nf/uathm tupidc
Tolerably common ; with the last.

*Snake Pipe Fish. Hungnathioi opUdwt^ Lin., Yar., Jen.
Plentiful, with the two preceding.

*Worm Pipe Fish. SyngnathKs lumhruiformis, ^^w.^Yav.
Tolerably common under stones in rocky places in all the islands.

*Sea Horse. ILippocampus hrevirostris.

Occasional ; not plentiful. Jersey. Guernsey.

*SU11 Fish. OrthagoriHcus mohc, Flem., Jen., Yar. Tetniodoa moht, Lin.

Occasional ; a few records each year in all the islands.

Lamprey. Petromgzon mnrbms, Lin., Flem., Yar.
Kare. I have seen only two exarrples, both from Jersey.

FRESH WATER FISHES.

*CaPp. CgprinuH carpio, Lin., Flem., Yar.
Common in ponds. Jersey. Guernsey.

Tench. I'ima vulgaris, Flem , Yar.
Fairly common in ponds in Jersey.

Loach. Cobitus harhatns, Lin., Yar., Flem.
Exceedingly abundant in streams in Jer.-ey.

Three-spined Stickleback. GasUrostem vulgaris, Lin.
Abundant in streams. Jersey. Guernsey.

Common Eel. AnguUla acuhrostris, Lin.
Common in poods, ditches and streams in Jersey and Guernsey.

*TPOUt. Sahm fario, Lin., Yar., Jen.
This species has in recent years been introduced into Jersey in private

ponds at St. Lawrence, and is fished on payment for permit. In Guernsey it

was introduced about fifteen years ago by Lord De Saumarez, who stocked
the ponds at Saumarez Park, Catel.

RARE VISITORS.

From time to time we have had records of unusual cap-

tures, by far the most noteworthy being the large and beautiful

Mediterranean fish Lt/rarns imperialism of which a fine

specimen was captured off St. Martin's Point, Guernsey, on

the 18th September, 11)02. A cast of it, and the skeleton of

the fish itself. Avhich is of great rarity in northern waters, are

now preserved in tlie Guille-Alles Museum. Another strange

and unaccountable visitor was the Prussian Carp {Cyprinus

c/ibeliom Bloch., Yar.) This example, which at first sight I

took to be a much overgrown Goldfish, was caught near the

harbour at St. Heller's, .Fersey, some four or five years ago.

An unknown Tryc/on (not T. pastinacea, the ordinary Euro-
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pean Sting Raj) was brought into the fish market of Jersey
in the autumn of 1894. I was unable to identify the specimen
on first view, and on returning to the market, was sorry to

find that it had been taken away in the meantime, and I could
not discover what had become of it.

The above hst comprises ninety species of sea-fish that

occur regularly on our shores, either residential or periodically

visiting. These, with six fresh-water species, and a few
extremely rare fish which have been captured in our waters,

but only in isolated instances, form altogether a total of about
one hundred fishes found in the Channel Islands.

In regard to the confusion which has existed, and still

exists, in fish nomenclature, I may point out the instances of the

same name, both generic and specific, being applied to different

species, which will be noted in the Dogfishes and the Sand-
eels. Then there is the mistaking of sexes and young, and
describing them as distinct—and of this I have given several

examples.

That this list is open to criticism I have no doubt ; but it

cannot be laid to my charge that I have admitted species for

which there is no ground. The fault will lie no doubt on the
side of omission. I may -repeat that all the fishes named have
come under my own observation, and I cannot find authentic

record of the occurrence of any other species. It is true that

I have not been in touch with the fishermen of Alderney, and
it is possible that captures may have been made there, of

which I have no knowledge.

Those species in the foregoing pages which are marked
with an asterisk (fifty-two in all) are represented in the
('oUection of Fishes in the Guille-Alles Museum, Guernsey.



THE ENGLISH GARRISON OF GUERNSEY
FROM EARLY TIMES.

BY LIEUT.-COLOXEL T. W. M. DE GUERIN.

The basis of the feudal system was national defence. In
return for the lands granted to them by their Suzerain, the

feudal barons and their vassals owed service in his array, or

watch and ward of his castles, for a period of forty days, at

their own cost. This system, which may have been admirable

in theory, soon proved unworkable in practice and became,
under the immediate successors of the Conqueror, a menace to

the Crown itself. Henry II., by the institution of the scntage

or payment by the barons of a sum equivalent to their

respective services to the Crown, in lieu of personal service,

modified in great measure these feudal levies, and thu- pro-

vided funds for the pay of mercenaries for his foreign Avars,

whilst, about the same time, by the Assize of Arms he

revived the old Saxon " fryd," the origin of the Militia

system, for the maintenance of order at home.
Bishop Stubbs, in his " Select Charters," writing on the

subject, says :

—

" The effect of the scutage in commutation of personal

service, was to diminish the military force under the influence

of the barons, providing the king with mercenaries for his

foreign wars : the Assize of Anns Avas intended to create a

force for national defence, safer and more trustworthy than the

feudal levies."*

As the scutage Avas applied by Henry II. to Normandy, as

well as to England, it was no doubt equally extended to our

islands, but of this Ave have no record as the accounts of the

fermors of the Isles in the Great Rolls of the Norman
In compiling this paper the chief authorities I have consulted are Tupper's

History of Guernsey, and Chronicles of Castle Cornet. Duncan. Berry, and other
historians who have written on our i^and. Besides^ these I am indebted to Col. J. H. C.

Carey and to Miss E. F. Carey for many valuable notes, and T have also added such
further information as I have been able to gather from the publications of the
Soci6t6 Jersiaise, the Calendars of State Papers in the Record (Jffice and other
sources.

This paper by no means exhausts the subject, as further research would un-
doubtedly bring to light many valuable and interesting details, as well as clear up
many points which are at present rather obscure.

* Stubbs, Select Charters, p. 15i.
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Exchequer for the years 1180, 1195 and 1198 throw no light

on the subject. In the following centuries however we find an
almost identical system to that ju^^t desci-ibed in force in our

islands. First, the payment of 70 livres Umrnois per annum,
relieving the people from service in the king's army ; except

under certain contingencies, namely, the reconquest of

England, or personal peril to the Sovereign ; tantamount in

fact to a scutage ; secondly, the force of the people under
arms, exactly as constituted by the Assizes of Arms, for the

defence of their homes and property ; and thirdly, a garrison

of mercenaries to defend the king's castles.

The first mention of a Koyal garrison in the Channel
Islands is in the year 12' 3, during the war between King
John and Philip Augustus, previous to the loss of Normandy,
when, on the 24th July, we find the king ordering Peter de
Preaux, the Lord of the Isles, " that the lords of fiefs in the

islands should receive a reasonable contribution from their

tenants, so that the islands should be defended against

foreigners."
" We therefore direct you to receive through Reginald

de Carteret such reasonable contribution, towards the main-
tenance of the officers and soldiers who are defending the

islands against foreign enemies."*

A few weeks later, on the 13th August, the king again
ordered de Preaux to levy an aid of one-fifth of the incomes
of all tenants in chief in the islands, " towards the maintenance
of the soldiers employed in the defence of the islands against

foreign enemies."f
From this date English garrisons were undoubtedly kept

in the castles, for it is most improbable that their defence
should have been left entirely to the people of the Isles. The
list of the Normans' lands in Guernsey escheated to the
Crown given in the " Extente " of 1274, the fiefs of Anne-
ville, Fauville, Suard, Sotuard, Legat, Rozel, &c., shows the
number of our tenants in chief who abandoned the cause of
King John for that of Philip Augustus ; and the many
manors held in the island by Norman or other alien abbeys
were sufficient reasons for the existence of a permanent Royal
garrison in Castle Cornet to guard the most important road-
stead in the Isles, and keep in allegiance the tenants or the
former tenants of the then alien over-lords. In early times
these garrisons were paid in time of peace by the Warden of
the Isles out of the Crown revenue which he received over

* Le Quesne " Constitutional Hist, of Jersey, p, 476 (Rot. Litt. Pat,, vol. II., p. 32.

t Do., p. i75, R. L. P., vol. I., p. 33.
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and above the amount of his /<?r/?2, or the annual sum paid by
him to the Treasury. For this reason Ave only find reference

to them in Koyal Letters in time of Avar, or of preparation for

AA^ar, Avhen they Avere largely increased and })aid by the Crown.
Thus in the reign of Henry III., on the outbreak of Avar Avith

France, there is an order in the Close Rolls dated the 22nd
October, 1224, to deliver from the Treasury to Geoffrey de
Lucy, the Warden of the Isles, the sum of " four hundred
marks for the pay of eight knights, each of Avhom Avas to

receive two shillings per day, also for 35 horsemen, each of

whom Avas to receive one shilling per day, and for 6U foot

soldiers, each of whom was to receive 7^d. per day, for tAvice

forty days, who were sent to the islands of Jersey and
Guernsey and the other islands Avith the said Geoffrey de

Lucy, by our orders for the defence of those islands."*

This Avas a period of great military activity in our islands,

and frequent mention is made in the Close and Patent Rolls

from 1224 to 1228, to sums of money being sent AvhercAvith to

pay the men in garrison ; to arms and stores sent for th^ir

defence and maintenance, also to timber and other materials

required for the improvement of our defences. From the

latter it is evident that considerable additions Avere being

made at this time to our castles ; and this is confirmed by a

letter of Henry III., in the Close Rolls dated the 12th July,

1227, addressed to the Knights of Guernsey and Jersey, and

Rololph Payn, ordering them " to carefully examine the

amount expended by Richard de Gray on the repairs and
improvements of the fortresses of the said Isles, for the time

he was keeper thereof, and to let the king knoAV the amount
of these costs by Letters Patent."t

In the Close Rolls of 2nd January, 1243, | we again find

reference to the garrison in the Isles, the king ordering the

Warden, Drew de Barentin, to pay from the monies of the
" Impost " of the islands, a reasonable Avage '' to the knights

and sergeants Avho are in the fortresses of the islands, as Avell

as to the sailors Avho are in the galleys and other vessels, and
to take measures to annoy to the utmost the King's enemies,

having always to account to him for the spoil already taken,

or which shall be taken from the said enemies, and the king

will remit him the sum expended for such payments, as it shall

happen when the king knoAvs it."

From this date to the beginning of the reign of Edward
III. very little information has so far come to light concerning

* Le Quesne, Const. Hist. Jersey, p. 477. Rot. Litt. Glaus., vol. L, p. 626.

t Lettres Close, pub, by Soc. Jersiaise, p. 23.

t Do., p. 41.
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the garrison. This may in great measure be due to the fact

that both Edward I., before he came to the throne, as

Seigneur of the Isles, and afterwards for upwards of 50 years,

Otho de Grandison, as Warden, enjoyed the whole revenue,

subject only to the charge of repairing the castles and guard-
ing the islands, consequently no account was rendered to the

Exchequer.

Covering the period of the reign of Edward III., how-
ever, we have many documents relating to the defence of the

islands, lists of the men serving in the castles, accounts of the

Wardens and Receivers, <&c., &c. Of these one of the most
interesting is the report of John de Eoches to the king in

1328, which was published a few years ago by the Societe

Jersiaise.* From it can be gathered a very clear insight

into the scheme for the defence of the islands at the beginning
of the 14th century. He reviews the possibilities for defence
of all the islands. Alderney, he tells the king, could not be
defended on the outbreak of war except at too great a cost,

nor could the other islands be guarded from invasion, with the

exception of Serk, which was a strong position, high and
difficult for a hostile force to enter. The others, owing to the

many places where the landing of a force could be effected,

might easily be invaded by the enemy. But so long as the

castles were well furnished with men, arms and stores, they
would not be lost, as the enemy could be expelled by the

defenders. Further, the castles could never be left without a

garrison, even in time of peace, as at such time they were if

anything more exposed to sudden attack than in time of war.

" Nous ne savions lequel nos sumes de pees ou de gerre

mes en la meer nos ne trovoins qe gerre."

On his arrival in the islands he found a garrison of 50
men in Castle Cornet, and one of 30 men in Mont Orgueil
Castle, Jersey, who had been placed there by Sir Girard
d'Oroms, Lieutenant of Otho de Grandison, and paid at the

rate of 2d. per day. Besides these he had brought over with
him six men-at-arms. The castles were partly in ruins, with-

out arms or stores, and de Roches was also without funds even
to pay the men in garrison, so he tells the king that he was
leading them on "with fine speeches" (par beles paroles)

until he received money and instructions as to the number of

men he was to retain.

" Kar vos chastiaulx ne pount pas estre desgarni en nul

temps qe si ensi feut qe vos illes feussent perdieuz par flote de
* Bulletin XX., Soci4t6 Jersiaise, pp. 289-292.
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gents qi Dieu defent permi vos chastiaulx porez toiours

recouvrer votre terre."

The main idea at this period, as we see by the foregoing,

was not so much the protection of the islands from invasion,

this was left to the trained bands of the islanders, " le power
del pais," who had assisted de Koches shortly after his arrival

in repelling an attack of Norman pirates ; but the point of

vital importance was the guarding of the king's castles, as

strongholds where reinforcements could assemble previous to

expelling such invaders as might temporarily occupy the

islands. This accounts for what seems to our eyes the exceed-
ingly small number of men kept in garrison. The position of

Castle Cornet was an exceptionally strong one, it was then

much smaller than we now see it, and the islet on which it

stands offered no lodgment for an attacking force. In fact,

except through treachery or neglect, it was almost impregnable,

so long as the English held command of the sea, and it was
only when Behuchet swept the English fleet into their ports

by his sudden raid in the spring of 1838, and cut the castle

off from all chance of succour, that, as we are told in the
" Precepte d'Assize," for lack of foresight on the part of the

Constable to prepare for such a contingency, it Avas forced to

capitulate in the month of September following.

From the Accounts of Thomas de Ferrers we gather that

from the 20th June, 1337, to the date of the capture of Castle

Cornet, on the 8th iSe])tember, 1338, its garrison consisted of

Sir Symon de Goldingham, the Constable, his son, six men-at-

arms and fifty archers and cross-bowmen. Besides these a

small force of six archers, under a Constable, were quartered

at Jerbourg Castle. The small number of this latter force

clearly indicates that it was intended as a post of observation

only. These are the official figi res of the number of men in

garrison in the island at this date from State Papers. If,

however, we turn to the story told by an old chronicler, quoted

by M. Charles de la Ronciere, in his Histoire de la Marine
Franqaise^ which was recently the subject of an article in The
Star, we find it stated that the number of the garrison at

Castle Cornet at the time of its capture was 1,200 men, who
were commanded by Amaury de Valence and the Comte de

Cleeves. It is hardly necessary to point out that it was
impossible for the castle at any time to have held such a large

number, or the provisions to sustain them during a siege. The
veracity of the whole story is best judged by the fact that

their supposed commander, Amaury de Valence, Earl of

Pembroke, the last of his race, was already dead, he having
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died in 1323, fifteen years previous to the capture of Castle

Cornet.

The garrison at Mont Orgueil Castle, Jersey, at this

period was considerably larger than ours, for from the 12th

September, 1337, to the 10th September, 1338, it consisted of

the Constable, John de Barentin, eight men-at-arms, 44
archers and cross-bowmen and 22 archers and serviens^ a total

of 95. These were increased to 120 on the 11th September,

1338, and by a petition of the people of Jersey to the king in

1343, we find the number had been still further increased to

about 300, who, according to the petitioners, were robbing and
murdering the people who earnestly desired to get rid of

them.*
Previous to the arrival of Godfrey de Harcourt and the

Captains of Bayonne, in August, 1345, to recapture Castle

Cornet from the French, Thomas de Ferrers' forc^^. in Guern-
sey consisted of about ^0 to 100 men, and after the recapture

of the castle it was garrisoned by 10 men-at-arms and 20
archers, whilst 12 archers were also placed in Jerbourg
Castle, t

The names of the men in garrison at this period are given

on the pay lists of Thomas de Ferrers' Accounts, and are of

value, for they show the force was composed of about two-
thirds English and one-third Guernseymen. These latter,

however, were not trained men of the island doing servi(;e in

the castle at their oAvn cost for a temporary period, but bona
fide soldiers serving in the gariison and in receipt of pay.

A few years after this date, in 1 352, we find the first serious

attempt made to fortify the island proper by the walling-in

of the town, and the erection of a citadel called " La Tour de
Beauregard," on what we still call Tower Hill. This we are

told by the king's letter was to serve as a place of refuge
instead of Jerbourg Castle, which had been burnt sometime
subsequent to 1345. J The latter was, however, shortly after-

wards restored, for we find in the Accounts of the Receiver,
^S^icholas de la Sale, in 1372-3, mention of the Constables of

both Castle Cornet and Jerbourg Castle, showing that it had
still a small garrison to guard it.§ It is ciuious that in none
of these accounts do we find mention either of the Yale Castle

or of the Chateau des Marais. One might almost imagine
they had no existence so far as documentary evidence is

-^ Ancient Petitions, pub. by Soci6t(^- Jersiaise, p. 75.

+ Bulletin XVI., Soci6t6 Jersiaise, pp. 47-53

J Julien Havet, Serie Chronologique des Gardiens et Seigneurs des lies Nor-
mandes. Appendix.

§ Col. J. H. C. Carey's Notes from Record OflEice. Excheq. Accounts, Bundle 89,
No. 26.
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concerned. They must certainly have been considered of very

little importance in the scheme of defence of Edward HI.,

and were probably used simply as places of refuge, defended

by the trained bands of the people, the militia. This is some-
what confirmed by the fact that the king never seems to have
contributed to their maintenance, for their repairs are never

mentioned. Even in 1615 we find it was the States who repaired

the Vale Castle and other defences of the island proper, and
the Crown, Castle Cornet.*

As it would take too long to detail all the other documents
of the reign of Edward III. proving the existence of a garrison

in Castle Cornet, the following summary will be sufficient :

—

1352.—Accounts of the Warden, John Maltravers. Roll of " Les
Homes d'armes et arbalisters estauntz ovesque Monsr.
William de Asthorp sur la sauve garde des chastel

Cornet et Tour de Beauregard, "f
1368.—French Rolls. Mention of 20 men-at-arms, 20 archers

and 20 horses, being sent with various stores, " for the

defence of our castles in the Isles."J

1374.—Exchequer Accounts. Pay list of William De Asthorp,
Captain of the Castle of Guernsey, wages of his men-at-
arms, archers, &c.§

1374.—Exchequer Accounts. Another roll giving names of the

men-at-arms and archers in Castle Cornet.§
1376-7.—Exchequer Accounts. Two similar pay lists of the

men in garrison in the Castle of Guernsey. §

Now follows one of the least know-n periods of our history,

extending from the reign of Richard II. to that of Henry
VIII. This is probably due in great measure to the fact that

it is only of recent years that the Calendars of Rolls, covering

this period, have been commenced to be published, consequently
our historians were dependent entirely on their own researches

in the original Rolls, which they had not leisure to examine
exhaustively. As a result little is so far known of our garri-

son during the 15th century. We find in the Issue Rolls of

30 Henry VI., 1453, an order to pay to John Nanfan,
Governor of the islands of .Jersey and Guernsey, the sum of

£295 15s. for six months' pay of the 130 archers that he was
required to keep in the king's service in the castle of the Isles.

||

The necessity for such a garrison was as great after the loss of

England's French possessions as in the days of Edward III.

This is evident from the record of two invasions of Guernsey,
* Actes des Etats, p. 37.

t Bulletin X., Soc. Jersiaise, p. 47.

t Tupper, Hist. Guernsey, 2nd Ed., p. 120.

§ Exchequer Accounts, Military, Nos. 74, 76 in the Record Office.

II Payn's Armorial of Jersey, p. 233.
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which have escaped notice until recently. The first is referred

to by Miss Carey in her " Channel Islands,"* and is to be found

in the " Paston Letters." On the 8th June, 1454, Botoner
writes to John Paston, " The Frenshmen hafe be afore the

Isles of Gersey and (lernessey, nnd a grete nevy of hem, and
TC (500) be taken and slayn of hem by men of the seyd trew

Isles." The second invasion, which took place a few years

later, is mentioned in the Calendar of Patent Rolls of Edward
IV., May loth, 1461. "Commission to John de Audsley,
William Bourghier of Fitz Warren Knight, and John Stour-

ton of Stourton, to urge the king's subjects in the counties of

Southampton, Wilts, Somerset, Dorset, Cornwall and Devon
to resist the king's enemies of France, who have entered the

island of Guernsey and besieged the Castle of Cornet there."

These last invaders must have been part of the French force

under Surdeval, who invaded Jersey the same year and cap-
tured Mont Orgueil Castle, Avith tlie Governor, John Nanfan.

A few years later our islands were declared neutral to

belligerents by agreement between the kings of France and
England, afterwards confirmed by Bull of Pope Sixtus IV. in

1483. This neutrality must have led to a considerable reduc-

tion in the number of men needed for the defence of the

islands. However, it is evident from a ])ay list of the men in

garrison in Castle Cornet under Henry VIII. , for the year
lol3,t that a small force was still retained to guard it.

Little of interest is known at present concerning the

means adopted for the defence of the island under Henry
VII. and Henry VIII. With the death of the latter our
neutrality virtually came to an end, although in theory
it existed up to the reign of William III., who abolished

it in 1689. In the reign of EdAvard VI., however, Guernsey
experienced its last attack from a foreign enemy, for the
French having captured Serk in the year 1547, attempted
also the invasion of our island, but being perceived by some
ships lying near the castle, an alarm was given to the islanders,

who mustered their forces and drove ofi* the landing parties

of the enemy. The English government had previously sent

over 800 men under Captain Winter to reinforce the islands,

and shortly after this attack some additional works were
raised at Castle Cornet by the Governor, Sir Leonard
Chamberlayne.t The defence of the Channel Islands seems
to have much occupied the attention of the Council of

Edward VI., and the Acts of the Privy Council contain
* The Channel Islands, p. 174.

+ Stowe MSS., British Museum, Vol I., pp. 113-146 (6), also p. 117 (65), fol. 108.

t Tupper, Chronicles of Castle Cornet., p. 27.
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many references on the subject, especially concerning the

fortification of Alderney which seems to have been commenced
at this time.

Under Mary and Elizabeth many Letters and Orders
of the Council refer to guns and stores sent for the defence

of our castles, and to reinforcements of troops sent over

in time of danger. It was during the reign of the latter

that Castle Cornet was considerably enlarged ; these improve-

ments being completed in the year 1594. Much information

on the condition of the garrison imder' EKzabeth can be

gathered from the Report of the Commissioners sent over by
James I. in 1607, to investigate the disputes betw^een the

inhabitants of Guernsey and the (lovernor, Sir Thomas Leigh-
ton. The latter was governor of the island for 39 years, this

being the longest period on record, with the exception of that

of Otho de Grandison, but unfortunately, in common with the

latter, he seems to have been the most hated of all our

Governors, and his term of office w^as one of continual friction

between himself and the people. Among the complaints

made before the Commissioners, Sir Robert Gardner and Dr.

Hussey, are many referring to the Governor's system of

maintaining the garrison in Castle Cornet. It w^as still paid

by the Governor in time of peace, and not by the Crown,
hence his sole idea Avas to reduce his expenses as much as

possible, and to oblige the islanders by various illegal means
to contribute towards its support. Thus we learn that the

Governor obliged the Constables of the parishes to furnish

him with such sheep as were required to feed the garrison at

about one-third their market value ; he also compelled the

people to supply him with beer, cider, and w^ood at his

own price, to carry whatever he required to the castle, as

w^ell as to provide beds, sheets and coverlets for the soldiers

without payment. Also his soldiers lopped off the boughs
of trees to provide fuel for the castle without either the

consent of the owners or offer of payment. These actions

the Commissioners pronounced illegal, and the Governor was
forbidden in future to exact service Avithout pa^^, or to oblige

the people to victual the castle except at fair market prices.*

Further we are told the Governor had obliged " these

late years, a great many of the best of the inhabitants of

the Isle, to keep watch at the castle, sometimes in their

own persons, being not able to procure any other to do it

for them, howbeit the said parties were of weak disposition,

* Tupper, Chronicles of Castle Cornet, pp. 32, 33.

Report of Commissioners, Jamee I.
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and not used to such discommodities and travels, at leastwise,

to hire others at great price, almost every one refusing to

do that service, except only the soldiers of the garrison,

because of the hard and dangerous course held by the

governor and his officers in the performance of the said

watch ; which service hath been raised upon the people

beyond all reason, being not bound to do the same by any
extent of the king's rights and duties that can be showed."
The complainants prayed to be exempted from this service,

further pleading that the Governor received the whole
revenue of the island, out of which he should maintain a

sufficient garrison for the safe keeping of the castle. The
Commissioners decided that as ''the governor hath a suffi-

cient number of soldiers in the castle, or allowance for

the maintenance of them to watch and ward in the castle

in time of peace " he should not compel the inhabitants

to do that service " except it be in time of war, or in

time of foreign preparation for war against His Majesty,

or any of his subjects," and then not without consulting

the bailiff and jurats as to the men fitted by " their valour

and discretion for such service, from which the jurats and
gentlemen were to be exempted, unless they refused to find a

substitute."*

This illegal system was no doubt the origin of Dicey 's

comment on the garrison of Guernsey. He says :
'* There

formerly used always to be in Castle Cornet fourteen soldiers

in time of peace, besides the lieutenant, the marshall, the

porter, the sutler, the master gunner, the smith, the carpenter,

the boatman, and the watchman. Besides, the governor may
command out of the island such number of the ablest and
most expert soldiers he shall think to make a choice of, who
are to have a soldier's coat given them every year."

'• These soldiers were called to the castle retinue, and
were bound to repair thither whenever called upon ; especially

upon any alarm. But for many years past, by omission or

otherwise, that retinue of soldiers, and coats allowed them,
are out of 2:)ractice ; and the castle is principally garrisoned
and defended by soldiers sent over from England."!

We have no official record of the number of men kept
in garrison under Sir Thomas Leighton, but, from the Report
of the Commissioners sent to Jersey in 1617, we gather that

the garrison of Elizabeth Castle then consisted of 20 soldiers

only, of whom five were Jerseymen in receipt of pay, and the

* Tupper, Chronicles of Castle Cornet, pp. 32, 33.

t Do., p. 34.
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rest English. The Commissioners found this number too

small for safety, and ordered that at least 30 men should

be kept there in time of peace. This small garrison of 20
men rather agrees with Dicey 's Hgiires for Castle Cornet, so it

is probable that he refers to about the same period. In 1626

however we find the garrison of Castle Cornet increased to

70 men,* but even this number was declared by Lord Danby,
the Governor, to be insufficient to work the 47 guns with

w^hich the castle was defended.!

From the autumn of 1625 to the spring of 1629 was
a period of great peril and anxiety in our islands. First came
war with- Spain, and rumours of a projected expedition against

our islands. On the 15tli August, 1626, Captain Darrell, the

Lieutenant-Governor, wrote to the Lord Secretary Conway
that he was informed by a Mr. Legge, a merchant of Saint

Malo that, " about 60 sayle of Biskayners are ready to put to

sea, and into the channell, of burden of about 60 to 70 tunns,

provided to all purposes for an attempt uppon these parts,

the isles of Guernesey and Jersey or for Englande, but
the number of land soldiers being but 6,000 I conclude in

probabilitye it is rather for these isles .... allso theire

hath been two Spaniards at St. Malloes imploy'd to get

Pilotts for theire purpose."! Then came war Avith France
and rumours of a force of 5,000 men at Gr.inville, and another

of 7,000 men at Havre de Grase preparing for a descent on

the Isles.§ Tlie States of Guernsey petitioned the Council,

pointing out the weakness of the defences of the island, and
the smallness of the garrison, and begged for reinforcements.

The Council, on the 17th December, 1626, promised to imme-
diately send 700 men.|| Months passed but none came,
and after further representations from the States, it was
decided by an Act • of Council of the 13th June, 1627,

that 200 men for each island would be sufficient, and at the

request of Lord Danby those for (luernsey Avere specially for

the defence of the castle, and the larger number w^ere to

consist of artisans from London, it being imderstood that

such men more unobtainable in the Island.lf Even then this

force did not reach Portsmouth for embarkation until the end
of July, and being detained there by contrary wind, and other

causes, only arrived in Guernsey at the beginning of the

month of October. The ill-luck of contrary winds still

pursued them, and in consequence no money came from
England for their pay. On the 12th December, the States**

* Actes des Etats, p. 74. t Do., p. 102.

t Actes des Etats, p. 75.

§ Actes des Etats, p. 90. || Do., p. 81. 1 Do., p. 103. ** Do., p. 105.
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resolved that the soldiers should be billetted on the most

wealthy inhabitants of the parishes for their maintenance,

and at the same time authorised a tax to be raised for

two months' pay, should no money be received from England
during the current month.* The people, we are told,

" looked sourly '" on their saviours I This is not to be

wondpred at under the circumstances, for even when the wind
changed, money did not come over very freely, and when at

length peace was made with France in the spring of 1629,

after the second abortive attempt to relieve La Rochelle, the

king owed the island nearly £1,400 for money advanced
to pay the soldiers,! which was still unpaid when the Civil

War broke out a few years later. On the proclamation of

peace the peo[)le of Guernsey eagerly clamoured to be
relieved of the burden of tlie soldiers who were no longer

required, and in com])liance with their request orders were
given by the Council, on the loth May, 15'^U, for ships

to be sent to the island to embark and convey them to Flush-
ing for service in the Low Countries. This service was very
un]:)opular with the trooj^s, for we learn that many of the

soldiers fled to Normandy, while others hid themselves among
the rocks to escape it.J At the same time it was ordered
that " the standmg garrison in Castle Cornett, within the

Isles of Garnesey shall bee upheld and maintained as it hath
bin in former times."

§

Of the garrison who held out against the Parliament-
arians in Castle Cornet for nearly nine years under Sir Peter
Osborne, Sir Baldwin Wake, and lastly under Captain
Burgess, it is hardly necessary to say much, so fully has this

period been described by Mr. Tupper, in his History of

(juernsey, and his Chronicles of Castle Cornet. He states

that it is doubtful whether Sir Peter Osborne ever had more
than 80 to 100 soldiers of all ranks at any time under his

command. Under Sir Baldwin Wake, in December, 1646,
the garrison, according to Chevalier, amounted to 99 men,
while we learn from Le Roy that the number was reduced to

fifty-five when the castle surrendered in 16oL|| This un-
daunted little band endured the hardships of the long siege,

exposed day and night to attack from the batteries on shore,

dependent for supplies on such boats from Jersey as could
evade the watclifulness of their enemies on dark nights, not
only ably replying to their enemies' batteries by an equally

* Actes des Etats p. 105. t Do., p. 153.

X Domestic Calendar State Papers. Dom : Car: I. Vol. CLXVIII,, p. 569.
§ Actes des Etats, p. 153.

II Tupper, Hist. Guernsey, 2nd Ed., pp. 280-28'.
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heavy bombardment of the town, but beating off* to the last

with heavy loss every attempt to capture the castle, and in the

end, when further defence was no longer possible, exacting

from their enemies as the price of their surrender, permission

to march out of the castle with all the honours of war, and an
indemnity of £1,500. Also it was their honour to be the last

Eoyal garrison in the kingdom to surrender to the Parlia-

ment.
Mr. Tupper also gives at length an interesting " Declara-

tion of the people of Guernsey" addressed to Cromwell in

1653, pointing out the inadequacy of Castle Cornet as the

chief defence of the island, and urging that the island itself

should be fortified and made the headquarters of the garrison

and a small guard only be kept in the castle.* The many
reasons advanced in support of their request are too long to

detail here, but the time was not ripe for the change, so no-

thing Avas done.

At the Restoration of Charles II. the old system of a

small garrison paid by the Governor was continued. A letter

describing Lord Hatton's solemn entry into his government
on the 1st November, 1664, shows the number of the force to

have been the old guard of 40 to 50 men. We are told that

he came from Castle Cornet in a barge made purposely for

the occasion, and had for his guard 24 soldiers with halberds,

who marched before him, and 2U others who had carbines

who came after in blue casaques.f Lord Hatton was suc-

ceeded in his government by his son, the second Lord Hatton,
who is memorable for his marvellous escape when the magazine
at Castle Cornet blew up on the 29th December, 1672, and
destroyed a large portion of the castle, killing Lady Hatton
and several other persons.^ He was the last Governor to

reside in Castle Cornet, and also the last who paid and main-
tained the garrison. It is surprising that such a rotten

system should have lasted so long, but at length the garrisons

of the islands were placed under the control of the Board of

Ordnance and the old Governors' guard replaced by troo])s of

the then recently established standing Army.§
The exact date of this change is not given by any of our

historians, but it evidently took place about the year 1680,

when Thomas Phillips was sent over by the Board of Ord-
nance to survey the defences of the islands. His maps, plans

of our fortifications and of proposed improvements, are now in

the British Museum.
* Tupper, Hist, of Guernsey, p. 342-3. t Do., p 363. t Do., 371-4.

§ Duncan, Hist. Guernsey, p. 409.
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With the Revokition of 1688, and the accession of

William III. to the throne, began another long period of wars

with France, and to us consequent danger of invasion. Early

in 1689 seven companies of foot were stationed in Guernsey
and six in Jersey. These, we gather from a draft order of a

Committee of the House of Lords, dated the 15th June of

the same year,* it was decided to further reinforce by 300
men. In 1698 we find six companies of Colonel Mordant's

Regiment stationed in the island, and in 1699 to 1700 six

companies of the Royal Fusiliers. At this period there were
no barracks in the island, and only accommodation in Castle

Cornet for about three companies.! The remainder df the

troops were therefore billetted in the town, chiefly in private

houses, as there was no room in the public houses to receive

them. The 23eople considered it a hardship to be obliged to

house and feed the soldiers for a length of time, and the pay-
ment for their keep was frequently long in arrears. Repre-
sentations were made to the Government on the subject by the

States in 1700, and it was ordered that two of the companies
should return to England, and the remaining four should be
accommodated in Castle Cernet, with the exception of about
21 men, who were still to be billetted on the public houses

until such time as new barracks were built.

During the war with Spain, in 1719, the whole of the

garrison stationed in the island was withdrawn and sent to

Plymouth, and on representation of the Lieutenant-Governor,
Giles Spicer, the Royal Court authorised him to draw the

number of men required for the daily guard of Castle Cornet
from the Militia.

J

The Island was not left long without English troops, and
this is the only time on record of a total withdrawal of the

garrison. In 1769 four companies of Invalids were quartered
at Castle Cornet, and as there were still no barracks in the
island, nor sufficient room to accommodate all of them in the
castle, many of the soldiers were permitted to live in town,
anrl serve as porters. On the outbreak of the American war
of Independence, one entire and two half Regiments, and also

two more companies of Invalids, or veterans, were stationed in

the island for its protection. § A few years later, in 1780,
Fort George was built,

|i and for the aecommorlation of the
large number of men stationed in the island at this time, and
during the wars with Fr mce, at the end of the 18th century,
further barracks were built at Amherst, De Lancey Hill, the

* Report XII. Hist. MSS. Commission, p. 101. House of Lords MSS.
t Tupper, Hist. Gnernsey, 2ncl Erl,, p. 385. t Uo., p 555.

§ Tupper, Hist. Guernsey, 2nd Ed., p. 405. || Do., p. il6.
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Vale Castle, Le Keye, Richmond, Hommet, (irand Rocque,
and Jerbonrg.

On the 24th Marcli, 1783, the 104th Regiment, number-
ing about 600 men, stationed at Fort George, and composed
almost entirely of Irishmen, nnitinied ; only the Grenadier
company, under Captain Fenwick, stationed at the Vale
Castle, remained faithful.* It is stated that at the instigation

of some discharged men of the 83rd Regiment, the men of the

104th demanded of their officers that the gates of the fort

should not be shut at night, and that it being a time of peace

they should not do any more duty. Lieutenant Governor
Irwing appeased this first outbreak by imprudently yielding

to their demands. A few days later the men iired on their

officers while in their mess room after dinner. The officers

escaped without injury and took refuge in the town, with the

exception of two who concealed themselves in a coal-hole.

This attack becoming known in the tow^n about 8 o'clock in

the evening, the other regiment stationed in the island, the

18th or Royal Irish, and the Militia Regiments Avere assembled

to assist in suppressing the mutiny, and surrounded Fort
George about midnight. Finally, after some parleying, the

mutineers laid down their arms and quitted the fort, apparently

on promise of })ardon, as no one seems to have been
punished I

In 1799 the garrison w^as reinforced by a foreign contin-

gent of 6,000 Russian troops, who were quartered in Guernsey
for several months after the unfortunate expedition of the

Duke of York to Holland. They were stationed at De Lancey
Hill in the barracks already erected there and in temporary
wooden buildings. Many of them are said to have died of

sickness contracted in their previous campaign, and were
buried in an enclosure near the Vale Castle, w^here their

graves are still to be seen. At the end of their stay a feud

unfortunately broke out between them and the inhabitants,

which arose from one of the soldiers being w^ounded by a

farmer who caught him robbing his orchard. This feud

became so acute that as they Avere being embarked on the

transports to convey them to Russia, the guns of the castle

Avere kept loaded and trained for fear that they should attempt
to reland and revenge themselves on the inhabitants.!

During the wars with the French Republic at the end of

the 1 8th century, and with Napoleon at the beginning of the

last century, a very large garrison was kept in the island.

According to Monsieur de Magnac's MS. on " La defense de

* Do., p. il7. t Duncan, Hist. Guernsey, p. 175.
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Guernesej," now in the possession of Miss E. F. Carer, the

total number in 1798 was nearly 6,000, viz. :

—

General Staff 57

Infantry 5,050

Invalids 530
Engineers and Artillery 530

Totiil 5,903

These with 2,7:^^9 officers and men of the Militia made a

grand total of 8,^d32 officers and men available for the defence

of the island.

According to Duncan in 1805 the garrison consisted of

4,0U0 Infantry and one company of Artillery.* In 1809
another foreign contingent, the famous '' Sable Jagers," or

Black Brunswickers, were quartered over here at De Lancey
Hill barracks for several months. They were under the

command of the Duke of Brunswick, who remained some time

in the island.

t

The feeding of such a large body of men was a matter of

some magnitude. According to Robert's " History of Lyme
Regis," a large proportion of the cattle required for the garri-

sons of Guernsey and Jersey were supplied by a contractor

from that town, who em])loyed a small fleet of vessels of about
75 tons carrying guns to beat off the enemy's privateers.

The voyage during winter was perilous, many of the vessels

were taken bv the enemy and others wrecked and entirely

lost.J

Shortly after the ])roclamation of peace after the defeat

of Xapoleon at Waterloo, the garrison was reduced to about
its present number, and the bulk of the temporary barracks
disused or sold.

' Duncan, Hist. Guernsey, p. 176, t Do., p. 179.

t Robert's History of Lyme Regis, p. 173.



THE APHIDES OF GUERNSEY.

BY MR. W. A. LUFF, F.E.S.

The Aphides are popularly known as green flj or plant lice.

They belong to the Homoptera^ a sub-order of the Hemiptera.

Everybody is familiar with their general appearance as

they are found infesting the flowers and plants in our gardens
and greenhouses. There is, in fact, hardly a fruit or forest

tree or cultivated plant which is not attacked by one or more
kinds.

They are small, soft insects, the head has long and thread-

like antennae and is furnished with a beak, which is often half

as long as the body, sometimes quite as long, or longer.

By this beak or rostrum the juices of the plant are drawn
into the mouth by a sort of alternating or pumping motion.

The abdomen usually bears on its upper part near the end
a pair of tubercles, called cornicles, long or short ac-

cording to the species. These are hollow tubes and their

use is not well known. Some writers have thought them
to be connected with the breathing apparatus, but our

greatest British authority, Mr. G. B. Buckton, says " The
cornicles must be regarded as the external termina-

tion of excretory ducts, which do not permit the regur-

gitation or recession of air into the body of the Aphis."

The larvas are very similar to their parents, only they are

without wings. In the pupal stage they have the rudiments

of wings, and when fully developed there are winged males

and winged and wingless females. In some species the males

have not yet been observed. In some cases, as with the

Phylloxera of the vine, there are distinct forms of the same
species that live underground on the roots and above on the

leaves and shoots. One species, Chaitophorus aceru^ which is

common in Guernsey, has a remarkable dimorphous form
which has excited much interest amongst biologists on account

of its bearing on the question of the Origin and Variation of

Species. This form varies so much from the normal insect

that comparatively recent authors have placed it under a
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different genus, and even more, suggested that a new family

should be formed for its reception between the Aphidce and
the Coccidce. It is simultaneously produced with the normal

form, but after a slight growth continues for months without

further change, and finally dies Avithout having developed in

itself any reproductive organs. In the " Transactions of

the Microscopic Society " of 1852, Mr. J. Thornton des-

cribed it under the name of Phyllo'pliorus testiidinatus^ a

hemipterous insect feeding on the common maple, and he

justly considered it as a larva of some indeterminate Aphis.

Mrs. Lane Clarke also observed the same insect in 1858,

and placed it between the families of Aphidce and Coccidce

under the name of Chelymorphu testndo. In the year 1862,

Yander Hoevan, of Leyden, published another memoir on the

same insect, and gave it yet another name, Peripillus testudo.

He, like Thornton, regarded it as a larva of some unknown
Aphis. Five years later Messrs. Balbiani and Signoret made
known the unexpected fact that the common «iaple Aphis has

the faculty of producing two sorts of young, one of a normal
type, the other diverse in form and incapable of reproducing

its kind. According to these authors the green viviparous

female of Chaitophori/s aceris contains at the same time two
descriptions of embryo. The brown variety has characters

much as other Aphides show. At birth they are garnished

with tufts of simple hair, and even at this early stage of their

existence they exhibit distinct embryonic rudiments of other

Aphides within them. (3n the other hand, the bright green
variety has a figure and appearance so different, that except
it had been seen that the same female produced both forms,

we certainly would have referred them to species altogether

separate.

The following is a brief description of this singular form :

Form oval, bright green ; eyes dark red or black ; head very
broad and large with two shallow lobes on the occiput ; thorax
not visibly separated from the head ; abdomen broad, oval

;

dorsum and sides decorated with four rows of plates or pseudo
scales, which gives the insect a somewhat tesselated appear-
ance, and so may be likened to the carapace of a tortoise ; the

legs are short and much flattened. But the most remarkable
part of the insect is the development of the tegumentary
system. Instead of the hairs seen in the normal young, the

body and limbs are furnishel with a series of flat transparent
leaflets, which surround the front, the abdominal margin, and
the outer edges of the tibae. The tarsi, or feet, have in

addition to the usual double claw two minute hairs, the sum-
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mits of which are expanded into sucking discs or pulvilli.

When placed on a slip of glass under a low magnifying ])0wer

it moves, but with extreme deliberation. Its progression is

ludicrous, poising itself on its hind legs and employing its

pulvilli to secure its position before it attempts to make any
further advance. Its habits are quite solitary, strongly fixing

itself to the inner angles of the leaf ribs of the sycamore or

maple.

The ApJiidcE are divided into five tribes or families.

Four of these may be distinguished from each other by a

difference in the veining of the wings, and the fifth is wing-
less.

The first tribe (the Aphidince) contains by far the

largest number of species, as the Rose, Turnip, Bean, Pea and
Hop Aphides.

The second tribe (the Schizoueurince) includes only seven

British species, of which Scliizoneura lanigera is the best

known.
Of the third tribe (the Pemphifjince) the lettuce root

Aphis, Pcmpliigus lactucarius is a good example.

The fourth tribe (the CJiermesince) contains the pine apple

gall Aphis of the Spruce Fir, Chcrmes ahietis^ and the

PhyUoxera of the Vine.

The fifth tribe (the Rhyzohiind) is wingless and found
chiefly at the roots of grass or corn.

The life history of the AphidincR is briefly described as

follows in Miss Omerod's valuable little work, '' Guide to

Methods of Insect Life :
" " The wingless females, which are

produced very soon after the males in autumn, lay eggs

;

sometimes singly, sometimes in clusters. From these eggs

in the following spring (or possibly before), young Aphides
hatch, which are all females : they go quickly through their

changes up to the perfect state, and then they produce
living young, still all females, some of which are winged,

some wingless, go on until, in autumn, the last generation

occurs, which is of males as well as females ; and the females

of this, as we said before, instead of producing living young,

produce eggs, which start the next year's attack.
" This is a general sketch of the history of the great tribe

of Aphidince. This tribe includes the Corn Aphis ; the Green
Dolphin, as it is called, of the peas ; the Collier of the Beans ;

the Hop Aphis, which in 1882 caused a loss of more than

a million and a half pounds sterling to this country ; the

Turnip and Cabbage Aphides ; the Black Cherry Aphis, and
many other kinds too numerous to name at present.
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" With regard to what we know at present of means of

prevention, our best course is, if we can, to nip the evil in the

bud by destroying the very first Aphides that appear. This
plan is constantly carried out in field management with regard
to the Bean Aphis. AVhen the Colliers, as they are called

from their black colour, appear on the tops of bean shoots,

these infected shoots are cut off. If the shoots and Colliers

on them are destroyed, the attack, or at least a great deal of it,

will be stopped ; but if, instead of carrying off the fragments
and destroying them, they are only thrown on the ground, the

Black Aphides will just walk or fly back again to the

growing beans, and the labour will have been in the great part

lost.

" This same plan is useful throughout the summer for all

plants or trees, such as Apple, Plum, Cherry or others in

which Aphides collect in great numbers on shoots, which may
be cut off without hurting the plant. Thus if the shoots and
Aphides on them are properly destroyed at once, we get rid of

centres from which attack is constantly spreading to do
present harm. Also we may thus lessen the amount of next
year's attack. It is the autumn brood of males and females

which provide the eggs to start the attack of the following

year ; and therefore anything which lessens the production of

broods is useful. The shoots, however, should always be
destroyed at once ; not merely thrown aside to wither

gradually, whilst their infesting hordes gain wiugs to go home
again."

The wonderful life history of the chief division of the

Aphidce has engaged the attention of the most celebrated

naturalists for centuries. Mr. Buckton says " It is now more
than 130 years since Reaumur and subsequently Charles

Bonnet began observing Aphides. Some think that the facts

to be obtained from such insects might soon be investigated,

and that the well of inquiry in this direction would soon

be fathomed. To disprove such ideas, we have only to turn

to the mass of literature which relates to the subject, and
notice how it embodies the labour of some of the most
acute natural philosophers of almost every civilized country.

The cause of this interest may be traced without difficulty to

two principal facts. In the first place, the study of these

creatures has presented to the embryologist questions for

solution of the greatest importance. Phenomena connected
with processes of reproduction occur, which even now some
physiologists consider to be abnormal, and concerning the

intei'pretation of which unqualified consent is by no means
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accorded. In the second place the general naturalist has
found much to engage his earnest attention, whether he
regards the varied life history of the different species of

Aphides, their curious habitations, the injuries they inflict on
vegetation, or the defences they make against the host of

insect foes which attack them on all sides—attacks which
keep within hmits an extraordinary fecundity, which other-

wise might bring famine into the districts they infest. A
single insect may be the mother of many billions of young
during her life-time."

Professor Huxley makes the following curious calculation :

" Assuming that an Aphis weighs as little as one-thousandth

of a grain, and it requires a man to be very stout to weigh more
than two million grains, he shows that the tenth brood of

Aphides alone, without adding the products of all the

generations which precede the tenth, if all the members
survive the perils to which they are exposed, contains more
ponderable substance than 5U0 millions of stout men ; that is

more than the whole population of China."
Fortunately for us the Aphides have many enemies

among the insect tribes. Numerous minute species belonging

to the Hi/mcnojitera exert their powerful influence in keeping-

down this redundance of Aphis life. Their huwa; are footless

grubs, which develop from eggs laid by the Avinged females,

generally singly, but sometimes five or more within the bodies

of the Aphides. These grubs live on the food assimilated by
the Aphides, and do not, until the last moment, attack their

vital organs.

One species, Allo/wia erythroccpliala^ almost saves the

water-lily from destruction, by its attacks on Hhopalosiphui/i

717/mphcece, which sometimes kills the plants over large surfaces

of the Thames and other sheets of water. Mr. Smee stated

that hundreds of acres of this beautiful plant were destroyed

by this Aphis at Hampton Court.

Many of the larger Htjmenojitouf belonging to the family

of the Crobonidce provision their cells with A])hides to provide

food for their young.

The different species of beetles popularly known as

lady-birds are chief among the enemies and checks to

the Aphides, their food consisting almost exclusively of these

insects. Whilst feeding, the Aphis is seized by the lady-bird

near the back and the contents quickly sucked out of the

abdomen, one minute being required for the process. Mr.
Buckton observes that " we may express some hope, in

sympathy with the Aphis, that the automatic theory of
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animal life may here find some place, and that reflex action

may explain the fact, that under the microscope, the mutilated

parts, without stomach or without internal organs, have been

seen to walk away and live after the operation for a consider-

able time." The larv^ of many of the bright banded hovering

flies (Syrphidje) feed also exclusively on Aphides. Several

species belonging to the order Neuroptera, notably the larva?

of the lace-wing flies, Chrysopa, are wonderfully voracious and
feed principally but not exclusively on Aphides ; when this

food fails they will attack and devour each other. They
have the singular habit of decking themselves with the skins

of their victims, piling them on their backs like trophies,

which almost wholly conceal them. Notwithstanding this

encumbrance the insect moves with much activity among the

Aphis swarms, and the grey mass might well be taken for a

piece of lichen.

In compiling the list of Guernsey species I have derived

great assistance from Mr. G. B. Buckton's splendid " Mono-
graph of the British Aphides " published by the Kay Society

in 4 volumes, 1876-83. Mr. Buckton kindly named several

of my specimens in 1899, one of which Cledohius populcus is

not well known in England, but found on the Continent.

In addition to those named on the list I have observed
a number of other s]3ecies, but as I have not been able to name
them satisfactorily I have left them for a future occasion.

APHIDIDiE.
APHIDIN^.

SiphODOphora rosse, Reaumur. Abundant on roses in gardens.

S. granapia, Kirhy. Common on flower heads of various grasses. It also

attacks the wheat and oat crops.

S. pisi, Kalt. Very common in some seasons on the pea plants in gardens
and fields and is very destructive. It feeds also on a variety of other
plants.

S. laetuese, Kolt. I have taken it on garden lettuce ; it may be found on
Sonchus, Crepis, and other plants.

S. PUbi, Kalt. Under the leaves of the bramble in May.

S. UPtiese, Kalt. Abundant on the common stinging nettle flfrtica dioicaj

in May and June at the Hubit Lanes, Moulin Huet Bay, &c.

S. eonvolvuli, Kalt. On Convolvulus Major at St. Peter-in-the Wood. June.

S. SOnehi, Linn. Found on Black Knapweed fCentaurea mgraj in July at
Fermain Bay by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

S. Olivata, BucMon. On the stalks of the thistle, Cardius lanceolatus at Petit
Port in August.

PhOPOdon humuli, ^chranJc. Common on the sloe, Prunus spinosa, in the
spring. This is the species that in some seasons does so much damage to
the hop crop.
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Myzus eerasi, F'i>>. AbinicLmt on cherry trees in p^ardens. Tn some eases

I have seen the stems of tlie cherries (jnitc bhick 's^^th them as they
ehistered toilet lier

.

DpepanOSiphum platanoides, f^chr Connnon on the under sides of the
leaves of the syc iniore and maple.

RhopalOSiphum ribis, Luiv. Common in :May and June on the black-

currant and ^-ooseberry.

R. dianthi, Schraid-.. Common in greenhouses, also on all kinds of culti-

vated plants in gardens. It is very destructive.

Aphis brassicse, LhDi. Common on tlie garden cabbage, it feeds also

on a variety of other j^lants.

A. mali, Fab. Common on the under sides of the leaves of apple trees in

gardens. June and July.

A. ppuni, Rmiimur. Common on plum trees.

A. euonymi, Fahr. On Ftiojii/zuns FJuropa'/(f> hi hed'^e^^. July and August.

A. lyehnidis, Li/o/. Common from June to August on the stems and
flowers of the red campion, Li/chnis diuiiia.

A. hederse, AT/Z^ Numerous on shoots of ivj in June.

A. jaeobsese. Common on the ragwort in June and July.

A. rumieis, Linn. This is a well-known species, common on the stalks of

the broad bean where they are very destructive. They feed also on the
turnip plant. In 1854 they ravaged the turnip fields of Yorkshire, many
hundreds of acres being utterly ruined.

A. atriplieis, Linn. Specimens were found on white goosefoot (67/ <';/o^;or/i^^;^/

albniii) at Fermain Bay in July by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

A. eaPdui, Linn. Feeds on the thistle, Cardnus lanceolatus. Common at

Fermain Bay in July, E. D. Marquand.

Chaitophorus aeeris, lAnn. Common on the leaves of sycamore and
maple. The dimorphous form of this insect, previously described,

is common in Guernsey.

Cladobius populeus, Eoch. Abundant on twigs of poplar in a garden.

Burnt Lane. Not British but common on the continent.

Callipterus quereus, AV//^ Common on the under sides of oak leaves,

June, July and August.

PhyllaphiS fagi, Linn. Common on the undersides of the leaves of the

beech, in Queen's lload, Upland Eoad, and Vauv(>rt. They cover

themselves with a white fluffy material.

SCHIZONEURIN^.

Sehizoneura lanigera, Huusman. The iwpular name of this pest is

" American Blight." It is supi)osed to have been first seen in England
in 1787. Sir Joseph Banks traced its origm to a nursery near London,
whose owner it appears had recently received a consignment of apple trees

from the New World. It feeds on the sai^ of the apple tree, and lives in

dense companies, producing warty or si:>ongy swellings on the stems. In
the spring and summer the white cottony masses of these Aphides are

very conspicuous in many orchards and gardens in Guernsey These
pests will bear intense cold with impunity whilst covered with their

cottony tufts.

S. ulmi, Linn. Not uncommon on elm trees, where they cause the leaves to

roll up. I noticed the elms opposite the Town Arsenal much infested

with these ApJHdes this summer.

PEMPHIGINiE.

Pemphigus laetueaPius, Pass. I have found this species at the decaying
roots of the garden lettuce in February. They also occur at the roots of

the wallflower and goosefoot.
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Thelaxes dryophila, West. Two specimens found by Mr. E. D. Marquand
on oak leaves on tlie Cliffs at Petit Bo. The wings, unlike those of the

majority of Apliides are carried horizontally and folded one over the
other, when at rest.

CHERMESIN^.

Chermes eortiealis, Kalt. Abundant on a species of pine at 8. Martin's.

They form numerous tufts of a white cottony substance at the bases of

the green needle-like leaves.

Phylloxera punctata, Lk-ht. Very numerous on the undersides of oak
leaves at St. Andrew's on August lOth. The eggs are laid in concentric
circles.

RHIZOBIIN-S.

FoFda formlearia, Heyd. Often to be found at the roots of grasses in
ants' nests ; in sandy soils, near L'Ancresse, &c. The ants are fond of

the clear liquid that exudes from the dorsal pores.



THl^ RAINFALL OF GUERNSEY FOR THE
YEAR 1905.

BY MR. A. COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

The Observers.—Nine Observers have sent in complete

returns for 1905. One, Mr. J. J. I'arey, Cobo, ceased to

observe at the end o£ May. T have therefore discussed the

observations of 10 stations for the first five months of the

year and of 9 stations during the remaining seven months.

Mr. Curtis, as usual, sent in returns collected at Mont Saint,

during the four weeks commencing the 13th of August.

These I have not included in the tables because the returns

are not complete for any one month, but I have been able to

use them in studying the distribution of the rainfall. One
of the nine observers who have sent in complete returns

occupies a new station, namely, Oberland, St. Martin's. To
all the Observers I acknowledge my indebtedness, and render

my thanks for their untiring and regular assistance.

The names of the Observers and particulars of the

stations are given in

TABLE T.

LIST OF STATIONS AND OBSERYERS.

Ref.
No. Observer. Position of Gauge.

Part of
Island.

Eleva-
tion-

1 Guernsey Water- Feet.

worts Co " Hautnez," Forest Road s. 343
2 Mr. A. Collenette " Brooklyn," St. Martin's Rd. S.E. 300
3 Mr. B. Rowswell. " Les Blanches," St. Martin's S.E. 300
4 Mr. A. Bailey "Oberland," St. Martin's S.E. 250
5 Dr. F.Carey " Yilla Carey," Grange E. 180
6 Mr. J Guilbert... " Colborne Yilla," Roliais E. 145

7 Mr. J. de Piitron " Caledonia Nursery," Couture E. 100
8 Mr. J. J. Carey... " Holme Isla," Cobo W. 70
9 Mr. J. Hocart . .

.

" Les Mielles," L' Ancresse . .

.

N.E. 33

10 Mr. A. Poat " Richmond," St. Sampson's. .

.

N.E. 25

1905 completes the 63rd year of the Hoskins-Collenette

series of observations. I have examined the back records
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with a view of finding out the movements of the mean rainfall,

and I consider the results of sufficient interest to bring before

you. In 1882 the mean rainfall of the then 40 years' record

was exactly 37 inches ; up to that date it had remained

persistently below 37 inches, influenced by some very dry

years at the commencement of the period under observation

and during the first 15 years. The first 15 years gave a

mean rainfall of only 34*72 inches. A period of high rainfall

then set in lasting 10 years and raising the mean to 36*00

inches from which it rose fairly steadily to the 37*00 inches

at the end of 40 years. For exactly ten years longer the

mean remained over 37 inches, but then it began to fall below,

and has remained beloAv ever since, being now 36*59 inches.

From 1882 to 1892 inclusive, the rainfall was quoted as

37 inches average; that is now no longer possible ; 36| inches

is the correct mean and is more valuable than the former
figure because it is obtained over a longer period.

This year has proved a dry one, for it is over 2 inches

(2*47 inches) below the diminished mean. Table II. gives

the detail of the year for " Brooklyn."

TABLE II.

RAINFALL AT 'BROOKLYN," ST. MARTIN'S ROAD,
FOR 1905,

Compared with the 63 years' Averages.

Rainfall. Inches. Wet Days.

Months. 1905.
m vppr^' Above or

AvSes below theAverages. Average.
1905. Aver'ges.

January
February

164
179
571
2-11

0-16

3-90

054
213
3-50

301
7-87

176

3'81 — 2-17

2-62 — 083
2-52 + 3-19

2*34 — 0*23
2*12 — 1-96

2-04 -•- 1-86

2-17 — 1*63

2'46 - 0-33

3-12 — 0'38
4-85

,
— 1-84

4'42 -1- 3'45

412 — 2-36

12
21
23
19

4
15
9
18
20
21
29
13

19

15
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

16
14
11

11

11

13

14
October
November

19

19
December 19

The year 3412 36 59
i

— 2-47 204 181
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It will be noticed tliat instead of wet and 6 dry months
which we had last yeai*, 11)05 gave 3 wet and 9 dry months.
Two of the dry months had very small totals, viz. : May
and July. These months receivetl only 7'y^ and 22^'^ of

their average falls. January and December received 437o
and. 427o. On the other hand November and March had
187'^^ and 2497^. Jnne was the third wettest with 191°

^ of

its average.
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In table 3 we have the rainfall of all the stations. The
new station (Oberland) proves to have had the largest total,

and Brooklyn is second. The two southerly stations, " Les

Blanches," and " Hantnez " are practically alike. Rohais

has practically the same fall as " Brooklyn," but the northern

stations have' fallen off this year. The Grange is abnormal

and does not come into an orderly position in the distribution.

Excluding the Grange we have the distribution as

follows. The highest fall has occurred to the S.W. of the

town. The next wettest district is the town itself. The
south from the Fort to the Forest comes next. The east

coast north of the town follows and the driest district is

the lowland west of the Castel Church. This distribution

agrees with the figures already found. The stations have,

however, been at work for too few years for it to be Avise

to believe that we have the true distribution discovered as

vet.

TABLE IV.

I here give a table showing the proportionate amounts

collected by the different stations, taking Brooklyn falls

as lOU, during the last three years.

stations. 1903. 1904. 1905. Order,

Brooklyn . . .

.

Hautnez

Les Blanches

Oberland ...

Grange

Rohais

Couture

Cobo

L'Ancresse .

St. Sampson's

Clair Mare

100

94

90

97

95

84

91

92

79

100

97

96

94

99

95

89

98

98

100

99

98

104

90

100

95

94

93
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tn reading table 5 it must be remembered that the blank

spaces do not mean that no rain was collected at the station on

the day named, ])nt that the quantity did not reach six-tenths

of an inch.

In the detail of heavy falls there is no unusual feature,

still the table is useful in showing that in heavy rains the

town and south stations get the largest amounts.
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Only two droughts common to tlie whole of the island

occurred, startino^ with May the 4th and June the

19th. Rohais, a station collecting nearly the maximum
rainfall, showed two more droughts than any other station;

on the other hand, Les Blanches, The Grange and Couture

had but one drought.
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It will be seen by table 7 that the number of wet
days has varied in the different stations very considerably,

the range being 221—183 or 38 days. The table shows,

as is to be expected from former experiences, that the

south stations and one town station exceed the remainder, but

this year the two town stations. Grange and Couture, fall

below their proper place. There is also more difference

between L'Ancresse and St. Sampson's that we should expect

to see. The mean for the whole island works out at 1 99

and exceeds the average by 18 or roughly 9""/^.

DRY AND WET YEARS.

The reduction in the value of the mean rainfall makes it

necessary to restate the number of dry and wet years,

because in previous papers all statements made had reference

to the 37 inch mean which is now corrected to 36 "5.

Dry years == 34. Wet years = 29.

-A verage dry year 32*26 inches.

Average wet year 41*85 „

Wettest vear, 1872 = 56*96

Driest ^

„ 1858 = 25*55



THE SUl^SHINE OF GUERNSEY FOR THE

YEAR 1905.

BY MR. A. COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

The sunshine of 1905 has proved to be the lowest since

1894, which year was 32 hours less. It is 156*47 hours

below the average of the 12 years.

Four months exceeded their averages, namely, January,

May, October and December. Of these January exceeded

its average by 29 hours and its previous highest, 1904, by

13 hours. It was therefore the sunniest January since the

records were commenced. May has been higher. In 1895

and 1896 the totals were 309 and 307 hours, this May was

therefore 1 1 hours below its highest. October was only

nearly 4 hours above its averages. December exceeded its

average by nearly 6 hours, but was 26 hours below the

sunniest December, 1897.

The deficits of the other months were so large that they

very seriously lowered the year's total.

February's falling off was not important for it was

38 hours higher than the lowest we have had (1901). March

was nearly 25 hours behind its mean, but there have been

several gloomier March months, two of which fall below

188 hours (1898, 93, and 1901, 83 hours).
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April and June are two months that have this year

beaten the records for gloominess, they give 25 and 4 hours

respectively below any previous lowest.

The averages of the months have, in consequence of

this serious departure from the normal, suffered considerable

modification. April has its average diminished by nearly

six hours.

TABLE I.

SUNSHINE FOR 1905.

COMPARED WITH THE AVE^tAGES AND WITH THE POSSIBLE

SUNSHINE.

Sunless
Days.

The
Possible
Sunshine

1905.
Mean Daily
Sunshine.

Averages
of

Twelve
Years'

Observa-
tions.

.

Months. 1905.

Differ-
ence
from
the

Averages
i >

Nearest
Whole Numbers.

.verages

2

Years.

Monthly
Per-

centage
< Totals. of the <5^

possible.

Hrs. Hours.
January .

.

82-49 53-29 -•- 29 20 y 10 264 31 2-6 1-7

February.. 72-62 82-92 — 10-30 3 7 278 26 2-5 2-9

March 115-64 140 58 — 24-94 5 3 365 31 3-7 4-6

April 129-27 190-33 - 61-06 3 2 410 31 4-3 6-3

May .... 297-89 257-05 -1- 40 84 1 471 63 9-6 8-2

June 203-23 253-38 — 50-15 4 1 482 42 6-7 8-4

Jnly 260-18 281-65 - 21-47 483 54 8-3 9-0

August .

.

226-46 243-95 — 17.49 1 1 441 51 7-2 7-8

September. 139-10 186-07 - 46-97 2 1 373 37 4-6 6-2

October .

.

115-11 111-28 -;- 3-83 2 4 328 35 3-7 3-5

November. 65-39 69-03 — 3-64 7 7 268 24 2-1 2-3

December

.

49-35 43-67 -•- 5-68 18 11 246 20 1-6

1-8'

1-4

Totals .

.

1756-73 1913-20 —156.47 54 48 4409 39 5-2

The great want of sunshine is hardly reflected in the

sunless days which are only increased by six for the whole

year, thus showing that at some portion of most of the dull

days there have been a. few gleams redeeming the day from

utter sunlessness.
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In the second table, which contains the details of the

whole 12 years, it will be seen that 1905 was 22 ^° below

1899 and that it has diminished last year's annual average

by 14 honrs.

This year has, however, contributed the record sunny

day, for on the 23rd of June 15*60 hours were registered,

the previous record being 15*02 hours in June 1896.

In last year's remarks I showed that there was a hope

of the sunshine increasing owing to the apparent upward
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tendency of tlie curve ; this year's total has not borne out

this hope, 1904 having proved to be only an exception to

the low totals of the last four years.

The sunniest month gave 260 hours, which looks small

compared with 340 hours in 1899.

The mean daily sunshine has been reduced from

5*3 to 5*2. It will be seen in Table I. that May this year

ha«l a greater number of hours of sunshine than the average

of any month, being 15 hours in excess of the average

of July. This gave a mean daily sunshine for May of 9*6

hours, a very high figure.

The percentage of the different months w^ere as follows :

—

The mean of the year being taken as 100.

Mean of 12 years.
January 4'7 2*7

February 4-2 4'3

March 6-6 7-3

April 7-3 10-0

May 16-9 13.4
June 11-6 13-2

July 14-8 14-7

August 12-9 12-7

September 7-9 9.8

October 6-5 5-8

November 3*8 3-8

December 2-8 2-3

1905 has thus been abnormal in several respects. It

is, however, comforting to observe that other places are

equally so, and with few exceptions the sunshine has been

abnormal in its distribution and small in its amount.

Here are the totals of a few Districts :

—

Hours.
Scotland 972 to 1,300
North of England 1,360 to 1,578
Exception—Blackpool 1,758
East of England 1,290 to 1,527
West of England 1,541 to 1,659
South of England 1,584 to 1,650
Scillies 1,770
Jersey 1,733
Guernsey 1,756
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RULES OF THE SOCIETY.

1.—That this Society shall be called "The Guernsey

Society of Natural Science and Local Research."

2.—That the main objects of the Society shall be the

study and investigation of the Fauna and Flora, Geology,

Meteorology, Archaeology, Folk-lore and Language of the

islands of Guernsey, Alderney, Sark, Herm and Jethou

(commonly called the " Bailiwick of Guernsey "), the holding

of meetings for the reading and discussion of papers, the

exhibition of specimens, and the publication from time to

time of such papers and notes as may be deemed worthy of

permanent record.

3.—That the annual subscri])tion shall be seven shillings

and sixpence, payable in advance, on the 1st of January
;

and in order that the Treasurer may prepare his annual

statement of account, any Member who has not, before the

1st of December, paid his or her subscription for the current

year, shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the Society,

and his or her name shall not be included in the ensuing list

of Members.

4.—That persons desiring to join the Society shall be

proposed by two Members at one of the Ordinary meetings,

and balloted for at the next meeting.

5.—That the Council, or governing body of the Society,

shall consist of a President, one or more Vice-Presidents, an

Honorary Secretary, an Honorary Treasurer, and six ordinary

Members, all of whom (except the President and Vice-

Presidents) shall be elected by ballot at each Annua] General

Meeting ; and of these ^ve shall form a quorum.

6.—That no Member shall hold the office of President

for more than two years in succession ; the retiring President

then becoming a Vice-President.
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7.—Tliat ordinary meetings for the reading of ])apers,

exhibition of s])e(dmens, recording of notes, field work, c^c,

shall be held once every month during the winter, notice of

the same being sent to each Member, and such meetings shall

be free to Members and friends introduced by them.

8.—That annual Sectional Reports be received and read

at the December meeting ; and the Annual General Meeting

to receive the Report and Balance Sheet of the out-going

Council, and for the Election of Officers, be held either in

December or January ; and that notice of such meeting be sent

to each Member seven days previously.

9.—That the Council shall make such arrangements as

may be required, from time to time, for Ordinary meetings.

Excursions, Professional Lectures, Exhibitions, &c. ; and the

right is reserved to the Council of fixing a price of admission

for Members or Non-Members.

10.—That notice of the meetings of the Council shall be

issued by the Secretary at least three days before each

meeting, intimating its object.

11.—That on receipt of a request in writing signed by

any five Members, the Secretary or Acting Secretary shall

convene an Extraordinary meeting within two weeks of the

receipt of such request.

12.—That notice of an Extraordinary meeting of the

Society shall be sent to each Member not less than seven days

before each meeting.

13.—That the Transactions of the Society for each year

shall be published in the spring of the folloAving year ; and

every Member who has paid his or her subscription for the

year to which the Transactions refer shall be entitled to a

copy free of charge.

14.—That persons under the age of twenty may be

admitted as Junior Members, on payment of an annual

subscription of two shillings and sixpence ; but such Junior

Members shall not vote, or receive gratuitous copies of the

Transactions.
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15.—That no addition to, or alteration of, these Rules

shall be made except by a majority of three-fourths of the

Members present at an Annual General Meeting, or at an

Extraordinary General Meeting convened for the purpose,

fourteen days' notice of such proposed alteration or addition

being sent to each Member.

January 31, 1907.





TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

The third annual soiree of the Society was held in

the Guille-Alles Lecture Hall on the 6th of Februaiy, 1906.

There was a crowded attendance, and many who secured

admittance had to remain standing throughout the evening.

Four short Lectures were delivered, each occupying about

twelve minutes, and illustrated by means of the Electric

Lantern, the intervals being filled up with delightful musical

selections kindly given by Miss E. Shaw, Miss J. Fergusson,

Fraulein Weizel, and the members of the Elizabeth College

Choir.

The President of the Society, Eev. W. C. Penney, M.A.,
having made a few introductory remarks, called upon Mr.
F. J. S. Wyeth for the first lecture, entitled " Some lowly

forms of Life." Beginning with the very lowest member
of the animal Avorld, the Amoeba, a mere shapeless mass of

jelly-like protoplasm, the lecturer passed on to the wonderfully

beautiful Foraminifera, the minute shells of which, in

countless myriads, form the principal constituent of chalk.

In this group the microscopic shells are entirely calcareous,

but in another large group allied to them, the Polycystins,

the shells are composed of flint ; and all of them are

remarkable by their exquisite beauty of form and sculpture,

and their almost infinite variety of design. Closely related

to these are the Sponges, which we chiefly know by their

skeletons, and the Infusoria, which teem in stagnant water.

Some of these living forms seem to occupy the neutral

ground which lies between the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
Mr. A. Collenette delivered the next lecture on " Waves."

In a very clear manner he explained the propagation of light

and heat by means of ether waves, treating of their eflects

upon the organs of sense, and the phenomena accompanying
their manifestations. Comparisons were drawn between waves
visible to the eye, such as water, and those of sound, heat
and light. The need was shown of (1) a medium, (2) a

vibration, and (3) a movement—and the effects were traced of

the arrest of wave-motion in each case ; viz., sound, producing
music, harmony ; heat, producing warmth, burns ; and light,
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producing (colour. Some of the common properties of waves
Avere demonstrated, as evidenced in refraction, reflection, sub-

sidence, ike.

The n(;xt lecture, })y Mi*. Fj. D. Manjuaud, was entitled
" The S})ider and the Fly." Although despised and detested

bj almost everybo ly, spiders possess many ])oints calculated

to excite our interest and wonder. The possession of eight

legs instead of six, serves at once to separate them from
Insects proper : for, scientifically s|)eaking, spiders are not

insects, although conveniently classed under that name.
Further distinctions are seen in the simple (not compound)
eyes, in the union of the head and thorax, and in the

remarkable facidty they possess of spinning silken webs
to capture their prey. The flies that are entrapped in

these webs are built up on a totally different plan, so that

even when divested of wings they bear no resemblance
Avhatever to spiders. Moreover, the latter seem to be

endowed with more intelligence and reasoning power, and
in other A\ays occupy a higher rank in the scale of animal
life.

The fourth lecture was " On growing old," delivered

by Dr. J. Aikman. Dealing first with the age of the earth

on which we dwell, the lecturer proceeded to consider the

effects of age upon the human body. The blood vessels

and organs which in youth were supple, become hardened
and brittle with advancing years, and even the brain is

physically affected. The science of bacteriology opened up a

vast field of investigation, and it was now well known
that the human body was the battlefield of a mighty host

of conflicting organisms, upon the result of whose struggle

depended the manifestations of disease and decrepitude.

Dr. Aikman referred to the most recent theories of foreign

biologists as to the possibility of retarding natural decay,

and neutralising the symptoms of old age.

From a financial point of view the entertainment proved
a very gratifying success, and a sum of over £11 was
added to the Society's funds, after all expenses paid.

Monthly Meeting Iicld on Fehnuirij 21st, 1906, Mr. F. L,

Tanner in the chair,

Mr. S. M. Henry was unanimously elected a member
of the Society.

The Chairman, on behalf of the Soiree Committee,

announced the result of the entertainment given on the 6th
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instant which, besides snbstantially increasing the Society's

finances, had afforded pleasure to a large number of people.

Mr. A. M. Naftel read a number of extremely

interesting extracts from an old manuscript Diary extending

from 1777 to 1786, written by Sieur Nicolas De Garis,

who Avas Procureur des Pauvres of the Forest parish. He
giA'es a detailed account of the building of the Martello

Tower at Petit Bot, in which he took part as Overseer

of the works, with the full names of all the workmen
employed, quarrymen, labourers, masons, carters, &c., the

number of days they worked, and their wages and charges,

calculated in livres tournois. Altogether about forty men
were employed, and the aggregate amounted to 1,239 days'

work, the total cost of the construction of the Tower being

1,339 livres tournois, or about £100 sterling. A note is

made that about this time the various other Martello

Towers on the coast were erected. The next item of

importance is a copy of the contract relating to the Country
Hospital, entered into on April 6, 1751, by the seven

following parishes, with the sums in livres tournois contri-

buted by each: St. Sampson's (150), Vale (346), Catel

(500), St. Saviour's (500), Torteval (150), St. Martin's

(400) and St. Andrew's (281). Six pages of the Journal

are filled with the rules for the management of the Hospital.

The 3rd of May, 1779, was a day of great alarm in

Guernsey. News was brought that sixty-five vessels were
in sight, and were making for the island. The St. Martin's

and Forest Militia at once assembled near Fort Mancel,
and those of St. Sampson's and other parishes collected

at their respective stations. The Lieutenant-Governor with
five hundred officers and men hastened off to Lancresse
to meet the supposed enemy. But after a period of great

anxiety it was discovered that the supposed attacking force

was only the English sf[uadron passing on their way to

an engagement with the French fleet. Two days afterwards

fourteen of these ships visited Guernsey, and remained eight

or ten days. On November 17, 1781, a terrible storm visited

the island, accompanied by a deluge of rain. At the mill at

the bottom of Pedvin Street, water was three or four feet

deep in the gardens ; in Contree Mansell horses had to be
rescued from their stables, and in Fountain Street there

was such a rush of water that peo])le feared to open
their doors lest the houses should be flooded. A number
of receipts are given for the preparation of medicinal
herbs, and there are many little intei-esting notes which
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show tliat Nicolas Do (laris was a man of intelligence and
observation.

Dr. Herbert J. Fleure, of University College, Aberyst-
wyth, contributed a paper (read by Mr. Sharp) on " Crabs
which cling," and the subject was illustrated by means of

living and preserved specimens, exhibited by Mr. Mabbs.
This paper is printed in the following pages of the Tran-
sactions.

The Hon. Secretary read a communication he had
received asking for local information respecting the habits of

bees in visiting flowers, and their preference for certain

colours. The subject led to an interesting discussion.

Monthly Meeting held on March 21st, 1906, Rev. W. C.

Penney, President, in the chair.

Miss Vegeais, Miss E. Blicq, and Dr. E. K. Corbin,

M.K.C.S., Avere unanimously elected members of the Society.

A Kaven, recently shot in Herm, and stuffed for the

Museum, was exhibited. In reply to certain remarks as to

the supposed scarcity of this bird, Mr. Marquand said Ravens
were much less rare in these islands than commonly supposed,

and were always to be seen on the cliffs of Guernsey, Sark
and Herm by persons who could distinguish them on the wing
from Crows. As Ravens were w^ell able to take care of

themselves, and their eggs seldom taken here, it was
probable that their numbers were increasing rather than
diminishing.

]Mr. E. D. Marquand read a paper on " The Colour
Sense of Insects." Of all the allurements held out to insects

in order to produce the cross-fertilisation of plants, it was
probable that the colour of flowers played the chief part.

Experiments had shown that bees and wasps could clearly

recognise and distinguish colours, and further, that they
evinced a marked preference for some, and a.voidance of

others. The generpj favourites seemed to be yellow and
white, and then blue and violet, or purple. Mr. Marquand
was of opinion, however, that other attractive agencies were
at work which lay beyond our perception. Scarlet, as a flower

colour, seemed generally disliked by bees ; and flowers of this

colour are extremely rare in Europe and Asia, though common
in America. The predominance of certain flower-colours was
perhaps correlated with the times of appearance of certain

tribes of insects. Flowers fertilised by wind or air-currents,

and not by insects, were almost invariably dull-coloured.
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Mr. Gr. T. Derrick read a paper on the " Antiquities of

Aldernej," which is printed in the following pages. So many
points for discussion arose out of it, that it was decided to

reopen the subject at the next meeting.

The President announced the arrangements which had
been made by the Council for special excursions during the

summer months, principally for the benefit of the junior

members.

Monthly Meeting held on April 18th, 1906, Mr. F. L, Tanner

in the chair.

Col. Grant De Jersey and Mr. A. Falla were unani-

mously elected members of the Society.

Miss Ceilings exhibited a quantity of dust which was
found on the 17th instant coating the shrubs in a garden at

Clifton, in this island. It resembled a sample of volcanic dust

collected at Barbados after the terrible eruption of Mont
Pelee, and it was conjectured that this might have come from
Mount Vesuvius which had lately been in active eruption,

similar deposits having recently fallen in Devonshire. The
garden faces the sea, and has an easterly exposure.

Mr. Derrick gave an account of a cist discovered at Bas
Sejour, Catel, in 1885, with urns found near it. He also read

a detailed description of the bronze weapons and implements
from Aldemey, contained in the (jaudion Collection, now in

the Museum. A discussion ensued on various topics connected

with Alderney Antiquities.

A specimen was exhibited of a parasitic Isopod Crusta-

cean Anilocra mediterranea, recently found at Bordeaux
Harbour by Mr. E. Sharp. It is a comparatively large species,

about an inch and a half long, not rare in these islands, and
usually attacks the Wrasses, or Kock Fishes.

Monthly Meeting held on October 17th, 1906, Rev. W, C.

Penney, President, in the chair.

Dr. Macphun Semple was unanimously elected a member
of the Society.

Rev. G. E. Lee exhibited some stalactites six inches long,

which had been found in a certain cave in Sark on the

western side. He would not further describe the cave, lest

the stalactites should disappear, but it might be stated that

this cave was so difficult of access that he could not go down
to it. He believed this was the first record of the discovery
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of such formations either in Guernsey or Sark. Mr. Derrick
said stahigmitic iticnistations had been found at Bon Repos
and near Moulin Huet, but no stalactites of this kind had
been seen before. Mr. vSharj) said he luid once seen artificial

stalactites hanging from the vaulted roof of the cellar of an

old house being demolished in Berthelot Street, and there

were stalagmitic deposits on the Hoor. The present find was
an extremely interesting one, as the specimens were so large.

Mr. E. D. Marquand read a paper on the " Mosses and
Hepaticai of Jethou," with list of species. This is ])rinted in

the present number of the Transactioiiii.

Mr. J. S. Hocart read a paper on " Guernsey Weather
Lore," which is printed in the following pages. The discus-

sion of this paper brought forward once more the question of

the preservation of examples of the Guernsey dialect, and
arrangements were made to ascertain the necessary cost of

the apparatus required, and the methods to be adopted.

The President exhibited, and presented to the Museum a

Chough's Qorg taken this year in Sark, and read some interest-

ing notes by an old Elizabethan on the nesting of seabirds

in that islau'^. The main portion of these notes will be found
in this year's Report of the Ornithological Section.

A large and remarkable insect, the Praying Mantis
(Manti.'i relifjiosa) was exhibited by Mr. W. A. Luff. It w^as

captured alive in Dr. Carey's garden, Grange Road, and
the question was how it got there.

Monthly Meeting held on November 14th, 1906, Rev. W. C.

Penney, President, in the chair.

Miss Clara Randell was unanimously elected a member of

the Society.

Mr. E. D. Marquand, A.L.S., read a paper on the
" Zoophytes of Guernsey," illustrated by sketches and dia-

grams, and a collection of specimens. This paper is printed in

the following pages.

Mr. W. A. Luff I'ead a paper on the " Insects of Sark,"

thereby completing the record of the insect-fauna of all the

Sarnian Islands. It will be found further on in these

Transactions.

Mr. Joseph Sinel, of Jersey, contributed a paper on the
'* Crustacea of the Channel Islands," a subject on which he is

well qualified to speak, after some forty years' work at marine
zoology. This paper is published in the following pages.
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The President announced that the Annual Meeting for

the election of a new President and Conncil, and the reading

of the sectional reports, wonld be lield on the 5th of December.

The Ticenty-fouvth Annual Meeting of the Society hras held on

the oth December, 1906, Rev. W\ Campbell Penney, M.A.,

President, in the chair.

Miss Bishop and Mr. A. Berry were nnanimouslj elected

menibers of the Society.

Mr. R. C Mabbs contributed a paper (read by Mr.
Tanner) giving a list of the Sea Anemones known to occur on
the shores of these islands. Mr. Sinel, of «Tersey, who was
present, made some remarks on the subject, and added one or

two species to the list. ]\lr. Mabbs' paper is printed further

on.

The Annual Sectional Reports, embodying the work
of the year in various branches, were then read as follows :

—

Entomology, by Mr. W. A. LufF.

Greology, by Mr. C. (x. De La Mare.
Botany, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.
Marine Zoology, by Mr. R. C. Mabbs.
Folk Lore, by Mr. »]. Linwood Pitts.

Ornithology, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

The Annual Report of the Council was next read by
the Secretary, followed by the Treasurer's statement of

accounts, and the Report of the Hon. Librarian, Mr. G.
Barry.

The President's two years' term of office having now
expired, he delivered the interesting Address which will be
found in the following pages immediately after the Sectional

Reports. And then having formally nominated the Rev. G.
E. Lee, M.A., Rector of St. Peter-Port, as his successor, Mr.
Lee was unanimously elected President of the Society for the

ensuing two years, the retiring President becoming one of the

Vice-Presidents.

The election of Officers and Council was next proceeded
with. The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Derrick) and the Hon.
Treasurer (Mr. Luff) were re-elected by acclamation, and
the ballot for the new Committee resulted in the election

of Mr. F. J. S. Wyeth, M.A., to replace Mr. R. C. Mabbs,
who has left the island, the remaining five members of the old

Committee being re-elected, viz. : Messrs. De La Mare,
Pitts and Tanner, Lieut.-Col. De Guerin, and Miss Mellish,

B
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Monthly Meetini/ held on January 23rd, 1907, Mr. F, L.

Tanner, L.D.S., in the chair.

Mr. W. S. liock and Mr. Joseph Sinel were unanimously
elected members of the Society.

Ml-. A. (^ollenette read his Annual Reports on the Rain-
fall and Sunshine of Guernsey for the year 1 90() (])u})lished in

these pages) illustrating his remarks by means of a series of

tables and diagrams thrown on the screen by the Electric

Lantern. In his opening remarks Mr. Collenette explained

the cause of the present outburst of intensely cold weather
which had so suddenly manifested itself here as well as

elsewhere. An interesting addition to the usual record was a

series of statistics compiled by Mr. B. Rowswell, shoAving the

rainfall in the other islands within our area.

Report of the Council.

The Council is pleased to be able to report another year

of good work and prosperity, as will be seen by the Transac-

tions shortly to be published. The roll of members has been
fairly well maintained, nothwithstanding the increased sub-

scription, and the finances are in a very satisfactory condition.

The general interest taken in the Society is as great as

ever, and although unremitting work has been carried on
within our limited area for so many yeais, fresh subjects

coimected with our OAvn district have been found to occupy the

attention of members at most of the indoor meetings, which
have been well attended.

The necessity for regular instruction in Science is being

more and more strongly urged upon the public from official

quarters. We hope that further steps will be taken to give

practical effect to this movement, and that this Society may be

recognised as one of the active agents in forwarding it.

The very best thanks of the members must be awarded to

Mr. Joseph Sinel, of Jersey, for his excellent and valuable

paper on the Crustaceans of the Channel Islands. The
years he has devoted to the study of marine life, and his

thorough mastery of the subject, have enabled him to give

such interesting particulars of these creatures and to compile

so extensive a classified list, that his paper will always be
useful for reference, and of the greatest value to students both
in the islands and in the neighbouring countries.

The Soiree held on February 6th was a great success ;

it was the means of drawing attention to the work being done
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hj the Society, and increasing its funds. The Coimcil desires

cordially to thank the ladies and gentlemen who gave their

assistance so willingly and gratuitously.

The Excursions in the summer, though not numerous,
were well patronised. The one to the " blow hole " at Plein-

mont and to St. i\polline's chapel, which was carried out in

connection with the local branch of the Teachers' Guild, was
especially noteworthy, both as an agreeable outing, and as

furnishing the paper on St. Apolline's chapel, an interesting

addition to our record of Guernsey ecclesiastical structures.

The visit to the caves at the Fontenelles and Petit Port
showed that daring climbers may yet open out access to

chasms and caves in our own island as large and interesting as

those in Sark, and add further variety to cliff excursions.

At Ivy Castle it Avas deplorable to find one of the ancient

private chapels, probably as venerable as St. Apolline, falling

into utter ruin.

The Sectional Reports and the Transactions themselves
show that the members are continuing to add to our stores of

local information, and that vigorous steps have been taken
towards bringing Marine Zoology into line with the other

divisions of our fauna and flora.

The Council greatly regrets that professional duties have
necessitated the removal of Mr. R. C. Mabbs from the island,

and thus deprived the Society of one of its most active and
useful members.

Some valuable books have been added to our collection, as

will be seen from the Librarian's report.

The number of members on the roll is now 92 besides 21
juniors, and the Treasurer's Report shows a balance in hand
of £25, which is more satisfactory than at any period of the
Society's history.

We again tender to the Council of the Guille-Alles
Library our grateful thanks for the use of the room for our
meetings, and for the many advantages we secure through our
connection with that excellent institution.

G. T. Derrick, Hon. Secretary.
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Report of the Librarian.

This is the Second Aininal Report iqwn the Society's

Library, the first having been read by Mr. Mabbs. This is,

in reality, /r/.v report, but as he has been obhged to rehnquish
his dnties, I have had the honour of taking his place, pro tem^

and of compiling these remarks. The total number of books
and pamphlets in the Library is 369, of which 21 have been
received during 1906. These are nil nnmbered, labelled, and
catalogued. The cataloguing of subjects is still in a very
backward condition, but I think the prospects of completion

are a little more rosy than last year, thanks to the hard work
of the former librarian.

The number of books borro^^ed during 1905 was three

only, while during 1906 six have been taken out ; a d'ujht

improvement, certainly. It seems to me that this valuable

collection of scientific works, &c., is not appreciated very
fully ; at any rate, borrowers are few and far between. I

hope members will, in future, make more use of their privi-

leges in this direction.

The list of rules governing the Library was printed in

last year's Transactions, hence there is no need for me to

rei)eat them. One, however, that may be of interest, is

Rule 2, Avhich says :

" Books wdll be issued at the Monthly Meetings, or on
application at the counter of the Guille-Alles Library. In
the latter case application should be made two or three

days before the book is required."

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED DURING 1906,

IN EXCHANGE AND OTHERWISE.

SOCIETE .JERSIAISE :

—

Bulletin 31. 20th Publication ("Actes des Etats"),
1731-1745.

Cold Spring Harbor Monographs :

—

Yj _u r^Y^^ Behaviour of the Pond-snail."

Smithsonian Institution :

—

Report for 1904. This is a most valuable volume, hav-
ing a large number of interesting and instructive
papers.

Report of United States Natural Museum for 1904.

Wisconsin Natural History Society :

—

Proceedings. Part 3—April, 1900.
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Academy of Natural Sciences (Philadelphia) :—

Proceedings for 1905, Vol. LVIL, Part ?).

190G, „ LVIIL, Part 1.

9

Lloyd Library :

—

Mycological Notes, No. 19.

„ No. 20.

„ „ Index to Vol. I.

„ Nos. 21, 22 and 23.

The Tylostomete.

YoLTA Bureau :

—

Report of the Speech-Training of Deaf Chikh*en (1904).
" How Helen Keller was taught Speech."

" Helen Keller," by John Hitz.
" Possibilities of Deaf Children "—Helen Keller, Sou-

venir.
" The Blind and the Deaf (Special Reports, 1900).

G. T. Barry, Hon. Librarian.

Report of the iliit<nnological Section.

During the present year many important additions have
been made to the recorded Insect Fauna of Guernsey. A
fine specimen of Plusia fcstaccB^ the Gold spot moth, Avas taken
in August of last year and given to the Rev. F. E. LoAve. It

is such a lovely insect that I would like to claim it as

a native, but from the situation in Avhich it Avas found, the

probability is that it Avas brought over, perhaps as a larA^a, in

a returned empty groAver's case. Taao species of Micro-
Lejndoptera haA^e to be added to the list, viz. ; Semasia spiniaiui

and S. Jaiithuiaiia. One specimen only of Lampides hoetica

(the Long-tailed Blue Butterfly) has been seen, and no larvae

have been found on its food plant during the year. Sphinx
convolvuli (the Convolvulus HaAvk Moth), usually so abundant
in the autumn, has been very scarce, and I have not heard of

a single capture of Aclierontiu atropos (the Death's Head
Moth).

A large number of additions have been made to the

Aculeate Hyjueiioptcrd (Bees, Wasps, &c.) by Mr. E. D.
Marquand, A.L.S., Avho devoted a great deal of time and
energy to their capture from April to August. The Avhole of

the collection thus made Avas submitted to Mr. EdAvard
Saunders, F.R.S., &c., for examination, Avith the result that
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twenty-five species are now recorded for the first time, many
being rare and local. CcElwxys afra is an especially interesting

capture, as it is a southern species, common in Algeria and

the south of Spain, and not known before to occur further

north. Four specimens were taken near Vazon Bay on

July 18th, flying in company with Megachile argentata, one

of the Leaf-cutter Bees, a species Avith which it asso-

ciates. A little bronzy Halictus, of which one specimen

only was taken on the cliffs at Moulin Huet, is a species

closely allied to subauratns^ and Mr. Saunders says it may
turn out to be another of these interesting southern forms.

The specimen was worn, and it was difficult to determine the

exact species. A minute species, Diodontus fvlesei {?) of

Avhicli several specimens were captured, has not yet been

recordcil for Britain, but has been taken by Mr. Saunders in

Jersey.*

Mr. Marquand has also taken a number of Ichneumon
Flies, of which ten species are additions to the Guernsey list

already published. These have been named by Mr. Claude
Morley, F.E.S., who is the author of the most recent work on

the British species.

Two additions to our list of the Diptera have to be

recorded, viz. : Merodou e(ptestriH, var. narcissi, one specimen
of which Avas captured by Mr. Marquand on the Petit Bot
Cliffs on August 1st. Two specimens of Miltogranuna

punctatum were taken by myself at Cobo.

On September 29th I was greatly surprised and delighted

to receive a living specimen of a large Mantis which was
found walking along a pathway in Dr. Francis Carey's garden
in the Grange. It is, I believe, a specimen of Mantis religiosa,

an insect not uncommon in Central France and which has

been recorded as occurring as far north as Havre.

* Since the above was written, Mr. Saunders has published the following note
in The Entomolofjisfs Monthly Mcif/azinc for February, 1907 :—" The occurrence of
Dioduntus fjnesei, Kohl., in the Channel Islands is of great interest. I took a few
in Jersey, but have not hitherto recorded it, as at the time I thought it was only
minutus. The male may be easily known from that species by the form of the in-
termediate metatarsi ; in minutus these are much produced and widened towards
the apex, in friesei they are bent but hardly widened ; like minutus it has the
mandibles yellow. Hitherto it has only been recorded as a South European and
Mediterranean species.

The capture of Ccelioxys afro is, I think, still more interesting. In this
country I have sought in vain for any of the small red-tailed Ccelioxys associating
with Megachile argentata. I was much pleased to find Ccelioxys brevis with M.
argentata in Jersey, and now C. afra turns up with it in Giiernsey.

It is curious that in each island Megachile argeritata should have a different
species to associate with it ; possibly, however, both species may yet be found in
both islands. Both these little species belong to a group we have no exponents of
in Britain, and which is peculiar in having the white bands of the abdomen formed
of scale-like hairs. They are both common in South Europe ; C. brevis has occurred
in Central Europe, but I have always looked upon C. afra as quite a southern
form.
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A list of the Insects of Sark has been read before

the Society, and will be pnbHshed in the Traiisact'Km.s. It

completes the Ins(;ct Fauna of the vSarnian Islands, the li^t of

which now numbers over 2,000 s])ecies.

ADDITIONS TO THE GUERNSEY LIST.

LEPIDOPTERA.

Plusia festuese, L. One specimen wa.s found in a packing shed near
Baubigny, apparently just emerged from the pupa.

Semasia spiniana, Duj). One taken at the Hubits.

S. Janthinana, Dm). One captured by Mr. Marquand.

HYMENOPTERA-ACULEATA.
FOSSORES.

Pompilus unguieularis, Thoms. Saints' Bay, June •2nd.

P. einetellus, ^pin. Moulin Huet, July 17th.

Salius pusillus, Schmllc. L'Ancresse, June 5tli.

AstatUS bOOps, Schr. Moulin Huet Cliffs, July nth.

Taeliytes unieolor, F~. Icart Cliffs, July 28th.

T. peetinipes, Linn. L'Ancresse, June 2Uth.

DiodontUS friesei, Kohl. .^ Cliffs near Creux Mahio, June 12th. L'An-
cresse, June 19th. Saints' Bay, June 28th.

Gorytes tumidus, i'^. Petit Bo Cliffs, August 1st.

NySSOn dimidiatUS, Jnr. Petit Bo Cliffs, August 1st.

N. spinOSUS, Fxh. Saints' Bay, July 14th.

Crabro albilabriS, Fah. Saints' Bay, June 28th.

ANTHOPHILA.

HalietUS quadrinotatUS, Kirh. Saints' Bay, June 2nd and 28th. Creux
Mahic Cliffs, June 12th.

H. brevieornis, Sclik. Icart Cliff's, May 19th. Fermain Bay, June 4th.

Petit Bo, June 23rd.

H. nitidiuseulus, Kirb. Saints' Bay, April 11th. Petit Bo, April Pith.

IMoulin Huet, April 13th.

H. species ? near SUbaUPatuS, liotoi. One specimen only, rather worn and
difficult to determine, taken on the Moulin Huet Cliffs, July 17th. Mr.
Saunders says that this may turn out to be a South European species.

Andrena pilipes, Fah. Vazon Bay, July 18th.

A fulvagO, hr. Petit Port, June 9th. Near Creux Maine, June 12th.

St. Martin's Point, June 26th. Petit Bo, June 23rd and 30th.

A. Wilkella, Kirb. Moulin Huet, April 17th. Saints' Bay, April 21st.

A. nana, Kirb. Petit Bo, June 23rd and 30th.

A. minutula, Kirb. Petit Bo, June 23rd.

Dasypoda hirtipes, Ltr. Vazon Bay, July 18th.

Nomada fueata, Fz. Icart Cliff's, July 28th.

CseliOXys afra, Lep. Four specimens taken at Vazon on July 18th, fljing

in compan}^ with Megachile argentata, Fab. A southern species, common
in Algeria and the South of Spain.

Megachile eireumelneta, Lep. L'Ancresse, June 19th.

Podalirius quadrimaeulatus, Fz. On L'Ancresse Common, July 12th.
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ICHNEUMONIDiE.

Ichneumon sareitorius, Llmi. Vazon Bay. Two specimens, July 18th.

Colpognathus divisUS, Thoms. Saints' Bay, August 14th.

Phygadeuon vag-ans, Gmc. Icart Cliffs, July -iSth.

PyenOCPyptUS peregPinator, Linn. Icart Cliffs, July 28th.

SpiloCPyptUS fumipennis, Grac. Petit Bo Bay, June 23rd.

S. abbPeviatOP, Fab. Saints' Bay, August l-lth.

Fezomaehus zonatus, For^t. St. Andrew's, March 31st.

Idiolispa analiS, Gr((r. Petit Bo Cliff's, August 1st.

? ? EupypPOetUS annulatOP, Stej^h. Petit Bo Cliffs, June 30th. Moulin
Huet Cliffs, July 17th.

PanargyPOpS pellUCidatOP, Grav. Mouhn Huet Cliff's, July 17th.

TENTHREDINiE.

Stpongylogastep eingulatus, Fuh.

Apge (Hylotoma) eyano-cpoeea, Fourc.

ORTHOPTERA.

Mantis peligiosa. One specimen found crawling on a garden path at

Villa Carey, Orange Road, on September 29th.

DIPTERA.

MePOdon equestPiS, var. naPeissi. One specimen of this variety taken
on the Petit Bo Cliffs by Mr. E. D. Martxuand, August 1st.

MiltOgPamma punetatum. Two specimens taken at Cobo.
Both the above species of Diptera and also the Te))thrc(l%nai were kindly

named by the Rev. E. N. Bloomfield, M.A., E.E.S.

W. A. Luff, F.E.S., Sec. Ent. Sect.

Report of the Geological Section.

A.-SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS.-RAISED BEACHES.

1.

—

La Garenne^ Vale.

On the North-eastern face o£ Messrs. Fry Brothers'

(juarry, a recent extension of the working has exposed a fine

section of a somewhat considerable raised beach. This deposit

consists of well-rolled pebbles on the side of a hougue, the

major part of which has been removed by ([uarrying. About
100 feet in length are exposed, but as the thickness increases

from nothing at the west end to 4 feet at the east, it is evident

that the deposit must have been originally much longer. This
beach is covered by 4 or 5 feet of blown sand, and rests

on more or less disintegrated rock. In height above sea-level

it corresj)on'ls to Mr. Collenette's 25 foot beach. Its distance

from high water mark is about 360 feet, and from low water
mark, about 1,700 feet.
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2.

—

La Ronde Ghent inee, ?iear Les Grancles Mielles, GdteL

A small quarry has existed in this locality for a very

long time, but it has recently been extended by working the

outcrop of rock on its northern face, exposing a good deposit

of beach pebbles, though only about 20 feet in length. Its

height above sea level is from 23 to 28 feet, so that it also

corresponds with Mr. Collenette's 25 foot beach. Its distance

from high water mark in " Port Soif " is 1,300 feet, from low

water mark 2,300 feet.

B.~ROCKS.-HORNBLENDE GABBRO.

The rock so named by lie v. E. Hill has long been known
to exist on the east coast of the island from Hougue-a-la-Perre

to St. Sampson's Harbour. It has lately been noted at

Noirmont (near the Old Mill) and at Les Maingys, where it

passes into the ordinary diorite and syenite, and this may
mark its westernmost extension. The gabb:o may therefore

be said to be comprised in a band of from half-a-mile to a mile in

width ranging W.N.W. to E.S.E. ; though the rock in question

does not occupy the Avhole area of this band, but appears on

the surface as a series of disconnected outcrops, forming as it

were islets in a sea of diorite and syenite.

C G. De La Mare, Sec. Geol. Section.

Report of the Botanical Section.

Several Flowering Plants of great interest have to be
added this year to the Sarnian Flora, owing to the visit to

these islands of one of our ablest field botanists, Mr. G.
Claridge Druce, M.A., F.L.S., the author of the Flora of
Oxfordshire and the Flora of Berkshire. Mr. Druce greatly

enjoyed his visit to Guernsey, during which I had the pleasure

of accompanying him in most of his i-ambles ; and he also

made various excursions to Alderney and Sark, with good
results. There are still a few critical plants collected in these

islands to be worked out, notably species of Fnmaria. and
Ruhus^ but these I hope to be able to record in next year's

Report.

A paper on the Mosses and Hepaticie of Jethou, enume-
rating fifty-five species, Avas recently read before the Society,

and will be published in the Transactions. This completes

the record of the bryology of all the islands within our area.
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GUERNSEY.

One of the principal objects Mr. Druce had in view in

coming to Guernsey was to clear up, if possible, the mystery
surrounding the plant hitherto known as Salvia clandestina,

which was first recorded under that name by Professor

Babington in 1839, in his Flora Saiiiica. The plant appears

to be confined to a single locality, viz., Vazon Bay, where
it grows in fair quantity. After much study and research

Mr. Druce finds that it is not, as botanists have always

supposed, the true ^S'. clandestina. of Continental Europe, but an

entirely undescribed species, and he has done me the honour to

name it S.. Marquandii. A full description by him of the

plant and its affinities has just appeared in the Journal of
Botany,

Another interesting species to be added to our Flora is

Agrostis verticillata, a grass indigenous to Southern Europe,
and only known in one locality in the North, viz., Cherbourg.
We found it growing in profusion in several widely distant

localities in Guernsey, and its close resemblance to some
foiins of A. alha accounts for its having been hitherto

overlooked. This also will be fully described by Mr. Druce
in the Journal of Botany as an addition to the British Flora.

These two species now raise the number of Guernsey Flowering
Plants which do not occur in Britain proper, from seventeen to

nineteen.

In the course of our walks we were able to add some
other grasses to the Guernsey list, the names of which will be
found below, as well as a few casuals, and named varieties

not before noted. But there are two or three plants which
are wortli mentioning, although they have already been
recorded. On the coast at Grand Havre we found a fine large

specimen of Jaimtera syhestris well in fiower. This is quite a

ncAv station for this extremely rare British plant, showing that

it is now established liere, and spreading. (J)n the same coast

we saw perhaps a dozen specimens of Datura, stramonhun^ so

that this species appears likewise to be extending its range
westwards. I was greatly pleased when Mr. Druce found
Carex vesicarla in a marshy meadoAv at Grande Mare,
adjoining the Bue d'Enfer, for I always considered this one of

the very rarest and finest of our Guernsey Carices. Another
rarity detected by him was Ckenopodiitm glaucum^ growing in

the waste corner of a field on the Fort Road. A strange
looking grass, which occurs here and there along the north
coast and also in Alderney, was identified b}' Mr. Druce as a
hybrid between Triticuni repeiis and T. junceum.
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The following phanerogams are additions to tlie Flora of

Guernsey, raising the total number recorded for the island to

796 species. When the name of a ])lant is enclosed in brackets

it signifies that the variety only is new.

(Ranunculus aeris) var. Steveni, Amli-z. Grande Marc.

(R. aeris) var. Boraeauus, Jord. Grande Mare.

Linum usitatiSSimum, X. One plant on the roadside near the Vale
School. Mr. Druce mforms me that in Babington's Herbarium at
Cambridge, there is a specimen of the var. crepitans gathered in Guernsey
in 1837.

(ShePardia arvensis) var. maritima, Grlsch. (= var. mutica, Wiriz.) At
the Vale.

Salvia Marquandii, Bruce. Amazon Bay, in good quantity in one spot.

Chenopodium opulifolium, Shrad. One plant on a rubbish heap near
Bordeaux Harbour.

AgrOStis vePtieillata, ViU. Abundant near the brackish ditches by the
Vale Castle, and also plentiful on the north side of Bordeaux. Roadside
behind the Hermitage, Vale, in good quantit}\ Also found, in some
plenty about Vazon, and in Rue d' Enter.

(Poa ppatensis), var. subcaerulea, *S';;^. L'Ancresse.

(GlyeePia fluitans), var. triticea, Lange. Grande Mare.

Bpiza media, L. Plentiful in two meadows between Grande Marc and
Vazon Bay.

Festuea ambigua, Le Gall. L'Ancresse Common.

BPOmus seealinus, X. In a held of vetch at Perelle, and also at Rocquaine.

B. hOPdeaeeus, L. var. Thominii, Breh. L'Ancresse Common.

Hopdeum ppatense, Kudu. Abundant in two low-ljing meadows in

Perelle Bay.

Some years have now elapsed since any systematic work
was done at the seaweeds ; but there are a few^ novelties to be

recorded. One of the most interesting is Codium Bursa, a

curious alga Avhich very much resembles a dark green sponge.

Last winter I was fortunate enough to find a fine fresh

specimen about five inches long, and somew^hat pear-shaped,

which had been waslied up on the beach at Petit Port.

Curiously enough, a fortnight afterwards my little son found a

second specimen cast up in Moulin Huet Bay. Codium
Bursa is an extremely rare seaw^eed in the British Isles.

In Mr. E. A. L. Batters' Catalogue of British Marine
Alg(B (1902) several species are noted for Guernsey which
have not been included in our lists, so I take this opportunity

of recording them now. In some cases the type is already on

record, but the variety is new to the island.

Hyella eaespitosa, Bom. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

MastigoeoleUS testaPUm, Lager. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

(EntePOmOPpha elathpata), var. gracilis, Lejol. Guernsey (Bat Cat.).

Codium Bupsa, Ag. One specimen washed up at Petit Port, and another

at Moulin Huet Bay, both in December, 1905.
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Eetoeappus Valiantei, Bor)i. Parasitic in the thallus of Cystoseira

ericoides. Cobo, Guernsey, July, 1900, INIrs. A. Hamber.

Eetoeappus Silieulosus, Kiltz. Guernsey: Alderney (Bat. Cat.).

SphaeelaPia Olivaeea, Prings. Guernsey : Alderney (Bat. Cat.).

Castagnea Zosterse, Thur. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

Alaria eseulenta, Grev. Guernsey : Alderney (Bat. Cat.).

Epythrotriehia Welwitsehii, Batt. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

Bangia fuseo-puppurea, Lyny. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

ChOPeOGOlax polysiphonise, Re'Di.^ch. Guernsey, June, 1902, Mrs. A
Hamber.

(Chondrus CPispus), var. sarniensis, Turn. Guernsey : Alderney (Bat.

Cat.).

(ChondPUS ePispus), var. lacems, Turn. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

(Callymenia PenifOPmis), var. Ferrarii, A(j. Guernsey (Bat. Cat.).

ALDERNEY.

The most iDterestino- plant added to the Alderney Flora

by Mr. Druce is Ac/rostis rertici/lata, a. very handsonie grass

unknown in Britain, as I have already mentioned. Its occur-

rence there as well as in Guernsey supports the belief that in

these islands this plant is not a mere colonist, but a true native,

like Ophioglos.s/fm lf/..sitauicf/nt and Tsoeies hystrix, which also

belong to the flora of Southern Europe, although certainly

indigenous here. Seven other ncAv species were found by
Mr. Druce, and a new^ named variety, all of which have been
noted in Guernsey. The phanerogamic Flora of Alderney is

thus raised to 524 species.

Melilotus alba, Lam.

Rubus leueostaehys, Schi.

R. eopylifolius, Sm.

Chenopodium opulifolium, Schrad.

Agpostis vertieillata, Viii.

Festuea ambigua, Le Gall.

Bpomus eommutatus, Schrad.

B. hOPdeaeeUS, var. Thominii, Brch.

(Tpitieum Pepens) var. barbatum, I)av.

SARK.

Five Flowering Plants not hitherto recorded for Sark
have to be added to the list, four of them found by Mr.
Druce, and one by Mr. Derrick. Like several other botanists

who have visited Sark of late years, Mr. Druce kept a sharp

look-out for various species of Medicago^ but failed to discover

a trace of any of them. I think Ave may now safely conclude
that the entire genus is absent, which is indeed most remark-
able, considering how common M. lvq)u.Hn(i and M. rndctthtta

are in every one of the other Channel [slands, except Brechou
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(whicli is really a ]mrt of Sark) where these species were
specially searched for by Mr. ITurst in 1002. In my Flora it is

stated that the seed pods of M, dcntic.uldta were found by Mr.
Derrick in the wool of a dead slieep lyino- at the foot of the

cliff's, but Mr. Derrick is now of opinion that the carcase of

the sheep had been floated in from the sea, which most

probably was the case.

Including the species enumerated })elow, \vhi(;h have been

discovered this year, the Flowering- Plants of Sark re(M)rded

up to the present date number 437 species.

Fumaria officinalis, L.

Barbarea prseeox, R. Br.

(Sisymbrium offleinale), var. leiocarpum, D.c.

Senebiera didyma, Ters.

Sag-ina eiliata, Fries.

(Tpifolium pPOeumbens), var. majus, Koch.

(Vieia angUStifolia), var. Bobartii, Koch.

Parietaria diffusa, Koch. Wall of a Cottage at La Vallette (Mr. Derrick).

(Pea pratensis), var. subcaerulea, 8m.

(Festuea OVina), var, duriuscula, Koch.

E. D. Marquand, Sec. Bot. Sect.

Report of Section for Marine Zoology.

It is with great pleasure that in this my last report on

Marine Zoology to this Society, I am able to note a con-

siderable increase in the interest taken in the work of the

Section. During the year we have had an able and sug-

gestive paper by Dr. H. Fleureon Clinging Crabs. Mr. E. D.
Marquand has given us a list of the Guernsey Hydroicla and
Polyzoa, while we are able to print an account of the

Crustacea of the Channel Islands from Mr. Sinel's able

pen, and I am myself sending some account of the Actinozoa
of our shores.

The study of the habits of sea animals has been taken

up with considerable enthusiasm, and there are several healthy

marine aquaria in various parts of the Island.

Caves may not seem to be very intimately connected with

the work of the Section, but the three excursions which have
been made by the Society to study the natural beauties of

our coasts at close quarters have done much to stimulate

interest in shore animals. I hope that this Avill be remembered
in planning next year's excursions.

Several interesting and rare specimens have been noted
during the year, most of the records coming from Mr. F.
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Wrio'ht, a keen observer and enthusiastic Avorker in Marine
Zoology.

In May of this year Mr. E. Sharp (one of our junior

members) found a specimen of Anilocra mediterranea on some
rocks in Bordeaux Bay. This sea-louse is usually parasitic

on the Corkwino- and other species of rock-fish {vide Mr.
Sinel's paper on Fishes, Transactions, 1905, p. 61).

Mr. Wright has found several -specimens of Pirimela

denticidata on the shore ; this pretty but little known shrimp
is stated in Bell's Crustacea to be rare, and to live only

in deep water. Jlippolyte thompsoni and Mysis chameleon

are two rare deep watc* shrimps found in July of this year.

The Bev. Canon Norman, a great authority on Crustacea,

visited the Island during the summer, and identified a large

shrimp, which Av^as caught some time ago, as Pandalv.s

annulicornis (= P. montagui) or the ^Esop Shrimp, This
is believed to be the first record of the occurrence of this

species in the Channel Islands.

At the beginning of July a specimen of Porbeagle
Shark {Lamna cornnhica ) over three feet long, w^as caught

by a local fisherman ; and about the same date, a specimen
of Electric Bay ( Torpedo rvU/aris) was found.

It has long been known that starfishes are serious enemies
of the Ormer, and on Oct. 16th Mr. Wright Avas able to observe

a starfish kill and partly eat an Ormer in his aquarium.
On Jan. 13th Mr. E. Sharp brought me three specimens

of the large sea-slug EoJis triangnlata, and I put them in my
aquarium. Xext day I found an 0])elet Anemone {Anthea
cereus) with all its tentacles bitten off to Avithin a quarter
of an inch of the disc. We Avere able, by Avatching the

actions of the Eolis, " to catch it in the act," and condemn it

as tht; culprit. The Anemone died, and we afterAvards noted
that the locality to the south of the Castle Breakwater where
the Eolis is common, Avas destitute of Anthea cereus, though
the species is exceedingly common just the other side of

the breakwater. The sea-slug seemed absolutely immune to

the usually deadly tentacles of the anemone.
My experiments on the movements of limpets have been

left unfinished, and I give some account of my present results

in the hope that some member may continue the research.

I have found great differences in the behaviour of different

individuals Avhich do not seem to be easily explained. I give
tAvo cases as examples.

On April 23rd I marked a limpet and moved it two
feet horizontally from its '' home," the intervening rock being
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rono-h and very irregular. On April 2.5th the specimen had
moved abont one foot towards its former resting place, and

on the 3()tli had reac^hed that spot ; it remaincid there till

it disap])eared altogether.

On the same day (A])ril 23rd) \ moved another limpet

from a spot near by abont one foot horizontally over smooth
rock ; it did not move at all for some time, and on May 1 2th

had moved several inches away from its former " home."
In the great ])ro])ortion of cases, however, the moved limpets

either i-etnrned to their original resting places, or moved
towards them. The idea occurs that the age and condition

of the limpet may be important factors, and it seems as

thongh the most promising line of experiment would be

to compare the movements of two or three individuals over a

considerable period of time, some of the specimens being-

left alone, and some moved. It would of course be necessary

to renew the indentihcation marks frequently, for although

I found that imder favourable circumstances good enamel

will resist the action of the sea for three or four Aveeks, it

is hardly safe to trust it for more than a fortnight.

In conclusion may I express the hope that under an

abler Secretary this section, which has certainly the rich-

est and most promising field of work, may become one of

the most flourishing in the Society.

R. C. Mabbs, Sec. Mar. Zool. Sect.

Report of the Folklore Section.

In presenting the Annual Report of the Folklore Section

there is nothing specially neto to record, but there are several

instances of the continued influence and persistence of some of

the old credulities which are not without a certain interest of

their own.
For example it is somewhat surprising to find that the

old belief in the Barnacle (toosc Legend still survives in

Guernsey, but I could give particulars showing that it does.

Again, there is the " ladder superstition " which prevails here,

and several other curious beliefs which would occupy too much
space to give in detail in this Report, but which I hope shortly

to weave into a paper which may be of interest to some of the

members of this Society. We have also had some interesting

experiences in the domain of folk-medicine, dealing with

charms and formulae for the remedy of various ailments, and
several different modes of procedure for the cure of those
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troublesome excrescences known as warts. Also remedies for

whooping-cough, cramp, and abscesses.

Besides these I have during several years past collected

notes on cases of "overlooking," the evil eye, and witchcraft,

and of detection of crime by means of the Bible and Key. Not
very long ago there was a curious instance of a Guernsey
sailor who was drowned in a distant port, giving a " token," or

making his presence known to his family in Guernsey at the

precise moment of the fatal accident. Then again I have
examples of a belief, formerly very common in Yorkshire,

that confirmation is a splendid and most efficacious remedy
for rheumatism. The widespread distribution and per-

sistence of many of these superstitions is very remark-
able.

Our Society, as you remember, has at present under con-

sideration the permanent preservation, by means of the

gramophone or phonograph, of typical specimens of our

Franco-Norman dialect, before it dies out and disappears.

Also the similar preservation of oiu- Island's popular songs and
local tunes. Mr. E. D. Marquand is in communication on the

subject with an English friend of his who is doing similar

work in connection with the folk-speech and folk-songs of

Essex. I have seen Mr. Fred Fuzzey about the matter and
he readily promised to give us any help he could with his

gramophones.
^Ir. Marquand has also drawn my attention to a Report

issued in 1903 by the Secretary of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, as given in the Transactions of the Smithsonian
Institution for that year (p. 40). This is in connection with
certain linguistic studies that are being prosecuted among the

native tribes of North American Indians, and it is mentioned
that " numerous texts, grammatical notes, and vocabularies

were collected : and in parts of the work the phonograph was
used with success. The instrument was employed for record-

ing the dictation of old men . . .
."

We ourselves find, however, that this gramophone record-

ing is not quite so simple as it at first app^'ared. But
the results are so desirable that we must try to overcome
the physical and mechanical difficulties with which the work is

beset.

The collection and writing out of any local folk-stories

—

if any still survive—is another matter that ought not to

be delayed. Most of these wonder-tales have probably
already passed aAvay with their old narrators. But if any
still linger on, they should certainly be secured.

C
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Weather-lore is a particularly interesting- phase of

popular l)eli(^f, and Gnernsej seems to he specially rich in

prover})ial Avlsdom of this character. Mr. J. S. Hocart has

kindly gathered together many of these old examy)les of rural

ohservation, which he has embodied in a valuable paper
to which we listened with great pleasure at one of our recent

meetings, and which when printed, will form a welcome
accession to the past year's Tvdnsactions.

Folk-etymology is another very interesting branch of the

subject, dealing with the curious changes that words and
names have undergone in form and meaning, through false

derivation, or mistaken analogy. This presents a mine that

is well worth Avorking.

Some of you may remember that rather more than thirty

years ago the late Sir Edgar MacCulloch contributed to

Notefi and Queries a list of Guernsey place-names which
had thus got changed into English words of somewhat similar

sound, by workmen who had come over and settled here, and to

whom the original Norman-French had no intelligible

meaning, Sir Edgar cites, among others ( A'. ^ Q., 5th s ii. 90,

Aug. 1, 1874) : Rocquaine, changed into Hock-end; Lancresse,

into Loncj Crease; Hougue-a-la-Perre into Ugly Pier; La
Tcherotterie fan old word signifying a tannery) corrupted

into Cherry-free, with which it had really no connection at all,

and Catel into Kettle or Cattle.

T had intended to touch upon one or two other matters

connected with our local Folklore, but I must reserve what I

have to say for some future occasion.

J. LiNWOOD Pitts, Sec. Folklore Sect.

Report of the Ornithological Section.

The most interesting discovery made this year in connec-

tion Avith our local bird-fauna is a series of notes in the

handwriting of the late Sir Edgar MacCulloch, Avho con-

tributed a good deal of information to Cecil Smith for use in

his Birds of Guernsey. These notes are written on a loose

slip of paper found in a copy of Smith's book that formerly

belonged to Sir Edgar, and is now in the library of the

Intermediate School. I am indebted to Mr. G. Barry for the

loan of the original slip. As far as I can make out, these

memoranda are the personal recollections of another ornitho-

logist, and most probably Sir Edgar MacCulloch intended to

utilise them for a communication to the Zoologist^ or some
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other scientific journal ; but as it does not appear that they

were ever published, I give them here verbatim

:

" Mr. A. H. Colling-s informs me that he shot Reed Buntings in

December, 1865, near Ivy Castle, and saw them again about 1873.

Believes they are to be found there every winter.
"On the 5tb November, 1873, shot a Spotted Water Rail at the

G-rand Mare. Couch had one at the same time that had been shot
here. Shot anothei* a few days or weeks later.

" Saw several Dartford Warblers in September, 1872 or 1873, at

Pleinmont. Has seen them at other times, and believes them by no
means uncommon.

" The Brambling is here every winter ; shot one in 1865.
" The Snow Bunting is here every winter; abundant about Perelle

Bay, and all along that coast.
" The common Redstart is quite as common as the Tithys, generally

in October. Common about Jerbourg and the cliffs, but has been seen
about Elizabeth College and St. James' Church.

" On one occasion in January saw 14 Herons on a rock to the north
of Herm ; thinks it was in 1875.

" Mr. A. H. Collings tells me that a Marsh Tit is frequently seen in
his garden, May, 1888.

" Two Sandgrouse seen in the Yale, May 21st, 1888, and one of them
shot. Flights of this rare visitant reported from Nottinghamshire and
Hertfordshire about the same time.

" A Grarganey Teal shot in March, 1888."

There are three species mentioned in the above notes

which have not hitherto been recorded for Guernsey ; and a

fourth species is the Iceland Gull, particulars of which are

given below. This raises the number of birds now authenti-

cally on record for the Sarnian Islands to 190 species ; the

present additions being :

Marsh Tit {Parus pahcstris).

Keed Bunting (^Emheriza schoeniclus),

Garganey {Querqiipchda circia),

Iceland Gull {Laras leucopterus).

There is nothing particularly striking in the notes I

have accumulated this year. The immense amount of build-

ing and quarrying that is going on, the reclaiming and
draining of waste land, the felling of trees, and the populat-
ing of parts formerly uninhabited, all these things are

rapidly and very materially affecting the birdlife of our
small island : so that it is well to note what we can before
it is too late. Mr. B. Rowswell has again obliged me
with his noteS; which render the year's work more complete.

Ring" Ousel. One seen by IMr. Eowswell at Moulin Huet on Oct. 24, and one
last year at Petit Port on Oct. 3.

Chiff-ehaff. On April 11 I heard this little bird's note several times m the
neighbourhood of Saints' Bay ; and at intervals as late as the 29th of
September.
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Bullfinch. On INIay 21 Mr. Frank Wright observed u pair of these birds

at Fort I)ii.v, ont; of them carrying something in its beak, as if building

a nest. It is to be hoped they were not mok>sted, as there is no record of

Bullfinches breeding in these islands. Possibl}^ they do so, as I was
informed that nests had been found this year both at the Vale and at the

Catel ; but the eggs should be produced in order to remove all doubt.

Raven. A specimen shot in Herm early in IMarch by Mr. Leicester Gore
Avas joresented by him to the Guille-Alles INIuseum, and has been added
to the collection. Ravens are not nearly so rare in Guernsey as is

commonly supposed, and in Herm they are even more numerous.

Rook. At one of our Society's meetings last year, Mr. Derrick drew
attention to the rapid increase of Rooks in Guernsey. A colony
first established itself at the Vaubelets about the year 1880, and in

1884 he counted 37 birds. They were driven from their old quarters

in 1903, and have now established three separate rookeries, one at

Les Bordages, near St. Saviour's Church, one at Le Vallon, near
Moulin Huet, and one at the Vauquiedor, with outliers at Belmont
and JNIelrose. Less than thirty years ago ]\Ir. Cecil Smith stated that he
had "never seen a Rook in the islands even as a stranger," and now one
of the three rookeries, the Vallon one, numbers quite 150 birds.

Wpyneek. First heard by Mr. Rowswell on April 3, and by me on April 5,

but reported on reliable authority to have been noted at St. Saviom-'s

as early as March 29. Last heard by Mr. Rowswell on July 11 at

Moulin Huet, and by myself on July 12 at the Vale.

Cuekoo. First heard on April 21st and 23rd, but for some time after that

Cuckoos were scarce, or at any rate silent, owing to unusually cold

weather and bitter northeast winds. The latest date I noted for the
Cuckoo's song this year was June 30, and ]Mr. Rowswell also records

the same date, but the Rev. R. H. Tourtel tells me he heard one singing

at St. Peter's on the evening of July 1, the only time he has ever heard
a cuckoo's note in July.

KingfisheP. These beautiful birds are becoming more and more scarce

each year. On February 15 I saw one flying across Moulin Huet Bay,
and Mr. Barry saw another, also at INIoulin Huet, on Aug. 2.

Nightjar. Mr. Lamotte told me that oa May 21 he heard a Nightjar
churring at the Hubits soon after daybreak. I saw one at L'Eree nearly
opposite Lihou Island on Sept. 22, and another at Saints' Bay on Oct. 4.

Swift. I saw a solitary Swift hawking about the cliffs above Fermain
Bay on May 3, and two days later I counted half a dozen flying about in

Fermain Valley. Mr. Rowswell reports that the little party that
annually frequent the tower of the ToAvn Church, and probably breed
there, made their appearance on May 14. Swifts remained with us
unusually late this year, owing to the prolonged summer. They were
still in full numbers on August 22, when I saw some all over St. j\tartin's

and counted 10 or 12 on the wing at once near Petit Bot. I saw
none afterwards, but Mr. Rowswell noted two at Petit Port on Sept. 2

and a single one at Les Blanches as late as Sept 7.

Swallows. The earliest observed were on April 10 when Mr. Rowswell saw
several at Petit Port, but did not see any House Martins until May 8.

I saw a single House Martin on April 17 flying about with a few
Swallows, and again two of the latter on the 24th, but the season was
dry and cold, with a prevalence of north-easterly winds, so that these
birds did not arrive in their ordinary numbers until much later than
usual. On the other hand they took their departure early. Up to
October 16 they remained in full strength, and then soon after dis-

appeared almost entirely, so that very few stragglers were seen. Mr.
Rowswell notes that two were perched on the telegraph wires at Les
Blanches on Oct. 24, and on the 27th he saw the last, flying rapidly
southwards.
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It should be remembered that the casual appearance of a straggler or two,
left behind in the general exodus, is of slight importance compared with
the date when the general body of migrating birds arrive and depart.

In our small island it is quite possible to ascertain this pretty accurately
in the case of the swallow tribe.

Copnerake. First heard by Mr. G. Alles on May 8 at the top of George
Road. This is the usual date of arrival of this bird in normal years.

Woodcock. The first Woodcock of the season, as reported in the news-
papers, was shot at Yazon on the 17th of October.

Bittern. Mr. Leicester Gore informs me that a specimen of this rare bird
was shot during the winter of 1904-5 at Grande Mare.

Iceland Gull. In the Transactions of our Society for the year 1887 (Vol. I.

p. 39) it is stated that "a very beautiful specimen of the Iceland Gull
[Larus leucoptenis) was shot in the vicinity of ISt. Sampson's, in the begin-
ning of the year." This species is not mentioned in the Birds of Guernsey.

At one of our recent Meetings the President read an
interesting communication from Mr. H. Druiy Shaw on the

nesting of sea-birds this year, especially in Sark. Mr.
Penney has kindly permitted me to make the following

extracts from Mr. Shaw's paper, which is, I believe about to

be printed in extenso in the College Magazine.

Oyster Catcher. Breeds all round Sark in fair numbers, especially on La
Breniere and the islets south-west of Sark, also on the Burons. Found
eggs on La Breniere on May 16, and a fresh Qgg as late as June 18. A
good many pairs bred this year on the islets north of Herm.

Guillemot. Breeds in considerable numbers on the Autelets, and a few in
the chasm on the south side of Moie de Mouton. Took two fresh eggs on
the Grand Autelet on June 5. Guillemots commence laying apparently
about a fortnight later than Razorbills.

Razorbill. Breeds in considerable numbers on the Humps, north of Herm,
and a fair ]iumber on the Autelets, in Sark. In full breeding on May
25. On June 5, on the Grand Autelet, one young bird was hatched. It
is interesting to note that whereas the eggs of this bird when laid in a
crevice are of normal shape, those I found on the Autelets on the narrow
ledges were pointed at the end like those of the Guillemot.

Puffin. Breeds in large numbers on the Humps, and on the islet of Etac,
but apparently not on any other of the islets or mainland of Sark. Com-
menced laying about the middle of INIay.

Herring" Gull. Breeds in profusion all round Sark and on most of the
small islets. Earliest eggs seen on May 8, and first young birds at the
beginning of June. I noticed a great variety in the eggs of this bird,
both in shaioe and colour.

Lesser Black-backed Gull. Breeding in fair numbers all round Sark,
though chiefly in single pairs on the small islets round the coast. One
small colony of five or six nests among bracken on the lower slopes of
Moie de Mouton. Several pairs breeding on the Humps. Commence
laying apparently a week or ten days later than the first Herring Gulls.

Great Black-backed Gull. I found a nest containing three eggs on one of
the islets south of Jethou, and I am told that one pair generally nests
on Etac

Kittiwake. A considerable colony bred this year in the deep chasm south
of Moie de Mouton, Sark, and one pair on the mainland opposite
the Autelets. On June 18 I found two young birds newly hatched.
Several fishermen assured me that Kittiwakes breed on the Autelets, but
I did not see any.
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Chough. I took a clutch of egj?s this year in Sark on April 30th, they
appeared to have been sat on about a week or ten days. The same pair

laid again and hatched young. I saw no others breeding in Sark and do
not understand why they are not more numerous. I am inclined to

think the Jackdaws, which are more plentiful, may drive them away to

safer breeding places.

Common Tern. Breeds in considerable colonies on the Buron Rocks and
the Moie de la Bretagne off S^rk. In these stations every nest contained
eggs on June 14. On May •25th, I found several nests on the Humps, but
only two of them had a single egg each.

Shag. At the end of April all the eggs I found were hard set, but I took
two fresh ones the first week in June, which must have been the second
laying.

E. D. Marquand, Sec. Ornith. Sect.
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BY REV. AV. CAMPBELL PENNEY, M.A.

Principal of Elizabeth College.

We all know, I suppose, the storj of the French advocate
defending a man who had killed his father and mother, and
appealing to the jnry for mercy on the plea that his client was
an orphan. Well, I suppose, I shall be somewhat in the

position of that poor orphan if I try to explain that I have
really had no time for this address.

Of course, it has been hanging over my head for two
years, but I hoped that the Committee, even at the eleventh

hour, would see the al)surdity of my addressing you at all.

The trouble, of course, is that, if I were to attempt to

speak of any of the subjects so ably discussed at your
meetings I should make mistakes, at least as bad as the small

boy who said that a Pnffin is a kind or sort of Tea-cake.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, and especially ladies, you

know tliat when a man is hard up for conversation he usually

talks about himself and his affairs. I do not know whether
my autobiography comes under the head of Local Antiqui-

ties. But I venture to ask your attention for a moment to

the story of a wasted life.

My earliest recollections are all of the country-side ; my
very earliest recollection finds me sitting safely at the bottom
of a boat on the river Dee, playing with the fish my father,

alas, was catching on a hook. Observe thus early the cloven

hoof of sport—only in our family it is a cloven hook.

Well, skipping a year in Scotland, near the famous Dollar
Institute, but also, I regret to say, near a good trout stream,

and a very piscatorial uncle, I found myself at the mature age
of eight at Sherborne School, where I spent twelve years of

life, on which I can only look back with shame and sorrow.

The Blackmore Vale is one of the best hunting grounds
in the kingdom. It abounds in fossils and flowers and insects

and glorious antiquities. And yet, how few of us took any
interest, though the school museum was growing under our
very noses. Of course, there were brilliant exceptions ; for

instance, a boy called Buckman—but his father was a Professor
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of wide repute. Tliere was a boy whose pockets were always
full of spiders, but his name was Pickanl-Canibriilg'e. Then
there was Wood, and liis father's name is famous also.

A friend of my own had a weird way of st()pj)in^

suddenly and picking a chrysalis out of a wjdl, or an on^his out

of a coppice, but his father again had crammed his house with

specimens from India. All these boys, in fact, had help at

home. Of course, I w ent tlirough the collcctinfj stnge. I even

embarked on animal anatomy, and beside my sister's

garden was a plot known and avoided as " Willie's Cemetery."
But it never led to anything permanent

; games and fishing

occupied my leisure hours year after year. It was the same
at Oxford. And yet, I always had a secret hankering for

higher things.

Shortly before coming to (xuernsey I actually founded a

Field Society and a, Museum winch still exist and flourish, but

then they did not expect me to make the s])eeches. They
were content if I organised the expeditions, and provided the

tea. When I came to Guernsey part of my e([uipment Avas a

compound— and ten pound—microscope, and one of my first

acts was to join your learned Society, to which 1 have
subscribed ever since.

About eighteen years ago I came to one of your meetings

and asked a question, I think about a bee, which revealed such

depths of ignorance as evidently were seldom displayed on

such occasions. 1 particularly remember the kindly chuckles

of a gentleman sitting near me at the time, whom I now know
as Mr. De La Mare. It was the first time I had ever attended

a meeting of scientists, and I went home a Aviser man.
For sixteen years your meetings knew me not, until

Dr. Aikman swooped down on me and inveigled me, Avith talk

of public duty, into accepting youi- offer—made in happy
forgetfulness of my question about the bee—to reappear as

Chairman.
Why have I iniiicted this confession upon you, ladies

and gentlemen ? Because I consider myself typical of good
material Avasted in thousands every year by the Public Schools.

Here am I totally unable to contribute the smallest particle of

original Avork to Aour Tra)isact'wns^ afraid to open my mouth
lest I put my foot in it. What is the moral of the tale '?

The question Avhich naturally occurs to my mind is,

'•Why are not moie boys naturalists ?" and I amused myself

the other day by trying to discover whether the boys

themselves could give an answer. I set that (Question as an

essay to the sixth form, and I have a resume of their replies.
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In the first place, they were quite alive to the advantages

of xSatural History as a hobby. They said it provided healthy

and interesting occupation both for indoors and out-of-doors.

Thev said it developed our powers of observation. Some of

them said it taught reverence for the Creator. And then,

with one accord, or almost with one accord, they began to

make excuse. " You might catch a chill." " You might
become a vivisectionist." " You were sure to be laughed at,"

«S:c. 13 ut the note which occurred more frequently was that it

w^as not sufficiently exciting.

We all know the story of the little boy Avatching the files

on the window. *' Mother, did God make the files? "Yes,
dear." " Rather fiddling work making files." Well, Natural
History seemed to them rather fiddling work. One essayist spoke

of " the pottering and obscure life of the keen naturalist."

But the more thoughtful ones tried to find reasons for the

contrast between their theories as to the advantages of Natiual
Science, and their practice with regard to it. The following

suggestions seem to me near the mark :
—" Natural Science is

not brought to boys' notice early enough. Before they hear

of it they have provided themselves with other hobbies." And
again, " much practice and a good deal of guidance is needed
to make one love it."

Of course, they are comparing Natural History in their

minds with sport and games, and the specially concentrated

excitement to be derived from them. With respect to these

tAvo great counter-attractions there are hopeful signs. With
respect to games there is a growing feeling among educa-
tionalists that they are far too seriously pursued. With
respect to sport, I quote from Lord Avebury :

" The study of Natural History seems destined to replace

the loss of what is, not very happily, 1 think, termed "sport;"
engraven in us as it is by the operations of thousands of years,

during which men lived greatly on the produce of the chase.

Game is gradually becoming " small by degrees and beauti-

fully less." Our prehistoric ancestors hunted the mammoth,
the woolly-haired rhinoceros, and the Irish elk : the ancient

Britons had the wild ox, the deer and the Avolf. We have
still the hare, the partridge and the fox ; but even these are
becoming scarcer, and must be ])reserved first, in order that

they may be killed afterwards. Some of us even now, and
more, no doubt, will hereafter, satisfy instincts of the same
origin by the study of birds, or insects, or even infusoria, of

cieatures which more than make iq) by their variety wdiat

they want in size."
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T do not knoAv wliether this prophecy extends to fishing

also. I doubt it. J^ut I can truthfully say that the pursuit

of grey mullet includes a maximum of observation and a

minimum of murdei*.

But I do think the boys were rigiit who seemed to

feel that they should have been caught young. Of course,

the great naturalist, like any other genius, is })orn, not made,
yet even he may be lost for want of opportunity and
encouragement. What we want is that all young people

should take an intelligent interest in such studies—should find

them even exciting, with a more sober but more sensible and
more sustained excitement even than a football final cup-tie.

But for this one thing is essential. They must know some-

thinsf of the scientific attitude of mind.

There was once a boy who after listening with exemplary
patience to some botanical information Avhich was being

communicated to him, said, " Now, uncle Charles, don't you
think we might stop, and talk like gentlemen for a little V

"

Such an utterance ought to be impossible for an educated

boy. It is fast becoming impossible, I am thankful to say,

among the rising generation. Every child in a decent school

is taught something nowadays of Elementary Science, and
taught it by self-made experiments.

But what form should this Elementary Science take V

Shoidd it be Elementary Chemistry and Physics, or is

there a better way ?

The advocates of Nature Study say they have found
that better way. They say that in the early stages no
definite course of science should be attempted at all. No
course of botany, or of geology, or of zoology, or of physics,

and still less of chemistry. Eormal and methodical courses of

given subjects have their proper place at a much later stage.

The work should be Nature Study, an elastic term capable of

being stretched to include in one bundle bits from each of the

Natural Sciences.

The child's natural curiosity is to be exercised on the

things around him ; any natural phenomenon will do, provided

that he is forming the habit of accurate observation, and of

recording, as soon as he is old enough, what he observes.

The object is to imbue him with an attitude of mind
towards his environment. To lead him to take an intelligent

interest in the things of his everyday life, is to make him first

observant, then inquisitive, and at last thoughtful. The
short-lived curiosity of the child is to be turned into a love of

knowledge.
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For this purpose, if you compare the contents of an

Elementary Science Primer with those of a Nature Study
Primer, you will ]jerceive a difference distinctly to the

advantage of Nature Study. Here are some headings from
a book entitled " The Science of Common Life " :

—

Long and Square Measure. Weight and
Density. Thermometer. The Atmosphere. Burning
and Crusting. The Air. Water and its Constituents.

The Sugars. Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages.

A Loaf of Bread. Fats and Oils. The Human
Frame. Digestion and Diet. Micro-organisms, and
their Work.

Here are the contents of a recent Nature Study book
under the heading " Animal Life :

"

—

The liabbit : A Typical Mammal. How a

Rabbit lives. Some other Mammals. The Pigeon :

A P'ypical Bird. The Development and Education
of the Chick. Some Familiar British Birds.

Frogs and Tadpoles. The Habits and Life His-
tories of Common Insects. Some Crustaceans,

Molluscs and Worms.
You see the boy starts from his rabbit, and is led through

something like a survey of the animal kingdom. Everything
is alive. So with the Plants. But any other subject will do
equally well, provided that the method is the same, /.<?.,

observation rather than destruction, or even collection, as its

main principle. " If you couldn't make it, you shouldn't

break it," is a good old maxim in this connection.

Botany, Zoology, Meteorology, Geology, the effects of

frost, the effects of rain, any of these may be laid under
contribution according to circumstances, the season of the year,

the locality, &c. But Nature Study must be a real and personal

study of nature on the part of every boy. Every boy should

be engaged in watching some natural phenomenon, recording

his observations, his experiments, his discoveries.

Every boy should be learning how to learn. The tw^o

gorgeous volumes on the table are meant to tell the world that

even Eton College is giving attention to Nature Study.

What it may mean to a boy in the way of reformation is

w ell illustrated by the attitude inculcated towards bird-nesting.

This is how^ the thing is done according to the Laws of Nature
Study. First find your nest, be careful not to disturb the parent
birds, observe them all you can, observe the nest and eggs
only w^hen they are left for you to see, copy the eggs in clay,

powder and paint them as carefully as possible. Finally,
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M'lieii the l)rood is hatclied, take the now empty nest, ])ut vour
imitation eggs in it, and add it to your collection.

It seems possible that in admitting first myself, and soon

aftenvards Miss AJellish, to your Council Hoard, you had in

view a closer connection l)et\veen the Natural Sc^ience Society

and the Education System of the Islands.

Whatever the cause may be which we have at heart, it

is usually important to get hold of the rising generation if

we can. Keligious bodies, alas, fight for the schools. Lord
Roberts seeking citizen soldiers seeks them in the schools.

And so, your Society honestly believing in the importance

of its Avork, and seeking for recruits lo fill the vacancies which
must occur from time to time, turns a hopefid eye towards the

schools, and rightly so. The schools are also looking to such

Societies as ours.

The other day our branch of the Teachers' Guild were
discussing the possibility of a Manual of Guernsey Antiquities

for teachers of History. For such a purpose the help of

this Society Avould be essential.

Teachers are discovering that Nature Study links up Avell

with Drawing, with English Composition and Avith Geography.
Then there is the light it throws on the Nature metaphors
and similes strewn broadcast over Literature, to say nothing

of the countless new metaphors and similes Avhicli it Avill supply

to future poets. And there be that say our stock of

metaphors requires replenishing.

To sum up these remarks :

L—Naturalists must be caught young.
2.—But junior members cannot appreciate or

utilise the Avork of experts Avithout some teaching.

The schools must do their part. And at Elizabeth

College 1 hope a room in the Ozanne Laboratory
Avill be at once labelled Natural Science lioom.

3.—The schools are beginning to do their part.

Well, ladies and gentlemen, if Nature Study becomes,

as it threatens to become, the form Avhich Elementary Science

takes in all our schools, then surely there is a great future

before such a Society as this.

Hitherto, Ave haA^e had to rely for members of any real

value on those few Avhom natural bent, or far more often

family influence, or it may be professional studies, have intro-

duced to some department of Natural Science. Among our

junior members at the present moment I can only think of tAA'^o

Avho shoAv a real aptitude, and in both cases there is heredity at

work. But all this Avill soon be changed. When all have
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equal chances, there will be many more enthusiasts to take

advantage of }'onr goodly felloAvship of experts, and get the

help they need in following up their chosen branch of study.

And among the many who will throng your meetings (and

till your coffers with money foi- the good cause), there Avill

every here and there be a genius fit to take the place of those,

still hale and hearty in our midst, who have done and are

doing so much to keep the study of Natural Science and
Local Research alive in Guernsey.



THE ANTKiUlTIES OF ALDKRNKY.

BY MR. G. T. DERRICK.

The publication in our last Transactions of the correspondence

which led the Admiralty authorities to make a gift to this

Society of the most interesting and highly important collection

of antiquarian objects discovered in Alderney in 1U05, by
workmen in their employ, has excited a new interest in

Alderney antiquities. Information already published on this

subject is scattered in articles and chapters of different

publications, so that it is difficult for the student to consult

the authorities. To facilitate this research, I have included

in this paper a list of these articles and a precis of their

contents.

The great authority on this subject, and practically the

only one up to 1889, was Mr. F. C. Lukis, of (xuernsey, whose
careful and systematic explorations earned for him a most
honourable position among the earlier students of the anti-

quities of this part of the world.

In 1830 the States of Alderney obtained an Order
in Council giving them permission to enclose considerable

tracts of land hitherto uncultivated ; among these was Longy
Common. The land was divided and apportioned by lot

among the inhabitants. The new proprietors set to work
to clear the ground, and in so doing discovered remains of

an ancient civilization buried beneath the soil. Induced by
these discoveries Mr. Lukis visited Alderney, and published

the results of his investigations in the Journal of the

Archieological Association (Vol. III. of the Pro(;eedings) in

the year 1848.

In this article Mr. Lukis first discusses the name by
which this island was known to the ancients, and the origin of

the present name. After a few Avords about Burhou, a rocky
islet only separated from Alderney by a narrow passage called

the Swinge, he gives his idea of the first settlement or

original town. He then passes on to the Ancient Stone
Monuments, and enumerates :
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1.—A Druid's Altar (Cromlecli or Dolmen) overlooking" the Bay of La
Clanque; tlie triang-iilar capstone, about 11 feet long, was
replaced in 1830 : urns and other articles were discovered
beneath it.

2.—Le Yaux Tremblier, in a valley E. of Longy.

3.—The remains of two large Menhirs on the brow of the hill S.E. of
the Common.

4.—A cist on rising ground over Long-y Common: in one of the
cists was found, according to Leland, " a tooth as big as a
man's fist."

All these had been plundered long ago.

5.—Two Cromlechs, on a hill S.W. of Longy.
6.
—

" La Pierre du Yilain." which stood on a tumulus ; in 1833, copper
instruments, querns. Roman coins, &c., were found under it.

7.— Stone cists 100 yards W. of it: thesp contained human skulls and
bones, but no pottery or implements.

8.—Graves on the brow of the hill N.E. of this site.

9.—A tumulus with cist E. of Les Rochers.

10.—On the western elevated portion of Alderney was a tumulus
which contained small chambers, but yielded no urns or
bones.

Then we liave most interesting particulars of the

hoard of copper and bronze articles discovered here. " In

the dark-coloured sub-soil of Longy Common, beloAv the

silt, fragments of pottery, querns and coins, also numerous
large sea-worn pebbles, having a small spindle hole sunk
into one end only, have been found since the land Avas

enclosed and brought under cnltivation. A large ingot

of copper, about 12 lbs. in Aveight, was found* ; also

unfinished castings of copper, &c." In lot 20, adjoining

Pierre du Yilain, were found bronze instruments of war,

and ornaments; the sickle (now in the Gruille-Alles Musenm)
is mentioned, unfinished castings of copper, such as spikes,

nails, lumps of bronze, metal in the raw state, quantities

of ashes, charcoal, &c. ; these indicate a foundry. Diagrams
of some of the articles are given on pages 8 to 11.

The amphora, or two-handled vase (now in the Museum")
was discovered on the W. side of Longy Common. A full

list of all the bronze articles now in the Museimi, found in

Alderney at this period, is given as an appendix to this

paper.

We then have notes on Essex Castle. Mr. Lukis savs

its origin is doubtful ; it is surrounded by lines of walls called

Murs de Haut. He then speaks of the Nunnery which, in

1572, was called "Les Murs de Bas." It is of quadrangular
form, with corner towers having circular bases. At the height

" This ingot, on being assayed, yielded 12 oz. of pure copper in the lb., 3 grains
of gold, and 4 of silver.
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of 17 foot tliG conrsos are continued in liorrino^-l)one work
composed of stone and Roman tiles. The ])resent entran(!e

was made in 1798. The archway on the west walk now
l)locked n]), appears to have been the original entrance. He
then mentions certain chapels which existed in ancient times,

and concludes with a description of tlie old church of St.

Anne.
There is a further note by Mr. Lukis in Vol. F. of the

Arcltmological JovriiaL ])age 226.

Syvret, in his Ahref/e Hutoriqne^ published by T. Clanger
in 1832, says on page 48 :

" To the N.E. of the Mare du Roe,
in the lot of Sire Andre Langlois, were discovered in April,

1832, while trenching the ground, seven stone coffins of

different sizes ; in one of these were found a skull and the

bones of the limbs." He also gives particulars of Essex
Castle and the Nnnnery. I'hese stone coffins are probably

the same as No. 7 in Mr. Lnkis's list.

In April, 1870, Lieutenant S. P. Oliver, R.A., F.R.G.S.,
then stationed in Guernsey, published a paper on Channel
Islands Cromlechs in the Journal of the Ethnological Society.

This account of the Megalithic Monuments of Guernsey is

very valuable, but as he did not himself examine the Alderney
structures he adds little to our knowledge of them. He says :

" Five cromlechs and six chambered tumuli were described by
Mr. Lukis as existing in 1847 ; now (1870) only part of a

cromlech near Fort Tourgis, called the Druid's Altar, and two
dilapidated cromlechs near Corblets Bay, remain." On page
71 is a valuable table showing the prehistoric remains

described by Mr. Lukis and their condition in 1870.

The same writer, at the same date, contributed another

paper on " The Megalithic Structures of the Channel Islands
"

to the Quarterly Journal of Science. In it, on page 162, he

says :
" There are now in Mr. Lukis's Museum, Grange

Road, Guernsey, 12 celts found in Alderney."
Neither Jacob nor Berry in their works add to our

information on this sul)ject. Berry gives a long learned

but fanciful dissertation on the names by which Alderney
and certain other islands were known to the ancients. The
names sought to be apportioned between these islands are

those found in Antonine's Itinerary, a work compiled
between A.D. 100 and A.D. 305.

Ansted in his "Channel Islands" refers to our subject

on page 413, where he says: "Alderney was formerly

extremely rich in cromlechs," and on page 429 :
" There

are more Roman remains in Alderney than in either of
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the other islands ; coins, pottery and bronze implements
have been found."

Mrs. Lane Clark published in 1851, "The Companion
and Guide to Alderney"; in it is a chapter on Antiquities.

She gives Mr. Lukis as her authority ; all the matter and
the diagrams are taken from his paper.

Tupper, in his " History " on page 8, quotes the Alderney
Guide of 1851 as his authority for stating that bronze
implements, &c., have been found in Alderney. On page 12

he says that Roman coins, tiles, pottery, &c., have been
discovered.

Miss E. Carey, in her recent book on the " Channel
Islands" says about Alderney that "navvies smashed up
megaliths;" on page 231 she mentions Celtic and Roman
remains, on the authority of Mr. Lukis.

Sir J. Evans in his Bronze Age includes the Gaudion
collection in his list of hoards discovered in this part of

Europe, and takes his information entirely from Mr. Lukis's

paper.

Xo discoveries of any importance were made after the

Longy plain had been brought into cultivation until 1852-3-4,

when in carrying out the Government scheme for a fortified

harbour of refuge in Alderney, a railway was constructed

to convey stone from the quarries to the harbour-works at

the Braye. This railway crossed the northern part of Longy
Common, and while laying the line and digging the foundations

of the forts, a vast number of graves were destroyed ; it is

said, for example, that " At Fort I'Etoc the picks broke
pots at almost every blow." The labourers knew nothing
of the arch^ological importance of the cists, urns, &c.,

they were daily scattering ; but the rumour of the discoveries

caused Capt. F. Lukis (son of Mr. F. C. Lukis) to repair

to Alderney where he recovered a few of the articles

disinterred. There is no printed record of the archaeological

finds at this period, but urns with ashes of the dead, bronze
articles, iron weapons and a silver ring, attest the fact that

a great 0])portunity was then lost of enriching a local museum.
Of late years further valuable information has been

obtained on this subject. Baron Von Hiigel, Curator of

the University Museum at Cambridge, was in the habit of

residing in Alderney for the summer vacation ; and in 1889,
he, in company with Dr. F. P. Nichols, and by permission

of Mr. Howe, explored a spot in the neighbourhood of Longy
Common, N.E. of the Nunnery, and made important disco-

veries in what he styles the Longy Refuse-pit. He inserted

D
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a short note in Clarke's Guernsey News of December 13th,

1889, to correct the exaggerated reports prevalent as to

the treasures he recovered. He came across an interment,

the boly buried in an extended position, i.e.^ as a corpse

is now placed in a coffin. He found one glass bead, and a

quantity of pottery so great that after the rough ware had
been put aside, four wine-cases full of broken pottery were
carried away to ('ambridge, forming parts of at least 100

vessels : also, one bronze coin of the Emperor Comniodus,
who died A.D. 196. He collected also some chips of glass,

a quantity of rough bricks, tiles and iron nails, two slender

finger-rings of bronze, a large bronze thimble, a portion

of a bone comb, and three bone pins. These articles are

now in the musenm at Cambridge. He says :
" There are

no monoliths at Mannez, and no artificially wrought stones

worthy of the name now in Alderney. Two somewhat
inconspicuous and dilapidated cromlechs are the only megalithic

remains round Longy."
As far as I am aware, these are the only articles hitherto

printed on the subject of Alderney antiquities.

Very recently, the Admiralty decided to build Coastguard
cottages on the Miellcs Road on Longy Common, and in

1905, in digging a trench for drainage purposes from them
to the sea, bones and several ancient relics Avere discovered ;

these have been kindly presented to the Society, and they

are now safely lodged in the Guille-Alles Museum. They
are placed in two cases, because they were not found at

one time in one spot ; one collection occurred earlier in the

woidc and further from the sea than the other. The relative

positions in which they Avere found are fully described in

Mr. Mitchell's report published in the Transactions of

1905. I append a list.

FIRST CONSIGNMENT.

1.—Perfect skull. Length 6'9 in., breadth 5'6 in. Cephalic index 0"812
;

Sub-brachy-cephalic.

2.—Sknll in g-ood condition. Leng"th 6'9in., breadth 5'5in. Cephalic
index 0'797 ; Mesati-cephalic.

3.—Skull dilapidated. Length VSin., breadth 5'4in. Cephalic index
0'739

; Dolicho-cephalic ; it has a very ancient appearance.

4.—Portions of jaws with teeth.

5.—Yarious bones.

6.—A perfect bronze ring 7i inches in diameter.

7.—A bronze ring 8i inches diameter, broken ; one part is corroded
and attached to the collar-bone of one of the skeletons.

This bronze ring has an iron core.
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At a greater depth

:

8.—A vase, broken, 5 in. hig'h and 4 broad, of very dark ware inside

and out ; ornamented with a line of circular indentations
around the wide part parallel to the rim. It contained ashes,

a few charred bones and a boar's tusk.
9.—Base of a vessel of light thick ware.

10.—Part of the polished rim of a third vessel.
11.—A flat disc in pottery ; this may have been a cover for the urn, it is

of similar black ware but thicker. Similar discs were found
by Mr. Lukis in Guernsey cromlechs.

12.—Fragments of charcoal.

At a distance of 120 feet from these

:

13.—A bronze coin, much worn.

SECOND CONSIGNMENT.

1.—Pei-fect skull with lower jaw and teeth. Length 7'65 in., breadth
5 "8 in. Cephalic index 0.758 ; Dolicho-cephalic.

*2.—Another skull not so perfect. Length Y'4 in., breadth 5*2 in.

Cephalic index 0'703
; Dolicho-cephalic.

3.—Jaws upper and lower.
4.— Coccyx and other bones.
5.—Pile of bones all purposely broken before interment at this spot.
6.—Bronze ring, x)enannular.
7.—Bronze ring, penannular, smaller, used as a bracelet.
8.—Portions of a leaf-shaped sword or dagger with bronze orna-

mentation.

At a distance of 20 feet :

9.— Iron spear-head and portions of a circular iron band much swollen
with rust.

It will thus be seen that we have from this insignificant

isolated spot a series of relics belonging to each of the three

great ages into which archaeologists divide Prehistoric times :

the Stone age, the Bronze age, and the Early Iron age.

There is scarcely any evidence to make ns infer that

either of the islands in the Bailiwick was inhabited dm^ing
the PuloeoUthic period or first division of the Stone Age

;

but to the later or Neolithic period belong the dolmens and
menhirs which are common to all the islands. We have
from Alderney the urn anrl other pottery mentioned in the

first consignment of 1905. The charred bones found in it,

the character of the ware and its ornamentation, prove
it to be the manufacture of the dolmen-builders. No articles

of metal were found with these remains. It does not appear
that Mr. Lnkis himself found any stone implements belonging
to this period except perhaps the worked pebbles before
mentioned ; he records however that " several stone celts

* Borlase in his "Dolmens of Ireland" says: "A cephalic index of 72 and
73 must be regarded as distinguishing the inhabitants of Britain only during
the most primitive period," and he also gives the index of 70 as "the lowest in
primeval tombs in Ireland."
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hive been found in different parts of Longy ; one in the

possession of .Indge Gaudion measures nearly a foot in length

and is of granular porphyry."

According to the latest authority ( The Guide to the

Bronze Aye of the British Museum, 1905), the Stone Age
came to an end in this part of Europe about 1300 B.C., when
articles of copper or bronze were introduced, probably by
Phoenician merchants, but perhaps by the ])ioneers of the

great Keltic hordes which ultimately conquered and occupied

Western Europe.
To represent the Bronze Age, we have the hoard unearthed

in 1832. The fine collection, presented to the Mechanics'
Institute of Guernsey by the widow of the late Judge
Gaudion, and now in our Museum, illustrates capitally this

stage of culture. The Guide to the Bronze Age^ plate 3, on
page 41, gives diagrams of a number of objects found in

a hoard at Minster, in Thanet. These show a remarkable
resemblance to those in our Museum; No. 11 and No. 19

exactly correspond to articles in the Alderney collection.

The Guide calls them hoUou--loops ; they resemble children's

toy trumpets, but have a long oval orifice opposite the handle.

They were cast in two sections, afterwards welded together ;

the separate parts may be seen in the case. The authorities

cannot decide the use to which these articles were applied.

They may have been used as buckles for belts, a pin being
passed through the hollow centre to secure the catch passed

through the front opening ; or they may have been part

of horse trappings ; perhaps the reins were passed through
the holes at the extremities and then brought through the

central orifice.

The series of axe heads in the collection illustrates the

development of the sto/ie axe or celt into palstaves of the

Bronze period. There is only one good specimen of this

latter implement, but there are numerous spear-heads. The
ornamentation is of the simplest kind ; straight and curved
lines only are used ; there are no figures of any sort.

Evans in his Bronze Age mentions this Alderney hoard,

but all the information he had before him was that contained
in Mr. Lukis's paper. He says : The occurrence of spear-

heads, solid bronze rings, gouges, sickles and some other

articles in the collection points to a late period of the Bronze
Age. Mr. F. C. Lukis says in Vol. I. of Archaeological

Journal :
" After examining the cutting edges of the looped

bronze celts from Alderney, I could not observe much wearing
away from use ; the manner of fracture of some of them
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would rather denote their having been broken in combat
or by violence. The ring may have been for convenience

of transport or attachment. The elegant spearhead could

scarcely be used as a cutting instrument, but if fixed at the

end of a lance would deal a deadly blow."

On page 80 of the Guide will be found the figure of

a socketed sickle from Ireland, which exactly corresponds

^vith the one in the Gaudion collection. The same implements
are figured in Evans's Bronze A(jc. The Guide says :

" This
form belongs to the British Isles, and is different from that in

use on the continent." * This seems to suggest that our

Alderney manufacturer obtained his patterns, and perhaps his

raw material, from Britain.

It is not easy to decide why Alderney should have been
selected as the site of this ancient bronze foundry : the

rocks produce neither of the necessary metals, even wood for

charcoal was scarce or unobtainable ; yet on this spot over
two thousand years ago, spear-heads, axes, rings, nails, &c.,

were cast in bronze.

Professor W. Ridgway, of Cambridge, is of opinion that

in the early Bronze Age, tin from Cornwall was conveyed
to the Isle of Wight, and thence to the Channel Islands. It

was afterwards carried either by sea (the Veneti were the

great ship-owners of those days) or by land across Armo-
rica to Corbilo, at the mouth of the Loire. He strengthens

this theory by reference to the coins found along the route. If

this were established, Alderney would be the special island at

which this transport trade centred, and we should have
an explanation of the foundry there.

In connection with this ancient trade-route. Prof. Ridg-
way contends that the Cassiterides were neither the Scilly

Islands nor Cornwall. He quotes Diodorus with Posidonius as

his authority :
" Above the land of the Lusitanians there were

many mines of tin along the little islands which lie in front of

Iberia in the ocean which are therefore called the Cassiterides.

Much is likewise conveyed across from Britain to Gaul
which lies opposite, and is carried on horse-back through
the interior of Gaul by traders to Masilia and Narbo, the

former being the greatest trading centre in these parts. After
the Belgffi had conquered the S.E. part of Britain, the trade in

tin was carried on from Kent to the mouth of the Seine, and
the route through the Channel Islands and Corbilo was no
longer used." This question of the ancient trade route has a

direct and important bearing upon the condition of the islands

* The continental ones are not socketed {see diagram,.
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at this period, and is tlierefure of special interest to all

Channel Islanders.

The introduction of Iron brought the Bronze Age to a

close in this part of Europe about B.C. 5U0. 'J'o the Early
Iron Age belong the skeletons and associated articles })resented

to this Society by the Lords of the Admiralty. All the

skulls, bones, cS:c., Avere buried in clean sand at about the

same depth ; and round the neck of one skeleton was found a

ring 8^ inches in diameter, and f of an inch in girth : the

core is of iron ; but it has a coating of bronze. The ends
were bevelled down, a hole pierced through each end, the

extremities brought together, and the whole secured as a ring

by a rivet through the holes. Mr. Mitchell thinks that

the ring on the other skeleton found with this one is of similar

construction, i.e,^ of iron coated Avith bronze or copper, but
this has not been tested. This covering of iron with bronze
gives one the idea of plating, which seems a process impossible

to people living 2,000 years ago ; but I find the authorities

state that among Assyrian relics have been found :
" Articles

in bronze cast Avith an iron core, older than the time of

Theodorus and lihoecus," ?>., B.C. 700. Bronze ornamenta-
tion fastened on iron by riA^ets is common, but articles

constructed wdth an iron core have only been found on two or

three occasions in ancient interments or hoards.

In BritisJL Barrows^ by Greenwell and Rolleston, on

pages 454-5, speaking of a chariot burial discovered in York-
shire by the Rev. J. Stillingfleet, the authors say :

" BeloAv

the head was a mirror made of iron Avitli handle of the same
metal : . . . where the handle is fixed to the mirror, there is

an ornamental plate of bronze ; the plating is fixed to the

iron by small rivets of bronze." ... "In front of the chest

of the woman Avere tAvo snaffle-bits made of bronze, . . . they
consist each of two rings 2^ inches wide in the inner diameter

;

... it is probable that the rings are made of iron plated icitli

bronze^ at least the similarly shaped bit noAv in the York
Museum is similarly constructed." In Guide to the Early Iron

Aye, British Museum, 1905, page 78, we read that at Salon
(Aube, France) Avas found " a short sword, the handle

of which is not of solid bronze, but has an iron core Avhich

may be seen at certain points." Again (p. 116) in the

beautiful bronze-mounted bucket found at Aylesford, " the

hooped handle is of iron plated Avith bronze." Similar con-

struction is mentioned in Pitts-Rivers " Excavations in the

Wansdyke," Vol. III., page 136. Among articles found
was : " A portion of a twisted iron torque with a frag-
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meiit of cylindrical bronze cashig found on the neck of skeleton

137."

The two rings in the second consignment are penannnlar,

the small one is evidently a bracelet, the ends come close

together ; the larger one appears intended for the neck,

the ends are ^ of an inch apart. All the four rings are of the

same thickness thronghont ; the corroded and broken one is the

thinnest, being -| of an inch in circumference ; the thickest, the

bracelet, has a girth of 1 inch. All are so heavy that modern
young ladies would scarcely wish to decorate themselves with

such cumbrous ornaments.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that persons buried with

rings round their necks were slaves. In Rome, members of

the most distinguished families wore rings round their heads

or necks, and in graves belonging to about the third century,

B.C., skeletons, even of infants, have been found with neck-

rings of iron or bronze. These rings generally took the form
known as torques^ i.e.^ rings of metal as thin as wire, often

twisted and highly ornamented, terminating in decorated discs.

" Such metal collars were doubtless signs of distinction, not

of servitude "
; ^.//., in the year B.C. 361, Titus Manlius having

slain a gigantic Gaul, took the bronze collar from the neck
of the slain warrior and placed it round his own, and hence
assumed the name Torquatns.

The interments represented in the Admiralty collection I

coniidently refer to the Early Iron Af/e, or late Keltic period

;

the bronze and bronzed rings, the imburnt bodies with the

purposely broken bones, justify me in so doing. The iron

spear-head in the collection belongs to a later era, but it was
found 20 feet from the bodies.

In the article from which I have already given extracts,

Mr. F. C. Lukis writes: "The S.E. portion of the island

seems to have been the favoured spot occupied by the original

inhabitants. Here may be traced various structures now
partly buried beneath the sand." This part had then recently

been parcelled out in lots. " In lot 19, under the silt, portions

of stone walls were discovered, one about 70 feet long

;

foundations of small square buildings adjoined this on its

eastern face ; in these were found querns, pottery in abundance,
tiles and fragments of Samian ware, exhibiting ])atterns of

animals and men ; portions of ampullae, <&c." Neither Baron
Von Hiigel nor the Admiralty workmen discovered any
further walls. Now the Kelts and earlier peoples did not

erect stone buildings ; the inference is that these walls are the

remains of a Roman establishment ; the ampullar, the Samian
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ware, and large quantities of Roman tiles, some of which were
centuries later built into the walls of the Nunnery, support

the opinion that this was a Koman establishment.

A Roman settlement in Alderney does not at all imply
military occupation of the place. The idea would simply be

that during the domination of the Romans, people from the

neighbouring parts of Gaul, who had adopted Roman habits

and customs, came to live in Alderney, perhaps during the

summer only ; that they built houses there, furnished them in

the Roman fashion, and brought with them domestic utensils

and ornaments such as were in use on the Continent.

Cists occur in connection with burials in each of the pre-

historic ages, but they continued in use for centuries later. The
shape of the tumulus covering it, the treatment of the corpse,

and the articles connected with the interment, generally enable

the explorer to decide to which period any one cist belongs. A
great number of cists have been discovered both in Alderney
and Guernsey. In the Journal of the Archaeological Associa-

tion, Vol. I., page 305, Mr. F. C. Lukis gives a list of those

he had examined in Guernsey. He says twenty were found
between 1818 and 1838. Since this Society has been in

existence, members have been invited to inspect one at the

Vale, one near Pulias, one at Mr. Duquemin's, Cobo, and four

near Richmond. Unfortunately in most of these cases nothing

whatever was found in the enclosure ; but the long iron swords
with one cutting edge only, found in one of those at Richmond
and at Mr. Duquemin's, indicate a date later than the Roman
occupation. I have given a list of the cists Mr. Lukis found
in Alderney, but in no instance does he mention any imple-

ments as found in them, so we cannot be sure that any of the

Alderney ones belong to this later period.

I have elsewhere* hazarded a conjecture that these

Guernsey cists were the last resting-places of Scandinavian
Vikings, who ravaged these islands and the coasts of the

Channel generally, from the fifth to the eleventh centuries.

They are not Christian burials, they never occur in connection

with the ecclesiastical establishments founded by the mis-

sionary bishops who introduced Christianity into the islands.

During the earlier periods the neighbourhood of Longy
Bay had been thickly peopled, as is shown by the remains dis-

covered there, but in later times when the inhabitants no longer

depended upon the sea for their chief supply of food, but turned

their attention more and more to pastoral and agricultural

pursuits, they found Longy Bay too exposed ; they preferred

* Transactions, 1897, page 164.
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the hilly ground in the centre of the island ; they bnilt their

houses against the hillside half buried in the banks. The
larger vessels now in use could not find a landing-place in

shallow waters, so Longy Bay was deserted, the Bourgage
became the site of the town, and the Braye of the harbour.

This change probably took place before the eleventh century.

There is no need of a great catastrophe to account for it

;

there is no proof that a violent tempest brought sand deep
enough to bury the old settlement at one fell swoop ; the

inhabitants may deserve the record that "this proceeded from
the just judgment of God upon the owners of those grounds

who had made booty and put unto the sword some Spaniards

there shipwrecked " ; the ordinary drift of the sand is quite

sufficient to account for the few feet which have accumulated
over the spot in 2,UUU years. But whatever its cause or date,

by this burial we have had preserved to us most valuable and
instructive relics of a past civilization.

No doubt further excavations in the Longy district would
result in most interesting discoveries, but if these are ever

carried out it is to be hoped that the work will be done as

carefully as in 19u5, and if possible under the supervision of

someone having a knowledge of archaeology, and also that any
curiosities brought to light will again find a home in a local

museum.
In this connection let me quote the words of a dis-

tinguished archaeologist :
" Great advantages are to be derived

by the accumulation of specimens into masses ; two articles

may be totally unintelligible separately considered, which
when viewed together might palpably demonstrate their uses

and objects. Museums of antiquities should therefore be
cherished and made as perfect as possible, and all patriotic

persons should deposit articles of antiquity therein, as they
might be useful to the historian or student, and intelligible by
comparison and juxtaposition, whereas as solitary specimens
they are of little or no value."

LIST OF BRONZE OBJECTS
forming the Gaudion Collection now in the Guille-Alles

Museum. They were discovered by Mr. John Herivel on
his plot on Longy Common, Alderney, in 1832, and Avere

bequeathed to the Guernsey Mechanics' Institute by the
widow of the late Judge Gaudion.

Ce\ts, Simp 7e. i'Solid). Four, all nearly similar in size and vshape. (Hollow).
Three, about same size, one larger, but broken, rather over two inches
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wide at the edjD^e. In all these cases the butt ends do not taper, and
have a broken appearance, so that possibly they may be merely frag-
ments of socketed celts.

Socketed, looped. One, perfect, 3^ inches long
; sides with two raised

curved lines, rim stout. ()ne with three stout raised parallel ridges on
each side, broken at top. Three with a raised band round the top. One
long and narrow, straight sided, 3 inches long. A few fragments showing
loops. Here may belong a large celt, 2 inches wide at edge, with looped
portion wanting.

Winged: Large, 6 4 inches long, with stout loop and incurved sides

which almost meet. Exactly similar to the one from Carlton Eode, Nor-
folk ; figured by Evans, who says this form is rare in England, but very
frequent in France.

Pcdstave : One perfect, 3 inches long in the blade, with a haft of 2

inches, similar to the one figured by Evans from Wallingford.

Chisel : One, perfect, socketed, 2| inches long, nearly the same form as
fig. 68, b. in Museum Guide.

Gouge or AugUP : Length 2 inches, top broken off : corresponds with the
Undley specimen, as figured by Evans.

Sickle or Reaping-hook: : Well figured by Lukis. Blade, 5 inches long,
double-edged, socket portion 2^ inches long, in the angle a sunk
circular hole \ of an inch wide, and at the basal end a small rivet hole on
each side.

Knife or SerapeP : One, perfect, a half one, and two pieces. This form is

very rare in Britain, but less rare in France

Daggers : Two imperfect specimens, showing tangs with a central hole,

points wanting ; also fragment of a blade - each about 3 inches long

—

portion of another, with tang having two holes.

SwOPds or RapiePS : About 20 broken pieces, some from 3 to 6 mches in

length, parallel-sided, and furnished with a stout median rib : two pieces

are ornamented with a brand of 5 incised lines on each side of the rib—

•

many of these pieces are curved and bent. One, a fine but worn weapon,
10 inches long, wanting about 2 inches at apex, and pierced with three

holes at the base, is ornamented throughout its length with two bands
of three incised lines.

SwOPd hilts : One, 4^ inches long, slightly curved, bearing two rivet-holes

and an elongated central slit. Corresponds witli Evans' figure of speci-

men on p. 305. Another smaller piece of similar form, and another
with four holes. Four imperfect specimens, showing only the lower
parallel-sided portion with three holes, correspond with Evans' specimen
on p. 313. The holes are cast, and not bored. In one piece the bronze
rivets remain in position. Evans describes this as quite the type of Irish

sword.

DaggeP sheath : One, made of very thin metal plate, 3^ inches long, 3 -5th

of an inch wide at tbe top, tapering gradually to \ inch.

SpeaP-heads : Two perfect, one nearly so, and seven or eight broken pieces,

all the same leaf-shaped type, with one rivet hole on each side of the

socket, some way below the base of the tapering wings. They vary in

size from 4 inches to 7 inches.

Arroiv- headed type : One, imperfect, showing only the lower 2^ inches,

hollow cast, with a large hole on each side of the socket. Another frag-

ment, exactly similar, but bent and broken. Agreeing with the specimen
from Speen, figured by Evans, but the socket is proportionately wider.

This is a rare form found only in England and Wales.

Pins : One, of copper or bronze wire, 5 inches long, with a slightly thickened

head. One, with stem an inch long, and a thin concave head an inch in

diameter. Two, convex, button-shaped. Also several bronze nails and
rivets of different shapes and sizes.
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Rings : One, 2| inches onter diameter, |- of an inch thick. Two, smaller, If
and 1^ inches in diameter, \ inch thick. These appear to be of solid metal.
One tubular, pierced with a large hole on one side, 3 inches outer
diameter, nearly | inch thick, very light. One lateral half of a similar

but smaller ring, 2 inches diameter, showing the tube to be strengthened
by three arched supports. Half a tubular bracelet (with end expanded
into a disc), 2^ inches diameter. Half a solid bronze ring slightly

angular, about i inch thick, with enlarged end,

TPUmpet-shaped hollow loops : One perfect, three inches in length,
exactly figured on Plate III. of the Museum Gtdde in centre of second
row, as found at Minster, Thanet. Another, lateral half only, of slightly

different form, 2,^ inches in length. The use of this object is unknown.

In addition to these, there are several well-marked
objects which have not yet been identified, and also a number
of fragments and crude masses of metal, evidently intended to

be used m the foundry. But we have not got the large mass
weighing 12 lb. mentioned by Mr. Lukis ; who also tells us

that they found quantities of ashes and charcoal with these
bronze articles and unfinished castings. We agree therefore
with Mr. Lukis that this was a foundry ;—the broken imple-
ments, and those of a pattern long superseded, would have been
melted down, and the material used in making up-to-date

articles.



THE ZOOPHYTES (Hyuroida and Polyzoa)

OF GUERNSEY.

BY E. D. MARQUAND, A.L.S.

Until the microscope began to be regularly employed for the

purpose of scientific investigation, the great majoiity of those

curious forms of life which were afterwards popularly known
by the expressive name of ZoopJiytes^ were regarded as belong-

ing either to the vegetable or to the mineral kingdom. Even
the great natm-alist Reaumur speaks of the flowers of the

coral ; and it was not until the middle of the eighteenth

century that the animal nature of these productions was clearly

demonstrated. This was done by a Bristol merchant named
John Ellis, avIio in the year 1755, after much patient research,

published a classical work on the " Natural History of the

Corallines, "^—a book equally remarkable for closeness of

observation and scientific accuracy, both in the descriptions

and the drawings.

Linna3us adopted the views of Ellis to some extent^

although he seems to have held the opinion that the stems
and branches of corallines were of a vegetable nature, while

the polyps that tenanted them were animals ; and so he
founded the Order Zoojjliyta for the reception of these and
certain other radiated animals.

During the first half of the nineteenth century a good
many books Avere published on the subject, the most important
one to British students being Johnston's valuable treatise

Avhich appeared in 1838. A second edition, much enlarged,

was issued in 1847, and this remained the best text-book on

British Zoophytes, until the publication by the Rev. Thomas
Hincks, F.R.S., of his two splendid monographs : the first in

1868, on The British Hijdroid Zoophytes^ the second in 1880,

on The British Marine Polyzoa. These two books are at the

present time, and are likely to remain for some years, the

standard works of reference on the subject for British natu-

ralists.
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As far as concerns external form alone, the two groups,

the Hydroida and the Polyzoa^ are to all appearance intimately

related ; in fact, the similarity of their skeletons, or, to speak
more correctly, of the polyparies which they build up, is often

so close as to mislead anyone save the most practised observer.

But a careful examination of the living animals under the

microscope at once reveals structural differences which suffice

to separate them by a very wide interval. Both in the

Hydroida and in the Polyzoa we find colonies of compound
animals of microscopic dimensions, linked together and parti-

cipating in a common life ; while at the same time, each
member of the family enjoys its own independent and indi-

vidual existence. Every polyp possesses tentacles, mouth,
and stomach of its own, and each one has the power to seize

its prey, and to withdraAv within its own cell : but here its

indivifinality ceases ; for it is in organic communication with
its neighbours, and the very food it captures contributes to

the nourishment of the entire community.
Xow, not only do these two groups, which Linnaeus united

under the Zoojjhi/ta, structurally belong to altogether different

divisions of the animal kingdom, but they are so widely

separated that whole tribes of living forms intei'vene between
them ; in fact, it might almost be said that they are hardly
related at all. The Hydroida are verv near relatives of the

sea-anemones which abound on oiu- shores : whereas the

Polyzoa, although to all outward appearance presenting many
points of resemblance, occu])y a much higher position in the

scale ; for by their structure they are closely allied to the

Mollusca, of which the oystei' and the cockle are well-known
examples. The Hydroida stand but little removed from the

very lowest forms of animal life, such as the Infusoria, and
the Sponges ; while the Polyzoa take rank above the Insects,

the Spiders, and the Crabs.

Let us just glance then, very briefly, at the principal

characters that distinguish these two groups, which the poet
Montgomery speaks of, in the second canto of Pelican Island^

as

Nameless tribes, half plant, half animal,
Rooted and slumbering through a dream of life.

In the Hydroid Zoophytes, or Hydroida, associated life

is the rule, and solitary existence the rare exception. They
unite to form large colonies of individuals, often numbering
many thousands of little animals, each of which consists of a
gelatinous body or sac, expanded at one end into a fleshy or

horny (chitinous) disc or foot, and opening at the other end
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into a mouth surroimded by a crown of slender contractile

tentacles. One of the commonest representatives of the

Hydroida is the Fresh-water Polyp, or Hydra, which may be
met with in stagnant pools, attached to leaves and stems of

aquatic plants, or floating pieces of wood. It consists of a

tiny lump of soft jelly-like substance, brown or green in

coloTU', capable of changing its shape in the most protean

manner. When extended it bears a circle of long slender

tentacles, and when contracted it is rolled up into a little ball.

Like many of its allies, the Hydra possesses wonderful

recuperative powers. It may be turned inside out, like a

glove, without any apparent discomfort or derangement of its

functions ; and if cut into any number of small pieces, each
fragment will grow into a new and perfect animal. Its mode
of increase is simple in the extreme, and resembles the bud-
ding of plants. A bud is pushed out on one side of the body,

like a minute tubercle, and this grows until it develops a

circle of delicate tentacles from its free extremity ; and thus

it remains for a time attached to its parent, until it finally

drops off and assumes an independent existence. Occasionally

individuals are found bearing several young ones budding
from the sides like a miniature tree. This moJe of reproduc-

tion, called (jemmation^ takes place only during the summer
months ; in the autumn egg-shaped granules are produced
which lie dormant in the water, like seeds. Embedded in the

skin of the Hydra there are a number of urticating organs or

stinging-cells, by means of which the creature paralyses its

prey. These cells, called nematocysts^ or cnidcB^ are peculiar

to the subkingdom Coelenterata, to which the Hydroida
belong, and are highly develojjed in the .[elly-fishes, or

Medusa3.
The Freshwater Polyp (^Hydra) not having a polypary

or horny skeleton, entirely perishes and disappears when it

dies ; but in the Sertularians every zooid, or individual polyp,

leaves its horny integument attached to the general community,
and thus in time there grows up an elaborately branched tree-

like stem, the complexity of which increases with the age of

the colony. These compound Hydroids, of which abundant
examples may be found on all our shores among cast up sea-

weed, may be likened to a Hydra whose buds, instead of

dropping off, remain permanently attached to the parent's

body, while they in turn develop new buds, and so on inde-

finitely ; so that gradually a more or less shrub-like structure

is formed ; and this is termed a pulypnry. In all instances

the entire cluster is produced by continuous growth from a
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single individual, and the stomachs of the several polyps are

connected by tubes, and communicate with the cavity of the

central stem. It is clear, therefore, that any food taken in

bv one polyp would be shared by the other members of the

colony ; so that in fact the entire polypary would form, as it

were, only a single individual with many mouths. And the

number of individuals forming a colony is sometimes prodi-

gious. Dana describes an East Indian species of Afjlaojjlieida

which attains a height of three feet, and he computes that the

number of polyps on a single specimen is not less than eig^ht

millions, all the offspring of a single germ, and produced by
single buddings. Instead of being naked, like the Freshwater
Hydra, most of the marine species belonging to this section

secrete a horny or calcareous polypary which protects the soft

connecting tissue, and forms receptacles in which the separate

polyps are lodged.

The extraordinary phases of reproduction in the Hy-
droida present some of tlie most curious life-histories known
to science. Besides the ordinary polypite, or alimentary
zooid, which resembles the Hydra, there are produced at

certain seasons of the year other buds of a totally different

form, called goiwjjhorea^ or reproductive zooids. Within these

are developed small medusa-like bells, which on arriving at

maturity escape, and propel themselves through the water by
rhythmical contractions, just like the large jelly-fishes. After
a period of active existence these beautiful miscroscopic bells

sink to the bottom and produce other reproductive forms like

ciliated larv^, which move about for a time, and then attach
themselves ; after which, by giving forth buds, they ultimately

produce the maturely-developed Hydroid. And so the

wonderful cycle of evolution goes on.

It is not surprising that for a long time these free-

swimming forms were regarded by naturalists as entirely

distinct animals, until the life-cycle of a number of them had
been carefully traced. No result of microscopical research
created more surprise than the discovery of the close relation-

ship which subsists between the Hydroid Zoophytes and the
Merlusoid Acalephic. The dissimilarity both in general aspect
and in mode of life between the immature form and the adult
polyp is so great that no one Avould ever imagine them to be
merely stages in the life of the same individual ; they differ

as widely as a caterpillar does from a butterfly. And so we
can perceive how appropriate, in a poetical, if not in a
scientific sense, is the old term Zoojjliyte, or animal-plant,
because the young free-swimming form is obviously an animal,
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wliile the flower-like adult, with its branched stem profusely

studded with polyp-stars, is to all outward appearance a

plant.

Passing on now to the Polyzoa, we shall see that, not-

withstanding their likeness to the Hydroida, they are entitled

to a much higher rank in the scale of animal life. In both

cases the little polyp bears a crown of tentacles, but in the

Hydroida these tentacles are soft, fleshy, contractile, and

studded with knots of stinging ca])sules ; whereas in the

Polyzoa the tentacles are stiff, slender threads incapable of

contraction, but furnished with vibratile cilia which, when the

animal is expanded, produce by their incessant wave-like

movement a current which sweeps any ])assing animalcule, or

floating particle of food, into the vortex of the mouth. This

ciliary covering of the tentacles serves at once to distinguish

the Polyzoa from the Hydroids. But in addition to this the

tentacles also act as respiratory organs, and perform the

function of gills.

Unlike the simple digestive sac of the Hydroids, the

Polyzoa possess a very complex alimentary system, which may
be compared to that of some of the higher animals The
mouth leads through the oesophagus into a contractile gidlet,

where the food is gorged ; thence it passes into a capacious

crop ; and in some cases there is a muscular gizzard. From
this gizzard a duct leads into the digestive sac, whence a long

intestine passes upwards, and ends in the anal orifice. The
muscular system of the Polyzoa is a complicated one ; and

there is, in certain species at any rate, a simple and rudi-

mentary nervous system, consisting of a single ganglion which

sends out sets of nerves in different directions.

Many genera among the Polyzoa are characterized by
the possession of certain curious accessory organs termed
amcvlaria^ or " bird's head processes," which are in some
respects similar to the pediceJlarim of Sea Urchins and Star-

fishes. The precise function of these appendages has not been

clearly determined, but they are remarkable by their striking

resemblance to the head of a bird, being furnished with two
mandibles, the upper one of which is fixed, and the lower one

movable. During life these processes are in continual motion,

opening and snapping their jaws with great vigour, and laying-

hold of any minute objects which come within their reach.

Another singular appendage, quite different in form and

function from the avicularia, is met with in a few genera, but

it is of comparatively rare occurrence. It consists of a long

whip-like bristle, termed a vihracnJum^ which sweeps round at
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intervals slowly over the surface of the poljp-cell, and removes
whatever might be injurious to the delicate little tenant that

inhabits it.

Two modes of reproduction are met with in the Polyzoa,

—sexual and asexual. The former takes place by means of

ova, the latter by the simple process of gemmation, or budding.

The young forms or larvae which are developed from the ova

are free-swimming, and constantly in motion ; in many
instances they are remarkable by the singularity and beauty

of their shapes and colours. After enjoying a brief period of

activity, the larval form attaches itself to some object, and
imdergoes a change ; and then develops into the primary cell

Avhich forms the nucleus of the future colony.

The young zoologist who is looking about for fresh fields

for observation and study, will find none more promising than

the reproduction and embrvology of the Polyzoa, about which
a vast deal has still to be learnt ; and no finer area for research

exists anywhere in the world than the shores of Guernsey and
the neio-hbourino^ islands.

In common with many other microscopic inhabitants of

the ocean, both the groups we are now considering contribute

very largely, during their early stages as mr^dusiform zooids

or larvae, to the wonderful and very beautiful phenomenon
known as " the phosphorescence of the sea." But the lumi-

nosity is not confined to the immature stages ; it resides in

the adult polyps as well ; as may be proved by gently agitating

the water of the aquarium in which they are kept alive, when
the little creatures will be seen to glitter in the dark like

myriads of diamonds. In some of the common species every

tiny cell beams with a point of light like a brilliant star, so

that the entire colony has been aptly compared to an illumin-

ated city in miniature.

Anyone who begins to study the living zoophytes on the

seashore will soon discover a curious circumstance in connec-

tion with their mode of life ; namely, that certain species

affect certain habitats, and are very rarely, or perhaps never
found elsewhere. Some grow only on one particular kind of

seaweed, or on one kind of shell or stone. There would be
nothing strange in this if they were true parasites ; but since

they derive no nourishment whatever through the root, as

plants do, it is a matter for speculation why one sort of base

should be more favourable for growth than another. It would
seem to indicate some power of selection, or at any rate some
advantage to be derived for the welfare of the colony ; for it

may be that the young of all species attach themselves indis-

E
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criminately to any object that presents itself, and if it

afterwards [)roves unsuitable, the animal perishes.

The Charniel Islands have long been reckoned among the

most ])r()dnctive localities for marine life in all its infinite

variety of forms ; and during the last fifty years nearly all

the authors of the best text-books on different branches of

British marine zoology have collected on the spot the treasures

of our coast. Among these was the Kev. Thomas Hincks,
whose splendid monograph on the Polyzoa I have already

had occasion to mention. In this book he records a large

number of species discovered by himself in Guernsey, some of

them species of very great rarity. It was the extent and
fullness of these records that first suggested to my mind the

desirability of compiling a local list for publication in the

Transactions of our Society. But I found that many very

common species w^ere not specifically noted in the monograph
as occurring here, simply because they are described as

"abundant everywhere,"—so I did my best to fill up these

gaps by a little shore-collecting in Guernsey. The notes on
the local distribution of many of the commoner species which
I thus gathered may be useful to future students, if only by
showing how much still remains to be done in this direction.

When I had the pleasure, this last summer (1906), of

making the acquaintance of the distinguished veteran naturalist,

the Rev. Canon A. M. Norman, F.R.S., who was revisiting

the Channel Islands after a long interval, I asked him if he
would assist me in making the Guernsey record as perfect as

possible, and he most kindly responded to my request by
furnishing me with a complete classified list of all the species

found by him on our coast (including a considerable number
not recorded for this island by Hincks), prefaced by the

following valuable remarks :

—

" The following is a list of the Polyzoa which have been
found on and off the coast of Guernsey. Where localities are

known from the other Channel Islands they have been added,

but little is known respecting the Jersey species. The Poly-
zoa in my own collection were procured in the years 1854,

1859 and 1865. The species which were found by Hincks
are indicated by his initials, T.H. ; and in those cases where
no initials follow the name, it will be understood that it rests

on my own authority. The catalogue is a full one, and
embraces most of the southern species of our British fauna.

It has been thought best to follow the classification of

Mr. Hincks, although subsequent more intimate investigation

on the structure of the class has proved that arrangement to
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need veiy much revisioD, which has already in part been

carried out."

I may remind you that Dr. Norman was this year the

recipient of the highest honour which can be conferred in this

country on a man of science,—he was awarded the Linnean
Gold Medal ; in presenting wdiich, the President of the Linnean
Society referred to him as " a naturalist who has probably

done more than any other man living to make known to science

the Invertebrate Fauna of the seas of North-west Europe."
With respect to the Hydroida, the list which follows is

perhaps not quite so complete, for there is no reason why
our shores should not be proportionately equally rich in

Hydroid Zoophytes as in Polyzoa. A fairly good list is given
in Ansted's Channel Islands^ second edition, p. 240, most of

the records being probably supplied by the late Mrs. Collings

of Sark. I have include.! these, as well as a few others taken
from reliable sources, but for all the species found by me in

Guernsey I have given localities and notes which may be
helpful to other workers. And here I wish to express my
grateful acknowledgments to Canon Norman for taking the

trouble to examine the whole of my gatherings, and deter-

mining many species (especially of Polyzoa) which I could
not name with certainty.

In the following list will be found 57 species of Hydroida,
and 121 species of Polyzoa, without counting a number of

named varieties. In addition to the forms occurring in our
own area 1 have included a few Jersey species when the

records are well authenticated.

HYDROIDA.

Clava multieOPniS, Forsk. Sark (Ansted).

Hydraetinia eehinata, Fiem. Sark (Ansted).

Coryne pusilla, Gaert. Guernsey (Ansted).

C. vaginata, Hincks. Common at low water mark at Fermain Bay, Moulin
Huet, and Petit Bot ; also on seaweeds washed up. Channel Islands,
very fine (Hincks).

C. fputieosa, Hincks. Petit Port and Fermain Bay, on washed-up seaweeds.
Herm, half-tide, forming luxuriant tufts on a seaweed ; Hodge {fide

Hincks)

.

Eudendrium rameum, Pall. Sark (Ansted).

E. ramosum, L. Guernsey (Ansted).

Dieoryne eonferta, ^Ider. Guernsey (Norman).

Tubularia indivisa, L. Aldemey ; Sark (Ansted)

.

T. larynx, Ell. ^ Sol. Moulin Huet Bay.

T. eoronata, AUld. Guernsey (Ansted).

T, simplex. Alder. Sark (Ansted).
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Cladoeoryne floeeosa, Rotch. Herm, Rotch (Pennington, British
Zuopltijtcs).

AehaPadria larynx, Wright. Henn, Hincks (Pennington, British

Zoophiitcs)

,

Clytia Johnstoni, Alder. Fermain Point, on Corallina. Albecq, on a
Laminaria stem.

Obelia genieulata, i. Abundant all round the coast, especially on fronds
of Laminaria. Sark (Ansted).

0. gelatinosa, FalL Sark (Anstedj.

0. diehotoma, L. Moulin Huet Bay in rockpools, and on Halidrys washed
up.

Campanularia volubilis, i. ^ark (Ansted).

C. integPa, Macg. Guernsey (Ansted).

C. ealieulata, Hincks. Jersey (Norman).

C. fiexuosa, Rinchs. Moulin Huet, on algse in rockpools. Bordeaux Har-
bour, on stones. Jersey (Hincks).

C. angulata, Hincks. Jersey, abundant on Zostera (Norman).

Lafoea dumosa, FUm. Sark (Ansted).

L. pygmsea, Aider. Gouliot Caves, Sark, in profusion (Norman).

Calyeella syringa, L. Petit Bot Bay and Moulin Huet, parasitic on
Sertularia.

Haleeium haleeinum, L. Moulin Huet Bay, growing on the egg of a
skate.

SePtulaPella polyzonias, L. Guernsey; Sark (Ansted).

S. Gayii, Lam. Frequently washed up among seaweed all along the south
coast, and at L'Ancresse Bay. Occasionally growing on Laminaria stems
and cork floats.

S. rugosa, L. Sark (Ansted).

Diphasia rosacea, L. Guernsey; Sark (Ansted).

D. fallax, Johnst. Sark (Ansted).

D. pinaster, FAI. ^- Sol. Sark (Ansted). Jersey (Norman).

D. pinnata, Pctll. Guernsey (Norman). Sark (Ansted).

Sertularia pumila, L. Abundant everywhere, chiefly parasitic on various

species of Fucus. Sark (Ansted).

S. gracilis, Hass. Common. Washed up all round the coast. Parasitic on
other Hydroids, and on the coarser ]Melanosperms.

S. Operculata, L. Very common ; one of the most plentiful of our Sertu-
larians.

S. filicula, FU. ^ Sol. Saints Bay, one small piece washed up.

S. abietina, L. Guernsey, Jersey, Sark (Ansted).

S. argentea, Fll. ^ Sol. Frequently cast up at Moulin Huet Bay and Petit

Bot. Occasionally found growing on skate eggs. Sark (Anstedj.

S. cupressina, L. Sark (Ansted).

Hydrallmania faleata, F. Thrown up all round the coast ; common in

winter.

Thuiaria artieulata, Frdl. a specimen in the Ceilings Collection in the
]\Iuseum is labelled : " On Finna ingens, coast of Guernsey, February,
1848."

T. thuja, L. Sark (Ansted).

Antennularia antennina, X. Guernsey; Sark (Ansted).

A. ramosa, Lam. I have only found small specimens washed up in the
southern bays, or growing on skates' eggs.
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Aglaophenia pluma, X. Abundantly cast up. Most often parasitic on
Halidiys and Cjstoseira. Petit Bot Bay, in rockpools at low water.

Jersey (Norman). Sark (Ansted).

A. Oetodentata, SdUr. Xot recorded as British. Petit Port aud Fermain
Bay, washed up among- seaweed. Canon JSTorman, who has examined my
specimens, writes: '•! think they belong to this species, though it is

very near to A. pluma.''''

A. myriophyllum, L. Off Jersey ; Lewes {fde Hincks).

A. pennatula, EII. ^- SoJ. Specimens in the Museum from the late Mrs.
CoUino's' Collection are labelled : " Cobo Bay, 1847," and " L'Ancresse
Bay, March, 1847."

Plumularia pinnata, L. Sark (Ansted).

P. setaeea, JEIHs. Moulin Huet Bay, in rockpools. Sark (Ansted).

P. CathaPina, Johnst. Jersey (Norman).

P. eehinulata, Lam Gouliot Caves, Sark (Norman).

P. SiliqUOSa, RincJcs. Guernsey (Pennington, British Zoophytes.)

P. fruteseens, EU. ^- Sol. Guernsey (Ansted).

Hydra Viridis, L. Guernsey.

POLYZOA.

Aetea ang'Uina, L. Very common ui rockpools on red seaweeds, especially

Dasya cocci)iea. Also on Laniinaria and other brown weeds washed up.

A. Siea, Couch (= A. recta, Hincks). Guernsey (Hincks).

A. truneata, Landsh. Guernsey, Miss Renouf {fide Hincks).

EuCPatea Chelata, X. Common on washed-up seaweeds. Low water
mark in rockpools at Fermain and Petit Bot. Jersey (Norman)

.

GemellaPia lOPieata, L. Guernsey, after storms ; R. S. Cooper {fide

Hincks)

.

SePUpooellapia SCPUposa, L. On Laminaria stems washed up at L'An-
cresse Bay and Petit Bot. Saints Bay, on a cork float.

S. SCPUpea, Busk. On washed-up Laminaria stems, Fermain Bay and
L'Ancresse Bay.

S. peptans, X. Extremely common all round the coast on Laminaria and
other coarse seaweeds. One of the most abundant and beautiful of our
Polyzoa.

CabePea Bopyi, Aud. Frequent on all parts of the coast on Laminaria
roots. Saints Bay, on an old crabpot. Growing on stones in pools at

Bordeaux. Jersey (Norman). Herm, between tidemarks, under stones
(Hincks).

BieellaPia eiliata, X. Growing very sparingly on a Laminaria stem cast

up at I'Eree Bay.

Bugula tUPbinata, Aid. Bordeaux Harboiu- (Mrs. Marquand). Herm,
under stones (Hincks).

B. flabellata, Thomp. Bordeaux Harbour, under stones, at low water.

B. ealathus, Norm. Herm, between tidemarks (Norman).

B. plumosa, Pall. Guernsey (Norman).

Beania mipabiliS, Johnst. Fermain Point, at low water mark on Sphace-
larla scoparium. On Laminaria washed up at Vazon Bay, Albecq, and
Fermain Bay. Jersey and Herm (Hincks).

CellaPia fistulosa, X. Saints Bay, a small specimen growing on a skate's
ii^g. Plentiful on Lep)ralia foliacea from deep water in the Guernsey
Museum.

C. sinuosa, Rass. Guernsey (Norman;.
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Flustra foliaeea, L. One .specimen at I'Erce Bay. Small ones growing ou
eggs of skate at Saints Bay and Fermain Bay.

Membranipora monostachys, Bnnk. Var. fossaria, Hincks. Abundant
in brackish water at tlie Vale Pond, growing in large masses among
Enteroniorpha. Canon Norman, who determined my specimens, says
this rare form is an extremely interesting addition to our Tolyzoaii fauna.

M. eatenularia, Jameson. Guernsey (Norman).

M. pilosa, L. Abundant everywhere, growing on all the larger alga>, espe-
cially Rhodymcni'i pahnata. This species is jn-obably the commonest of all

our Polyzoa.

M. membPanaeea, X. Guernsey (Norman).

M. lineata, L. Spur Point, on washed-up Rhodymeiii'i palmata and Himantha-
lia. Fermain Bay, on Laminaria.

M. spinifera, Jolmst. Belgrave Bay, on shell of Lutraria. Grand Havre
and Bordeaux, on Ormer shells. Vazon Bay and Fermain Bay, on
Laminaria roots.

M. flustroides, Hutdcs. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. disereta, Hincks. Guernsey (Hincks).

M. Dumerilii, A^id. Guernsey (Norman).

M. SOlidula, Aider % Hincks. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. aurita, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

M. imbellis, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

M. Flemingii, Busk. Guernsey (Vorman).

M. Rosselii, And. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. nodulosa, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

MieropOPa eoriaeea, Esj)er. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

Thalamoporella impressa, Moll. Guernsey (Norman).

CPibrilina radiata, i/o//. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). Var. innominata,
Couch. Guernsey (Norman).

C. erytOOeeium, JVorm. Guernsey, betAveen tide-marks (Norman).

C. punctata, Hass. Moulin Huet Bay, on a stone.

C. annulata, Fabr. Guernsey (Norman).

C. fig'UlaPis, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman). Guernsey, abundant (Hincks).

C. Gattyse, Busk. Guernsey (Norman). On shell dredged off Fermain Bay
(Hincks). Jersey (Alder).

Membra niporella nitida, Johnst. On Ormer shells at Albecq, Bordeaux
and Spur Point. In the last locality also on stems of Himanthalia and
other seaweeds.

Mieroporella eiliata, >'(dl. Grand Havre, Bordeaux and Saints Bay, on
Laminaria. Fermain Bay and Petit Bot, on PhyUophora ruhens in rock
pools at low water.

M. malusii, A»d. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. impressa, And. Bordeaux, on Rhodyinenia palmetta and Dclesseria san-

guinea. Albecq, on Thyllophora ruhens. L'Eree Bay and Fermain on
Laminaria roots. V'ar. cornuta, Busk. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. violaeea, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). Var. a. Guernsey
(Norman). Abundant (Hincks).

Chorizopora Brongniartii, And. Bordeaux Harbour, on an Ormer shell.

Lagenipora lepralioides, Norm. (-= L. socialis, Rincks). Guernsey
(Norman)

.

Sehizoporella unicornis, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

S. spinifera, Johnst. Bordeaux Harbour, on an Ormer shell.
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Sehizoporella ansata, /o/i«s^. Kurds Deep (Norman).

S. vulgaris, Moll. Guernsey (Norman).

S. simplex, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

S. linearis, Hass. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). Var. hastata, Hincks.

Guernsey (Hincks).

S. Sanguinea, Xorm. Off Fermain Bay, on shells and Eschara (Norman).

S. biaperta, Mich. Var. divergens, Smitt. Guernsey (Norman).

S. aurieulata, Sass. Vazon Bay, on a Laminaria root. Bordeaux, on an
Ormer shell. Var. cuspidata, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

S. diseoidea, Busk. Guernsey (Hincks). Hurds Deep (Norman).

S. Ceeilii, Aud. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). Jersey, Mrs. Buckland {Jide

Hincks).

S. eruenta, Xorm. Channel Islands, Busk {fide Hincks).

S. hyalina, L. Very common on Chondrm crispus, Rhodymcnia palmata,

Laminaria and many other seaweeds. One of the most abundant of our
Lepralian Polyzoa.

S. venusta, Xorm. Off Guernsey, in about ten fathoms (Norman).

Mastigophora Dutertrei, And. Guernsey (Hincks).

Sehizotheea flssa, Bnsk. Guernsey (Norman). Abundant (Alder).

S. divlsa, Xorm. Between Guernsey and Herm (Norman).

Hippothoa divarieata, Lam. L'Eree Bay and Albecq, on Laminaria.
Var. carinata, Xorm. On a Laminaria root, Vazon Bay.

H. flagellum, Manz. Guernsey (Hincks).

Lepralia Pallasiana, Moll. Moulin Huet Bay, on stones at low water
mark.

L. foliaeea, Ell. ^- Sol. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). In the Guille-Alles
Museum there are several large coral-like specimens dredged on this

coast.

L. pertusa, Esper. Fermain Bay, on a cork float.

L. adpressa, Busk. Guernsey (Norman).

L. edax, Busk. In one confined area off Guernsey, in 15-20 fathoms, in-
crusting Trochiis mo)Uagui, Xassa incrassata, TropJwii muricatus, &c.
(Norman).

Umbonula verrucosa, Esjjer. Guernsey (Norman) . In about 30 fathoms
(Hincksj

.

Porella eoneinna. Busk. Guernsey (Norman). With fine spatulate avi-
cularia, Guernsey (Hiucks).

P. minuta, Xorm. Guernsey (Norman).

Smittia LandsborOVii, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

S. reticulata, Macg. Guernsey CNorman, Hincks).

S. eheilostoma, Manz. Guernsey, abundant (Norman, Hincks).

S. marmorea, Hmcks. Guernsey (Norman).

S. trispinosa, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman). In large masses on shell

'Hincks;.

Phylactella eollaris, Xonn. Guernsey (Norman).

Mucronella Peachii, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman). Var. labiosa, Busk.
Guernsey (Hincks).

M. ventricosa, Hass. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

M. variolosa, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman).

M. COecinea, AbUd. Very common all round the coast ; and abundant on
the roots of Laminaria. Var. Ballii, Johnst. Guernsey (Norman).
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Rhynchopora bispinosa, Johmt. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

Retepora Couehii, Hincks. Giiernsey (Norman),

Cellepora pumieosa, L. Common on Laminaria stems and other coarse
seaweeds. (Saints Bay, on an old crab -pot.

C. ramulosa, L. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks). (xrowing on large specimens
of LepraViafoliacea, in the Guille-Alles Museum.

C. avieularis, Hincks. Saints Bay, on a cork float.

C. Costazii, Aud. Moulin Huet Bay and Fermain Bay, on Laminaria.
Albecq, on an Ormer shell.

Cpisia eornuta, L. Common on alga^ in rockpools at low level, and on
Laminaria and other weeds washed up.

C. eburnea, L. Common on JDnsya coccinea, less so on other algae. Found
all round the coast. Var. aculeata, Hass. Guernsey (Norman).

C. dentieulata, Lam. Abundant on Laminaria and other brown algae. Fre-
quent in pools at low water mark. IMore plentiful than the last species.

Stomatopora g-ranulata, J/. Edw. Guernsey (Norman).

S. major, Johmt. Guernsey (Norman).

S. Johnstoni, Heller. Guernsey (Norman, Hincks).

S. ineUPVata, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

S. inerassata, Smitt. Guernsey (Norman)

Tubulipora lobulata, Hass. Guernsey (Norman).

T. phalang'ea, Conch. (= T. flabellaris, Hincks). Guernsey (Norman).

T. plumosa, Thomp. (= T. fimbria, Hincks). Guernsey (Norman).

Idmonea serpens, L. L'Ancresse Bay and Bordeaux, on Chondrus crispxs.

L'Eree Bay, on Laminaria bulbosa.

Diastopora patina, Lam. Saints Bay, on an old crab-pot.

D. sarniensis, Xorm.. Off Guernsey and Jersey (Norman).

D. SUborbieulariS, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

Liehenopora hispida, Flem. Saints Bay, on an old crab-pot. Fermam
Bay, on a Laminaria root. Var. meandrina, Feach. Guernsey (Norman).

Aleyonidium hirsutum, Flcm.. Grand Havre, on Furcellccria fastigiata,

washed up.

k. myti\i, I)ahjell. On TrofA^w, Herm (Hincks).

Flustrella hispida, Fahr. Common all round the coast on Cystoseira, Fhchs,

Jjominaria, and other coarse brown algae.

Vesieularia spinosa, L. Guernsey (Norman). Fermain Bay (Hincks).

Amathia lendigera, L. Rather common on brown seaweeds washed up, es-

pecially Halidrys and Cysioseira. Fermain Point, on Dasya coccinea in pools.

Bowerbankla imbrieata, Ad"ms. Jersey, Hornell (/rftf Norman).

Buskia nitens, Alder Guernsey (Hincks).

Cylindroeeium dilatatum, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman).

Valkeria uva, L. Moulin Huet Bay, abundant on Corallina in rockjDools.

Jersey (Hincks).

Mimosella gracilis, Hincks. Guernsey (Norman ; R. S. Cooper, Jicle

Hincks).

Pediceilina eernua, Pali. Moulin Huet Bay, on Corallina in rockpools.

Jersey (Hornell, /r/^ Norman).

P. g'racilis, Sars. Guernsey, on Hermione hystrix, with Loxosoma, Dr.

M'Intosh {fde Hincks). Jersey (Hincks).

Loxosoma phaseolOSOmatum, Voyt. Jersey (Norman).

L. elaviforme, Hincks. Guernsey, abundant on Hermione hystrix (an

Annelid), Dr. M'Intosh {fide Hincks).



ON CRABS WHICH CLING.

BY H. J. FLEURE, D.SC,

University College of Wales, Aberystioyth.

No student doubts that the ten-legged stalk-eyed hunters

^\e know as lobsters and crabs represent the culminating

point in the development of the Crustacean type. They
can often swim fairly efficiently and most of them can
also walk, in fact they represent all stages in the evolution

of an exclusively walking habit from an almost exclusively

swimming habit. The simplest and oldest types among them
(Pena^ids) only swim, but all the others can do more or less

Avalking. The great class of shrimps and prawns keep up
both methods of locomotion and so do the lobsters, though,
among these, lurking and walking probably take up the greater

part of the animal's life. It is at any rate from some
members of the lobster group that the walking Decapods
have descended. These last present a great diversity of form
and adaptation, but a whole group of them {Brachyura) may
be considered together as descendants of some type near
Dromla, the interesting beast which is so anxious to cover its

back with any other animal that may be handy.
Another group in which the strangest of modifications

are apparent is that of the Hermit Crabs, descended from
forms like Nitea and Cliulianassa^ long-tailed Decapods
deficient in lime.

There is however still another group which came off from
the trunk of the genealogical tree not far from the point
whence liromia and the ordinary crabs have sprung. This
group includes the two common genera Galathea and Por-
cellana, the first being obviously the more lobster-like, i.e,^

the less modified of the two.

As befits a form which is in a sense near the boundary
line between two grou23s we find a notable mixing of habits in

the Galatheas. They often lurk in crevices waiting for
any prey that may move past, and in correlation with this

we notice that the abdomen or tail is much weaker than
in those more active swimmers, the lobsters and shrimps. We
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also notice that the great claws are extremely long so that

they may reach out of the crevice ; the body on the other

hand is comparatively short from front to back, and this

in part assists hy enabling the animal to use nooks and
crannies that would otherwise not be deep enough. The
shortness of the body has however another meaning we
shall discuss later. When Galathea is waiting in this way
" at the receipt of custom," the three pairs of walking legs be-

hind the great claws lie forwardly directed and more or less

parallel to one another, assisting to hold the animal in position

if necessary. The long antenme (the second pair) are useful

for feeling, but function especially in the animal's more active

moods. The smaller feelers (first pair) or antennules lie

exposed and have a characteristic flicking motion in some
way connected with the sedentary habit, for we find that

peculiarity in most of the lurking Decapods, while the more
primitive types have the antennules long and built more or

less on the pattern of the antenuie. The antennules possess a

row of very well developed hairs, and probably function

as smelling or more exactly as water-testing organs in these

types, whose home is no longer the open main, but a sheltered

nook of the sea floor, or the tidal shore, which may become too

foul, even for the not over sensitive fancy of a crab.

Galathea however does not spend by any means the whole
of its life waiting for prey ; it will leave its sheltered nook
anon and crawl about the neighbourhood, very likely snipping

off a piece of seaweed here and there to vary its diet. It

is worthy of notice that the direction of motion is often at an

angle to the median plane, a habit which has become fixed

ostensibly because in this way the well-armed claws, instead of

the delicate sense organs of the head, would obviously be the

parts to come into contact with the many obstacles of a region

of crevices. The spines on the legs may be incidentally useful

as comb-teeth, helping the animal as it walks among filamen-

tous seaweeds. This sideways motion tells us at once that

there must be a more intimate correlation, a more complete
harmonisation, of the movements of the various walking

limbs than is the case among lobsters where these all usually

act in more or less the same way at the same time. It is

worthy of notice too that through this specialisation the

animal is able to walk fairly easily in at least two directions

instead of merely forwards in the direct line. We may in a

preliminary way connect this increased correlation, this grow-
ing centralisation of control, with the shortening of the body
already referred for discussion below.
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In case of need, Galathea maj escape by having recourse

to the ancestral habit of swimming backwards by flapping the

abdomen or tail, which is therefore still fairly strong, though
hardly comparable to that of a lobster. Among the Galatheas

the development of the swimmerets, as the limbs of the

lobster's tail are called, is very variable, showing that they no

longer possess the functional importance that was theirs

in the swimming ancestor. The female retains the tail-

limbs more or less and they are utilised for the attachment of

developing ova, so that her tail or abdomen is to a large

extent modified from a swimming organ into a brood-protect-

ing cover. They are, of course, used in the same way by
lobsters.

Even lurking, swimming and walking do not complete

the list of the characteristic attitudes of Galathea. It is

often found under the larger stones near low-water mark, and
in such places it Avill often cling to the under surface of

a heavy boulder. In such a position we can notice its

legs spread out like the radii of a circle w^hose centre is the

bodj', a circumstance which brings out most strongly the

contrast between Galathea and the lobsters. In the latter, the

body is essentially a long axi>, consisting of a series of parts

one behind the other wdth considerable, yet by no means
perfect, co-ordination of action between the members of the

series. The imperfection of that co-ordination is very
noticeable in the nervous system, in which we find fairly

separate ganglia or nerve centres for each pair of limbs,

among some lobster-like forms.

In Galathea we still find a series of separate nerve
centres in the abdomen, but the nerves to the walking limbs,

the appendages of the breast region, all arise from a large

nerve centre which has obviouslv evolved throup^h fu-ion of a

series of separate ones. This fusion is the secret of the

co-ordination to which reference has been made, and it

has undoubtedly been further promoted by the shortening of

the body. This shortening is in its turn associated firstly with
the habit of lurking in holes, and secondly with the habit
of clinging to the under sides of stones, for the clinging

power is due to the limbs stretched all around as grapplers
thrown out from a central and therefore necessarily short

body.

My observations on the breathing arrangements of

Galathea are unfortunately too incomplete to be dealt with
at present ; but I have no doubt it will be found here, as among
many sand and mud crabs, that the notches and teeth on
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the shell or carapace and on the basal part o£ the claws are of

great importance as filters preventing large solid particles

from being swept on by the strong current of water which sets

into the gill cavity.

It has already been said that the ordinary crabs are

descendants of some form like Dromia and there are too many
differences of detail, notably the form and division of the

telson or last part of the abdomen, between Dromia and
Galathea^ for us to suppose the former is a descendant of

the latter. They are perhaps related in a degree analogous

to that of first cousins once or twice removed !

None the less the true crabs show us several of the

developments noticeable in Gralathea carried very much
farther. The shortening of the body is very conspicuous,

breadth even exceeding length in several members of the

group. The habit of walking sideways is decidedly prevalent

and there is an increased power of variation of the direction of

locomotion. Both these features are particularly well seen

in our edible crab, Cancer pay urns. This type has the back
much broader than it is long and the legs can be to a large

extent tucked under ; the crab's back in fact is produced on

either side into a blunt sort of chisel or crowbar-end, with

which the crab is able to force its way under stones and through

through masses of weed, &c., where more spreading limbs

woidd get hopelessly mixed. But this is only an aside ; the

point to which I should like to draw attention is that the

shortening of the body has helped to increase the centralisation

of nervous control still more than in Galathea, and this

structural evolution has made it possible for what I can best

name " mental evolution " to take a great stride. The crabs

are far ahead of the lobster tribe in the variations of action

and in the power of modifying instincts or habits as a result

of chance experience. Indeed some of their habits, liomanes
mentions an action of a sand crab to which I must refer, can
hardly be understood without supposing that the animal

had reached an even higher stage of mental development.

This particular individu;il was incommoded by a stone which
fell into his burrow, whereupon he not only cleared it out,

but also removed to a safe distance all stones which were
near enough to be in danger of playing him the same trick.

In many of the crabs, mating habits have also been developed

to a considerable extent, while among the lobsters courtship

has not got beyond the fighting stage, so that here again crabs

are on a higher level than lobsters. Another resemblance

between Galathea and many crabs, in addition to nervous
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centralisation, is seen in the form of the antennnles or first

feelers and their flicking motion, hut none of the true crabs

possess in any appreciable degree the habit of clinging to the

under sides of stones, and, besides, none retain Galathea's

power of swimming backwards by flapping the abdomen. I

should mention here the well-known fact that the swimming-

crab ( Guernesiais "Lady Crab ") has regained to some extent

the power of swimming, for which purpose, however, it uses

the flattened last pair of walking legs ; the abdomen had gone
too far on the downward road to regain its old activity.

A comparison between Galathea and the Crabs is of

interest for its own sake and for the glimpse it gives us of the

evolution of the latter, through a Dromia-like form, from a

lobster-type which must have shared a good many common
characters and habits with Galathea.

Perhaps it is not too S}ieculative to regard the broadening
of the body in all the types we are discussing as due in part

to the broadening of the gill cavity. A narrow gill cavity

would be in danger of getting blocked with sand and mud, as

the gills would almost com})letely All it. Research by Weldon
with the shore crab. Caretnus iMceiias^ has affVjrded in this

connection the first approach to a real experimental demon-
stration of natural selection. He noticed a continuous in-

crease of breadth of crabs' backs on a certain stretch of shore

in Plymouth Sound, w^hich w as receiving increasing quantities

of mud through deflections of a current by extension of the

breakwater. He therefore gathered numbers of crabs, placed

them in his tanks and, when they had recovered from the

change, made the water more and more muddy. The effect

always was that a number of crabs died, but amongst the dead
the narrow-backed ones always formed the great majority.

We must, however, return and emphasize the contrast

between the ordinary crabs and that common little descendant
of Galathea known as the Mud Crab or Porcelain Crab

—

PorceUana^ of which genus the species lAutyclieh^ is

common everywhere. It is true that Porcellana is in many
ways a much less highly evolved type than the crabs, but in

spite of his seeming close resemblance to them he seems to

avoid competition to some extent by a marked divergence of

habit. The ordinary crab lives on the floor of sea or shore,

often imder stones it is true, but still walking right side up.

Porcellana has specialised by developing the clinging habit of

(yalathea and almost entirely discarding the other attitudes of

that ancestral type. With the clinging habit w^e saw w^ere

associated, in Galathea, the short body and the arranging of
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the limbs as radii of a circle. These modifications have gone
much furtlier in Porcellana ; the body is shorter and round,

and actually the centre of the circle whose radii are the legs,

which are peculiarly effective grapjjlers, as you may see by
alloAving the animal to hang on to your hand. A further

consequence of tlie clinging habit is a very conspicuous flat-

tening, a feature noticeable in so many animals in almost any
group when they have taken to live on the under side of

stones. I need only mention here the flattened spiral of the

ormer, the flat-jointed shell cover of Chiton, the " Flat

Worms," almost reduced to a mere plane surfac^e, Poly nee and
other Annelids which are so much broader than their relatives

who swim or crawl through sand and mud.
The advantage of this flattening is obviously a great one,

it reduces the disloflgiiig power of a side blow or wash. In

PorceUana jAatyclLclea too, the mud-coloiu'ed hairs covering

the body no doubt mitigate the dangers of a wash from the

side by splitting and deadening the force of the sweep just as

it reaches the animal. These hairs, however, have other and
more important functions, the chief being to increase the

resemblance of the animal to its surroundings. Those with

more and more hair seem to have survived age after age
through avoiding some enemy or enemies which must hunt by
sight. Perhaps fish may be adjudged the guilty parties here,

though Octopus need not be innocent, while prawns and their

relatives have been seen in my tanks devouring the remains of

a PorceUana, which, however, they may not have killed.

Mr. Sinel has noticed an extreme effect of the clinging

habit. Not only do the body and limbs crowd into a very
small space as usual in such circumstances, but the crowding
is so great that the inner side of the great claw itself is con-

cave, elsewhere it is always convex, to allow it to fit exactly

against the antero-lateral part of the body.
When once warned, in fact, PorceUana is very hard to

detach from the stone to which it clings, and there is no doubt
that, both in this direction and in the direction of protection

from sight-hunters, adaptation has been carried to extremes.
PorceUana longicornis offers a marked contrast ; it has a

much longer and thinner great claw and the body is practically

free from hairs of any size, so that here we must have a con-

siderable contrast of habit between two species of one and the

same genus. It is noteworthy that Jonyicornis scuttles away
when disturbed, using his long great claws sometimes to push
his body along, while platycheles, as was explained, hangs
on with all his might.
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To revert to platycheles, it is important to notice that the

animal brings np the two pairs of legs next behind the great

claw very close up behind that limb. If now a Httle Indian ink

be added to the water just near the base of the great claw the

stain will be at once drawn in and will issue forth again

almost immediately at the si ies of the mouth. The inference

is that the stream of water used for breathing finds its way in

between the base of the great claw and the limbs behind.

This channel must not be too broad, whence the pressing

forward of limbs to reduce the free way. These limbs, too,

have a great many hairs which are almost feather-like under
the microscope and must act as a strainer to the breathing
current, as Grarstang has shown the spines of many crabs

to do.

Like other clinging forms, Porcellana sometimes, often in

fact, drops away from its stone, and its behaviour on such
0(!casions is characteristic. It will usually drop on its back
into a little water. If so, the fourth pair of legs, the third

pair that is behind the great claws, stretch out backwards and
endeavour to grip some firm support. They are often, how-
ever, unable to reach down to one, and then the animal will

flap its abdomen vigorously until the whole body SAvays up
and so allows these legs to stretch down far enough. Once
they grip, the animal pulls itself round again on them,
using the first part of the abdomen (the part just behind
the carapace) as a pivoting line. The flapping of the

abdomen is an imdoubted trace of the swimming habit of the

Galathea-like ancestor, and if Porcellana be dropped into a

faiily deep tank it will probablj flap the abdomen as it falls.

Still the swimming habit is almost gone and the abdomen is

very weak, though it retains the terminal fin-like expansion
which is so much better seen in Galathea and is still far

stronger in a lobster.

P. jjlutychelea resets itself much more adroitly than does
P. hngicoriiis^ limbs and abdomen working Avell together. It

seems possible to correlate this with the difl'erences in their

nervous systems. P. hugicoriiis is like Galathea in this

respect, but P. jjlattjclwles has the ganglia (nerve-centres) of

the tail region fused into one mass with those of the walking
legs.

One character Porcellana retains which it has inherited

from Galathea and the lobsters, and that i> its long feelers or

antennae (the second pair). Those of ordinary crabs are short,

these forms push their w^ay through mud and obstacles, but Por-
cellana needs feelers which will reach all around the body as it
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clings, and so convey impressions from any part of the

periphery. The feelers seem to be of the kind which are of

very little use out of water. The antennules or first pair of

feelers have the usual flicking function.

On the whole, therefore, we see an interesting specialisa-

tion to the Clinging Habit as we proceed from (xalathea to

Porcellana, and we have noticed by the way how primitive

these two types are compared with the ordinary crabs, and
wnerein lies the contrast between them and these latter.

More observation is needed, especially with regard to the

breathing process, and to the degree of mental development
attained by the different types, while as usual we have only

very inadequate information about food and enemies. With
more time it Avould have been possible to deal with the ordinary

crabs as well, but I must close with a notice of Garstang's

valuable researches on them, demonstrating the value (as

sieves) of spines and other minutia3 formerly regarded as use-

less, though fundamentally important for discrimination of

species. This type of research has the special attraction that

it is removing the last shreds of argument against the theory

of natural selection, and so, though restricted perhaps Avithin a

very small province, is none the less contributing to the general

progress of the science of natural history.
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THE INSECTS OF SARK
BY MR. W. A. LUFF, F.E.S.

The appearance of the Island of Sark from a distance, sur-

rounded as it is on all sides with high and rugged cliffs, with

very few sandj bays, leads us to expect a barren country ;

but on landing and penetrating into the interior we are

agreeably surprised to find, in place of a bleak and bare

tableland, that it is covered with fields and gardens, diver-

sified with trees and hedges and broken into beautiful valleys.

In some spots it is difficult to believe that one is on a small

islet only about three miles in length and one and a half miles

in width.

Professor Ansted, in his work on the Channel Islands,

pu])lished in I860, says "there are no streams in the island ;"

he surely must have overlooked the very respectable stream
(for so small an island), running through the beautiful wooded
valley of Dixcart. There are also two or three smaller

streams which form the habitat of several of the scarcer

inspects. Sark has no large sandy commons such as exist in

the other islands of the Sarnian group, therefore insects

which are usually found in such districts are scarce or alto-

gether absent.

The following list does not compare favourably with that

of Alderney, but I am convinced that if such an energetic

collector as Mr. E. D. Marquand were to reside in Sark and
work all through the year as he did in Alderney, it would be
nearly doubled. Most of the insects named in this list Avere

collected by me at various times during the summer months
only, the last occasion being from July 9th to 14th of this

year. Butterflies are very abundant, there being about the

same number of species as in Guernsey. It is a very inte-

resting fact that Argj/nnis aglaia (the Dark Green Fritillary)

which is so abundant in Sark is entirely absent from Guernsey,
and the evidence of its existence in Jerse}' and Alderney
rests on the capture of single specimens in each case. Two
specimens of the largest of the British Fritillaries, Arc/ynnis

pajjliia, were taken by the late Mrs. Boley thirty-six years

F
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ago. This species has never been known to occur in Guern-
sey or Jersey. Tlie Small Heath Butterfly {Ccenonympha
pamphili(s) is very abundant all over the island, yet one

specimen only has been taken in Guernsey. Vanessa lo (the

Peacock Butterfly), Gonopteryx rliamni (the Brimstone) and
Avgynnis lathonia (the Queen of Spain Fritillary) are all

much commoner than in any of the other islands.

Of the rarer moths the beautiful Guernsey Tiger, Calli-

morpha, hera, is abundant and the yellow variety lutesceiis is

not rare. On July 11th of this year I captured a fine

specimen of the Hornet Clearwing (Sesia apiformis) near

Port du Moulin. It bears a striking resemblance to the

hornet in size, colour and shape. It is new to the Channel
Islands. In September, 1874, the Rev. G. H. Engleheart
took specimens of Xaiithia flavoyo and Heliothis armiger, two
moths which are not on the Guernsey list.

The Hemiptera or field bugs include the non-British

species Lyyoeus punctaio-guttatus and Brachypelta aterrima.

The rare British Coccid, Ripersia Tomlinii^ has been found
abundantly in ants' nests near the silver mines in Little Sark.

Among the Trichoptera or Caddis Flies, Philopotamns

insularis, a species which hitherto had only been known to

occur in Guernsey, has been discovered at a small rapid stream
near the Port du Moulin. Limnojjhila mttatns, Halesus

digltatus^ Hyacophila dorsalis and R. mimda, all additions to

the Channel Islands list, were taken by Mr. F. V. Theobald,
B.A., F.E.S., during 1890 and recorded by the late Mr. R.
McLachlan, F.R.S., in the Entomologists^ Monthly Magazine
for 1892. Ryacophila miuida was a most interesting capture.

In England it seems to occur only in the Dartmoor and
Exmoor districts, and its known distribution on the Continent
is confined to the Department de ITndre, where it has been
found commonly by M. Rene Martin, of Le Blanc. One
species of Dragon Fly only has been met with, viz. : yEschna
mixta.

The Coleoptera or Beetles are no doubt numerous, but
they have not been so much collected as some of the other

orders. The most interesting species is Cetonia aurata or

Rose Chaffer. These large and beautiful beetles are exceed-
ingly abundant, looking like living jewels as they sparkle in

the sun with their heads buried in the blossom of the black-

berry or the flower-heads of various plants. It has been taken
once or twice in Herm but never in Guernsey or Alderney.
The non-British Black Chaffer, Cetonia moino, has also been
taken.
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The Aculeate-Hymenoptera (Bees, Wasps, &c.) include

four interesting species, Nysson mterrwptas^ SaJins ohtusiven-

tris, Andrena. hiimilis and Nomada ferruginata, all rare or

local in England, and none of wliich have been taken in any
of the other islands. The most interesting of the Ichneii-

monidce are Ichneumon ridihundns^ variety annulatus^ a well-

marked variety which has not yet been taken in Britain

although several specimens of the usual type have occurred,

and Acroricnns niacrobatus, a local species found only in the

extreme South of England. The following species, mentioned
in the list, have not been recorded for Guernsey.

Lepidoptera. Coleoptera.

Argynnis aglaia. Cetonia aurata.

A. paphia. Pterostichns striola.

Sesia apiformis.
^ ,1 . n Hymenoptera.
Xanthia navago.

HeliotMs armiger. ^^^i^^s obtusiventris.

AcidaHa subsericiata. Nysson interruptus.

Andrena humilis.
Hemiptera. Nomada ferruginata.

Plagiognathus viridulus. Ichneumon ridibundus.

Idiocerns popiili. var. annulatns.

Eupteryx atropunctatus. Acroricnus macrobatus.

AUantus vespa.

Diptera.

Neuroptera.

Limnophila vittatns.

Halesus digitatus. Pachygaster atra.

Rhyacophila dorsalis.

R. munda.

In conclusion I have great pleasure in acknowledging
the kind assistance rendered in the determination of species

by the Kev. E. N. Bloomfield, M.A., F.E.S., Mr. Edward
Saunders, F.R.S., &c., Mr. Claude Morley, F.E.S., and Mr.
E. A. Butler, B.Sc, F.E.S.

LEPIDOPTERA.

RHOPALOCERA (Butterflies).

PIERIDiE.

PiePiS bPassiese, L. Abundant.

P. Papse, L. Common.
P. napi, L. Fairly common.

Colias edusa, F. In some seasons abundant, in others very scarce.

C. hyale, L. Not common usually, but in 1868 I found it in great abun-
dance.
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Gonopteryx rhamni, L. Commoner than in Guernsey, especially in the
autumn.

NYMPHALID^.
Argynnis paphia, L. Two specimens taken by the late Mrs. Boley in

1870.

A. agiaia, L. Common on the cliffs in June and July. I have found bat-
tered specimens as late as the end of August.

A. lathonia, L. Much commoner than in Gruerusey or Jersey. It is double
brooded, as I have taken specimens in June and October.

Melitsea einxia, L. Abundant, especially on the cliffs of the west coast.

Grapta e-album, L. One specimen taken by the late JNIrs. Boley about
twenty years ago.

Vanessa UPtiese, L. Very common.

V. polyehlOPOS, L. Not common.

V. io, L. Common.

V. atalanta, L. Common.

V. eardui, L. Abundant in some seasons, scarce in others.

SATYRID^.

Papapge segepia, l. Common.

p. megsePa, L. Abundant.

SatyPUS semele, L. Very abundant. The late Edward Newman in his
" British Butterflies " says : "I never saw it settling on flowers or bask-
ing in sunshine ; Mr. Doubleday, however, says he saw scores on the
wing together in the island of Sark, on the side of a rock on which the
sun shone early in the morning. '

'

Epinephele tithonus, L. Swarming on the blackberry blossoms in July.

E. janipa, X. Abundant.

Csenonympha pamphilus, L. Abundant.

LYC^NID^.

Theela PUbi, L. Common in May and June.

PolyommatUS phlseas, L. Abundant.

Lampides boetiea, L. Specimens were taken by Mr. Baker in 1899.

Lyesena apgiolus, L. Not uncommon.

L. segon, ScMff. Common.

L. ieaPUS, Rott. Abundant.

L. astPaPChe, Bagstr. Common on the cliffs.

HETEROCERA (Moths).

SPHINGES.
SPHINGID^.

AehePOntia atPOpOS, L. Not uncommon in some seasons.

Sphinx eonvolVUli, L. Usually common.

S. ligUStPi, L. A single larva was sent me from Sark a few years ago.

MaCPOglOSSa StellataPUm, X. Abundant.

SESIID^.

Sesia apifOPmis, Cl. Took one fine specimen near Port du Moulin resting

on the trunk of a poplar tree. It is new to the Channel Islands.

S. mUSeifOPme, View. The larvse feed in the stocks of Armeria maritima.

S. tipulifOPme, Cl. Not uncommon.
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BOMBYCES.
NOLID^.

Nola eonfusalis, S.S. Several specimens taken by Mr. A. J. Hodges in

June, 1890^ on trunks of ash trees.

LITHOSIID^.

Calligenia miniata, Forst. Two specimens beaten from a hedge. July.

Lithosia lurideola, Zk. Common.
Gnophpia rubrieoUis, i. The larv£e abundant in 1868. Took one speci-

men of the perfect insect in July of this year.

EUCHELIID^.

Euehelia jaeobsese, Z'. Abundant.

CallimOPpha hera, L. Very common, especially near the coast, where
they are fond of settling on the sides of the clilfs. The yellow variety,

Lutescens, is much commoner than in Guernsey.

CHELONHD^.
APCtia eaja, L. Not common.

A. villiea, L. Common. INIr. Cecil Hurst captured two specimens on the

island of Brechou in 1902.

A. fuliginosa, x. One.

A. lubPieipeda, jEsj). Common.

LIPARID^.

LipaPis aupiflua, Es}). Larvse taken on hawthorn.

BOMBYCID^.
BombyX quepeus, L. Common.
B. tPifolii, Esj). Larvae common.

SatUPnia eappini, Schijf. Larvae found feeding commonly on bramble
near the Coupee.

DREPANID^.
Cilix glaueata, Sco^). Not uncommon.

NOTODONTID^.

PhalePa bueephala, L. Larvae found occasionally ; not common.

NOCTURE.
BRYOPHILID^.

Bpyophila pePla, Fb. Common.

B. mUPaliS, Forst. Not common.

BOMBYCOID^.

Acponyeta pumieis, l. Common.

LEUCANIID^.

Leueania lithapgypia, Esp. Abundant.

APAMEID^.
Axylia putpis, L. Two.

Xylophasia lithoxylea, F. Common.
X. polyodon, X. Abundant.

Mamestpa bpassiese, L. Common.
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Apamea didyma, Esp. Common.

Miana StPigrilis, CUrck. Common.

NOCTUID^,

AgPOtis puta, Hb. Abundant at sugar.

A. SUffUSa, Hb. Common.
A. saueia, Hb. Not uncommon at sugar.

A. segretum, ScMff. Common.
A. lunigepa, Stph. Several taken at sugar by the Rev. G-. H. Engleheart

during August, 1874.

A. eOPtieea, H B. One taken in 1874.

Noetua pleeta, L. Common.
N. C.-nigPUm, L. Several at sugar.

N. xanthogPapha, F. Abundant.

Tpyphsena OPbona, Hufn. Common.
T. pponuba, L. Common.
Mania maUPa, L. Three specimens taken.

Xanthia flavagO, F. One specimen taken by the Rev. O. H. Engleheart.
September, 1874.

HADENID^.

Dianthaeeia nana, Rott. The late Mr. Henry Doubleday informed me
that he captured specimens in Sark nearly 60 years ago.

Euplexia lueipapa, L. One.

PhlogOphOPa metieulosa, L. Common.
Tsenioeampa Stabilis, view. Mr. A. J. Hodges took specimens in good

condition, June, 1890.

Polia flavieineta, F. Not uncommon.

TpigonophOPa flammea, Esp. Several specimens taken by the Rev. Gr. H.
Engleheart in the autumn of 1874.

Hadena olepaeea, l. Abundant.

H. pisi, L. Two, near Coupee.

PLUSIID^.

Plusia ehpysitiS, X. Not common.

p. gamma, L. Abundant.

Heliothis apmigepa, Hb. One taken by the Rev. Gr. H. Engleheart,
September, 1874.

XYLINID^:.

Cueullia umbpatiea, L. One, 1874.

HYPENIDJE.

Hypena ppoboscidalis, L. Common.

GEOMETERS.
EUNOMID^.

Rumia luteolata, L. Common.

Cpoeallis elinguapia, L. One.

BOARIID^.

Boapmea phomboidapia, h.b. Several.
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GnophOS Obseuraria, H.B. One, August 8th, 1872. One, August 7th,
1889.

Hemethea stpig*ata, Mfai. Common.

ACIDALIID^.

Aeidalia rustieata, F. Not uncommon.
A. viPg-ulaPia, H.B. Two specimens, July 10th, 1872.

A. SUbsePieeata, Haw. One, June, 1870.

A. ppomutata, Gn. Not uncommon.

FIDONIID^.

Aspilates oehPeaPia, Rossi. Very common.

ZERINIIDiE.

AbPaxas g"POSSUlaPiata, X. Very abundant.

Lomaspilis mapg-inata, L. Common.

LARENTIID^.

Eupitheeia oblongata, Thnb. Larvae common on ragwort.

E. VUlgata, Hic. Common.
E. absynthiata, Cl. Larvge common on ragwort in the autumn.

E. exiguata, Hb. One.

Melanthia oeellata, l. One.

M. fluetuata, L. Common.
COPemia fePPUgata, Chrck. Two, July, 1906.

Camptogpamma bilineata, L. Abundant.

CidaPla pPUnata, L. Common.
C. dotata, L. Not uncommon.

EUBOLIID^..

Eubolia limitata, Scoj). Several.

E. pePibolata. Common amongst furze bushes on the cliffs. Non-British,
but occurs also in Guernsey and Alderney.

PYRALIDES.
PYRALIDID^.

Cledobia angUStaliS, Schiff. Common.
Aglossa pinguinalis, L. Took several in a stable.

Pypalis fapinalis, L. One.

Hepbula eespitalis, ScUff. One.

SeopaPia lineola, Curt. Baker's Valley.

Nomophila noetuella, <S'cA^/. Several on the clifes. August.

Endotpieha flammealis, ScUff. Common.

BOTYD^.

Eupphypapa uptieata, i. Common.
Seopula ppunalis, ScUff. Common.
Botys vePtiealis, W.V. Abundant.

B. fusealis, SrMff. Two.

Pionea fOPfiealis, L. Common.
Stenia punetalis, ScUff. One.
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pterophori.
pterophoijida:.

Mimseseoptilus phseodaetyla, R.B. Common.
Aeiptilia pentadaetylus, L. Common.

ALUCITID^.

Alueita polydaetyla, h.b. One.

CRAMBI.
CRAMBIDiE.

Cpambus hOPtuellus, Hh. Not uncommon.

PHYCID^.

Homeosoma sinuella, Fh.

TORTRICES.
TORTRTCID^.

TOPtPix POSana, L. Common.
T. xylosteana, l. One.

Tepis contaminana, Hh. One.

Dietyoptepyx bepgmanniana, L.

PENTHINID^.

Penthina eynosbana, h.b. Common.

SPILONOTID^.

POPdia tPipunetana, W. v. Common in hedges.

SERICORID^.

Aspis udmanniana, L. Common.

GRAPHOLITHID^.

Gpapolitha nsevana, H.B. One.

Semasia WCebePana, W. V. Several, July, 1906.

Cappoeapsa pomonella, l. Common.

TINEiE.

PSYCHID^:.

Fumea intePmediella, Brd. Cases not uncommon near Port du Moulin.

Luffla lapidella, Tutt. Cases common on walls and rocks.

TINEID^.

Tinea pellionella, L. Common in houses.

HYPONOMEUTID.E.

Hyponomeuta padellus, L. Not uncommon.

PLUTELLIDiE.

Plutella epueifepapum, Zeii. Common.

GELECHIIDJL.

Phibaloeepa quepeana, F. Common.

DepPeSSaPia eOStOSa, Haiv. Common.

D. umbellana, Steph. One.

D. hePaeleana, De Geer. Common.
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Dasyeera sulphupella, F. Two, July, 1906.

Aeeophora pseudo-sppetella, Hn. Common.
EdPOSis fenestPella, Scop. Common.

GLYPHIPTERYGID.^.

Glyphipteryx thpasonella, Scop. One, Julj, 1906.

ELACHISTID^.

Elaehista eygnipennella, Hb. Common on the cliffs.

HEMIPTERA-HETEROPTERA.

Odontoseelis fuliginosa, Linn. Several immature specimens.

Pentatoma baeearum, Lin)i. Common.
Piezodopus litupatus, Fab.

Stpaehia olepaeea, L. One, July, 1906.

Bpaehypelta ateppima, Foerst.

Sypomastes mapginatus, Linn. On the clifEs.

Stenoeephalus agilis, Scop. One.

Lygseus punetatO-guttatUS, Fab. One colony on the Hog's Back.

lehnophynehus geminatus, Fieb. Common.
Dieuehes luseus, Fab. One, July, 1906.

HetePOgasteP UPtiese, Fccb. Common.
Aphanus quadpatus, Fab.

Monanthia eapdui, L. Common.
HydPOmetPa StagnOPUm, L. Several in small stream near Port du JMoulin

.

Nabis lativentpis, Boh.

Plinthisus bpevipennis, Lcctr.

AnthoeOPiS sylvestPis, Liwt. Common.
Tpiphleps minutUS, Linn. Common.
MiPlS IsevigatUS, Linn. Several.

CaloeOPiS bipunetatUS, Fab. Common.

Hetepotoma mepioptepa, Scop. One.

Plagiognathus vipidulus, FcUi. Two.

OPthoeephalUS saltatOP, Hakn. Abundant.

HEMIPTERA-HOMOPTERA.
CICADA.

Cixius pilosus, Ol. Two.

PhilsenUS SpumaPiUS, Linn. Very abundant.

P. lineatUS, Linn. Common.

Aphpophopa alni, Fail.

Euaeanthus intePPUptUS, Linn. Several.

Deltoeephalus pulieapis, Fall. Common.
Aeoeephalus nepvosus, Sciir. One.

Thamnotettix dilutiop, LCbm. One.

IdioeePUS populi, Linn. Two.

ChlOPita flaveseens, Fab. Common
EuptePyx atPOpunetata, Goeze. Several.
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COCCID^.

Ripersia Tomlinii, Newstcad. Common in ants' nests under stones near
the old silver mines in Little Sark.

NEUROPTERA.

PSEUDO-NEUROPTERA.
PSOCID^.

Clothilla pulsatoria, Hag. Common.

Psoeus variegatus, Fab. One.

Cseeilius flavidus, Stepk. Common.

EPHEMERID^:.

Ephemera lineata, Eaton. One female taken by Mr. F. V. Theobald,
B.A., F.E.S.

Cloeon dipterum, L. Several specimens in stream near Port du Moulin.

ODONATA (Dpagon-flies).

.^sehna mixta, Latr. One.

NEUROPTERA-PLANIPENNIA.

CHRYSOPID^.

Chpysopa flava. Scop. Taken from an ash in Dixcart Valley by Mr. R.
McLachlan, F.R.S., September, 1891.

TRICHOPTERA.

MiCPOptePna sequax, McL. Not uncommon in the gigantic masses of

Lastrcea Jilix-mas in Dixcart Valley in August and September.

Limnophilus Vittatus, F. Taken by Mr. F. V. Theobald, B.A., F.E.S.

,

1890.

HalesUS digitatUS, Schrk. One taken by Mr Theobald, 1890.

DipleetPOna felix, McLach. Two specimens taken July, 1906, in Dixcart
Valley.

Philopotamus insulapis, McLach. Not uncommon at a small rapid stream
near Port du Moulin.

Rhyaeophila dorsalis, Curt. Two taken by Mr. Theobald in 1890.

R. munda, McLach. One taken bp Mr. Theobald in 1890.

Tinodes assimiliS, McLach. " At a small dribble forming the mouth of

the stream at Dixcart Bay." R. McLachlan in 1891. I took it also at a
small stream on the west coast in July, 1906.

ORTHOPTERA.
EUPLEXOPTERA.

Forfieula aurieularia, L. Very common.

CUSORIA.

EetObia livida, Fab. In Little Sark.

SALTATORIA.

Phasganura viridissima, L. One.

StenobOthPUS bieolOP, Charp. Abundant.
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COLEOPTERA.
GEODEPHAGA.

Cieindela eampestris, L. Common.
Notiophilus biguttatUS, F. Not uncommon.
Leistus fulvibarbis, Dej. One.

Panagaeus quadpipustulatus, St. One.

HaPpalUS tardus, Panz, Several.

H. anxius, Buft. One.

PtePOStietUS madidus, F. Several.

p. StPiola, F. Two on August Tth, 1889.

P. nigpita, F. One.

AmaPa apPieaPia, Sturm. Not rare.

A. familiapis, Ifuft. Common.
A. tPivialis, Gyll. One.

Calathus melanoeephalus, L. Common.
Anehomenus dopsalis, Mfai. Several.

Bembidium lampPOS, Herbst. Common.
Tpeehus minutUS, F. Common.
Cymindis axillaPis, F. One under a stone on west clifEs.

DemetPius atPieapilluS, L. Not uncommon.

MetabletUS foveola, Gyll. Several.

CLAVICORNIA.

Sphsepidium seapabseoides, i. Common.

CePCyon flavipes. Several.

STAPHYLINID^.

AleoehaPa gPisea, Kr. Several under decaying seaweed. Dixcart Bay.

Homolata tPinotata, Kr. Frequent.

Taehypopus ehpysomelinus, L. Common.
T. hypnOPUm, F. Common.
Taehinus PUfipes, X. Common.
Quedius fuliginoSUS, Grav. Under stones.

CPeophiluS maxillOSUS, L. Common.

Oeypus olens, Miui. One.

0. euppeus, Rossi. Two in Little Sark.

Philonthus laminatUS, CreiUz Several.

p. politUS, /'. One.

p. vapius, Gyll Two.

Xantholinus punetulatUS, Fayk. Frequent.

Seopseus SUleieolliS, Ste2yh. Two.

PsedePUS littOPalis, Grew. Common.

Stenus ppovidus, Fr. One.

PhilOPhinum SOPdidum, Stepk. Common.

SILPHINA.

Silpha tpistpis, III. One.

S. sinuata, F. Common.
Histep eadavepinus, Hoff. Common.
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Coeeinella 11 punctata, L. Common.
C. 7 punctata, L. Abundant.

Halyzia 22 punctata, L. Common.
Platynaspis luteorubra. Several.

Rhizobius litura, F. Common.
CryptophagUS lycoperdi, Herbst. Common.
Dermestes mupinus, L. Common.
Aphodius fimetarius, L. Common.
A. punctatO-SUlcatUS, SUmn. Common.
Geotrupes SpinigeP, Marsh. Two.

G. pyrenseus, Charj). Several. One taken by Mr. Cecil Hurst on the island
of Brechou.

RhizOtrOgUS SOlstitialiS, i. Common.
Melolontha vulgaris, F. One.

Cetonia aurata, L- Abundant. Not found in Guernsey or Alderney.
Several specimens takeu on Brechou by Mr. Cecil Hurst in 1902.

C. morio. Two specimens of this non- British species taken.

Lacon murinus, L. Common.
Adrastas limbatus, F. One.

Agriotes lineatUS, L. Not uncommon.
PsilothriX nobile, lU. On the cliffs. Common.
Anobium domestieum, Four. Common.

PHYTOPHAGA.
Cpyptoeephalus Vlttatus, F. This non-British species not uncommon on

. the cliffs.

Timarcha violaceonigra, ife G. Common.

Chrysomela Banksil, F. Two.

LongitarSUS jacobsese, Wat. Common on ragwort.

HETEROMERA.
Cteniopus SUlphUPeus, L. Common.
CEdemera lurida, Marsh. Several.

RHYNCHOPHORA.
Apion UliciS, Forst. Common.
A. miniatum, Germ. One.

A. Onopordi, Kirhy. Common.
OtiOPPhynchuS piclpes, F. Not uncommon.
0. PUgifPOns, Gyll. One.

Philopedon geminatus, f. Three.

Sitones lineatus, L. One.

Hypena nigpipostpe, f. One.

OPChestes alni, X. Common.
Ceuthopphynehus assimilis, Fayh. Common.
C. tPOglodyteS, F. Common.

HYMENOPTERA.
HETEROGYNA.

FORMICID^.

FOPmica fusca, Latr. Common.

TetPamOPium esespitum, X. Not uncommon on the cliffs.
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Myrmiea PUbPa, L. Race Scabrimdis, Njl. Common.

FOSSORES.
POMPILID^.

SaliUS ObtuSiventPiS, SchVodte. One, August 20th, 1902.

SPEGID.^.

Ammophila sabulOSa, Linn. Common.
Nysson interpuptus, Fab. One, July 10th, near Port du Moulin.

CePeePis OPnata, Schceff. Two, July 13th.

CpabPO ePibPaPius, X. Common.

C. albilabPiS, Fab. One, July 9th.

DIPLOPTERA.
VESPID^.

Vespa sylvestPiS, Scop. Several.

V. VUlgaPiS, Linn. Abmidant.

E'JMENID^.

Odynepus pietus, Curt. One.

ANTHOPHILA.
ANDRENID^.

HalietUS leueozoniUS, Schr. Near Dixcart Bay.

H. Smeathmanellus, K%rb. Several at the Coupee.

H. eylindPieus, Fab. Common.
H. mOPiO, Klrb. Not uncommon.

Andpena fulviePUS, Eirb. Common.
A. humilis, Imh. One, Dixcart Valley, July 12th, 1906.

A. Afzeliella, Kirb. One. Little Sark.

A. Wilkella, Kirb. Coupee.

Panupgus UPSinUS, Gmel. One.

Nomada feppuginata, Kirb. One.

APID^.

Megaehile mapitima, Kirb. Not imcommon.

Anthidium manieatum, L. Two.

Psithypus eampestpis, Pz.

Bombus Smithianus, White.

B. hOPtOPUm, L. One. July.

B. lapidaPius, L. Common.

B. tePPestPis, L. Common.
Apis mellifiea, L. Abundant.

CHRYSIDID^.

Chpysis ignita, Linn. Common.

C. Vipidula, L. Not uncommon.

ICHNEUMaNIDiE.

BaPiehneumon Pidibundus, Grav. Var. annulatus, Berth. One. This
variety has not yet been taken in Britain.
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Ichneumon eonfusorius, Grar. Common.
AcPOricnus maerobatus, Grav. One. In England only found in the

extreme south.

Paniseus testaeeus, Gmv. One.

Limneria (Ormorga) mutabilis, Hoimgr.

Campoplex sp. ?

Idiolispa analiS, Grav. Two.

TENTHREDIN-E.
TENTHREDINA.

Allantus vespa. One.

Errioeampa limaeina, Retz. In the Seigneurie Gardens.

Blennoeampa fuliginosa, Seine One.

Athalia posse, L. Common.
Nematus ribesii, Sco23. Common.
N. bellus, Lad. Larvae on Salix caprea.

DIPTERA.
PULICID^.

Pulex ipritans, L. Common.
p. eanis, Duges. Abundant

BIBIONID^.

BibiO maPCi, X. Common.

TIPULID^.

Tipula latepalis, Mg. Two.

T. gigantea, Schrk. Common.
T. olepaeea, L. Abundant.

CHIRONOMID^.

ChiPOnomuS plumosus, L. Common.

STRATIOMYN^.

Sapgus euppapius, L. One.

ChlOPOmyia fOPmosa, Scop. Not uncommon.

Bepis vallata.

B. MOPPisii, Bale. One.

Paehygastep atep, Fab. One.

LEPTID^.

Chpysopilus aupatus, F. Several.

ASILID^.

Leptogastep eylindpiea, Deg. One.

Asilus ePabPOnifOPmis, X. Not uncommon.

Dysmaehus tPigOnus, Mg. Common.

EMPID^.

Empis tessellata, F.

SYRPHID^.

Chpysogastep metallina, F. Several.

Melanostoma sealare, f. Common.
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Platyehipus manieatus, Mg.

Syrphus eOPOUse, F. Common.

S. ribesii, L. Two.

Catabomba pyrastpi, L. Common.
Sphsepophoria sepipta, f. Common.
Volueella bombylans, L. Both varieties common on west cliffs.

Epastalis tenax, L. Common.
E. aPbUStOPUm, L. Abundant.

E. pePtinaX, Scop. Two.

Sypitta pipiens, Z. Common.

Eumepus sabulosum. One.

Chpysotoxum festivum, l.

SARCOPHAGID^.

Sapeophaga eapnapia, L. Common.

MUSCID^.

Lueilia CsesaP, L. Common.

L. sepieata, 2fg. Not common.

Calliphopa epythpoeephala, Mg. Common.

C. VOmitOPia, L. Abundant.

Musea domestiea, l. Abundant.

M. eOPVina, F. Xot uncommon.

Stomoxys ealeitpans, L. Common.

AXTHOMYID^.

Polietes laPdaPia, F. Common.

Hyetodesia seutellapis, Fin.

H. ineana, w. One.

Hylemyia stpigosa, F.

CORDYLURID^.

Seatophaga stepeopapia, L. Common.

TRYPETID^.

UPOphOPa SOlStitialiS, L. Common. Larvae in heads of Black Knapweed.

PIOPHILID^.

Piophila easei, X. Common.



GUERNSEY WEATHER LORE.

BY MR. J. S. HOCAllT.

Now that the advance of education is driving away our

folklore, and that the English language is taking the plac(i

of the Guernsey patois^ and thrusting out of sight the

quaint old weather proverbs which still linger in our

country parishes, it is time to collect the few that are still

to be heard, and save them before it is too late.

A great many of the Guernsey weather sayings appear

to be connected with fishermen and their occupation. No
doubt in ancient times the fish industry was an important

item to the inhabitants, and in following their dangerous
vocation, men had constantly to be among the rocks and
currents which surround our coast. In those days the

aneroid barometer and other sensitive instruments were not

in use, but observations on nature supplied them to a great

extent with the means of forecasting the weather. Birds,

beasts, insects and i)lants furnished them with signs and
tokens, and by constantly studying the aspect of the sky
and the clouds at different seasons, they were able to follow

their occupation with a certain amoimt of confidence.

The changing of the wind naturally caused them much
anxiety, and various means were used in order to ascertain

if possible the direction from which it was likely to blow
on the following day. When the sky was clear in the

evening, the position of the Milky Way, known as le clCmin

St. Jacque^ was considered to indicate the direction of the

wind next day. The sound of the sea in different places,

and the form and position of clouds, also pointed to changes
of wind. Various devices, which to us now seem strange,

were likewise employed to ascertain the coming changes
of the weather, and the old people placed full reliance

upon them.

In this Avay they used the skull of a whiting, ling or

cod, after it had been boiled, and all the flesh removed.
A piece of silk was tied to the bar which is underneath,

in such a way that the skull should balance correctly, and
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then it was hung crown downwards, from a nail in the

rafter, in the most sheltered part of the kitchen, often over

the jonqnerc. It was said that the nose would turn so as

to point in the direction the wind was coming from, some
12 to 24 hours before the change took place. They also

used in exactly the same way a kind of small lobster

which they called la grosse Ecreviche^ when they were
fortunate in catching one (this I consider must have been
the Scyllaras arctns). It was dried, and an eyelet stuck

in the back, so as to balance properly, and then it was
hung up, and would turn its head, exactly in the same
way as the fish's skull.

There was a saying which signified that wind and rain

often accompany each other : La pWe et Vvent sont pres

parents (rain and wind are near relations). It will be
noticed that in this, as well as in many other sayings I

shall have occasion to quote, the two parts of the sentence

form a rhyme, and thus are more easily remembered.
The skin of a Dogfish properly dried (care being taken

that no rain fell on it during the drying) was nailed behind
the south door, which was known as " riius du grand hn^''

and when damp weather was approaching, the skin would
became soft about two days before, but if it remained firm

and stiff", then dry weather was indicated. The same changes
were foretold also by bottles with the rim of the neck cut

off, and filled with water. These were hung bottom upwards,
and before fine weather the water would rise in the bottle,

but drops would fall if rain was at hand.
There used to be a great many quaint proverbs and

local savings which were the result of close observation,

and which must have been acciTrate enough as a rule, or

they woidd certainly not have been handed down from the

olden time, and still remembered, as they are in many parts

of (iuernsey, though I am speaking principally of the

Vale parish. Qiiand Ps^afonrs sont Nord et Slid, tii peiix

mettre tes apHet.s et t^nir d\s/i : mais s^i sont Est et Vouest,

met les s^tn renr, mais tien-te pret. This means that when
streaks of white cloud lie north and south across the sky,

you may safely put out your fishing-gear, it will be fine

weather : but if they lie east and west, you may do so

if you like, but be on the look out (for squalls). Another
old saying much to the same effect was : Q/iand Tciel est

chergi an Nord et cla'ir au Sud, met ten corset et tien-te

dthu: mais qnand Tciel est chergi a:ii Slid et cla'ir an Nord,
hdle ten corset et Vendors—which may be literally rendered :

G
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When tlie sky is loaded (witli clouds) in the north, and
clear in the south, put on your jacket, and stand u]) (on

the watch) : but when the sky is loaded in the south and

clear in the north, take off your jacket, and go to slec]).

When portions of a rainbow are seen on the horizon

in winter, they are called drs ieils de hoc t/f and are considered

certain signs of a])proaching stormy weather. The flight of

a heron over the land in daytime also indicates a coming
storm : Qua/id tv re un keron^ dh an panre (piil apic. s<i

maison (Avhen you see a heron, tell the poor man to pro])

up his house). In winter time when the sky is overcast

with heavy clouds, the sim's rays sometimes penetrate and
throw streaks of \m\\t downwards ; this foretells liio-li wind
coming from the op])Osite direction : Via d's\rp1ats an soJeil

(there are props to the sun).

^Vlany proverbs allude to change of wind. Thus, when
the Casquets Lighthouse, which is fifteen miles away, appears

high and unusually near, it is said: Cas(p(,cts dans Tn^ cKest

saigne de voit d\iid (Casquets at your door, that's a sign

of southerly wind). When a strong northerly gale dies down
towards evening, they say : Vent d^Nord perdn se rtrouve

an Snd (north wind lost finds itself again in the south).

And again if a high wind from the north-east lulls in the

evening it will recommence blowing the following day : Lc
vent d\imont jionr dnra'i^prend la, niet pour se rj)osa'i (northerly

wind, in order to last, takes the night to rest).

Foul weather is sometimes foretold by the strange

behaviour of birds. When crows fly wildly, making a great

noise, and pecking at each other, it is a sign of coming-

wind and rain : Via, les cahonettes cpd s^entre-pinchent (the

crows are pinching each other). When the black swallows,

or Swifts, fly very low, or close to the ground, it is always
a sign of bleak wind or cold rain coming : and it is said

Via les piconais: fnavon pas hel (there are the pick-axes: we
shall not have it fine). The remarkable resemblance of these

birds when on the wing to an ordinary pick-axe accounts
for this singular name.

When the more distant islands, like Jersey, Alderney
and Sark, and also the coast of France, assume a sombre
and black appearance, it signifies the approach of wet weather:
Via les terres neres. A bright bar of clear sky on the

horizon shows that a fog is likely in that direction. Seagulls

flying about over the land point to the coming of a strong

bleak wind, and the saying is : Les maux nsont pas Vs

amis des terriens (seagulls are not the friends of landsmen).
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The slieep on Lancresse Common used to be more
numerous than tliej are now, and it was observed that they
always sought shelter from a coming storm many hours before

a change in the weather took place. When the sun, after

being hidden by clouds in the afternoon, appears clear just

before dropping below the horizon, it means fine weather
next day. But if it has been a clear sky, and the sun

sets in a bank of cloud, there will be a change on the morrow.
A strong breeze is indicated by a bank of cloud high above
the horizon at sunrise, and this is expressed in the proverb :

f{aut jenr. basse raile (high dawn, low^ sail). The rough
white clouds seen rising above the horizon before a thun-

derstorm are called Ics tetes (T EvhyiLes (bishop's heads) and
when the sea is very calm and still, with hardly a ripple

to break its smoothness, people say : La mouque beuvrai

su Tlaue (a fly might drink on the water).

It is very difficult to uproot popular beliefs, and there

are still a great many people who firmly believe that the

moon has a considerable influence on the weather. After
making observations they are quite ready to predict certain

changes, and if these happen to take place about that

time, they say they knew it would be so, but if nothing
happens we hear no more about it. This kind of prophesying
however is not confined to the weather. It is said of a

halo round the moon : Clierne de leniie jamais nahat cVmas
(Chcune (moon's halo never breaks a topmast). On the

contrary, of a sun's halo they say : Clierne de llieii^ tempete

de p}'es, cherne de pres, tempete de llien : the belief being
that the nearer the halo is to the sun, the further distant

(in point of time) will be the storm.

Should there be rain on the day of full moon, or on
the following day or two, it is commonly believed that the

moon on rising will clear the sky : whereas if the weather
is threatening in the afternoon during the moon's first quarter,

it is said that when it sets the rain will begin to falL

There is an English proverb which runs : A Saturday's
moon, if it comes once in seven years, comes once too soon.

A literal translation of this was used ages ago by the old

people of (xuernsey : U/ie nouvelle leiuie du Samedi, line

fa.is en sept ans, est trap.

If the spring happens to be cold and late, it is popularly
believed that there will not be much fish before vegetation
starts : La ma'ire fait conmme la. terre (the sea does like

the ground). It is considered that if the festival of Easter
happens to fall on a late date, everything will be late also.
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The mildness of the winter season in these islands, and
the cold weather which often prevails In spring, led to the

use of the rhyming proverb : A None a ses perrons^ a

Pdqnc a srs t/'sons, meaning that if at Christmas yon sit

at vour door (in the sun) at Easter you will have to sit

by the fire. A " perron " was a seat outside the soutli

door of the farmhouse. The month of March always had
a bad reputation : Quand Mars durcrai sej)t cms, Tliivar

durerai avtant (if March lasted seven }ears, winter would

last just as long). During the month of April young-

vegetation is often injured by white frost, or north-easterly

cutting winds, and so a bleak April is much dreaded :

Avril le dovx, mais quand i s''y met, il est T piere de tout

(April the mild month, but when it sets about it, the

worst of all).

A common Guernsey proverb often heard during the

month of May runs : Frai Mai plldiae c/raagc, cand Mai
gras chhnequiere (cold May, full barn, warm May, fat church-

yard). The latter part of this proverb I consider a fallacy,

because a cold bleak May (which we often get in these

islands) will cause more sickness and death, especially among
aged people, than a mild one.

Years ago, when wheat was cultivated to a much greater

extent than it is now, the early growth of the crop was
watched with much anxiety, and if a mild April had
forced the young growth it was commonly remarked : Qnaud
Tfrornent est hel en herhe, i ny est pas souvent en guerhe

(when the wheat is fine in stalk it is not often so in sheaf).

But a dry ]\Iay was necessary to check the growth of the

corn, and therefore : Poiissiere de Mai, vaut un ecu Vhouisset

(May dust is worth a crown a bushel).

The few rough boisterous days which sometimes occur

about the middle of August are commonly regarded as a

foretaste or warning of the approach of winter : A mie

Aout Vhivar se none. A spell of settled fine weather after

the autumnal equinox is termed Ic p'tit eta'i d^la St. Michie

(the little summer of Michaelmas) and the dark, gloomy,
but calm, days which occur frequently about Christmas
time, are called les calmioles de None. The local term for

what in English is called " a mackerel sky " is le del
caillebotta'i, or a curdled sky.

A curious saying, without very much meaning, is some-
times heard when light showers of rain fall Avhilst the sun

is shining : I pllieut et fait soleil, le soleil est au del: i pllieut

et fait hiaii temps, la leune est cie nos gens (It rains and
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the sun shines, the snn is in the sky : it rains and is fine

weather, the moon is with our people). During a drizzle,

or " Scotch mist " it is said : I brousse, mille hrins d la jjouce

(It drizzles a thousand little drops to the inch) ; and when
there is a very thick, dense fog, they say : / breuiie a

coypdi au coute^ a phrase which cannot quite be literally

translated, but which means that the fog is so thick that

it could be cut with a knife.

If the sun is only partially obscured by thin clouds,

the saying goes among the old Guernsey people : V^la le

soleil en leune^ ch'cst saigne de vent cCamont^ ordge ou breune

(there's the sun like a moon, that's a sign of northerly

wind, thundery weather, or fog). When there is an unusual

twinkling of the stars it is considered to foretell wind and
rain, and it is said : V^Id Vs etelles qui chdquent (the stars

are shaking). Young kittens are playful enough, as everyone

knows, but when old cats become frisky it is regarded as

indicating the approach of foul weather : Cliest paiire

saigne quand les viars cats jouent (Its a poor sign when
old cats play).

During summer time gnats are occasionally very trouble-

some to those who are at work in the fields, especially in

shady places, and this gives rise to the remark ; Les bibets

piqvent, j airon cCla pllie domain (the gnats sting, we shall

have rain to-morrow). And so in the same way, when soot

falls down the chimney into the fire, when fowls pick
themselves, when ducks quack about the farm-yard and
flap their wings, all these are held to be sure signs of

coming rain.

A jingling rhyme is often sung by country children

when snowflakes are falling : 1 que des chiques d bouan
marclii^ ma grandtmeve a. Vs os craquis (cheap rags are falling,

my grandmother has her bones cracked). The latter part

of this verse alludes to the pain old people feel in their

bones during this kind of weather.

Many of the old Guernsey weather proverbs appear
to be exactly similar to some in common use in England,
and I may just give one or two examples : Ravage sar et

gris ma.tin^ cWest la joua.ie dit pelerin : mais gris sar et

roudge matin publlie la mdre an cfimin (evening red and
morning grey, that is the traveller's joy ; but evening grey
and morning red, announces the puddle in the road). Le
rent d^ Est nc rani a gens ni a bete, tandis que Trent cCara
nourri riiome ct sen elird (the east wind is no good to

man or beast, whilst the southerly wind feeds the man
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and his horse). C/t^cst Id jdlie (VFei^rier (jiii fait flenri Ics

ponmicrs (It's February's rain that makes the apple-trees

blossom).

A favourite saying concerning the season of fruit

gathering, runs : Quand irlciit la Saint Micliie, pmnc on

paire tu peux quiyer (when once Michaelmas has come, you
may pick apples or pears). Another refers to two common
garden Aveeds, Avhich close their petals on the apj)roach

of rain : Quand au fain tu travaillc^ (jnetto. la jnmjjernelle

ou la vdille (When you are haymaking, watch the pimpernel

or the bindweed). It is also a sign of rain coming
when cocks crow at roosting time, and cold weather is not

far off when the coals in the fire burn with a blue flame.

These are some of the old Guernsey proverbs about
the weather and the seasons, which I remember having
heard used by the old people living chiefly in the northern

part of the island. But of course many others are in

common use which I have not mentioned, because I did not

think it necessary to note those already recorded in the

late Sir Edgar MacCulloch's excellent book on Guernsey
Folk Lore. I know very well that a number of our common
proverbial sayings are the same as those used in England,
but it is for the purpose of helping to preserve them in

their dialect form that I have ventured to Avrite these

few notes, hoping that perhaps they may interest some
who are not familiar with our insular language.
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BY E. D. MARQUAND, A.L.S.

It is probable that Jethou is one of the very smallest islands

in the United Kingdom that can boast of a resident popula-

tion. On a large map of the British Isles we do not see the

name at all, and its locality is not even marked by a dot. In

fact, it is so small that, as the American humorist said of

England, it Avould hardly be safe to move about after dark,

for fear of walking into the sea. And yet in spite of its

diminutive size Jethou takes a longer time to explore than

would be suspected ; particularly when searching for mosses

and other obscure and inconspicuous plants. I have visited

Jethou several times, and it has always seemed to me that the

hours glide by more swiftly there than almost anywhere else.

But then I have only been there in fine weather, and always

with plenty of work to do.

My last visit w^as on the 6th of May, 1905, wdien I spent

about six hours there for the purjjose of working up the

Mosses and Hepatic^ indigenous to the island, and ascertain-

ing how its flora in this respect would compare wdth that of

the neighbouring island of Herm. The result was the list

w^hich follows ; a fairly good one, I think, although it is

probable that another visit in the autumn, say during

November or December, w^ould add a few species to the

number.
The present contribution completes the series for the

Sarnian Islands, as the Mosses and Hepatica? of Guernsey,
Alderney, Sark and Herm have already been recorded. And
so it will now be possible to compare these lists side by side,

and see how the various islands differ bryologically, though
Sark lies somewhat at a disadvantage, owing to its not having
as yet been thoroughly investigated by a specialist.

Looking at the four smaller islands it is clear that

Jethou more nearly resembles Sark, whilst Herm is more like

Alderney, because in the two latter there are found large
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stretches of sandhills and sandy commons, which are entirely

wanting in Jethou and Sark. Yet everyone can see at a

glance that Herm and Jethon must have formed but one

island within comparatively recent geological times. A deep
valley lies between them, and the sea flows through it,— that is

all. At very low tides one coidd almost wade across the

channel ; indeed, a year or two ago one of the kangaroos
which are allowed to rnn wild in Herm, managed to get

across to Jethou, where it defied capture and lived a sort of

hermit life for a long time.

Some day it will be worth while devoting a little time to

a critical study and analysis of the moss-flora of the Sarnian

Islands ; at present we may just notice one or two peculiarities

in the bryology of Jethou.

The number of species found by me amounted to d5^

consisting of 4:'J Mosses and 13 Hepatics. This is quite an
interesting variety for a tiny islet only half a mile long ; for

there are localities in England ten or even twenty times the

size, which do not produce so many. All these dd species are

recorded for Guernsey with one exception, Webcra Tozeri, a

little moss which has been found in Alderney, and is sure to

be detected in Guernsey some day.

It is remarkable, however, that quite a number of species.

Mosses as well as Hepatics, occur in Jethou which are

apparently absent from its sister island. I worked Herm
pretty thoroughly two years ago, and therefore the discovery

in Jethou of no less than fourteen additional species caused
me considerable sui prise ; because most of these are not

plants which are likely to be overlooked by a moss-collector

of any experience, or mistaken for anything else in these

islands.

In our Transactions for 1904, p. 371, a list is given of

the Mosses of Herm, comprising 63 s])ecies. The ten addi-

tional species found in Jethou are as follows :

—

Polytrichum aloides. Funaria ericetorum.
Archidium alternifolium. Webera Tozeri.

Barbula revoluta. Bryum alpinum.
fallax. Hypnum squarrosum.

Orthotrichum affine. triquetrum.

Only twelve Hepatica,' were discovered in Herm, whilst

thirteen were gathered in Jethou, of which four species are

additional, viz. :

—

Cephalozia bicuspidata. Diplophyllum albicans.

Scapania compacta. Nardia Funckii.
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From this it would appear that, in proportion to its size,

and notwithstanding the want of sandy ground, Jethou is the

richer island of the two, from a bryological standpoint. But
one thing is veiy clear. However close together two islets

may be, and however much they may resemble each other in

general aspect, their floras may yet, for some unexplained

reason, differ very considerably ; and therefore each islet

within our area should be studied carefully and independently,

exactly as if it stood quite alone. The difference between
Herm and Jethou is very striking, and perhaps I may add,

somewhat surprising, not only in their moss-floras, as already

explained, but also in their Flowering Plants, for Jethou
possesses more than a dozen indigenous species which do not

occur in Herm.
I wish time and tide had permitted me to cross over to

Crevichon, the detached islet lying to the north of Jethou,
for very likely some interesting mosses are to be found there.

Although only a "conical rocky mound," as Professor

Babington described it, it is rich in vegetation, and ferns are

more plentiful there than in the main island of Jethou.

When the forthcoming Census Catalogues of British

Mosses and British Hepatics are published we shall be able

to tell at a glance the comparative rarity or frequency through-
out the United Kingdom of any given species. I am pleased

to be able to re]3ort that as the result of some correspondence,
the compilers of tlie Catalogues have decided to include the

Channel Islands in the record, distinguishing them from
Britain proper by the letter " C." in the same way as in the

London Catalogue of Fhjwering Plants. The Moss Catalogue
will be issued in the course of a few months, and it will then
be seen that in the matter of Mosses, as well as in all the
other large divisions of our indigenous flora, we possess many
rarities of which we have good reason to be proud.

MOSSES.

Catharinea undulata, W. ^- M. Shady banks under the trees by the
houses.

Polytriehum nanum, ^edc. Western side of the island.

P. aloides, Hedw. Banks under the trees by tlie houses.

P. juniperinum, WUU. Common,
Apehidium alternifolium, Schp. Cliif path near Fauconniere.

Pleuridium SUbulatum, Itah. In several places on the west side, and on
the cliffs near Fauconniere.

CeratOdon purpureUS, Brid. Common.
Dieranella heteromalla, ^Sclq). .Shady banks near the houses.

Dieranum seoparium, Hedu-. Not uncommon all over the cliffs
;
plenti-

ful on the north side.
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Fissidens bryoides, TTcchc. Shadj banks under the trees.

Grimmia tPichophylla, Grco. On rocks, here and there.

Tortula muralis, ILcchc Wall of the large garden.

Barbula eonvoluta, ILdtv. North side, near the rumed house.

B. revoluta, Brid. Wall of the large garden.

B. ung-uieulata, Hedw. With the last species.

B. fallax, Hediv. On the same wall as the last two.

Weisia Viridula, Rcdir. Western cliffs, and near Fauconniere.

Triehostomum mutabile, Bruch. in many places near the houses and on
the north side.

T. flavOVirens, Bruch. North side towards Herm, and on the seabank
below the garden.

Zygodon Viridissimus, Broivn. On several of the larger trees.

Ulota phyllantha, BHd. Plentiful on some of the trees.

Orthotriehum affine, Schrad. On two or tln:ee of the trees.

0. diaphanum, Schrad. On the trees, sparingly.

Funaria erieetorum, Dix. Banks on the north side.

F. hygpometriea, ^Ibth. On the lowest path by the ruined house.

WebePa Tozeri, Schp. Sparingly on banks on the north side.

Bryum eapillare, L. On rocks on the north side, and near Fauconniere,
and on a bank below the garden.

B. atPOpUPpureum, W. ^- M. Bank below the garden.

B. alpinum, Ends. On rocks on the western side, in two or three places.

Mnium hOPnum, L. Common ; much more plentiful than in Herm.

Bpaehytheeium albicans, B. ^- 6'. North slope towards Herm ; scarce.

B. PUtabulum, B. ^- S. Common.
B. illeeebPUm, De Not. North side of the island.

B. puPUm, Bix. Plentiful on the north side, but far less common in Jethou
than in Herm.

Euphynehium ppselongum, B. ^- s. Common.
E. myoSUPOideS, Schp. Common.
E. eonfeptum, MUde. Shady banks near the houses, and in the large garden.

Amblystegium seppens, B. ^- S. Shady banks and base of trees near the
houses ; also on the north side towards Herm.

Hypnum euppessifOPme, L. Very common.

H. Pesupinatum, WUs. Common.
H. squaPPOSUm, B. ^- S. In several places on the north side.

H. tPiquetPUm, B. ^- S. In good quantity on one part of the north slope.

HEPATIC.^.

FPUllania dilatata, Bum. Common on rocks and trees.

F. TamaPisei, Bum. North side of the island,

Lejeunia minutissima, Sm. Sparingly on some of the larger trees by the
houses.

Cephalozia divaPieata, Sm. On the north and west cliffs, and also near
near Fauconniere.

C. bieuspidata, Bum. Banks on the north side.

Lophoeolea bidentata, L. Here and there in all parts of the island.

Kantia Tpiehomanis, L. Banks on the north side.
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Seapania eompaeta, Bum. In several places on the cliffs on the west
side.

Diplophyllum albicans, L. Banks on the north.

Nardia Funekii, Xees. Sparingly on banks on the north slope.

Fossombronia angulosa, Bad. Cliffs on the western side, but barren.

The Herm plant was barren also, and is probably this species, and not

pmilla.

MetZgePia fureata, Bum. fommon on rocks, trees and banks.

AnthoeePOS Isevis, BUI. Plentiful on banks below the garden ; also on
the north side.



A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR KNOWLEDGE
OF THE

CRUSTACEA OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.

BY JOSEPH SINEL.

By reason of our varied and favourable coastline, as well as

our geographical position, it is evident that the large class of

animals comprised under the name of Craatacea must be very

strongly represented on our shores. Upwards of five thou-

sand species are recorded as belonging to North Atlantic

waters, which in a zoological sense cover the area we occupy.

Considering the climatic conditions as well as the situation of

these islands, perhaps it may not be rash to assume that one-

half of this large number, say 2,500 species, occur in our seas ;

and yet the lists which have been published up to the present

are very meagre.
The first contribution on the subject which appears is the

list given in Ansted's Channel Lshmch (186.")), where one

hundred species are enumerated, consisting of 57 Stalk-eyed

Crustacea, 30 Isopoda and Amphipo.la, and 13 Entomostraca.
A more extended list is given in Dr. Rene Koehler's Faiuie

Marine des lies AiKjlo-Normandes^ published in 1889 in the

Transactions of the Paris Academy of Science.

In the division Amjjhipoda, Messrs. Walker and Hornell
have published what is no doubt the most complete list up to

this date
; yet the total of these })apers does not do much

more than touch the fringe of the subject ; and as to the

division Entomostroca^ that large field still remains almost
unexplored.*

In these sections of minute Crustacea I am not m
a position even to attempt the making out of a list,

but as regards the Podophtkalvia^ or Stalk-eyed Crustacea,

I think I am able to enumerate pretty nearly all the species

that occur in the Channel Islands, Avith the exception of the

* An article entitled " Report on the Plankton Copepoda of the Channel
Islands," by Mr. Isaac C. Thompson, F.L.S., was published in the Journal of
Marine Zoology for December, 1897. This paper, dealing with the Copepoda
only, as its title states, gives a list of 31 species taken in St. Aubin's Bay, and
Greve d'Azette, Jersey.
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subdivision Camacea, small and elusive forms, in which very

likely there will be many gaps.

In the nomenclature and in the order of arrangement I

shall chiefly follow BelFs British Stalh-eyed Crustacea^ and
Spence Bate and Westwood's British Sessile-eyed Crustacea.

In the last section however I shall not do more than allude to

some of the common, or in some way interesting, species which
happen to be known to me.

The books above named are now somewhat antiquated,

but they still remain our best standard works on the subject,

and are readily accessible to the young naturalist who desires

to commence the study of the Crustacea. Much additional

information on the subject will be found in Sars' Crustacea of
jVoncay, Norman and Scott's Crustacea of Devon aud, Corn-
ivaJl, and other works of that kind, which have appeared within

the last few years. But the l)ooks 1 have mentioned are the

best ones for the young beginner to start with.

As a bai-e list of names is always uninteresting, I have
thought it best to append to each species a few brief notes to

assist intending students or collectors of the Crustacea of our
coasts.

I.-STALK-EYED CRUSTACEA.
BRACHYURA.

Stenorhynehus phalangfium, Fen Long^-legged Spider Crab. Fairly
common from half-tide limit to low water. It very effectively masks
itself by attaching fragments of seaweed to the hookecl bristles with which
it is clothed, and so often escapes notice.

Stenorhynehus tenuiPOStris, Leach. Slender Spider Crab. Rather larger
than the last and much less common.

Stenorhynehus Egyptius, Edw. The most abundant of the genus in the
Channel Islands.

Aehseus Cranehii, Leach. Generally considered very rare, and certainly

not common, although its peculiar habits may account for the few records
we have of its occurrence. By means of its large posterior claws it sus-

pends itself to ascidians, sponges, polyzoa, &c., on the under side of raised
boulders, and being clothed with a heavy dress of seaweed fragments, it

easily eludes observation.

Inaehus dorhynehus, X^^/(^7^ Common on all oar rocky shores. The crabs
of this genus resemble the preceding ones, but are of stouter build. They
do not decorate themselves with weeds, &c., but are usually encrusted
with a thin layer of growing sponges. They live mostly at the foot of

rocks on oozy ground low down in tide range.

Inaehus dorsettensis, Leach. Much less common than the last species.

Inaehus leptoehirus, Leach. Rare. The only locality where I have taken
it was off St. Martin's Point, Guernsey, in about 15 fathoms.

Pisa tetraodon, Leach. Four-horned Spider Crab. Common on all our
rocky coasts.

Pisa Gibbsii, Leach. Frequents deeper water than P. tetraodon, and is far

less common. Almost invariably coated with a growth of sponge.
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Hyas eoapetaeus, Leach. I insert this species on the authority of Mr.
Lukis, of (4uonisey (from An^•tec^s list), but I have never seen a Channel
Island si:)ecinien.

Maia squinado, Latr. This is the Common Spider Crab of our markets.
Abundant, and often of large size (24 to 26 inches spread), on all our
shores. Local name (Jersey) "Pianne."

Eurynome aspera, lAmch. A peculiar and exotic -lookinj? crab, a miniature
of the PdvUicnopc horvida. of southern seas, (iravel and imllipore bottom
off Corbiere Point, Jersey, St. ^fartin's Point, (luernsey, &c. Rarely
found between tide marks.

Xantho florida, Leach. Not uncommon under stones in rocky places low
down in tide range. A curious idea prevails among some of the
Jersey fishermen in regard to these crabs. They stoutly maintain that
they are individuals of the ordinary edible crab that have grown extremely
old, and become wrinkled and fossilized. They term it " la vieille crabe "

and " la crabe drouine."

Xantho rivulosa, lidiv. Fairly common from St. Peter-Port to St. Samp-
son's, Guernsey, where X.Jlorida is either rare or absent. Does not occur
in Jersey.

Cancer pagrUPUS, Lin. The Edible Crab. The adult is far more plentiful
in Uuernsey, Sark, &c., than in Jersey, although the young (up to about
four inches across) abound there on the rocky parts of the coast. But
they migrate on attaining a larger size. Here again a curious belief pre-
vails among fishermen and other people, who persist in maintaining that
these abundant crabs are )iot the young of the big ones, but a distinct

species. When taxed to find one of the " small kind " with eggs, they
have once or twice triumphantly produced specimens attacked by the
baglike cirrii^ede SaccnJina^ which is frequent on Cancer pagurns on the
Jersey coast. Local names: (Guernsey) "Chancre"; (Jersey) " Poing-
clos" and " Guernsey Crab."

Pilumnus hirtellUS, Leach. Common under stones in rocky places.

Piremela dentieulata, Leach. Taken at the foot of rocks in gravelly

places low down in tide range.

Careinus msenas, P<"^^. Common Shore Crab. Abundant on all our coasts.

The young up to half an inch across are subject to much variation in

colouring, and cloi^ely mimic their surroundings. The adults are, in the
Channel Islands, of a brighter green than in most other localities.

Portumnus VaPiegatUS, Leach. This is one of the swimming crabs.

Although fairly conmion on the English coast this species is rare in these
islands ; the only specimens I have taken were cast ashore after a gale in

St. Ouen's Bay, Jersey.

PoPtunus pubeP, Leach. This is the " Velvet Crab " and " Lady Crab " of

the fish vendors. Abundant on all our rocky shores. Local name
(Guernsey and Jersey) " Crabe gregeaise."

POPtunus eOPPUgatuS, Pen. Found in deeper water than the last, and
often taken in prawn pots.

PoPtunus aPCUatuS, Leach. Tolerably common on gravelly ground, and
at the sides of stones low down in tide range.

POPtunus depuPatOP, Pen. Not common. Dredged off Herm, and
Eocquaine Bay, Guernsey. I have not found it in Jersey.

POPtunus maPmOPeus, Leach. Some authorities consider this a variety of

the one which follows, but I believe it is distinct. It lives on open shell

gravel ground, from low tide limit to deep water. It is not common,
but I have freqiiently taken it in St. Clement's Bay, Jersey, and at Ver-
merette, in Herm.

POPtunus holsatUS, Fabr. Sandy ground in deepish water ; not common
in our islands.
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POPtunus pusillus, Leach. Among small stones and gravel from low tide

mark to deep water in all the islands.

Portunus longipes, Risso. of this beautiful crab I have had but one
example, which was taken at La Rocque, Jersey, in 1888.

Polybius HenslOWii, Leach. This is an ideal swimming crab, and the only
one that rises to any distance above the ground, being sometimes taken
in herring nets. Erratic in occurrence, sometimes common, then absent
for long periods. At Greve d'Azette, Jersey, I once found very nearly
half a bushel of them stranded on a small area.

Pinnotheres pisum, Pen. Pea Crab. The female, about the size and
shape of a marrowfat pea, is tolerably frequent, living within the mantle
of the oyster. The male, smaller, more flattened, and more strongly
calcified, is sometimes foand with his mate, but more frequently among
the refuse of the oyster-dredge.

(Pinnotheres veteruta, Bell, may j^ossibly occur with us, but its usual
host, the large Phina marina, is so rare that the chance of finding it is not
great. It is to the genus Pinnotheres that the "land crabs" of tropical

countries belong.)

Gonoplax angulata, L\ihr. This crab, a sand dweller, is not common
with us. I have seen only two specimens, both from St. Aubin's Bay,
Jersey, one of which is in the Museum of the Societe Jersiaise, and the
other in the Ouille-Alles IMuseum.

Ebalia Pennantii, Leach. The commonest species in these islands of the
pretty little nut crabs, all of which occur on nullipore and rough gravelly
bottom from low tide level to deep water.

Ebalia Bryerii, Leach. Less common than the last.

Ebalia Cranehii, Leach. Rather rare. I have taken all three species to-

gether off Fermain Bay, (juernsey, and the two first named (fairly

numerous) off Corbiere Point, Jersey.

Ateleeyelus heterodon, Leach. Rather rare in the Channel Islands, the
only localities known to me being off Fermain Bay, Guernsey, and Gore}'
Roadstead, Jersey.

COPystes eassivelaunus, Pen. This is the "White Sand Crab" of the
fishermen, and the "Masked Crab" of popular bcoks on zoology. It

lives buried, all but its claws, antennae and eyes, in soft sand, low down
in tide range. Not common.

Thia polita, Leach. Burrows in soft white sand at extreme low ti'le limit.

Occurs in Jersey and Herm to my knowledge, and probably also in the
other islands.

ANOMURA.

I am following Bell in ])lacing' the species which imme-
diately follow under this section ; but as a matter of fact, this

arrangement is based on error. The Hermit Crabs, Porcelain

Crabs, Galatheas, and the Stone Crab, wliich formed this

division are imdoubtedly Macrurans ; while Dromia^ which
also formed part of the section, is certainly a Brachyurdn. I

have discussed this point at length in my " Outline of the

Natural Historv of our Shores," and as lonp- ao^o ns 1889 I

wrote an article on the subject, with illustrations, which
appeared in Life Lore for Augnst of that year. A few weeks
ago Canon A. ^I. Norman informed me that in a recent work
on the Crustacea (which I have not yet seen) these species are

placed in their proper position.
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PagruPUS Bernhardus, IJn. Common Hermit Crab. Abundant on all our
sliores. The young ones occupy the sliells of Rissoas, I.ittorinas, Pur-
pura, &c., in loools up to high tide limit ; the adults the shells of whelks,
keeping to the lower zone and beyond. The full gro^\^^ crub is nearly
always accompanied by its commensal anemone yldamnia parasitim.

Pagurus Prideauxii, Leach. Far less common than the last species, and
living at a lower zone. It more often occupies the shell of Trochiis maym
and Xatlca than the whelk, like the last it also carries a commensal
anemone, but of a different species, viz., Ada>nsia paUiata.

Pagurus euanensis, Tkomp. More common than P. Prideauxii, but by no
means abundant. Usually occupies the shell of M/crcx, more rarely that
of Pui-pitra ; and generally found at the foot of rocks in oozy situations at
extreme low tide.

PagUPUS Hyndmanni, Thomp. Frequent in all our bays, low down in tide
range, on gravelly bottom, generally occupyilig the shell of Lit(ori/ia.

POPeellana platyeheles, Pen. Abundant on all our rocky shores.

POPeellana longieOPnis, Edw. Equally abundant from half-tide level to

the lowest zone.

Galathea squamifepa, Peach. The commonest of this genus on our shores.

The local name for Galathea is " Pcreri'<se^'" which is misleading as this is

the French name for a very different crustacean, viz., the Freshwater
Crayfish fAstaeus fluviatHisJ which is found in rivers in England and on
the Continent.

Galathea StPigOSa, Ffd)r. Rarely found between tide-marks, but frequent
fairly close inshore, and often taken in prawn pots. G-rows excep-
tionally large in these islands.

Galathea nexa, EmU. Not uncommon off Corbiere Point, Jersey, and St.

Martin's Point, Guernsey, in 10 to 15 fathoms.

Galathea intePmedia, LUl. Another species of Galathea, smaller than the
last, and of a light buff colour, is occasionally dredged in the localities

just named, and also off Herm. It is not described by Bell, and appears
to be referable to the G. itdermedia of some authorities.

DPOmia VUlgapis, Edw. in 5 to 20 fathoms round the islands, but not
common. This crab is now proi:)erly placed among the Brachyura. A\^hy

it was ever (considered an Anomouran is not clear, for the reduced condi-
tion of the hinder legs is obviously due to the creature's habit of holding
(objects, usually sponges, over its back, to mask itself. The sponges often

attach themselves in this situation, and go on grooving.

MACRURA.

PalinUPUS quadPieOPnis, Fahr. Crawfish. More or less common in all

the islands (though less plentiful in Jersey than in the others) and largely
fished for market. Local name (Jersey and Guernsey) " (Jrahe a col,'''' or

Crab with a neck ; but the reason for this name is not apparent.

SeyllaPUS aPCtuS, Fabr. A Mediterranean species with many affinities with
the last, and having a very similar larval form, viz., a PhyUosoma or
'' Glass Crab " stage, but tlie antenn* are represented by flat denticulated
leaf-like organs. Not rare off Guernsey, Sark and Herm, but only once
recorded, to my knowledge, from Jersey. Several specimens have been
taken off the Minquier Reef, south of Jersey.

Callianassa SUbtePPanea, Leach. The most typical of the fossorial crus-

taceans, forming tunnels in sandy ground ten or twelve feet long, but
often making use of the burrows of large annelids when found on hard
ground. Not common between tide marks but must be plentiful beyond,
as after storms many of the harder parts of the animal are washed
ashore.
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Gebia deltura, Leach. Burrows in gravelly ground at low tide limit.

Occurs in all the islands, but not abundantly. It is, no doubt, the male
of this species which is the G. stelJata of Bell's book.

Axius Stirhynehus, Leach. Much more common than either of the pre-
ceding, and often taken when digging for "rock worm" [Marphysa)
among rock detritus. The Jersey fishermen term it " La Lipotte."

Homarus vulgaris, Edw. Common Lobster. Fairly abundant, but less

so than formerly in all our islands, and largely fished for our markets,
and to some extent for export. Pale blue and creamy-white varieties are

occasionally taken. I had a nearly pure white one in my aquarium for

two years. It changed its shell twice during that time, and the albinism
was constant. A curious particoloured example was taken off Guernsey
some years ago, and is now preserved in the Guille-Alles Museum.
Exactly one half of the body and limbs is white (the left side) , and the
other half the norinal dark blue colour, the dividing line being perfectly
straight down the back from the top of the head to the tip of the tail.

Cpangon vulgaris, Fahr. Sand Shrimp. Common on all our sandy
coasts.

Crangon faseiatUS, Risso. On gravelly bottom, near low tide level. Jer-
sey, Guernsey, Herm.

Crangon spinoSUS, Leach. Greve d'Azette, Jersey. I have seen but one
specimen.

Crangon seulptUS, Bell. Not uncommon on gravelly shore at St. Clement's,
Jersey, and ]3retty certainly in the other islands also.

Crangon trispinoSUS, Bell. More common than the last ; almost constant
among ordinary shrimps on the Jersey coast.

Alpheus megaeheles, Xorwan. This splendid little crustacean is really a
^[editerranean species which, like Steiiorhynchns egyptius, Scyllarus arctus,

Lysmata seticaudata, and some others, seems to be spreading northward.
Locally kuo^ai as the " Clicker," or " Clicking Lobster," from its peculiar
faculty of producing a loud snapping sound which may be exactly imitated
by smartly striking the two first fingers of one hand on the palm of the
other This sound is caused by the snapping of the moveable finger of

the large claw against a little concave circular plate on the apposed
portion ; the finger moving nearly laterally, not vertically as in all other
crustaceans. It can be heard on the shore for a considerable distance,

but is exceedingly difficult to locate, even more so than the chirp of the
black cricket, or the cry of the corncrake. This species occurs on the
shore in Guernsey, Herm, the VI inquier Reef , and, I think, St. Clement's
Bay, Jersey, where I have heard its click, but have not seen a Jersey
specimen.

Nika edulis, Risso. Occurs under stones in gravelly places ; not common.
Jersey, Herm, Bordeaux Harbour, Guernsey. Eyes large, golden yellow,
glowing at night with a red light ; a curious feature in the aquarium
after dusk, where the bright eyes of the captive specimen are very striking,

although their owner is invisible.

Athanas niteseens, Leach. Tolerably common in all the islands under
stones where there are little pools of water on gravel bottom near low tide

limit. Bell gives the colour of this species as " light buff," which is not
correct, or at least not that of C-hannel Island specimens. The colour is

deep bottle-green, almost black, with a median line of lighter green down
the back.

Hippolyte varians, Leach. iEsop's Prawn. This pretty and common
little crustacean is of more than passing interest as illustrating colour
variation. Specimens found among red seaweeds are red, among brown
weeds brown, and among green ones green. This condition of things is

not uucommon in nature, but in Hippolyte varians when red specimens are
jjlaced among green surroundings they change to green with the utmost

H
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rapidity, and when the environment is reversed, viz., from ^een to red,
the chan'^c takes place more slowly, but still pretty quickly. And these
colours are not merely apioroxiniative, as in the Chameleon, so as to be
described as reddish or greenish, but most decided and vivid. The theory
has usually been that the change is brought about by the effect of the
surroundings on the optic nerve, and thence to those that control the
pigment supply ; but the experiments of Mv. Hornell, i)ublished in the
Journal of Micro-studies in Marine Zoology, show that light is not a
necessary factor in the change ; for red specimens placed among green
surroundings at night, and shut up in a cupboard, changed to bright
green all the same. Then, to my own surprise, during some experiments
I was making only a few weeks ago, deep chocolate specimens placed in a
white bowl, with no otherwise coloui'ed surroundings at all, became a
brilliant green in the course of two hours. One point more on this subject
of coloration. It is not a forcing to the surface of one kind of pigment,
so as to leave the other kind behind it, for if red and green specimens are
put into glass tubes in sea water, and examined with a magnifier b}'

transmitted light, it will be seen that the colour, be it red or green, is

uniform throughout the body, with the exception of a thin line, hardly
visible, of red, round the edge of the plates on the antennae and the telson.
This sj)ecies is abundant among corallines in all rocky pools from near
high water line to the lowest zone.

Hippolyte Cranehii, Leach, a fine, robust little species. Not uncommon
with the last.

Hippolyte faseigera, Gosse. Very much like H. varians but smaller, and
the colouring peculiar, closely resembling the purplish -brown nodular
twigs of the branching corallines among which it lives. I have not
noticed colour changes in this species.

Hippolyte Viridis, Otto. A beautiful large Hippolyte common on our
shores, especially among Zostera, is, I think, the H. viridis of some
authorities, the Caradina viridis and Virbius viridia of others. Anung
Zostera it is green, among Fucus brown.

Hippolyte Thompsoni, JBell. Frequent in Guernsey in 10 to 15 fathoms
(Rev. A. M. Norman). I have not seen living specimens.

Pandalus annulieornis. Leach. Scarce in the Channel Islands, although
common on the British coasts, and often sold as the Prawn.

Dennisia Sagfittifera, Norman. An exceedingly beautiful prawn -like crus-
tacean, about 1\ inches long, coloured as follows :—Hyaline ; on the third
and fourth somite of the abdomen saddle-shaped shields of rich pink, and
of terra -cotta-like surface, each saddle with a narrow border of creamy
white. The edges of the carap ice, limbs, squames of the antennae, and
edges of each somite, tail fins, and swimmerets bordered by a line of

small dots alternately purple and lemon yellow. The first specimen was
taken by Canon A. M. Norman in 1851 at St. Catherine's Bay, Jersey.
The second, as far as I am aware, was taken by myself in 1890 in St.

Clement's Bay, Jersey. The specimen from which I have taken the above
description was captured by Mr. Frank Wright near St. Peter-Port,
Guernsey, while dredging in 1905, and was handed to me alive. It is

still in my possession for transfer to the Guernsey JMuseum.

Lysmata setieaudata, Risso. About the year 1889 I found a fine specimen
in a lobster-pot at La Rocque. Jersey ; and it was identified for me by
Canon Norman. It is a Mediterranean species, and I believe this is the
only record of its occurrence in these waters.

Palsemon serratUS, Fabr. Common Prawn. Common, and largely fished

for the market. Taken by handnet within tide limit, and also in fairly

deep water by means of baited wicker traps called " prawn pots."

Palsemon squilla, Fabr. Common. In the nomenclature of the fish

vendors, this species is the " shrimp," the last named species only being
distinguished as the " prawn."
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Palsemon varians, Leach. This species is abundant in the estuaries of

rivers, but occurs only in one locality in the Channel Islands, viz., the
brackish ditches near the Yale Castle, Guernsey.

CUMACEA.

This group is well represented on our shores, and the

species are probably numerous, but they have not been studied

by me, and I can only gi\ e the names of the following species

which are mentioned by Professor Bell, all of which I have
taken in Jersey.

Cuma Edwardsii, Bell.

C. Audouinii, Edic.

C. tpispinosa, Bell.

Alauna rostrata, Beii.

Bodotria arenosa, Bell.

These five species are abundant with us, and form a

constant portion of the haul taken by townetting at surface on
summer nights.

Mysis chameleon, Tkomp. Abundant on our sandy and gravelly shores.
The specific name has been given to this crustacean on account of its

supposed ability to change colour according to its surroundings, and it is

used as an illustration of such power of colour change in many important
books. All I can say is that I have never seen any such alteration in
Mysis, and I have had abundant opportunities of studying the genus. I
suspect there has been some confusion between the present species and
Sippolyte varians. The Mysids are the " Fairy Shrimps " and " Opossum
Shrimps '

' of popular nomenclature. This order has been entirely revised
and to a great extent renamed, but I follow as before the old names in

Bell's Crustacea.

Mysis OPnata, Tkomp. Even more abundant than the last, at least in Jersey,
and largely taken for use as a ground bait, especially for attractnig mul-
let for angling. Larg'e quantities are taken in big triangular hand-nets
of cheese-cloth or horse -hair cloth, salted and stored in pans for use.

Tliis compost is locally termed Chevrin or Cherve^ anglicised into Shervy,
and many of the poorer fishermen supplement their meagre earnings by
this fishery. It is retailed by them at about four shillings per gallon. The
localities in Jersey in which this Mysis most abounds are the gravelly
pools among the Zostera beds in St. Aubin's Bay, G-reve d'Azette, and
near (rreen Island. The mixture I have described is not always composed
of M. ornata only. Recently I overhauled a cherve fisher's catch—about
two gallons—and it consisted vlmost entirely of M. chameleon.

Mysis GPifflthsise, Bell. Much less common than either of the last two
species. I have only seen it among the captures of the tow net.

STOMATOPODA.

Squilla Desmarestii, Risso. Mantis Shrimp. This curious crustacean is

supposed to be rare on our shores, very few fishermen having ever seen
one ; and yet it must be plentiful, for its larval stages, the so-called
Erichthus and Alima, are constant in tow-net gatherings during the sum-
mer months. And on one occasion after a heavy storm coincident with
a \erj low spring tide, vast quantities of them were washed up on the
eastern shore of Jersey. I had them brought to me literally by the bushel,
and used them for manuring my garden.
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II.-SESSILE-EYED CRUSTACEA.
AMPHIPODA.

Tt is very probable that we have in the Channel Islands

some four or five hundred species belonging to this immense
order of Crustacea. The most extensive local list we possess

is that of Walker and Hornell, but in the following pages I

proi)ose to give simply the names of such species as I have
myself taken, and marked off on the list as they were identified.

There has been great readjustment of names in this order,

not only specific but generic ; and although I have the revised

nomenclature before me, I still think it better for the ])urpose

of the present paper to follow those of Bate and Westwood's
book. I have taken on our coast many species not in the

following list, but they have not been dcitermined with cer-

tainty, and therefore it is wiser to omit for the present all

notice of them. The localities in which I have collected are

the south coast of Jersey, off St. Peter-Port and Bordeaux
Harbour, Guernsey, and the Island of Herm. The methods
I have used to obtain specimens are chiefly the muslin tow
net, Avorked at varying depths ; and the cheese-cloth hand-net

;

with of course shore-hunting among stones and in rock-

crevices.

Talitrus loeusta, Lhi. Sand Hopper. Abundant on all our sandy coasts.

OPChestia \iX.tOVQ2i^ Leach. Shore Hopper. Abundant under heaps of sea-

weed and among loose stones near high tide level.

OPChestia meditePPanea, Costa. Not common. Lives at the highest
zone, and even encroaches on land ; being found under stones, among
grass, &c. Guernsey ; not noted for Jersey.

AllOPehestes imbPieatuS, Bate. Not uncommon under stones fairly high
up between tide marks.

Nieea Lubboekiana, Bate. Gravelly ground and loose stones ; not com-
mon.

Montagua monoeuloides, Ediv. Constant in tow-nettings.

Montagua mapina, Bate. With the last ; fairly common.

Lysianassa Costse, Edw.

L. Audoulniana, Bate.

L. atlantiea, Edw.

L. longieOPnis, Lucas.

Anonyx longieopnis, Bate.

A. EdwaPdsii, ICroyer.

A. obesus, Bate.

A. dentieulatus, Bate.

A. Holbolli, Kroijer.

A. longipes, Bate.

A. ampulla, Kroyer. Very common in the tow-net.

Callisoma cpenata, Bate.
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Ampelisea Gaimapdii, Kroycr.

Phoxus simplex, Bate.

P. plumOSUS, Kroyer.

All the foregoing- fifteen species are more or less common,
being taken, especially at night in the summer months, at

surface in the tow-net. I have taken them all in St. Aubin's
Bay, Jersey, and many also off Herm Island, at high water.

Most of these species occur in the fishermen's catches of
" chevrin " (see under Mysis).

Gpayia imbrieata, Bate. Guernsey ; not common.

WestWOOdilla sp. One or two undetermined species taken in St. Anbin's
Bay, Jersey.

Kroyera arenaria, Bate. St. Clement's Bay, Jersey ; not common.

Amphiloeus manudens, Bate.

Darwinia eompressa, Bate.

Suleatop apenapius, Bate.

Upothoe mapinus, Bate.

U. bpevieopnis, Bate.

U. elegans, Bate.

Lillebopgia pallida, Bate.

Iphemedia miepoeheles, Kroyer.

I. Obesa, Rathkc.

I. Eblanse, Bate. Not common. Vermerette, Herm.

Otus eapinatus. Bate.

Pepionotus testudo, Jtiont.

Aeanthonotus Owenii, Bate.

Dexamine spinosa. Leach. Very common.
D. tenuieopnis, Rathke.

D. vedlomensiS, Bate. St. Aubin's Bay, Jersey.

Atylus Swammepdamii, EcUc. Common.
A. gibbosus. Bate.

A. bispinosus, Bate.

Phepusa fueieola, Leach.

Callioppe Ossiani, Bate.

C. gpandoeulis. Bate.

Leueothoe aptieulosa, Leach.

L. fupina, Edw.

Aopa gpaeilis. Bate.

Miepodentopus anomalus, Rathke.

M. gPyllOtalpa, Costa.

Ppotomedia Whitei, Bate.

Bathypopea Robeptsoni, Bate.

B. pelagiea. Bate.

Gammapella bpevieaudata, Edw.

G. Nopmani, Bate.

Melita palmata. Leach. Common.
M. ppoxima, Bate.
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Melita g-ladiosa, Bate

Msera g'POSSimana, ^[())l^. Abuudiint under stones ut all tide ranges.

Eupystheus erythopthalmus, Lu.

Amathilla Sabini, Leach. Abundant in toAv-nettings.

Gammarus marinus, Leach. Abundant.

G. eampylops, Leach.

G. pulex, Li)>. Abundant in streams, ponds and ditches.

Amphitoe rubrieata, Leach.

A. littorina, Bate.

Podoeerus pulehellus, FAtc.

P. variegatus, Leach.

Cerapus abditus, Edw.

C. difformis, Eda-.

Siphonceeetes cpassieornis, Bate.

Noenia tubepeulosa, Bate.

COPOphium longieOPne, Latr. Common in dry places in rock lissures.

ChelUPa tePebPanS, AUm. Common ; forms tunnels in submerged timber.

Lestpigonus Kinahani, Bate.

HypePia galba, Mont. Frequent in the subgenital pouches of the jelly-

fish Aarclia.

Duliehia poppeeta, Bate.

Cappella lineaPiS, Lin. Very common at all tide zones, among weeds, &c.

C. aeutifPOns, Latr. Not common. Jersey.

C, hystPix, Kroyer. Not common.

C. aeanthifepa, Leach. Very common.

C. typica, Kroyer. Not common.
I have a micro-mount of a small specimen of Caprella ceqaihbra, Bate,

but I am not certain whether it was taken in our waters.

NiphaPgUS fontanus, Bate. Hogan's Pump Shrimp. Much interest

attaches to the " Pump Shrimps," for as far as is yet ascertained they
occur nowhere except in wells, even newly-bored ones, and often far

removed from any source of surface water. There are several species

knowai, but the only one found in these islands that I know of is the
present species. It is of typical natatorial amphipod form, very slender,

from six to seven- eighths of an inch long, and of a Avhite or nulky-white
colour. The eyes are rudimentary. All the specimens I have seen are

from Jersey. It is very possible that this species also occurs in Guernse}',

as small crustaceans have frequently been found in water from pumps,
but they have not been identified. In Jersey I have seen Xiphargus from
the following localities :

1° Regent Eoad, bored well 30 feet deep, passing
through compact yellow clay and gravel, down to granulitic rock 2°

Hastings Road, well 30 feet deep bored through clay gravel, and into

granulitic rock. 3° Valley des Vaux, on a hillside, well (? depth) bored
entirely into Felsitic (Eurite) rock. 4° St. Aubin's Road, well (? de^Dth)

in altered shale. It is remarkable that all these are closed wells, bricked
or cemented for some distance from the top, and certainly free from the
access of any surface water. In the numerous open wells in the country
parishes (the old windlass and bucket type) no specimens of this shrimp
are found. Nor do they occur in the water which accumulates in the
deeper part of quarries, nor in streams or ponds. Under what conditions
then were these crustaceans living prior to the boring of the wells ? It

is an interesting point. Certainly in cavities or fissures of some kind,
but the rocks are remarkably free from cleavage or other cracks, as every-

one knows who is acquainted with the geology of Jersey. And yet these
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Crustacea are adapted for swimming ! But thej have lost the sense of

vision.

ISOPODA.

In this Order again I am not able to do more than note

a few Avhich I have been able to identify, but the list might
easily be largely extended. When no particular locality is

specified, it signifies that the species has occurred in all the

Islands, or at least in Jersey, Guernsey and Herm.

Apseudes talpa, Mont. Tolerably common among Zostera roots, &c., low
down in tide range.

TanaiS VittatUS, Rathke. Fairly common.

Leptoehelia dubia, Sars. Fairly common.
Aneeus maxillaris, 2Ioy>t. Common in the lower tide zone Very fre-

quently living in colonies in the osculse of sponges. The little Grantia
coippressa often has its cavity crowded Avith this crustacean.

Aniloera meditePPanea, Bate. Generally found parasitic (and always in
pairs) on the small Rockflsh Acanthohihrus, fastened by its sharply -hooked
limbs to the side of the fish's head, near the eye. ]\Iore rarely on Pollack,
Whiting and Bass. Fairly common.

Aega psOPa, Lin. Parasitic on the Pollack, Bass and Cod. Not common.

Roeinella DumePillii, Lucas. Rare; sometimes found attached to the
Codfish.

ConilePa eylindPaeea, Mont. Very common. Sometimes on Pollack, &c.
Often crowding the bait used in Conger fishing, and even clearing it from
the hooks.

Eupydiee pulehPa, Leach. Common. Occasionally fastening to the skin
of bathers in Jersey, and biting unpleasantly.

SphsePOma sePPatum, Fahr. Very common in dry rock crevices in gravelly
situations, living in colonies. Rolls up like a Pill Woodlouse.

Cymodoeea tPUneata, Leach In the same localities as the last, but gene-
rally isolated, and less common.

Dynamene vepsieolop, Rathke.

LimnOPia lignOPUm, Rathke. The Gribble. Bores into submerged timber,
in company with the Amphipod Chelura terebrans. Very common.

Nsesa bidentata, Adams. Connnon among dry Fucus, and in rock crevices,

up to high Avater mark.

Idotea tPieuspidata, Leach. Common. Often found in the shrimping-
net on sandy ground.

Idotea lineaPiS, Lin. With the last : common.

Idotea emapginata, Leach. Rare.

JaniPa maculosa, Leach. Common under stones in rockpools.

Jsepa albifpons, Leach. Common ; same situations as the last.

Munna KPOyePi, Goodsir. Fairly common.

Ligia oeeaniea, Lin. The Rock Slater. Very common just above high
water mark on rocks and walls. About an inch and a quarter in length,
greenish grey, marbled with black.

BopyPUS squillaPUm, Latr. A very common parasite on the shrimp,
l'alf£in< n squiUa, bulging out the side of the carapace like a tumour. The
male very small, usually found on the branchial lamellae of the female.

Gyge galatheSB, Bate. On the gills of Galathea squamifera. Not common.
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lone thoraeica, Moit. On tlu; L^ills of ('((lliaiKtssa snhto-raiica. Rare. St.

Clement's Bay, Jersey.

PHYLLOCARIDA.

Nebalia bipes, F((hr. This curious little crustaceuu yeems to be a Burvival

of an ancient type having affinities with all existing- types in general and
none in particular. Found under stones amongst decaying seaweed, and
most abundant where the conditicms are most unsavour}'. Common in

suitable habitats.

ENTOMOSTRACA.

It is in this order that the great numerical strcuoth of the

class Crustacea lies. To attempt a list in the present state of

our knowledge would be absurd, for the marine Entomostraca

of the Channel Islands offer a vast field of research. Only a

few weeks ago, whilst on the seashore collecting for a short

time with the Rev. Canon Norman in the high-tide pools at

St. Clement's, Jersey, I noted that as many as eight or ten

different species were obtained in one or two strokes of a small

net six inches in diameter. So that our local marine Ento-
mostraca may be described as a terra inco(jnit((^ and therefore

the uselessness of my cataloguing the few s])ecies that are

known to me will be at once apparent. Baird's Brithh
Entomostraca is the best text book for the young student, but

later publications have immensely increased the number of

described species.

CIRRIPEDIA.

The Barnacles are now included among the Crustacea,

although formerly they were treated as a distinct class.

Compared with some of the foregoing orders, they are not

very numerous, and the following species are given merely as

a rudimentary list. Others must certainly occur here.

Balanus balanoides, Xi;^ Acorn Barnacle. Abundant, coating rocks and
sea-walls up to high tide level.

Balanus tintinnabulum, Lin. On rocks at low water, on large crabs, &:c.

Larger than the last, and less common.
Conehoderma graeile, IleUer. Not common. Off St. Martin's Point,

Guernsey, dredged. Extreme low tide, St. Clement's Bay, Jersey.

PeltOgaster pag'Url, Rathke. Frequent ; but by no means abundant.
Parasitic on the Common Hermit Crab

Saeeulina eaPCini, Tkomp. Tolerably common. Parasitic on the Edible
Crab, rarely on other species in these islands.

In closing this pai)er I feel very keenly that, after deal-

ing with the Stalk-Eyed Crustacea, wbich I think have now
been catalogued pretty exhaustively, I have simply been guilty

of the proverbial " rushing in " where others, with more prac-
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tical experience of the Sessile-Eyed division, Avould perhaps

have feared to tread. Our knowledge of the forms which

exist within the area of the Channel Islands, still amounts to

verv little. Personally I have never paid special attention to

the lower division ; the species I have named are those Avhich

have come under my notice in the course of other marine
work ; but short and imperfect as it is, the list shows hoAV

great is the field, for it may be mentioned here that close upon
eleven hundred Sessile-Eyed Crustaceans have been discovered

in North Atlantic waters and additional forms are continually

being found.

It seems to me passing strange that while so many persons

devote their attention to conchology, so very few pay any
regard at all to the far more varied and interesting class

Crustacea. I trust therefore that this paper may induce

some of our young and energetic friends to take up this

fascinating study, for our coasts are unsurpassed as a hunting
ground. There are no difficulties in the way of collecting and
preserving specimens. Methylated spirit and well-corked

tubes do vei'v well for all the small forms ; while maceration,

the kitchen tap, and subsequent desiccation in proper form
will do all that is needful for the larger ones. The question

of the identification of the captures need not deter the young-

student, for he will find in his local public library the principal

text books required ; and as for critical forms, he will always
find specialists ready and willing to help him.



SALVIA MARQUANDII, 8P. n.

BY G. CLARIDGE DRUCE, M.A., F.L.S.

[Reprinted, by kind permission, from the Journal of Botany, December, 1906.]

In June and July last I visited the Channel Isles, one of my
chief objects being to clear u|) the mystery connected with

Salvia claiidcstina. I made a careful search in Jersey, but

saw there only S. Verboiaca, which showed no definite

variation except that caused by difference of soil and exposure.

rUit in July, whilst in the company of Mr. E. D. Marquand,
the well-known naturalist and author of the excellent Flora of
Guerasey^ I noticed growing in grass on light sandy soil

at Yazon Bay, in Guernsey, a Salvia^ which I at once saw
was new to me, and obviously distinct from *S'. Verlje/iaca or

the true cla/idcsthia, which I have seen in its classic locality.

It appeared to be limited to a small area, although w^e searched

somewhat diligently along the north coast ; nor could I see it

in Alderney, where *S'. Verbe/iaca is such a conspicuous feature.

The history of the plant which has been called S. clandes-

tuia m Britain dates from the publication of Babington's

PrimiticB Florae Sarnic(B in 1830, where the author records it

from near Pontac and St. Clements in Jersey, and also from
Guernsey. It may be well at once to say that, in my opinion,

no specimens of true clandestina from Britain are contained in

the Babington Herbarium at Cambridge, all being forms of

Verbe/iaca only ; I believe Mr. Pugsley has come to the same
conclusion, and this, too, was Syme's view. At the date

mentioned Babington had only recently begun his work on the

British Flora, and did not seem to be aware what was the

true clandestina of Linmeus ; he refers his Channel Islands

plant doubtfully to that species, but quotes Bentham, who had
materially widened the definition of that plant from that

covered by the description in the Species Plantaruni. Babing-
ton does not seem to have been aware that Smith's clandestina

was still a different species, while he tried to obtain specific

distinction from the leaf-characters, w^hich I think, notwith-

standing M. Briquet's monumental work on the LabiatcB,

where weight is attached to this character in differentiating

the Salvias of this section, can scarcely be so valuable as
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those drawn from the shape and colour of the flower ; at any
rate, the latter characters should not be ignored.

Modifications in the description of *S'. clandestina are

made in the later editions of Babnigton's Manual^ but they do

not fit the restricted plant, and it is difficult to believe he had
the true species before him ; nor do they agree with the

Guernsey plant.

In the third edition of English Botany^ Syme, with

a query, identifies a plant (which is preserved at Kew) which
he has seen in the Borrer Herbarium, gathered in Guernsey,
as IS. clundestina, and this is, I think, identical with the plant

which I am about to describe. The figure, t. 1057, is rather

poor, and the colouring bad, as our plant has clear blue (beau

hJeii)^ not purplish flowers. Syme gives several synonyms,
some of which belong to the true clandestina, but none, I

think, to my plant.

It may be well to state Avhat I consider to be the true

S. clandestina L. Fortunately there is not great difficulty in

this case in arriving at a conclusion. Linnaeus diagnosed it

{Sp. PL ed. 2, p. 36) as " 8. foliis serratis pinnatifidis rugosis-

simis, spica obtusa, corollis calyce angustioribus "
; he cites as

a synonym " Horminura sylvestre, inciso folio, cassio flore,

italicum. Barr. rar. 24, t. 220," and gives a detailed descrip-

tion. A reference to Barrelier's work (PI. per Galliani.

Hispaniam et Italiam ohservatce, 1714) shows that the plant

there described and figured differs essentially from the

Guernsey plant ; it is *S'. clandestina L., common in many
parts of Si)ain, France and Italy, which Barrelier saw on the

Roman Campagna.
The identity of the true clandestina. was somewhat

obscured by its being represented in the Linnean Herbarium
by the eastern S. controversa ; hence Smith, who then had
the Linnean Herbarium in his possession, when he prepared
Sibthorp's Flora Grceca and wiote the Prodromus, described
and figured S. cnntrorersa as S. clandestina. L.

It would seem probable that the excellent plates in Jordan
and Fourreau s Icones ad Floram Kuropoi (where several

Salvias, under the generic name of GaUitricliuni, are figured)

might have included one representing our plant, but I am
unable to match it : those having a concolorous corolla have a

very differently-shaped flower, so that only in an extremely
aggregate sense could they be considered to belong to the

same species.

Under S. pratensis., in Corbiere's Noarelle Flore de

jSorniandie^ p. 453, there is described var. parviflora Lee. &
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T^ain., the S. diinicforuin Boi-. and (?) of Andrz., hut if this is

the same phint as that of Aiidrzejowski it is ({uite different

from our phint.

T have seai-ched tlirough the Herbaria of the British

Museum and Kew, but can find no named plant that agrees

with the Vazon Salria, Avhich 1 therefore venture to distin-

guish by the name of a botanist who has done such excellent

work in the island where it grows.

Salvia Marquandii, sp. n. Herbaceous. Rootstock woody, thick and
large. Height of thirty f^peciineiis 30-45 cm , simple or with 2-5

branches. Radical leaves rather long, stalked, the average length of

stalk of lower leaves 25-30 mm., of the leaf-blade 50 mm., breadth
25 mm., oval-oblong, snbobtuse, more or less deeply crenately lobed,
the lobes crenate or crenate-dentate. The upper leaves sessile, more
acute, and sometimes more sharply and more deeply cut, narrow-oblong,
or slightly triangular ovate, all suliglabrous, slightly hairy on angles of

petiole, yellowish green, and somewhat rugose. Bracts semi-circular-

ovate, cuspidate, cordate, at length reliexed, and falling as the seeds

ripen. Verticillasters subspicate, the lower whorls rather distant, 4-5

flowered. Calyx campanulate, 5-6 mm., upper lip broad, flatfish

recurved, concave towards the apex, and abruptly narrowed into three
minute teeth ; the divisions of the lower lip lanceolate and gradually
nan'owing into two longer teeth Corolla slightly more than t^vice the
length of the calyx (12-14 mm.) ; tube naked, 8-9 mm., the exposed
portion of the tube 3 mm. The upper lip longer than the tube (5 5 -7 "5),

nearly semi-circular in outline (galeate, not fal(;ate), glabrous except for

a few hairs on the vein of the exterior upper part of the upper lip.

Style ultimately exserted beyond the upper lip. Corolla of a pale clear

blue. The whole plant smells rather of calamint, quite dtflerent from the
heavy odour of S. Verbe)iaca.

Syn. Salvia chmdestina Syme in E. B. ed. 3, vii, p. 434, t. 1057, not of

Linn.

From *S'. Verhenacd this may be distinguished at a glance

by the much more prominent and differently-shaped lighter

blue flowers, its paler foliage, the more oblong, narrower and
less acute leaves ; by the less spiny teeth to the calyx, the

absence of viscosity, due to the scarcity of glandular hairs, in

the upj^er tlower-Avhorls ; and by its different odour. From
«S'. pratensia it may be known by the flowers being not above
half the size, although in shape approaching to them rather

than S. Verboiaca^ but less sickle-shaped, and in being quite

eglandula^-. From the true S. clandestiiia L. it is clearly

separated by the concolorous wholly blue flower, whereas
chiiidestina has the lower lip white or very pale ; by the more
gracefully-shaped and more prominent corolla ; and by the

less rugose and often less divided leaves.

Explanation of Plate.—I, Salvia Marquandii, natiiral size. 2, bract.
3, i, calyx, o, flower : this is not well represented in the figure ; the upper lip is not
sufficiently curved, and the swelling in the lower part of the throat represented
as too prominent. The drawing of the upper flower on the right-hand side of
the flowering branch more nearly represents the normal flower. All twice natural
size.
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BY MR. G. T. DERRICK.

The following notes describe an interesting cist, vases and
other articles found in the year 1885, during quarrying

operations, on the property of Mr. N. P. Duquemin, at the

Hougue au Gonite, Bas Sejour, Cast el.

The cist was discovered on June 5th, at about three feet

below the surface. It was enclosed by rough unhewn stones

about 18 inches in height, placed vertically on the gravel, and
was covered with stones very similar to those fornaing the

sides. It faced N. and S., and was about 6 feet long and 20
inches wide. There were no bones in the cist, but it con-

tained a sword, or rather ])ortions of two or three swords, and
a lance lying lengthwise side by side ; also several beads.

A little later, about three feet from the cist, three perfect

urns were unearthed. These are made of thin ware of light

drab colour ; they Avere em])ty, and one at least had its mouth
closed with pieces of iron built up across it, apparently to

prevent the earth falling into it. Each urn is characteristic

of its kind : the tallest. 7 inches high and 6 inches wide, is a

cinerary urn ; the next, 5^ inches high and 9 inches across, is

a food-vessel ; the third, oj inches in height and 6 inches in

diameter, is a censer cu]). They were all fashioned on a

wheel, and are ornamented with horizontal lines. With them
were found the base of another urn, and some fragments.

The swords are of steel (or iron) with a single cutting

edge ; each of them was in an iron scabbard, which, in at

least the upper portion, was covered with a woven material,

and ornamented at the mouth. With them were found a

bronze ring and an iron loop, which probably served to sus-

pend the sword from the belt. The lance or spear-head is of

iron, the lower part hollow ; there are some remains of the

wooden pole or shaft on which it was fixed.

At the same time and close by were found some rings, &c.
There are two perfect bronze rings ; one is 2^ inches in

diameter and flat-sided, the other is jjenaunular, about the

same diameter, but circular in section. There are some frag-
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iiients, one of wliicli is of a liollow ring. There are also

glass rings. Two are of a light colour with an ill-defined

])attern of yellowish material in the glass. Two others are

black with whitish spots, making a good imitation of porphyry.

Another small black ring is flnttened on both sni-faces. There
is also a half ring of red material which may not be glass.

All these objects are carefully pieserved in two show-cases,

and were exhibited at Elizabeth College some years ago, being

then marked as of Keltic origin. If the urns are considered a

separate burial there might be some grounds for this idea ;

but the cist itself, with its swords, sj)ear, &c., must be of

considerably later date ; it is almost certainly a Saxon or

Scandinavian grave.

The exact correspondence of the above discovery to the

one described by Mr. F. C'. Lukis in the iTournal of the

Archaeological Association, Vol. L, p. 306, shows that both

graves are of the same nationality and period. " It was
discovered in 1818, at a depth not exceeding 2 feet, and
contained a sword and spear-head, and other portions of steel

weapons ; these articles were chieily on the N. side of the

cist, which was disposed nearly E. and W. No human
remains were discovered, probably owing to the shallowness of

the deposit. ... A vase of dark pottery, 8 inches high and
7 inches in diameter at the broadest part, was foun 1 near it."

Another at Catioroc was very similar. Three cists were
discovered. " In the first, several spear-heads and fragments

of knives, a long sword Avithin a steel scabbard 34 inches in

length ; a ring of brass, part of an armlet also of steel, some
small oinaments, a clay bead, and a fine-shaped vase 7 inches

high of black ware, well-tnrned, having five hoop-like ridges

round it. It contained nothing except that fine dust which is

well known to antiquaries as the usual accompaniment of the

silent tomb. No vestiges of the human form were discovered,

but several fused masses like cdinkers were strewn about the

interior."



THE SEA-ANEMONES OF OUR SHORES.

UY K. C. MARKS.

The Channel Islands have long been noted as an area exceed-

ingly rich both in species and individuals of that interesting

class, the Actinozoa^ whicli includes Sea-Anemones and Corals.

In spite of this we have no connected record to hand ; there-

fore the present list has been com])iled to help students of the

fauna of our shores, and in the hope that it Avill stimulate

further research.

The list is founded on Oosse's " History of British Sea-
Anemones," published in IHTjO, and where possible more recent

records have been added. The records for Sark have been
taken from the catalogue Avhich is given in Ansted's " Channel
Islands "

; we haA^e no information as to species occurring in

Alderney.

The following record comprises twenty-eight species, tAvo

of Avhich occur only in Herm, so far as at ])resent knoAvn.

The records in Gosse are based on the Avork of Mr. E.

W. H. Holdsworth, Dr. J. D. Hilton, Mr. S. Whitchurch,
Mr. Joshua Alder, Dr. Wallich and Miss (iuille.

Ansted says (p. 242) :
" The list of Zoophytes (including

Sea-Anemones) is supplied from many observers. The Misses
Le Lievre, of (juernsey ; Dr. Hilton, Avho has resided in

(iuernsey ; Mrs. CoUings, of Snrk, and Mr. Picquet, of

Jersey, have been the principal local contributors ; and species

have been added by ^Jr. Busk and other occasional visitors

among English naturalists."

I take this opportunity of thanking publicly all who have
helped in this Avork, notably Messrs. F. H. Wright, E. W.
Sharp and G. T. Barry.

Aetinoloba dianthus. The Plumose Anemone. Guernsey (HoldsAvorth)

.

In one spot at low tide in L'Ancresse Bay. A specimen of this beautiful
anemone was captured by the late Marshall Ozanne in December, 1905,
and was kept in an aquarium for six months (Mabbs). Sark (Ansted).

Sagartia belliS. The Daisy Anemone. Guernsey (Holdsworth). Abun-
dant everywhere along the coast both in crevices of rocks and in open
sand (Mabbs;. 8ark ^Ansted).

Five varieties are described, several of which are probably to be
found here.
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S. miniata. The Scarlet Fringed Anemone.
Var. omnia. Puri^lish-brown, tentacles yellowish, month red.

Gruernsey (Ansted).

Var. venustoides. Disc orange, tentacles whitisli with two black
bars. Sark (Ansted).

Var. )/iveoides. Drab-olive, tentacles opac^ut; white. Sark (Ansted).

S. venusta. The Orange Disc xVnemone. Gnernsey (Hilton). Guernsey,
on Laminaria washed up (Miss Guille). Bordeaux Harbour (jNIabbs).

Sark (Ansted).

S. rosea. The Rosy Anemone. Guernsey (Holdsworth). Sark (Ansted).

S. nivea. The Snowy Anemone. Guernsey (Holdsworth). Sark (Ansted).

S. sphyPOdeta. The Sandalled Anemone. Guernsey, under stones on
beach (Holdsworth). Sark (Ansted).

S. troglodytes. The Cav.- -dwelling Anemone. Guernsev (Holdsworth).
Havelet Bay (Wright).

S. Viduata. The Snake -locked Anemone. Guernsey (Holdsworth). Sark
(Ansted)

S. (Adamsia) parasitica. The Parasitic Anemone. Almost always at-

tached to a shell tenanted by the common Hermit Crab [Pagnrm Bcrx-
hairhis). Guernsey and Herm (Hilton). Havelet Bay (Wright). Sark
and Herm (Ansted).

Adamsia palliata. The Cloak Anemone. Always attached to a shell

tenanted by another species of Hermit Crab [Pagnrm Frideaiixii) . Guern-
sey (Hilton). Havelet Bay (Wright).

Aiptasia Couehii. The Trumplet. Found only in Channel Islands and
Cornwall. Guernsey (Hilton). Herm (Whitchurch). Bordeaux and
Petit Port (Mabbs).

Anthea eereus (= Anemonia sulcata). The Opelet. Guernsey (Holds

-

worth). Herm (Whitehurch). Abundant everywhere, notably on
Laminaria in St. Peter-Port Harbour (Mabbs).

Var. smaragdina. Tentacles green, with rosy tips. Guernse\'
(Mabbs). Sark, Herm (Ansted).

Var. sidphurea. Tentacles pale j^ellow with lilac tips. Guernsey
(Mabbs). Sark, Herm (Ansted).

Var n/stica. Brownish drab, tentacles grey, without coloured tips.

Guernsey (Mabbs).

Actinia mesembryanthemum. The Beadlet. Found in the greatest

profusion everywhere. Eleven varieties are described, most of which
probably occur on our shores, but the following only have been noted :

Var. Jiepatica. Liver-brown, disc and tentacles crimson, spherules
blue. Guernsey; abundant (Mabbs). Sark (Ansted).

Var. chiococca. Rich scarlet, spherules pure white Sark (Ansted).

Var. nmhrbia. Entirely yellowish-brown, spherules blue. Guernsey
;

common (Mabbs).
Var. olivacea. Dark olive, spherules blue. Guernsey ; common

(Mabbs).
Var. fragccea. The Strawberry. Dark red with light green spots.

Guernsey; rather common (Mabbs).

Bunodes gemmacea. The Gem Pimplet. Guernsey (Holdsworth). Com-
mon from Bordeaux to Petit Port, notably at Terres Point (Fleure).

Tealia erassieornis. The Dahlia Wartlet. Generally distributed and
rather common. Sark and Herm (Anstedj. A beautiful mauve variety

has been found in Havelet Bay, Guernsej, by Messrs. Wright and Sharp.
In our Traimactiom for 1899 (jd 377) Mr. C. Andrews states he observed
that one of these large Anemones had been in the same spot in a cave
near Petit Bot for four years.
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Peaehia hastata. The Arrow Muzzlet. Guernsey (Ansted). Vermerette,
Herm (Siuel).

P. undata. The Waved jNIuzzlet. Found only in Herm at extreme low
water mark (Hilton) , and perhaps Guernsey (Whitchurch)

.

P. triphylla. The Trefoil Muzzlet. Peculiar to Guernsey (Wallich).

Haleampa ehrysanthellum. The Sand Pintlet. Guernsey (xinsted).

Edwardsia eallimorpha. The Painted Pufflet. Guernsey (Hilton).

Cerianthus Lloydii. The Vestlet. Herm (Holdsworth). Vermerette,
Herm (Sinel).

COPynaetis Viridis. The Globehorn. Guernsey (Hilton). Bordeaux
(Mabbs).

Yar, smaragdina. Emerald green, tentacles transparent, with pink
knobs. Bordeaux (Sharp). Sark (Ansted).

Yar. rhodoprasina. Eosy lilac, tentacles umber, with white knobs.
Bordeaux (Sharp). Sark (Ansted).

Yar. tephrxna. Pearl-grey, with brown tentacles. Bordeaux (Sharp).

Aureliana augUSta. The Crimson Imperial. Guernsey (Ansted).

A. heteroeera. The Yellow imperial. Guernsey (Ansted).

Zoanthus Couehii. The Sandy Creeplet. Guernsey (Alder).

Capyophyllia Smithii. The Devonshire Cup Coral. Guernsey, low water
(Hilton). Bordeaux (Sharp). Sark and Herm (Ansted)

.

Balanophyllia regia. The Scarlet and Gold star Coral. Guernsey
(Ansted)

.



THE CHAPEL OF SAINT APOLLINE.

Ix the month of tluly of this year the members of our

Society visited S. Apolline's Chapel in S. Saviour's parish,

where the Rev. G. E. Lee, F.S.A., Rector of S. Peter-Port,

met them and read an account of the chapel, which was
written by the late Sir Edgar MacCulloch, F.S.A., in the

year 1875 for the " St. James' District Magazine." This
valuable paper being now out of print we think it well to

reproduce it in extenso for the benefit of our members.

" The Chapel of Sahite Apolline is the only one of the

private chapels, once numerous in this Island, which has es-

caped destruction, and is also the one of which the history

can be traced from the day of its foundation to the very eve
of the Reformation. In this instance Ave have a striking

proof of the extreme uncertainty of popular tradition which
has assigned a fabulous date to the erection of this Chapel,

asserting that it was in existence long before any of the

parish churches. To those acquainted with the subject, the

style of architecture of the building itself is sufficient to dis-

prove this opinion ; for the vault which covers it exhibits the

pointed arch which, it is well known, did not make its

appearance in the edifices of the middle ages until the latter

half of the 12th century, say about 1150, whereas all our

parishes are named in documents anterior to the Conquest of

England by the Normans in 1066.

From the Cartulary of Mont-Saint-Michel we learn that

in the year 1054, William Pichenoht, moved by compunction
for the many and great sins he had committed, and desirous

of taking the monastic habit in that renowned monastery,

gave, with the consent of Duke William of Normandy, his

lands of la Perrelle with all their appurtenances to the Abbey.
These lands were, no doubt, leased out afterwards by the

Monks to various individuals on the terms usual in those

early days, the Abbey retaining the Seigneurie or Lordship
over the whole.

In October 1392, a certain Nicholas Henry, of la Perrelle,

obtained the consent of the Abbot and Monks of Mont-St.-

Michel, as Lords of the Manor, to the endowment of a
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Chapel which he had lately erected on his estate, subject,

however, to the sanction of the Sovereign as Lord Paramount.
The Statute of Mortmain, the object of which was to prevent

the accumulation of landed property in the hands of the

clergy, had been recently re-enacted with very stringent

clauses, and Nicholas Henry applied to the Crown for the

necessary permission, which was granted by King Richard II.

in July 1394. The Charter, which is preserved among the

Records of the Island at the Grejfe, authorizes Nicholas

Henry to endow the Chapel of Salute Marie de la Perrelle^

for the purpose of maintaining a chaplain who was to cele-

brate a daily mass for ever, for the safety of the said Nicholas

Henry, and his wife Philippa, for their souls after they should

have departed this life, and for the souls of all their ancestors,

benefactors and Christian people generally. The Charter
given by the Abbey exempts three vcrgees of land, attached

by the founder to the Chapel, from payment of all dues on
the condition of his charging the whole of his property with
an annual rent for ever of one bushel of wheat. The Royal
Charter describes the endowment as consisting of land of the

value of twenty sols annually. Besides the three vergees of

land, wdiich it is not uninteresting to note are described as

being bounded on the w^est by the property of Guillaume
Blondel, and on the east by that of Thomas Dumaresq, both
of which families are still land owners in the district, Nicholas
Henry also gave to the Chapel an annual wheat-rent of Four
Quarters due on a piece of ground adjoining. The Chapel
once established, other gifts would doubtless be made to it

from time to time by pious individuals w^ho took part in the
daily service. Thus we find that in May 1485, Johan de
Lisle, son of Colas, and Nicolas de Lisle, son of Pierre,

acknowledged in the presence of the Bailiff and Jurats that

they ow^ed jointly the yearly rent of a hen to the Chaplain of

Notre Dame de la Perrelle ; and the latter acknowledged,
moreover, that an annual rent of one bushel of wheat was also

due by him. On the 2nf] of March 1492, Henry le TeUier
of St. Saviour's also acknowledged that he owed two bushels
of wheat-rent to the Chaplain, who, at both those dates, was
Sire Thomas Henry, or, as he is styled in the earlier deed,
Dom Thomas, a title which gives reason to suppose him to

have been a Benedictine Monk. It is more than likely that
he belonged to the family of the original founder of the
Chapel, and it is not improbable that he was his grandson.

The identity of the Chapel still existing with that erected
and endowed by Nicholas Henry might well be questioned,
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had not a document come to light within the last ten years

which makes the matter quite clear. It is an Act of the

Koyal Court en Plaids (V Heritaf/e of the 6th June 1452, in

which the Chapel is spoken of as " Id, cltapelle de Notre Dame
de la Pevrelle^ appeUeye la Chapelle Saint Appolyne."
It was then in the possession of Colin Henry, son of Jaccpies,

and grandson of Nicholas, who is described as the founder of

the Chapel. Forty years later it had changed hands, and
was in the possession of the Guille family, ])erhaps by inherit-

ance or by marriage with an heiress of the Henry family
;

for in April 1496, Nicholas Guille, son of Nicholas, of St.

Peter-Port, sold the advowson of the Chaplaincy to Edmond
de Chesney, Seigneur of Anneville, in whose family it pro-

bably remained until their possessions in this Island passed

by sale into the Fouachin or Fashion family, by whom they

came by inheritance to the family of Andros.
From the Act of the Plaids d'Heritage to which we have

referred, we gather that a certain Nicolle Angot had held

the chaplaincy at some previous period and that he had added
a yearly rent of six bushels of wheat to the endowment.
Thomas Henry, as we have already mentioned, was chaplain

in. 1485, and at least until the year 1492. We have found a

clergyman of the same name designated as Chaplain of St.

Brioc in July 1477, and as Rector of the Castel in September
1478. If, as is not improbable, the Chaplain of St. Brioc, the

Hector of the Castel, and the Chaplain of St. Apolline are

one and the same person, we must suppose that the Rector in

his old age gave up the arduous duties of a parish for the

more quiet retirement of a domestic chaplaincy among his

own kindred, and perhaps on his own estate. As it is not till

then that we find him styled " Dom " and not " Sire " which
Avas the usual title of Parish Priests, we may conjecture that

in giving up his benefice at the Castel, he had assumed the

monastic habit.

We do not know how it happened that the name of St.

Apolline came to be associated with that of the Blessed

Virgin, and at last, to have superseded it altogether as the

designation of the Chapel ; but instances of a like kind are by
no means uncommon. Perhaps the reason, in this case, may
be found in the fact that there were already no less than five

places of worship in this island under the invocation of Our
Lady—the Churches of the Castel, Torteval and Lihou, and
the Chapels of Poulias and le Chateau des Marais, commonly
known as Ivy Castle. Saint Apollonia—or as she is called in

France, Apolline—is said to have been a virgin of Alexandria
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who, in the persecution of the Christians under the Roman
Emperor Decius in the year 249, suffered martyrdom by
burning. Before being cast into the flames all her teeth were
pulled or beaten out, which is the reason Avhy her intercession

is invoked in Roman Catholic countries by persons suffering

from toothache.

The Chapel cannot boast of any great beauty of archi-

tecture, the masonry being rough and of rmhevvn stone, except

the heads of the doorways, the jambs of the small openings

that serve as windows, and the corner stones of the edifice,

which appear to have been coarsely wrought. Its dimensions

are twenty-seven feet in length by thirteen feet nine inches in

width, but though small and totally devoid of ornament, the

building is by no means without that elegance which arises

from the observance of due proportions. The vault is in solid

masonry of small stones cemented together with a strong-

mortar ; and if it was ever slated or tiled all traces of the

covering have long since disappeared. The interior is stuc-

coed, and was originally adorned with mural paintings of

which some slight traces are yet to be seen. Figures of

angels and part of a group Avhich seems to have been intended

to represent the nativity of our Saviour are still to be made
out. There are three small narrow square-headed windows,
which may or may not have been once glazed,—one in the

east gable immediately above where the altar must have stood,

and the other two in the north and south walls near the east

end of the building. There is no opening whatever in the

Avestern gable, which was surmounted originally by a bell-cote

of which the base only now remains. The hole through
which the bell-rope passed is still to be seen in the interior.

Two small round or rather segmental-headed doors at the

western extremity of the north and south walls give access to

the interior. The building stands close to and projects a little

on the high road, on the opposite side of which to the south
of the Chapel is a very ancient and substantially built farm-
house, which is traditionally said to have been the residence

of the officiating priest. It is quite as probable that it was
the manor-house of the founder, Nicholas Henry. In it were
preserved the iron clapper of a bell, which is said to have
belonged to that of the Chapel, and some wrought stones,

which probably formed the supports of the altar-slab. A
more interesting relic, however, which is said by tradition to

have come originally from this Chapel, is a small silver

burette, one of a pair, such as are used in the Roman Catholic
Church to contain .the wine and the water employed in the
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celebration of the mass. It bears the inscription vSaxcte
Paa^le oka pko nobls ; and on the lid is the letter A
denoting that it was the vessel intended to contain the water.

It is in the possession of the ancient family of the Guilles of

St. George, who also preserve two small candlesticks of

diiferent patterns which are likewise said to have formed part

of the furniture of this Chapel.

Until the year 1873 when, on an opportunity presenting

itself, the States of Guernsey came forward to purchase the

building with a view of preventing so interesting a relic from
falling into utter ruin, the Chapel belonged to the farm-house
of which we have spoken above, and served the purpose of a

stable or place for storing fuel."

Mr. Lee remarked that William Pichenoht's charter is

still to be seen at St. Lo, in Normandy. The charter was
signed by Did<:e William before the altar of Rouen Cathedral,

in the sight and hearing of Mauger, Archbishop of Rouen,
Hugh, Bishop of Avranches and other notable witnesses.

The charter granted by Richard II., in 1394, is the

oldest of all the original documents now extant in the records

of Guernsey. The Registers of the Bishop of Coutances
shew that Dom Thomas Henry, or Harris, Rector of the

Castel and Chaplain of S. Brioc and of S. Apolline {capelle

Beate Marie fandatc in parudiia Suncti Salvaloris) died in

1494. He was succeeded iu the Chaplaincy by Jacques
Gyot on the presentation of the noble John Henry [nobilis

viri Johannis Henry). Jacques Gyot became Rector of S.

Martin's in 1498 and died in 1519. Sir Henry Mores
succeeded Thomas Henry in the Rectory of the Castel

})arish.

In the year loOH Nicolas de I'Eree bought from Maturin
Payn a house " en im territoire nommey les Rowes

"

(Rouvets), and part of the price was a rente of one bushel

of w^heat to the Chapel of Notre Dame de la Perelle. This is

interesting as shewing the late survival of the original name
of the Chapel.

The masonry of this Chapel is interesting, long stones

being used as in the Castel and other churches to strengthen

the walls at their angles and so avoid the necessity of but-

tresses. The remains of the mural paintings are still very

clearly seen when the light is good, and towards noon it would
be possible we believe to photograph them successfully. Five
personages are easily distinguished, and the drawing is better

than is usually the case in similar buildings. A piscina, not
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mentioned bj Sir Edgar MacCnlloch, exists on the south side

of the sanctuary, and the window above it has a transom.

The parcel gilt burette or cruet was given to the Town Church
by the present Seigneur of S. George, the Rev. Hubert
Stevens-Guille. This vahiable little vessel was engraved in

Specimens of Ancient Church Plate, Sepulchral Crosses, Sec,

published at Oxford, Cambridge and London in 1845. In
1895 it was exhibited by Mr. Lee to the Society of Anti-
quaries, and Mr. W. H. t^t. John Hope wrote an interesting

account of it in the Transactions of that Society. Mr. Hope
says that " although the cruet is not hall-marked, there can be
little or no doubt that it is English, and probably of London
make. The lettering on the medial band closely resembles that

on the Rochester Mazer of 1532-3, in the possession of the

President, and on the Tokerys Mazer of 1534-5, belonging to

Mr. W. Jardone Brakenridge. Its date therefore is probably
circa 1530-35." There is no foundation for the "tradition"
referred to by Sir Edgar MacCulloch, that the cruet came
originally from the Chapel of S. Apolline. A letter in the

possession of Mr. Stevens-Guille shows that the cruet was
given to the late Mr. John Guille, Bailiff, by his cousin Mr.
Andros, and the inscription makes it likely that it belonged
to a Church or Chapel of S. Paid.



THE RAINFALL OF GUERNSEY FOR THE
YEAR 1906.

BY MK. A COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

The Observers.—Nine Observers have sent in com[)lete

records for 1906, which, Avith my own results, give 10 complete

records, an advance of one.

I acknowledge my great indebtedness to the gentlemen
named below, Avho are helping very materially to gain the

information we are so anxious to have as to the distribution

of the rainfall over the island.

The names of the Observers and the particulars of the

stations are given in

TABLE I.

LIST OF STATIONS AND OBSERYERS
AKRANGED ACCORDING TO ELEVATION.

Observer.

Guernsey Water-
works Co

Mr. A. Collenette
Mr. B. Rowswell.

Mr. A. Baily
Dr. F.Carey
Mr. J. Ouilbert...
Mr. J. de Putron
Dr. Duncan
Mr. J. Hocart ...

Mr. A. Poat

Position of Gauge.

" Hautnez " Forest Road ...

" Brooklyn " St. Martin's Rd.
" Les Blanches " St. Martin's
" Oberland" St. Martin's
" Yilla Carey " Grange
" Colborne Yilla " Rohais
" Caledonia Nursery "..Couture
King's Mills Castel
"Les Mielles " L'Ancresse
" Richmond " St. Sampson's. .

.

Part
of

Island.

s.

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
E.
E.
E.
W.
N.E.
N.E.

Eleva-
tion.

Feet.
343
300
300
250
180
145
100
38
33
25

As will have been seen in the previous papers, the results

at the station " Grange " were below those of the other stations

in the district by at least two inches in the year. About five

months ago the gauge was moved with the following result :

—

Whereas the first seven months shows a difference of 3*7 inch

a year, the last four months gives an annual difference of 1*6

inch only.
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This change brings the " Grange " rainfall much nearer

the average of its neighbourhood, and justifies the remarks
made in former papers as to the cause of the deficit. There
still remains a deficit of 1*6 inch, which is probably the result

of the nearness of the Vauvert Valley.

In starting the King's Mills station it was noticed that

the Eainfall was deficient in quantity and, at my request, it

was moved at the end of February into a more open exposure.

If the gauge had been kept in the first situation the difference

between St. Martin's Road and the King's Mills would have
been 11*5 inches for the year. Since the change of position

that difference is reduced to 1'75 inches, which is consistent

with the Rainfall of that part of the island.

These facts show how important it is to have a correct

exposure, and how careful Ave must be in forming conclusions

as to the correct Rainfall. I have, however, discounted these

differences in my previous arguments on this subject.

This year has proved drier than the average by over

three inches. 19U6 and 19U5 being dry years have reduced
the average from 36*62 to 36*46, but owing to 1903 and 1904
being wet years these four years leave the average rainfall

very little changed.
The wettest months were January and November, each

with 5*69 inches. August was very dry with 73 inches.

There were four wet months, viz. : January, February, May
and November. These exceeded their average falls by 14:°/ ;

l4*77o ; ll*^°/o ^^^^ 12*77c- The driest months, Augu^
and July, fell short of their averages by 70°/^ and 537o.
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In the comparison between the stations the greatest rainfall

occnrs at Oberland, but the difference between Oberland and
St. Martin's Road is so small that I consider that the greatest

fall is over the town and the district to the S. and S.W. It is

true that the returns from the Rohais, Grange and Couture
are this year considerably lower, but that is not true of the
Rohais and Couture every year.
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As regards this year's results we find that the maximum
amount has been collected at Oberland, and that l7o less has

been recorded at St. Martin's Road. To the S. and S.W. the

the falling off was 6°^ and 8°/^. Allowing for misplaced
gauges on the line to the west coast, we may take it that the

falling off is somewhere near 3°;^ per mile. On the north the

diminution is also about 3°/^ per mile. The variation in town
of from 5 to 7°,^ I would put down to interference of valleys,

trees and buildings.

I now wish to warn my hearers against too hastily

believing that the rainfall of the island is diminishing. It is
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tnie that we have passed through a dry series of years, but
this has happened before as the following table will prove.
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The driest five-year period was that ending in 1857,

when the mean of the period was but 31*4. Other dry five-year

periods will be noticed on the table ending with the years

1847, 1862 and 1892. From 1872 to 1882 the periods gave
increased rainfall which it would be unwise to attribute to

any local change. The three last periods have each average

rainfalls.
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WET DAYS.

In Table I. the distribution of wet days through the year

is given, and by it we see that the number of wet days is 10 in

excess of the average, chiefly due to the prevalence of misty

rain in winter, which gave small daily totals. Fourteen winter

days gave 0*0 1 inch and count as wet days, but were

practically without actual rainfall.

HEAVY FALLS

have been lacking this year, only one of 1 inch and over

occurred, viz. : June 28th, = 1-24 inches. The fall of the

25th of December, 0*97, was the next heaviest, and two
occurred of 0*79 and 0*71 inches.

RAINFALL.
TABLE V.

-Comparison between Guernsey and Jersey, 1906.

Monthly Totals. Wet Days.

1906.
1

H

Inches.

I-?

Inches.

1-5

Remarks.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September . .

.

October
November

5 69
3 87
2 08
153
2-48

1-40

100
073
143
4 34
5-69

319

4-80

3 67
194
1-24

1-84

0-72

0-52

65
0-91

3-37

5-98

3-04

25
23
14
11

16
6

11
10
6

24
23
21

28
25
19
12
19
6

10
12
9

23
23
24

Great differences

exist in the detail of

the months, a few are

here given:

—

Guernsey. Jersey,
ins. ins.

June 28 = 1-24 0-51

Oct. 29 = 0-71 31
Nov. 4 = 0-77 1-50

6 = 0-56 1-06

Dec. 25 = 0-97 0-32

December
Guernsey's total=100

The Year 33 43 28-68 190 i 210 Jersey's „ = 85

RAINFALL at SARK, HERM and ALDERNEY during 1906.

Observers : Capt. J. H. Henry, Yallee du Oreux, Sark.
Mr. Leicester Gore, Western Side, Herm.
Mr. W. J. PicoT, Le Huret, Alderney.

The following notes were collected and prepared by
Mr. B. T. Kowswell, and are of great interest as showing the

rainfall of the other islands within our area. Rain gauges
were established in these islands at the beginning of 1906 by
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Mr. Rowswell, and
above. I am indebted to

publish these observations

paper :

—

ire in charge of the observers mentioned
Mr. Rowswell for permission to

IS an appendix to my foregoing
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Heaviest daily rainfall of year :

—

Sark 1*16 inches June 28th.

Herm I'OO „ „
Alderney... G-85 „ Nov. 8th.

Wettest and driest months of year :

—

Sark 4-81 in., Nov. ; 0-74 in., Aug.
Herm 4*78 in., Nov. ; 0'57 in., July.

Alderney... 5*33 in., Jan. ; 0*50 in., Aug.

At Sark and Herm November was the wettest month ;

at Alderney it was January. The driest month was: at Sark,

August; at Herm, tJuly ; at Alderney, August. Of the

three islands Alderney has the honour of having had both
the wettest and the driest month.

MONTHLY NOTES ON THE YEAE,
WITH WHICH ARE INCLUDED THE LES BLANCHES (GUERNSEY)

OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SAKE OF COMPARISON.

January.— A heavy cyclonic rainfall on the 12th was very
evenly distributed, as follows :—

-

Guernsey. SarJc. Herm. Alderney.

0-69 in. ... 0-63 in. ... 0*66 in. ... 0*70 in.

February.—The 22nd and 26th of this month show the

opposite state of things to that noted in January, viz. :

a great want of uniformity in the rainfall.

Gruernsey

.

Sark. Herm. Alderney.

22nd ... 0-2:) in. ... 0-17 in. ... 0*23 in. ... 0-51 in.

26th ... 0-64 „ ... 0-51 „ ... 0-35 „ ... 0-28 „

March and April.—The sohtary wet day (April 5th),

which broke into what was practically three weeks of

rain' ess weather (March 27th or 28th to April 16th) was
experienced in all the islands as follows :

—

Guernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

0-04 in. ... 0-03 in. ... ()'03 in. ... 0-06 in.

A thunderstorm at Alderney on the 11th April gave in

addition 0*12 in. of rain there ; the other islands escaped.

May.—The thunderstorm of the 23rd was felt throughout
the Bailwick and gave the following rainfall :

—

Guernsey. SarJc. Herm. Alderney.

0-61 in. ... 0-52 in. ... 0*85 in ... 0-68 in.

June.—The " absolute " drought at the beginning of June
gave 14 rainless days at Sark and 1') at Herm. At
Alderney, 0*04 in. fell on the 1st, limiting the number
of consecutive days in that island without rain to 13.
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The heavy downpour on the 28th, occasioned by a de-

pression which passed directly ovei* the ishmds, gave
measurements as helow :

—

Guernsey. Sarh. Ilerm. Alderney.

1-27 in. ... M6 in. ... I'OO in. ... 0-71 in.

July.—The 14 days, June 29th to July 12th inclusive, were

dry at Alderney, whereas slight rainfalls were measured
in the other islands during the first week of July. A
thunderstorm at Alderney on the 2Hth de])Osited 0*07 in.

of rain in that island. The other islands again escaped

the electrical disturbance.

August.—The rainfalls of the 14th and 16th are peculiar

owing to the passage of isolated showers.

Gruernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

14th ... 0-10 in. ... 0*16 in. ... — ... —
16th ... — ... 0-07 „ ... 0-37 in. ... 0-U3 in.

September.—The downpour of the 4th was distributed as

follows. It appears to have been local and of the thun-

derstorm type.

Guernsey. SarJc. Herm. Alderney.

0-68 in. ... 0-94 in. ... 0-86 in. ... 0*72 in.

The 15 days "absolute" drought, Sept. 16th to 30th, was
such at all the stations with the exception of Herm.
From that island 0*02 in. was reported on the 23rd.

October.—A very even distribution was reported on the 7th

as below :

—

Guernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

0-46 in. ... 0-48 in. ... 0*42 in. ,.. 0*44 in.

but the reverse on the 10th, and for i o apparent reason.

Guernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

O-ll in. ... 0-31 in. ... O'lo in. ... 0*45 in.

On the 8th) a showery day with S.W. gale, the measure-
ments were also peculiar :

—

Guernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

0-32 in. ... 0-12 in. ... 0-35 in. ... 0-18 in.

November.—The downpour of the 4th, when a deep depres-
sion (28'8 in.) passed centrally over the islands, resulted

as follows :

—

Guernsey. Sark. Herm. Alderney.

0-89 in. ... 0-83 in. ... 0-76 in. ... 0*42 in.
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and that of the 8th :

—

Guernsey. SarTc. Herm. Alderney.

0-79 in. ... 0-77 in. ... 0*74 in. ... 0-85 in.

This day's rainfall was deposited by a depression which
hovered about the English Channel for four days, from
the 6th to the 9th.

December.—The dry weather just before Christmas was of

similar duration at Herm and at Alderney as at Les
Blanches. At Sark O'Ol in. fell on the 19th, technically

reducing the dry weather in that island from five to four

days. The heavy rainfall of Christmas night, when so

much snow fell over Great Britain owing to the lower

temperature there, was as follows in the Bailiwick of

Guernsey :

—

Guernsey. SarTc. Herm. Alderney.

O-^^o in. ... 0-71 in. ... O'GO in. ... 0-38 in.

It will be noticed that at Alderney the downpour was
considerably less than in the other islands, especially

than as measured at Les Blanches, Guernsey.

K



THE SUNSHINE OF GUERNSEY FOR THE

YEAR 1906.

BY MR. A. COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

A KEFEREXCE to the third table will show that five years

out of the thirteen under observation have recorded more

than 2,000 hours of sunshine, and that 1906 is one of them.

It is, however, the lowest total of these five years by 16

hours.

As regards the average, 1906 has exceeded it by 91*9

hours, and must therefore rank as a sunny year.

April beat its own average by nearly 66 hours, but this

gain was quickly counterbalanced by a loss of 65^ hours

in May. There were gains in January, February, June,

August, September and December, which the losses in the

other five months were not able to balance. Table I. gives

these details.
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May gave six sunless days instead of one, and November
14 instead of 8 ; thus in these two months the sunless days
exceeded the averages by 11. December reversed this by
giving 6 instead of 11, and January 2 instead of 11. The
year, however, ended with tw^o in excess of the average.

As regards the percentage of the possible, April came
out best w^ith 64""/^, and September next with 60°/^, the whole
year being 45%.
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I have prepared a new table, which I hope will be useful

to the members as the year proceeds ; it gives a tabular view
of the records of the 13 years and will enable them to see at a

glance when the previous records are broken.
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May's total, 186'02, is a record for gloominess, 205 hours
being the previous lowest. April's total is a record for

sunshine, 261 hours, the previous highest being 234 hours.

March produced a record day of sunshine, raising March's
sunniest day by 15 minutes.
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The mean daily sunsbine for the whole year is js of an
hour in advance of the average.

Comparisons, 1906.

Guernsey 2,010 hours.

Jersey 2,003 „

South Coast of England 1900 to 1950.

South Central „ 1800.

TABLE IV.

SUNSHINE FOR 1906.

COMPARISON BETWEEN GUERNSEY AND JERSEY.

Hours.

Monthly Totals. Mean Daily
Sunshine.

Sunless
Days.

Sunniest Day.

1906.
w

1
^-3

o

f
s

1-5

^

^

©

i i
S

January

February

March
April

79-09

94'34

134-2V

260-81

186-02

267'90

276-16

259-82

226-77

107-36

58-78

59-26

83-0

100-7
-

147-4

251-8

178-7

269-1

272-2

256-3

220-2

102-1

65-9

55-5

2-5

3-3

4-3

8-7

6-0

8-9

8-8

8-3

75
3-4

1-9

1-9

2-6

3-7

4-7

8-3

57
8-9

8-8

8-2

7-3

3-3
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1-7

9

3

6

2

6

1

3

14

6

8

2

2

2

5

1

1

3
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9-4

11-2
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May
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July

August
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October

November ...
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.
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14-3
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9-2

9-0
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The Year 2010-58 2002-9 5*5 5-4 50 47
Nearest
15'0

decimal.
15-0

t

Table IV. gives a comparison between Guernsey and
Jersey more in detail which will no doubt interest the

Society.
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

The Fourth Annual Soiree of the Society was held in the

Guille-Alles Lecture Hall on the 5th February, 1907. Not-
withstanding the bitterly cold weather the hall was well filled,

and the evening's entertainment gave the utmost pleasure to a

large and appreciative audience. Following the customary
arrangement four short lectures Avere delivered, each one
illustrated by means of electric lantern slides, and the intervals

between the lectures were pleasantly filled by a charming
variety of musical selections ably rendered by Miss Shaw,
Miss Hirschfeld, Miss Du Boulay, Fraulein Weizel and the

members of the Elizabeth College Choir.

The newly-elected President of the Society, Rev. G. E.
Lee, F.S.A., in the course of seme introductory remarks spoke
of the solid and endiu-ing work which was being done by the

Society, and of Avhat it had achieved in the past, as attested

by the valuable records preserved in its Transactions during
the last fifteen or twenty years. Any provincial Society in

our country might well be proud to show such a record, and
therefore he felt that his elevation to the Presidentship was
one of the greatest honours that could be conferred upon him.

Personally he was unable to do much in the way of natural

science : his pet hobby was archaeology, but all kindred
subjects Avere of interest, especially such as local Folklore,

local dialects, legends, superstitions and other matters of that

kind wliich were noAv receiving the attention of some of the

members. It was Aery gratifying to know that the Society

had never been in a more prosperous and flourishing condition

than at the present time.

The first Lecture, by the Rev. W. C. Penney, Principal

of Elizabeth College, Avas entitled "A Bird." In the skeleton

of a man, and the skeleton of a liorse, we find the bones
correspond in number and position, Avith certain modifications

;

and the skeleton of a bird agrees in the same way, but being
adapted for flight the bones of the breast and fore-arm are

more largely developed, and are also holloAv, to increase their

lightness and admit the passage of air. The Bat flies like a
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bird, but its structure is difi'ercnt, for it is really the fingers of

the hand that are webbed. Feathers do not grow uniforndy

all over a bird's body, but only along certain well-marked

areas, and they are not all oF the same kind, for they have
different functions to perform. The structure of feathers,

and their cohesion by means of ])arbs was fully ex])lained,

and the lecture concluded with a series of photos showing the

habits of certain nesting birds, and an earnest plea for the

greater use of the camera rather than the catapult and the

gun.

The second Lecture was by Mr. W. Sharp, on " A Lump
of Chalk." First describing the great geological formations

of Europe, and their extent, the lecturer Avent on to considei*

the chalk cliffs of England, the buhvarks of Albion, a thousand

feet in thickness. Chalk is the consolidated ooze slowly laid

down on the ancient sea-bottom, and then raised up by gradual

upheaval. It consists chiefly of Foraminifera, or tiny micros-

copic shells of infinite design and exquisite beauty, thousands

of which are found in every cubic inch of chalk. But besides

these there are masses of flint, and a vast assemblage of fossil

remains, the relics of animals that lived in our seas ages ago,

and these include echinoderms, molluscs, fishes and reptiles,

and those huge prehistoric monsters which roamed about
before man appeared upon the scene, and of whose very
existence perhaps we should have known nothing, had not
their skeletons been lastingly preserved for us in beds of

chalk.

The third Lecture by Miss Slade, entitled " A Prehistoric

Code," consisted of a description of some Assyrian inscriptions

belonging to a very early period of the world's history. The
particular code more especially referred to was draAvn up by
Hammu)-ah, King of Babylon, about the year 2200 B.C., and
the tablets on which it is recorded were discovered by French
explorers at Susa in 190L Extracts from this code were
read to show^ how closely it resembled the Levitical law,

which was so much later in point of time. Slides were thrown
on the screen showing certain columns of the code, inscribed

in curious characters, and also figures of Hammurah the

King, Shamash the Sim (lod, Ashunbanipal, the founder of

the great libi'ary at Nineveh, Darius the Great, and other

personages whose names figure in Assyrian history during

the period from 4000 B.C. dow^n to 485 B.C.
The fourth Lecture by Mr. F. L. Tanner was entitled

" Flowers of the Sea." After referring to the many forms of

animal and plant life which might fairly lay claim to this
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appellation, the lectiirer confined his remarks to the one group
more especially entitled to this distinctive name, viz. : Sea
Anemones. On the shores of Guernsey anemones abound,

and in great variety, but it is perhaps in the Gouliot Caves
of Sark that they are to be seen in their greatest beauty.

The structure of these lowly animals is simple in the extreme :

a mei'e sac surrounded by a croAvn of tentacles containing a

battery of stinging-cells which have the power of paralysing

their prey, and thus bringing within reach many quick-moving
creatures which form their food, and which they have no
means of pursuing. Many of the more striking and beautiful

sea-anemones were descril)e(l and illustrated by coloured slides

on the screen.

Month 11/ Meetiiuj held on Fchraarij 20fh, 1907, Rec. W. C.

Poineij, \^ice-PresUlent, in the eJiciir.

Mr. F. L. Tanner announced the residt of the Society's

Soiree held on the 5th instant. In spite of the severity of

the weather as Avell as many counter-attractions the sum of

£4 10s. 6fl. had been cleared and Avould be added to the

Society's funds. Cordial thanks were voted to Mr. Tanner
who had arranged the evening's entertainment, and to the

ladies and gentlemen who had provided the music.

Mr. Henry E. Marquand, editor of the Guernsey Star,

i-ead the paper on " Old Sarnia : its Customs, ^lerry-makings
and Superstitions,*' which is printed in the following pages of

tliese Trroisactions.

The following account of the recent display of Aurora
borealis, written by Mr. B. T. Kowswell, was read by the

Hon. Secretary ;

—

"A fine aurora was seen here on Saturday, the 9th

February, between ten and eleven o'clock at night. This
beautiful phenomenon is so seldom witnessed in this island

that its occurrence deserves more than a bare mention. In
recent years we do not appear to have been favoiu'ed Avith a

display of the Northern Light, or at any rate none has been
chronicled. The last authentic occasion J believe to have
been in September, 1898, Avhen the phenomenon was observed
both here and at Jersey on the 9th of that month, and from
notes made at the time it must have looked very beautiful.

'' Last Saturday night's aurora apjjears to have been
visible for several hours ; as early at 8.30 it was attracting

attention, though most of the time nothing more than a steady
bright milk-white light was to be seen in the northern sky.
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1 fir:?t noticed It at 9 o'clock, and was at once struck by the

unusual glow which was then very pronounced, but it was
apparently not till between 10.30 jind 11 o'(;lock that a

"display " occurred.
" xlt that time a bank of stratus cloud lined the western

and northern horizon, and above this glowed the auroral arch

which stretched from N.W. to N.E., with the point of bright-

est light just about N.N.W. and some 30 degrees above the

horizon. Occasionally the light shone more brightly here and
there, and then it resembled, owing to the baid<: of cloud, as

nearly as can be, the glow one sees when the moon, though
still out of sight, is on the point of rising above the horizon

line. Some half-dozen times or more, faint feathery streamers

of whiter light shot up from the arch zenithwards to a height

of from 50 to 60 degrees. These streamers, of which there

were three or four, generally appeared simultaneously, and had
their origin in the patches of brighter light already referred

to.

" But the prettiest effect of all developed at 1 1 p.m.

when a large patch of sky in the N.E. grew rosy-red, glowing
and fading several times. Against this background small

clouds that had become detached from the stratus bank stood

out in bold relief, giving to the general appearance of this

portion of the sky a peculiar and distinctly thundery look.

The red glow phase lasted at least ten minutes, during which
the sky became very cloudy, for the bank of stratus had
meanwhile risen considerably with the N.W. wind and broken
up into detached masses between which the auroral glow was
noticed to linger for some time after.

" The following may not be a complete list of auroral

displays visible at Guernsey during the last quarter of a

centru'y, but they are dates when the phenomenon is known
to have been seen :—November 26th, 1883 ; August 12th,

1892 ; March 3Uih, 1894 ; April 11th, 1895 : September 9th,

1898, and February 9th, 1907."

Mr. J. Linwood Pitts contributed some notes showing
how several ancient superstitions, such as the fable of the

Bernicle Goose being developed from connnon ships' barnacles,

the peril of walking under a ladder, the cure of rheumatism
by the rite of confirmation, and several others, still survived

in Guernsey, even among persons of social position and refine-

]nent. Other cases of the same kind were mentioned by some
of the members present.

Mr. E. D. Marquand, A.L.S., called attention to the

commonly accepted belief that the old Guernsey crdsset or
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cottage lamp Avas peculiai to the Channel Islands, whereas it

was identically the same lamp as used in Cornwall, under the

name of cnisie, down to the middle of last century. In

Scotland also it used to be found in many parts of the country

quite commonly, and was known as a cviisey, Ea^cu in the

Shetland Islands a lamp of the same name was employed.

From this it appeared probable that both the lamp and its

name came to the Channel Islands from the north, perhaps

from Scandinavia, and not through France from the south of

Europe.

Monthly Meeting held on March 20th, 1907, Rev. l^f' . C,

Penney, Vice-President, in the chair.

Miss C. Le Feuvre and Mr. E. T. Nicolle were
unanimously elected members of the vSociety.

An Extraordinary General Meeting having been con-

vened, certain alterations in the Rules were made as recom-
mended by the Council. The new Rules as amended were
published in last year's Transactions.

Mr. L. V. Lester-Garland, M.A., Principal of Victoria

College, Jersey, deliAcred in the Guille-AUes Lecture Hall a

lecture on the "Origin and distribution of the Flora of

Europe." In the (;ourse of liis remarks, which w^ere listened

to by a large audience, the lecturer said that the European
flora might be divided into the Arctic-Alpine, the Mediter-
raneo-Caucasian, and the Intermediate, or Temperate. The
plants of the mountainous regions of Central Europe resembled
those of the Arctic area, and must have had a common origin.

The Mediterranean flora was extremely rich in species ; many
(jf which were very restricted in their range. The Interme-
diate area included all the low-lying region of Central and
North-Central Europe, and its flora had been described
as a mongrel vegetation of mixed origin, including a large

proportion of species of the most extended geographical
distribution, with very few local types, and those in the

extreme west. vSome of the plants belonging to the Medi-
terranean region extend up the western coast of Europe as

far as Ireland and South-West England, and a few of these

are found in oui- own islands. Therefore it is necessary to

carefully study the plants of Western Europe if we wish to

understand properly the pecuUar flora of the Channel Islands.

The anomalous occurrence in Ireland of three North American
plants is difficult to account for ; but it is possible that they
originally reached Ireland by way of the Arctic regions.
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At the conclusion oF tlie lecture Mr. Lester-(iarland exhibited

a fine series of Al])ine and Norwegian ])lants, mostly col-

lected hy himself.

Monihlij Mcctiiu/ held on April I7th, 1907, Mr. F. L. Tdnnrr,

Jj.J).S., in the chair.

^Ir. E. D. Marqiiand exhibited a s[)ecimen of the Morell
{ MorchcUa esculenta) a very interesting addition to the

Fungus-fiora of Guernsey, which is a rich one, over six

hundred species being on record. Particulars about the

occurrence of the Morell in this island will be found in the

Botanical Report.
The Hon. Secretary read a paper by Mr. C. Cox on

" St. Peter-Port in bygone times," illustrated by an excellent

plan of the old Town prepared by the author. This valuable

historical paper is printed in the following pages. A lengthy

discussion ensued, in the course of which it was suggested
that there may have been at least one more gate in the ToAvn
wall, viz., in Berthelot Street, which was one of the oldest in

St. Peter-Port. Col. C. Durand said he had always under-

stood that the old house at the corner of Berthelot Street

(noAv the Savings Bank) was formerly the Town Rectory,
and tradition had it that a subterranean passage existed

between it and the church, for the use of the officiating priest,

but, although excavations had been made deep down in the

course of improvements, no trace had been found of such a

passage. The construction of the Commercial Arcade was
also discussed, and many curious old traditions referred to.

It was suggested that another j)aper should be Avritten tracing

the great changes that have taken place in the Town during
the last fifty years.

Mr. E. D. Mar([uan(l made some extempore remarks
giving the result of observations on the two forms of Primrose
flowers and their distribution in this island. These notes are

embodied in a paper which is ])ublished in the present

Trunaactions.^ so as to be available for comparison with the

results in other parts of the United Kingdom.

Monthlij Meeting held on October 16th, 1907, Col. T. W. M.
De Guerin in the cliuir.

Mr. A. L. Chalmers, of La Corbiere, was unanimously
elected a member of the Society.
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Mr. E. D. Marqiiand exhibited tAvo small Land Shells new
to these islands, viz., Papa nmhUicata^ var. alha^ a single

specimen of which w as found by him at Jerbourg ; and
Hyalinia fulra^ of which he had taken one s])ecimen in the

marsh in Moidin Huet Yallej. Mr. Marquand also exhibited

a Fan-tail Mussel, which was taken alive in the spring of this

year bv Mr. R. P. Spencer at low-water mark on the north-

western side of Herm. Mr. S])encer had presented the s])e-

cimen to the Museum.
Mr. W. A. LufF exhibited a specimen of the Silver-

striped Hawkmoth ( Chcerocanipd celeno) recently captured in

the Bordage, and also a fine specimen of the Camberwell
Beauty ( Vanessa antiopa) taken by Mr. Thompson at the

Yrangue in September. This is the first occurrence of this

beautiful butterfly in Guernsey, but one was captiu-ed in

Jersey some thirty years ago.

Mr. J. Sinel, of Jersey, contributed a paper on the
" Lizards of the Channel Islands," which is published in the

following pages. Mr. Luff' said the concluding remarks could

not apply to the whole of Jersey, for he had himself seen two
years ago both the Lizards on the lower walls of Mont
Orgueil Castle. It was said on good authority that the

Green Lizard used to be found on I'Ancresse Common, but

it had disappeared from there many years ago.

Mr. E. Sharp contributed a ))[iper on the " Echinoderms
of Guernsey,"' with a list of thirty-eight species, and their

localities. This paper is published in the present Trans-
actions.

Mr. J. Linwood Pitts read a paper (printed further on)
giving several cases of Wart-charming in (Guernsey. In the

discussion Avhich followed it was suggested that mental
impression might be the operating cause of the disappearance
of warts. A lady member said years ago she had warts on
her hands and they suddenly disappeared without anything
having been said or done to her knowledge. Other charms
mentioned were the rubbing of the warts witli a living snail,

and burying it ; then when the snail died the warts disap-

peared ; also impaling a snail on a thorn till it died, or

cutting an apple into the same number of pieces as the warts,

and burying them ; but warts had also been known to

disapppear simply by someone else looking at them intently.

This superstition about the possibility of removing warts by
'^charaiing" was still very prevalent among the rural folk of

Guernsey.
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Montldy Mectituj held Norember 20tli, 1907, Her. (i. E. Lei\

F.S.A., President, in the chair.

Miss Bostook, Mr. Herbert E. Mauger, Mr. T. Bisson,

and Dr. Bnller were unaninioiiBly elected members of the

Society.

Col. T. W. M. De Gnerin read a paper on Old Guernsey
Crosses, and the ancient " Colombier " at Torteval, and
exhibited photographs of same.

Mr. E. D. Marqiiand, A.L.S., read m papei- on the
" Spiders of Guernsey " with list of species.

Mr. W. A. Luff, F.E.S., read a paper on the '' Non-
British Insects of the Sarnian Isles," with lists and descriptive

notes.

All these three interesting and important papers are

published in the present year's Transactions.

The President announced that the Annual Meeting foi*

the election of a ncAv Committee and Officers, and the reading

of the Sectional Reports would be held on the 11th of next

month.

The Twenty-fiftlk Annual Meeting of the Society teas held on

Decen/her 11th, 1907, Mr. W. Sharp, Vice-President, in the

chair.

The annual Sectional Reports, embodying the work of

the year in various branches, were read as follows :

—

Entomology, by Mr. W. A. Luff.

Botany, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.
(leology, by Mr. C. G. De La Mare.
Marine Zoology, by Mr. F. L. Tanner.
Folklore, by Mr. J. Linwood Pitts.

Ornithology, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

Mr. Tanner also read some notes on the Crustacea
collected in this island by Mr. Frank Wright.

The Annual Report of the Council was next read by
the Chairman, in the absence of the Secretary, followed by
the Treasurer's statement of accounts. The election of

Officers and Council was then proceeded with. The Hon.
Secretary (Mr. Derrick) and the Hon. Treasurer (Mr. Luff)

were re-elected by acclamation, with hearty thanks for their

services, and the ballot for the new Committee resulted in the

election of Mr. William Carey in the place of Mr. F. Wyeth,
the remaining members of the Committee being re-elected.
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Month/i/ }ffeti/u/ held on Jannanj 21st^ 1908^ Mr. F. L.

Tanner in the chair.

Mr. Theodore Walter Carev was nnanimously elected a

member of the Society.

The Hon. Secretary read a list of the books and publi-

cations received din-ing the year.

Mr. A. Collenette, F.C.S., read his annual reports on

the Rainfall and Sunshine of Guernsey, together with notes

on the rainfall of Alderney, Sark and Herm, compiled by
Mr. B. Rowswell. These papers (which are printed in the

following pages^ were as usual accompanied by a series of

tables and diagrams shown on the screen by the Electric

Lantern, thus bringing within the easy comprehension of his

hearers the mass of figures which the lecturer had to deal

with.

The Chairman announced that the Fifth Annual Soiree

of the Society wonld be held in the Lecture Hall on the 11th

of February.

Report of the Council.

The (,'ouncil congratulates the members on the completion

of the twenty-fifth year of the Society's valuable labours.

On October 10th, 1882, at a meeting held in the Guille-Alles

Library, the Society commenced its career with Sir Edgar
MacCuUoch, Lieutenant-Bailiff, as President, and thirty

members, of whom it is gratifying to find that fourteen still

maintain their connection with the Society. In 1889 the first

number of the Transactions was ])ublished, and since that date

they have been printed annually. They contain most valuable

information connected with almost all branches of natural

science, and since 1889, when the scope of the Society's work
was enlarged, very important papers have appeared on the

Folk-lore, language, archaeology and history of the Baili-

wick.

The expense of printing the Transactions of late years

necessitated in 1905 an increase in the annual subscription,

which is now fixed at 7s. 6d., and the Council is pleased to

report that although the Transactions for last year are bulkier

than any preceding ones, the Treasurer has a net balance in

hand of £20 9s. lid. The number of members, too, has been
fairly well maintained, although we are sorry to record that

death has removed four from our roll this year, and two of oui-

active junior workers have left the island.
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The indoor meetings hnve hec'n well attended. An
excursion to visit the cliffs jit Torteval and examine the
dohnens in the western ])art of the island was organised in

Jnly in connection with the local branch of the Teachers'
Guild. A numerous company of ladies and gentlemen took
part in the excursion, and the opportnnity was utilised by the
Hon. Secretary to collect in one papei- all the information
available relating to these two aiu-ient sti'iu;tin-es : tlu; Creux
des Fees and the Trepied at C'atioi-oc.

The Annual Soiree, held on February oth, proved as

usual very successful, and increased our funds by £4 r)s., the

incidental expenses being slightly heavier than on previous
occasions.

The Council would like if possible to stir up a greater
public interest, especially among the young, in the work we
are carrying on. Our indoor meetings deal with subjects

which appeal to all lovers of their country, and our Traiis-

(icfioiis are filled Avitli carefully compiled information which
would prove of the greatest assistance to anyone studving the

natural ])roductions of our district, or desiring to become
ac(|uainted with its history. Copies of the back munbers can

be obtained from the librarian, and should be in the possession

of all who are interested in these islands.

It would have been impossible for the work of the Society

to l)e carried to such ;i successful issue liad it not been so

intimately connected with and assisted by the Gruille-Alles

Library. Not only was one of the founders of that institution

one of the early Presidents of the Society, but the meetings
have always been held in a room gratuitously placed at our

disposal, and the Reference Library and Museum have at all

times been at the service of our members for considtation and
study.

It might be thought that the subjects with which this

Society has to deal are almost exhausted, but there is still

ample scope for fiu'ther investigation in many de])artments,

es])ecially in the ^larine Zoology, the Archaiology and the

History of (Tuernsey and the smaller islands ; and the position

of our archipelago in connection with the distribution of

animal and vegetable life in North-western Europe has

scarcely been touched upon. The Council therefore feels

confident that the members will continue to carry on their

excellent work, and endeavour in every way to increase the

usefulness of the Society.
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Report of* the Libnirisiii.

The J^ibrarian would be ])lea8e(l if members made more
use of the books in the vSociety's collection ; they can be

borrowed at any of the meetings, or by leaving an ap|)li(;ation

for a special vobime at the counter of the (juille-AUes

Library.

The following publications have been received in exchange
since last year's Report :

—

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History :

—

A^ol. 32, No. 3.

„ No. 4.

„ Nos. 5 to 12.

Vol. 33, Nos. 1 and 2.

Occasional Papers of the Boston Society of Natural
History :

—

Vol. VII., Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Reports of Library of Congress for 1901-2-3-4.

Reports of National Museum Smithsonian Institute for

1905-6.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institute for 1905.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science of Phila-

delphia :

—

Vol. 58, for 1906.

„ 59, for 1907.

Societe Jersiaise :

—

32nd Annual Bulletin, 1907.
" Journal de Jean Chevalier.''

Actes des Etats de Jersey, 1746 to 1754.

Horniman Museum :

—

Handbook :
" From Stone to Steel."

5th Annual Report.

Lloyd Library :

—

Bulletin of Botany, Pharmacy, &c., 1907, No. 9.

Wisconsin Academy :

—

Transactions, Vol. XV., Part I., 1904.

G. T. Derrick, Hon. Librarian.

Report of the Entomological Section.

Many interesting additions have been made to the

recorded Insect Fauna of Guernsey during the present year.

It is not often that we have to note the addition of so fine a
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butterfly as Vanessa antiopa (The Camberwell Beauty). A
specimen in fairly good condition was taken at the Vrangue
on September 14tli by Mr. Thompson, and is now in the

possession of Mr. Hargreaves, who kindly lent it for exhibi-

tion to the members of this Society. This is the first record

of its occurrence in Guernsey. One was taken in Jersey

many years ago and recorded by Mr. F. G. Piquet in The
Entomologist for 1873.

Colias edusa (the Clouded Yellow Butterfly), which has

been very scarce in England this year, was rather common in

fields near Cobo and Grande Rocque during August. Vanessa

urtkce (the Small Tortoiseshell Butterfly) has been exception-

ally abundant, and one was seen on the wing as early as Jan. 11.

A fine living specimen of Chcerocampa. celerio (the Silver-

striped Hawk Moth ) was brought to me on September 30th.

It was found at the back of Mr. Cluett's baker's shop in the

Bordage and was in splendid condition. Sphinx convolmdi

(the Convolvulus Hawk Moth; and Acherontia, atropos (the

Death's Head HaAvk Moth), have been rather scarce. Peronia
favillaceana, a Tortrix Moth new to our list, was taken by the

Rev. F. E. LoAve, F.E.S., on October 13th. I took specimens
of Gracilaria sijringeUa and Dicrorampha plumbana in the

Talbots Valley on May 30th ; both these species belong to

the Micro-Lepidoptera and are additions to our list.

Gnathocerus cornutus^ a curious little beetle new to the

list, was found by Mr. E. D. Marquand baked in a piece of

bread which came from one of the baker's shops in town. A
species of Hemiptera^ Orthotylus concolor^ was accidentally

omitted from the Sark list published last year. It was taken
by Mr. J. E. ]Mason, of Lincoln, during August, 1891, and
recorded in The Entomologist''s Monthly Magazine for Sept.,

1898. Another Hemipteron, Salda cocksii, new to the Guern-
sey list, Avas taken by myself near Ivy Castle on May 20th ;

it has already been recorded for Alderney.
A specimen of the Guernsey Caddis Fly, Philopotamus

i/isnlai'is, in the perfect state was taken by Mrs. E. D.
Marquand at Saints' Bay on January 11th. This is a very
early emergence from the pupa ; I have never seen it on the
wing before March. Eleven species of Ichneumonidce and one
Braconid have been added to the Guernsey list. These were
kindly examined and named by Mr. Claude Morley, F.E.S.,
who is now writing the third volume of his valuable work on
the British species.

On May 30th I captured a number of Hemerohiidce
(Lacewing Flies) in lanes near the King's Mills ; these com-

B
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prised tlirec s])e('ies, 1Icmcrohiiis kiimuli^ 11. micans and IT,

hitcacenH, the last mentioned being new to our list. I am
indebted to Mr. J. J. King, F.E.S., and Mr. E. A. Atmore,
F.E.S., for tlunr identification. Seven species of Diptera are

additions. I am greatly indebted for the names of these to

Mr. J. R. Malloeh, Mr. J. E. Collin, F.E.8., and the Rev.
E. N. Bloomfield, xM.A., F.E.S.

For the last two years Mr. E. D. Marqnand has been
actively engaged in collecting the 8])iders of Guernsey, and
has written a most valuable and interesting paper on this

section of our fauna, which will be ])ublished in the forthcom-

ing 7'rcni.sacffoii.s. In the old list, (Guernsey was re[)resented

by 42 species only, whilst in Mr. Marquand's list 190 species

of Spiders, 8 Harvestmen and 3 False-Scorpions are recorded,

eleven of these being non-British.

In September, 1906, a large spider Avas found alive in a

package of bananas imported from the West Indies ; it was a

female and was carrying its egg sac in its jaws. Mr.
Marquand sent it to the Rev. O. Pickard-Cambridge, F.R.S.,

who identified it as Heteropoda regia, Fab., and said it was
almost cosmopolitan in exotic regions.

A list of the non-British insects of the Sarnian Islands

has been compiled and will be published in the present

Transactions.

ADDITIONS TO THE GUERNSEY LIST.

LEPIDOPTERA.

Vanessa antiopa, Lin. (The Camberwell Beauty). One specimen of this

fine butterfly was captured at the Vrangue on September 14th.

Peronia favillaeeana, Hb. Three specimens have been taken by the
Rev. F. E. Lowe ; one of them on October 13th of this year.

Graeilaria syringella, F. Taken on May 30th in the Talbot Valley.

DierOPampha plumbana, Sc Several captured in the Talbot Valley on
May 30th.

COLEOPTERA.

GnathoeePUS eOPnutUS, Fab. A specimen of this curious little beetle was
found by Mr. E. D. Marquand baked in a piece of bread supplied by one
of the local bakers.

HEMIPTERA.

Salda eoeksii, Curtis. One specimen beaten from herbage at the side of a
ditch near Ivy Castle on May 30th.

HYMENOPTERA.
ICHNEUMONID^.

Hemiteles bieolOPinus, Gr. One specimen taken June, 1907.

Pezomaehus instabilis, Forst. Two specimens captured by Mr. E. D.
Marquand.



Exetastes einetipes, Retz.

Pepilissus limitaris, Grav.

Mesoleius aulieus, Gmv.

Adelognathus dorsalis, Grav.

Bassus albOSignatUS, Grav. Taken at Petit Bot Bay on IMay 27th, 1900.

B. tapsatorius, Fatiz. one taken near Vazon Bay on May ;30th, 1907. It

i.s not on the Jiritish list, but has been taken in Alderney.

Pimpla turionellse, IAh. Two eaptm-ed at the Grande j\Iare, Vazon, on
May 12th, 1907. It is on the Herm list.

P. detPita, Holmgr. One specimen captured near Moulin Huet Bay in June.

P. StPigipleUPiS, Thoms.

BRACONID^.

Chelonus inanitUS, Nees. Taken at Petit Port, September 26th, 1900.

NEUROPTERA.

HemePObius luteseens. Two specimens captured near King's JNIills on
Mar 30.

DIPTERA.

Seiophila species? near maPginata, J/y. One specimen taken by the
Rev. F. E. Lowe, November 18th, 1907^.

Lonehoptepa punetum, My.

Anthomyia pluvialiS, Lin. Yuriety procelho- is, Rondani.

Capieea humilis, My.

Nopellia fiavieauda, M(/.

Hetepomyza commixta, CoHin.

Amauposoma faseiata, My.

TetanoeePa chsePOphylii. A specimen of this pretty little fly was cap-
tured by Mr. E. D. Marquand near Saints' Bay on June 1st.

ADDITIONS TO THE SARK LIST.

HEMIPTERA.

OPthotylus eoneolOP, Kb. One specimen taken by Mr. J. E. Mason, of

Lmcoln, in August, 1891.

DIPTERA.

MasicePa ppatensis, M(/. One specimen, July 10th, 1900.

W. A. Luff, F.E.S., Sec. Ent. Sect.

Report of the Botanical Section.

The lengthy and carefully-prepared papers which have
lately appeared in the Journal of Botany on the flora of the

Channel Islands, from the able pen of Mr. G. Claridge Druce,
M.A., F.L.S., place on record a number of critical species

and many well-marked varieties of flowering ])lants which are

new to our area. Some of these were enumerated in my
Report last year, but the additional ones are given below, in
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order to keep up to date the record in our Transacfio/is. As
usual, where a name is enclosed in brackets it signifies that

the species is already noted, but the vdvicty is new. The
number of floAvering plants (not counting varieties) now on

record for the three larger islands is as follows : (iuernsey

808 species ; Alderney 528 species ; Sark 441 species.

So very fcAv ])apers have appeared in our Transactions

during the last eighteen years, bearing on the morphology of

plants, that I venture to direct attention to one which was
read before the Society last spring on the dimorphism of the

common Primrose. This paper only touches the mere fringe

of the great subject of ecology, or the study of plants in their

native homes, and it may serve to suggest to some of our

members, lady members especially, fields of work which, in

our small and favourably-situated islands, cannot possibly fail

to prove interesting, and may even yield results of great

scientific value.

Guernsey.

With the exception of two species, Crepis taraxacifolia

and Cuscnta irifolii^ all the flowering plants in the following

list were collected during Mr. Druce's two visits to these

islands in July, 1906, and at Easter, 1907. The specimens

were afterwards determined by Mr. Druce on his return to

Oxford, and recorded in his papers above mentioned, together

with many valuable critical notes. All I can give here

besides the name is the locality when it is specified.

I have to report the occurrence in Guernsey of a very
interesting fungus new to our islands, the Morell {Morcliella

esculenta) of which five or six specimens were first discovered

in the month of April by Miss Carey in the little plantation

opposite the Vallon. Some of them were very fine, the largest

being about four inches in diameter. Miss Carey, who kindly

showed them to me growing, told me later that a dozen
specimens had been found at the LoAver Beaucamps, and also

some in a field at St. George, as well as in Saumarez Park.
A specimen was also sent me from a garden at Cordier Hill,

found by Mr. H. Grace at the end of April ; so that evidently

this handsome fungus is widely distributed in Guernsey.
Morcliella esculenta and Amanita muscaria are the only addi-

tions to the list of 612 Guernsey Fungi given in my Flora.

In August, 1903, I saw a fine specimen of the very rare and
beautiful Clathrns cancellatns in the plantation by the Bathing
Places.

A new locality for the Bogbean {Menyantlies trifoliata),

a plant now very nearly extinct in Guernsey, was discovered
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this year by Mr. J. S. Hocart. It grows in " le douit des

Barras," a stream in the lowlands between Noirmont Mill and
Grandes Rocqnes ; and ^Ir. Hocart, who showed me a

specimen, says the plant is known by the local name of Fu'ive

de Do II it.

The occurrence of Isoetes liystrix in an inland station is

Avorth noting, as it has not hitherto, I believe, been found
away from the coast. In May last, I found Isoetes groAving

in a marshy field between the Vale School and I'Ancresse, the

plants being exceptionally fine, quite tAvice or three times as

large as our ordmary specimens.

(Ranunculus aeris), var. tomophyllus. Grande Mare.

Fumaria eapreolata, L. Near Cobo.

F. speeiosa, Jord. Near Yale Castle.

(F. Boraei), var. serotina, Clac. Cobo. St. Andrew's.

(Cardamine ppatensiS), var. palustris, Peterm.

(Sisymbrium officinale), var. leiocarpum, Jord. Vale.

Viola canina, var. ericetorum. Cliffs at Petit Bot.

(Silene inflata), var. brachiatus, Jord. Vale.

Lychnis alba x dioiea. A hybrid. St. Martin's and Vale.

(Cerastium tetrandrum), var. pentandrum, Syme. Petit Bot Bay.

(Sagina maritima), var. densa, Jord. Vazon.

(Spergula arvensis), var. nana, E. F. Linton. This is the dwarf form
mentioned in my Flora. St. Martin's cliffs. L'Ancresse.

(Vieia hirsuta), var. angustifolia, Bruce. L'Eree.

Rubus robustus, P. /. 2£hcU.

R. lasioclados, Focke, var. angustifolius. This variety is placed in my Flora

under E. leucostachys.

(Epilobium Obscurum), var. strictifolia. Moulin Huet.

(Gunnera Chilensis, Lam.) Replaces the name G. scabra.

(Galium verum), var. maritimuui; B.C. L'Ancresse.

G. vePUm x mollugO. A hybrid. Vale.

(MatricaPia inodora), var. salina, Bah. Vale.

'Carduus arvensis), var. mite, Koch. Vale.

Thrineia hirta), var. arenaria, B.C. Vazon. Var. pristis, Bruce. Vale.
Var. leiola^na, Bluch. Vale.

Crepis taraxacifolia, ThuU. Found by Mr. Derrick and myself growing
plentifully in hayfields near Aumone, and at Les Mourants, Catel, at the
end of May. In Alderney this plant is abundant in hayfields and pas-
toires, so that it is strange it had not before been seen in Guernsey.

Cuseuta trifolii, Bab. Growing on clover and lucerne in a field near
Hougue Besnard, Vale. Found by Mr. J. S. Hocart, who showed it to

me in that locality in September.

Rhinanthus Stenophyllus, Schur. Near Grande Mare.

(PlantagO lanceolata), var. sphterostachya, Roehl. L'Ancresse,

(Salicornia herbacea), var. stricta, Bum. Near Cobo.

fPolygOnum convolvulus), var. alatum, Van Hall. Vale.

Ulmus stricta, Lindl. Scattered throughout Guernsey.
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Orchis erieetorum, Ui/to//. Grande Mare. Placed in my Fhm under
O. macnlata.

(Carex Goodenovii), var. recta, KKh-cn. (irande :\Iaro.

(AgrOStis alba), var. maritima, Meyer. Cobo.

(A. vulgaris), var. Immilis. L'Ancresse.

(Phragmites communis), var. stolonifera, Meyer. ParadiH, Vale. Var.
submiifiora, B.C. Grande ]\Iare.

(Daetylis glomerata), var. abbrevlata, Bernh. L'Ancresse.

Festuca membranacea (L), Dnicc Cobo.

Lolium multiflorum. Lam. Vale.

Agropyron Hackelii, Bruce. A hybrid between repeits and jtaweiun.

C'obo. Grand Havre. " This hybrid is doubtless the aculum of the
Floras '

' (Druce)

.

Alderney.

The whole of the following plants were collected by
Mr. Druce, and are mentioned in his papers in the Journal of
Botany as occurring in Alderney.

(Sagina maritima), var. debilis, Jord. Corbelets. Var. prostrata, Totvns.

Fort Essex.

(Arenaria leptOCladoS), var. visoldula, Rouy ^- Fohc. Corbelets.

(Polycarpon tetraphyllum), var. densum, Uouy &; Fouc. On the sand-
hills.

(MedicagO lupulina), var. Willdenowiana, Koch.

Rubus rusticanus, Merc.

Callitriche stagnalis, Scoi). Near Longy.

(Torilis anthriseus, Gaert.) Corbelets. Confirmation of record.

(Galium verum), var. maritimum. Longy.

(Hypochoeris radieata), var. hispida, Peterm.

(Picris hieracioides), var. incana, Bmce. Roadside between the Town
and Longy Bay, in considerable quantity.

(Thrincia hirta), var. arenaria, B.C. Longy Bay. Var. pristis, Bruce.

Longy Bay.

Euphrasia eurta, var. glabrcscens, Wcttst. Plentiful at Longy.

(PlantagO laneeolataj, var. spht©rostachya, Roehl. Longy.

(AgrOStiS alba), var. maritima, Meyer. Longy.

(Trisetum pratense), var. variegatum, M. df- K. Braye.

(Holeus lanatUS), var. albovirens, lieiehb.

(Daetylis glomerata), var. abbreviata, Bernh. Longy.

(Poa pratensis), var. subcserulea, Sm. Longy.

Festuca membranacea (L), Bruce. Longy.

(F. rubra), var. juncea, Hack., and var. vulgaris.

(Tritieum repens), var. Leersianum, Gray. Braye. Var. Vaillantianum,
Sell rank. Braye Bay.

Agropyron Hackelii, Brmr.

Sark.

Year after year Mr. Derrick manages to discover one
new flowering plant in Sark, which is his own peculiar hunting-
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gToimd. This year he has added J.epidium Draha to the list.

With that exception all the following plants were collected

and identified by Mr. Druce.

(PapaveP dubium), var. Lamottei, Bor.

(Fumapia Boraei), var. serotina, Clav.

Lepidium Draba, X., Near Beauregard, in fair quantity (Derrick).

Viola obtusifolia, Jord.

(SpePgula aPVensis), var. maxima, IVeihe. La Vallette.

EuphPasia eUPta, var. glabrescens, Weltst.

E. nemoposa, H. Mart.

(PlantagO laneeolata, var. sphserostachya, Roehl.

(Chenopodium album), var. microphyllum, Coss. S; Germ.

(ApphenathePUm elatius), var. tuberosum, GUih. In several iDlaces.

(Festuea OVina), var. tenuifolia, Sibth.

BPOmuS eommutatUS, Schrad. Near La Vallette.

E. D. MarqUxVxd, Sec. Bot. Sect.

Report of the 4iJeological Section.

SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS.

Coho.

In excavating' the site for a house lately erected on the

furzebrake above the new coast road from Cobo to Albecq,
pockets of pebbles have been exposed. They occur from
immediately under the soil, Avhich is very thin, down to two or

three feet below. They do not form a connected beach, but
were washed by the action of the waves into the hollows of

the granite rock, which is noAv to a great extent disintegrated.

Their height above mean sea level is about 50 feet. The
well-known old beach in the new road cutting is not far

distant. This latter is at an elevation of 25 or 30 feet above
sea level.

A layer of peat under 6 feet or more of sand, was cut

through in digging for the foundations of the new sea wall at

Cobo. This peat is about 2 feet thick, contains numerous
branches of trees, and is underlaid by sandy yellow earth.

G )XLndes Rocqiies

.

In the plain bordering the shore between Grandes
Rocques and Hougue du Pommier, borings have recently
been made in order to test the nature of the subsoil for

agricultm-al purposes. This subsoil was faund to consist

chiefly of sand, with numerous pebbles. The pebbles have
evidently been derived from the ancient beach, as they
are coated with iron oxide. The beach itself has not been
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located, but doubtless exists at tlie base of the Houniet hill.

The wliole plain has evidently been under tlie sea. Blue clay

has been found in places. This clay is probably derived from
the decomposition of veins of close-<>-rained dioi'ite, whi(di

must luiA^e taken place under water or an impervious covei'ing

(since removed by denudation). The process of decomposi-
tion of the diorite into clay, may be seen going on at the

present time in Perelle Bay. As these veins of diorite are

associated Avith the blue diorite of which the llonmet hill is

composed, and not Avith the C'obo and Grandes lioc'[iies

granite, it may be inferred that the former is the rock

formation Avhich underlies the [)lain aboA^e referred to.

Van vert Scltools.

A considerable depth of yellow earth or loamy clay rest-

ing on decomposed diorite Avas found on the site of these

schools. The de])th is slight in the upper part of the field,

but increases rapidly towards Vauvert Valley.

C. G. De La Make, Sec. Geol. Sect.

Report of Section for Marine Zoology.

During the ]jast year some good work has been done in

this branch of our Society, more particularly by some of the

younger members. The systematic and painstaking Avork of

Messrs. E. Sharp and F. Wright is especially deserving of

notice. I regret that, for a time at all events, Ave shall lose

Mr. E. Sharp's services, as he has left the island. It is

sincerely to be hoped that some of the other young members
Avill come forAvard to fill his place.

Research in this field is unfortunately limited by the

state of the tide, and cannot be carried on at any time of the

day, as can the Avork in the other sections, consequently some
members Avho Avoidd be Avilling to undertake regidar Avork on

the seashore find it impossible to get aAvay at the right time,

for the best period invariably occurs in the middle of the day.

Besides this there comes a time in most persons' lives Avlien

they commence to find it increasingly difficult to squeeze

themselves into fissures in the rocks not much more than a

foot AA^de. It is therefore all the more incumbent on those

members Avho can to devote as much time as possible to it

Avhile they are able.

For younger members, Avho do not mind " roughing it " a

little, Marine Zoology offers not only a most healthy and
interesting recreation, but also a field unequalled by any of
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the other sections for making " finds " and carrying out some
original research.

A paper by Mr. Mabbs on " Guernsey Sea-Anemones "

was read before the Society at the beginning of the year,

which summarised our knowledge up till that time. " Of the

22 species mentioned by Gosse as found in the Channel
Islands, J 2 have been found here recently." Since Mr. Mabbs
Avrote that paper several additions have been made.

Sagartia ro.sea was discovered by myself near Bordeaux
in October, 1906, and by Mr. F. Wright at Havelet on

April 1, 1907.

Saf/artia nivea. On May 29th, at Bordeaux, Mr. E.
Sharp discovered a monstrosity having three mouths. I also

found a considerable number in Sark.

Ceria)it]nis IJoydii. Only recorded for Herm. Was
found at Havelet Bay by Mr. E. Sharp on April 29. This
anemone is remarkable by being enveloped in a loose non-

adherent tube or sheath of mud and sand.

Pcacliia undata is "only doubtfully recorded for Guernsey."
On April 1 last ^Ir. F. Wright found a specimen in the sand
at Havelet Bay, and a month later Messrs. E. Sharp and F.

Wright found another in the same locality. So this establishes

this rare species as a native of Guernsey.
CarijopJiijIlia Snuthii is another species whose occurrence

was uncertain. In October, 1906, however, I found two near
Bordeaux. In December, 1906, Mr. E. Sharp found a colony

of fourteen near the same locality, and in September of this

year tw^o specimens at Flslet, while on February 15th Mr. F.
Wright found a single specimen near Castle Cornet.

Sagartia spJigrodeta. I discovered several specimens of

this in Sark last summer, and Mr. E. Sharp also found it at

Petit Port.

So this brings our list of anemones for Guernsey up to

18. The jump from 12 to 18 in one year shows what can be
done by systematic search.

Peachia Jiastata is also recorded by Mr. Sinel as found
recently at Herm by him.

Other interesting finds among the Coelenteraia are
Actinoloha, diautJms (or Diantliun jjhnnosu) the lovely Plumose
Anemone. Hitherto Ave had only two or three specimens
recorded, all from I'Ancresse Bay. Now we have them
reported from several other localities. I have discovered
them some distance to the north of Bordeaux, and at Plein-
mont, and Mr. E. Sharp discovered a large colony of fine

specimens hanging from the roof of a cave in a certain spot
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which he wisely does not wisli to s])ecify. There are also

three large colonies, some of them of immense size, which
I discovered in tAvo of the inner (iouliot (;aves in Sark.

A paper by Mr. E. Sharp was read at the October
meeting on " The Echinoderms of (Inernsey," with a list of

38 species. This is a contribntion of considerable importance,

as it brings our knowledge of the subject up to date and adds

a good many species to the ])revious rec.'ord. The pai)er will

be published in oin* next Transactions.

The discovery of an exceedingly interesting mollusc, new
to Guernsey, has to be recorded. It is the great Fan Mussel
{Pinna, nidis), of which one specimen was found by Mr. K.
P. Spencer in the spring of this year on the north-western

side of Herm. The mollusc was alive, buried half down in

the sand at extreme Ioav Avater mark, Avith the broad end
exposed. This shell has been taken in deep Avater off Jersey,

but tliis is the first occuri-ence in the Sarnian area. It was
exhibited at the October meeting, and Mr. Spencer has

presented it to the Museum.
Mr. E. Sharp reports the folloAving " finds " in addition

to those already mentioned :

—

PORIFERA.

Dereitus nigeP. Bordeaux, February 13, 1907. Rare.

CCELENTERATA.

Adamsia palliata (The Cloak Anemone), Avhich almost invariably makes
his home on a Avhelk shell inhabited by a Hermit Crab. Havelet,
August 24th. Eare in Guernsey.

Tealia CPassieOPnis. (The Dahlia Anemone). A very peculiar variety,

having yellow-broAvn tentacles. Petit Port, September 12.

GOPgonia vePPUeosa. A fine specimen Avashed up. Cobo, May 9. Tavo
specimens Avere found in the Avinter of 1905 Avashed up in I'Eree Bay by
Mr. E. D. Marquand.

Aleyonium digitatum (Dead Men's Fingers). A number of specimens.

CRUSTACEA.

Notodelphys aseidieola. Ncav to Guernsey. Bordeaux, August 22.

Living in branchial sac of Ascidia.

COPystes eassivelaunus (The aiasked Crab). Vai.on, two males. May 14.

Havelet Bay, tAVO males, Ajn-il 1.

PagUPUS Ppideauxii. Havelet Bay, August 24. Not very common in

Guernsey.

P. euanensiS. Bordeaux, February 13. Rare.

PePimela dentieulata. Bordeaux, May 29. Havelet Bay, August 24.

L'Islet, September 9.

Hippolyte Thomsonii. Bordeaux, August 23.

H. CPanehii. Rare. Lihou, June 13.
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MOLLUSCA.

Tpiopa elavigeP. Lihou, several times. Bordeaux, several times. Vazon,
July 27. This sea-slug is not included in ]\Ir. Marquand's list, and is an
addition to our MoUuscan fauna.

Tpophon mupieatUS. Petit Port, September 12. Rarely found alive.

Ostrea edulis (Edible Oyster). L' Islet, two half-grown specimens about
two inches across. On August 8 Mr. F. Wright also found a large full-

grown specimen beneath Clarence Battery.

On August 14 a small " Blue Shark " about three feet in

length was taken by a fisherman off the east coast. The
following day the same fisherman took a verj^ large " Frog-
Angler " {Loplutis jjisccftorius) nearly five feet in length.

On September 7 Mr. P. B. Le Patourel caught a fine

large male specimen of that peculiar crab Dromia vulgaris

(The Sleeping Crab) oft Jerbourg. This crab usually holds

a sponge upon its back by means of the sharp hooked claws of

the short pair of legs, and this frequently becomes attached to

the carapace and grows there. This catch seems to show that

this crab probably lives and breeds in local waters.

On January 14 Mr. F. Wright took home one of the

tunicates {Ciona intestinaUs) and placed it in his aquarium.
A number of small pretty worms emerged from the body
cavity, and after wandering about for some time returned

inside the tunicate. During the time the tunicate survived

—some months—these commensal Avorms frequently came out

and, after Avandering about for some time, ahvays returned
inside their host. These Avorms have been determined by Dr.
Fleure as Drepliaiioplioris riihro.striatus = Arnphiporus specta-

bili.s.

F. L. Tanner, Sec. Mar. Zool. Sect.

Report of Folklore Section.

In presenting the Report of the Folklore Section for the

past year, there is one local departiu-e, the recording of Avhich

gives me great pleasure. This is the presentation in musical
and dramatic form, of the once popular festivities that

accompanied the annual gatherings at various Guernsey
farms, on the occasions of the Grand Ploughs, when the land
was being specially prepared for the parsnip crop. The
friends and neighbours used to assemble in turns, at each
other's houses, to assist Avith their personal services, and Avith

the loan of oxen and horses ; and then after the labours of

the day, there was a bounteous and festive supper, and the old

songs and stories went merrily round ; dancing was indulged
in and a very pleasant evening Avas invariably spent.
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It occiuTed to Mr. T. A. Luscombe and his brother,

together with other friends at St. Martin's, to arrange the

musical and literary part of these proceedings, in the form of

a public entertainment, which they have given with great
success in some of tlie country parishes, and also in town.
Through the kind assistance of Miss Edith Carey, and other

friends, several of the old local dance tunes were rescued from
the oblivion into which they were undeservedly falling ; Mr.
Habgood's facile pencil reconstituted an artistic; j^resentment

of the interior of an old Guernsey kitchen ; and the entire

scene of the former festivity, with its music and song, was
once more brought up with pleasant realism, and some very
enjoyable evenings have been the result. It is to be hojDed

that this first very successful achievement of Mr. Luscombe
and his friends will be followed by other similar resuscitations,

which may be made not only enjoyable in themselves, but
also valuable from a folklorist's point of view.

The recovery and jotting down in musical notation of

some of these old Guernsey tunes and songs is a matter for

sincere congratulation among local folklorists, and I hope it

will be continued.

It occurred to me the other day that some very interest-

ing local work could probably be done by some of the older

members, by gathering up reminiscences and anecdotes of

some of the Old Parish Clerks of the island who, as a class,

are rapidly dying out. These old worthies Avere many of

them decided "characters" in their Avay—at least they were
in England—and many an interesting anecdote has there been
recorded about them. No doubt there were some equally

curious and eccentric individuals here, of whom local parochial

experiences are told which should not be forgotten. May I

suggest that any members who are able should gather up
anecdotic matter of this kind.

In fact a great deal of most interesting folklore circles

round the parish chiu'ch and its services, as well as round the

parish clerk, and also, sometimes, round the sexton.

The church, for instance, is intimately connected in

popular imagination Avith folklore in such matters as the

exorcism of demons ; the banning of witches ; the laying of

ghosts ; various forms of divination such as the " Bible and
Key " Avhere the sacred volume is used for the eradication of

error or the detection of crime. Formerly, too, much surrep-

titious use Avas made of holy Avater ; of consecrated earth from
the churchyard ; of Sacramental wine ; the key of the church

door was also in frequent request for stirring up certain potent
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concoctions that were brewed for the combatting of evil

influences of various kinds, the removal of spells, &c. ; the

rite of confirmation was bj many regarded as a most valuable

remedv against rheumatism ; the souls of shipwrecked sailors,

it was believed, could never rest until their bodies had been

buried in consecrated ground. Many instances of this used

to be told in the parishes on our Western Coast, where fatal

wrecks were frequent before the building of the Hanois
Lighthouse. Again it was believed that the recital of certain

scripture texts would at once stop dangerous bleeding from
wounds, &c., and so on.

I have latterly been going through a quantity of old

manuscript notes— chiefly of a local character—which I jotted

do^An during the first Avinter or two that I spent in Guernsey,
now nearly forty years ago. One of these fragmentary scraps

reminded me of an incident which was very much talked

about at the time, but it has doubtless long been forgotten.

And with this brief narration I will close the Keport.

When the extension of Fountain Street, known as

Church Hill, was cut across the old Burial Ground of the

Town Church, a great number of ancient graves were un-

avoidably disturbed. Much of this churchyard mmdd,
together with the human bones it contained, was got rid of as

ballast. One day, a well-knoAvn local vessel, under an equally

well-known and somewhat reckless Guernsey Captain was
observed leaving the Old Harbour with a lot of this gruesome
ballast on board. " Where are you bound, Captain ? " asked
an onlooker, shouting his query from the pier-head. The
Captain seemed annoyed at the enquiry, and he named in his

rough reply a very unpleasant theological destination dis-

tinguished rather for its caloric than its comfort. I won't
repeat his language, but my informant assured me that neither

the vessel, the master nor any of the crew Avere ever seen or

heard of again. They all vanished utterly. The narrator

told me that he considered it a " signal judgment," and a

terrible warnino-.

J. LixwooD Pitts, Sec. Folklore Sect.

Report of the Ornithological Section.

One very interesting species has to be added this year to

the list of the birls of the Sarnian Islands—the Wood Lark

—

two of which were seen in Sark by Mr. F. L. Tanner. Owing
to the exceptionally cold and simless Aveather that characterised
the so-called summer of 1907, the observations on the movements
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of oiir siiinmei* migrants are particularly interesting, and my
own limited observations are supplemented by those of Mr.
B. Kowswell and Mr. John S. Hocart, to whom I am grateful

for kindly handing me their notes on the subje(;t. I have
also to thank Mr. \i. P. Spencei- and Mr. F. L. Taimer for

information about some uncommon ))irds.

Ring Ousel. ()n October 19 I saw a particularly well -marked Rin^^ Ousel
flying' down the Valley at Petit Bot. Has anyone ever observed one of

these birds in Uuernsey in the spring 't

Robin. A clutch of pure white eggs, very unlike typical Robin's eggs, was
taken here this year, and one of them was sent to me for identification,

but unfortunately I could not learn where this extremely interesting nest
was found, or by whom.

Blackcap. In Alderney a Blackcap was seen, and could have been cauglit,

in Se]3tember by Mr. R. P. Spencer. Tliis is the first record for that
island. In Guernsey a hen bird was captured in a greenhouse at Vau-
vert, by Mr. F. L. Tanner.

Chiffchaff. The earliest date on which I heard the note was April 9 at

Moulin Huet, and I last heard it on October 7 at Saints Bay. The
Chiffchaff is one of the earliest of summer visitors to arrive, i'.nd one of

the latest to depart.

Wood Lark. A couple of Wood Larks were seen in Sark in April by Mr.
F. L. Tanner. This bird has not before been recorded for these islands.

Hawfinch. A fine specimen, shot at Havilland Farm in January, was
presented in the flesh to the Guille-AUes Museum by Mr. R. P.
Spencer.

Bullfinch. These birds are certainly increasing in numbers in this island.

On Sept. 29 I saw one in my small garden at St INIartin's, and on July 2

Mr. Rowswell saw a pair on the Fermain cliffs. Mr. Spencer tells me
Bullfinches frequent Smith's Nursery at the Couture in some numbers,
and one or two pairs certainly bred there last year ; and at Saumarez
Park, Catel, Mr. Tanner says these birds have been known to breed
regularly for two or three years, and are carefully protected, so that now
there is quite a small colony of them.

Wryneck. Mr. Rowswell heard one at Moulin Huet on April 4, and Mr.
Hocart another at the Vale on the same day. These are the earliest dates

I know of for certain, but if we may rely on newspaper evidence, the
Wryneck was heard in Guernsey by several farmers on JMarch 28, which
is very probable, as the latter days of March were perfect midsummer
weather. These birds continued calling later than usual this year. I

heard one at Moulin Huet on July 15, Mr. Rowswell one on the following
day, and on July 19 I listened for some time to one in full song in the
valley west of St. Saviour's Church.

Cuckoo. The cold and stormy weather of April kept the cuckoo silent, and
the earliest note in Guernsey seems to have been heard (by two persons
in dift'eient parts of St. Martin's) on April 18. The following day both
my son and I saw and heard a cuckoo at Moulin Huet, but Mr. Hocart
notes April 25 as the earliest date at the Vale. A local newspaper
reported the first appearance of this bird in Alderney on April 28, an
unusually late date for that island. If they commenced late, however,
they continued singing much longer than in ordinary years, for I have
reliable information about the cuckoo having been heard regularly every
day up to July 8, and the Rev. R. H. Tourtel heard one singing in the
trees near La Belieuse, St. Martin's, on July 13, which is probably the
latest date on record for Guernsey, although Mr. Rowswell reports

hearing a cuckoo in Sark on July 14, 1902.
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Kingrfisher. One was seen by my wife and son in Monlin Huet Bay on
February 27. Thirty or forty years ago these beautifu] birds used to

breed in some numbers in Guernsey ; at the present time only single

birds are seen as a rule.

Goatsucker. I saw a Goatsucker at Saints Bay on May 18, earlier than I

ever saw this bird in these islands
;
probably it had only just arrived.

Swift. Arrived late this year. I was out a great deal during the month of

May, but the first Swifts I saw were on the 20th. INIr. Rowswell how-
ever observed a couxDle at St. Martin's on May 5. They were last seen,

with one exception, on August 26, by Mr. Kowswell at St. Martin's, and
on the 27th by myself at the Forest, when I counted six None were
observed again until September 26, when I saw to my great surprise

a solitary Swift circling about leisurely between my house and St
Martin's School.

Swallows and Martins. The earliest Swallows of the year were seen at

the Yale by Mr. Hocart, who noted them on Ai^ril 13, I saw three

at St. Peter's on April 20, apparently lately arrived, the wind being
south, and Mr. Rowswell saw a couple in George Road on the 28rd.

House Martins appeared about the same time ; Mr. Spencer saw one
at Lilyvale, Catel, on April 15, Mr. Rowswell one at Moulin Huet
on the l<Sth, and myself one at Rocquaine on the 20th, but neither

Swallows nor Martins were at all jDlentiful until about the 7th of May.
This year I was able to note accurately the date of their departure or at

least the departure of one contingent. On the 21st of October I observed
that there were still a great many Swallows on the wing at St. Martin's,

and I must have seen quite a hundred about Saints Bay and by the olcl

windmill at Les Camps. At that time, and for a few days previously,

there was a strong wind blowing from the south and south-west, so

that of course the birds could not start on their journey, but during
the night the wind veered to the north-west, and with a full moon
and clear skj, all the swallows departed, for on the 22nd I did not
see a single one during the whole day. This I think fixes the date of

the general exodus, ancl only stragglers aj)peared afterwards. The last

I saw were on October 30, but Mr. Rowswell observed a couple of

House Martins at Jerbourg on November 10 and one swallow flying

about for twenty minutes over his garden at Les Blanches on Nov. 12.

He also notes an interesting observation he made on some House
Martins on November 5. He was watching a small party of half a
dozen of these birds circling about together for some time below
the cliffs at Petit Port, when suddenly, as if at a given signal, they
all flew out to sea, and disappeared, probably on their migration.

Quail. On June 5 I listened for some time to the peculiar call of a Quail
in a field at St. Andrew's and I heard another near Petit Bot on July 2.

Mr. Spencer tells me that two were shot at Grandes Rocques this year,

and he also informs me that Quails bred in Herm last year, as a couple of

young birds were captured and kej)t in confinement all through the
winter, and they are still alive and doing well.

Corncrake. It is very remarkable that no one seems to have heard a
Corncrake this year in Guernsey, and yet some of these birds must
have come over to this island, for on May 5 one was picked up in an
exhausted condition in a garden in the Strand, and kept alive for a day
or two. and another was captured at the Bailiff's Cross on September 6.

Coot. During the severe weather at the end of January a Coot was captured
at the Charroterie, and kept alive for several days.

Tufted Duck. The only specimen on record for these islands was noted
by Mr. Dalgliesh in the TransaclioiiH for 1903, p. 204. In the collection

belonging to the Guille-Alles Museum there is a male specimen of

the Tufted Duck, killed by the late ^Ir. H. Le Lacheur, of St. Andrew's,
as shown by a label attached to it in Mr. Whitehead's handwriting.

Vj, D. Mau(^uaxi), Sec. Oniitli. Sect.
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ITS CUSTOMS, MP]RRY-MAKINGS and SUPERSTITIONS.

(Compiled from iiarious sources.)

BY MR. HENllY E. .ArAlt(^UAXI).

La Longiie Veille, or Long-Eve, December 23, the Mother-
night of the Venerable Bede, was originally kept on the

Solstitial eve as an astronomical festival. Christmas Eve
still coincides with the Iloman vigil of the Winter Solstice ;

and in the Calendar of Ancient Greece the threefold night of

the Sun's figurative birth was one of the most remarkable
fictions of the religious year. When the Church Vigils were
changed into nominal fasts, our Guernsey islanders prepared

themselves by the convivialities of the 23rd for an invohmtary
shoAV of abstinence on the 24th. Thanks to De la Marche,
La Place, and other warm enthusiasts of the Puritanic school,

little remains of the primitive ceremonial ; enough, however,
still survives to remind the antiquary and the ])oet that

Nature has her holidays as well as the Church. An early

Scandinavian emblem of the Sun's Nativity still blazes, here

and there, upon a cheerful hearth, Avhere no encroachment has

hitherto been made on the wide altar of hospitality by the

paltry meanness of modern innovation. (3ur Tronquet de

Noel identifies itself with the Yule Log of the North ; but,

alas, fashion and Puritanism, which, whatever may be their

relative merits, are equally odious to Robin (xoodfellow, and
now threaten all our household gods Avith unceremonious ex-

pulsion from la Jonqiiiere, the old winter settle, and the

delightful corner of the rural kitchen hob. If ^' nods and
becks and wreathed smiles " had ever a charm for Milton,

how remember the many dark vicissitudes of this strange life

and not regret the de])arture of these huuinous eras of harm-
less amusement ? " Were I," remarked old friend Nicolas,

one evening in autumn, as he solemnly laid down his hrule

(jveule (broken pipe), " a prophet in my own country, I would
exhort every old wife in my congregation to keep the ' longue

veille,' to knead the anniversary biscuit, or to mull a reason-

able measure of the best ' piment,' or spiced wine, ' le vin

brule,' as if nothing had happened." The cider jug may now
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go around, Christian wise, at a slow pace, while many a sly

bon mot or sober old adage compel it to loiter on its way.

The revolving chib no longer Avhizzes over our heads, nor, as

in the good old times, reminds the contem])lative drinker of

his tardiness by gently knocking him down, or visits his

awk^^ardness d ]<i Lodbi'ooke with the dreadful ])enalty of

"ten liorns." The dimiiuitive cjike, la (/(ilctfc^ is not only

reduced to a fraction of its original diameter, but it has also

lost the stamp of ages—the wheel and the cross of solar revo-

lution. " And are these venerable relics empty trifles ?

Whoever shall answer in the affirmative," quoth good Nicolas,

taking up his favourite pipe, " that man is no friend of mine ;

there is neither music nor poetry in him. Nature and good
feeling renounce all communication with such an apostate."

Last Eve of the Year.

The last eve of the year was a memorable one in the

annals of our infancy. Our grandmothers tell us how the

narrow streets of St. Peter-Port Avere then crowded with

youngstei's of all sizes, rapping at every door, and howling
the following couplet

—

" Ognin-a-ni ! Oguin-a-no !

Ouvi-e ta pouque, et pie I'a r'clio
!"

(Open yoiu- i^ocket and then shut it again).

Almost every dialect of Southern Europe uses an " ogui-

nane,' or the modification of that strange word, to express the

idea of good news or pleasing intelligence. It is likewise a

New-year's gift. " Ma eghinat ! ma eghinat !" is still, for

aught I know, the hoiit de Van cry of the little rag-a-muffins of

the Bay of Morbihan, and " bailie me m'n oguinane "—give

me my New Year's gift—was its literal version in Guernsey
less than a century ago.

Men Oguinane.

With regard to the cry of " Oguinane " this is what the

youngsters used to sing as they went from door to door on

New Year's Eve as well as on New Year's morning :

—

JVous souhaite nne bonne annaie,
Men gran pere et ma gran mere,

Gn vous donne une bonne allaie,

Un bouan long somme dans le cliimquere.
Mes irvieres, mes irvieres (1).

Men iDarrain et ma marrame,
Men Oncle Jean et ma Tante Aurane.

Qu'vot maison seit terjours plaine,

Haleux (2), frumine (3), jut (4) et canne (5).

M'n Oguinane, M'n Oguinane!
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Chiev cousin, jolie cousine,^

Que jamais rien n'von dcfaille! (6)

Houlai (7), sans faire la sure mine,
Dans ma paoute ou dans ma fale (8)

—

Une rialle ! une rialle ! (9)

L' fume d' la giiche a boncas, (lO)
^

Yaisine Anne, jen ai ieiie men aise. (11)

Est-che que j'n'en brinotrai pas? (12)

Est-elle accouare sous la braise?
Que y la baise, que j' la baise

!

Moussieu I'ministre, allons ! vite !

Si vous pliait, j'avons I'onglie
; (13)

Une priere est bientot dite

!

La nee quiet vraiement su I'frie—(14)

Ma pouquie, ma pouquie! (15)

Nou v'cliin atou nos failles; (16)

Avous oui la cliansonnette ?

Metta'i dans nos cliapiaux d' paille,

S' ou vous en sciaiz (17) une p'tite miette

—

Une piecette, une piecette ! (18)

O Madame la Justiciaire,

Au pepin (19) de la vielle annaie,

Assize dans vot belle gran' caire,

Comme une raine d'vant vot fouair

—

Not crastaie, (20) not crastaie

!

(1) My Christmas box ; (2) drawers ; (3) strong box ; (4) jug ; (5) can ; (6) may
you ne'er want anything ; (7) throw ; (8) bosom ; (9) piece of money ; (10) of the
steam of cake without any stuff in it; (11) I've had enough; (12) don't you think I

should complain ? ; (13) nail-ache : (14) grass ; (15) my pocket ; (16) torches ; (17) if

you can spare ; (18) small piece of money ; (19) at the end of the old year ; (20) our
glass of something.

Old Bout de I'An.

How often has it been my melancholy duty, says a

Guernseyman of about sixty years ago, to attend, sometimes

as chief mourner, the funeral of Old Bout de I'An. A
log of wood, wrapped in a sable cloth, Avas his usual repre-

sentative ; when, with great and even classical solemnity, just

as the clock struck twelve, the juvenile procession set itself in

motion, every member thereof carrying a lantern fashioned

out of a turnip, or made of oiled paper. I well remember
that awful Saturday night when one of my junior school-

fellows was returning from Maitre Laurent's barber's shop in

Fountain-street, with his grandfather's cauliflower wig, and
how it was snatched out of his hand, much to my consternation,

by the leader of Bout de I'An's funeral. Ere the audacious
act was settled, le Bout de I'An had undergone the pagan
ceremony of incineration at the Gallet d'Heaume (between
the South Esplanade and La Vallette).

About this Sir Edgar MacCulloch, in " Guernsey Folk-
Lore," says :—On the last night of the year it was customary
for boys to dress up a grotesque figure, which they called " Le
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Vieiix Bout tie I'An," and >fter parading it through the streets

hj torchlight with the mock ceremonial of a funeral procession,

to end bj burying it on the beach, or in some retired spot, or

make a bonfire and burn it.

New Year's Day.

January 1 reminds us of several passages in the homilies

of the Gallican Fathers on the Festival of Mithras, or the

new-born Sun, whicli the country people celebi-ated on that

day. Like our Bete de la Tonav and the weir w^olves of

Sweden and Norway, men disguised in a variety of bestial

forms, especially those of stags and oxen, formed an essential

part of the Mithraic procession ; and it is remarkable that not

only does the American Indian still Avatch to see the stag

kneel on the mystical eve of the infant year, but that it was a

very common notion among the pious Guernsey women that

all the cattle, meekly kneeling on their knees, paid the same
homage to the Infant Saviour on Christmas Eve.

Old Christinas.

January 6 was the original Christmas of the Eastern

Church. We admit it in our Calendar, because four centuries

before "the Desired of Nations" appeared on earth "the
fountains of God's birth, in the Temple of Bacchus, at

Andros, always overflowed on that day with ruddy wine."

This day w^as not merely that of Bacchus's nativity ; heathen
Greece commemorated at the same period " the changes of

water into nectar and ambrosia " by the little god whom Egypt
then brought out of his " adytum " and exhibited to the fana-

tical gaze of innumerable worshippers. Traces of all these

heathen rites will be found in our Christian liturgies and
domestic traditions. It is true that in Devonshire and Corn-
w^all the cattle are still believed to fall down and worship on
Christmas Eve. The same superstition prevails in Guernsey,
with the belief that at midnight on Christmas Eve all water is

changed temporarily into wine.

During my nonage at least, remarks the same above-
mentioned writer, the peasantry here were convinced that

at midnight " toutes les fontaines se remplissaient de vin

rouge comme du sang,"—blood-red wine gushed from every
spring. Women are always curious, at least the censorious

male sex will have it so, sometimes even a little incredu-

lous, and there is an awful instance of the unbelief of one
of the " weaker vessels " in the unwritten record of the

Friday Wake and Mother night. A female in one of the

country parishes was determined to ascertain the reality of
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this wonderful metamorphosis, and })eih{ips being as fond of

good wine as the daughter of St. Faunns, once dipped her
sacrilegious fingers In a fountain as the clock struck twelve on
Christmas Eve, but ere the wine, or water, touched her lips an
angel smote her—she received, says the legend, " une terrible

cliaque " (a terrible slap) which stretched her on the ground.
Ever after she was convinced there was some truth in the story.

Tt may be added here that the late Mrs. Lane-(1arke, in

her "Guernsey Folk-lore," tells a story of this kind, but her's

goes further, for she says that the woman went at midnight to

the pump, and filling her hand with water put it to her lips, at

the same time exclaiming, " Toute eau est vin." But to this

a terrible voice added, " Vere, mais tu est pres de ta fin," and
she died immediately.

La Bete de la Touar.

In vulgar pronunciation, la Bete de la Touar, the Tower
Beast, T'Chiko, that is the Old Dog, is another of its innu-

merable titles, and we must own, after a cautious comparison
of various reports as to the monster's external appearance,

that it would be no easy matter, even for a Ciivier, to deter-

mine its species. Some will have it, in these latter days, that

it partook more of the calf than of any other created form
;

but there is one important point on which all agi-ee, to wit,

that it had a notable pair of large, flaming, saucer-like eyes,

and that during its nightly progress, six weeks before and as

many weeks after Christmas, down Cornet-street and through
old Fountain-street, dismal bowlings, yea, the horrid clank of

fetters, were invariably heard, chilling the blood and paling

the faces of all who heard them, and woe be to the unfortunate

man or woman Avho came face to face with the appalling
" thing." If it resembled anything besides itself, as the

Bartholomew Fair showman said of his elephant, the Hell-

hound of the Principality, alias the Dog of Annum, still

believed (under the (juernsey name) to haunt the Hartz
Mountains, may have been its prototype. But for La Bete
de la Touar our grandmother never mentioned it without a

reverential pause to convince us that his dogship was no
ordinary personage. Le Chien Bodu is everywhere the dog
of a nameless abyss, and T'Chi Ko, if not the very same,

was, no doubt, his brother or his cousin.

The Towner of Beauregard, which has long since disap-

peared, once stood near the south-eastern angle of our ancient

town walls, at the foot of Hauteville. Here were the head-

quarters of La Bete de la Touar.
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Whatever be the speculations of fancy on the remote
origin of the Castle Spectre, the rattling chains seem to have
been a recent interpolation, and to demand sei)arate and par-

ticular notice. It tells, in almost poetic language, that the

Beauregard " revenant " or phantom personated the fanatic or

the heretic—those innocent victims of bigotry and superstition

whose shriek of agony, when stretched upon the rack, or

suspended from the dislocating cord, must often have terrified

and alarmed their relatives and friends. We are told that

the place of execution where these unhappy beings were sup-

posed to expiate imaginary offences was in the Bailey or yard
near the haunted tower—the scene of their confinement and
frightful death. The very pavement and grass were stained

with blood and ashes : and on a spot where murder had too

long revelled under the mask of Justice it was natural that

imagination should conjure up a \ariety of hideous forms.

Le Chien Bodu.

Another very uglv dog I a resident, perhaps, of la Ville

Baudu, once the slaughter-house of the Benedictine monks of

St. Michel du Valle. There was once a time when the simple

question, " () tu I'tchien Bodu ?" (do you hear the Bodu dog)
would have frightened away the gayest juvenile party in the

twinkling of an eye. To see this black dog Avas taken as a

sure sign of approaching death.

In Sir Edgar MacCulloch's book, edited by Miss Edith
Carey, is found the following concerning ghostly dogs and
other animals that haunted the (juernsey roads at night :

—

" Then there is the ' Kue de la Bete ' at St. Andrew's,
on the borders of the Fief Ruhais. Near this lane there was
formerly a prison, so that it is probably full of associations of

crime and malefactors. There is also a Rue de la Bete near
FEree, between Claire Mare and the Rouvets, Avhere, to this

day, people will not go alone after dark, and they still tell the

story (so wrote Miss Le Pelley, Avho lived in that neighbour-
hood) of a man, a Monsieur Yaucoui-t, Avho, driving down that

lane in the dark, the Bete got up into the cart, which so scared
the unfortunate man that he died the next day. There was
also a black dog which haunted the Forest-road, clanking its

chains. The father of one old Avoman, who told the story,

saw and was followed by this beast one night when Avalking

home from St. Martin's to his house near the Forest Church.
He was so frightened that he took to his bed and died of the
shock very shortly afterwards. There is also ' La Bete de la

Rue Maze,' on the western limits of the town parish ;
' Le
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Coin de la Biclic ' at St. Martin's, between Saints and La
Villette ; and in the cross lane running from Le Carrefour
David to tlie Profond Camp past tlie house now called St.

Kilda, a small white hare was su])pose(l to be seen on stormy
nights accompanied by Le Feu Belengier (Will-o'-the-wisp).

Besides the above there was the headless dog which
haunted La Ville an Roi and ' La Bete de la Devise de
Sausmarez,' at St. Martin's, a black dog that m^^d to haunt
the avenue near Sausmarez Manor."

How a Guernsey Witch was Exorcised.

The author of this contribution to the Transactions of

the Guernsey Natural Science Society says :

—

My late father, who Avas born in 1806, has left the fol-

lowing story among his papers, and told me more than once

that it was perfectly true :

—

When I was a little boy I had a grand-uncle, a pretty

large farmer, who was a firm believer in witchcraft. He
dwelt at St. Pierre-du-Bois One year three or four of his

cows fell ill and died. This, of course, he knew^ could not

have happened naturally. It must be the work of some Avitch

who had cast her " evil eye " on the animals, and a poor old

woman who, because she Avas crippled by the Aveight of years

had acquired a bad notoriety among ignorant and superstitious

prople like himself, Avas immediately suspected of being the

author of the death of the animals. Positive proof Avas Avant-

ing ; but my good grand-uncle knew hoAv to obtain this proof,

and this by a very simple process. It consisted in placing the

pluck of the last coav that had died in a large cauldron and
making an enormous fire underneath it imtil the contents Avere

reduced to ashes. When things arrived at this point, the

Avitch, Avho during the Avliole of the ojjeration had suffered

indescribable torments, came down the chimney and appeared

in the fireplace. My Tuicle fixed the ceremony for a certain

nio-ht, and mv father and mother Avere invited to attend.

They went and took me AAdth them. I shall never forget the

sight I Avitnessed that evening. When Ave arrived in the

kitchen, Avhich Avas the scene of operations, I saAv my kinsman
Avith about ten or a dozen countrymen standing in the room,

armed Avith pitchforks, rusty bayonets and other lethal

Aveapons. After our arrival the door was locked and the

key-hole and every chink carefully stopped up so that the

Avitch could find no means of entrance except down the chim-

ney. It was one of those Cyclopean fireplaces, such as you
may have seen, large enough to hold a couple of cartloads of
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timber and to roast a whole ox. The cow's phick was put in

the cauldron and piles of wood placed and set fire to under-
neath. The contents were soon heard hissing and grilling in

the pot. The heat of the room was terrific and the stench

of the burning meat something frightful. In about an hour
and a half the contents of the pot were reduced to a cinder.

All at once I saw my uncle, armed Avith his ponderous pitch-

fork, rush towards the fireplace, exclaiming with a tremendous
oath, " There she is, the Avitch !" His weapon buried itself

in the back wall of the fireplace. He then withdrew his

pitchfork, flourished it around with pride, and showed the

marks of the witch's blood upon the prongs. He and his

friends had all seen the witch, he declared. So much for the

power of imagination when people have worked themselves
into a state of frenzy. My uncle and his friends all swore
they could see the witch's blood on the prongs of the pitch-

fork. As to my father and mother, Avho laughed at such folly,

though their eyes were steadily fixed upon the fireplace, they
had seen nothing of the old woman, and for their souls could

not discern the slightest mark of the witch's blood which my
uncle and his friends Avere persistent in maintaining was
plainly visible on the prongs. Neither could I. And al-

though I had been as keen as the others in keeping watch on
the fireplace, 1 declare that I saw nothing, and yet all the

others affirmed on their oath they had seen the suspected

witch come doAvn the chimney and my uncle drive his pitch-

fork through her and pin her to the Avail, Avhen she had
vanished like a pufFof smoke ! My uncle Avas now convinced
and happy. Pie had draAvn blood from the witch and she

could trouble him no longer.

La Gran' Kerue.

The folloAving Avas communicated to the Guernsey Bta7'

in 1834 by the late Mr. George Metivier :

—

Are we become so immeasurably good that we cannot

afford to be merry once a year ? vSome moral Fahrenheits, it

is true, very nicely discriminate between cheerfulness and

mirth, that is between the curds and sugar of a cheesecake,

or the mountain of a Avhipped syllabub. AAvay with these

dialectical hair-splitters I If pleasures in themselves innocent

owe their tendency to bubble and froth, let us not quarrel

with them because it is their property to sparkle and effervesce.

Let us quaff them just as they are without making a wry face

lest they should settle and grow flat. Surely it is no crime

for the sons of toil to fare sumptuously on that memorable
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clav when they i)re[)are tlu; soil for the ruc(;])tioii of tlu; ])ars-

nip cro}) which su[)plies the kinc with so excellent and ann)le

a provision of winter food.

In the fretful season of lono- dark nights, amon(>- rural

grandees, the gayest of the gay have often crowded round the

festive board, where at Les liocques or Les Padins, Moussieu
le Procureux du Ke, or Moussieu le .lure de la Cour Royale,

deemed it no shght honour to preside when the great plough

had performed its important annual task.

Deep furrows are a sine (jad noti in parsnij) culture. Hut
the instrument destined to cleave the soil is no bauble, and
our insular studs of liorses are, like our means, rather limited

;

so that an association of small proprietors of land for mutual
aid is as necessary here as anywdiere. Mr. Quayle says that

about sixty years ago a Jersey farmer constructed a plough
oi large dimensions Avhich would supersede the necessity of

digging. After many attempts the mighty machine Avas com-
pleted. Previously to the invention of this implement, digging-

was universal, it seems. But w^e never heard of two or more
persons possessing a plough in partnership, though the fact is

not implausible when we consider what small patches of arable

soil fall to the lot of many a joint heir or heiress of some
patriarch whose estate is of trifling dimensions and whose
quiver was left well filled with living arrows. We must
expect a few touches of the ludicrous from an agricultural

observer so scientific and well-informed as Mr. Quayle ; our

people's independent stubbornness well accounts for their

attachment to certain unprofitable old customs ; their dislike

of the hoe, for example, and their tedious knee-sw^addled mode
of weeding [still to be frequently seen in (juernsey in the

present twentieth century.

—

Ed.]
An experienced English farmer naturalised amongst us,

wdiose testimony excludes every doubt, says he met in one

instance at a (jrati kerue " twenty-two animals harnessed to

the plough, namely six bullocks and sixteen horses." Indeed,

it is considered a point of honour for every man who is worth
a beast to produce it on this occasion.

The plough is now in full swing. Pierre, Nicolas, Jean,

Toumas, Laurent, <S:c., are at their respective posts. The
horses and bullocks are pulling like one : Sieur Tam de la

Mare is at the ])lough tail, and making a furrow which deviates

neither to the right nor to the left. All the prettiest girls of

the district, Judith, Betsy, Marguerite, Kache, &c., have
been invited to be the cup-bearers on the field, marshalled
under the watchful eye of old Benjamin Blampied. As the
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cider cup circulates is it not impossible for Pierre and the

others to hel]) drinking to the health of the smiling Hebes ?

Little is thought of the midday (jrcui kerue dinner. It is

a mere prelude to the evening defrique ; yet, lest Ave should

misrepresent so substantial a meal, let us admit that hams,

cheeks, and shoulders, and pudding, too, hi houichepotte^ ncA er

fail to grace the table.

In calling the plough supper a "defrique" Ave adhere to

ancient usage and reviAe a term Avhich ahvays involves a

gloAving image of culinary solidity and profusion. Whenever
grass or AAaste land Avas l^rought under cidtivation a feast Avas

very properly deemed the labourer's perqiusite ; such land

Avhile OA^er-run AA^th Avild vegetation is called a friquc^ Avhence

defriqner^ to break up, and the defrique^ the noble meal pre-

pared for this occasion.

If Scotland's plump and tremulous haggis deserved a

voluntary grace as long as the home-loving poet's arm, Ave

may surely dilate a little on "la houichepotte " and "la
jijiouinne "—a plum pudding of enormous size, the principal

dish of our (jraa her tie supper. " Couayie V boeuf et mangie
du pain " may still pass for sound doctrine, l)ut Ave apprehend
that " couayie la jijiouinne " Avould ruin the ordinary digestion

from I'Eree to l^aradis and La Ramee to Hougue Antas.
After the Gargantuan repast came the singing and dancing.

Our gran kerue sym]:)hony \\as nothing more than a

rumbling hurdy-gurdy. ()f the dancing I shall say naught,

except to remark that the most Avonderful exhibition of the

light fantastic toe Avas given by Dan and Judith, the former
just a little exhilarated by his copious libations of strong cider

and sundry p'tites (/outtes di km cPv/ie^ the latter in a Avhirl of

excitement caused by the unAvonted attentions to Avhich she

had been subjected during the day by the usually taciturn and
homely farm labourers.

2s OAv for a fcAv extracts from the " chansonnettes " that Ave

heard at the last " gran' kerue " supper to Avhich Ave Avere bidden :

Ma poiire A'ielle cbifournie,
Pourrie tonte an travers

;

La cliiniolle enrouillai,

L' bonais tons roguis des vars.

Ma vielle, te vlo craquie,

Coumme ten pouie maitre, enfiii,

Mais tu as durai nne achie,

Et toutes choses ont lenx fin.

Grains, es jours de fete,

Tu sonnais d'usse en u,

Notte et chant d'amourette

—

Helas, j'nen ponvon pn.
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Tu n' ^ras p\i r'bondi I'aire,

A rejouite efc a son,

Et inc, j'men vais sous terre.

Ma pourre vielle. adi don I

[The above Avas a countryman's farewell to his hurdy-

gurdy which, like him, was completely worn out Avith age and
Avork. The farewell Avas ahvays sung to the most ])athetic

air, and as the song itself included many verses of eight lines

each, [)ossibly the tAvo that are quoted will be sufficient.

HoAvever, there is a pathos in the Avords which proves that

the composer must have been animated Avith very tender

feelings tOAvards his old musical instrument Avhen he sat doAvn

and committed his sentiments to paper.

—

Ed.]
Le Sieur Aberlian's Avaggon load of Guernsey chansons

is buried for ever. Alas, for our forefathers Avho allowed

these fine old compositions to pass into obscurity. Here is a

portion, how^ever, of one that has been rescued :

—

An jardin de men pere,

O vive ramonr!
Un oranger y a,

Vive la lauriere!

Une oranger y a,

Yive la rose et le dama

!

Then there Avas " Les avirons d'argent," " Je plumie

I'allouette," " J'ai du bon toubac dans ma tabattiere," and

" Ou vas tu, Nicolas, de ce pas ?

Ou vas tu, Nicolas ?

Qu'as tu qui te chagrine?"

Then there Avas " La fille des dix paresses," of Avliich only

tAvo couplets survive :

—

Au Yalle et a St. Samson,
Je n'en counie aucunes,

Mais j'ai ouie dire, sans fa9on,
Qui sont pu neres que brunes.

HoAv omit a parting Avord on good Sieur Jean du Tertre.

The venerable old man never left his paste d'/wiuieur, the

inmost corner of the chimney ingle, Avithout raising a con-

tagious Avhirlwind of involuntary mirth. I have seen La
Vielle Tante Marteau, in her 99th year, laugh till she literally

cried, or as the saying goes, till she Avas " nere paumaie d'rire,"

Avhile Sieur Jean, illumining his comely features AA^itli a

knavish simper, half leer, half bonhomme, delighted the

company Avith the fifty-ninth edition of his inimitable

Ell, s'il avait, mais il n'a pas,
De metier a faire la touaille.

Et, s'il avait, mais il n'a pas,
De metier a faire le guiablle.
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Then came an overflowing torrent of tales of wonders,

prodigies and spells, the follies of maidens, the stratagems of

lovers, tJean Vivien's ghost, the phantom colt, the annals of

witchcraft, and, to conclude, Tmitin, the kissing nosegay

dance, " Men bean lanrier," the final act of this old-fashioned

agricultural function.

One curious custom at the snpper or " defrique " was that

the men had their meal first, and not till they had finished did

the women sit down to theirs.

[The fp-an kerue in Guernsey is an event of the past.

To-day light English or American ploughs are generally used,

to pull which two to four horses are employed. In only a fcAV

instances are eight horses harnessed to the plough, and this

usually every seven years, when the soil is turned up to a

depth of about eighteen inches, so as to bring the under part

of the produce-bearing ground to the surface. Now the

ground as a rule is turned over to a depth of about eight inches.

This rendei's labour easier and cheaper, but the result is not

so good as in former days. At that period there was a regular

rotation of crops : parsnips, turnips, wheat, clover, barley, rye-

grass, oats, &c. To-day, we understand, little variation is

made in the crops.

—

Ed.]

A Supernatural Event and a Mystery.

Tlie following was related in 1907 to the writer by a

country gentleman.

A certain family came to Guernsey a good many years
ago and took a farm in one of the western parishes of the
island. They had not long been settled when they were
informed with a mysterious air by some of the ancient inha-

bitants of the neighbourhood that the stones of an arch at the
end of a building in which they kept their farming implements
had not l)een justly acquired ; in fact the stones had been
destined as part of those with Avhich the church near by was
to be built. The end of the building was, it should be men-
tioned, a party wall which divided it from a very old dwelling
house that was said to be as old as the church itself. The
house was reported to be haunted, and the family Avere in-

formed that " something " resented the improper use of the
stones which had been removed one dark winter night by the
unscrupulous builder of the house, and that the latter had
been untenanted for a great number of years as no one would
live in it. Weird lights during the long winter nights had
been frequently seen and strange noises, like falling stones,

heard in the house. Little attention was paid to the story,
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but nevcrtlielcss the house I'emalned empty and the building

or barn adjoining only used for storing farm imj)lements,

roots, cK:c. For a long time nothing occiu'red to disturb the

even tenour of the family's way. My informant when he
arrived here Avas a little boy, and after hearing the

strange story he often watehed the old house at night,

but neither saw nor heard anything that smaeked of

the supernatural. He grew u]) to manhood, married, and
took the farm himself. In winter he made it a practice

to prepare the next day's food for the cattle in the barn

above-mentioned between eight and nine o'clock at night,

never later. He was asked several times by his older neigh-

bours if he ever heard anything unusual when at work in the

barn. But when he replied that he had not, and added that

he Avas ahvays finished by nine o'clock, the reply was " Ah, tu

devrais y etre entre onze heures et miniet." But not having
occasion he did not trouble himself to go to the barn later

than nine o'clock at night.

NoAv it happened that during December of the year 1906
he had been attendino^ during" the eA^enins; to a coav Avhich

had lately calved, and at eleven o'clock he thought she

required some more litter to make her comfortable for the

night. So he proceeded to the old barn Avith a chopper and
a lantern, took some furze and commenced chopping it small.

He had not long been occupied Avhen he found that his lantern

grcAv dim, and at the same moment heard a rumble like

a barrow-load of stones suddenly shot doAvn upon a paA'e-

ment. It appeared to him that the sound was a few yards

aAvay. Somewhat surprised, and remembering Avhat he had
been told, he took up his lantern and looked arcund, but saw^

nothing in particidar. Thinking he Avas the victim of an

hallucination he resinned his furze-chopping, Avhen the noise

Avas repeated, but this time much louder, as though a larger

quantity of stones had been thrOAvn doAvn, and also much
nearer to him. Again he searched Avith the lantern, but could

see no trace of stones anyAvhere about the barn. He then

determined to continue his Avork, which he did, laughing at

AAdiat he said Avas an impossibility. Scarcely had lie resumed
his occupation when once more the lantern grew dim, and
again came the crash of falling stones. But this time it

seemed that a Avliole cartload of granite had fallen just behind
him. Greatly agitated, he sAvung his lantern around once

more, but again he could see nothing of the stones Avhich he
had heard so distinctly fall, and, as already said, immediately
behind him. He remembers calling out, " Si t'as quic chose a
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dire, (lis le maintenaiit, et pas l)it6t I'' There was no reply,

and as his nerves were eonsiderably shaken he hastily gathered

up his lantern and the furze he had chopped, left the barn

and hastened to the stable, where he attended to his cow and
beat a retreat to his farm-house which is close by. His
wife who was still up noticed his agitation, and on asking what
was the matter he told her what luid occurred. She laughed

at him, but nevertheless did not accept his offer to accompany
him to the ])uilding to see if she would hear or see anything
herself. He is accustomed to take a bowl of milk and bread

before retiring, but he acknowledged to the writer that,

although far from being a nervous man, his hands shook so

much that he had great trouble that night to eat his frugal

meal. He is positive that what he heard really took place,

and is confirmed in his statement by his old neighbours re-

marking that sooner or later they knew he would see or hear
something in the old barn that would be far from agreeable.

The Animated Bedstead.

Here is another story which was related to the Avriter

some years back by a gentleman residing at the Castel :

—

There is yet standing not far from Perelle Bay an old

house, one of whose rooms has the unenviable reputation of

being haunted. The owner died, as I shall relate further on,

and left the house with other pi-operty to some distant rela-

tions. They accepted the legacy and took up their residence

in the house. This was many years ago. For some reason

which they never divulged they closed up one of the bedrooms,
although they left its original furniture just as it was. After
a while they decided to remove to another parish, and let the

house to some other people, but reduced the rent on the under-
standing that the room which had been closed for many years
was not occupied. The undertaking was mutually agreed to

and the tenants moved in, but religiously left the room alone,

and made no attempt to disturb anything that was in it. For
a long period all went well and nothing troubled them. At
last the new occupiers of the house received a visit from
some friends Avho were going to stay with them a few days.

Being rathei* limited for accommodation, the host decided to

put two of the male friends in the haunted room, but said

nothing about its evil reputation. A new mattress and bed-
clothing were laid on the bedstead, an old-fashioned and very
lieavy maliogany affair, and the two friends were conducted to

the chamber, where they undressed and got into bed. They
slept well and undisturbed for a short time, when they were
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rudely awakened bj the bed leaping- up and down and throw-
ing them out of it. All the other articles of furniture in the

room also appeared to have gone mad, and the noise they
made was, to the two friends, terrific. They picked them-
selves up, found their candle and lit it. Each of them accused

the othor of having played a practical joke, but each
energetically denied the allegation. Finally they got into

bed again, when the same exciting incident occurred ; this

time they unlocked their door and shouted to their host that

he ought to know better than play these pranks when all they
asked for was to go to sleep. In answer their host came to

the room, pointed out that nothing was disturbed, and telling

them they must be suffering from nightmare, disappeared.

But the two friends could not help noticing that he appeared
somewhat agitated and retreated as rapiJly as decency
to his guests would allow. Once more the friends bolted

their door, summoned up all their courage, blew out the

candle, and got into bed. Scarcely had they done so when
the bed rocked and leaped so violently that they could

not remain in it a minute longer. So both jumped, or

rather tumbled, out and ran to the door, which they
unlocked. As they reached the head of the stairs they

distinctly heard the footsteps of something that was invisible

(despite the light from the candle) leisurely descending the

stairs. The house was then in an uproar. No one would
go to bed again that night and all waited patiently below
until daybreak. After breakfast all the guests hurriedly

departed, for none of them would remain any longer in the

house. What excuses they made for their hurried departure,

or what apologies were offered, the writer has not gathered.

A few months later the tenants engaged a Frenchman as

a farm servant. Having no place for him to sleep in, and as

he knew nothing of the haunted room, they decided to put him
there, hoping he would not be disturbed. At night he retired

and got into bed. But scarcely was he in it than it began to

rock so violently that he was pitched clean out. He did not

stop to inquire what had happened, but fled to the barn where
he slept that night. Next morning he related his story, and
was asked to again occupy the room, but this he flatly refused,

and all the time he was with the family he slept every night

in the barn.

After the strange story had been twice related to the

writer's informant, the latter quietly made enquiries as to what
might be the cause of these nocturnal disturbances. He
ascertained that many years before a wreck had occurred on
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the coast near Vazon and several people were drowned. The
corpse of a man, apparently the captain, was brought to the

house of the now deceased proprietor, whom I shall call X.
As nothing was afterwards found in the dead man's pockets,

and as X. suddenly became wealthy, it is surmised that he

may have taken possession of money or valuables of some kind

found on the body, and this to the detriment of the drowned
captain's relatives. Anyhow, it is said that X. died in the

room which is supposed to be haunted, and is believed to

resent, by the means related above, anyone occupying the

chamber in which he breathed his last.

The Wizard of Goose Common.

The following stories of the late Wizard Benez have been
kindly communicated to the compiler of these disjointed

narratives by Mr. J. S. Hocart, of the Vale.

Les Landes, in the " Clos du Valle," was at one time

common land ; it was low, swampy ground, partly covered by
water in winter, and on it were kept large flocks of geese by
those living close at hand. The presence of geese in large

numbers caused the town people (who were in the habit of

coming there in parties in the latter part of the summer to

gather camomile) to call it the " Goose Common." It was
sold and enclosed in 1864. •

On the left hand side of the main road going towards the

Golf Club on I'Ancresse Common is a low-thatched cottage,

in which there once resided a man of the name of Benez
(according to the " livre de perchage du Fief St. Michel au
Clos du Valle for 1754," the house was in possession of a

family of that name). This man Benez, it was said, could

transform himself into either a duck or a cat ; he was a

fisherman by trade, his partner being a young man named
Jacques Rihoy, a neighbour, who in his leisure was fond of

going out with his gun. At the back of Benez's house was a

large pond, known as " Le Clos au Jonc," where rush and reed

grew in abundance, a favourite spot for wild ducks. Jacques
liihoy noticed one morning in the pond a large duck not very
far off. Taking steady aim he fired, but it flew away
quietly, to his great astonishment, for he was sure that the

shot had struck the bird. That same afternoon, while in

the boat, Benez asked his partner what luck he had had in

the morning. Jacques told his tale and was laughed at.

Next morning the duck was again in the pond, nnd Jacques,
who had taken great care in loading his gun, fired at it, but
with the same result, the bird flying over his head crying
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"quack, quack." Again when in the boat Jac([nes was jeered

at by Benez, wlio said that the duck would soon cease to be
frightened of him. From tliis Jacques began to suspect that

the old fellow had a hand in the mystery, and he determined
to unravel it if possible. On reaching home that night he
took a silver coin from his money-bag (•' <1(^ son pid d'cauche ")

and cut it into pieces to use as shot. Next moi-ning ns

he loaded his gun he said, " Now 1 shall see what the old

fellow will have to say." When he came to the pond the

duck was disporting itself as before. Jacques, creeping
cautiously as close as he could, fired. At that moment the

duck gave a human cry, which frightened the sportsman, and
swam towards the rushes, where it disa])j)eared. Jacques
hunted for his quarry everyAvhere, but had to go home dis-

appointed. Later in the day, when the time came to go out

with the boat, Jacques called for his i)artner and found him
lying in great pain on the green-bed. He asked what was
the matter, on which the old man replied, " You will have to

go to the crab-pots by yourself to-day. I have had an
accident this morning and my arm is broken." This proved
to Jacques that Benez was none other than the transfoi'med

duck.

It is said that wizards or witches who have the power to

transform themselves into animals or birds cannot foresee the

misfortimes which are in store for them.

On another occasion Benez found himself in a quandary ;

he was returning before daybreak, after a heavy thunderstorm,

from " Le Sabbat du Caquiauro " in the form of a black cat.

He had passed Les Hautgards and was coming down la Rue
du Corduval when he saw that part of Les Landes, at the

bottom of the road, was under water. Even the stepping-

stones known as le Pont sous Bre were covered. As a cat his

dread of water prevented his crossing, and he did not know
what to do. On looking ai-ound he saAv a flock of geese

slumberiufif in the rushes at the edsre of the Avater. He
thought to himself " If I can get on the back of one of them
it will be sure to swim towards its home." Having selected a

large gander he jumped on its back, and this so frightened

the gander that it took to the water. The cat, setting his

claws firmly into the bird's neck, said " Nageons, navigons
"

(Paddle away, navigate), to which the gander replied,

" Au Gyablle salt luie pareille navigation" (To the Devil

with such a navigation), nevertheless it took Benez safely

across the water and landed him. Then Benez resumed his

natural shape and found his way home.
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From this and similar incidents which happened to Benez
the saying arose, " Tu es un malin Benez," which is used when
an attempt at a practical joke is made, but should the joke

fail the perpetrator is exposed to derision.



NOTES ON THE LIZAllDS OF THE C HANNEL
ISLANDS.

BY JOSEPH 8INEL.

Of the true lizards {Lacertce.) only two species occur in

the Channel Islands, viz., Zt«ccri^(» r//7V//.s- and Lacerta muralis*.

The former species is abundant in Jersey, and fairly well

represented in Guernsey ; the latter is found in Jersey only,

and is confined to the eastern portion of the north coast, from
Bouley Bay to St. Catherine's, not extending more than

a hundred yards or so inland. Neither the Viviparous Lizard
{^Zootica vivrpara) nor the Sand Lizard (^Lacerta agilis) which
are so common on the Continent and in England, are found in

the Channel Islands, but that outlying member of the

LacertinidcE, the Slow-worm or Blind-worm {Anyids fragllis)

is common in Jersey and Guernsey, and also occurs in

Alderney, Herm and Jethou.

The most important and striking of the group as

represented in these islands is tlie large and beautiful

Green Lizard {Lacerta viriclis) ; and it is the result of

several years' fairly close study and observation of this species

Avhich forms the substance of the present paper.

Although the Lacerta, viriclis of the Channel Islands

is specifically identical with that of the continent, it shows
well-marked characters of its own. Even the comparison of

a local specimen with a coloured figure in some good standard

book will at once make this evident. I have had opportunity

of comparing Jersey specimens with a considerable number
brought over from Germany and from Italy, and I think

it would not be difficult for me to pick out with fair certainty

all the local examples out of a mixed lot.

The continental form is altogether more uniform in

coloration ; the fine black and gold speckling of the adult

males being much less marked and striking, as well as the

white or cream-coloured lines of the half-groAvn specimens, and

*Ansted. in his " Channel Islands," gives L. agilis as occurring in Jersey, no
doubt mistaking L. muralis for that species.
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some of the adult females. It is true I have examined only

captive specimens of the foreign form, and I know full well

that these beautiful reptiles only show to advantage in a state

of nature ; but the details I have specified are not such

as would in any appreciable degree be affected by captivity.

It is generally considered here that as regards coloration

the Green Lizard is subject to no end of variation ; and, as a

matter of fact, it is quite possible to handle a couple of dozen

specimens without finding two exactly alike. But I think I

am prepared to show that there are not more than three, or at

most four, actual varieties, the differences of age and sex

accounting for the apparently remarkable diversity.

Dr.ring the last five or six years I have had exceptional

opportunities of studying the subjec^t, and I have been able

from week to Aveek and from year to year to observe the same
specimens in their natural habitats without disturbance. A
friend of mine, Mr. Dancaster, owns some rather extensive

grounds at St. Ouen's Bay, Jersey, and green lizards

are exceedingly plentiful there. Being entirely unmolested
they are very tame, and allow of close examination Avithout

being frightened.

The adult male of what is certainly the type of Lacerta
viridis is coloiu'ed as follows : Plates covering the head
bottle-green at their edges, shading off to emerald-green

towards the centre, each plate having a circular, oval or

sometimes linear sj)ot of yelloAv, AAith occasionally a white

speck in the very centre. The back, as far as the base of the

tail, is adorned Avith a fine speckling of black and gold upon
an emerald green ground. The tail is marked with short

longitudinal close-set lines of black on a green ground, except
for the terminal inch or so of its length, Avhich is olive brown.
The limbs are either spotted, or more often transversely

barred, AA^ith black, on a green ground. The whole of the

underside, except the throat and lower jaw, is bright yellow.

The throat and loAver jaAv are blue, and in the breeding season

this colour is very brilliant.

To understand the black and gold speckling of the back,
the structure of the scales must be noticed. From the neck to

the base of the tail these scales take the form of prominent
little nodules, in size and shape A^ery much like millet seeds.

These nodules are differently coloured, some jet black, like

glass beads, the others emerald green at the base, and golden
yelloAv at the top. The length of a full-grown male which has
suffered no injury (and injury to the tail is frequent) is about
thirteen inches.
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The above is a description of the typical male of the

Jersey form. I shall now describe the varieties, as 1 have
observed them.

Var. A. (male).—Plates covering the head as in the

type, but without any central spot. Back, not speckled with

black and gold, but of a uniform grass green with very

irregular and scantily disposed black specks. The blue

colour on the throat much less vivid than in the type. This
variety most nearly approaches the continental form.

Var. B. (male).—Resembling Var. A., but having the

black markings more abundant, and disposed in a somewhat
defined pattern, so that in form and arrangement they are very

like the spots on a leopard. This variety is rare, and as far as

I can discover, is confined to a limited area ; viz., Portelet

Bay, Jersey, and the hills adjacent.

In the female there is a greater tendency to variation.

What I consider to be the type is coloured and marked as

follows :

—

Plates of the head as in Var. A. of the male. Back
grass-green, Avith a double row of brownish-black markings
which almost meet in the median line. Specimens thus

coloured might easily be mistaken for intermediates between
Vars. A. and B. of the male, but the sex is evident by the

smaller head, and less powerful jaws ; and also by there being

only the slightest shade of blue on the throat.

Var. A. (adult female).—Like the type just described,

but with a creamwhite line on the outerside of the rows of

brownish-black dots. These dots are in colour more inclined

to brown than black, and are more rectangulai* in form. (It

is not easy to decide which variety should really be considered

the typical female, the one 1 have so described, or this cream-
lined one, as both forms are about equally numerous.)

Var. B. (adult female).—Uniform grass-green on the

dorsal side, beneath paler yellow than the others. Sometimes
the green with a glaucous tinge. This variety, which again

approaches the continental form, is rare. I have only seen

about half a dozen specimens among many hundreds of the

others.

The changes which take place in the coloration of the

Green Lizard as it advances to maturity form an interesting-

study, and it is these changes which have given rise to the

idea that there are endless varieties.

The young ones, which are first in evidence about the end
of June, and are then from two to three inches in length, are

of a beautiful pale brown tint, without marking of any kind
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aud the under side is white. As the season advances, say

about August, by which time they are from four to six inches

long, the brown becomes tinged with green, which gradually

spreads upwards from the sides, and the under side has

changed from white to yellow. In some specimens at this time

the brown has entirely given place to green. Whether it is

the retention of this coloration, or whether it is the loss after

ucquirement of the next development of pattern that constitutes

the unicolorous, or almost unicolorous varieties I have
described, I have not been able to determine, but it seems to

me probable that the latter alternative is the correct one.

By the month of June or July in the following year all,

or nearly all, these young ones, now eight or nine inches long,

have assumed four white lines which run from the neck to

nearly the end of the tail. These lines, each about one-

sixteenth of an inch wide, are placed one on each side of the

back, and one low down tbe side Avhere the yellow joins the

green. There is a marbling of white on the neck, and often

on the front limbs also.

Later in the year, and in full evidence the following

spring, when the lizards are two years old there is a further

change. The young males, while still retaining their white
lines, will (if developing into the ty[)e form) gradually acquire

tho speckling of black and gold, and now reach their highest

point of beauty. It is impossible to describe them in words,

and even an artist's brush would utterly fail to reproduce their

brilliancy. But try to picture this reptile as he flattens

his body to bask in the sunshine ; he is about nine inches long

and an inch across the back, clad in what appears at a distance

a coat of mail of brilliant green, but which on closer view
shows a spangling of black and gold on a green ground.
xSarrow lines of purest white run down the back and sides,

and the bright yellow of the under part just shows up as a
contrasting border. Surely few if any creatures of the tropics

could surpass this lizard in beauty.

Towards the end of the year tlie Avhite lines disappear,

and their place is usurped by the predominant coloration

—

while the white marbling on the throat gradually gives way to

blue. Then the following s])ring, when the lizards are three

years old, they have acquired their final adult colours and
markings.

While the young males have been going through these
changes, the young females have also been undergoing certain

variations in their dress. Between the white dorsal lines thev
show at first a double row^ of almost rectangular brown, oi*
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olive-browii spots, sometimes with black speckling intermixed,

but they wear no gold. Later, the pnre white lines become
cream-coloured, and are sometimes nearly obscured. The
adult coloration of the female is attained during the second

year. Only once have I seen a fully grown female that had

retained the lines in i)ure white.

At this stage, which I think is the final one, they are

coloured, and marked as I have described under type,

or under Var. A. Whether the forms I have distinguished

as "type" and Var. B. have undergone a further change,

that is to say, have completely lost the white lines, or whether

they never developed them, I have not been able to determine,

as already stated. Certainly some few specimens never seem
quite to reach the white-line stage, but simply show the

position of these lines by a very pale green tint.

No doubt the colouring of Lacerta viridis is protective,

for the general effect is a shade of green in harmony with

its surroundings, just as the fine olivc-brown and greyish-

green mottling and marbling of L. miwalis closely matches the

lichens and weathered surfaces of the rocks and boulders of

its home. Yet these lizards have no natural enemy in these

parts to enforce the persistence of this coloration. Kestrels,

which are numerous in the locality I have mentioned,

constantly hover over and stoop to moles and voles, but pass

unnoticed the lizard-inhabited hillocks : and the eye that can

detect a little field-mouse amid clods of earth, must assuredly

be able to discern a green Jacerta among its surroundings.

The only remaining possible enemies, the owl and the stoat, do
not hunt for prey Avliile the lizards are about. Probably
therefore it is a coloration which has had under other

circumstances its protective use, and which is still retained

because there are no new conditions to modify it. Perhaps
the retention of the white lines in many females, and their

marked display by the half-grown of both sexes may be a

tendency to alteration due to immunity.
Little, if anything, as far as I am aware has been Avritten

about the habits of Lacerta viridis^ and yet its Avays are

extremely interesting to anyone who may have time, taste and
opportunity for observing them.

During the heat oF the day this beautiful lizard does

not manifest much energy. It is content to bask and
blink in the sunshine, lying perfectly motionless, except
perhaps now and then moving its head as some slight sound
close by suggests perchance a caterpillar that has dropped
from its perch, or an unwary grasshopper coming within
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range. This continues only so long as the creature is not

disturbed or alarmed in any way, for then it cpiickly shows

that for all its apparent somnolence, it possesses no small store

of coiled-up energy, and is always on the qui vive.

Early in the morning, when the sun's rays begin to make
their presence felt, it displays more activity. It goes

prospecting round a little, scraping the ground for a suspected

worm or grub, or nosing among the dead leaves in search of a

stray beetle or two. Having procured a modest breakfast it

finishes by licking the dewdrops and then gets near to its

burrow again, where it begins its all-day bask in the sun.

But the period of its greatest activity, at least during the

months of »Iuly and August, is towards evening, just about
sunset, while the bank in ^^ hich it lives is still warm with the

late sunshine. This is the trysting-time, and the hour at which
calls are made. It is also the hour of battle ; challenges are

now freely issued, and as promptly accepted, and the duels

that are fought, although bloodless, are terrible. Near my
home there is an old disused quarry, much overgrown with

gorse and bramble ; it faces due south, and is a veritable

Dutch oven. The Cireen Lizard is abundant in this spot,

and it is here that I have chiefly witnessed these evening-

battles. During such encounters the yellow undersides of the

combatants gleam as they twist and whirl over one another,

and it often happens that tlie antagonists are so engrossed in

the fight that they allow themselves to be captured by hand.

Sometimes a battle takes a triangular form, Avlien three

opponents are engaged in fierce conflict, and not unfrequently

a tail 01' two will be left behind to mark the foughten field.

There are very few indeed of the old males that do not

show honorable scars in the Avay of a i-enewed tail. A new
tail, although it grows rapidly, never attains the fidl length

and graceful taper of the original one, and it remains more or

less brown in colour. Sometimes the tail is broken only half-

way through, and then healing by " second intention " taking
place at the same time as a new tail has started to sprout,

results in the lizard becoming douhlc-tailed. I have had
specimens that were even possessed of iliree tails, by a

repetition of this accident.

The ways of a snake in the grass was one of the three

things that puzzled a proverbially wise man of old. He
would, I think, have been still more greatly puzzled by the

ways of Lacerta riridis if he had observed it. These reptiles

possess marked mental characteristics ; they love and hate,

cherish resentment, exercise memory and keejj account of
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liabilities and credits, and in many other ways display intelli-

gence ; but to study their habits and the range of their mental

faculties they must be kei)t under observation constantly in

their natural habitats and closely and ])atiently watched.

The poor sorrow-stricken inmates of a vivarium will furnish

but poor material for this purpose, although they are always
pretty and interesting.

In one of the localities I have mentioned as my principal

field of observation, viz. : Mr. Dancaster's grounds at vSt.

Ouen's, there lived as neighbours three old males. Their
dwelling was a sandy hank crowned with salt-bush and draped
with couch-grass and milfoil. Tavo of them lived door by
door, the other about six feet away. It was a celibate

community, and ought to have been a happy one, since no

soft-eyed, cream-striped disturber of the peace dwelt within

twenty yards. Yet things did not go well.

One morning I noticed that the two near neighbours were
much excited, and intently gazing in the direction of Number
Three, often raising themselves fairly erect so as to look over

the intervening herbage. From where I stood all three were
in view ; the third one apparently very nervous, moving
stealthily and watching in the direction of his neighbours.

Then somehow he must have betrayed his presence, for in a

twinkling the pair were upon him, having seized him before

he could reach his burrow. The poor fellow received a

terrible biting, and went off home to nurse himself, while the

aggressors returned to their ([iiarters to bask in the sun. I

did not see the pimished one again that day, but on the

folloAving morning there was a repetition of the scene, and
again on the third morning, except that this time the

persecuted lizard made for the open and disappeared with the

tAvo others in hot pursuit.

It Avas then that for the iirst time I obsei'ved the full

leaping poAvers of the Green Lizard. It so happened that

there Avere clumps of rushes and couch-grass in the line of

flight, and both the pursued and pursuers cleared these clumps
in flying leaps that must have covered quite six feet each. I

noticed that during the aerial part of their course their legs

w ere pressed quite close to the body rearwards. How matters

Avere settled or how things liaA e gone on since I do not knoAv,

as I left St. Ouen's that evening ; but I trust that Number
Three has learnt Avisdom and changed his domicile.

I regret to have to record that in the southern ])art of

Jersey the Green Lizard is becoming very scarce. This is

partly due to the dealers, Avho have set a price upon its head,
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and also to town extension and "improvements." West-
momit, about a mile from the town, was formerly a great

stronghold of Laccrta mridis^ but the place has been cleared of

its gorse, broom and heather, and laid out as an extension

of the adjacent park ; so that the lizard, together with the

glow-worm and some other objects that are dearer to the

nature-lover than ornamental shrubs and neatly-trimmed

banks, are no longer to be seen there. In some other parts of

the island, however, such as the west and south-west, they are

still as numerous as ever.

To what age the Green Lizard lives is a point which I

do not think is known. The eggs, which are from ten to

fifteen in number, and about the size of Avrens' eggs, are

deposited in the early s})ring—the little ones are to be seen

running about in June, and the adult stage is reached when
they are three years old. In a mammal this would afford

some guide to the approximate period of longevity. But the

rule, such as it is, does not apply to reptiles. From the

observations I have made I conclude that the Green Lizard
enjoys a fairly long life, probably not less than a dozen years

01 so, but I should not like to venture an opinion as to its

limits.

A few words now about the other Jersey lizard, Lacerto,

murulis. As I shall presently ex])lain, I have a sad, but I

sincerely trust a false, presentiment that I am writing the

obituary notice of this lovely little creature.

2so lizard is subject to more variation in regard to

environment than this one. For instance, the beautifully

coloured plate in the Royal Natural History, which rei)resents,

I think, specimens from Germany, is as unlike the Channel
Lsland form as a Tomtit is unlike a Chaffinch. The colora-

tion of the Jersey Laccrta muralis is as follows :

—

Male : General ground colour a delicate silvery grey,

upon Avhich are close set spots of olive brown, each with a

sage-green bordering. (Jn the neck and limbs there is often a

little marbling and speckling of white. Underside ^esh
colour, the sides pink, and the throat and lower jaw bright red.

The female shows the same colours, but differently disposed,

so that the olive-broAvn is most in evidence. She also bears
whitish lines along the back and sides (corresponding Avith the

white lines of />. viridis)^ and the red on the throat is palei*.

The length of the adidt male is about eight inches, that of the

female about six.

This lizard used to abound until recently at Bouley Bay
and at Rozel, but chiefly in the former locality. I quite well
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remember seeing it tlicre in myriads fifty years ago, and call

to mind how, although at that time 1 ^^'as a very small boy, I

was struck by the remarka})]e resemblance of the creature

to its surrovmdmgs. If one of them in full view only kept

perfectly still as it basked in the sun on the lichen-covered

disintegrating rock, it could easily esca])e detection. I think

it Avas this little lizard that prepared in me the ground for the

full reception and appreciation of the Origin of Species^ when
that great work appeared.

Years passed on, and to Bouley Bay I always went to see

Lacerta muralis. They used to SAvarm on the low wall that

leads to the disused jetty, and on the little dismantled fort

above. They ran between the grey and yellow lichens on

every projecting boidder, and played amongst the bracken
and heather and the rhyolite rocks that skirt the coast. There
in the quiet seclusion of this steep and unfrequented bay, the

Wall Lizard reigned supreme and unmolested.

In recent years, however, I have regretfully noted its

growing scarcity ; as time went on I observed they were
becoming fewer and still fewer ; but it is only this year that I

have discovered the cause. The destroyer is man^ but in this

case acting through an intermediary : the domestic cat.

A month or two ago I visited this locality in company
with two scientific friends from Yorkshire, and as we hunted
in vain over the once so densely populated ground, hoping to

catch sight of a specimen, we started from the bracken first

one and then another sleek and well-fed cat. There can

be little doubt therefore that these animals, living and
breeding in a semi-Avild state among the cliffs are gradually

exterminating the beautiful little lizard that ^^as formerly

such a charming feature in that part of Jersey.

During the afternoon in the course of oiu^ ramble we
called in at the little cottage in the bay to have tea, and here

again we saw several cats. I enquired of the landlady how
many she had. She appeared amused at the question, and
said she had not the slightest idea. " Mais," she added, " ils

ne content pas beaucoup ; ils se nourissent d'oiseaux et de

lezards." (But they do not cost much, they feed on birds

and lizards.) I asked Avhether the cats killed many lizards.

" Oh, mais oui, ils en croquent," (Oh, yes indeed^ they do
crunch some.) Now, I confess that I am naturally very fond
of pussy, and can never resist the impulse to stroke and caress

every one I can reach ; but I must also own that after

receiving this information I would not be profoundly sorry to

hear that a murrain had fallen on the cats of Bouley Bay.
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As to the distribution in Jersey of the two lizards which
form the subject of this paper, it is remarkable that the

larger species, L. viridis does not occur at all on that portion

of the coast occupied by L. jnur(/Iis, nor is there any overlap-

ping of the two species ; but where the area of the one
abruptly begins, that of the other as abruptly ends.



WART-CHAKMING.

BY J. LIN WOOD I'lTTS, F.S.A. (Norm.)

In the collection and collation of Folklore, one of the great
essentials is to be snre of one's facts. Mere hearsay counts

for very little, because it is so likely to suffer from
variation—often quite unconsciously so on the part of the

narrator,—yet the variation is there, as a vitiating force,

all the same. The following items are disconnected and
fragmentary, but they are facts. There may be, and
probably is, in the experiences described, nothing more
than coincidence, but such coincidence, when occurring

several times over, natm-ally strikes one as curious, and
one can scarcely Avonder if definite theories are occasionally

built up from such materials.

With regard to the charming away of warts (or trnrts^

as they are called here by many people) several remarkable
cures have been effected in cases where I have known the

people personally, and have received from their OAvn lips

an account of the modu.s operandi. I will just mention two
or three of the most striking.

An English lady friend of mine, who resided at St.

Martin's, had her hands very badly disfigured with Avarts.

One day when I Avas at her house, she brought up the

subject, and enquired whether I happened to know of any
remedy for them. I bethought myself of a charm which
was used by the peo])le in Yorkshire when I Avas a boy
at school ; and although I had no faith whatever in its

efficacy I told the lady about it, and she begged me to try

it in her case. So I said :
" Give me a pin, please,"—and

that was all, except that I subsequently threw away the pin, as

the formula ])rescribed. About a fortnight afterwards, when
I was dining at this lady's house, I suddenly remembered the

circumstance, and remarked: "How about the warts?"
She looked at her hands, and to her astonishment the warts

had disappeared, every one. The curious thing was that

she had never noticed their disappearance until I mentioned
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the subject. I kiieAv this lady well for niaiiy years, and
she never suffered from warts again. In this case it is to

be observed that although the lady always firmly believed

that I had effected the cure, I myself had no faith

whatever in the virtue of the charm which I prescribed.

The next case is different in several particulars. A
servant-maid employed in a family with whom I was lodging

at one time in Guernsey, had her hands covered with

these unsightly excrescences. One evening she informed me
that she had that day met on the road to St. Sampson's,
a Avell-dressed respectable man, a total stranger to her,

who noticing her hands, said :
" You have a nice crop of

warts there : do you want to sell them ? If so, I will

give you a penny for them." The girl felt somewhat
alarmed, but at length consented to accept the penny,
upon which the man said :

" Now the warts are mine : I

will fetch them in a few days." All the while the girl

was telling me this she seemed terribly frightened that

something was about to happen to her for having had any
communication Avith this mysterious stranger in black. But
not long after that— perhaps tAvo or three weeks—she

hurried one day into my room to tell me she had just

discovered that all her warts were gone : and, sure enough,
there was not a vestige of one left on her hands. It

seems to be a very curious fact that warts Avhich are
'' charmed aAvay " disappear completely, without leaving any
trace Avhatever ; Avhereas it is Avell knoAvn that Avhen they
are burnt off with caustic or acid, a scar ahvays remains
to mark the spot.

The most remarkable case of all, however, did not
happen in Guernsey, but in my old hpme in Yorkshire

;

and I think it is worth relating now, as possibly something
of a similar kind may have occurred in Guernsey.

A Avorking man, Avhom I kncAv very Avell, had a large

number of ugly warts on each of his hands, and a Avorkman
friend of his professed to be able to charm them away.
But the man ridiculed the idea ; it Avas all nonsense, he
said, and so he would not hear of it. " Well," said the

wart-charmer, " in order to convince you that I have the
power to cure them, you can, if you wish, select any
particular wart you Avoidd like to remain, and I Avill leave
that one behind. Only remember that in that case you
Avill carry it to the end of your days : nothing Avill get rid

of it." The man said " I don't for a moment believe you
can do it, but you may try. Take them all ravrv except
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that one "—and he pointed to a particularly i)rominent

specimen on the back of one hand. Strange to say, after

a short time, every wart had vanished from the man's
hands, except the selected one, which remained unchanged.
And he often told me afterwards how bitterly he regretted

having been such a fool as to keep that ugly wart back,

when all the others had so completely disappeared.

On this subject Mr. E. D. Marqunnd has supplied

me with three interesting cases which occurred to persons

personally known to hiiu, and from whom he received the

particulars.

A young woman, Guernsey born and bred, and living

with her parents at St. Martin's, being troubled with warts

on her hands, Avas told that they Avould be cured if she,

unknown to anyone, stole a piece of meat, rubbed the

warts with it, and then buried it. So one day, when her

mother was away, she cut a small bit from the family

dinner before it was put in to cook, rubbed her hands
carefully with it, and buried the piece in the garden. For
some days after she was deeply disappointed to find that

the w^arts remained just as before, and showed no signs of

going away, so she gave the trial up as a failure, when, to

her intense surprise, " a week or two afterwards," she

noticed that all her warts had completely disappeared, and
she has had none since then.

The second case happened to this same girl's father,

when he AA^as a young man of eighteen. His hands Avere

covered Avith warts. An acquaintance of his, a young Avoman
who noticed them, asked him to count them ; he did so,

and found there Avere forty-eight. She told him to count

them again, in case he had made a mistake, and to do so once

more, three times in all ; but the number was ahvays the

same, forty-eight. Nothing more Avas said, but some time

after, when the man had forgotten all about the matter,

he w^as amazed to discover that all the warts were gone, and
since that day he has never had another. It is interesting to

notice that the j)rinciple of faith-healing does not come in

here, because the man had no idea whatever that his friend

intended to remoA^e the warts, nor did he know that she

possessed any reputed poAver to do so. Being subsequently

questioned however, the woman persistently refused to say

what means had been employed to effect the cure.

The third case happened to a servant-maid at St.

Martin's whose hands Avere unusually disfigured by large and
ugly warts. One of the men employed by the States in
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repairing the roads lia})])ened to notice this girl's hands, and
enquired whether she would like to get rid of those unsightly

excrescences. The reply was, of course, in the affirmative.

The man said nothing more, but after a time all the warts had
vanished. It does not appear that any hint was given to the

voung woman to lead her to expect a cure. But the man
could never he prevailed upon to explain what he had done to

bring about the result ; his re])ly always was, " I am not going

to tell anybody."
It would not have been difficult to obtain particulars

of other interesting cases of wart-charming, mostly varying
more or less in the particular method or formula of the charm,
but all of them producing the same result, namely, the

mysterious disappearance of the warts after a short time.

One Avould very much like to have some explanation of

the operating cause. If it were in every case necessary that

the " patient " should do something special, so as to exercise a

certain amount of will-poAver and active faith in the charm, we
should perhaps find in that some clue to the mystery ; but
that this is not essential is clearly ])roved by several of

the cases I have described.

A careful study of the whole question of Folklore often

brings one face to face with apparent results that are

really startling. Coincidence, of course, does not imply
causation. But, having regard to the doctrine of probabilities

and averages, one meets with many things that it seems
difficult to relegate to the region of mere chance. And yet we
still incredulously ask : How could the one possibly produce
the other ?

In these days when the discovery of such elements as

radium, and the practical application of wireless telegraphy to

the needs of everyday life, have wrought such a marvellous
revolution in the concepts even of physical science, it behoves
us not to be too dogmatic about that far subtler and more
elusive perception that is metaphysical. The mysteries and
marvels of to-day are constantly becoming the mere common-
places of to-morrow. And Ave live among such a jostling

crowd of accomplished impossibilities that we seem to be
absolutely losing the very faculty of wonder.

One is often tempted to ask oneself : Was there really

more truth in some of those old-world beliefs than Ave moderns
have been led to credit them Avith ? Were those old worthies
who held such beliefs as thoroughly deluded as Ave have
aUvays thought them to be ? It seems hard to say. Probably
the most reasonable thing to do is to go on carefully collecting
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and sifting' and collating all the evidence we can discover, and
to preserve at the same time an unbiassed and an open mind.

For on a subject like this, in its present stage of vagueness and
uncertainty, any attempt at finality of pronouncement might
easily lay one open to the censure implied in Douglas
Jerrold's well-knovi^n dictum :

" Dogmatism is very often

nothing more than puppyism come to maturity."



PRIMROSE FLOWERS :

A STUDY OF PIN-CENTRES AND ROSE-CENTRES.

BY E. I>. MARC^IAXI), A.L.8.

There are few localities in England where Primroses grow
in greater profusion than in the island of Guernsey. The
soil and the air seem to be particularly favourable for their

development, so that they blossom in rich luxuriance on every

hedgebank and streamside, as well as on the steep slopes of

the cliffs—in fact, almost everywhere. Many slight variations

from the normal form may be noticed by an observant eye,

such as the one with milk-white flowers, or the rarer one in

which they are delicately suffused with a ruddy or piukish

glow. Occasionally the corolla, instead of being five-lobed

as usual, is divided into four segments, rarely into only three,

or it may possess more than the normal number of divisions,

and bear six, seven, or eight lobes, peihaps even more, so that

at times a flower 0(!curs which may be described as a semi-

double Primrose. Then again there is the caulescent or

stemmed variety, often mistaken for the Oxlip, in which a

number of flowers grow in an umbel upon a common footstalk,

after the fashion of a Cowslip.

All these deviations from the common type are suffi-

ciently marked to be noticeable by any moderately sharp
observer as he w^alks along ; but there is a far more common
variation in the flowers of the Primrose which can only be
detected on closer inspection. If you examine a handful of

primroses gathered anywhere at random, you will perceive

that the Howers are not all exactly alike in the centre, but
present two distinct and well-marked forms. In one kind the

tube of the ccn'olla is closed at the throat by a little tuft of

delicately-tinted pinkish scales, whilst in the other kind there

projects from the throat a tiny green stem surmounted by a
globular head, like the head of a pin. The ce»^tral tuft of

scales in the former case consists of the stamens which are

clustered together into a little rosette, so it is convenient to

term such flowers rose-con fres^. In the other case the little
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protrndino- head is the female reproductive organ or stigma,

and flowers of this kind are known as pin-centres.

Now at the first glance, looking at these two very dissi-

milar forms, it woidd be natural to suppose that the Primrose
is a dioecious plant—some specimens being male and some
female ; but this is not the case, for all the flowers are

hermaphrodite, and capable of producing seed. The difference

lies in the position of the stamens and the relative length of

the style. In the pin-centres the style is comparatively long,

carrying the stigma right up to or even beyond the mouth of

the corolla, Avhile the stamens are inserted on the lower half of

the tube, and thus are placed too low down to be visible. In

the rose-centres, on the other hand, the stamens are situated

almost at the very top of the corolla-tube, and at the same
time the style is comparatively short, not more than perha])S

one-third of the length which it measures in the long-styled

variety. This peculiar difference in the relative position of

the reproductive organs—technically known as heterostyly—
is a wonderful provision of nature for ensuring the fertiliza-

tion of species, and although a very imcommon contrivance,

is not restricted to the Primrose, nor to the Primulaceai in

general, but also occurs in plants belonging to other orders.

As the flowers of the Primrose usually grow on erect or

slightly inclined stems, it is evident that the stamens in a

rose-centred individual occupy precisely the right position to

ensure self-fertilisation ; because when once the anthers are

mature, any sudden shock given to the flower by some passing-

object, or even by a gust of wind or a shower of rain, will

suffice to send down a shower of pollen upon the stigma
below. But in the pin-centred flower a similar shock would
produce a negative result, since the stigma towers far above
the anthers ; consequently the pollen Avould fall to the bottom
of the tube, and be w^asted, unless some other mode of utilis-

ing it were employed. Obviously therefore this arrangement
is not conducive to self-fei'tilisation, and so the plant has to

depend for its propagation on the agency of insects. A bee

or a fly having just visited a rose-centred primrose in search

of honey, could not fail to have its head and thorax dusted

over with pollen from the ripe anthers, and on its arrival

afterwards at a pin-centred blossom, some of it, even a few
grains, would be deposited on the projecting stigma, and thus

quite involuntarily and unconsciously cross-fertilisation would
be brought about.

It would appear therefore that the heterostyled flowers

of the common Primrose offer two alternatives for the fructifi-
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cation of the species, the aim of one being cross-fertilisation,

the aim of the other self-fertilisation, or autogamy. In the

pin-centres autogamy is practically impossible, in the rose-

centres it is clearly what nature intende'l.

Now this being so, the question arises, is there a struggle

continually going on between these two forms, and is one

gradually supplanting the other ? Do the pin-centred plants

manifest any tendency to lose their stamens, and the rose-

centred plants their pistils, so that ultimately the Primrose
Avili become dioecious ? Or can it be that in course of time

these two forms will become more and more marked, and
eventually branch off into distinct varieties ? These are

interesting points for consideration, but before attempting

to theorise, it is plain that the first thing to do is to ascertain

which of the two forms predominates, or hoAv they are dis-

tributed.

In order to gain some information on the subject with
regard to Guernsey, I arranged with my little son that Ave

should make a study of primroses during the spring of 1906.

Accordingly we began early in April, as soon as these flowers

were fairly numerous, and continued our observations until the

second week in .June, when primroses were about over for the

season, jotting dowm in our note-books the character of each
flower as we examined it, whether pin-centre or rose-centre,

and taking care throughout the whole time not to go over the

same ground twice. Also we made it a rule never to note

two floAvers that grew within arm's length of each other,

unless they diflered in character, a necessary precaution to

avoid the possibility of registering two flowers growing on
the same root, for of course all the blossoms of one plant are

uniform. Then after each walk our notes were classified, and
the numbers counted. Some of our excursions were short,

and some extended over many miles ; but all were conducted
on the same plan, and in a perfectly impartial manner. In
going along a lane, for example, if one hedgebank faced the

sun, and the other lay in the shade, my son would note the
flowers on one side, and I on the other.

Now I confess that at the outset I fidly expected to find

one of the two forms strongly preponderating—perhaps the
rose-centres at one time, or in one locality, and the pin-centres

in another ; at any rate it appeared to me almost certain that,

owing to some cause or other, there must be a considerable
difference in their relative numbers. But I very soon dis-

covered that this was quite a mistaken idea—for on the
verv first day of our observations, when we had noted i^66
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flowers ill the course of a rnmble towards .Ferbonrpf, 1 found
much to ir»y surprise that they consisted of

2S6 ])in-centres,

'2H0 rose-centres.

Shortly after this, a lono- walk throuo-h lanes about the

Forest and in the neiohbourliood of Petit Bot yielded the

laro-est resuh for any single day, foi- no less than 1,018

s))eeimens were registered : and again the two forms w^ere

almost exactly equal in number, viz. :

o06 pin-centres,

512 rose-centres.

This was on the I2th of April, when Primroses were
hardly yet to be found in their greatest profusion ; therefore it

might be thought that this surprising eyenness in the numbers
was due to the earliness of the season ; but the same result

was shown next month. On the 8th of May we worked oyer

a part of St. AndreAv's, in the Talbots' Valley direction, and
registered 443 flowers, when the numbers proA^ed to be

228 pin-centres,

215 rose-centres.

At times the two forms were so exactly balanced that it

looked yery much as if they had been picked out for that

express purpose. Thus, on May 3, when Ave had by agreement
noted 200 flowers, I counted the forms, and found 100 of each

kind. Two days later a short stroll gave us 262, consisting of

130 pin-centres,

132 rose-centres.

Towards thp middle of June primroses had become few
and far between, and a large proportion of the blossoms

still scattered about here and there Avere imperfect, mostly

Avanting the reproductive organs, the stamens and pistil

having probably been eaten away by small insects. Con-
sequently in the course of our last Avalk we could only find

48 perfect tiowers, divided' thus :

28 pin-centres,

20 rose-centres.

It sometimes happened that a day's result shoAved a

slightly larger divergence between the numbers of the two
forms than the instances I have quoted ; but in no case

did it amount to much, considering the variety of situations

we examined. The widest difference occurred on April 13,

when 591 flowers were made up of

276 pin-centres,

315 rose-centres.
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but even in this case it will be seen that the excess of rose-

centres only amounts to a very small percentage, and it

would almost certainly have been reduced, or perhaps eiFaced

altogether, if double the number of flowers had been ex-

amined on that day.

The evenness in the general distribution of both forms

in this island, and their close approximation to absolute

equality in point of numbers, are certainly very remarkable.

In order to balance exactl}- each form should, of course,

have been represented by fifty per cent, of the entire number.
How very close an approach was made to this result will

be seen by the following figures. During the whole season

the total number of Primrose flowers which we examined
and noted amounted to 5,289, and they were divided in

this way :

2,653 pin-centres = 50' 16 per cent.

2,636 rose-centres = 49"84 per cent.

I have no reason to suspect that the examination of a

very much larger number of flowers—say ten times as

many—would have shown any substantial diflference in the

percentages, judging from the number of excursions we
made, and the varied character of the country which was
worked. We took in all sorts of places where Primroses
grow—lanes, cliffs, fields, streamsides, furze-brakes, sheltered

valleys and exposed moors—and never did I discover any-
where the slightest indication that one form preponderated
to any appreciable extent, nor could I perceive that situation,

aspect or season made any diflference. I found that the

sunny side and the shady side of the same lane yielded

on the same day a similar proportion of both forms ; and
that a warm sheltered valley in the interior of the island,

such for example as the one below Les Norgiots, at St.

Andrew's, with streamlets, trees and moist meadows, pro-

duced an assemblage of Primroses in which the two forms
were just as equally divided as on the exposed windswept
cliflP-slopes which face the sea at St. Martin's Point.

Cases are well known among heterostyled ])lants in which
the flowers adapted for cross-fertilisation are larger and more
conspicuous than the others of the same species and growing
in the same locality that are normally autogamous. But it is

not so with the Primrose. And again, there are plants in

which the long-styled and the short-styled flowers develop
at different times, one kind being in t'ull bloom while the

other kind is still in bud. So one might have expected that

the rose-centred Primroses being primarily adapted for self-
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pollination would have been more ])revalent clurino- the early

spring, which in these islands is usually bleak and cold, and
consequently unfavorable to the appearance of insect life ;

Avhilst the pin-centred Primroses, depending- as they must for

their fecundation upon the ministrations of small insects,

might be expected to blossom in inci'easing numbers as the

season advanced, so as to gradually replace the others. But
the observations I have recorded above clearly show that the

advance of the season has little to do with it, and does

not really in any degree affect the surprising uni ormity
which exists in the average numbers of the two forms in

this island.



THE JXHINODERMS OF GUERNSEY

B Y M II . E . S H A R V .

Although the rocky shores of Guernsey are the home of

innumerable Echinoderms there is no connected list published

that I am aware of, except the one given in Ansted's Channel
Islands. The following list is based on Forbes' " British

Starfishes," which is the standard work on this subject. It is

fairly complete except, perhaps, in the Brittle Stars, to which
two or three species may be added. These species are those

small ones closely resembling Aniphinra elegans^ which only

differ in the arrangement of the plates. It is probable also

that other species will be found among the Holothurians and
Sipunculida?.

Thirty-eight species ai-e recorded in the following list.

Recent records alone haie been given, except where I have
been unable to obtain them. In these cases I have inserted

the species on Ansted's authority. For the benefit of

aquarium keepers I have added a few notes on Echinoderms
suitable and unsuitable for keeping alive in an aquarium. In
conclusion I should like to thank all those who have helped

me in procuring specimens and in noting localities, especially

Mr. F. S. AYright, of the Guille-Alles Library, and Mr. J.

Sinel, of Jersey, for notes on some of the rarer species.

CRINOIDEiE.

Comatula rosacea (Rosy Feather star; . Abundant in deep water (HornelF

.

Bordeaux Castle Cornet (Wright) .

'

' Its curious stalked stage occurs
in the proper season" (Hornell). Colour variable, generally red, but
sometimes yellow, old gold, or banded.

OPHIURID^.

Ophiura textUPata •'Common Sand star). On sand and mud bottoms from
littoral to deep water. Not uncommon. Colour chalky-white, the whole
animal looking as if it was carved in chalk.

0. albida (Lesser Sand Star). Same situations as the last. Rarer. Resem-
bling 0. teo:tumta but only half the size.

Amphiura elegans (Little Brittle star). Common all round the coast
under ptones and amongst corallines. Colour greyish white, orcnsionally

pink. Size about an inch and a half across the rays.
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Ophiocoma flliformis (Thread-Rayed Brittle Star). living amongst
(.-orallines low down the tide mark. Kare. Bordeaux. This is a form
very liable to be overlooked because it so closely resembles its habitat.

Disc pentangular, rays 8 or 9 inches across, tapering to a very line point.

Bod}' dark brown, rays red or tlesh colour with a red medial line.

Ophiothrix nigeP (Granulated Brittle Star). Bordeaux. Lihou Cause-
way. L' Islet. Rare in littoral, but (.'ommoner in deep water. Disc so

covered with short spines that no plates are visible. Size about 6 inches.

Disc and arms black or very dark green.

Ophiocoma bellis (Daisy Brittle Star). Bordeaux Castle Cornet. Lihou.
Ra}^ spines shorter than in the preceding. Disc generally reddish with a
variegated ai^pearance, due to the plates being of a lighter colour, penta-
gonal. Rays banded, usually red and white, but sometimes yellow or

chocolate.

0. rOSUla (Common Brittle Star). Bordeaux. Lihou Belgrave Bay.
Havelet Bay. Disc round with variegated markings, such as pentagons,
crosses, stars, circles, &c. Ray colour very variable, being anything from
rose and grey to yellow or green.

0. minuta (Sand Brittle Star). Bordeaux. Havelet Bay (Wright). Small
pentagonal disc covered with short spines. Rays with long sharp ones.

Disc generally white wdth a red border. Rays grey or white and red,

ASTERIADiE.

UrasteP gflaeialis (Great Spiny C'rossfish). Common at Bordeaux and in

deep water. This grows to a very large size, sometimes 2 feet across,

but 18 inches is the average. The body and rays are covered with strong
and large spines set at regular intervals. Colour whitish-grey or green
and occasionally i)urple.

U. PUbens (Common Five-Finger). Bordeaux. L'Islet. Not common in

the littoral but more so in deep water. Generally five-rayed, but
specimens often have less owing to accident. One has been found which
has two fidl-grown rays end on, and three growing rays each about a

quarter inch long. Colour buff, drab or slate-grey. Size about 10 inches,

sometimes as large as 16 inches.

U. Violaeea (Violet Crossfish). Guernsey (Ansted), Like U. fjlaiualls but
spines clavate and not straight. Rays shorter than in U. rnbens.

Cpibella oeulata (Eyed Cribella). Bordeaux. Castle Cornet. Terres
Point. Belgrave Bay (Wright). Sometimes very connnon, but at other
times there is not a specimen to be found Rays round and hard owing
to imbedded si)ines. Colour i^urplc above, orange beneath. It lives in

rocky situations amongst Fucks.

SolasteP papposa (Common Sun-Star) Bordeaux (Fleure). Not uncom-
mon in deep water (Hornell). Generally with 12 rays, round a large

central disc. Colour sometimes wholly purple, or perhaps with red disc

and white rays Ventral surface generally white or yellowish. This
species is often taken on fishing lines.

Palmipes membPanaeeus (Bird's Foot Sea star). Guernsey (Ansted).

Often obtained from deep water (Hornell). This species looks like a
pentagonal piece of thin Avhite leather, with five red lines radiating from
the centre to the angular points. Skin covered with an immense number
of tubercles.

AstePina gibbosa (Gibbous starlet). Very common all round the coast,

but essentially a littoral form. It is -very rarely taken larger than one
inch across Disc pentagonal with angular points produced. Colour
generally greenish-yellow, but sometimes brown, green or variegated.
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AstePiaS aurantiaea (Butthorn). Deep water (Sinel). Typical star shape,

each ray bordered with oblong plates. Colour brick -red, or greenish,

but very variable, being sometimes yellow or pink. Size about six inches

when full grown.

Luidia fragiliSSima (Ling-thorn). Deep water (Sinelj. Generally with
seven rays, which are long and narrow. As its name implies it is

exceedingly fragile, so that it is extremely difficult to obtain a perfect

specimen. Disc and rays covered with tubercles on which are six or eight

spines. Colour brick-red above, straw-coloured beneath. Sometimes as

large as two feet across. •

ECHINID.E.

Cidaris papillata (The Piper) . Deep water (Sinel). Rare. In this species

spines are done away with and large clubs substituted, an inch and a half

long.

Echinus sphsera. (Common Egg-Urchin). Bordeaux. Rare in the littoral

but common in deep water on loose shell gravel. This species can be told

at a glance by its convexity and the great number of short sharp spines.

Coloiu' white or pink, size 4 to 6 inches in diameter.

E. miliaris (Purple -tipped Egg-Urchin). Very common on the east coast
of Guernsey : less so on the west and north. About 2 inches in diameter.
Spines green with purple tips. Lives under stones and in rock crevices.

E. Flemingii (Fleming's Egg- Urchin). Occasionally dredged. Eare.
Conical in form, with stout, sparsely -set spines, which are yellowish

-

white with purple bases. This species occurs only in the Channel near
the Islands.

E. lividus (Purple Egg-Urchin;. Common amongt rocks and in pools.

Bordeaux. Lihou. Castle Cornet. About 3 inches in diameter, with
many sharp, strong s^Dines. Colour generally deep purple, but a green
variety is common. I have found one with red spines at Castle Cornet,
and a white spined specimen at Lihou.

E. melo (Melon Egg-I'rchin . Channel Islands (Sinel i. Closely allied to

the last, but melon -shaped.

E. aCUtUS. Channel Islands Siiielj. Also closely allied, but conical in
shape.

Eehinoeyamus pusillus Green Pea Urchin). Herm (Ansted). Guernsey
Aiisted . Rare. Very small, only half an inch across. Colour bright
green. It must be common somewhere on our coasts because its denuded
test is abundant on the shell-beach at Herm.

Sphsereehinus brevispinoSUS. Rare in Guernsey. Frequent in Sark.
This species, which seems f)eculiar to the Channel Islands, is much
stouter than any of the preceding. Spines short, stout and very closely
set. Colour deep purple, but 3Ir. Sinel has a pure white specimen.

SpatangUS purpureas (Purple Heart -Urchin;. Common in the Russel.
r)ften brought in by fishermen ^Wright). Colour usually purple, but
variable. It lives just below the surface of fine shell sand from low water
downwards. The spines are bent backwards so as to facilitate bur-
rowing.

AmphidOtUS eordatUS (Common Heart-Urchin;. Deep water. More
abundant than the last (Sinel;. This is smaller than the preceding, being
about half the size, i.e., two to three inches. Colour usually grey-brown,
sometimes buff. The sfjines are more brittle than those of Spatang us.

BriSSUS lyrifer Tlie Fiddle Heart-Urchin). Occasional in the littoral, but
belonging to deep water. Rare (Sinel). Small, less than two inches in
diameter. It is thickly covered with long curved spines. I'he ambu-
lacra, on the back form a St. Andrew's cross. Colour of body, red

;

spinee, yellowish -white.
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HOLOTHURIAD^.

CueumaPia pentaetes (Angular Sea-Cucumber^. Bordeaux. Vazon.
Not coiiiuion. This .species is very angular and has at each angle a
double row of suckers. Skin smooth and body about four inches long.
Colour generally deep purple, white, or a mixture of both.

C. vulgaris (Common Sea-Cucumber). The common species of our shores.
It lives on shell gravel and broken stones. Four to six inches long, and
shaped like a cucumber. Colour usually brown, but sometimes yellow oi-

purplish. Tentacles 10, deep red and rather large.

C. niger (Black Sea-Cucumber). Channel Islands (Sinel;. Not common.
This species lives in rock crevices at extreme low tide. About 8 inches
long, creamy-white, with a cluster of jet-black tentacles.

SIPUNCULIDiE.

Sipuneulus bernhardus (The Shell-bearing Sipunculus). Guernsey and
Alderney (Ansted). So called because it lives in a shell, generally a
Turritellu, when not buried in the sand. Its shape is never constant, but
the usual form is like a worm with half its body bulged out. The un-
bulged part is completely retractile into the other half.

S. Johnstoni. Sark (Ansted). Much smaller than the last, but of the same
shape, being only half an inch long. It lives in sand at extreme low
water, and among corallines.

Synapta digitata. Guernsey and Jersey. This is about I or 5 inches
long and is like an ordinary pencil both in size and shape. Tentacles 10.

The skin is covered with little anchors by which it clings to the hand.
Habitat, sand at low water.

S. Galliennii. Commoner than the preceding. Bordeaux. Havelet Bay
(Wright). This si^ecies is much smaller than the last, and the anchors
have serrated points, while those of S. digitata are simple. Habitat, same
as before.

BalanOglOSSUS sarniensis. Herm (Sinel). This is an animal whose
affinities are very difficult to decide. In its larval stage it resembles the

true Echinoderms, while the adult is a worm-like body having a length of

two feet. At the anterior end there is a proboscis, around which is a frilled

collar. The presence of slits behind this suggested the gill-slits of the
vertebrates, and has given ground for the supposition that Balanoylossus is

allied to the higher animals.

A study of the contents of my own aquarium, as well as

the one at the Guille-Alles Library, and also the one at the

Intermediate School, has furnished me with the following

particulars Avhieh may be useful. Brittle Stars do not hve

well, while dnnatala may Ije ke[)t alive for some time, but it

is uncertain. CribcUa oculata and Astcruia g'lhbosa do well in

the tank, and may be kept for a long time. The former,

liowever, is addicted to rotting. The arms become white and
fall away, but tliis does not very often happen. The Sea-

Urchins do not thrive at all. I have often had the tank

spoilt by a specimen of E. Uvidus dying within a day or two
of its introduction. Cucwmarla peiitactes does extremely well.

It is always moving round and round the tank Avith its tenta-

cles expanded. And the same thing may be said also of

iSyuapta Gallieniiu.



ST. PETER-PORT IN BYGONE TIMES.

BY MR. C. COX.

{REVISED AND EDITED BY MR. G. T. DERRICK.)

The main portion of the present paper was compiled and
delivered by Mr. C. Cox as a lecture at the Guille-Alles

Institution in the year 1893. Since that date further research

has thrown considerable light upon some of the incidents

noted, and consequently new matter has had to be incorporated

and a few alterations made in order to render the paper as

complete as possible. This has been done by the Hon. Secretary

with the sanction of Mr. Cox, to whom the Society is indebted
for his kindness in permitting the reproduction in our pages of

so valuable a historical record.

Several most interesting monuments remind us of the

Celtic people who inhabited this island 2000 years ago. One, at

least, of these, the Pierre Percee, stood within the limits of the

present parivSh of St. Peter-Port. Let us try to imagine the

site of the future Town as it must have appeared to one of

these ancient people. Suppose him to stand tipon the spot now
occupied by the Town Church, he Avould see hills to left, right,

and in front of him. On his right they will rise the most
gradually, until they blend with the lower slopes of the heights

now called Clifton, which heights, directly in front of him,
become an almost inaccessible precipice, but by degrees grow
less steep and are lost in the high ground in the distance.

Directly upon his left rises another acclivity which, although
slightly less lofty, is no less precipitous than its fellow, and
continues to rise higher and higher as far as the spectator's eye
can follow it. Between these two hills there opens to the sea

a green and lovely valley, through which flows a clear stream,

which, rising in the high ground some three miles away to the
southward and fed by numberless springs all along its course,

runs broad and deep at the observer's feet and loses itself

among the pebl)les of the beach behind him. Stand with your
back to the sea, near the lower mill at Petit Bot ; imagine the

high ground on the Icart side of the valley thrown further
back, and the scene before you will not be altogether unlike
that which I have just attempted to describe.

Turning now and facing the sea, at high tide a fine pool
reaches t(; his feet. It has two entrances, one in front, i.e.y
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eastwards, the other on his right, /.6'., southward. Between the
two rises a rocky islet, well sheltering the little harbour; to the
right and left close in shore are masses of rock forming natural
breakwaters, so that the place is easy of access in almost any
wind ; and once entered, a boat may be run on the beach and
left in perfect safety.

The only rival to this haven lies two miles to the north,

where a narrow inlet cuts olV a small island from the rest of

Guernsey. This was also used by the ancient mariner of the
period. St. Sampson sailed into this port and founded his

church on the southern shore ; but though safer when once
attained, the strong tides sweeping across its mouth made the
entrance dangerous ; so the southern harbour, aH'ordi ng a safe

sheltered anchorage as well as convenient space for beaching
boats, gained the preference among a population depending
largely upon the sea for its food supply.

And now, when do we get the first trustworthy mention of

St. Peter-Port in history ? At the accession of William,
afterwards the Conqueror, to the Dukedom of Normandy, in

1035, the eastern half of Guernsey, comprising, of course, St.

Peter-Port, l^elonged to a Norman baron, Neel, Yicomte de St.

Sauveur, a loyal .and faithful servant of the Dukes, his masters.

In about 1040 the Yicomte died, and w^as succeeded by his son,

another Neel, who far from following in his father's footsteps,

joined in a revolt against Duke William. In consequence of

his rebellion, his possessions w ere forfeited to the Ducal Crown,
and among the rest his lands in Guernsey, which lands subse-

quently became the Fief Le Koy.

In 1048, William gave the patronage of the six churches
upon this Fief to the Abbey of Marmoutier, in Touraine, and
the first church named in the deed of gift is "Ecclesia Sancti

Petri de Portu," the church of St. Peter of the Port. The fact

of this church being named first is significant, and although
we have no mention as yet of a town, still w^e may suppose
that at least a considerable village had already sprung up about
the church ; the well-sheltered roadstead having probabh-
formed the greatest attraction to the spot in the eyes of a

population chiefly consisting of fishermen. Its progress is

evidenced by the fact that wdien King Henry Beauclerc, half-a-

century later, confirmed his father's gift to the Abbey, he was
able to add to it

—"a certain water-mill in the churchyard of

the same church of St. Peter-Port."

From this time, we learn nothing more about the place for

nearly a century. The isolated and defenceless state of these

islands had always made them peculiarly liable to invasion ;

but when Continental Normandy was separated from the

English Crown, early in the reign of King John, the former
friends and fellow-subjects of the islanders, and their nearest
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neighbours upon the mainland, were added to the number of

their enemies, and their liability to invasion ^Yas greatly

increased. Indeed, for some time after the old Duchy had
changed rulers, neither the French nor English felt quite sure

as to whose property these islands were, an<l each iiation seems
to have had a shot at them in turn.

Directly after the separation, i.e., A.D. 120;"), the famous
outlaw Eustache de IVIoine with thirty galleys furnished by
King John came, if we can believe the metrical version of his

exploits, to attack the islands and burn everything he could put
his hands to. It is not certain however which of the islands he
attacked, but having ravaged them and collected great booty he
sailed away.

Gradually the islands settled down as dependencies of the

English crown, and increased greatly in importance, and in the

year 1275 St. Peter-Port is for the first time honoured with the

name of a town. It was in this year that King Edward I.,

having understood that ships and boats coming into the port of

Guernsey were often in danger through the roughness of the

sea, granted permission for the levying of a custom in order to

provide the funds required for building a wall or causeway of

stone for their protection—" inter castrum nostrum ibidem et

villain nostram de Porti Sancti Petri," between our castle in

that place and our town of the Port of Saint Peter.

Towards the end of the reign of John's grandson,
Edward I., and about 30 years after the order for the building
of the pier, we get an authentic notice of a French attack upon
St. Peter-Port, and the town received its baptism of fire. The
attack here referred to took place in the summer of 1294 during
the war between England and France, w^hich lasted from
1293-4 to Jan. 1298, for there is no notice of any infraction

of the peace then signed. Fifteen hundred of the inhabitants

were killed, houses burned, churches desecrated, crops
destroyed and goods carried off. The damage done was so

great that it took years to repair it. In the year 1303 (as we
learn from Col. Carey's notes from the assize-rolls of that

period) a suit was brought against the Abbot of Marmoutier, to

oblige him to contribute towards the restoration of the furni-

ture and rebuilding of the churches in the island under his

patro]iage, and his lands were seized in the King's name for the
payment of £200 as his third of the expense.

Our authority is an Order in Council, the Latin original of

which still exists among the English records. It is an interest-

ing document, so I will give a translation of it. It is dated the
thirty-third year of Edward I., 1305, and runs as follows :

—

"The King to his beloved and faithful Otho de Grandison,
Guardian of the Islands of Jersey and Guernsey, or his

Lieutenant,^—Greeting,—Whereas Richard Rose and other
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inhabitants of our Town of St. Peter-l^ort, in the said island of
Guernsey, have shewn us that the said Town has been burnt
and destroj^ed by certain rebels and late enemies of ours,

subjects of the King of France ; and also that a certain Quay
built upon the sea-shore of the said town for its j^rotection lias

been by the said enemies battered and broken down, to the

great loss and damage as well of the town and its inhabitants,

as of merchants bringing their ships into the Harbour. And
because the Town cannot be rebuilt, nor the Quay restored,

without great expense, we of our special grace do grant unto
the said Townsmen, that from every ship of the aforesaid

nation running into their harbour during a term of five years,

they may exact twelve deniers tournois, and from every small
craft likewise coming thither, thej- may exact six deniers
tourjiois for the same term : that therewith their Town may be
rebuilt as you shall direct, and the Quay be repaired and kept
as aforesaid,

"Witness the King. At Westminster, November 1."

It is unaccountable that such an important chapter of the

Town's history should have been left almost unnoticed by our
local historians hitherto ; let us note, however, that St. Peter-

Port must have been rebuilt in the years immediately succeed-

ing 1305. It was a good idea to make the people who had done
the damage pay for the repairs.

Various documents might be quoted to show that French
merchants did make extensive use of the pier at this period,

e.g., "Un arret du Parlement " of 1310 states that Bertrand
Duval, Guillemette sa hlle, et Helie Colombel, merchants of

Caen, stored their Gascon wines in Guernsey and transhipped
them thence to England as required. In 1312, Bailiff Henri
de Saint Martin was fined because he had neglected to report

that certain Bayonne sailors forming the crew of a Spanish
vessel, then lying in the harbour of St. Peter-Port, laden with
wine, had killed one of their comrades and had not been
imprisoned. Agricultural produce was the chief export at this

period : horses, bullocks, cows, bulls, lambs, sheep, pigs sa//,

laine, i.e., linen of flax, sheep-skins and rabbit-skins are

mentioned. From this list we judge that the inhabitants were
not numerous ; cereals also were exported. In 1444 St. Peter-

Port was declared a free port, i.e., its ships were exempt from
the payment of Petit Coutume. It traded specially with
Plymouth, Dartmouth, Poole and Southampton.

With the accession of Edward III. commenced a very
Heign of Terror for the town of St. Peter-Port. In the course

of the half-century during which this King occupied the

English throne, the island was invaded at least three times
;

and the time not actually occupied in struggling with an
invader was passed in constant apprehension of his coming.
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In the second year of Edward's reign he ordered that the Castle

of Jerbourg, lately begun to be built, should be completed with

all convenient speed, for the defence of the inhabitants in case

of attack, and after an interval of eight years spent in arming
to the teeth, the dreaded event occurred. The assailants on this

occasion were adherents of David Bruce, the exiled King of

Scotland, who, taking every opportunity of resenting Edward
the Third's support of the usui'per Baliol, came hither in the

year 133G, and to quote the King of England's own comment
upon their exploits—"fell upon the Islands of Guernsey and
Jersey, burning, mui-dering and inhumanly perpetrating various

other crimes and villainies." Two years of terror passed over

after this, during which England and France had openly come
to blows, and in September, 1338, the subjects of Philip of

Yalois (to quote King Edward again) " invaded our island of

Guernsey, committing churches and all other buildings as a

miserable prey to the flames, killing every person they found
there, without sparing age, sex, or rank, and otherwise injuring

ourselves and our subjects."

From another account we learn that a castle, probably
Castle Cornet, was alone spared, in the otherwise general

conflagration, and, however much our patriotism may be hurt
by the consideration, we must admit that from the date of this

invasion, Castle Cornet remained in the hands of the French
for nearly eight years, although the English recaptured the rest

of the island in October, 1340. The enemy was only finally

expelled from Castle Cornet in the summer of 1345, and the

sufferings of the townspeople during this long occupation may
well have been very great. Three times within 50 years had
their homes been laid in ashes, and some means must now be
devised for the prevention of another such calamity.

Accordingly about 1350 an order came from the King
for surrounding the town with a strong wall. To this the
Guernseymen were short-sighted enough to object on the score

of expense, and a second message was sent insisting that the
King's directions should be carried out. This is an important
event in the history of St. Peter-Port, but it again has been
barely noticed by our historians. Apparently no copy of the
first order has been preserved, but here is a copy of the second,
that of 1351, w^hich recites the other, and is almost unknown in

Guernsey, no writer having ever quoted half-a-dozen words
from it. It is very interesting, and is addressed to John
Mautravers, the Governor, and to this effect:—"We, having
heard that our Castle of Jerbourg, which the people of

Guernsey had been accustomed to use as a place of refuge in

time of war, had been destroyed, had ordered that our Town of

Saint Peter-Port, which is a place adapted for such a refuge,
shoulfl be enclosed with a strong wall. And, in order to
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provide the uecossary fniuls, ^ve (liroctecl that a tax Hhould be
levied on all goods bought and sold in the Island, one half
being paid by the buyer and the other half by the seller ; the
said tax to continue for one year, and its proceeds to be devoted
to the building of the said wall. But there are certain re])els

among them, who positively refuse to pay it, saying that they
already pay us a tax called Aide du Roi, and are therefore free

;

but do they not see that this is for their personal siifety (for

Avhich they are bound to provide), and is not for our advantage
at all ? Wherefore, now, w^e charge you upon your allegiance
that, commencing on St. Bartholomew's Day next, you collect

that tax for one year, and that you immediately lodge in prison
any who shall in any way oppose the said collection."

The scheme thus was to convert the Town into a citadel.

The situations of the gates are still marked, and the names of

the towers which guarded its north and south extremities are

still borne by the spots on Avhich they stood. The only gate

upon the seaside was placed upon a spot to the east of the
present south aisle of the Town Church, and the stone marking
the spot may be seen against the wall of the old house which is

the northernmost of the block occupied in part by the Church
of England Temperance Society's Cafe. Starting from this

spot and following the line of the Town Wall southward along
the seashore, we find that it turned inland near the present

Castle Vaudin, from which it climbed the hill near Cliff Street,

and then going northward was cut by another gate at the top of

Cornet Street. Here, mounting guard over the gate, stood one
of the flanking towers, from which the Avail Avas built doAvn the

side of the hill to Fountain Street, Avhich it crossed just above
Rosemary Lane and here a third gate Avas placed. Going on
from this northAvard, across the present market-place and the

site of the Commercial Arcade, and along the back of High-
street, a fourth gate opened into it at Smith Street, the stone

marking Avhich is fixed in the wall between the door of the

Post Office and Messrs. Lovell and Cox. From this spot, cutting

across the loAver part of Forest Lane, it Avas continued to a fifth

and last gate at the bottom of the Pol let, beloAV the house for-

merly the residence of the late Bailiff, Sir Edgar MacCulloch.
On the sea-shore to the north of this stood the second of

the two flanking towers, and from this gate the wall turned
southAvard again along the shore to the gate from Avhich we
started. Now these gates Avere the original Barrieres of the

ToAvn. In 1S40, when considerable changes Avere made in the

Guernsey LaAv of Inheritance, the line of the Barrieres Avas

much extended, real property situated within this line descend-
ing in a different manner from that outside, as is aa^cU knoAvn.

Of the tAA^o toAvers, the one at the north end was the less

important. It Avas called La Tour Gand, but why it Avas
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so-called it is impossible to say for certain now. It may have
been built about fifty years before the wall, when one Ralph
Gancl was Bailiff, and may have taken its name from him* or it

may have been named after the town of Gand, or Ghent, then
playing a prominent part in European history ; or even after

the King's son, who was born in that old city, and l^ecame

known as Jean de Gand, or John of Gaunt. One is sorry to

notice that the name " La Tourgand " is no longer affixed to

one of the walls of the neighbourhood as formerly it was.

But there cannot be a moment's doubt as to the origin of

the name of the fellow fortalice at the other extremity of the

town. Standing nearly upon the spot now occupied by St.

Barnabas' Church, the view which the Tour Beauregard
commanded, of both sea and land, was magnificent. No great

acquaintance with the science of fortification was needed to

perceive what an ideal situation for a fortress and watch-tower
it held, for from its summit every corner of the enceinte of

the town wall must have been visible. That it was an
important fortification is evident ; again and again we find "our
Tower of Beauregard " specially mentioned in the commissions
of Governors of Guernsey as being placed in their keeping.

The first such mention occurs in the commission of William
de Asthorpe, in December, 1373. When the Governor was not
resident, he appointed a Warden of the Tower, and I find that

this officer's salary, in the year 1439, was thirty-two crowns per
annum, the Bailiff at the same period receiving thirty francs.

As a crown seems to have been worth three francs at this time,

the Warden's salary was more than three times that of the
Bailiff. The last official notice of this Tower on record is

contained in one of these Warden's commissions, dated
December 1160, in which the Great Earl of Warwick, Richard
Xevill, the King-Maker, then Governor of Guernsey, appoints
Drouet Le Marchant the Warden. The fortress was surrounded
by a Belle, that is a Bailey or Yar<l, and within this Yard were
reared the Gallows, the Stake, and the Rack ; and in the cruel

old days the Tower and Tower Hill of St. Peter-Port must have
witnessed many tragedies, as did their greater and more famous
brethren, the ToAver and Tower Hill of London. I know that

the foot of Tower Hill in the Bordage is spoken of as the scene
of executions, but upon what authority I cannot find.

On the ridge of the hill between Fountain and Cornet
Streets stood the barracks occupied by the Guard of the Tower,
and from the huts in which the3^ dwelt, the locality came to be
called Les Cottes, that is The Huts, a name by which it was
always known until about fifty years ago, when some wag

This explanation must be put aside, as it is now ascertained to liave originated
in a mis-interpretation of abbreviations in an ancient document, where the name is

written " Rad : Gaut :
" i.e. Radulphus Gaul ee^ Ralph Gautier. (Havet Cours

Royalos df;^ T^1fs Xormandcs, pa'r> ]{]?,. >

F
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named it Rosemary Lane and the old historic name was
gradually lost. I cannot discover exactly when the Tower was
demolished, but apparently in the reign of one of the later

Tudors. The site continued to be called La Tour Beauregard
and La Tour long after the tower had disappeared. It is

marked on a map of the island drawn in Henry VIIL's reign.

Long after every trace of the old stronghold had vanished,
the remorseful spirit of some poor criminal continued to hover
about the spot which had witnessed its violent separation from
its tenement of clay. Fully recognising the fact that Christmas
comes but once a year, the ghost always selected this season,

wiien the nights were longest and darkest, for a little dissipa-

tion. Then it vvas that, assuming the form of a dog-like

monster, it would start from its haunt, and after rushing with
flaming eyes down Cornet Street, dragging a loudly-clanking
chain behind it, it would return through Fountain Street and
over the hill to its lair at the Tower. Many there are who still

remember the Bete d'la Touar, this Guernse}" cousin of the old

Avehr-wolf. It continued its excursions into the present
century ; but when the citizens of St. Peter-Port began to light

up their streets with gas, the Bete bid farewell to the haunts of

flesh and blood for ever, and retired to Hades in disgust.

Soon after the building of the town wall—as insisted upon
by King ICdward III., in the order of 1351—another public
benefit was conferred upon St. Peter-Port. This was the
re-founding and re-endowment of a Hospital at the Bosq a

short distance to the north of the Tour Gand. On the 28th of

June, 13G2, the King granted permission to Peter de S. Pierre,

of Guernsey, to bestow upon the Master or Superior of the

Establishment, and upon the brethren and sisters under him,
and their successors for ever, twenty vergees of ground in the

town of St. Peter-Port, along with eighty quarters of annual
w^heat-rent arising from certain lands and tenements within
the said town ; it having appeared upon enquiry, that the gift

would cause no damage to the King or to any of his subjects.

The credit of this munificent gift has been erroneously given
to Mautravers, the then late Governor, perhaps because the
License states that the enquiry just mentioned had been made
by him. The Hospital, like all such institutions of that day,

was evidently a religious establishment. It was still " Thopital

de la ville " at the end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, but I

cannot say how long after that.

And a jjtojjos of hospitals, this will be a good place to

speak of a terrible enemy whom no walls could hold in check,
and who was a frequent visitor in St. Peter-Port in days of old;

I mean the dreaded Plague. No less than four visitations are

on record within one hundred years. In January and February,
1599, the Plague was so rife in the Town, that, for fear of
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contagion, the Colloquies or Assemblies of the Ministers and
Elders of the island churches met at St. Andrew's instead of at

St. Peter-Port as usual. Again, in 1629, the Michaelmas Chief
Pleas had to be postponed for the same cause, and at this time
the terrible scourge hung over the Town for more than a year.

Ten years after the re-founding of the Hospital, the

Guernseymen were called to struggle once more with a visible

foe. It was in 1372 that the invasion took place which is

"renowned in Guernsey prose and rhyme " under the name of

''La Descente des Aragousais," of which we have at least three

more or less reliable contemporary accounts, as well as a long
ballad embodying the island tradition. I shall give you a

hodge-podge of them all. It was in the spring of 1372 that the
invading host furnished by Charles V., of France, and led by
one Evan of Wales, landed by night at Vazon. Being
discovered early in the morning by the islanders, a first scuffle

took place near the landing-place. The Guernseymen then
retiring towards the Town, the fight was renewed as the ballad

says : "Sur le Mont de St. Pierre-Port," that is upon the plateau

now covered l)y New Town, a locality which eighty years ago
was still known by no other name than "La Bataille." Four
hundred of the home-force, or one half of the whole, were left

dead upon the field, and one hundred and one of the enemy

—

" Sad was the sound of the weeping of the dames of Saint
Peter-Port," we are told. However, towards evening, a

reinforcement of eighty Englishmen came to the help of the
islanders, and the enemy began to waver. Drawing off towards
the sea-shore, they seem to have marched along the beach
under the east w'all of St. Peter-Port, and then to have
attempted to force an entrance into the town at the south end,
but this attempt was frustrated by the newly-arrived English-
men and many more of the assailants were slain. Meanwhile
the Governor, Edmund Rose, had retired to Castle Cornet with
the remnants of his little army, and Evan of Wales now laid

siege to that fortress ; but being unable to gain any advantage,
he gave up the siege, and went off with his pack of wolves in

search of fresh prey. Thus ended the third attack made upon
Guernsey in this one reign of Edward III., and the last invasion
of the island of which we have any certain account. That it

may long remain without a successor is no doubt the fervent
prayer of all Guernseymen.

After this, there is nothing on record worthy of notice in

the annals of St. Peter-Port until the end of the reign of Kiog
Edward lY. It was then that the grant was made to the
Channel Islands of their celebrated Privilege of Neutrality, by
w^hich the islands themselves and the seas around them as long
as they wxre in sight, were declared neutral in time of war.
To this privilege Guernsey was no doubt chiefly indebted,
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through nearly two centuries, for her freedom from serious

molestation, although it was not always fully respected by the

enemies of the mother-country. It was confirmed by a special

Bull of Pope Sixtus IV., dated at Rome in March, 1483, and I

wish to notice how^ evidently His Holiness considered St. Peter-

Port as the metropolis of the Channel Islands. The Bull

declares that upon the grievous complaint of King Edw^ard IV.,

and of the inhabitants of the islands, of the various depredations
committed by their enemies upon them, their dwellings, goods,

and possessions, also more especially upon their churches,
among w^hich is one called by the name of the Blessed Peter of

the Haven of the Sea ; His Holiness threatens all who shall in

future molest them, with the greatest and deepest curses at his

command. After thus mentioning St. Peter-Port Church, and
this only of all the island churches, by name, the Pope orders :—" And that this our sentence may be brought to the notice of

all men, w^e wdll and command that i\posto1ic Letters containing

the same sentence be affixed to the doors of the churches of St.

Peter in Rome, Canterbury, London, Salisbmy, Nantes, Leon,
Treguier, and of the said St. Peter of the Haven of the Sea in

the island of Guernsey," in order that none may pretend
ignorance of its provisions. St. Peter-Port Church w^as thus
placed in very good company by the Pope, for the seven other
churches mentioned are all Cathedrals.

Being thus assured of safety, the townspeople apparently
allow^ed the w^all to fall into decay, or it may have been entirelj^

removed ; it is not mentioned later, and its position Avas utterly

forgotten by 1684. In that year it was represented to the Court
by the Constables of the town parish that the Barriers of the

town were for the greater part broken and lost (brisees et

perdues) ; it was therefore ordered that the said Constables and
Douzeniers should betake themselves to the places where the
barriers w^ere in ancient times, and should put in position new'

ones, after due enquiry as to the spots, and should register the

positions and places where they should be put, to be ready in

case of need. In consequence of this order, no doubt, the
stones which at present mark the barriers were set up ; though
some of them have been displaced, buried and recovered since

then. These stones bear the following legend : Barrieres de la

Ville—Nicolas Careye, James Careye, Conestables, 1700.

Two events during the Tudor period deserve our attention.

The first of these is the endow^ment of the parish school of St.

Peter-Port in the days of " Bluff King Hal." It was on Easter

Day, 1513, that a good old couple, Thomas Le Marquant and
Jannette Thelry, his wdfe, appeared in the Town Church, before
the Bailiff and three Jurats, and formally declared the gift

which they had made to St. Peter-Port of a house and garden
on the north side of the chapel of St. Julian, that the Parish
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Schools might be kept in the said house in time to come.
Bestowing also, at the same time^ two quarters of annual
^Yheat-^ent upon the schoolmaster, who was to repeat to the

scholars, and make them repeat, every evening before leaving,

an Anthem of Our Lady, with a De Profundis, and an Ave
Maria, for the souls of the donors, the souls of all their friends

and benefactors, and for all the souls in general for whom God
would have us pray. The Parish School was still held here
between Mtj and sixty years ago and Avas known as La Petite

Ecole, Elizabeth College being La Grande Ecole. The school-

house was rebuilt early in the present centur}^, and stood very
uear where St. Julian's Avenue now abuts upon Glatney
Esplanade. I believe the last schoolmaster's name was Machon.

The second event is the Naval Battle of St. Peter-Port in

the days of King Edward VI. It is an instance of violation of

the Privilege of Neutrality. Early in July, 1549, a considerable
French force seized upon the little desert island of Sark, but
like the Bete d'la Touar, finding time hang heavily upon their

hands they made up their minds to run over to Guernsey and
try issues with a small squadron of English ships-of-war then
lying in the roadstead of St. Peter-Port. Accordingly they
started from Sark at night with eleven galleys, and by day-
break came up with the English who discovered their approach
just in time, and with their cannons gave their visitors a very
warm reception. Several of the English captains were sleeping
in St. Peter-Port, but roused by the noise of the guns they
hurried aboard their ships. The gunners at Castle Cornet now
joined in the fight, aud the Frenchmen began to wish they had
not come. At length after a loss, according to Foxe's " Actes
and Monuments," of one thousand men, the enemy was obliged
to retreat and make the best of his way to St. Malo to repair

damages.

From this time—that is the reign of King Edward VI.

—

the annals of St. Peter-Port can be more easily traced through
the pages of existing histories, and my desire being to give you
fresh details as much as possible, I shall now go on to speak of

the town structurally, and socially. And, in the first place, I

should like to call your attention to the fact that if the four
gates on the land side of the town were restored to-morrow,
each of them would block an existing thoroughfare. Accord-
ingly we must come to one of two conclusions ; either streets

already existed in these places before the wall Avas built, or
(which is less i^robable) subsequently to the placing of the

gates, the houses became ranged along thoroughfares leading to

them. In either case we must decide that Cornet-street,

Fountain-street, High-street, Smith-street, and the Pollet, all

existed more or less completely, between five and six hundred
years ago. T can tell you for certain that in 1331 there were
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already forty-seven houses upon the site of the present Cornet-

street, and its immediate neighbourhood. Of course after the

building of the wall as many l)uildings as possible had to be
crammed into the circumscribed space which it contained,

hence the old streets of St. Peter-Port were extremely narrow
and remained so for centuries ; indeed, it is probable that at

the death of George III., they were still very much as they
were when Edivard III. was gathered to his fathers. In
illustration of this, let me (juote an Ordinance of the Royal
Court of the year 1723 (one among a number of similar ones)

by which all persons are forbidden to pass through the streets

of the town between certain hours on Saturdays, with horses

drawing carts or sledges, or having panniers upon their backs,

or loaded with furze. Again, as lately as April, 1820, it was
ordered that if two carts should meet in the narrow part of

Fountain-street, the one which happened to be the nearer to the

wider part should back into it and allow the other to pass. But
within the last centurj^ a marvellous improvement has been
wrought.

But speaking of the streets more in detail. La Grande Rue
of course deserves the first notice. On its site were probably
laid the first foundations of our capital. At the top of the

street in early times stood the Manor House of St. Peter-Port,

the latest edition of which is used to-day as the Constables'

Office. The arch was formerly the gateway of the property,

and on the south side of this entrance, on part of the ground
now covered by Mr. Le Couteur's shop, stood the Chapel of the

demesne, noticed in the Registry of the Bishopric of Coutances
in the year 1.521 as " the Chapel of the Blessed Michael in the

Manor of St. Peter-Port.'' In 1393 it is mentioned under the

name of Manoir de Haut (see Partage Denis Le Marchant) ;

later as Le Manoir de Haut-es Marchant, or Manoir le Marchant,
when it came into the possession of a branch of the family of

that name. Mr. William Le Marchant, Bailiff, at the end of the

eighteenth century, sold a good deal of the property, among the

rest the site of the present Court House. Le Marchant and
Manor Streets were named after the proprietor and the property,

and La Rue Marguerite (or New-street), I imagine after

Margaret Le Marchant, the Bailiiff 's wife.

It was once the practice here, as elsewhere, to put mottoes
upon the fronts of the houses, and two of these are still legible

upon the house now occupied by the Savings Bank in High-
street. They are cut in circles upon the stones supporting the

original first storey, and one reads " En Dieu j'ai mis mon
appuy," and the other " Et sa providence m'a conduit," which
may be translated, " In God I did confide. And He hath been
my Guide." Within each of the circles are contained the
initials J.B., and a merchant's mark composed of the letters
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B-R-I-A-R-D interlaced, Briard having been apparently the

owner's name. One or two oak panels containing inscriptions

similar to those on the front of the house, and having the date

1621, ^Yere removed from the interior when making the recent

alterations. A stone over the lower of the two doors of this

house, on the Berthelot-street side, bears the date 1616. Again,
when picking down the plaster from the front of another old

house in High-street some years ago, a beam was uncovered
which bears in raised letters the sentence :

—" La Paix de Dieu
soit ceans, fait le 18 Octobre 1578 de par Andre Monamy." The
face of the beam which bears the inscription is at present placed
on the staircase of the Guille-AUes Library.

One hundred and twenty years ago the houses in High-
street were, as they had long been, chiefly occupied by people
of the best Guernsey families. Many gentlemen already
possessed, and others built as their means improved (for they
were nearly all engaged in business in those days) other houses
at short distances out of the town, in which they lived during
the summer months. When the number of shops increased,

and the tradesmen began to jostle the gentlefolk in High-street,

the latter one by one deserted their town houses and settled

permanently in their former summer residences. But while
the grandees lived in High-street, the Grand Carrefour was the
favourite meeting place of the gossips. A wooden bench placed
along the front of the house next north of the manor gateway
was known as " The Seat of the Idlers," and here the
gentlemen would sit and chat, while the ladies knitted ; Mrs.
Le Marchant, the Bailiff's wife, being constantly seen taking
her place among the latter. The house which has now given
place to the Capital and Counties Bank, and which was last

occupied by Mr. Barringham, was then the residence of the
Rev. Joshua Le Marchant, Rector of the town, and to the east

of this were the houses of Mr. John Bonamy, and of Mr. Jurat
Elisha Tupper, whose son, Mr. John Elisha Tupper, finally

left the Carrefour to go and live permanently at the Cotils,

in 1829.

One hundred and twenty years ago, too, there was a beach
at the back of High-street, for the quays were not yet built,

and the sea at high tides washed up into the steps and lanes

leading from the beach to the street, as it did not long ago into

old Cow-lane. At that time also the vegetable market was held
in the lower part of High-street on Saturday mornings, and the
fish market in the afternoon. The meat market was held in

Cow-lane, and in a little street near it called irrelevantly Bull-

lane, but properly La Rue Tanquoil. The butchers used to

remain all night to watch their meat, and a tale is told that in

1770, one poor fellow lost his life through being snowed up in

Cow-lane, which was entirelv blocked with snow for some davs.
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A small open space between the top of the lane and the present
Quay-street, was sometimes called La Place des Halles, l)ecause

an attempt had once been made to build a market house upon
it, and sometimes Le Pillori, because that engine of torture and
its fellow the Cage stood upon the spot. The slaughter-house
stood in the south-west corner of the South Pier. But about
the year 1783, Cabbages, Carcases, Cage, Butchers, Pillory, and
Slaughter-house were removed to the enceinte of the present
French Halles and Market Square. The fish-sellers alone stuck

to the spot after the manner of certain of the small shell-fish

of their own stock-in-trade for some thirty years longer, being
finally dislodged in 1812, when a tempor, ry resting-place was
found for them in an open space, known as " dessous le Gril,"

between the Town Church and the Cemetery at the bottom of

Cornet-street.

And now, having got back to Cornet-street again, let us

note that this street, like Mont Durant, takes it name from the

Bordage or small feudal holding upon which it is built. Of the

six Bordages in the Town Parish, four unquestionably bear old

family names, probably those of early tenants ; and I have
very little hesitation in saying that it is the patronymic of

Cornet that has been transmitted to the street, and that the

latter was not named after Castle Cornet, as certain of our local

historians would have us believe. In any case the Paiglish

name, Horn-street, is unmeaning and incorrect.

I have before referred to the many springs which formerly
existed in the valley now^ occupied by Fountain-street ; among
these were La Fontaine St. Pierre, La Fontaine Notre Dame, La
Fontaine Pontorson, and others. From one of these La Rue de
la Fontaine no doubt took its name. This was one of th^ first

to be widened of the old narrow streets.'" It Avas in 1826 that

the States decided that something must be done to improve the

neighbourhood, and appointed a committee to examine and
report upon the question. This committee declared that the

street, being only seven or eight feet wide in some parts, as

many as twenty carts would sometimes be seen trying to pass

through it in one direction, but stopped by as many trying to

come the other ; that the houses were ancient, dark, and close,

and receptacles for every kind of filth ; and that the only
remedy for the nuisance was to pull down all these hovels,

from the 1)ottom of the street up to the King's Weights on the
right going up, and on the left as far as the steps leading up to

the Cottes, that is Rosemary Lane. Notice that this is precisely

the half of the street which lay within the old Barriere. Is

not this a remarkable corroboration of the statement that the

streets of St. Peter-Port knew very little change from the days
of Edward III. to those of George III. ? The memory of old

« It was so narrow that the opposite neighbours could shake hands from the
top storey Avindows.

.LhM
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Fountain-street has been embalmed in many of the poems of

George Metivier who was himself, as he tells us—"Nai dans la

Rue d'la Fontaine,"—born in Fountain-street.

Going back to the north again. It has often been said that

the Pollet was originally called La Rue des Forges ; Smith-
street at the same time having been called La Rue Chasse-Vassal
or Cache-Vassal ; but this statement I am presumptuous enough
to question. My theory is that only the upper part of Smith-
street (that outside the gate) Avas known as La Rue de Chasse-
Vassal, the lower part being La Rue des Forges. At any rate I

find the Pollet called " Le Pollet " as far back as 1581, and
frequently after that. This name of Le Pollet, I have no doubt,

was taken from a suburb of Dieppe which was so called, and
which has a somewhat similar topographical position, although
of much greater extent and importance than its Guernsey
namesake. The phrase "lafalaize du Pollet," used in Guernsey
documents in I08I, is the very one which writers upon Dieppe
use with reference to their quartier. The Dieppe and St. Peter-

Port Pollets appear to be the only ones in existence, and
historians of Dieppe can come to no satisfactory decision as to

the derivation of this name which has been borne by a part of

their town since the year 1283 if not longer.

I can only briefly refer to a few other points : the water-
mills of St. Peter-Port : the Upper, the Middle and the Lower
Mill or Moulin de la Mer, which last stood at the south side of

the present Market-steps, and was removed in 1870. Where
Mill-street now stands, there was a path along the mill-race,

mentioned as leading from Contre Croix or Porte-vase to

Fountain-street. Li 1580 it was enacted that the mill-race must
be kept in good repair ; in l(i27 that Mills must not be worked
on Sundays : in 1781 it was forbidden to place obstacles in the
douit of the Town Mills from the New Mill to the Moulin de
la Mer. In 1432 the Miller complained to the Royal Court that

the neighbours threw their old hats and dead cats into the
stream, but he got nothing for his pains except an order to

strain the water before he used it. The stream continued daily

to pour many gallons of Original Guernsey P)Ouquet tipon the
bed of the Town harbour.

Another very interesting paper might be written on the
more recent improvements of the town. It might tell how the
whole hill-side below Clifton was carted away to make room
for the Commercial Arcade ; of the streets removed to gain
space for the new Markets ; of Mr. John Havilland De
Saumarez opening up his estate for building purposes, laying
out Havilland-street, John-street, Saumarez-street, and Union-
street ; the first house erected, New-Town House, No. 8,

Saumarez-street, is dated 1804. The townsfolk were astonished
at his audacity and declared that in the first gale the chimneys
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would be blown away. In 1790 boys could run from Clifton

over the Fallaise into High-street, and there were only six

houses along the country road from Lord De Saumarez's town
House (St. Paul's chapel now occupies the site) to the Aumone.
The history of the transformation of the sea-front from the

construction of the first coal ({uay in 1780* to the comple-
tion of the New Harbour, which has been the means of raising

the island to its present pitch of prosperity, w^ould reveal an
amount of public spirit and enterprise rarely to be met with in

a small community ; it would help to perpetuate the memory
of the leading patriots of those days, who overcame the habitual

laisser faire of their fellow-countrymen persuaded them to

embark on this immense undertaking and carried it through
with beneficial results, which greatly exceeded the utmost
expectation of the most sanguine among them.

* In April 1774, the States accepted the offer of the owners of the property,—
"Depuis la Chausee dii Nord jusqu'a la Rue des Vaches de batir a leur frais un
quai vers ledit havre, et de faire remplir et paver bien et compl^tement aussi k leur
frais le lieu oti est le Pilory et le terrain y joignant a certaines conditions."



THE NON-BRITISH INSECTS OF THE SARNIAN
ISLANDS.

BY Mil. ^y. A. LUFF, F.E.S.

My object in writing this paper is to give a brief account of

those insects which, although occurring in these islands, are

not found in Great Britain, and are therefore not included in

the British list. Being situated so near to the French coast

we would expect to find in them a fcAv non-British species,

and in this we are not disappointed, as no less than 49 such

species, including spiders, have been discovered. It is verj
interesting to note that several of these species do not occur

on the Continent nearly so far north as Guernsey.
Jersey, from its larger size and closer proximity to the

mainland, will no doubt, when systematically worked, be found
to possess many more of these non-British insects. In one
sub-order alone, the Acideate-Hynienoptera, Mr. E. Saunders,

F.L.S., has recorded eighteen such species.

Almost as interesting is the absence of some of the

commonest British insects, as for instance Timarcha IcBviyata^

a beetle of universal occurrence in England, but which is not

found in any of the islands except Alderney, and even there

it is extremely rare, and appears to be dying out. That
common British butterfly, Ccenouymplia painphilas^ is absent
from Guernsey but extremely common in all the other islands.

Argynnis aylaia is abundant in S:irk, yet entirely wanting in

Guernsey. Cetoaiu aurata^ the beautiful Rose-Chafer, is

common in Sark, but is not to be found either in Guernsey
or Alderney. Three of the Skipper Butterflies are found in

Jersey, but none are to be met with in any of the other

islands. The Glow-worm (Lampyris noctiluca) is also com-
mon in Jersey, and absent from all the other islands.

From the above few remarks it will be seen that the

derivation and distribution of the fauna of the Channel
Islands if carefully worked out would form the subject of a

very interesting and valuable paper.
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A few yeais ago tlic heautiful Guernsey Tiger Moth,

( Cdll'nxorplid herd), was not included in the British list, but it

is now qnite conniion in some ])arts of South Devon. I have
no doubt that it has been introduced into England in the Qg^
and larval stages from these islands. A pretty little moth,
7\}rtriv pro/itfhdncf, was first discovered in this island by the

Rev. F. E. Lowe in 181)8 ; it had not then been seen in

England. On October 28rd,^ 1905, however, it was taken at

Bognor, Sussex, by Mr. W. H. 1>. Fletcher, M.A., and is now
spreading rapidly ])oth here and in England. Fortunately it

is not very injurious, its food-plant being the common hedge
Euonymus.

The spiders of (luernsey have recently been assiduously

collected by Mr. E. D. Marquand, and amongst those recorded

in his valuable paper on the order there are eleven species

Avhich have not up to the present time been met with in Great
Britain. Among these there are some which are indigenous

to the south of Europe.
The following list contains representatives of all the

princij^al orders of insects, and also of spiders.

LEPIDOPTERA.

MACRO-LEPIDOPTERA (Moths).

Eubolia peribolata, -Hb. This pretty geometer flies commonly in the day-
time, amongst furze but^hes, on the cliffs of Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney and
Sark during August and SeiDtember. The larvae feed upon furze, and
were described for the first time by the late Mr. Edward Newman in

The Entomologist, vol. 8, page 107, from Guernsey specimens. They
hibernate during the winter and are full grown at about the end of April.

AgrotiS CPassa, Hb. I took two specimens of this rare JSoctuu in 1875,
and Mr. A. J. Hodges took two at sugar near St. Sampson's on Aug. 14,

1893. According to Guenee this species is found in France, Austria and
Germany, but is nowhere common.

Polyphsenis sePieina, Esp. This is a beautiful species, the colour of the
upper wings being bright grass-green clouded with olive-green. The hind
wings are reddish fulvous, with the wing rays and a broad marginal band
black. I first took a specimen in July, 1872, at sugar, and have taken
several since. It occurs on the Continent, in Central and Western
France, Italy and Dalmatia, but is nowhere abundant. It is beautifully
figured in Thr Eidomologist for April, 1876, from a Guernsey specimen.

Dianthseeia luteagO, Hb., var. Lowel. This is a new form of liUeago.

It was bred from pupaj found at the roots of Silene maritima, in Guernsej^
on June 15th and 16th, 1897. It was named by Mr. Tutt Lotcei in

honour of its discoverer, Rev. F. E. Lowe, M.A., F.E.S.

MICRO-LEPIDOPTERA.

Adela Violella, Tr. A specimen of this small long-horned moth was
captured in the Talbots Valley on June 7th, 1892. It is of a beautiful
dark violet colour, hence its name.
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COLEOPTERA (Beetles).

Hyphydrus vaPieg'atUS, Anbe. This little si^ecies is rather common in

some ponds at the Vale.

Cetonia mOPiO, Fabr. This curious black Rose Chafer is taken occasionally

on the southern cliff coast of the island, also in Sark, Herm and Aldernej.
It is so exactly like the beautiful green C. aurata in shape, size and mark-
ings that I at first took it for a melanic variety of that species, but that
well-known Coleopterist, ]Mr. U. 0. Champion, F.Z.S., informed me that
it was a distinct species which he had found rather commonly in the
Pyrenees.

Onthophag'US taurus, L. This is a black species, the males having two
rather long horns on the vertex of the head, which are curved and
divergent. I have included it in my list, as although it is mentioned on
some of the British lists. Canon Fowler, in his elaborate w^ork on the
British Coleoptera, says "They are somewhat doubtfully indip^enous,

many of the specimens in our collections coming from Jersey or the
adjacent islands."

Cpyptoeephalus Vittatus, F This pretty little beetle is black with a
yellow strijDe down the centre of the elytra. It is abundant on the
southern cliffs of Guernsey, where it almost always rests on the flowers

of a species of Leontodon. A variety occurs in Alderney without the yellow
stripe down the centre of the elytra, and this form does not seem to be
found anywhere else.

Hymenalia fusea, lU. One specimen taken by sweeping on the cliffs at

Torteval, June, 1894.

RhizOtPOgUS sestiVUS, 0/;r. One specimen captured by Mr. E. D. Marquand
in Alderney.

NEUROPTERA (Dpagon-Flies).

Caloptepyx ViPgO, L., race inendioiiale, de Selys. This fine species is very
local in Guernsey. It used to be commoner than it is at jDrescnt, but
many of the marshy fields where it occurred have been built over with
greenhouses. I have included it in this list as the form meridionale is not
found in England, but in Central and Southern France.

Lestes baPbaPa, Fabr. A considerable number of specimens of this rare

species were taken by the late Rev. F. A. Walker, D.D., F.E.8., near
the pond on Longy Common, in Alderney, during 1900. Mr. McLachlan
says it is distinctly Mediterranean in its habits, but is found near Paris.

Mr. W. J. Lucas, B.A., in his work on the British Dragon-flies, says

•'The only claim this insect has to a iDosition on the British list is the
presence of a male in the Dublin Museum, which was believed to have
been taken in Ireland. On such slender grounds the species should have
never been admitted. It may be recognised by the pterostigma, the
internal half of which is broAvn, the external half yellow."

TRICHOPTERA (Caddis-Flies).

Philopotamus insulaPls, McLach. This pretty Caddis-fly is peculiar to

Guernsey and Sark, occurring in early spring and agahi in autumn near
small rapid streams on our southern cliff coast and at the King's Mills

It was first described in Mr. R. McLachlan's " Monographic revision and
synopsis of the Trichoptera of the Phiropcan fauna," from which I copy
the following description and notes on the species. "Agreeing entirely

with F. montanm in the colour of the antennae, neuration of wings, ^:c.,

and apparently without the slightest difference in the anal parts of tlie

male, but differing totally in the colour and markings of the wings.
The anterior wings are dull pale yellow cnused by a yeUow pubescence
on a nearly hyaline membrane trausversely retioulntod with greyish
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fuscous, unci Avith a tew larger fuscous spots, whereof one at the arculus
is much larger and more conspicuous Mian the others, the costal and
apical margins somewhat regularly spotted with fuscous, fringe wholly
yellow, neuration slightly fuscescent. Posterior wings, pale smoky
fuscous, pterostigma conspicuously yellow, the apical margin is yellow,
festooned inwardly, fringes wholly yellow, neuration fuscous. Expanse
20-25 mm." INIr. McLachlan noticed a single female example of this

species among a few insects collected by the late Francis Walker in

Guernsey, and he wrote to me describing tlie insect and asking me to

search for more specimens. I soon found the locality where they occurred
and was able to send him about 30 specimens which did nc>t vary in any
way. Mr. McLachlan says that " its peculiar colour and markings are so

constant as to fully entitle it to rank as distinct" ; although he failed

to find any difference in form and structure from the common British

montamis, and remarked that " It may be that we have here a well-marked
instance of the power of long isolation to produce a form worthy of being
considered specifically distinct." In Supplement part 2, page 71 of the
Monograph before mentioned, Mr. McLachlan says " I have succeeded in

obtaining examples of a PhUopotam^Di from Jersey for purposes of com-
parison with the distinct form from Guernsey that I named Philopotamus
iusularis. Mr. W. A. Luff made an excursion to Jersey and found a
species at a stream near Pleinmont Point in that island. I can only
regard these as inoNtanns. They have the golden yellow of the anterior
wings more extended than is usual in Continental examples, but not
more so than is often the case in others from Britain, and they do not
show an aiDproach towards the Guernsey ins/r/aris, which thus maintains
its insular distinctness."

HEMIPTERA-HETEROPTERA.

Straehia ornata, Lin. l have taken one specimen only of this rare and
beautiful species on the cliffs at Petit Port in 1889.

Braehypelta aterrima, Foerst. This is a large species, entirely of a black
colour. It is not uncommon crawling on dry paths on the cliffs, and
burrowing in the sand on the west coast of Guernsey. 1 have also taken
it in Herm and Sark.

Lygseus punetatO-gUttatUS, Fah. These pretty little red and black bugs
are abundant at the roots of Foxglove on the cliffs in spring, summer
and autumn ; they are gregarious and follow each other along a track

like ants. By stirring the soil at the roots of Foxglove, the immature
forms of all sizes may be seen in great abundance in July. When about
half-grown they are entirely of a bright red colour. I have taken them
in all the islands

Leptopus boopis, Fourc. A small dark species with very prominent eyes
captured by Mr. E. D. Marquand in Herm, May, 1904. ' Mr. E. Saunders
says it is a very interesting capture, as it does not occur anywhere else

nearly so far north as Herm.

Lygseosoma retieulatum, H.S. A small brown species common on the

cliffs of Guernsey and Alderney.

Heteroeordylus parvulus, Reut. I took two specimens by sweeping with
a net on cliff's near the Gouffre in 1891 and another, also by sweeping on
the cliffs near Bon Repos, on June 21st, 1892.

HEMIPTERA-HOMOPTERA (Coeeidse).

ExseretOpUS formieetieola, Xewstead. This species is new to science, and
up tu the present Guernsey has the honour of being the only place where
it has been found. It was discovered by myself during one of the
Society's excursions in June, 1893, near Bordeaux Harbour in ant's nests
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under stones, and attached to tne roots of grass. The stones were just

on the edge of a beach, where they had been rolled up beyond the action

of the tides. On August 22nd, 1901, 1 found a new locality for it on the
cliffs at Pleinmont.

The most remarkable thing about this new (Joccid is that it has a
two-jointed anterior tarsus, a character never before noted in any Coccid.

Mr. R. Newstead therefore had to establish a new genus to receive it.

Mr. Maskell, a great authority on the order, says '' It requires, in my
opinion, some very important feature to make a generic character where
only one species is kno^\ai." ]\Ir. Newstead remarks " Surely nothing
could be more important than the anomalous character of the fore legs."

A full description of the larva and adult female is published by Mr.
Newstead in the Extomologist'' s Monthhj Magazine for September, 1904.

Figures are also given of the two jointed anterior tarsi and the eight
jointed antennae.

Daetylopius Luffii, Newstead. A species new to science discovered by
myself on September 14th, 1899, on the coast near Richmond Barracks.
They appeared in thick clusters on the lower stems and roots of the Rock
Spiu'rey {Lepigonum rnpestre), growing in sand near the coast, and were
very lively. Mr. Newstead said " The agility of these little mealy bugs
was remarkable, and certainly not equalled by any other Coccid I have
observed.

'

'

This species, which has only been taken in Guernsey, is fully described
by Mr. Newstead in the EidomologhC s Monthly Magazine for April, 1901.

Ripersia EuPOpsea, Ken-stead. I first discovered this species in 1895 on the
roots of grass and other plants in ant's nests near Fort Doyle and on
I'Ancresse Common. Mr. Brockton Tomlin also found them commonly
during August, 1896, for about a mile on each side of St. Sampson's
Harbour. The only other place for which it is recorded is near Rheim,
in Germany, where Mr. E. Wasmann discovered it in 1896. A full

description of the species is given by Mr. Newstead in the Entomologist'

s

Monthly Magazine for July, 1907.

HYMENOPTERA-ACULEATA (Bees).

DiodontUS friesei, Kohl. Several specimens taken on the cliffs during
1906 by Mr. E. D. Marquand. It has also been taken in Jersey by Mr.
E. Saunders. Hitherto it had only been recorded as a South European
and Mediterranean species.

HaliCtUS? near SUb-auPatUS, Ross. One specimen of this little bronzy
species was taken by Mr. E. D. j\Iarquand on the cliffs near Moulin Huet
Bay on July ITth, 1906. JMr. E. Saunders says "This may turn out to

be another of these interesting Southern forms '

'

AndPena flessoe, Panz. This handsome black and white bee, with dark
wings, is common on the cliffs of Guernsey and Alderney. It is widely
distributed on the Continent, extendmg even into Algiers.

Cselioxys afPa, Lejj. Four specimens of this interesting little bee were
taken by Mr. E. i ». Marquand at Vazon Bay on July 18th, 1906. They
were flying in company with Megachile argentata^ one of the Leaf-cutter
Bees, a species with which it associates. Mr. E. Saunders says: "The
capture of Ccelioxgs afra is, I think, most interesting. In this country I

have sought in vain for any of the small red-tailed Ccelioxgs associating
with Megachile argentata. I was much pleased to find Ccelioxgs brevis with
M. argentata in Jersey, and now C. afra turns up with it in Guernsey.
It is curious that in each island Megachile argentata should have a different

species to associate with it
;
possibly, however, both species may yet be

foand in both islands. Both these little species belong to a group we
have no exponents of in Britain, and which is peculiar in having the
white bands of the abdomen formed of scale -like hairs. Thev are both
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common in Southern Europe ; C. hrevus has occurred in Central Europe,
buc I have always looked on C. afra as quite a southern form."

HYMENOPTERA.
ICHNEUMONID^.

Ichneumon protePVUS, Hohnf/r. One specimen captured near Fort Doyle.

I. ridibundus, Grav. Var. (iiumlatufi, Berth. I took one si)ecimen in Sark
in July, 1906. This variety has not been taken in Britain.

Hemiteles pulehellus. Gr. Two specimens captured in Guenisey.

Exoehus geniculatus, Hohngr. One specimen taken in Alderney.

Mataeoelus flavieeps, llatz. One specimen taken near Dojle's Monument.

BaSSUS tarsatorius, P«nz. One specimen taken in Alderney in 1897, and
another near Vazon Bay in May, 1907

ORTHOPTERA.

(Edipoda eseruleseens, L. This fine grasshopper has the hind wings of a
beautiful bright blue, bordered with black ; it is not uncommon in

various localities on our southern coast, usually on rocky ground. When
at rest mth the hind wings folded out of sight, it is ver}- difficult to tell

it from its surroundings, its body and upper wings being of the same
colour as the rock or ground on which it is resting.

Mantis religiosa, L. A specimen of this Central European species was
captured in a garden in the Grange on September 29th of last year. It

has once been recorded as occurring as far north as Havre.

DIPTERA.

Hyetodesia earbO, Schhter. One specimen taken at Petit Bot Bay in

May, 1895.

Nemorsea quadripustulata, F. One specimen tnken near Cobo.

Masieera ferruginea, Mgn. One specimen taken in 1899.

Musea tempistiva. One specimen taken by Mr. E. D. Marquand in

Alderney.

ARANEIDEA (Spiders).

PrOSthesima fortuita, >^im. One female taken in July, 1907.

Clubiona Stigmatiea, Slni. One adult female found in June.

Tegenaria pusilla, Sim. Five specimens taken at different seasons.

Laseola erythropus, Sim. One male taken in July, 1907. This is only
the second time this spider has been seen in Europe, the first specimen
having been taken in the south of France.

Epeira dromedaria, JFalc^. Of this large and beautiful sijecies Mr.
Marquand captured three adult specimens (both sexes) on May 11th, 1907,

at INIoulin Huet.

Oxptila nigrita, T/ior. One specimen taken by Master C. Marquand,
Sepcember. 190(5, at JNIoulin Huet. It is apparently very rare on the
Continent.

Tarentula albofaseiata, BrulU. A large and beautiful spider indigenous
to the soutli of Europe. Several specimens taken.

Heliophanus seneilS, Ilahn. Three specimens captured in the autumn.

H. Cambridgii, Sim. Rather common throughout the island.

Euophrys SUlfurea, Koch. Four specimens taken in May, 1907.

Pellenes Bedelii, Sim. Not uncommon on the sandhills of our northern
coast.



LE COLOMBIER, TOKTEVAL.

BY LIEUT.-COLOXEL T. W. M. DE GUERIX.

Ix a field, at the rear of an old house called " Le Colombier,"

at Torteval, may be noticed the ruins of an old circular

tower covered with ivy, and fast falling to decay. This is the

remains of the only manorial dove-cote or " cvlomhier )ioble
"

now existing in the island. In feudal days "le droit de

colombier'' was one of the privileges of the nobles, none
but the owner of a military fief haAang the right of erecting a

dove-cote of the above description, a tower standing alone ;

the lesser seigneurs having to content themselves with a

small one attache! to their farm buildings, while the free

tenants could only place a few pigeon holes at the gables

or eaves of their barns. A rather good example of the latter

is still to be seen on an old barn opposite Orange Lodge, at

the King's Mills.

The early Norman dove-cotes were great circular towers,

covered Avith high pitched roofs, in Avhich were openings,

under the eaves, for the pigeons to go in and out, the

inner side of the Avail being honeycombed Avith holes for their

nests. In the centre of the building a revolving ladder called

a " potence " was fixed on piv ots, up which a man could climb

and swing himself round to any portion of the building.

Numerous examples of these circular towers are still to be seen

in Normandy, Brittany, and some parts of England. At
a later period these dove-cotes were usually built square,

and in Southern France, Avhere building stone is scarce,

they Avere even raised on pillars with projecting stone caps to

prcA'cnt the entrance of a ermin.

Our colombier belonged to the earlier circular forn).

According to Mr. J. J. Carey's measurement (see Report
Archaeo. Sec. : Proceedings Guernsey Natural Science Soc.

1895) ; it is 58ft. in circumference, with Avails 2ft. lOin.

thick and a doorway 3ft. Sin. wide. At present the ruins are

from 12 to 14 feet in height. Its history can be traced for
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about six centuries. It stands on the fief Janin Bernard
which we learn from an old document of 1463 Avas originally

a part (with the fiefs of liobert de Vic, John du Gaillard,

Thomas Blondel, Cantereine, and Guillot Justice) of the

fief of " Sire Henry Le Canclly Chevalier," one of the

most important in the island in the 13th century, its lands

extending over a considerable portion of the parishes of

Torteval, St. Peter's-in-the-Wood and St. Saviour's. This
fief derived its name fi-om a very ancient family Avho

held it in the 13th century and probably earlier. In the

Norman Rolls of the 2nd John, in the year 1200, a William
Le Canelly pays the king 60 livres Angevin, that a suit

he had against Matilda de Langetot and her son Henry,
concerning lands at " Sumeresville," in Guernsey, might
be tried before the " Curia Regis." A few years later,

in 1227, we find the king ordering the Warden of the Isles,

William de St. John, to give Henry Le Canelly possession of

the lands in Guernsey formerly belonging to his father,

William Le Canelly, lately deceased. He was probably the

same man as Sir Henry Le Canelly, one of the Jurats at the

assizes held in Guernsey in 1254, who, according to the above
mentioned document of 1463, seems to have been the last of

his name to hold the entire manor. He was succeeded by two
heiresses, probably his daughters, the elder of whom married

Thomas de Vic, and the younger named Guillemotte, Drouet
de St. Martin, Seigneur of Trinity, Jersey, who held the

manor in 1274. In 1309 their heirs, namely Avice de Vic, and
Henry de St. Martin and his brothers, the sons of Drouet,

were summoned at the assizes to show by what right they

claimed certain aids from their tenants in the parishes of St.

Peter's-in-the-Wood, Torteval and St. Saviour's, also the right

of court, and of chase, which belonged to the king. They
replied that the inheritance of Le Canelly was divided between
Avice and Henry, and that their ancestors had enjoyed these

privileges from time immemorial. Previous to 1320, the date

of the next assizes, the de St. Martin's portion of the manor
had passed by some family arrangement to Symon de St.

Martin, Henry's younger brother, who was called upon to

answer to a very similar inquiry to that above mentioned. It

is necessary to trace the pedigree of this family thus far as it

gives the clue to the following entry in the accounts of John
des Roches, Warden of the Isles, from 1328 to 1330, which is

the first evidence of the existence of our dove-cote.

" ii*arochia de Torteval "

" Item et tient Symon de Seynt Martin un coulumbier levey."
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This proves that a dovecote, probably the one whose
ruins are still to be seen, was already in existence. Further

we have again reference to it in a charter, or deed of division,

of oth Jidy, 1367, now in the (Ireffe of the Royal Court,

Avhereby Richard de St. Martin, having given his two
daughters, Alinor and Avice, 10 quarters of wheat rent each

as their portion on their marriages respectively with John
Bernard and Nicholas de Sausmarez, assigns to them the

whole of his property in (jruernsey, namely, his share of the

manor of Le Canelly. To John Bernard and Alinor were
given the seigneurie, court and privileges of the manor, and
among other rentes one dne on " Je clos da Cohmbiery It is

without doubt fiom this John Bernard that the portion of the

fief now known as " le fieu Janin Besnard " OAves its name.
In another old deed, formerly in the possession of Mr. Le

Marchant, of La Haye du Piiits, there is mention of the

lord of the manor's right of way to his dove-cote in 1457.

Again, another document of the 28th June, 1530, mentions
" le courtil du colombier " at Torteval, " le dit colombier seant

dedans." A portion of the said field had been sold by
Laurence Careye, of St. Martin's, to a Collas Le Mesurier,

son of Richard, of St. Peter's-in-the-Wood, and at the above
date Katheryne Careye, Laurence's daughter, sued Le
Mesurier for arrears of one quarter and two denerels of wheat
rente due on the said field.

It is not necessary to add much more. Le Colombier and
le fief Janin Bernard were in the possession of the Le
Marchants, of I^a Haye du Puits, from the middle of the

16th to the 18th century, but were eventually sold and passed
through the hands of various owners on to the present day.

The old ruins should, if possible, be preserved as they
are the remains of one of the oldest buildings in the Island

and are a monument of a loug past age, of long forgotten

feudal rights and customs.



GUEKNSEV CROSSES.

BY LIEUT.-COLOXEL T. W. M. I)E (UEKIN.

The custom of erecting crosses in memory of the Passion

of our Blessed Lord in streets and public places is of Aery
ancient origin. Eusebius relates that Constantine the Great
erected crosses in the chief streets of Constantinople and in

his palace ; upon the outside of the great church which he
had built, and also upon the altar within. This custom
continued in use down to the Reformation in England, and
still prevails in all Catholic countries. These crosses are to

be found in cliurchjards, in the market squares oi: many
towns and yillages, as well at by the roadsides, and sometimes
bear the name of the donors engraved upon them, with a

request to the wayfarer to pause and pray for their souls.

Some Avere very elaborate structures, such as the famous
crosses erected by Edward I. to mark Avhere the body of

Queen Eleanor had reste:! on its progress from Harby, in

Nottinghamshire, to her place of burial at \yestminster

Abbey ; or the great Breton " calyaires."

The ordinary market or village cross was a much simpler

object, usually a more or less ornamental cross, fixed in a stone

base, or socket, i-aised on a few steps above the level of the

roadwa}\ The market cross played an important part in town
or A'illage life, from its steps proclamations Avei'c read, men
out-lawed, or sermons preached on solemn occasions. Wayside
crosses frequently marked the road to the village church, and
in the early part of the last century in several parishes in

England there Avere " chiu'ch paths " ke})t up by the parish

along AAdiich AAcre to be found crosses or the bases of crosses.

Where the path had been, as in most cases, obliterated the

crosses in some instances remained, not facing Avest, as is the

iuA^ariable custom of church crosses, but pointing in the

direction of the church. The object of Avayside crosses Avas

thus to " guide and guard " the way to the church. " For
thys reason ben croysses by ye waye that Avhan folke passynge
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see the crovsses they shoulde thynke on Hym that deyed on
ye cioysse, and worshippe Hym above al thyng." (Wynken
de Worde, "Dives et pauper" 1496.)

In Guernsey, as will be seen by the appended list, numerous
wayside crosses existed before the Reformation, but as might
be expected after the Calvinist rule during the latter half of

the 16th and the earl3^ part of the 17th centuries, very few
remains of them have come down to our times. The only one

remaining in its original position is " La Croix au Baillif."

This is simply a Tau cross, engraved upon a small flat stone,

now forming one of the kerb stones of the footpath near the

corner of the cross road leading to the Catel church at the top

of the Bailifl''s Cross hill. As this stone had become identified

in the popular mind with the legend of Gaultier de la Salle,

the " wicked bailiff," it was probably looked upon by our

reformers more as an historical than as a superstitious object,

and to this may owe its preservation.

The remains of several other crosses are recorded by the

late Mr. F. C. Lukis as still existing in the middle of the last

century, the most perfect being now in the garden of the late

Captain Lukis, The Grange. It was found by Mr. Lukis in

a pigstye at Les Padins, St. Saviour's, when looking for the

remains of another said to have been in that neighbourhood.

It consists of a square base, tapering slightly to the top, with

rounded corners deeply chamfered for about three inches down
from the top. In the square socket of this base is fixed a stone

shaft about 4 feet high, which is square for about 10 inches at

the foot and is then reduced to an octagonal. On the front

face of the square portion of the shaft is a square-headed
recessed panel, surrounded by a much weather-worn rounded
moulding. As the lower portion of this moulding is completely

hidden in the socket of the base it seems rather doubtful

whether this shaft really belonged to it, and this seems even

more doubtful from the fact that while the base is of grey
Guernsey granite, the shaft is of the usual coarse-grained

yellowish pink Chausey or Cherbourg granite so frequently

used for the building of our churches and houses in the middle

ages. It is also possible that the shaft, in its present position,

is reversed and that like some Cornish crosses it was originally

an octagonal shaft with a square head, perhaps pinnacled at

the top, having a crucifix carved on the recessed panel of the

front face, or affixed to it.

Mr. Lukis also mentions in his notes that at the beginning

of the last century the base of another cross was still to be

seen, in situ, on a waste piece of ground near the Salt Pans, at
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the foot of St. Clair liill, at the southern end of the old

causeway, called Le Pont du Vale, oj- Le l^ont Coliche.

This causeway crossed the estuary of Le Braye du Vale,

which then extended from Grande Havre to St. Sampson's
Bridge, through which the sea floAved at high tide completely

cutting off the Clos du Vale from the rest of the island.

When Le Braye du Vale was enclosed l)y dykes and the land

reclaimed, about the year 1808, this base was removed to the

farm of Mr. Bobin, at Les (xrandes Capelles, and stood for

many years in his yard. It showed signs of some attempt
having been made to destroy it, probably when the remainder
of the cross was destroyed at the Beformation, but the socket

in w^hich the shaft of the cross was fixed Avas quite perfect.

Unfortunately this stone base was destroyed by the present

Mr. Bobin, a few years ago, when making alterations to his

farm buildings. In 1870 a similar base w^as discovered in a

field, belonging to the late Mr. Abraham Domaille, near Le
Hurell, Vale, and was offered by him to Mr. Lukis. The
latter thought it had formed part of a cross standing at the

northern end of Le Pont du Vale, near ' L'Abbaye Saint

Michel.' Mr. Domaille however was of the opinion that it

had more probably stood at the end of the old ford between
L'Islet, and the Vale Church, where there was formerly a

stone footway for passengers. Another base was for many
years at La Haye du Puits, whence it w^as removed to the

yard of the farm of La Pouquelaye, near Saumarez Park.

It was thought to have once formed part of a cross which had
stood at Le Villoc. A stone engraved wdth a trefoliated cross

w^as found at the beginning of the last century in Le Courtil

de la Croix, near the Infant School at Les Adams, St. Peter's-

in-the-Wood. It was removed to the farm of the late Mr.
Lenfestey opposite, where it remained for man} years, but it

has now disappeared. A stone much resembling the base of a

cross is now^ to be seen in the garden of La Bocque Barree,

Vale.

This completes the list of the remains of old crosses

which existed in the island a few years ago. It will have been
noticed that they w^ere of two classes : (1) crosses erected for

a religious purpose; and (2) those that were simply a small

plain or ornate cross engraved on a flat stone, of which " La
Croix au Baillif " and the cross found at Les Adams are

examples. In all probability they had different origins, and
while the first were typical roadside crosses, the latter may
have been simply crosses marking the site of some long

forgotten tragedy, some murder or accidental death. La Croix
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ail Baillif lias long been connected with the old legend of

Gaultier de la Salle, so well known to everyone ; but though
the latter was an historical person who was hanged in 1 320 for

murder of one Ranulph Gaultier, a prisoner in his charge at

Castle Cornet, as far as can be ascertained he was never

bailiff of the island. The old legend is moreover absolutely

unhistorical and at variance with the few details concerning

him which have come to light. It is simply one of the Old
Folk stories found in every country, frequently associated with

the name of some famous or notorious historical person. An
almost identical tale is told in Jersey of the Bailly Hoste
Nicolle. On the other hand there was an historical event

which might account for the origin of La Croix au Baillif.

At the time of the invasion of Guernsey by the French in the

year 1294 an ex-bailiff, Gidllaume de Saint Remy, was killed

and his house burnt. As he held both the manors of St.

Helene and Les Mauxmarquis, St. Andrew's, La Croix au
Baillif, being near the lands of the latter, it may be that in

attempting to escape to town on the sudden invasion of the

enemy, he Avas overtaken and killed on the spot still marked by
the stone engraved with a cross. It is possible that most if

not all the crosses bearing personal names may owe their origin

to some similar cause. An analogy is to be found in all

Catholic countries, especially in the Catholic Cantons of

Switzerland and in the Tyrol, Avhere, among the mountains,

death by accident or exposure is of frequent occurrence
;

there, may be seen numerous small wooden crosses by the

wayside, or a cross engraved on the side of the rocks, in

memory of some person who had been killed in that vicinity.

It has been mentioned that wayside crosses in England
are frequently found bordering the roads leading to parish

churches. A study of the list of sites of old crosses in

Guernsey shows in some parishes an almost similar arrange-

ment. Thus at St. Martin's, between the castle of Jerbourg
and the church, were La Croix de Jerbourg near the site of

the house of Mr. Waterman, La Croix des Blanches, at

at the cross roads leading from Les Blanches to Callais and La
Croix Bertran at the cross roads leading to the mill of

vSausmarez Manor and Jerbourg. Between the church and the

ancient priory of Martinvast, belonging to the abbey of

Blanchelande, were La Croix Guerin at the cross roads

of La Grande Rue and La Rue Maze, Les Croix Fallaise, on
the right hand side of La Rue de la Couture, leading from the

Rectory to Saints bay, about three fields before reaching the

Carrefour David, and a cross said to have existed on the site or
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near La Croisic Cottage, which is supposed to l)e neai- the site of

the ancient priory. Again at St. Peter's-in-the-Wood between
the hamlet of Les Marches and the chnrch were La Croix des
Marches, near the corner house at the cross roads, and La
Croix Brehault, near the present Wesleyan chapel. Between
the sea-shore opposite the priorj of Lihou and the church
were again tlii-ee crosses, La Croix de Lihou, or La Croix de
L'Eree, not far from Le Creux es Faies, La Croix Perrin near
Le Point and La Croix St. Pierre at Ij'lslet, at the cross

roads leading to St. Saviour's just on the border of the latter

parish. At the Catel several crosses were in the neighbour-
hood of the chapels of St. George and St. Germain and also

bordering the roads leading from them to the parish church.

Crosses existing in Guernsey before the Reformation.

ST. PETER-PORT.

La Croix de Glatigny, mentioned in "Rental du Tresor de
I'eglise de St. Pierre-Port," 1519.

La Croix du Moulin a vent, mentioned in a Lettre sous

sceau de Guernesey, of the lOth October, 1631. This mill

stood on the site of the present Queen's ToAver, consequently

the cross was near the chapel of Notre Dame de Lorette,

which stood in a field now occupied by the Town Arsenal and
the row of houses on Candie Road.

La Contree Croix. Probably a cross existed in this

neighbourhood and gave its name to the lane leading from
the Bordage to Mansell Street,

ST. martin's.

La C'roix de la Salle de Fermain, mentioned in the Note
Book of John Bonamy, King Procureur, 1497. "Item 1

vergy & demy (de terre) alia croys Salle de Fermant." This
cross probably gave its name to " Le vau de la croix " on the

town side of the border of the two parishes, mentioned in the

Extente du fief du Roy en ville in 1573.

La Croix Bertran, at the cross roads leading to the mill

of Sausmarez manor and to Jerbourg.
La Croix des Blanches, at the cross roads leading from

Les Blanches to Callais.

La Croix de Jerbourg, near the site of Mr. Waterman's
house.

La Croix Guerin, to the south-west of the church, at the

junction of La rue Maze and La Grande Rue.
La Croix Falaise, on the right hand side of La rue de la

Couture, leading from the Rectory to Saint, about three fields
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before coming to La Carrefoiir David. As the two adjoining

fields are called Les Petites Croix Falaise it may possibly have

been a complete calvary of three crosses.

La Croisie. It is supposed that the cottage of this name

at Saint stands on or near the site of the old priory of

^lartinvast, belonging to the abbey of Blanchelande, and may
derive its name from a cross having once stood in the vicinity.

La Croix Falaise. A second cross of this name is said

to have stood near La Villette.

La Croix Guignon, at Les Pages de Haut.

La Croix (juillon mentioned in a Lettre of 7 Feb., 1707,

the exact site of which is doubtful.

THE FOREST.

La Croix, or La Croix de I'Eglise, at the cross roads of

La rue de I'Eglise, and the road leading to the Gouffre.

La Croix (Le courtil de la croix) near the corner of

the old house in lane leading from the Gouffre to La
Fontenelle.

ST. Andrew's.

La Croix au Baillif.

ST. peter's-in-the-avood.

La Croix de Lihou, or La Croix de L'Eree, on the shore

opposite the island of Lihou, not far from Le Creux es Faies.

( Extente du fief de Laereie 1503. " Les hers Johan Baptelle

au camp d'apres la croes de Lihou vne vgz.")

La Croix Perrin, near Le Point.

La Croix Saint Pierre, near L'Islet, at the corner of the

cross road leading to St. Saviour's on the border of the two
parishes. (Lettre 29e Oct. 1538 . . . le cortyl du dyt Johan
'Brehault . . au north dest . . de la croes de Syt Pierre de Boes,

seantes les dytes fosses & relief en la parosse de Syt Sau-
luer . . .";.

La Croix Brehault, which stood near the site of the

present Wesleyan Chapel at Les Brehauts.

La Croix des Marches, near the corner house at the cross

roads near the group of houses called Les Marches.
To these must be added the stone engraved with a

trefoliated cross found in Le Courtil de la Croix, the site of

the present Infant School at Les Adams, and possibly a

cross to the west end of the priory church of Lihou, as shown
on the stone engraved with the outline of this church now in

the wash-house of Mr. de Garis at Les Adams,
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TORTEVAL.

La Croix John Le Sage, near Les Sages. (Lettre du
Ir Janv. 1518-19 " nng camp de terre . . seant en iing ter-

ritoire nomej les basses terres an norvoest de la crouevs
Johan le Saige qui fnt.")

La Croix Damp Nicolle, or Dom Xicolns. (Extente of

the fief Thomas Blondel, 1586.)

ST. SAVIOURS.

La Croix Rompue, on the site of the present parish

schools, the field adjoining still bearing this name.
La Croix de Test, to the east of the church.

La Croix Paysans, which stood at the side of the road

leading to St. Peter's-in-the-Wood, about 500 yards from St.

Saviour's church. A small patch of waste ground at the side

of the road still marks its site.

La Croix Hue.
La Croix Genemie, at the cross roads leading to Mont

Saint, near the house of Les Genemies.
La Croix Creve Ca^ur, near Le Frie Baton. A lane one

field above this estate leads to a small patch of grass where it

formerly stood. (Lettre 28 Mars 1487-8, " im courtil ... an sur

voest de la maison qui fut au dit Johan Genemie entre la croez

de Creve ay cceur et la rue Aubiere.")

La Croix Martin, on the edge of the beach on the St.

vSaviour's side of La breche des Anguillieres, near L'Eree.

(Extente des Onze Bouvees Nord-Est 1535. "Johan de

Garis, fils Collas, en sa pieche de la croix Martin.")

CATEL.

La Croix St. George, near the ancient chapel of that

name. (Extente de la bouvee des Corneilles, undated but

circa 1480-90 . .
" Colliche Aoustin devers le voest de la crouez

Sainct Georges . .")

La Croix de St. Germain, near the chapel and holy well

of St. Germain, to the north of St. George. (Extente de la

bouvee des Vautiers— 1480-90—"Les hers Johan Mutel le

viel le lone du petit tertre devers le suest de la capelle

Syt Germain vij perques et demie. Item Sire Philippe Mutel
devers le su de la croes de la dyte capelle xiij perques.)

La Croix de Belle Voye. (Extente de la seconde bouvee
des Grangiers— 1480-90—"Les hers Collas Ozanne devers le

su de la crouez de belle voie . . .")

La Croix au Beir, near Le Rouquelin Kocque. (Extente

de la seconde bouvee de la Poque—1480-90—"Jennette le Beir
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j yerg-ee tenant e a son aultre piesche a la crouez an Ber par

devers lest de Eoqnelin Roqne ; Collas Le Beir, a la croez an

Beir 1 vgie et demye la dte. croez seante dedans.")

La C'roix Godefroy, near Les Landelles. (Extente de la

bonyee des Haris—1480-90—"Item les dts hers dn dyt Johan
Caritez . . . devers le nort de la erones (lodefroy j vergie

XXX perqnez.")

La Croix an Pretre, near La Bernanderie, close to the

C'onntry Hospital.

La Croix es Tonlleys, at the corner of the lane leading

to Les Tonillets, opposite the Fair field. (Extente de la 2me
Bouvee es hers Johan Tonlle—1480-90—"Les dyts hers en

lenr pieche de la croes Tonlle j vergie x perqnez.")

La Croix dn Yilloc. (Note book of John Girard—" Le
26e Juin 1569 . . . Collas Tyanlt des Monllins s'oblige de

vendre nn soyer d'estain sans nnls contages qne Johan Gyrart
a poye anpres la ^ dn Villoc")

La Croix Godard, at Les Godards near the cross roads

past Cobo.
La Croix, at the bottom of the Carteret road near Cobo

Bay. (" Nord de la Boqne an Mer." Extente dn Fief

Carteret 1662.)

La Croix des Landes. ( Perqnage dn fief St. Michel,

1624.)

La Croix Gnillemin, or Gnillemette, at Le Dosd'Ane, on
the right hand side of the road leading from the Roc([ne dn
Coq qni Chante to Mont Saint. (Extente des Onze Bouvees
Nord-Est—L535. La premiere bonvee es hers Collas de
Garis. Item (Johan Lestoc fs Thoas) en sa pieche de la

croix Gnillemette an sue de johan Borgne . . .)

ST. Sampson's.

La Croix Plichon and La Croix near Les Grandes
Capelles, mentioned in the Extente du Fief d'Anneville 1597.

Probably one and the same, as La Croix Plichon was near the

old windmill of fief Anneville, which stood in the field to

the sonth-west of the farm of Les Grandes Capelles.

La Croix Dnrel, mentioned in an early 16th century
Partage of the Robin family.

The cross mentioned by Mr. Lnkis as having stood at the

southern end of Le Pont du Vale.

VALE.

The cross supposed to have stood at the northern end of

Le Pont du Vale, near I'abbaye Saint Michel, the base of

which was discovered in 1871.
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La Ch'oix Dame Jchannc Becquerel, near Los Mares,
(FallaMSS. Lettre 22nd Nov. 1561 ..." vng camp de terre

sceant an north-est on environ de la croix dame Jehanne
Becquerel . . ")

La grande et les petite^ croix de Has, near Le Vieu
Tertre.

La Croix' Bernard, to the east of St. Magloire.

La Croix de Bois, near La Couture.

La Croix, near La Ville Baudu.



THE SPIDERS OF GUERNSEY.

BY E. D. 3IAKQUAND, A.L.S.

It would be ditiiciilt to name any other group of animals

against which popular prejudice is so widespread and yet so

utterly baseless, as against spiders. Most people dislike and
even dread them ; by many they are regarded Avith feelings

akin to horror ; they have an ill name, and no one will speak a

word in their favour. And yet it is not easy to perceive

how such a deep-rooted and universal aversion can have
originated. Spiders are strictly carnivorous, and therefore are

incapable of doing any injury to our persons, our clothes, our

food, our furniture, or anything else Ave possess. And not

only are they, as far as man is concerned, perfectly harmless,

but they are in reality among his best friends, since they keep
within due bounds the myriad insect pests Avhich, but for the

activity and vigilance of spiders, Avould speedily become
an intolerable torment and a plague.

The best knoAvn representative of the class—the big-

black House Spider—is no doubt a creature of most villanous

aspect ; but there are numbers to be found in every wayside
bush and hedgebank which no one could refuse to call

beautiful, if elegance of form, brilliancy of colour, and delicacy

of marking go to make anything beautiful. Many of these, it

is true, are small, and therefore easily escape notice ; but the

most minute objects in nature are often the most gorgeously

adorned, as every person Avell knoAvs Avho is in the habit

of using a pocket lens.

Considering the immense profusion and variety of spiders

Avhich inhabit cA^ery piece of open country, and the facility

with AA'hich they may be collected, it is strange how few
scientific men ever pay any regard to them. In every part of

the kingdom Ave may meet Avith entomologists Avho devote
their studies to the more attractive orders of insects, such as

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera ; but it is the

rarest thing possible to find a naturalist Avho possesses even an"

elementary idea of the spider-fauna of his OAvn neighbourhood.
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Possibly this is in a great measure due to the fact that the
great bulk of insects may be preserved in a dried condition

without undergoing nuich aUeration in foi'm and colour;

whereas the soft bodies of spiders shrivel up and become
imrecognlsable if allowed to dry, and even when preserved in

liquid (as they should be) they do not form so mangeable
a collection, so attractive to the eye, and so convenient for

reference, as a properly arranged (collection of butterflies or

beetles. Similarly among botanists, mosses and seaweeds will

always be greater favourites than fungi, simply because
an Agaric loses all its beauty when dried, and becomes a

hideous distortion ; whereas a moss or a seaAveed retains its

grace of form and colour to a great extent, and remains even
when dry a thing of beauty.

Spiders are commonly classed as insects, in the broad
acceptation of the term ; and it is quite permissible and even
convenient to do so ; but it must be remembered that this is

not strictly accurate in a scientific sense. Spiders are not

true insects, as I shall endeavour to explain very briefly.

The class Insecta is distinguished from all others in the

Animal Kingdom by the following main characters: (1) the

division of the body into three distinct parts—head, thorax
and abdomen ; (2) the possession in the perfect state of

six legs, tAVO antennae, and two compound eyes ; (o) respiration

through branching air-vessels which terminate in a series

of spiracles or breathing-holes ; and (4) the undergoing of

certain remarkable tiansformations before arriving at their

full development.

The class Arachnida, to which spiders belong, differs

from the Insecta in the following particulars : ( 1 ) the body
is divided into tAvo, not three, distinct parts

; (2) the number
of legs is eight, instead of six ; the eyes are simple, not

compound ; and there are no anteim<e ; (3) respiration (in

spiders) is carried on in localised lungs ; and (4) the young on
exclusion from the egg resemble their parents, and undergo no
transformations before reaching maturity.

The Araclmida, which form a connecting link between
the Insects proper and the Crustacea, comprise four orders,

viz. : the Araneidea, or Spiders ; the Phalcuu/idea^ or

Harvestmen ; the Ckenietidea^ or False-scorpions, and the

Acaridea, or Mites. In the Spiders the head and thorax are

fused together, so as to form only one piece called the

cepliabtliorcLv^ to which the abdomen is attached by a short

peduncle. These two parts of the body are ahvays quite

distinct from each other, and the eyes (in all British species)
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are either six or eight in number. The Mites have the entire

body composed of one undivided piece. The Harvestmen
have enormously long slender legs, and only two eyes ; and the

False-scorpions are distinguished by the possession of a pair

of large claws resembling in miniature those of a lobster. As
far as British species are concerned these four orders are very

clearlv marked off and separated by the above characters.

In the remarkable spinning apparatus of spiders we have

the distinctive feature which pre-eminently characterises the

class, and gives it its name in most languages. All kinds

of spiders spin threads of silk at some period or other of their

lives, even if it be only to form a protective covering for

their eggs, or a cosy dwelling-place in a crevice, or a dead
leaf; but all species do not construct snares for the capture of

their prey, like the beautiful geometrical webs of the Epeirids

which are so common in gardens and hedges. There are many
kinds of spiders, like the Salticids and Lycosids, which
procure their food by regularly hunting it on foot, or lying in

wait on the Avatch, and pouncing upon their victims precisely

in the same manner as the large carnivorous animals. Others
again, being aided by protective resemblance, lurk within the

expanded corolla of floAvers, lying motionless vmtil some unsus-

pecting insect arrives in search of honey, when it is seized and
devoured ; even small butterflies being occasionally captured
in this way.

One of the most interesting of British species is the

Water Spider { Argyroneta CKftiatka) which is about half

an inch long, of an olive-brown colour, and lives almost
entirely under water. Tlie body is densely clothed with
pubescence which, by entangling a quantity of air, gives

the spider when in the water the appearance of a globule

of quicksilver. The air thus taken down supplies the

respiratory organs, and the little creature lives in a sort

of diving-bell. A few of these spiders (which occur in

abundance in some of the pools on Lancresse Common) form
interesting objects for study, if kept in a glass jar of water
containing a few water plants, the tops of which should rise

out of the water, or float on its surface, so as to afford a
foothold for the spiders when they come np to ])reathe. It is

Avell to keep the jar covered with gauze or netting, as

they occasionally roam about at night.

The Water Spider is the only Bi-itish species in which
the male exceeds the female in size. As a rule the males are

considerably smaller than the opposite sex ; sometimes only
one-half as large ; and besides that, there is very often
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a remarkable (Ussiiiiilarity in their sha])e, colour and mark-
ings, 8() that the sexes present all the up[)ea ranee of totally

distinct species. Male si)iders h()W(;ver nnay always be
distinguished from females by the great development of the

palpi, which in the latter sex merely resemble small legs

ending in a claw, whilst in the males the terminal joint of

each palpus is very much enlarged, and presents a curiously

complicated structure, the full development of which marks the

perfect maturity of the spider. The apparently infinite

variety exhibited in the structure of these palpal organs is

most remarkable, for no two males of different species are

ever exactly alike in this respect ; and consequently the palpi

afford a most useful and unfailing character for the discrimi-

nation of closely allied forms.

The eyes of spiders are abvays simi)le (as distinguished

from the compound eyes of insects proper), immovable and
either six or eight in number in all British species. As a
general rule they are arranged in two transverse rows on the

fore part of the cephalothorax, being occasionally moimted on
tubercles and prominences, so that they can command the

view in all directions at once. The arrangement of the eyes

is exceedingly varied, and their I'elative size and position

furnish an important character in the separation of genera.

In certain families, notably the Salticida^, the eyes are

unusually large and brilliant, sjjarkling and flashing in

particular lights like jewels.

The very largest spiders found in these latitudes are

of quite modest dimensions when compared with the formidable

hairy giants which inhabit some parts of the tropics. In
South America one species measures as much as three inches

in the length of the body, and has an expanse of ten

inches from tip to tip of the outstretched legs. On the other

hand some of the British spiders are among the smallest species

known, full-groAvn sjjecimens measuring less than the twenty,-

fifth of an inch in length.

The arachnologist possesses one advantage over the

collector of insects in being able to carry on his search

for specimens all the year roimd, even in the depth of

Avinter ; for whenever the weather permits of outdoor work
spiders may be found in considerable number and variety.

With respect to the kind of places to hunt for them, it may
be said in a general way that spiders occur wherever insect

life of any sort is to be found. In winter and spring tufts of

moss, grass roots, dead leaves, and debris of all kinds will

yield many species ; and it is scarcely necessary to remind the
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enthnsiastic collector that, in a very literal sense, he should

leave no stone unturned, or any loose piece of wood or

bark unexamined. As snmmer advances the beating-net may
be used with the greatest advantage, and it will then be seen

how really abundant spiders are.

The kind of beating-net I have used during the past

twenty years, not only for spiders, but for minute coleoptera,

lepidopterous larva?, and various other kinds of insects, is

a very simple affair which need not cost more than a fcAv

pence. The frame is made of stout galvanised wdre, the ends

being soldered into a tin tube three inches long, and three

quarters of an incli in diameter. This serves for the handle,

and to make it more convenient for holding, a smooth plug of

wood is firmly fixed into it, and projects about a couple

of inches beyond the end of the tube. In shape the frame
somewhat resembles an inverted horse-shoe, having a straight

top, 8 inches across, to rest against a Avail or a bank when
beating into the net. The longest diameter of the wire

frame, from the handle to the straight top is 14 inches, and
the g^reatest width 12 inches. The bag-net supported by the

frame is made of slate-grey jean, or some other strong smooth
material, and is about 11 inches in vertical depth, well rounded
at the bottom (this is important) and double-seamed, so that

there are no angles or corners where minute specimens can
conceal themselves. The net is, of course, reversible, so that

there is no difference between inside and outside,—and that

is all.

A net of this kind is useful for other jmrposes besides

beating. For example, it is very handy in capturing some of

the nimble-footed Lycosids (which, when alarmed, seem to

fly rather than run) on heaths strewn with furze-prickles, or

among dry bramble stems where it would be almost an
impossibility to capture them by hand ; whereas, by coaxing
or driving them into the net, they are easily secured. And
then again, the net is better than a newspaper for shaking-

out tufts of grass and debris upon, as a smart tap on the frame
will send any escaping spiders down to the bottom again,

where they may be bottled without any trouble.

In collecting spiders care should be taken to avoid,

as far as possible, touching them with the fingers. The
best plan, and the easiest, is to capture the specimen in

an empty glass tube, and then transfer it immediately into

another tube half filled wdth methylated spirit, which is carried

in the waistcoat pocket. The little bottles I find most
convenient for this purpose are those commonly used for

11
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shell collections ; they are straight-sided, jj inch in diameter,

and 2^ inches long. A few spare ones should be carried in

a tin box, and also a small extra supply of spirit, as accidents

happen. A piece of card an incli s([uare is useful to slip

under the mouth of the tube when an active spider is

imprisoned on a wall or on the ground. Pill-boxes 1 never

use ; they are bulky, troublesome to work with, and very
difficult to manage in the capture of small fleet-footed spiders.

Moreover in a glass tube, the specimen may be examined
with a lens, and set at liberty again if not wanted.

A word as to books. Staveley's British Spiders (186G)
supplies an excellent and inexpensive introduction to the

study, and the beautiful coloured figures and short descriptions

wdll be very helpful to start with, but the earnest student

will soon feel the want of a more complete text book. The
classical work on the subject is Blackwall's Spiders of Great
Britain and Ireland (1861-64) in which all the species then

known in this country (304 in all) are described. A later

book on the subject, comprising upwards of two hundred
additional British species, is the excellent monograph by the

Rev. Octavius Pickard-Cambridge, F.R.S. published in

1879-81. Although modestly entitled Tlte Spiders of Dorset^

this work embodies a full description in minute detail, of

the 518 species which at that date composed the entire

spider-fauna of the British Isles. A systematic List oj

British and Irish Spiders^ enumerating 535 species, compiled
by the same distinguished arachnologist, appeared in the year

1900, and is at the present time the accepted standard

catalogue as far as concerns classification and nomenclature.

Mr. Pickard-Cambridge has in preparation however a new
edition of this catalogue, Avhich will bring the subject, so far

as it relates to the l^ritish Isles (including the Channel
Islands) entirely up to date.

A short list of the names of seventeen spiders, all from
Guernsey, communicated by Mrs. W. Collings, of Sark, is

given in Ansted's Channel Islands (1865), p. 230; but the

first paper of impovtance on the subject was published in the

Transactions of this Society for the year 1894, from
the pen of the late Kev. Frederick O. Pickard-Cambridge
(nephew of the author of the Spiders of Dorset)^ and it

was compiled he says " from six different sources whose
recorded observations extend over a period of forty years."

In this list 121 species are noted for all the Channel
Islands combined, of which Jei'sey contributes 18 species,

Guernsey 39, Alderney 2, Sark 83, Herm 5, and Lihou
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Island, 1. The author remarks that "the large total placed to

the credit of Sark is undoubtedly due to the zeal displayed by
the late Mrs. Collings in collecting material ; for she alone,

save for a few collected by Mr. Walker, has worked among
the spiders of that island." Among all the species recorded

only one, Heliophanus Camhridgii^ is not British.

Two further contributions by the same able arachnologist,

printed in our Transactions for 1899 and 1902, furnish

additional information about the spiders of Alderney, based on

collections made by me during my residence there, and raising

the number of species for that island to sixty-nine.

The list which I have to-day the pleasure of submitting

to you considerably increases the record both for Guernsey in

particular, and for the whole of the Channel Islands as a

group. It comprises the result of about fifteen months'

assiduous and iminterrupted collecting, during Avhich I have
searched all parts of this island, and every kind of situation, I

think, in which spiders are likely to be found. The list may
therefore be regarded as a fairly good enumeration of the

spider-fauna of Guernsey. The want of woods and copses in

this island, as well as the absence of limestone, no doubt
accounts for the lack of a number of species which are more or

less commonly distributed throughout the southern counties of

England ; but on the whole the list is, for so small and
circumscribed an area as Guernsey, a very fine one ; and the
number of non-British species, as also of species which are

rare in Britain, adds to its interest.

As to the accuracy of the names, it is only needful for me
to state that every species has been identified by the Rev.
O. Pickard-Cambridge, F.R.S., who has for a great many
years been recognised as the highest authority in our own
country, if not in Europe, on this order of the Arachnida. I

am under deep obligation to Mr. Pickard-Cambridge for

his kindness in examining the large consignments of spiders

which I have forwarded to him every few weeks in the

course of my collecting, and for the trouble he has taken,

necessarily at the cost of much time and labour, to make out
for me detailed lists showing the number of specimens of

each species forwarded in each consignment. These figures

show that I have submitted to him between 11,000 and 12,000
specimens, all of them taken in Guernsey, so that from these
returns it is possible to form a pretty accurate estimate
of the comparative rarity or frequency of each species in this

island, at any rate during the period over which rnj' researches
have extended. Mv own share of the work has been confined
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to the search for and coik^ctiiig of s])eeimeiis ; tlic labour of

critically examining' and naming" them has been entirely done
by Mr. Pickard-C'ambridge, Avhose lielj) I gratefully a(;know-

ledge.

In the papers above referred to, which deal with the

spiders of the Channel Islands, there are eight species recorded

for Guernsey Avliich I have not myself met Avith, but for the

sake of completeness they are included in the subjoined list.

Other species, not as yet seen in (iuernsey, have been
found by myself and others in the neighbouring islands, and it

is very possible that the majority of them do not occur

in Guernsey at all. We find instances of this restricted

distribution among the Lepidoptera, Coleo]3tera and Hymeno-
tera of adjacent islands in the Channel archipelago. Certain

well-known and conspicuous insects, for exam])le, which
are quite plentiful in the smaller islands of Alderney and
Sark, have never been seen in Guernsey, even as rare

stragglers.

For the benefit of collectors who have not access to

the lists above mentioned, it may be as well to enumerate
the twenty-seven Spiders and two Harvestmen which have
been recorded for some of the other Channel Islands, but have

not so far been taken in Guernsey. They are the follow-

ing :—

DrasSUS SylvestPis, BI. Alderne}-.

D. feprugineus, Bi. 8ark.

D. Collingsii, Bl. Sark.

Phoeoeedus braeeatUS, Koch. Alderney.

PrOSthesima long-ipes, C. L. Koch. Alderney.

Clubiona eomta, C. L. Koch. Alderney.

Epesus einnabarinus, OHv. Sark.

Lethia humilis, Bi. Sark.

Tegenapia papietina, Foarc. Sark.

ThePidion pulehellum, WaM-. Jersey.

T. pietum, Hahu. Jersey.

Pedanostethus lividus, bl Sark.

Gongylidium agpeste, Bi. Sark.

Tiso vagrans, bl Sark.

Nepiene pubella, bl Sark.

Cepeidia ppominens, Westr. Sark.

Zilla atPiea, C. L. Koch. Jersey. Sark.

EpeiPa Redii, Scoj). Jersey. Sark.

E. eOPnuta, Clerdc Jersey.

Disea dOPSata, Fahr. Sark.

Xystieus bifaseiatUS, C. L. Koch. Alderney.

Micpommata vipeseens, Chrck. Sark.
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Troehosa einerea, Fabr. Saik.

Lyeosa prativaga, C. L Koch. Aldemej.

L. palustris, Linn. Jersey. Sark.

Mappessa museosa, Chrci-. Sark.

AttUS pubeseens, Fair. Alderney.

Phalangium papietinum, Bed. Alderney.

SelePOSOma Romanum, Cambr. Aldemey.

The Continental species which have not hitherto been
found on the English side of the Channel form, as I have said,

an interesting feature of the Guernsey spider-fauna, and thej

merit special notice. They are these :

Prosthesima fortuita.

Clubiona stigmatica.

Tegenaria pusilla.

Laseola erythropus.

Epeira dromedaria.
Oxyptila nigrita.

Tarentula albofasciata.

Heliophanus ceneus.

H. Cambridgii.
Euophrys sulfurea.

Pellenes Bedelii.

After carefully going through the list given below,

Mr. Pickard-Cambridge has favoured me with some notes

which are worth preserving. He says :

" I do not quite agree with your idea that the number of

species not yet recorded for Britain is remarkable, for they
only amount to eleven. From the situation of Guernsey, and
looking at its probable connection in past geologic ages, with
the French coast, I should have expected more than these ;

and feel pretty sure that others will be added some day.

Then as to the absence of some of the common British spiders.

I rather think you have not in Guernsey the amount of coppice

and woodland that we have in England, especially in the

south, and so you would merely pick up noAv and then as

rarities, many of the species which we get commonly in such
situations, and as regards some of them, very likely you
might work for several years without seeing a specimen. I

confess that I could name very few of our common British

spiders which 1 could say I am surprised you have not yet met
with. Your total is a remarkably good one for the limited

area and kind of locality, collected in a season or two by
a non-specialist, and it is quite equal to the result of a similar
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amount of work done in any (listri(;t of England, according to

my experience in the past. ... I look upon the sup})Osed

rarity or abundance of numbers of Bi-itish spiders, as mostly
affected by the question : who has been Avorking at the
subject ? When we find that you may count on your fingers

about all the workers in England, and out of these not more
than two or three who can be said to have really worked a

district ; and fui'ther considering that whole (counties, especially

sea-boards, have never yet been touched, it is certain that any
conclusions as to the absolute rarity or otherwise of any given
species throughout the country, can be but of little value. At
some future time, when the present scanty mmiber of sj)ider

collectors shall have, I hope, very greatly increased, it may
then be possible to generalise."

At the end of the list of spiders will be found the names
of a few other species of Arachnids which I have met with in

the course of my collecting. They belong to the two allied

orders, Phahnigidea and Chernetidea. In both cases compara-
tively few species are known in this country, only about
24 species of Phalangidea being British, and something like 20
species of Chernetidea. The latter order appears to be but

poorly represented in Guernsey, as I have met Avith less than a

dozen specimens altogether, though no doubt more would
be found if special search Avere made. The Harvestmen, on

the contrary, abound everywhere as individuals especially in

autumn, but not in great variety ; little attention however has

been given to them. Mr. Pickard-Cambridge is the author of

an exhaustive monograph upon each of these orders, and
I am indebted to him for the identification of all my specimens.

Enough has been done to shoAv that the Arachnidanfauna
of these islands is a peculiarly interesting one, and there

is still a promising field for future study. Several years

however of patient and persistent research will be required

before anything like an approximately complete list can

be compiled, because numbers of species are singularly

uncertain in their appearance, Avhilst others are so minute that,

except by the practised eye of a specialist, they are readily

overlooked among the multitude of young ones of all kinds

Avhich abound at every season of the year.

The Arachnida of Guernsey enumerated in the following-

pages amount to 201 species, divided as follows : Spiders,

190 species ; Phalangidea, 8 species ; Chernetidea, 3 species.

The total number recorded for the whole of the Channel
Islands amounts to 230 species, viz. : Spiders, 217 species ;

Phalangidea, 10 species, and Chernetidea, 3 species.
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OEDER ARANEIDEA (SPIDERS).

THERAPHOSIDiE.

Atypus affinis, FJchir. Rme. Some years ag-o I captured a fine specimen
on the cliffs here, but have not met with it since, though I have occa-
sionally found the nests. iNIr. Luff' records it for the islets of Lihou and
Houmet Homptholle. This large and striking species is the British

representative of the Trapdoor Spiders of Southern Europe, and of the
gigantic Mj/gcde of tropical countries.

DYSDERID^.
DysdePa CambPidgii, TJwr. About twenty specimens taken in autumn.

Local in Britain.

D. eroeota, C. L. Koch. Common.
Happaetes HombePgii, Scop. Common.
SegestPia senoeulata, Linn. Local, but plentiful where it occurs.

S. Bavariea, C. L. Koch. Taken in 1895 by Mr. ^Y . A. Luff ; identified by
the late Rev. F. O. Pickard-Cambridge.

S. FlOPentina, Ross. One immature female found in April, Very rare in

Britain.

Oonops puleheP, Tempi. Two sj)ecimens in early summer, and one in

autumn.

SCYTODIDiE.

Seytodes thOPaeiea, Latr. Taken in 1894 by Mr, Luff,

DRASSID^.
Dpassus lapidosus, WaU-k. Very common. One of the largest and most

abundantly distributed of Guernsey spiders.

D. maeeP, Thor. One specimen taken in winter,

D. euppeus, Bl. One, also in winter. Mr. Pickard-Cambridge informs me
that both B. cupreus and B. macer are in his opinion merely varieties of

B. lapidosus ; but as they rank in British lists as distinct species I note
them separately.

D. pubeseens, Thor. Eight or ten specimens taken during the autumn
and winter. Local and rare in Britain.

D. tPOglodytes, C. L. Koch. Altogether about a dozen found at various

times.

D. Blaekwallii, Tkor. One specimen in September.

D. minuseulus, L. Koch. A single specimen, taken in September. Very
local in Britain.

PPOSthesima pedestPis, C. L. Koch. Occasional specimens met with
throughout the year, but principally in spring and autumn.

P. PetivePii, Scop. A few found m autumn.

p. electa, C. L. Koch. Taken in 1890 by Messrs. B. and M. Woodward,

p. nigPita, Fahr. Two specimens taken in April.

p. fOPtuita, Sim. One female taken in July. Not British,

Gnaphosa lugubPis, C. L. Koch. Very local. Common under stones on
the shore at L'Eree Bay and on Lihou Island ; none seen anywhere else.

Extremely rare in Britain,

G. angliea, Camhr. Five specimens taken m April.

MieaPia pulieapia, Sund. Very common. An exceedingly active and
brilliant little spider, remarkably like an ant in its movements.
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M. seintillans, Cumbr. Fic(|uent on some parts of the cliffs during
summer. I\Ir. Cambridge says the Giiei'iisey specimens are considerably
larger than ordinary British ones. Local in Britain, and so far as at

present known, confined to the south coast.

MieariOSOma festiVUm, C. L. Koch. Common.

Clubiona terrestriS, TFestr. Very common.

C. reelusa, Cambr. Three specimens taken in June and one in September.

C. negleeta, Cambr. One in July. Rare in Britain.

C. holoserieea, Do Gccr. Taken in 1894 by ^Mr. Luff.

C. diversa, Cambr. One in September, and three in April.

C. brevipes, HL Three specimens taken in May, and a few later in the
season.

C. Stigmatiea, Slin. One adult female found in June. Not British.

ChiPaeanthium eapnifex, Fabr. Not unconmion. Frequently beaten
out of furze bushes on the cliffs.

AgPOeea proxima, Canbr. Two specimens in (Jctober.

A. inopina, Cambr. Generally distributed and rather common. Local
and rare in Britain.

LioePanum PUpieolum, JFalek. A few taken in spring and early summer.

DICTYNIDiE.

Dietyna aPUndinaeea, Li7in. Rather sparingly distributed ; not common.

D. latens, Fabr. Very common ; especially abundant in furze bushes all

over the island.

D. vapiabiliS, C. L. Koch. Rather plentiful about midsummer.

AmauPObius fePOX, IFa/ck. Found at all seasons of the year, but not
commonly.

A. Similis, J^l. Like the last.

A. fenestpalis, Stroem. Generally distributed ; the commonest species of

the genus here.

AGELENID^.

APg'yPOneta aquatica, Latr. Abundant in some of the jdooIs on Lancresse
Common, and in old quarries at the Vale. Best found by raking out the
water-weeds and floating debris.

TegenaPia atPiea, C L. Koch. Very common in houses and cellars ; also

found plentifully in hedge-banks and under stones.

T. DePhamii, Sco]). About half-a-dozen specimens taken at different times
of the year.

T. silvestPiS, C. L. Koch . Eight or ten specimens found at various times.

T. pusilla, Sim. Five specimens taken at different seasons. Not British.

HAHNIID^.

Antistea elegans, BL a single example in July.

Hahnia nava, BJ. Three in April.

H. montana, Bl. Two taken during the winter, and one in September.

PHOLCID/E.

Pholeus phalangioides, Fuessl. This curious long-legged house spider,

which abounds in many parts of England, appears to be very rare here.

I have only seen a single specimen, which I captured in my house in May.
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THERIDIIDiE.

Episinus truneatUS, Walck. Local and rare. Seven specimens found in

two localities in early summer.

E. lugubpis, Sim. Much more frequent than the last si^ecies, and more

Avidely distributed.

Theridion Sisyphium, Chrc'k. Very common.

T. aulieum, C. L. Koch. Rather rare.

T. dentieulatum, 1F«M. Generally distributed, but not very common.

T. simile, ^'. L. Koch. Common, especially on the cliffs.

T. vaPians, Kahu. Rather common.

T. tinetum, WaUh. A single specimen found in June.

T. tepidapiOPUm, C. L. Koch. Common. Chiefly taken in greenhouses
and conservatories.

T. bimaeulatum, Li»n. Very common.

T. pallens, BL ^luch less frequent than most of the other species of

this genus.

T. Vittatum, C. L. Koch. About a dozen specimens taken during the
summer.

Pholeomma gibbum, Wcstr. Not uncommon in summer. One of the
most minute of our spiders.

Phyllonethis lineata, CUrch. Very common on bushes and low plants
everywhere. The beautiful variety adorned with two carmine bands
is not nearly so abundant as the type, and the other variety in which the
whole of the upper side is bright red is still more uncommon.

P. lepida, WaJck. About a dozen specimens taken.

Steatoda bipunetata, L'uu). Taken in 1890 by IMessrs. Woodward, and in

1894 by Mr. Warburton.

Teutana gPOSSa, C. L. Koch. Nine or ten sf)ecimeiis of this very rare

British spider have been taken, mostly in greenhouses.

CPUStUlina Stieta, Cambr. Common.

C. guttata, Wid. Common.

Laseola inOPnata, Camhr. Common.

L. epythPOpus, Sim. One male taken in July, 1907. This is only the second
occurrenc:e of this species in Europe, according to Mons. Simon ; the first

specimen having been found in the soutli of France.

Asagena phalepata, rauz. Six or eight specimens ; mostly found running
about on the cliffs on bright sunny days. Local in Britain, and more
abundant in the north than in the south.

EnoplOgnatha thOPaeiea, Ha?on. Rather common.

E. mandibulaPis, Shu. A single specimen taken in October. Very rare in

Britain.

RobePtUS aPUndineti, Camhr. One adult female taken in May. Rare in
Britain, especially the female.

Bolyphantes bueeulentUS, Clerck. Taken in 1894 by Mr. Warburton.

Tapinopa longidens, Wld. A few specimens found in August and
September.

Stemonyphantes lineata, Linn. Common.
Linyphia tPiangulaPis, Clerch. G-enerally distributed and rather common.

L. pusilla, S/ind. One specimen in June, and one in the autumn.

L. elathPata, Simd. Very common.

Labulla thOPaeiea, Wirl. Several speHm^ms takfn in Jnly.
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Leptyphantes minutus, Bl. Taken occasionally in many parts of the
island.

L. lepPOSUS, Ohl. Sparingly in late autumn. This usually abundant little

spider seems to be very scarce in this island.

L. Blaekwallii, Kulcz. Rather connnon.

L. ObseUPUS, BL Common.
L. tenuis, BI. Common ; the most plentiful species found here.

L. eriesea, BJ. a single example taken in July.

L. Mengii, Kulcz. One in June.

Bathyphantes variegatus, bl Three specimens in June and July.

B. eoneolor, IVuL Six specimens taken at different times.

B. gracilis, bl About a dozen during the summer.

B. dOPSalis, IVid. Only two seen, in July aud August.

Tmetieus bieolOP, bl One taken in August.

Mieroneta eonigera, Camhr. Two in July.

M. Viaria, BL One specimen in early spring.

M. decora, Camhr. One adult male in July. Very rare in Britain.

M. rurestPis, C. L. Koch. About ten specimens taken at various times.

Maso Sundevallii, Westr. Generally distributed, but not common.

Gongylidium gpaminicolum, BL Two specimens taken in June.

G. fuseum, bl Rather common.

G. dentatum, WuL Less frequent than the last.

Epigone longipalpis, Sund. One taken in September.

E. pPOmiseua, Camhr. About a dozen taken at different times during the

summer.

E. dentipalpis, Wid Four in August, one in September, and one in

November.

E. atPa, BL Two in August and one in January. The last, an adult

female, was taken in a curious situation. T found it below highwater mark
running about among the dwarf Fuchs growing on a large rock still wet by
the retiring tide at Petit Bot Bay. It appeared to be quite at home, and
unless it had dropped down from the cliff above, it is diificult to guess

how it got there.

Lophomma punetatum, bl One specimen in July.

Dieymbium nigPUm, bl One in September.

Nepiene pubens, bl Common.

Enidia bitubepculata, wid. One in July.

DismodiCUS bifPOns, bl Not uncommon in summer.

Diplocephalus CPistatus, bl Eight or nine specimens taken at various

times.

EnteleeaPa ePythPOpus, IVestr. Rather common about midsummer

;

not seen at A\iy other season.

PeponOCPanium ludiCPUm, Camhr. Very common.

Apaeoneus humilis, bl One in May.

Poeadienemis pumilus, bl Frequent in June and July.

MetopobaetPUS pPOminulUS. Camhr. Two specimens in July.

StyloetetOP inuncans, Sim. Seven specimens taken at different times.

This little spider has only recently been discovered in England.

WidePia antiea, Wid. Two in May and two in August.

WalckensePa acuminata, bl One adult male taken in September.

COPnieulaPia unieOPnis, Cambr. Common.
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Cepatinella brevis, Wid. One specimen in early spring.

C. bPevipes, IFestr. One in May.

MIMETID^.

EpO thOPaeiea, JFid. Rather common.

EPEIRID^.

TetPag'natha extensa, U/fj/. This usually common spider a^jpears to be
rare here, as I have only met with it a few times.

T. SolandPii, Scop. Local, but plentiful where it occurs.

T. ObtUSa, C. L. Koch. Two specimens in May and June.

Paehygnatha DegeePii, Snnd. Very common.

p. Clerekii, Snnd. Rather common, but much less so than the last species.

Meta segmentata, Clerck. Very common everywhere. Perhaps the most
abundant of all Guernsey spiders ; certainly of all the larger ones.

M. Merianse, Scoj). (lenerally distributed, but much less common than the
last species.

Zilla X-notata, CJcrck. Rather common.

EpeiPa diademata, C'lerck. Common.

E. eueUPbitina, Clcrck. Rather common in summer, especially in furze-

bushes.

E. adianta, Walck. Plentiful in certain localities, rare elsewhere.

E. dPOmedaPia, Walck. A large and very beautiful spider not found in

Britain. I captured three adult specimens, two males and a female,
close together in one spot at INIoulin Huet on May 11, 1907, but I never
met with it again.

MangOPa aealypha, IVaJck. Rather common.

THOMISIDiE.

Misumena Vatia, CIcrck. Three adult specimens taken in different ]3laces,

besides a few immature ones.

Xystieus ePistatUS, Clerck. Very common.

X. Koehii, Thor. About a dozen specimens taken in late summer.

X. pini, Hah),. One in September.

X. sabuloSUS, Hahn. One in August.

X. ePPatieus, Bl. Generally distributed, and rather common. Rare in

Britain.

Oxyptila atomaPia, Panz. About half-a-dozen taken.

0. ppatieola, C. L. Koch. One in July and two in SeiJtember.

0. tPUX, Bl. Eight or ten specimens taken at various times.

0. Blaekwallii, Sim. (Jne in May, and one in July ; the latter, an adult
male, on the cliffs at Moulin Huet.

0. sanetuaPia, Camhr Two specimens taken in August. Rare in Britain.

0. simplex, Camhr. Three taken at different times. Rare in Britain.

0. nigPita, Thor. One specimen found by my little son in September, 1906,
at the base of the wall by the C'uckoo Rock, at Moulin Huet. This species
is not British, and is apparently very rare on the Continent.

PhilodPOmuS dispaP, WaUk. Very common.

P. aUPeolus, CUrck. Very common.

P. eespitieolis, WaUk. Local. Several specimens taken in July.

P. fallax, Simd. One in September
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PISAURIDiE.

Pisaura mirabiliS, Clerc/c Common.

LYCOSIDiE.

Pirata hygrophilus, T/io7-. Taken in 1890 by Messrs. Woodward.
P. piratieus, Clerck. Katlier common in marshy places.

P. latitans, BL More common than tlie last

TrochOSa rUPicola, Deyeer. Three specimens taken at different times.

T. terricola, Thor. Not common. Altogether about twenty specimens
taken.

T. leopaPdus, Smnl. six or eight specimens in various places.

T. pieta, Hahn. Occurs here and there sparingly all along the sandy coas^
from the Vale to Rocquaine. Plentiful in one locality at Cobo.

Tarentula andrenivOPa, Walck. About fifteen or eighteen specimens
taken.

T. pulvePUlenta, CUrck. Not common, but more frequent than the last

species.

T. trabaliS, Clerck. Taken in 1894 by Mr. Warburton.

T. albofaseiata, BndU. Two adnlt specimens captured in ]\[ay, and a
few immature ones at other times. This is an extremely handsome white

-

banded black I^ycosid, indigenous to the south of Europe ; not found in

Britain.

Lyeosa amentata, Gicrck. Common.

L. annulata, Thor. Common.

L. nigrieeps, Thor. Very common. The most abundant of all the

Lycosids in this island.

L. proxima, G. L. Koch. Very common.

L. pullata, Clerck. Very common.

L. herbigpada, Bl. Taken in 1890 by Messrs. Woodw^ard.

L. montieola, C. L. Koch. Rather common, but much less so than most of

the other species of this genus.

SALTICID^.

Epiblemum seenieum, curck. Common.

E. eingulatum. Panz. Three specimens taken in autumn.

E. afflnitatum, Camhr. One in May. Very rare in Britain.

Heliophanus euppeus, WaUk. Very common.

H. flavipes, C L. Koch. One in August.

H. seneus, Hahn. Three specimens taken during the autumn. Not
British.

H. CambPidgii, Sim. Common, but much less so than H. cuprcns. Not
British.

Neon PetieulatUS, Bl. Two specimens beaten out of heather at Jerbourg

in July.

Euophpys SUlfUPea, C L. Koch. Four specimens taken in May. Not
British.

E. fPOntalis, IValck. Rather common.

E. sequipes, Cambr. Six specimens taken in summer and autumn.

AttUS saltatOP, Sim. One taken in August, and another in September on
the sand-hills at the Vale. Rare in Britain.
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/ElUPOps V-insignitUS, Clerck. Several specimens taken in May on the

Forest cliffs in one spot near the Prevote watch-house. This fine spider

is remarkable by its extraordinary leajjiiig j)owers, so that it easily

escajDes capture.

Pellenes Bedelii, 8xm. Not uncommon on the sand hills of the low-lying
coast from the Yale to L'Eree. Not British.

Saltieus fOPmieariUS, WaUk. Very local, but usually plentiful whore it

occiu's, I have found this singular ant-like spider in marshes in three
s^idely- separated parts of Guernsey, viz, : on the cliffs near Petit Bot, in

the Yiuaires Yalley, St. Peter's, and at Grande Mare. It is one of the
very rarest of British spiders.

OEDEE PHALANGIDEA (HAEVESTMEN).

Liobunum POtundum, Latr. Yery common.

L. Blaekwallii, Meade. Common.

Phalangium opiliO, Unn. Yery common.

P. saxatile, C. L. Koch. Eather common.

OligOlophuS agPestis, Meade. Yery common.

0. Meadii, Camhr. Two taken in September.

0. Hansenii, Krcepl, One in autumn.

Nemastoma lugubPe, MilU. Three specimens found in marshes in different

places.

OEDEE CHERNETIDEA (FALSE-SCOEPIONS).

Chthonlus Rayi, L. Koch. One specimen at Bordeaux in September, and

one in the lane at Calais in October ; both under stones.

C. tenuis, L. Koch. Two sf)ecimens found under stones on the cliffs

of Saints Bay in June ; and four in the (piarry at Calais in October. This
species is rare in England.

ChelifeP LatPeillii, Leach, one specimen in August under a stone on the
coast at Fort Eichmond.



THE KAINFALL OF GUEKNSEY FOR THE
YEAR 1907.

BY MR. A. COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

The rainfall for tlie year 1907 at Brooklyn is 34*00 inches,

and as the average of the last 65 years is 36*50, there is a

deficit of 2*50 inches. Table I. will be found to give the

rainfall at " Brooklyn," St. Martin's Road, from which we find

that 1907 is the third year in succession in which the total has

fallen below the average. 1903 and '1904 were above the

average, but these were innnediately preceded b}^ two years of

low rainfall, thus during the last seven years, not to go further

back; there have been five dry and two wet years. The
average in 1902 was 36*52 ; this rose during the wet years to

36*62, but the last three years has again brought it down to

36-50.

As regards the distribution of rain during the year,

April, May and October were wet and contributed together

14*57 inches out of the 34. April gave 9*3°
., of the year's fall

instead of 6*3°/^ its average contribution. May gave 10*3"^

instead of 6*8°/^, and October gave 23*37o instead of 13*3°/^,

that is together just under 43°/^ instead of 26°^. One month
was very dry, March, which contributed 0*75in. or 2*2", ^ of the

year's fall instead of 6*7°
q. September was l*66in. under its

average total, that is less than half. The other dry month
differing largely from its average was January with l*67in.

deficit.

The wet days were also abnormal, for althongh the ([uan-

tity of rain in the year was less than the a\ erage, there Avere

twelve more wet days, resulting, no doubt, from the average

dady falls being lighter than usual.

As regards the distribution of rainfall over the island, I

feel that we are gradually advancing to a certain knowledge,

and I bring before you a few facts gleaned from Table III.

First, there is a decided improvement in the distribution of

the gauges. Before this year the furthest gauge to the S.AV.
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Avas Hautiiez, but hy the kindness of Mr. Frank Lilley I am
now able to give the falls of the last eight months of the year

for St. Peter-in-the-Wood, and I have to report that, as far as

we can prove the fact by the short period of these observations,

the expected falling off to the S.W. is confirmed.

The Observers who have assisted this year are given in

Table 11.

I am sorry to say that our gain in numbers is counter-

balanced by our loss, for Mr. J. de Putron has given up.

His last month was May. This, however, is not so serious a

loss as it would have been had we not two observers in prac-

tically the same j)art of the island. We have noAV records

from several stations Avhich have ceased, and can use them to

get at the distribution of the rainfall. The general deduction

is that there is a falling off in all directions from the neigh-

bourhood of the south of the Town, of about half-an-inch of

rain to the mile.

The falls have varied l)etween 38*21 in. at King's Mills

and 3U'75 at St. Sampson's, but at St. Martin's Koad the

quantity Avas 34*00 in.

The returns from King's jNIills shoAv that Ave cannot

accept the evidence of this station as to its place in the

distribution until a longer interval has elapsed, for on no
fewer than four occasions, to be alluded to later, the

quantities returned Avere not in agreement with the rest of

the island. Xoav as this station last year contributed 89

per cent, of the St. Martin's Road total and this year no

less than 113 per cent., avc nmst wait for the equalisa-

tion AAdiich Avill result fiom a longer period. The rest of

the table is consistent Avith previous results.

As regards the number of Avet days also foimd in Table
III. the Avhole of the stations give a mean for the year of

194, but the numbers vary betAveen 214 at liohais and 181

at L'Ancresse, St. Martin's Road giving 102, Avhich is in

excess of the average.

All the stations taken together give the rainfall of the

year as 32*79 in. or 1*21 in. less than St. Martin's Road.
The heavy falls detailed in Table IV. have been fairly

numerous, and in consequence of the unusual number at King's
Mills (No. 8 in the table) I give a detailed statement of all

falls over 0*60 inch. It is no unusual thing for heavy falls

or even phenomenal falls to occur at one station and to be
represented by (comparatively smaller amounts at the other

stations, but such falls rarely exceed one in the year. This
year King's Mills returns four such falls which Avould be
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difficult to iinflerstand wore tlioy not on days whon heavv
showers prevailed all over tlie island. On ()(;tol)er the 3rd

this station measured 2*08 in. of rain : Ilautnez had 1*11 in. :

St. Martin's Road O'HT, and all the other stations falls helow
0*60 in. Thus this station had nearly double the ({uantity of

the next highest station. The i-ain s(|uall nnist have passed

over the west of the island.

The second was on the l()th of October when th.e quantity

was 1'50 in. The detail of the day also [)roves that the west

of the island only was affected.

On the 29th of the same month another fall of 1'7S in. is

returned. This was a very wet day, but no other station

passed 0*65 in. ; hence there is no way of accounting* for so

purely local showers of great intensity.

On the 27th of December a fall of 1*01 in. is recorded,

but as all the stations return falls ranging from 0'63 to 0*76,

this need not attract much attention ; but these falls massed
give an excess of rain at King's Mills of nearly 4 inches over

St. Martin's Road's falls on the same days.

The table (No. Y.) of droughts requires no comment.
In table VI. I have worked out the order in which the

stations group themselves, as proved by their mean position as

shown in the table.

The order here worked out places King's Mills first, ])ut

the experience of last year shows that this will not be retained

and that its place will ultimately be proved to be much lower,

being as it is on the line from St. Martin's Road to C'obo

(approximately ).

RAINFALL OF THE OTHER ISLANDS.

I have drawn attention in this and other papers to the

difference between the rainfall of the East and West of this

island. The returns which are published of the Jersey

Rainfall lead me to believe that the same differences must
exist in Jersey. We have the returns of the South coast

only and this is so far below the results obtained here, in toAvn,

that it seems to me to be ])robable that the South coast in

Jersey is the portion of least rain as is our S.W. point.

The rainfall is 29*38 against oiu* 34*00 and this difference

occurs year after year. The N.W. of Jersey probably gets

as much rain as our Town, and it is highly probable that the

mean rainfall of both islands, if it Avere knoAvn for all parts,

would be nearly alike.

Jersey falls for June, July, and November exceeded ours

for the same months, but all the other months were drier, and
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August was remarkably dry as compared with this Island, for

onr fall exceeded 2 inches and Jersey reached 0*60 only. The
differences were in the qnantities falling on the wet days for

Jersey had 12 wet days instead of our 1 1 in August.
The comparison for 1907 now stands as follows :

—

Guernsey
Jersey
Herm
Alderney
Sark

I have to thank Mr. Kowswell for his interesting paper
printed Avith this Avhich enables me to discuss the whole group
of the islands.

Inches, Days.

34-00 . .. 192
29-38 . .. 202
29-10 . .. 199
28-84 . ,. 188
26-15 . .. 178

SARK, HERM AND ALDERNEY RAINFALL, 1907.

BY MR. B. T. ROAySAyELL.

These remarks must begin with a statement I yery much
regret having to make, which is that the observations at Herm
were suddenly and nnexpectedl}^ broken in November during

the absence from Herm of Mr. Gore's assistant. The Herm
record for 1907 is thus incomplete, but fortvmately includes

(Jctober, which was an exceptionally wet month in these

islands as well as in England. The break occurred on the

23rd November, but I am pleased to l)e able to add that

measurements were again begun at Herm on Jaiuiary 1st, 1908.

In this connection I must acknowledge my indebtedness to the

three gentlemen mentioned below who so kindly interest them-
selves in the rainfall of their respe(^tive islands and send me
weekly returns of the measurements of the gauges :

—

Capt. J. H. Henry, Yallee du Creux, Sark.

Mr. Leicester Gore, Western Side, Herm.
Mr. W. .J. Picot, Le Huret, Alderney.

At the bottom of the table which accompanies these re-

marks I have aided tlie 1906 totals for the sake of comparison.

As, however, the gauges were only established at the beginning
of 1906, nothing in the way of averages can be attempted as yet,

but a few brief remarks on the year's rainfall as recorded at

these stations may not be out of place.

In cyclonic* showery weather, as also during thundery
sjjells, rainfall is known to vary c(-»n>i(lerably at })laccs but a

1
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short distance apart. (Tuernsey itself attbrds frequent exam-
ples of this, and a ('()m])arison of the measurements made in

the other islands during showery Aveather naturally reyeals *^he

same sort of thing. Jamiary 3rd, 1907, is a good illustration.

On that day a strong to a gale W. to N.W. wind was blowing,
showers were Hying about, and yet Alderney escaped them
altogether, while Sark got a rainfall of 0*20 in. and Herm of
0*01 in. only. In Guernsey on that day the differences were
yery marked ; at I'Ancresse 0*08 in. was recorded, while
0*25 in. fell at St. Sampson's. A snowfall on the 30th ranged
from 0*02 in. at Alderney to 0*12 in. at Sark. In this island

0*21 in. fell at Les Blanches. Another and slighter snowfall

on February 3rd gaye 0*09 in. of Avater at Alderney, only
0*02 in. at Herm and none at vSark. Roughly one inch of

snow yields 0*08 in. of water.

The delightfully fine and dry weather of the last fort-

night of March commenced one day earlier at Sark than in

the other islands, where fifteen rainless days occurred against

fourteen at Herm and Alderney. The return of unsettled

Aveather on April 2nd proyed the beginning of many weeks of

imseasonable rainy weather. In the second Aveek of April a

depression passed from south to north across the Channel
Islands, recurved and passed southward again. The depression

hoyered near us for a period of fiye days, from the 1 1th to the

loth, and gaye altogether 0*91 in. of rain at Sark, 0*85 in. at

Herm and 0*84 in. at Alderney, a yery equally distributed

rainfall as far as the smaller islands are concerned.

On May 22nd a strikingly erratic rainfall was reported,

yiz., a quarter of an inch at Sark and Alderney and three-

quarters of an inch at Herm I At Guernsey the heayiest fall

reported to Mr. Collenette Avas from I'Ancresse Avhere oyer

half-an-inch (0'62) fell. The difference in the returns from
Sark and Herm (half-an-inch) is unusual, but the type of

Aveather at the time being thundery no doubt accounts for the

observed differences. I may add by the Avay that at St.

Aubin's, Jersey, 0*06 in. only Avas measured for that day, and
at Portland Bill across the Channel 0*13 in., AAdiich seems to

point to the rainfall of May 22nd having been concentrated

oyer the Bailiwick of Guernsey.
On July 3rd and 4th much more rain fell at Sark than in

the other islands, yiz., 0*73 in. against 0*39 in. only at Herm
and 0*28 in. at Alderney. Jersey had oyer one inch for the

tAvo days, and the heayiest fall at Guernsey Avas 0'49 in. at the

Grange. .Vlderney reported a heayy thunderstorm on the

22nd July Avith 0*21 in. of Avater ; the other islands escaped
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the visitation. August 9th brought a heavy rainfall to all the

islands, with, in addition to Alderney where the deposit was
least, a " thunderstorm in east." As the table shows the total

rainfall for August at Sark and Herm was identical ; even at

Alderney the difference was trifling.

The September drought was of the same duration in all

the islands, viz., 20 days. It began on the 5th and ended on
the 25th. The break up of this drought marked the beginning

of the 1907-8 rainy season and w^as immediately followed by
an October which upheld its reputation of being usually the

wettest month of the year. Unlike some of the earlier months
which show a remarkable similarity of rainfall, as, for instance,

August (see the table), March and some others, October's

total downpour varied by as much as 2*77 ins. in the smaller

islands, Alderney being very decidedly the wettest place and
Sark the driest. At Alderney the total just stopped short of

eight inches, and is a bigger amount than has ever been
emptied out of my gauge at Les Blanches in a single month
during the fourteen years, 1894-1907. On five days at

Alderney this month the fall exceeded half-an-inch against

four such big downpours at Herm and one only at Sark.

Twice indeed at Alderney the daily fall exceeded one inch.

Of the first (1*15 in. on the 1st) Mr. Picot wrote :
" Stormy,

terrific squalls of wind and rain;" of the second (1*08 in. on

the 18th), " terrific downpour 4 p.m., 0*98 in. rain fell in hori-

zontal sheets." At Guernsey that day a fresh to strong S.

to S.W. gale raged and the heaviest rainfall reported to Mr.
Collenette was 0*62 in. from FAncresse, and the smallest,

0*27 in. from Les Blanches. At Sark and Herm the amount
was as low as 0*20 and O'lo in. respectively. A thunderstorm
visited Alderney on the 8th October, when another big down-
pour (0*86 in.) occurred and smaller amounts at the other

stations. Lightning Avas seen at Guernsey on the evening of

that day.

November 25th was the occasion of Sark's biggest down-
pour for the year and, as the table shows, it exceeded one inch
(1*11 inch). At Alderney the amount was below half-an-inch

(0'47 in.), but at Jersey topped one inch and a half (1*66 inch).

The Herm observations having been unfortunately discontinued
on the 23rd, the amount of the fall at this station is not known.

Considered as a whole there is very little difi'erence in

the total rainfall of 1907 as compared with that of 1906,

especially at Sark, but 1907 was the wetter of the two.

As in 1906 Alderney has again proved itself a more rainy

island than Sark, but unfortunately Herm's position cannot be
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stated o\vlii<>' to the break in the observations. Its position,

liowex ei', wlien the interruption oeenri'ed was central as in

1906.

Heaviest dailv rninfall of year :

—

Sark, I'll inehes, Xovem])er 2')tb.

Herin,
Alderney, l'ir> inches, October 1st.

AV^ettest and (b'ie t months of vear :
—

Sark, r)-20 in., Oct. :
0'.")7 in., March.

Herin,
Alderney, 7't>7 in., Oct. ;

()-47 in., March.

TABLE 1.

ItAINFALL AT ST. MARTIN'S ROAD, lyol

Rainfall. Inches.
Greatest

Proportions
of Monthly

Wet Days.

fall in one
day.

Totals to the

1
o X Years fall.

1907. o X o 9^ -

o

it

1 S

X

i

i
X

i

•2-13 3-80 — 1-67 0-30 1st (y-I

<i < 5

January .

.

10-4 20 19 •1
February.

.

i-91 2-63 —0-72 0-52 19th 5-6 7-1 13 15 2

IMarch ^
.

.

0-75 2-49 —1-74 0-29 14tli 2-2 6-7 11 16 —

5

April .... 3T5 2-34 -i-0-8i 0-48 12tli 9-3 6-3 19 14 .:- 5

May 3 50 2T4 -i-1-36 0-55 22ud 10-3 6-S 15 11 -i-4

June .... 1-77 2 02 —0-25 0-33 15tli 5-2 5 5 21 11 -•- 10

July .... 1-62 2-16 - 0-54 0-55 16th 4-8 ryf< 13 11 .:. 2

August .

.

2-21 2-43 -0-22 0-58 14th 6-5 6-3 11 12 -i
September 1-41 3-07 — 1-66 0-40 27th 41 8-3 8 14 —6
October .. 7-92 4-89 -;-3-03 0-96 1st 23-3 13-3 27 19 -:-8

November. 3-79 4 43 —0-64 1-10 25th 11-2 12-0 16 19 —3
December

.

3-84 4-10 -0-26 0-65

1-10

27th

25th

11-3 11-5 18 19 -1

Tlie year.

.

34-00 36-50 -2-50 100 100 192 180 -1 12

Nov.
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TABLE II.

LIST OF STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.

^^- Observer. Position of Gauge. Part of
Island.

Eleva-
tion.

1
'' Brooklyn," St. IMartin's Rd.

Feet.

Mr. A. Collenette. S.E. 300
2 Mr. B. Rowswell. " Les Blanches," St. Martin's. S.E. 300
3 Guernsey Waterworks. "Hautnez," Forest Road. S. 343
4 Dr. F. Carey. *' Villa Carev," Grange. E. 180

5 Mr. J. Guilbert. '• Colborne Villa," Rohais. E. 145

6 Mr. J. de Putron. "Caledonia Nurserv, '

' Couture. E. 100

T Mr. F. Lilley. "Les Heches," St. Peter-in-
the-Wood. SW.

8 Dr. Duncan. King's Mills, Castel. W. 38

9 Mr. A. Poat. " Richmond," St. Sampson's. N.E. 25

10 Mr. J. Hooart. "Les Mielles," L'Ancresse. N.E. 33

TABLE III.

DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL OVER THE ISLAND DURING 1907.

J^outh fe South East. East. 's.wr West. North East.
a

!

-i
•|

Q X o • Vl m
1907.

X
N
o

1

^
s 2

o

i >

o

6
'QC

'i <
03

^ •-I m ^

2 13 1-96 1-82 2-00 2-03 1-99

Oh

January .

.

2-11 1-85 1-69 1-95

Februarv.

.

1-91 1-72 1-72 1-72 1-89 1-77 1-85 1-67 2-14 1-82

March .... 0-75 0-68 0-62 0-65 0-73 0-71 — 0-66 0-70 0-62 0-68

April 3-15 3 07 2-98 2-48 3-08 2-84 3-00 3 -.54 2-93 2-58 2-95

:Mav .... 3-50 3 27 3-07 3-17 ;^2l 317 3-06 3-38 3-06 3 03 3-19

June 1 77 1-83 1-70 1-65 1-70 . 1-67 1-69 1-59 1-67 1-69

July 1-62 1-60 1-60 1-47 1-42 % 1-77 1-49 1-53 1-61 1-56

August . .

.

2 21 2-22 2-04 , 1'7S 1 81 5 1-94 2-89 1-78 1-53 2-03

September. 1-41 1-34 1-38
1
1-43 1-32 '-M 1-45 1-51 1-37 1-54 1-41

October .. 7-92 7-46 8-38
1
7-61 8-11

g
7-40 11-79 6-94 7-58 8-13

November

.

3-79 3-62 3-43 1
3-55 3-48 jj 3-28 3-^3 3 05 3-20 3-40

December . 3-84 3-72 3-26 !
3-62

31-13

4-25

33-06

-----
3-56

92

1-07
:

4-28 4-28 3-98

The Year.. 34-00 32-49 32-00 38-21

113

210

I30-75
31-47 32-79

Comparis'n 100 95 94

198

92 95

"214

91
\

90

1 184

91 —

Wet Days . 192 206 1 190 — — 181
i

194
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TABLE IV.

HEAVY FALLS OF 060 INCH AND OVER IN (^NE DAY, 1907,

Stations. 1 2 3 4
1

5 6 7 8 9 10

February
April

10th —
i

— — —
—

:

— 0-70

— — 0-60

— 0-89 0-81

— ^ —
J2-08

— 0-83 1-50
— — a-78
— 1-00 0-68

0-61

0-7-?

11th
12th _

May
October

22nd 0-62

1st 0-96 1-08 0-9-? 1-03 0-89 0-85 0-84

3rd 0-67 —
0-76 0-70

0-61 —
0-82 0-84

1-10 0-96

—
!

—
0-65 0-69

Ill

0-60

0-60

64
1-08

0-66

_

0-73

14th 72

16th 0-71 0-70 0-6-^

29th 0-62 0-65

0-86 0-79November 24th 0-78

25tli

December 8th
27th

1-01

0-67

1-02

0-76

— 0-75 0-88 0-75 0-72

—
i

— — ;0-63, —
— 0-65 1-01 0-63 0-68

TABLE V.

DROUaHTS, 1907. NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DRY DAYS.

(14 days without rain = a drought.)

Inclusive dates for shortest
STATIONS .

droughts.
1 2 3

14

4

14

5

14
_

6

14

7

_

8 9 10

March 19th to April 1st ....

September 6th to 25th
14
20

14
20

14 14
1

14
— ' 19

:

-
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TABLE VI.

Shewino- the percentages of rainfall measured in variou

parts of the ishuid, taking that of ''Brooklyn" as 100.

Brooklyn i 100
Les Blanches
Hautnez
Grange
Eohais
Couture
St. Peter's-in-the-WoocI
King's Mills

St. Sampson's
L'Ancresse
Cobo
Perelle

P'o 1903.

Q^*^

100 100
98 94

z 90— 97
— 95

—
92

88 91

87 84
80 79

1904. 1905.

100
96
97

94
99
95

98
98
89

100
98
99
90
100
95

93
94

1906. 1907. Order.

100 100 2

95 95 4
92 94 5

91 92 9

95 95 3

94 91 6— 92 8

92 113 1

96 90 7

91 91 8

10
— — 11

TABLE VIL

GUERNSEY AND JERSEY RAINFALL COMPARED- -1907.

Months

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

The year 34-00
1
29-38

Wet Days.

20
13
11

19

15

21

13

11

8

27

16

18

192

22
13

12

21

15

17

13

12

10
26
20
21

202

Heaviest Falls
over 0-50.

0-52

0-55

0-55

0-58

0-96

1-10

0-65

0-54

1-08

0-58

0-7i

l-6(

1-10
I

1-66

Longest dry
Intervals.

Da

7

13
5

4
2

13

8

20
1

3

5

20

ys. --

5

6

13
5

5

4
14

7

14
1

5

5

14

East Coast of Guernsey. South Coast of Jersey.
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GUERNSEY SUNSHINIO FOK H)(i7.

BY Mli. A. COJ.LEXF/rTK, F.( .S.

The year 1907 has^ fallen 56*55 hours below the average of

the 14 years during which sunshine records have been kept.

As will be seen in the first table there have been live

months above their averages and seven below. Among those

above, March stands out as having passed its average by 82
hours and, as shew^n in table 2, is the sunniest March on
record. There have been two other records, but unfortunately

they were records of gloom; both May and June proved to be
the gloomiest we have had in the 14 years.

March contributed 12*4 °^ of the year's total instead of

T-e'/;. April, Mav and June, 9-8 7^; 9-7 °
^ and 10-2%

instead of lO'l \ ,
"12-9 7„ and 13-1 \'. The other months

were nearer their proper proportion.

Although cloud is estimated and sunshine measured there

is a fair agreement between cloudiness and sunshine in the

tables. This is the more satisfactory when we consider that

the amount of cloud is estimated at 9 a.m. and 9 jD.m., there-

fore in the latter case after sundown. March gives 3*6 as the

cloud instead of its average, 5'5. We therefore expect to

find April, May and June in excess of their averages of cloud,

and so it has proved, for these have each 6*3 (April 6*2),

when they should not have varied much from 4*5. On the

whole the cloud of the year is 6*0 instead of the average 5*3.

Naturally Ave also expect that the sunless days have increased

in 1907 and find 58 instead of 47. November was the month
with the greatest number, 11, and 8 months had a larger

number of sunless days than their averages.

Although a year of low, it has not been a year of least,

sunshine, for there have been five years of lower sunshine, but

it has fallen below the average. The daily value of mean
sunshine in each month is now fairly made out and we find

that a December day is worth in sunshine, in the averages,
1*4 hours ; a July day, 9 hours, the remainder lie between
these two extremes. The whole year gives the average daily

sunshine as 5*2 hours. That of the South coast of England
is 4-9.

The details of the table is worth a studv. For instance

March is a record for Maximum, while May and June are

records for ^linimum sunshine.
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It is also interesting to know that we may look for more
sunshine on the 11 th of Jnly th.-in on any other day of the

year and for less on the 13th of December. There are also

the facts that the average gloomiest days in May, June, July
and August are 5*72, 6*35, 5*96, 6*77 hours, and the average
sunniest days in these months exceed 10 hours.

I have prepared a new table (No. III.) which shows the

effect of continued sunshine on Temperature. This table

speaks for itself and need not be remarked on here. I expect

that it may be considered here that the difference of 4° in tem-
perature between a gloomy and sunny summer will seem small,

but it must not be overlooked that small differences in

''means " represent large differences in detail.

The comparison betAveen Guernsey and Jersey is one
which always interests us. The year's sunshine exceeds, in

Guernsey, that of Jersey by 22 hours. This is a small excess,

but those of you who have followed my previous papers will

know that it has occurred fairly constantly.

It will also be of interest to give the sunshine for the

United Kingdom for 1907 and in averages. In these it will

be seen that these Islands are far sunnier than any portion of

the British Isles.

GUERNSEY SUNSHINE IN COMPARISON, 1907.

Scotland— Hours Bright Sunshine.

Glasgow 1,210
Edinburgh 1,338
Aberdeen 1,401

Ireland—
Valentia 1,333

England—
London (Westminster) 1,231

(Regent's Park) 1,301
Nottingham 1,249
Blackpool 1,519
Bath 1,674
Clacton 1,730
Bournemouth 1,790

Channel—
Scilly 1,588
Jersey 1,839
Guernsey 1,860
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SUNSHINE RECORDS IN 1907.

SOME SCOTTISH DISTRICTS AS SUNNY AS THE SOUTH
OF ENGLAND.

The only records of sunshine that now receive official

recognition in the British Isles are those obtained by means
of the Campbell-Stokes recorder. That instrument is of the

burning-glass type, and its records are records of what is tech-

nically known as "bright sunshine." A good deal of what we
should popularly describe as " sunshine " may perhaps be left

unregistered, but since the records from all such instruments
are comparable with one another, the sunshine statistics from
various places during any year or season are clearly of no little

interest. How then did 1907 stand in our islands in the matter
of sunshine ? What were the sunniest districts ? How did the
Channel Islands compare with the Orkneys ? And as regards
Scotland, did the sunshine records bear any precise relation to

the abnormal seasonal distribution of rainfall ?

In the first place, consulting reports of the Meteorological
Office, London, and of the Scottish Meteorological Society, and
considering merely the aggregate amount of sunshine recorded
during 1907, we have the following statistics for various places
in our islands :

—

AGGREGATE SUNSHINE IN 1907.

SCOTLAND.
Hours. Hours

Stornoway . 1187 Aberdeen 140]
Fort-Augustus ... . . J)56 Cratlies 1343
Paisley . 1121 Balruddery 1271
Glasgow . 1012 Edinburgh 1338
Deemess . n55 Marchmont 1298
Strathpeffer . 1190 Duns Castle . .

.

1281
Naim . 1368

ENGI/AND.
Blackpool . 1519 Clacton-on-Sea 1730
Llandudno . 1541 London (Regent's Park) 1304
Pembroke . 1574 Bournemouth ... 1790
Bath . 1674 Jersey 1839
Nottingham . 1249 Scilly 1588
London (Westminster)

.

. 1234

IRKI.AND.

Bin- Castle . 1245
1

Yalentia 1333

In every part of the country, except possibly towards the
north-west of Scotland, the records fell far below those for
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1906—a remarkably sunny year—as is very evident if we (juote

the comparative figures for a few places

—

1907. 1906.

Hours. Hours.

Stomoway 1187 ... 1190
Aberdeen 1401 ... 1525
Edinburgh 1338 ... 1473
Clacton-on-Sea 1730 ... 1996
London (Westminster) 1234 ... 1513
Jersey 1839 ... 2003
Valentia 1333 ... 1435

The contrast between the two years was perhaps most
remarkable in the case of London, for though I'.'O? in the

Metropolis had somewhat more than its normal allowance, it

had only about four-fifths as much sunshine as 190(5, which
was by far the sunniest year on record.

SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND.

As is always the case over any considerable period Scotland
enjoyed much less sunshine than England. Fort Augustus,
surrounded as it is by hills, may be set aside as exceptional

;

whilst the comparatively low figures for Paisley, Glasgow,
Nottingham and London, illustrate the disadavantage under
which great cities and centres of industry must always labour.

In our list the sunniest places where Jersey, Bournemouth and
Clacton-on-sea on the coast of Essex, and in any year the
districts in our islands most favoured in the matter of sunshine
will be found in the east of England and on the English
Channel. The great contrast that always exists between the
Channel Islands and the Orkneys and Hebrides was less stri-

king in 1907 than has been the case in some years, but indicates

an enormous difference between the extremes of our area as

regards the important element of sunshine.
A comparison of Stornoway and Jersey throughout the

year is of interest ;

—

Stornowav. Jersey. Difference.
1907. Hours. Hours. Hours.

January 12 ... ... 67 ... ... -•- 55
February 63 ... ... 89 ... ... -;- 26
March 116 ... ... 221 ... ... -;-105

April 155 ... ... 190 ... ... -i- 35
May 165 ... ... 167 ... ... -1- 2
June 103 ... ... 170 ... ... -i- 67
July 159 ... ... 259 ... .. -!-100

August 109 ... ... 217 ... ... -rl08
September ... , 121 ... ... 199 ... ... -i- 78
October ... . 107 ... ... 140 ... ... -i- 33
November ... 54 ... ... 67 ... ... -r 13
December ... . 23 ... ... 53 ... ... -i- 30

Year 1187 1839 ---652
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Thus in the month of May there was practical agreement
between the two records, Avhilst the more favoured conditions

of the Channel Islands w^ere most strongly marked in March,
July and August. The winter difference is less striking than
that in summer, Avlien we remember that the days are much
longer in summer in the North of Scotland than in the South
of England, the converse of course being the case in the w^inter

half-year. Indeed, for its full interpretation, a sunshine record
should be considered from two points of view. Thus we may
say that in July, 1907, Jersey enjoyed fully three hours per day
more sunshine than Stornoway, or w^e may consider the total

number of hours that the sun w-as above the horizon in either

latitude, and obtain the following comparison :

—

Sunshine—July, 1907.

159 hours at Stornoway equal 30 p.c. of possible.

259 „ Jersey ,, 54 ., ,,

And in the same month there was an even greater contrast

between the Channel Islands and the Orkneys, when an aggre-

gate of 103 hours at Deerness represented only 19 per cent.

of the possible amount.
Amongst the Scottish stations, Aberdeen and Nairn come

first. As a rule in any year the sunniest districts in Scotland
are to be found in the north-east and south-east, sheltered as

these are ])y the Grampians and the southern uplands from the

cloud-bearing westerly winds. There is not material to afford

a detailed comparison between east and west, but the great

superiority of Aberdeen to Stornoway indicates that the greater

rainfall characteristic of the west coast is, as we should expect,

associated Avith rather less sunshine.

THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION.

In the east of Scotland 1907 made a brilliant start. January,
February and March had each a most generous allowance of sun-
shine : indeed, in the month of February, Edinburgh appears to

have been about the sunniest place in our islands, enjoying
fully half-an-hour's more sunshine per day even than Bourne-
mouth, and fully an hour more per (lay than Jersey, the actual

records were :

—

February, 1907.

Edinbiu-gh 125
Bournemouth 107
Jersey 89

April diff'ered little from average conditions, but thereafter

the weather showed a progressive deterioration in the matter
of sunshine, and the wet month of May had actually less

sunshine than February, a month with much shorter days and
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three days fewer. And until the end of the year September
alone stood out as favoured in the matter of sunshine.

It may be said that in an}' year there are "surprises" in

the matter of sunshine. Thus, after four months, May to

August, during which Scotland had been much behind Kngland
in the matter of sunshine, we find that in September some
Scottish districts were at least as sunny as the south of Kngland.
For example, Crathes, on Deeside, was practically as sunny as

Jersey, and the similarity can only be described as extraordinary
in comparison with the entirely different conditions of the three

l^receding months. Thus the figures were :

—

1907.

June ...

July ...

August
September

Crathes. Jersey.
Hours. Hours.
125 ... ... 170
108 ... ... 259
123 ... ... 217
194 .. ... 199

A general impression of the weather of 1907 in Scotland as

regards sunshine is given by the figures for Aberdeen as com-
pared with the average for that place. Aberdeen is one of the

few places in Scotland, going back as far as 1881, which may
be said to have been the first year in which the sunshine re-

corder found an approved place in the equipment of a weather
observatory. Comparing, then, last year's figures with the

average as deduced from the records of the twenty-five years,

1881-1905, we have the following table :

—

Sunshine at Aberdeen.

January
February
March . .

.

April ...

May ...

June . .

.

July ...

August
September
October
November
December

1907.

Hours.
60

111
173
150
141
149
129
143
183

87
49
26

1881-1905.

Hours.
50
72

. 118

. 155

. 189
, 187

163
, 153
, 123
, 99
. 55
, 37

Average
Difference.

Hours.
-;- 10
-•- 39
-;- 55

— 48— 38— 34— 10
-;- 60— 12— 6— 11

Year 1401 1401

Thus, at Aberdeen, the year had exactly its average allowance
of sunshine, whilst the distribution throughout the year was
very far from approaching the normal.

In conclusion, we may note that incursions of fog pre-

vented Edinburgh from participating to the full in the very
sunny character of the month of September, and make a
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comparison bet\Yeen Jersey and the Scottish capital as regards

the incidence of sunshine during the period from June to

September. Thus deiining a very sunny day as one with ten

hours or more of sunshine, and a very cloudy day as one with
only half-an-hour or less, w^e have the following figures :

—

TOTAL SUNSHINE.

Edinbui-gh .

Jersey ... .

June. July.
Hours. Hours.
151 ... 132 ...

170 ... 259 ...

NUMBER OF VERY SUNNY DAYS.

August.
Hours.
157 .

217 .

September.
Hours.

.. 136

.. 199

Edinbiu'gh .

Jersey ... .

5 ... 3 ...

9 ... 16 ...

NUMBER OF VERY CLOUDY DAYS

3 .

9 .

1

.. 9

Edinburgh .

Jersey ... .

4 ... 5 ...

5 ... 4 ...

1 .

2 .

7

4

Thus whilst Edinburgh, during the summer period, was greatly

behind Jersey in the total amount of sunshine and the number
of brilliantly fine days, the contrast being most marked in July
and September, the fogs of the English Channel appear to have
been almost as effective as the haars of the Firth of Forth in

producing days on which the sky remained continuously, or all

but continuously, overcast.

A. Watt.
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

The Fifth Annual Soiree of the vSociety was held in

the Guille-Alles Lecture Hall on the 11th February, 1908.

As on previous occasions the audience was large and appre-

ciative, and evidently enjoyed the various items of a well-

arranged, diversified programme. The short lectures were
illustrated by means of slides thrown on the screen, and a
delightful series of musical selections, admirably rendered
by Miss Hirchfeld, Miss Edmonds, Mr. J. Marquand, and
the members of the Elizabeth College Choir, were received

with well-merited applause.

Mr. F. L. Tanner, the organising director of the Soiree,

expressed regret at the absence of the President who had
left the island for the benefit of his health. The preparation

of an entertainment of this kind was not quite so easy a
matter as it might seem, but he wished to thank the ladies

and gentlemen who had responded to his appeal, particularly

to those who had so kindly undertaken the musical portion

of the programme. As this was one of the meetings of

the Society it was his pleasing duty to ask them to elect

a new member. Dr. R. L. Woollcombe, of Dublin, who had
been duly proposed and seconded at the last meeting.
Dr. Woollcombe was unanimously elected a member of the

Society.

The first Lecture, by Mr. E. D. Marquand, A.L.S.,
was entitled " Bees and Wasps." After referring to the
curious ideas entertained by the ancients with regard to

the reproduction of bees, the life history of the common
hive-bee was briefly sketched, with its unexplained mysteries,
such as the production of three very distinct classes or
so-called sexes of bees from eggs laid by the same parent,
and the power of the workers to transform a common worker
grub into a queen, even when three days old. The structural

differences between bees and wasps were clearly pointed out,

and the adaptation of the month organs in various species

to suit the requirements of the flowers from which they
obtained their food.
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The second Lecture, by Mr. A. Colleiiette, F.C.S.,
coiiL^isted mainly of experiments with solid carbonic acid.

To the audience this substance appeared like lumps of salt,

and Avater poured on a lump appeared to boil. The lecturer

explained how under great pressure the gas becomes solidified

without passing through an intermediate stage analogous to

water, and in this condition a very low temperature is

attained, so that a tube of mercury soon becomes solid.

It was possible that the polar snow caps of Mars consisted

of solid carbonic acid, and, if so, life as Ave know it could

not be sustained.

The third Lecture by Mr. F. L. Tanner, L.D.S., was
entitled " Atlantis : a lost continent." In ancient times it

was believed that the great ocean separating Europe from
America had once been dry land, and modern research had
somewhat confirmed the idea, because it was now known
that seams of coal existed in the bed of the Atlantic.

This so-called continent was probably an island of vast

size. Slides were shown to illustrate the flora of the car-

boniferous period and the huge reptiles Avhich may have
had their home in this submerged area, gigantic animals

which were the ancestors of the present races of living

things. Among them were the remarkable Bird-reptiles from
which the birds trace their descent.

The entertainment, besides giving pleasure to a large

number of people, proved very successful financially, and
after deducting all incident expenses the sum of £7 Is. 2d.

was added to the Society's funds.

Monthly Meeting held on March 18th, 1908, Mi\ W. Sharp,

Vice-President, in the chair,

Messrs. A. E. Jessup and A. C. Jessup were unanimously
elected members of the Society.

The Hon. Secretary exhibited some strawberry leaves

bearing a parasitic fungus which had been identified at Kew
as Spmnaria alba, a species already recorded for this island.

Mr. E. D. Marquand read some "Botanical Notes"
which are published in the present Transactions, and then

gave a brief description of the five classes of citizenship

into which all British plants are commonly divided, i.e.,

natives, colonists, denizens, aliens and casuals.

Mr. J. S. Hocart read a paper on the old Guernsey
Lamp or Crdsset, and exhibited a fine specimen of the lamp
itself and the stand on which it was usually hung ; also
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an old flint and tinder-box, and gave a practical demonstration

of the mode of obtaining a light in the days of our forefathers

during the first half of last century, before lucifer matches
came into use. Mr. Hocart's paper is printed in the following

pages.

Mr. G. Derrick read a paper on the " Migration of

Birds." In it he explained what migration implied, with

examples showing the immense distances traversed by many
species and the routes most frequented. Then he entered

into the causes of migration, the speed and height at which
various species travel, a comparison between the spring and
autumn passages, the dangers the birds encounter, with
statistics of the number of various species returned as killed at

various lighthouses. Next Avere given the generally accepted

ideas as to why certain lines of flight were followed, and
how the route is recognised. The lecturer pointed out that

the Channel Islands are out of the line of the general

migration ; most of the birds pass across the Channel in

its narrower part and keep to the east of us. From the

bulletin of the British Ornithologists' Club, 1906, we learn,

that of 29 species reported on, 10 were never observed west
of Portland, 6 others were only observed once. Ring-ousels,

Blackcaps, Wood -warblers, Sedge -Avarblers, Tree -pipits,

Spotted Fly-catchers, Cuckoos and Sandpipers occur twice

on the list ; Swallows, House-martins, Swifts, Sand-martins
and ChifF-chafls are the only ones frequently observed ; so that

these are the ones which are most likely to be noticed crossing

the island in their migrations. Our observations in Guernsey,
continued Mr. Derrick, tend to shew that the Swallows and
Martins seen here in late October and early November
are not birds bred in the island, but individuals calling

here on their way from England southward, and similarly

in the spring nearly all the early arrivals pass on further
north ; a flock of a dozen or so will be seen one afternoon,

the next day without any change of weather none are seen ;

but later another flock arrives and passes ; after that with
the main flight those arrive which pass the summer with us.

We in Guernsey, said Mr. Derrick, have movements of birds
resembling the great annual migrations, though on a very
minute scale. About April thousands of sea birds are to

be seen on the coasts of Sark ; a flock of 200 gulls may
be counted following the plough picking up worms and grubs
from the freshly-turned earth. They make the island their
annual resort at the breeding season, just as swans, wild geese,

&C.5 use the Polar seas. On the Autelets every ledge is
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crowded with guillemots, shags, cormorants or gulls ; they

are thick on the outlying rocks and on the cliffs. After
September, except for cormorants and shags, not 50 sea birds

will be seen on any day. Indeed in December, cliffing round
the island, I only saw three gulls during one whole afternoon.

Similarly, puffins congregate on the Amfroques (the Humps)
and form large flocks in the breeding season, but hardly

any are seen in the winter ; but even then gulls are numerous
along the front of the town, for there food is abundant.

Mr. E. D. Marquand pointed out that the migratory
impulse was not by any means universal in the same species.

For example, swallows, which are summer migrants in Northern
Europe, are permanent residents in parts of Africa, and the

Kobin, that remains with us all the year, is a migratory species

in Sweden. Mr. Tanner and Mr. De La Mare also took part

in the discussion.

Monthly Meeting held on April 8th, 1908, Mr. F. L. Tanner,

L.D,S., in the chair,

Mr. G. F. Alles exhibited a series of chipped flints which
he had collected in a field near Doyle's column. The
Secretary said they had years ago been found plentifully there,

as well as in several other places—and it was supposed by some
that they were modern musket flints, but their colour, shape

and size, were against this theory. They rather support the

belief that they belong to the period when these islands were
capped with chalk, and are the remaining evidences of the

denudation that subsequently occurred. Mr. J. Sinel gave an
interesting account of the exploration of the Cotte de la

Chevre, in Jersey, some 25 years ago, in which he found
worked flints and arrowheads, as well as other undoubted
relics of early human occupation.

Mr. Linwood Pitts exhibited one of the old square

lanterns that used to be carried about by the night watchmen
in this island ; also a Russian copper coin dated 1798, found
in the Canichers, probably belonging to the Russian troops

stationed in Guernsey in 1800. A curious copper crasset

which he also exhibited, was considered to be of comparatively

recent date.

Mr. H. E. Marquand showed an odd-looking printer's

candlestick, and said he knew for a fact that similar

candlesticks Avere used by Guernsey printers early in the

last century, say about 1820.
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Mr. W. A. LnfF exhibited some living larvae of the

Jersey Tiger Moth ( Callimorpha Hera) which was not rare in

the perfect state in this island, but the larva3 were very seldom

seen.

Mr. E. D. Marquand read a paper by the Rev. Canon A.
Norman, F.R.S., lately published on the Crustacea of the

Channel Islands, and made some remarks upon the species

catalogued. The main portion of this paper is printed in the

present Transactions. Mr. J. Sinel followed up the subject

by an instructive extempore lecture on the metamorphoses of

certain crabs and barnacles, illustrated by capital sketches on

the blackboard.

Mr. A. Collenette took this opportunity, as Curator of

the Aluseum, to call attention to the rich local collections of

Crustacea, shells, insects and other objects to be seen in the

Museum. During the last few years these had been classified

and arranged so as to be of real educational value.

Mr. J. S. Hocart read a short paper on Le Gibet des

Faies, and La Fontaine des Faies, at Lancresse, which like

many other interesting spots were rapidly passing out of

recollection.

Owing to pressure of time, a paper by the Editor of the

Star on Old Guernsey Legends, was postponed for reading at

a future meeting.

The Chairman said the present meeting concluded the

session. No programme had been considered yet for summer
excursions, but if any were arranged, the members would
receive due notice.

Monthly Meeting held on October 21st, 1908, Mr. E. D.
Marquand, A.L.S., V^ice-President, in the chair.

His Excellency Major-General R. Auld, C.B., Lieuten-

ant-Governor of Guernsey, Rev. P. Mesny, Rector of the

Catel, Mr. N. W. Priaulx, and Advocate W. H. Foote, were
unanimously elected members of the Society.

The Secretary reported that another cist had been
unearthed in St. Saviour's Churchyard ; as usual, it was
empty, but the Rector, Rev. J. H. Bibby, had carefully

preserved the stones in position.

Mr. Collenette exhibited some bones recently found in

the sand at Moulin Huet by Mr. H. Barker. They consisted

of the backbone, ribs, leg, and a portion of the skull of a dog,

and examination had proved them to belong to an animal of

quite recent times. The finder, however, deserved their
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thanks for having drawn attention to them, for these chance
discoveries often prove to be something of great scientific

vahie.

Mr. E. Sharp exhibited two marine animals taken by him
at Havelet Bay—one, a rare Sea Anemone, Halcampa
clirysantJielhim—the other, IJaliclystcH octoradiutns, a Unk
between the Jellyfishes and the Sea Anemones. Mr. Sinel

said the latter was not uncommon in Jersey, but although
undoubtedly the same species, it was a far more delicate and
graceful form than that which occurred in the sister island.

Mr. J. Sinel read a paper, which is printed in full in the

present Transactions, upon " The Mammalia and Reptilia of

the Channel Islands." Some of the points raised as to the

relative age of the different islands were the subject of an
animated discussion in which several members took pai't.

The Chairman expressed the opinion that the flora of the

different islands, which varied in character, would be found to

throw considerable light on the lecturer's theories and
calculations : and therefore he hoped that when Mr. Sinel's

paper was printed, an evening would be set apart for the full

discussion of it, as the subject was one of the most interesting

ever brought before the attention of the members.

Monthly Meeting held on November 18th, 1908, Mr. A.

Collenette, F.C.S., Vice-President, in the chair.

Miss R. Corbin was unanimously elected a member of

the Society.

The Hon. Secretary exhibited specimens of two plants

new to Sark : Sinapis nigra and S. alba, discovered by him
this year in that island.

A specimen of the common mussel of extraordinary size,

lately presented to the Museum, was exhibited. It was the

so-called " Hoof-mussel " (knoAvn to conchologists as the var.

Gallo-prorAncialis), and was evidently of great age, being

covered with calcareous alga3 and other incrustations.

Mr. Collenette reported that at Hougue Ricard, Vale, he

had seen a sample of granite that appeared identical with the

gneiss of the south of the island, even to the foliation. Mr.
De La Mare agreed that the rocks may be identical, the

metamorphism being a change of state in plutonic rocks

rather than a change from deposited to crystallised rocks.

Mr. E. D. Marquand read a paper on the local Dialect

Names of Animals, and a review of the Guernsey Patois

Literature, which is printed in the following pages. The
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Chairman said this was a very vahiable essay, but it would be

better appreciated and discussed when it appeared in print.

Several members spoke on the subject, and expressed their

high appreciation of Mr. Marquand's services to both science

and literature in the production of so valuable a paper.

Mr. W. A. LufF, F.E.S., read a paper on the " Insects of

Jersey," with complete lists of the various species so far as at

present known, thus enabling a comparison to be made of the

insect-fauna of that island with the other Channel Islands.

This valuable paper will be found further on in these pages.

The Ticenty-sixth Animal Meeting of the Society luas held on

December 9th, 1908, Mr, W. Sharp, Vice-President, in the

chair.

The Eev. G. Terry, B.A., of Montville, St. Martin's,

was unanimously elected a member of the Society.

The annual Sectional Reports, embodying the work of

the year in various branches, were read as follows :

—

Botany, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.
Entomology, by Mr. W. A. LufF.

Geology, by Mr. C. G. De La Mare.
Folklore, by Mr. J. Linwood Pitts.

Marine Zoology, by Mr. F. L. Tanner.
Ornithology, by Mr. E. D. Marquand.

The Hon. Secretary next read the annual Report of the

Council, and the Hon. Treasurer presented his statement of

account, showing a balance in hand of £21 18s. 4d.

The Chairman said they must all deeply regret on this

important occasion the absence of the President, Rev. G. E.
Lee, which deprived them of the pleasure of listening to his

promised Address. The term of Presidency expired to-day,

and it would be necessary to elect a successor to Mr. Lee to

fill the office for the ensuing two years. He was pleased to

say that the Council were unanimous in proposing the
esteemed Bailiff of Guernsey, Mr. William Carey. This
announcement was received by the meeting with loud applause,
and Mr. Carey was accordingly elected President of the
Society.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. G. T. Derrick) and the Hon.
Treasurer (Mr. W. A. LufF) were re-elected by acclamation,
with thanks for their services, and on the ballot being taken
for the new Committee, it resulted in the substitution of
Mr. B. Rowswell for Mr. W. Carey, the remaining members
of the Committee being re-elected.
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Some regret having been expressed that no excursions

had been held during the past summer, it was arranged that

next year a programme should be made out, the details of

which would be arranged by the Council.

MontJdy Meeting held on January 27th, 1909, Mr. W, Carey

^

President, in the chair.

Miss Mary Brown, B.A., was unanimously elected a

member of the Society.

The Hon. Secretary reported the discovery of an
extremely interesting relic of the past, in the shape of an
ancient canoe, possibly belonging to the same period as our
cromlechs. Unfortunately, its precise size and shape could at

present be only conjectured, as any further excavation would
endanger the building operations now going on. The spot

where this relic was found is on the property of Mr. Fletcher,

at the Coutanchez, and it cannot possibly be a recent burial of

any kind. Further investigations will be made as soon as

opportunity occurs. An excellent drawing by Mr. Hapgood,
showing the various deposits in section, and the supposed
canoe in position, was exlubited.

Mr. A. CoUenette then read his annual reports on the

Sunshine and Rainfall of Guernsey during the past year,

illustrating his remarks by a series of lantern slides, showing
comparative tables and diagrams.

Mr. B. T. Bowswell contributed a paper showing the

Rainfall and general Weather Report for the islands of

Alderney, Sark and Herm—a very valuable supplement to

Mr. Collenette's record. Both these papers are published in

the present Transactions.

Mr. F. L. Tanner announced that the Sixth Annual
Soiree of the Society would be held on the 9th of February,
and an attractive programme had been arranged.

Report of the Council.

The Society has now completed the twenty-sixth year of

its work, and the results are in every way satisfactory. The
evening meetings have been well attended ; a fair number of

new members have joined our ranks, and the financial position

is gratifying.

The papers read at the various meetings, most of which
will be pTiblished in the Transactions, deal with local matters,

and contain as usual much valuable information which w^ould
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probably not have been either collected or preserved had this

Society not been in existence. Continued observation of the

specialities and peculiarities which distinguish the fauna and
flora of the different islands has led to the consideration of

the cause of these diversities, and to discussion as to the

period at which each island became separated from the conti-

nent, and the manner in which this severance was brought

about. It is hoped the resnlt will give us clearer and more
definite ideas on this difficult and important subject.

The Council regret that they could not see their way to

org-anise excursions during the summer months. In our small

and confined area it is difficult to find new localities of suffi-

cient interest to draw all sections of the Society ; but there

are always novel features of rock formation exposed during

quarrying operations ; fresh points of interest in the fauna
and flora ; and relics of arch^ological interest which have not

been described or even mentioned in the Transactions of our

Society, and these might be made the destination of sectional

excursions.

The Council desire to tender their hearty thanks to the

ladies and gentlemen who assisted in making the annual
Soiree so great a success ; and they also desire to gratefully

acknowledge their obligations to the Gnille-Alles Library for

the gratuitous use of a room in which to hold our meetings,

and for access to their Reference Library.

During the present year the following publications have
been received by the Society :

—

Smithsonian Institute :

—

Annual Report for 1906.

Report of the National Museum for 1907.

Portici :

—

Bolletino del Laboratorio di Zoologia Generale e

Agraria.

Do., Vol. II., 1908.

University of Rennes :

—

Travaux Scientifics, Vol. IV., 1905.

Vol. v., 1906, and 2e Partie.

Philadelphia :

—

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science,
Vol. 59, Part HI., 1907.

Do., Vol. 60, Part I., 1908.

Do., Vol. 60, Part II.,. 1908.

Wisconsin Academy :

—

Transactions, Vol. 15, Part II., 1907.
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Lloyd's Library :

—

Bulletin : Reproductions Series, No. 6, Hydrastis
Canadensis,

Librarian of Congress :

—

Report for 1907.

Societe Jersiaise :

—

33rd Annual Bulletin.

Prodrome de la Flore des Algues Marines des
lies Anglo-Normandes (Van Heurck).

Actes des Etats, 1755 to 1760.

Livres de Perchage du Fief de Blanchelande, Guernesey,
(kindly presented by Mr. B. H. G. Le
Febvre, the present owner of the propertj^).
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Report of the Bottinical Section.

Members of the Society Avho are interested in the work
of this Section will remember that last March a paper was
read summarising the notes which have been collected upon
the flora of our area subsequent to the publication seven

years ago of the Flora of Guernsey and the Lesser Channel
Islands. As this paper, when printed in the current number
of the Transactions^ will be foimd to include the most recent

information upon our phanerogamic and cryptogamic plants,

thus forming a complete supplement down to the end of the

present year, but little need be said now, consequently the

present Report will be a very short one.

Two new flowering plants have been added to the flora

of Sark this year by Mr. Derrick, Sinajns alba and 8.

nif/ra, both of them Casuals, and both occurring in Guernsey,
though rare. The occurrence of alien plants, or Casuals

as they are technically called (/.e., species introduced with
agricultural seeds or ballast brought from other places),

is now attracting more attention than ever from botanists, and
therefore we must watch for and note any such when they
make an appearance within our limits. It is surprising how
few Casuals of foreign origin we have in Guernsey, con-

sidering the immense quantity of seeds and roots continually

being brought into the island from outside.

An unrecorded fungus has to be added to our list,

Exoascus ( Ascomyces) deformans. It was found in early

summer by Mr. W. A. LufF in the Candie Grounds near
the entrance to the lower garden, where it infested an
almond-tree, causing " leaf-curl," and at a distance giving

it the appearance of being covered with red flowers. Many
other microscopic fungi, attacking trees, shrubs and vegetable
produce of various kinds occur here but are unrecorded,
for want of having been adequately studied, and their

identiflcation can only be satisfactorily determined by
specialists.

Several specimens of the Fly Agaric {Amanita muscaria)
were found this year growing under a tree in the grounds
of Miss Domaille, La Colombelle, Ruettes Brayes. This
very handsome species is one of the most striking as well

as one of the most poisonous of the mushroom-like Agarics,
and may always be known by its rich crimson colour spotted
with white. It has only once before been recorded for

Guernsey.

E. D. Marquand, Sec. Bot. Sect.
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Report of the Eutoiiiological Section.

In presenting the seventeenth anrnuil re])ort of the

Entomological Section, I am pleased to say it is one of the

most interesting of the series. Many additions have been
made to the lists of species and several important obser-

vations have been recorded.

The most numerous additions to our lists have been made
by Mr. E. D. Marqnand, A.L.S., who, taking advantage of

the fine weather we have enjoyed this snuiner, has devoted

a great deal of time to the ca])ture of the insects belonging

to that sun-lovdng family, the IcJuicumonidce^ in various ])arts

of the island. Mr. Mar([uand was well qualified for the task,

as he knew exactly the right localities to search for the

various species, having collected in the Land's End district

of Cornwall, and published a list of the species in the

Transactions of the Penzance Natural History Society for

1883-4. Nearly three hundred specimens were taken, and
they have all been kindly examined and named by Claude
Morley, Esq., F.E.S., who has just completed the third volume
of his valuable monograph on the British IchneumonidsB.

There are 59 additions to the Guernsey List, several being

of great rarity, as :

—

Mclanichen anion danieticola^ Ischnus

thoracicns, Bariclineuman incnhitor^ Mesolcius fascialis^ Lis-

sonota divei'sor, &c.

None of our occasional butterfly visitors such as Lanipides

hoetica^ Papilio rnocliaon^ &c., have been observed this year.

Colias cdusa (Clouded Yellow Butterfly) has not been plentiful,

but several were seen on the wing at a late date, one on

November loth at Petit Bot Bay. I saAV a specimen of

J^anessa, atahuita (Red Admiral) for three days in succession,

from November 2nd to 4th, busily engaged in extracting

honey from the flowers of the ivy in Doyle Koad, thus

testifying to the mildness of the season.

The Rev. F. E. LoAve, F.E.S., found a nearly full-grown

larva of J.ambcssa (BonLhyx) rnhi in the Upper Croutes

on September 19th. This fine moth is not on our list, and
it is not recorded on Ansted's list, although it is there noted

as occurring in Jersey Avhere I have myself taken it. I

rather hesitate to record this larva as of Guernsey descent,

as Mr. Lowe says that in 1^91 he brought back from England
a dozen larvas of this species and liberated them beyond
the Imperial Hotel at Pleinmont. He had quite forgotten

the circumstance until he took this larva. It may be a

descendant of these introduced specimens. A fine specimen
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of Coremia unindentaria was taken at light by the Rev.
F. E. Lowe on August 20th. This is a common species

in Britain, but it has not been previonslj recorded for

Guernsey.
On June 11th Mr. H. C. Smith, of the Caledonia

Nursery, kindly sent me specimens of two species of case-

making larvae feeding on pear leaves. I succeeded in rearing

the moths and the "^Rev. E. N. Bloomfield, M.A., F.E.S.,

kindly identified them for me as Coleoplwra anatipennella

and C. mgricella ; these are both new to the list.

One of the most interesting entomological events of

the year was the migration of vast quantities of Dragon
flies from France to Aldorney on July 7th and several

following days. This swarm caused a great deal of excite-

ment in Alderney and was noticed in both the English and
local press. A Cherbourg newspaper {L''Eclair) had the

following account of a similar swarm in that neighbour-
hood at about the same time. " Since Saturday a

prodigious quantity of dragon flies flying in the same
direction (from S.W. to N.E.) have traversed the Nacque-
ville region. At certain moments of the day they formed
immense clouds, either flying just above the land or

rising above the trees. This fact has appeared quite

extraordinary throughout the country. It is thought to

be a sign of great drought, the dragon flies emigrating to

more humid localities than those from whence they came."
Mr. N. Gaudion, of Alderney, kindly sent Mr. E. D.
Marquand fifteen specimens, all being of the same species,

Lihellula quadriinaculata. In an accompanying letter he makes
the following interesting remarks :

—" This year I am par-

ticularly struck with the number of dragon flies here ; they
are not found in marshy places, but everywhere along the

South coast of the island, from East to West ; they are

in countless thousands. As they rise on your approach the

air is quite alive with them. It seems as if we had got

a flight of them from France during the long prevailing

easterly winds. I thought this might interest you and send

you a few specimens. It is a lovely sight to watch them
in the sun. I see them flying over my garden every minute
and on Butes, and everywhere along the South every piece

of furze is covered with them. I am convinced they have
not hatched here, as Longy Pond, the only place where I

have ever seen dragon flies, is dry."

Libelhila quadrimaculata is recorded on the Guernsey
list, but Alderney is a new locality. As a wanderer it is
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well known and many Eur()])can nii^ratlons have been
recorded. In 1889 Mr. H. (iatke, -writini)- from Heligoljuid,

said that on May 21st and 22nd, IJhclliihi (nuidr'nnacnUitd

swarmed there by the million and continned to the 26th,

when the wind became northerly, and then not a single

one was to be seen. Writing on the snbjecjt, Mr. W. .F.

Lucas, B.A., F.E.S., i-emarks, "One is lost in conjecture

as to the position of the sheets of" water in which so large

a number of insects could have been nm-tured, and as to

the host of small creatures, many times as numerous as

themselves, that they must have destroyed in reaching
maturity.*'

On January 19th I found a number of small insects at

the roots of grass, at the top of an old moss-covered wall in

my garden. Thinking they Avere Coccich I sent them to Mr.
Robert Newstead, F.E.S., who on examining them foimd they
were not Coccids but Apkidea^ and were the little known
TycJiea setii.losa^ figured in Buckton's Monogi"aph, ])ublished

by the Ray Society.

A specimen of Sj)ii(>(/(fsfcr qnadnnn^ one of the Diptera^

Avas taken on May 28th, and is an addition to the Guernsey
list.

Another species of the same order, Meroniyza pratoriun^

captured on July 9th, has been added to the Herm list.

A fine saw-fly, Teiitlii'cdo l/r/da, is an addition to the

list. It was captured by Mr. E, D. Marquand on June 24th
at Petit Bot Bay.

A very beautiful light green cockroach was captured on

August 4tli as it was taking short flights in a yard at the back
of Mr. Nicolle's (grocery) shop in Vauvert. It is a South
American species, Paiicklora riridis. The Rev. E. N. Bloom-
field informs me that several specimens of the same species

have been taken in Hastings this season. Two s])ecimens of

anothei' species of cockroach, not yet determined, were found

alive in a box of bulbs received from Simiatra. These were
kindly given to me by Mr. C. Van der Slnys, of the Ramce.
An immature but very lively black cricket was found in a

basket of apples imported from California.

None of these foreign species are entitled to a plac^e in

our island list, but they are worth recording, as some may
eventually succeed in establishing themselves here. A list of

the insects of Jersey, as far as known, has been pre[)ared and
will be published in the present TraiLsactioiLs.
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ADDITIONS TO THE GUERNSEY LIST.

LEPIDOPTERA.

Lambessa (Bombyx) PUbi, L. A nearly full grown larva found by the
Rev. F. E. Lowe, M.A., F.E.S., at the Upper Croutes on September 19th.

CoPemia unidentaria, Hiv. A spedmen taken at light by Rev. F. E.
Lowe, on June 20th.

ColeophOPa anatipennella, lib. Larvae found feeding on pear leaves,

May 30th.

C. nigPieella, Stph. Larvae feeding on pear leaves, May 30th.

HYMENOPTERA.
FOSSORES.

Tpypoxylon attenuatum, Smith. Two specimens taken by Mr. E. D.
Marquand at Grande Mare, Vazon, on August 13th.

ICHNEUMONID^.

Cceliehneumon lineatOP, Fah. Grande Mare, Vazon, July 12th.

Cpatiehneumon GpavenhOPSti, Fo/zsc. St. Martin's, August 29th.

Melaniehneumon dumetieola, Grar. Jerbourg, August 19th. St. Mar-
tin's, September 12th.

M. satUPatOPiuS, Hun. Jerbourg, 19th August.

M. pePSePUtatOP, TFesm.

BaPiehneumon bilunulatus, Grnr. Moulin Huet Bay, July 3rd.

B. vestigatOP, Grae. Grande Mare, Vazon, August 13th.

B. vaeillatOPiuS, Grav. Saints' Bay, July 15th.

B. ineubitOP, Linn. Jerbourg, August 19th.

B. ? dePivatOP, JFesm. St. Andrew's, September 17th.

B. lepidus, Wesm. St. Andrew's, September 17th.

Ichneumon latPatOP, Fab. Petit Bot Valley, 5th September.

Platylabus dolOPOSUS, Grew. Petit Bot Bay, August 21st.

P. phalepatus, SaL Petit Bot, September 16th.

Phseogenes aPgUtUS, JFesm. St. Andrew's, July 28th.

DiadPOmus tPOglodytes, Grav. Petit Bot Valley, September 5th.

CentetePUS opppimatOP, Grav. Grande Mare, Vazon, August 13th.

Isehnus thOPaeieus, Grav. Grande Mare, Vazon, August 13th. St.

Andrew's, September 17th.

MiCPOCPyptUS bifPOns, Gmel. Petit Bot, September 16th.

M. aPPidens, Grav. Jerbourg, August 19th.

M. SePieans, Grav. Petit Bot, August 14th.

M. nigPOeinetUS, Grav. Petit Bot, August 21st.

Glyphienemis ePythPOgastPa, Grav. Moulin Huet Bay, July 3rd.

Phygadeuon vaPiabilis, Grav. Jerbourg, August 19th.

Hemiteles tPistis, Grav. Garden at Knyghtwood, St. Martin's, in May.

PeZOmaehUS eostatUS, Bride/. Jerbourg, May 1st.

SpilOCPyptUS amoenus, Grav. Petit Bot Valley, September 5th.

GoniOCPyptUS tillatOP, Linn. St. Andrew's, July 28th.

CpyptUS viduatOPiuS, Fab. Saints' Bay cliffs, August 7th.

PePithous divinatOP, liossi. St. INlartin's, August 29th.

Pimpla PObuSta, MorUij. St. Martin's, August 29th.
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P. calobata, Grav. St. ]\rartin'R, August 29th.

P. maeulator, Fah. Garden at Kuyghtwood, St. Martin'fJ, Jul}' 17th.

P. examinator, Fah. CalaiR, St. INtartin's, August 22ik1.

P. instigator, Fah. Jerbourg, August 19th.

P. turionellse (L), vur strigipleuns, jr//om.s'. St. Martin's, September 12th.

P. brunnea, Bnsvhte. St. Martin's, September 12th.

Clistopyg-a ineitatop, Fah. St. Martin's, August 29th.

Glypta bifoveolata, Grav. Saint's Bay cliffs, August 7th.

G. eeratites, Grav.

Lissonota variabilis, Holmgr. Saints' Bay, July 15th.

L. diversor, Grav. Jerbourg, August 8th.

L. SUlphurifera. Grav. St. Martin's, August 29th.

L. bellator, Grav. Petit Bot Bay, August 21st.

L. femorata, Holmgr. St. Andrew's, September 17th.

CatOglyptUS fortipes, Grav St. Martin's, July 22nd.

OedematopsiS seabrieula, Grav. Jerbourg, August 8th.

Mesoleius facialis, Grav. Moulin Huet, July 3rd.

M. Virguttorum, Grav. Saint's Bay cliffs, June 20th. St. Martin's,
July 22nd.

M. insolens, Grav. Petit Bo Bay, September 16th.

Bassus SUleator, Grav. Jerbourg clifEs, August 19th.

B. pumilus, Holmgr. Saints' Bay, July 15th.

Campoplex angUStatus, Thoms. Petit Bot Bay, September IGth.

ExoehUS manSUetOP, Grav. Petit Bo Bay, August 14th.

E. eoronatUS, Grav. Saints' Bay, July 15th.

Anomalon ? eerinops, Grav. Moulin Huet Bay, August 3rd.

Chorinseus funebris, Grav. Saints' Bay, August 15th.

Erromenus brunnieans, Grrv. Saints' Bay, August 15th.

Henieospilus ramidulUS, Linn. Petit Bot Bay, August 14th.

BRACONIDiE.

RhOgaS CireumseriptUS, Nees. Petit Bot Bay, August 21st.

TENTHREDINIDiE.

Tenthredo livida, Linn. A specimen taken by Mr. E. D. Marquand
at Petit Bot Bay on June 24th.

Tenthredopsis eoqueberti, Kl. Two specimens captured by Mr. Mar-
quand.

Athalia lugens. Two specimens taken at the Grande Mare, Vazon,
August 13th, 1908.

DIPTERA.

SpilOgaster quadrum. Taken May 28th, near Pleinmont.

APHIDJE.

Tyehea setulosa, Pass. About 50 specimens found at the roots of grass at
the top of an old moss-covered wall in Brock-road on January 19th.

ADDITION TO THE ALDERNEY LIST.

NEUROPTERA.
Libellula quadrimaeulata, Linn. A swarm of many thousands of

specimens migrated from France to Alderney on July 7th and several
following days.
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ADDITIONS TO THE HERM LIST.

LEPIDOPTERA.

AehePOntia atropos, L. Mr. Spencer captured a fine specimen early in

September.

DIPTERA.

MePOmyza pratorum, 3[eig. Two specimens captured on July 9th.

W. A. Luff, F.E.S., Sec. Ent. Sect.

Report of the Geological Section.

New Quarry^ north of Vale Castle.

A qiiaiTY is now being opened in the field north of Vale
Castle. The excavations so far have only reached a depth of

about 10 feet. They are entirely in superficial deposits.

Under the soil are found clay and sand in alternating layers,

but of irregular thickness as at Koute Isabelle and the Upper
Vrangue Brickfield pit. The sandy beds in places reach a

foot in thickness, and the whole deposit is about 6 feet thick.

In this deposit are found blocks of undecomposed diorite, one

of which measures at least a cubic yard. These blocks are

not outcrops of rock, but are resting on the lower sandy and
clayey beds. A well rounded pebble from 2 to 3 inches in

diameter was also noted in these beds, about 5 feet from the

surface. Below these beds is found clay with angular pieces

of undecomposed diorite as at the lower Vrangue Brickfield

pit. Vale Castle Hill, being immediately to the south of this

quarry, might be thought the most probable source of the

blocks of diorite above referred to, but the trend of these

blocks, which lie more or less in a layer, points rather to a

source on the North. In this direction there are flat fields on
the further side of which the ground again rises, but to a

much less elevation than Vale Castle Hill.

Hougue Bots, near Noirmont^ St. Sampson's.

Pebbles in head are reported by Mr. Collenette from the

quarry at this locality.

Hougue Bicard^ Vale.

A rock approaching Gneiss has been reported as occurring

in this quarry.

C. G. De La Mare, Sec. Geol. Sect.
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Report of Folklore Section.

Members who are interested in tlie subject of Guernsey
Folklore will ])rol)al)ly I'emember that diirinc^ the autumn of

last year (1907), Messrs. P. M. nud T. A. Luscornbe. of

St. Martin's, Avlth a few other youno- friends rcsidlnii' in the

same parish, organised an entertainment in the local Franco-
Norman dialect reminiscent of the festivities which a century
ago attended the annual agricultural fetes of the Grand
Plough. The time-honoured stories incident to such occasions

were pithily re-told, and the tunes of the old country songs

were skilfully revived, the result being that the whole ent(;r-

tainment achieved a popularity which was as well deserved as

it w^as gratifying to the authors who had taken such intelligent

pains in its compilation and arrangement.

This ha])py thought of the St. Martin's Patois Com})any
has since had another gratifying result, for the old songs, thus

resuscitated—and a few others—have recently been published

in booklet form by Miss Edith F. Carey, who has thus ensured

for them a permanent record. This illustrated pamphlet,

which is entitled " A Link uritlt tlie Fast^'' not only records

the words, but also gives the musical notation of these old

folk-songs, together Avith a quantity of elucidatory information

which greatly adds to the interest of the study. Most of

these tunes, too, have been harmonised by Mr. Gravett, the

organist of St. Martin's C-hurch.

Within the last few days I have been reminded of an old

local belief, of which I had not previously heard mention for

a good many years, although formerly one often met Avith it.

I mean the legend that the light swirls of whirling dust that

one sees occasionally skimming along some public-road in

summer time, indicate that Herodias, the disreputable wife of

two of the Herods, is traA^elling that Avay, and shaking her

petticoats as she dances along. The legend recalls the

tragic ei)isode of St. John the Baptist and Herodias' daughter
Salome, whose dancing on one memorable occasion brought
such a disastrous and fatal result to the out-spoken forerunner

of our Lord. Sometimes a more than usually violent A^diirl-

wind Avill pass across a harvest-field, disturbing the sheaves of

corn. This also is a sign that Herodias is on the move, and
the way to check her mischief is for one of the reapers to

throw his sickle at her invisible, but obviously present, form.

Referring to this belief, some years ago a Avell-knoAvn

Guernseyman told me that he was one day driving along a

certain country-road in the Island, Avhen his horse suddenly
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stood still and showed signs of great alarm. He got out of

his gig, and went to the animal's head to pat and encourage

it. Then he noticed these spirals of whirling dust in the road,

and the mystery Avas made clear. Herodias was passing, the

horse saw her, and refused to budge. My informant seemed
to think that most likelv Salome was there, too—probably

also bearing her ghastly guerdon on some spectral charger

—

and he opined that it was the presence of this terrible trio

that had so greatly frightened his unfortimate horse.

Several years ago when the late Mr. Andrew Tuer—who
was then a well-known author and publisher in London—was
preparing his interesting work on " The Hii>tory of the Horn
BooJi,^^ he wrote to me to ask if I could give him any
information about the former use of Horn Books in

Guernsey. As I possessed no knoAvledge myself on the

subject, I called on Sir Edgar MacCulloch and asked him.

He told me that he had never heard of any Horn Books being-

used in this Island, which was rather strange, seeing that for

so many years they were very generally used in England.
Probably most of the members are conversant with the

general appearance and characteristics of these old Horn
Books. There are several antique S])ecimens of them among
the educational collections at South Kensington. The Horn
Book was the old-fashioned school-primer, by means of Avhich

the alphabet. Sec, Avas formerly taught to children. It

remained in use in most parts of England until the end of the

18th century. It consisted of a kind of oblong Avooden frame
Avith a handle projecting from one side—the Avhole being in

shape something like a battledore. Then in this frame Avas

inserted a single small sheet of paper, upon Avhich were
printed the alphabet—in capital and small letters—the Lord's

])rayer, the Koman and Arabic numerals, and usually also a

fcAv simple words of one syllable. The front of this printed

sheet was covered with a thin plate of transparent horn
intended to keep the paper clean. Hence the name. The
figure of a cross was also usually prefixed to the alphabet,

and this sign gave rise to the expression : the Criss cross roAV,

or Christ's cross row, by Avhich term various Old English
writers frequently designate the alphabet.

J. LixAVOOi) Pitts, Sec. Folklore Sect.

Report of Section for Marine Zoology.

During the past year practically all the outdoor AA^ork

in this branch of our Society has been done by two of the
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younger workers—Messrs. E. W. Sharp and F. Wright.
One of these, Mr. Wright, has now, unfortunately, left

the Island ; and, as I have found it impossible this year to

devote much time to work on the sea-shore, we are reduced to

one member Avho seriously takes up this field of research.

This condition of affairs is greatly to be dei)lored when
we consider the wealth of material waiting to be investigated,

and the almost unrivalled opportunities for carrying it out

which are presented by the Islands in the Bailiwick of

Guernsey. I fear that there is far too great a tendency
at the present day, not oidy in this, but in all branches of

nature study, to rest satisfied with obtaining our knowledge
from books instead of going to nature itself and investigating

for ourselves ; or at all events attempting to prove the

correctness or otherwise of the facts and theories presented

to us by the numerous writers on this subject.

If only a hundredth part of the time and energy which
are expended upon various forms of athletics were spent

in some form of field or sea-shore work, what a mass of

information we should soon possess ! ! I do not wish for

one moment to minimise the value of the excellent natural

history works, with their splendid plates, with which we
are now so lavishly supplied, but it is a great mistake to

think that these can ever take the place of practical outdoor

work.
The number of species of Guernsey Sea-anemones recently

identified, which last year advanced from 12 to 18, has now
reached 19 by the discovery of Peaclda hastata by Mr. E.

W. Sharp at Havelet Bay, though it was previously recorded

by Mr. Sinel for Herm.
I discovered in Sark during last August a lovely little

emerald green anemone Avhich so far I have been unable to

get anyone to identify for me ; so whether it is a distinct

species, or only a rare variety of one already on the list, I

cannot yet say. Mr. E. W. Sharp has commenced the

tabulation of the varieties of the different species of sea-

anemones recently discovered, so far as they have been
identified, with their localities. This is a very good beginning
and I hope he will be able to continue it. The result of his

researches will be published in these Transactions as a

separate paper.

The Devonshire Cup Coral ( Caryophyllia Smithii), whose
occurrence was, previously to 1906, doubtful, is now reported

from several new localities. More than 40 specimens are now
known.
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At the October meeting an interesting exhibit was made
by Mr. E. Sharp of Haliclystcs Octoradiata—a beautiful

little bell-shaped zoophyte, and a connecting link between the

free-swimming jelly-fish and the fixed anemones. Among the

rare Crustacea a fine specimen of Galathea strigosa was found

by Mr. F. Wright at Terres Point. Also several fine speci-

mens of Dromia vulgaris have been brought in by fishermen.

In the last report I expressed the opinion that probably this

peculiar crab lives and breeds in local waters. I think we
may now take this as proved.

Among the Echinodermata is one new to the Sarnian area

[Priapuhis cordatus). Among the Molliisca Mr. E. Sharp
reports the finding at Bordeaux of a peculiar and rare bivalve

with the habit of a univalve, Galeomma Turtoni.

F. L. Tannee, Sec. Mar. Zool. Sect.

Report of the Ornithological Section.

The principal feature to be noted this year in connection

with birds, is the remarkably late arrival and departure of

most of our summer migrants. The spring was exceptionally

wintry ; intense cold prevailed throughout the British Isles

during the last week of April, and on the 24th and 25th of

that month there were heavy falls of snow in Guei-nsey. The
splendid summer that followed was prolonged into the

autumnal months, and so the birds remained with us later

than usual.

Several of our summer and winter visitors are becoming
noticeably scarcer year by year, owing to the spread of

building operations, and the destruction of trees ; the older

sportsmen complain that there is but little sport to be had
nowadays as compared with twenty or thirty years ago. One
man informed me that in the winter of 1880-81 he shot eight

woodcocks at St. Martin's and the Forest in one morning.
On the other hand some birds are rapidly increasing in

numbers, but from a sportsman's point of view they are not

worth powder and shot.

At one of our evening meetings early in the year, the

topic selected for discussion was the migration of birds, and
those who were present had an opportunity of learning the

latest theories and statistics relating to the subject. In
presenting my annual budget of bird-notes, I have again to

thank Messrs. B. Rowswell, R. P. Spencer, J. S. Hocart, and
the Pev. P. H. Tourtel, for kindly handing me a record of

observations made by them.
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White -tailed Eagle. A specimen of this noble bird was shot in Alderney
on the Gth November last. It had been watched day by day for two or
three weeks by several local sportsmen, who not only spared its life, but
actually threw food in its way, which was {greedily devoured. In a
former paper I recorded the occurrence in Aklerney of two White -tailed

or Sea Eagles, which were killed in November and December, lS9i).

The present specimen was rather smaller than the others, and is said to

have measured about seven feet across the expanded wings.

Redstart. On the 27th April I saw one on the cliffs at Saints' Bay ; the
first specimen that has come under my notice in Guernsey for many
years.

Black Redstart. I saw one of these winter migrants on the 2nd of

November on the cliffs above Petit Port, and on the following day two
others between Icart and Petit Bot. In its size and habits tliis bird is

very like the Wheatear, l:)ut is at once distinguislied by the red colour at

the base of the tail.

Wheatear. The earliest specimen I saw this year was at the Forest on
April 14th, but INIr. Hocart reports having seen some on L'Ancresse
Common on March 31st, that being about the usual date of their

appearance. The last one I saAV at Icart Point on November 3rd, an
unusually late date, as Wheatears leave us generally in September or

early in October.

Willow Wren. On April 15th, a bitterly cold day with a cutting north-
east wind, I saw and heard this little bird, with its plaintive " descending
scale " song, in the valley at Petit Bot.

ChitfChaff. Made a long stay with us this year. Mr. Rowswell heard the
first as early as March 24, on the Fermain cliffs, and the last on October
16th ; but as late as (October 22nd I heard one chirping merrily in tlie old

Talbot's millpond at St. Andrew's.

Goldflneh. Mr. Spencer observed several of these birds in Alderney during
the month of May. Smith says the Goldfinch "is resident and breeds
in all the islands," biit during a residence of four years in Alderney I

never once saw either the bird or its eggs.

Bullfinch. Now so generally distributed in Guernsey that it is hardly
worth noting their occurrence. In November a gentleman informed
Mr. Tanner that ttie week before he had counted thirteen bullfinches

at one time on the lawn of Saumarez Manor.

Starling". Early in February Mr. Spencer told me that one day at the

beginning of that month a fresli-laid Starling's egg was found on the
ground in Smith's Nursery. This is remarkably early.

Chough. Can anyone say whether the Chough still occurs in Guernsey ?

According to Smith it was a common resident here thirty years ago,

but I have met with no one who has actually seen a specimen of late

years ; and my own search all along the south coast has so far been
fruitless. But Choughs occur in Sark, and bred there two years ago.

Hooded Crow. Two flocks of these rare winter visitors were seen by
Mr. Spencer in Alderney at the end of October and beginning of

November.

Wryneck. Very late this year, and scarce throughout the season. Mr.
Hocart first heard its note at the Vale on April 15th, but not again until

the 29th. Mr. Eowswell noted the earliest on April 18th at Fermain
Bay I was about the country a good deal at that season, but I did
not hear a Wryneck until May 6th. Only once during the last nineteen
years, Mr. Rowswell remarks, has the Wryneck been so late in arriving :

and that was in 1900. This year he heard one calling several times in

the trees at the Hermitage, Lancresse, on July 20, and Mr. Hocart
heard what was j)robably the same bird as late as July 30. It is worth
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noting that during a fortnight's tour in Normandy at the end of May
and beginning of June, I never heard the Wryneck once.

Cuckoo. During the greater part of March and the first three weeks of

April, the weather was very cold with north and north-easterly winds
;

but about the 23rd the wind veered to the south-west, bringing the
Cuckoo, whose welcome voice was heard on the 24th of April by many
persons in different parts of St. Martin's and also at the Vale. I did
not hear the song after the latter days of June, and Mr. Rowswell notes
his latest date as the 29th. At the Vale Mr. Hocart says it ceased to sing
after June 16th ; and at Torteval Mr. Tourtel last heard it on the 28th.

King'tisher. My son saw one flying across the rocks in Eocquaine Bay
on November ITth, and Mr. E. Sharp reports having seen one at Castle

Cornet dimng the summer of last year.

Swift. First seen by Mr. RowsAvell on the 6th of May, circling round the
Town Church, and by me on the 9th, when a considerable number were
flying about ]Moulin Huet. A party of four or five were observed on
Fermain cliffs almost daily from August 30 to September 8 by Mr.
Rowswell.

Swallow. jNIr. Hocart says the earliest swallows appeared at the Vale on
the 17th of April, and on the same day Mr. Rowswell saw some at

Moulin Huet. The first I saw were a couple on April 27. A fisherman
told Mr. Spencer he saw three swallows on the wing off Herm on
April 10, Mr. Hocart supplies the following interesting note: "A
pair of swallows have nested for many years at Les Mielles, so that
I have been able to watch them. The last brood left the nest on
September 19th, but they continued to roost in the shed until October 1,

when all the swallows disappeared, apparently in a body, for no
stragglers were seen at the Vale afterwards. This is at least a week
earlier than usual." The bulk of our swallows must have departed
before the 12th of October, as Mr. Rowswell notes that on that day and
also on the following one he drove through different parts of the island,

and during both days he saw ouly one bird. On the 27th of October,
the wind having veered to the westward after a prolonged easterly spell,

I saw about a dozen swallows flying round the old mill at Les Camps
;

a single one on the 30th, and two on November 3, and Mr. Rowswell
saw the last on the 6th at St. IMartin's. No doubt all the swallows seen
after the middle of (October were passengers on their route from Ireland
or the west of England.

House Martin. Remarkably few during the early part of the summer.
I saw the first on the 1 2th of May at Jerbourg ; two on the Moulin
Huet cliffs on June 19th, one the following day near my house, and one
at Saints' Bay On the 23rd. These were the only House Martins I saw
up to midsummer ; and about the end of June Mr. Rowswell told

me he had until then only seen a single bird, which he noted on May 9.

All through the summer until August I had scarcely observed a dozen,
though swallows were fairly numerous. Apparently this scarcity of

House Martins was not entirely local, for during a whole fortnight in

France I did not see a single one, although Swallows nnd Swifts were
plentiful. On the 12th of September a considerable number were flying

about ^Moulin Huet, probably early arrivals from the north, and in

October the numbers increased. During the first week of November
a small party frequented the old Camps mill, and another party haunted
the valley at the side of Colborne Road from the 7th to the 10th. The
last Martin I saw on the 15th of November, flying across my garden, and
Mr. Rowswell observed what was no doubt the same bird (the wind being
easterl}') on the 17th, the latest date of which we have any record.

Quail. Mr. Spencer informed me that he put up a Quail in Herm on the
20th of April. I heard this bird frequently in the neighbourhood of

Bayeux, in Normandy, about the third week in IMay.
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Cornerake. in last year's Report I noted as remarkable the absence of
this migrant—and the scientific journals subsequently recorded the
singular scarcity of the Corncrake in some parts of England, especially

in the Midlands. This year is the same ; the only instance kno^vn to me
of its occurrence in this island is the hearing of one by Mr. G. F. Alles

at the King's Mills on the 21st of ]\Iay. In France I first heard the
Corncrake at St. Lo on May 27.

Woodcock. The first Woodcock of the season was shot at Torteval on the
6th of October.

Great-crested Grebe. Two were seen in Belgrave Bay at the beginning
of March.

Puffin. Mr. Spencer reports that Puffins arrived in Herm in good numbers
on the 28th of March ; but a couple had already been seen off that

island on the 15th.

Gannet. The author of the Birds of Guernsey describes the Gannet as a
winter visitant to these islands ; but I had a good view of one of these

birds between Cherbourg and Alderney on the 3rd of June, and a few
years ago about the same date I saw two or three between Guernsey and
Herm.

E. D. Marquaxd, Sec. Ornitli. Sec.



BOTANICAL NOTES.

BY E. D. MARQUAND, A.L.S.

Sevex years have elapsed since the publication in 1901

of my Flora of Guernsey and the Lesacr Chunncl Islands.

After that date all unrecorded plants, both phanerogamic and
crjptogamic, discovered within our area have been regularly

noted in the Transactions of this Society, either in the

Annual Sectional Reports, or in separate botanical papers.

But a considerable amount of fresh matter has been accu-

mulated since the Flora, was written, concerning the local

range and distribution of more or less scarce species already

on record, not a few of which are now rapidly becoming
extinct.

In most parts of rural England but little change is

perceptible in the natural flora of a district even in the course

of a century, but it is not so in Guernsey. The area is

so small and so circumscribed that the changes resulting from
extensive building, quarrying and drainage, are far more
serious than would be the case in an average English county.

The draining of a marsh, the opening up of a new quarry, or

the erection of a few greenhouses may mean, and often does
mean, the complete extirpation of one or more of the

great prizes of our native flora. And then again, the

deplorable destruction of trees and tall hedges which has been
going on for some years all over the island, is very largely

affecting the smaller vegetation that needs shelter, shade and
moisture.

In Alderney, Sark and Herm the face of the land
has undergone much less change during the past fifty years,

but we cannot tell how soon these peaceful islands may
become teeming holiday resorts. Therefore it is well to

preserve, while we are able, a record of whatever may be
of interest and value in years to come.

An examination of two or three collections of Guernsey
plants made during the first half of the nineteenth century,
notably one of Flowering Plants belonging to the late Miss
Guille, and one of Lichens belonging to the late Mrs. W.
Collings, of Sark, has furnished much important information in
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regard to tlic occurrence of certain rare or local species ; and
it has been found that some })lants which have been reckoned
among the discoveries of comparatively recent times were
already known to Guernsey botanists a long while ago.

Several doubtful points concerning critical plants have
been settled by well-known English specialists, and in other

Avays the knowledge of our local Flora has been enlarged,

as Avell as its accuracy tested. Although but of small extent

the Sarnian Islands form an area which in botanical interest is

perhaps equal to any of similar size in the Kingdom.
In the following pages I have arranged in classified order

all the notes and information collected since 1901 that

appeared to me worth preserving, but at the same time
omitting all notice of the new species and varieties which have
already been recorded in these Tra}isactio)Ls. For information

about these reference must be made, as above stated, to the

annual Botanical Reports which should, in fact, be consulted

side by side with the list now given. The fcAv additions to

the Sarnian Flora which have been made during this present

year are incorporated, in order that this paper may form
a complete supplement to the Flora of Guernsey up to the

end of 1908.

Guernsey.

The number of species (not counting named varieties)

added to the Flora of this island since 1901, including a few
now recorded for the first time, is as follows :— 28 Flowering
Plants, 8 Mosses, 3 Hepatica;, 3 Fungi, 5 Lichens, 1

1

Seaweeds, 17 Freshwater Algas, and 7 Desmids.

Delphinium Ajaeis, Reich. La Perelle, Sept. 1844 (Miss Guille).

Viola nana, Godr. Mr. C. Hurst informed me in 1902 that he had still

found this little Violet in unfaded bloom near the Great Cromlech
as late as July 5.

Frankenia Isevis, L. A small fiowerless specimen in the late Miss Guille 's

collection is labelled " Found at the Vale, Dec. 31, 1855."

Seleranthus annuus, L. On the cliffs at Mont Herault in 1904 (Derrick).

Hypericum linapifolium, Vahl. Moulin Huet, 1845 (in an anonymous
collection of Plants in the Guille -Alles Museum).

Lavatepa sylvestris. Brot. Coast at Grand Havre, one large plant in

1906.

Vieia lutea, L. Between Fort Le Crocq and Fort Richmond, in good
flower and trait, June, 1902 (Hurst).

Vieia angUStifolia, var. Bobartii, Koch. Grande Mare (Druce).

LathyPUS ppatensis, L. In 1903 Mr. Derrick showed me a specimen of

this extremely rare Guernsey plant which he had found at tlie entrance
to Fort George.

ArthPOlobium ebPaeteatum, D.C. In the late Miss Guille's collection

there is a specimen marked " Noirmont, Jersey, M.M. 1850." This
plant is not recorded for Jersey in Mr. Lester-Garland's Flora.
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Spirsea Ulmapia, L. in the Guille collection a specimen is marked
*' Our meadow, St. Andrew's Eectory, Sept., 1856."

Fragaria vesea, L. St. Andrew's, May, 1850 (ISliss Guille).

Cauealis latifolia, L. One fine large plant near the Vale Road, June,
1902 (Hurst).

Galium saxatile, i. Saints Bay, 1839 (anon, collection in Museum).

Inula Helenium, L. Near I'Eree, by a house (Druce).

I. Conyza, JD.C Clarence Battery, 1842 (anon, coll.)

•Pulieapia vulgaris, Gcert. La Lande, Vale 1843 (anon, coll.), Braye du
Valle, Sept , 1850 (Miss GuiUe).

WahlenbePgia hederaeea, neich. St. Martin's, 1858 (Miss Guille's
coll.) Confirmation of a doubtful record.

Cieendia pusilla, Griseh. Paradis, Sept., 1850 (Miss Guille). See account
of the original discovery of this species, Trans., 1903, p. 193.

Menyanthes tPifoliata, L. Ivy Castle, May, 1850 (Miss Guille). Douit
des Barras, between Noirmont and Grandes Rocques, 1907 (Hocart).

AtPOpa belladonna, L. Bordeaux, Vale, 1843 (anon, coll.) Near Bor-
deaux Bay, 1850 (Miss Guille).

Datupa StPamonium, L. Cultivated field, Naftiaux, St. Andrew's, 1902
(Derrick). About a dozen plants on the coast at Grand Havre in 1906.

VePbaseum ViPgatum, With. Near Vazon, but not typical (Druce).

Euphpasia eUPta, var. glabrescens, Weitst. Lancresse (Druce).

Odontites PUbPa, var. verna, Reich. Grande Mare (Druce).

Mentha Pulegium, L. Braye du Valle, Sept., 1850 (Miss Guille).

Staehys palustPis, var. ambigua, Sm. Moulin Huet (Druce).

Statiee Limonium, L. Braye du VaUe, 1850 (Miss Guille).

PlantagO laneeolata, var. sphaerostachya, Rochl. Lancresse (Druce).

Chenopodium glaueum, L. Waste corner of field on the Fort Road,
1906 (Druce).

CallitPiehe tPUneata, Ghss. Plentiful and in good fruit in Fort Doyle
Pool, June, 1902 (Hui'st).

Alnus glutinosa, Gm-t. Vauxbelets, 1850 (Miss Guille).

Ophpys apifePa, Huds. Bee du Nez, 1845 (anon, coll.) Used to occur
forty years ago on the cliffs above Petit Port (Mrs. Aikman).

ListePa OVata, R. Br. Archers, St. Andrew's, 1846 (Miss Guille).

SplPanthes sestivaliS, Rich. Grande Mare, July, 1855 (S. H. Haslam).

Typha latifolia, L. Plentiful and fine in an old quarry near the Vale
Church in 1904. Long ssupposed to be extinct.

Zanniehellia peduneulata, Reich. Lancresse (Druce).

Capex vesieaPia, L. Marshy meadow at Grande Mare, 1906 (Druce).

Polypogon monspeliensis, I)esf. Braye du Valle, 1850 (Miss Guille).

SelePOehloa ppoeumbens, Beauv. Sparingly near the rails close to the
Tramway Station at the south end of the Vale Road, 1902 (Hurst).

CynosuPUS eehinatus, X. Rocquaine Bay, a little to the south of I'Eree

Hotel, plentiful in 1906.

LeptUPUS fllifOPmiS, Trin. Grande Mare (Druce).

FERNS.

Asplenium laneeolatum, var. microdon, Moore. St. Pierre -du-Bois,

Oct , 1856 (^liss Guille's collection).

A. Triehomanes, L. Ivy Castle, 1850 (Miss Guille).
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Seolopendrium VUlgare, var. doidaloum, Moore. St. Andrew's, 1856
(Miss Guillc).

Gymnogramme leptophylla, I)csv. still growing- as strongly and fibun-
dnntly as ever at its old station at St. Saviour's in 1902 (Derrick).

OphioglOSSUm lusitanieum, X. Clifts near Petit Bot Bay, Nov. 1853
(Miss Guille).

FUNGI.

Amanita musearia. La Colombelle, Knettes Brayes, in 1908.

Clathrus eaneellatUS, Totim. Les Terres Plantation, near the Bathing
Place, in 1903 ; one fine specimen.

Exoaseus deformans, Fe/il. Found by Mr. W. A. Luff infesting an
Almond tree in the Candie Grounds in June, 1908. New record.

LICHENS.

PypenopsiS fuseatula, iVy/. Guernsey (Mrs. Collings' collection). New
record.

LeptOgium palmatum, Ends. Grandes Kocques (Collings coll.)

L. tPemelloldes, L. Bon Repos (Collings coll.)

Physeia leueomela, L. Petit Bot Bay (Collings coll.)

Pannapia plumbea, f. mypioeappa, Del. Bee du Nez (Collings coll.)

Leeanopa glaueoeappa, f. eueappa, A")/^. North coast of Guernsey,
1868 (Larbalestier).

L. fuseata, Schrad. Jerbourg, 1868, a very curious state (Larbalestier).

L. SUbeaPnea, Ach. Guernsey (Collings coll). New record.

L. epysibe, f. einePeo-fusea, Mudd. Wall of a house on the road
to Icart, 1868 (Larbalestier).

L. hsematomma, Ehrh. Vale (Collings coll.)

Leeidea eoapetata, f. glebulosa, Sm. Petit Bot (Collings coll.)

L. tenebPOSa, Flot. Guernsey (Collings coll.) New record.

L. squamulosa, Doak. Jerbourg, 1868 (Larbalestier). New record.

L. tPUneigena, Ach. Guernsey (Collings coll.) New record.

OpegPapha VUlgata, f. StePiza, Ach. Saints Bay (Collings coll.)

Endoeappon miniatum, var. complicatum, Sw. Saint's Bav (Collings

coll.)

VePPUeaPia apaetina, Whlnb. Rocquaine. " First described as British

from a specimen gathered at Jerbourg " (note in Mrs. Collings' coll.)

Alderney.

The number of species (not counting named varieties)

added to the Flora of Alderney since 1901 is as follows:

—

25 Flowering Plants; 2 Fern-allies; 13 Mosses; 76 Sea-

weeds ; 63 Freshwater Alga3, and 9 Desmids.

Silene nutans, L. Upper part uf the hillside on the east of Rose Farm
Valley, growing among furze ; more plentiful here than in the two
localities mentioned in the Flora.

S. eoniea, X. I found in 1901, among the remarkably tall plants in the
Longy Common locality, a gigantic specimen measuring no less than
twenty-one inches in height. A moderately tall form of this species,

from six to ten inches high, grows on the lower side of Butes Hill.

SpePgula aPVensis, var. nana, Linton. Alderney (Druce).
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Sagrina nodosa, Meyer. In good quantity on the common near Fort
Hoimiet ; and a fair sj)rinkling of plants on the north slopes of Fort
Albert HiU.

Selepanthus annuUS, L. The dwarf form is abundant on one part of the
cliffs about half-a-mile east of La Quoire.

Malva mosehata, L. Several plants in the field beliind Essex House.
One plant at the lower end of Longy Valley, towards the Nunnery.

M. POtundifolia, L. Roadside, top of Butes Hill, one plant in 1901, two in

1903. Eoadside above Moriaux House, one in 1902 and one the following
year.

Hypepieum pulehPUm, L. Sparingly amongst furze on the moor between
Fort Essex and the Hanging Rock.

Radiola millegPana, Sm. Plentiful on the cliffs between Telegraph Bay
and Trois Vaux. Cliffs near the Hanging Rock.

Tpifolium glomepatum, L. Very fine at the lower end of Rose Farm
VaUey.

Vieia vaPia, Host, in June, 1902, Mr. C. P. Hurst showed me a fresh

specimen which he had gathered on the cliffs.

Anthyllis VUlnePaPia, L. Mr. Druce found in 1906 " a form with quite

simple leaves, but it was only the first season's growth."

OnobPyehis sativa, Lam. Several clumps in a grass field on Butes Hill,

near the Artillery Sheds.

HippUPis VUlgaPis, L. Occurs sparingly in the pool in the great quarry
at ]\[auney.

ToPilis anthpiseus, Gce^-t. Found by Mr. Druce at Corbelets ; confirma-
tion of an old record.

Galium MollugO, L. Occurs in several i)laces on the southern cliffs, but
always in extremely small quantity. Not only is the scarcity of this

usually abmidant plant remarkable, but it is very curious that a beetle,

Timarcha Icevigata, which has never been met with anywhere else in these
islands, occurs on this plant in several of its stations.

EpigePOn acre, L. In 1901 and 1902 I saw about a dozen plants in flower

in the spot mentioned in my Flora of Guernsey, above Renter's Valley.

Inula CPithmoides, L. Rocks below Fort Albert, on the north side.

Abundant at Fort Clanque by the white beacon.

FilagO gepmaniea, L. Plentiful on one part of the cliffs close to the

Hanging Rock : confirmation of Babington's old record.

Gnaphalium uliginosum, L. Many plants in 1902 in cultivated ground
on the western side of the Blaye.

CaPduus aeaulis, L. Plentiful on the top of Mauney Hill.

Epiea einePea, X. A small tuft bearing pure white flowers occurs on the

moor between the Round Tower and Telegraph Bay.

Hyoseyamus nigeP, L. Roadside at the top of Butes Hill, two large

plants in 1902 and one in 1903.

Lyeium ehinense, Mill. This name must replace L. harbarum, which has
hitherto been erroneously applied to the plant by the majority of English
botanists.

OPObanehe pUPpUPea, Jacq. Mr. Druce says: "I think to this must be
referred the Blue Orobanche of Jersey and Alderney." In the Flora of

Guernsey it appears under the name of 0. millefolii, Reich.

0. amethystea, TJmill. In 1902 I saw several plants growing on Daucns,

among others growing on Erymjium. Mr, Druce found at Brayc Bay
in 190t) luxuriant specimens growing on Erynymm as much as thirty -three

inches high.
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Linaria vulgaris, MUl. Rochers Hill, a good many plants in one spot
growing among furze bushes. Brayc Sands, two or three plants
in 1901.

Veronica officinalis, L. In several places on the moor by the old kilns
towards Trois Vaux.

Calamintha Clinopodium, Bcnth. A few scattered plants in the sloping
grass field behind Essex House.

Statice OCCidentalis, Lloyd. Abundant at Fort Clanque, by the white
beacon.

Orchis pyramidalis, L Plentiful on the north side of Fort Albert, and
on the coast at Bale de Saie.

Sparganium ramOSUm, Ends. The Longy Pond plant was proved to be
this species by a solitary well-fruited specimen which Mr. Hurst and I
found in August, 1902.

MOSSES.

Polytrichum piliferum, Sch-eb. Becquet Cliffs. Platte Saline.

Pleuridium SUbulatum, llah. Near Trois Vaux.

Grimmia maritima, Turn. Clanque Bay. Crabbie Bay. North side of

Fort Albert.

Phascum CUSpidatum, Sckrcb. Near Fort Tourgis.

Tortula atrovirens, Lind, Sea banks, Clanque Bay.

Barbula rubella, Mitt. Old wall at Crabbie.

B. tophaeea, Mitt. VVet rocks at Crabbie.

B. rigidula. Mitt. Clanque Bay. Mauney Hill.

B. cylindrica, Schp. Corbelets Quarry.

B. Hornsehuchiana, Sckultz. On the common by Fort Houmet.

B. revoluta, Brid. old wall by Essex House.

B. COnVOluta, Hedw. Gravel pit, Rochers Hill. Var. Sardoa, B. ^- S.

Moor by Fort Essex.

Trichostomum crispulum, Bmch. Wall between Longy Road and the

cliffs. Mauney Hill.

Bryum bimum, Schreh. Corbelets Quarry.

Eurhynehium rusciforme, MUdc Rose Farm Valley.

Brachythecium glareosum, B. % S. Near Trois Vaux.

SEAWEEDS.

CalOthrix eonferviCOla, Ag. Braye Bay.

Rivularia atra. Roth. Platte Saline.

Enteromorpha eompressa, Grev. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline.

Cladophora albida, Kntz. Platte Saline.

C. lanosa, KiHz. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

Codium tomentosum, stack. Braye Bay. Platte Saline.

Desmarestia aculeata. Lam. Braye Bay.

D. ligulata, Lam. Corbelets.

Punctaria plantaginea, Grev. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline.

Myriotriehia ClaVSeformis, Harv. Clanque Bay, on Zostera. Corbelets.

AsperOCOCCUS echinatUS, Grev. Braye Bay. Platte Saline.

EctOCarpus faseiculatus, Harv. Platte Saline. Fort Houmet.

E. tomentOSUS, Lyng. Corbelets. Platte Saline.

E. aretUS, Ki'Uz. Platte Saline on Zostera.
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Myriaetis pulvinata, KIHz. Corbelets. Platte Saline.

Elaehista scutulata, I)uby. Platte Saline.

Sphaeelapia eirrhosa, Ag. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

CladOStephuS SpongiOSUS,, Ag. Longy Bay.

C. VertieillatUS, Ag. Corbelets.

Stypoeaulon seoparium, KUtz. Kraye Bay. Corbelets.

Myrionema Strangulans, Grev. Braye Bay. Fort Houmet. Platte
Saline. Var. punctiformis, Harr. Corbelets.

Aseoeyelus orbicularis, Magn. On Zostera leaves, Clanque Bay and
Platte Saline.

Ralfsia elavata, Cm, Platte Saline.

R. verrucosa, Aresck. Platte Saline.

Castagnea Virescens, Thw. Corbelets. Platte Saline.

Leathesia difformis, Aresck. Platte Saline.

Seytosiphon lomentarius, Ag. Platte Saline.

Aseophyllum nodosum, Zejol. Longy Bay.

Pelvetia canaliculata, Dene. Longy Bay.

Bifurearia tubereulata, Stack. Platte Saline.

Himanthalea lorea, igng. Platte Saline.

Cystoseira ericoides, Ag. Platte Saline.

Dietyota dichOtoma, Znm. Braye Bay. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

Aeroehsetium virgatulum, Ag. Platte Saline.
^

Helminthora divarieata, Ag. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline.

Gelideum eorneum, f. eonferta, Grev. Platte Saline.

ChondrUS Crispus, var. sarniensis, Ttmi. Corbelets. Var. stellata, Turn.
Corbelets.

Ahnfeltia plicata. Fries. Longy Bay. Braye Bay.

Cystoelonium purpurascens, Kiitz. Platte Saline.

Rhodophyllis bifida, Kutz. Fort Houmet.

Calliblepharis jubata, KUtz. Platte Saline Corbelets.

Lomentaria articulata, Lgng. Corbelets.

Champia parvula, ITarv. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

Chylocladia kaliformis, Grev. Fort Houmet.

C. OValis, Sook Platte Saline.

Nitophyllum uneinatum, Ag. Fort Houmet. Corbelets.

N. laceratum, Grev. Fort Houmet. Corbelets.

Delesseria HypoglOSSUm, Lam. Platte Saline.

Laurencia pinnatiflda, var. littoralis, Raw. Corbelets.

Polysiphonia fibrata, Harv. Platte Saline.

p. ftbrillosa, Grev. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

P. byssoides, Grev. Platte Saline.

P. Brodisei, Grev. Fort Houmet.

P. frutiCUlOSa, Spreng. Fort Houmet.

Dasya arbuSCUla, Ag. Corbelets.

Grifiithsia COrallina, Ag. Fort Houmet. Corbelets,

G. setacea, Ag. Platte Saline.

Halurus equisetifolius, Kiltz. Platte Saline.

Monospora pedicellata, Sol. Fort Houmet. F. comosa, H. ^' B. Fort
Houmet.
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Rhodoehorton floridulum, Nng. riatte Saline.

Callithamnion corymbosum, Lyiu/. Fort lloumet.

C. tetrieum, Ag. Corbelets.

Plumaria elegans, Bon, Braye Bay. Corbelets.

Crouania attenuata, Ay. Platte Saline.

Ceramium PUbPUm, 4(/. Platte Saline. Y.jjedicelkUa, Ag. Fort Houmet.

C. echionotum, ylg. Platte Saline.

C. eiliatum, DncL Corbelets. Platte Saline. Fort Houmet.

Melobesia eOPtieifopmis, KiHz. Platte Saline. Corbelets.

Lithophyllum lichenoides, Phu. Corbelets.

Lithothamnion inepustans, Fosi. Fort Houmet.

COPallina officinalis, X Braye Bay. Fort Houmet. Platte Saline.

Sark.

Since 1901 thirty-three species of Flowering Plants and
one Fern have been added to the Flora of Sark, and a list has

been made out comprising 61 Mosses and 23 Hepatica3. A
collection of lichens formerly belonp-ino- to the late Mrs. W.
Codings, of Sark, has furnished evidence of the occurrence of

23 unrecorded s])ecies, which are enumerated in the following

list. Most of the subjoined notes on Flowering Plants were
made by Mr. C. P. Hurst in 1902.

Ranunculus hiPSUtuS, Curt. Frequent in cornfields (Hurst).

FumaPia BOPSei, Jord. Dixcart: La Vallette (Druce).

Lychnis GithagO, 'S'to;; Cornfield near Dixcart Bay (Hurst).

Radiola milleg"Pana, Sm. Dixcart Valley (Hurst).

SaPOthamnus SCOpaPius, var. prostratus, Bail. On the cliifs south of the
Coupee (Hurst). A small but not prostrate form seen on the cliffs

(Druce)

.

MedicagO. It is very remarkable that not one species of this genus occurs
in Sark. Mr. Hurst searched in vain for several weeks in 1902, and four
years later Mr. Druce also was unsuccessful in finding any trace of this

genus. Nor is it represented in the adjacent island of Brechou.

TPifolium incapnatum, L. Attains the rank of a colonist in Sark : it

grows in this state in cornfields and is fairly plentiful (Hurst)

.

T. pPOCUmbens, var. majus, Koch. Plentiful in Sark ; this is probably the

T. agrarinm recorded by Miller in the Flora of Guernsey (Druce)

.

Lotus UliginOSUS, Schk. The very hairy form occurs near the Creux
(Druce)

.

APthPOlobium ebPacteatum, B.C. Abundant over a limited area above
the coast at Dixcart Bay (Hurst)

.

Potentilla pPOCUmbens, Sibth. In a lane at the north of the Island
(Hurst).

Rubia pePegPina, L. Abundant over a considerable area on the southern
horn of the Creux Harbour on the hill pierced by the new tunnel, a
little south of the tunnel on the sea side. Not found since Babington's
time (Hurst).

Gnaphalium undulatum, L. One plant on the coast facing Jersey near
Dixcart Hotel (Hurst).

Anthemis eotula, L. Very common ; in almost every field (Hurst).
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MatPiearia ehamomilla, L. Mr. Hurst says he searched for this species.

but could not find it. i)oubtless the preceding was mistaken for it.

HypoehceriS glabra, L. Rather common near the Pilcher Monument,
and scattered over Pointe Chateau, the northern arm of Dixcart Bay
(Hurst).

Hiepaeium umbellatum, ^/ar. littorale, Lindcb. In several places on the
cliffs north of Creux Harbour. Les Cagnons Hill, plentiful. Cliifs near
Point Banquette (Hurst).

Cuseuta tPifolii, Bab. Port a la Jument, in two fields (Hurst).

OPObanehe HedePSe, Dubij. Slopes of the cliffs above Creux Harbour
(Hurst). A form with nearly white flowers and stem, growing on ivy
near the Harbour (Druce)

.

0. amethystea, TlmiU. Yermandez Bay, Little Sark, growing on Daucus
gummifer (Hurst)

.

Mentha pulegium, L. Above the coast between Dixcart Bay and the
Coupee ; far from houses, and thoroughly native

;
grows there in fair

quantity (Hurst).

Juneus eapitatUS, Welg. Northwards from the Creux Harbour, very
sparingly (Hurst).

J. SUpinus, var. uliginosus, Sibth. Eperquerie Common (Hurst).

ZostePa maPina, Z. Washed up in Creux Harbour (Hurst).

GastPidium lendigePUm, Gaud, in plenty in a field above the coast near
Port Robert. One fine i^lant near Bel Air Hotel. Near Yille Roussel.
Rather common in cultivated fields (Hurst) . La Vallette (Druce)

.

AgPOStiS alba, var. maritima, Lam. Cliifs near the Coupee (Hurst).

Bpiza minOP, L. Very beautiful in Sark (Druce)

.

Festuea uniglumis, Sol. Mr. Hurst says he searched Creux Harbour in

vain for this plant, and knows no place in Sark where it would be likely

to occur. Consequently he questions whether F. sciuroides was not
mistaken for this species.

Festuea seiUPOides, JRoth. Occurs as a dwarf prostrate form (Druce).

F. OVina, var. glauca, Lam. Very fine and plentiful both in Sark and
Brechou (Hurst).

F. FUbPa, L. Mr. Druce notes a form approaching jitncea.

BPOmus diandPUS, Curt. South coast of Little Sark, abundant (Hurst).

B. PigidUS, Roth. In fine condition near the Creux Rocks (Druce).

Osmunda Pegalis, L. On the cliffs at Vermandez Bay, Little Sark, in a
quite inaccessible spot (Hurst)

.

LICHENS.

Roeeella fueifopmis, Ach. Sark.

Stietina limbata, Sm. Sark.

S. fuliginosa, Dicks. Le Fort.

S. SCPObieulata, Scop. Les Banquettes.

S. pulmonapia, Ach. Moie de Mouton.

Rieasolia glomulifepa, Light/. Le Port.

R. Isetevipers, Ligktf. Le Port.

Papmelia eapepata, x. Le Port.

P. olivaeea, L. Sark.

P. physodes (diatpypa) X. Little Sark.

P. pePlata, var. ciliata, D.C. Sark.

P. tillacea, Ach. Sark. Var. scortea, Sark.
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Parmelia Borreri, Turn. Sark.

P. saxatilis, L. Little Sark.

Physeia ehrysophthalma, L Branches of Apple Trees, Sark.

P. pulverulenta, Schwh. Sark.

P. speeiosa, Wulf. Little Sark.

P. StellariS, L. Seigneurie Grounds.

Pannaria rubiginosa, var. caeruleo-badia, Schlcich. Sark.

P. mierophylla, ^lo. Near the Gouliot Caves (Larbalestier).

P. plumbea, Light/. Le Port.

P. nigra, Ends. Eperquerie.

Plaeodium miniatum, var obliteratum, Pers. Sark (Larbalestier).

Leeanora taptarea, l. Sark.

L. holophsea, Mnt. Sark.

L. ventosa, i. Sark.

Leeidea lUPida, Sumrtz. Ravine near the Gouliot Caves.

L. eoaretata, Sm. Sark.

L. Stellulata, Tayl. Sark.

Opegrapha Chevallieri, Leight. Sark.

0. herpetiea, f. albicans. On rocks, Sark. A saxicolous form.

Graphis pulverulenta, Ach. Sark.

Verruearia stpiatula, Whinb. Sark.

Brechou.

An exhaustive paper on the phanerogamic flora of

the island of Brechou by Mr. Cecil P. Hurst was printed in

the Transactions of this Society for the year 190.2. In it

were enumerated 190 FloAvering Plants, 9 Ferns, 4 Mosses
and 4 Fungi. A peculiarity is that eight Flowering Plants

and one Fern have not been found in Sark itself, although the

two islands are only separated by a narrow channel seventy

yards wide.

Herm.

Forty-four Flowering Plants and five Ferns have been

added to the Herm list, and a catalogue of 63 Mosses and 12

Hepatic^e compiled, all of which have been recorded in the

pages of our Transactions. The following Lichens have

to be added to the list given in the Flora of Guernsey, At
present nothing is known about the seaweeds of Herm, so that

a promising field remains unexplored.

Myriangium Duriaei, M. ^ B. Plentiful on Ash trees at the top of the

island in 1904 (Marquand).

Squamaria CPassa, -H"«<^^. Herm, 1844 (Collings collection).

Plaeodium miniatum, var. obliteratum, Pers. Herm (Larbalestier).

Leeidea squamulosa, Beak. Near the Shell Beach, Herm (Larbalestier).
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Jethou.

Since 1901 five unrecorded Flowering Plants have been
added to the Flora, and a list of 42 Mosses and 13 Hepaticiie

has been published. The most striking feature about the

bryology of this small islet is the large number of species

which do not occur in the sister island of Herm.



THE OLD (iUEKNSEY LAMP, OR CRASSET.

BY MR. JOHN S. HOC ART.

That all things have their day and pass away is a truisni, tlie

practical demonstration of which stares at ns from every side.

When we come across relics of bygone times we ask ourselves

their use, and often test the memory of the first hale octo-

genarian we meet. Future generations when they find

remains of objects which are at present in daily use will ask
exactly the same questions that we ask at the present day.

Having been very interested in the few notes read by
Mr. E. D. Marquand, at the monthly meeting of this Society

held on the 2Uth of February last year, on the Crchsct and its

use in Cormvall an 1 the Highlands of Scotland, I have
thought that a few notes of what in my young days I have
seen at home might be of interest in these times of electric

light and incandescent burners.

You Avill remember Mr. Marquand saying he had seen

exactly the same kind of lamp in Cornwall, Avhich was still

commonly used in the country districts as late as fifty years

ago, and was known there by the name of o'usie, clearly

another form of crdsset, a word which in the Guernsey patois

is pronounced so as to rhyme very nearly with the English

word saucy. Mr. Marquand also quoted from the work of a

Scotch botanist a statement that at the date his book was
written (in 1848) "the cruscy with its whale oil and wick
made of rush pith was still extensively used in many parts of

Scotland,"—and a lamp of the same name was employed in

the Shetland Islands. These facts inclined Mr. Marquand to

think that our crdsset had come down to us both in form and
in name from the north of Europe, and not from the south.

The origin of the crasset probably dates back to the

ancient pottery cups, which are occasionally found intact in

drier countries than ours. These cups are shaped very much
like the modern "feeding cup," and in ancient Eastern
pictures a lamp of much the same shape is seen depicted in

use. Metivier, in the poem entitled " La fin du chapitre,"

says, " A la lueur de m'en crasset d'arguille," so we may take

it that an earthenware crasset must have been in use in

Guernsey ; but I cannot remember having seen a vessel of

[1908.]
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that kind which might have been so used. But perhaps they
were thrown aside as soon as they could be easily obtained in

iron, which lasted longer and was not nearly so fragile.

Fifty years ago the crasset was still in common use in the

country ; but Avhen the paraffin lamp was introduced it

speedily supplanted the crasset, the light being infinitely

superior. There was no smoke, no snuffing of the wick, and
no smell. Some old people still used it for a time up to 25

or 30 years ago, but the difficulty of obtaining chea]) oil on

account of the small demand for it eventually put a stop to

its use. The last employment of the crasset at my home was
in the winter afternoons when baking was going on. On these

occasions the crasset was hung at the mouth of the oven into

which it threw its light, thereby enabling those who were
baking to see where the loaves had to be placed.

The oil used was obtained from fish-livers. The fishermen

laid aside the livers of the conger, cod and rayfish until they

had a sufficiency, and then boiled them down and extracted

the oil. The oil was not purified in any way, so the result

may be easily imagined, a yellow smoky light and a pene-

trating smell. The oil can was kept in a " niche " or hole on

the top or by the side of the oven, and was hidden by a

curtain. When the crasset became an object of curiosity

these holes were in some houses searched with success, but in

most cases when it became obsolete, being a greasy and dirty

object, the lamp was thrown on the refuse heap and the con-

sequence is that few are to be found now. The wick was a

cotton rag twisted like a small rope and singed so as to keep
it together. The wick-trimmer, which was known in the

patois as " Tamichet," consisted of a piece of Avire or an old

nail, or sometimes a small piece of wood, and this was kept in

the crasset.

The reason why two receptacles were required to form
the lamp, one fitting into the other, was to save the oil from
being wasted. The oil and wick were placed in the upper
vessel, and as the wick, which was nearly horizontal and pro-

jected beyond the spout, drew up the oil faster than it was
consumed, the surplus dripped into the lower vessel and could

then be poured back into the upper one again, and this was
done several times in an evening.

By means of the hook at the end of the handle (la

tanque) it could be placed in any required position. It was
usually suspended from a lath hanging from the rafters over

the long table in the kitchen (la table de cuisine) or over the

jonfjuiere, or else the point could be stuck in holes in the walls
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in various parts of the kitchen, such as in the mantelpiece.

In very cold weather, when everyhody wanted to be ne;ir the

fire in the evenino-, a stand (tailed "le villiain " was used.

This was placed op|)()site the cc^ntre of the hearth and the

crasset hung to it. But as the clay floors were oftc^n inieven,

a light touch Avas sufficient to ])ush it over.

When the crasset got upset, the oil was frequently scat-

tered over those sitting near, and as children were usually the

cause of the mischief by trying to pass under the light, they

usually got the full benefit of the oil, which sti-eamed down
their faces, mingling with their tears. The sudden darkness,

combined with the crying of the children and the grumblings
of the adults, who had to clean themselves 'and the youngsters,

helped to make many an evening very unpleasant.

The crasset, like many other things, had its anecdotes

and superstitions attached to it. When hung uj) in the

evening those seated at the back had no light, and if they
complained, their consolation w^as " Le crasset s'tourne le

derriere es pus biaux " (the crasset turns its back to the

handsomest). When the light was dimmer than usual it was
said, " Le crasset ere qu' j'avon des tripes a not' soupa'i " (the

crasset thinks we are having tripe for supper), an allusion to

the difficulty experienced in cleaning tripe properly.

The word crdstdic, literally the amount of oil required to

fill a crasset, has often been applied, especially by Metivier,

to a drink of cider or wine. The use of the word is probably

only fairly modern, and may have arisen under the following

circumstances.

Some old people w^ho remembered the time when the

Russian soldiers were quartered in Guernsey have told me
that when these soldiers saw a light burning in a house they

were in the habit of entering it, and proceeding to the crasset

threw^ the wick on the floor and emptied the oil dow^n their

throats, leaving the house in darkness. From this it is quite

easy to understand the use of the word in its modern sense to

signify as much as a man could swallow at a gulp.

There was a man at the Vale, it is said, whose wife was
famous for long fits of the sulks, during which time he could

not get a word out of her. So he thought he w^ould emulate

the Grecian philosopher of old and his lantern. He lit his

crasset in broad daylight, and on his knees began looking

about the kitchen as though he had lost something. He
looked under the "jonquiere" and under the dresser and in

all the dark places. His wife looked at him, and at last,

unable to restrain her curiosity, said, " Qui diatre que tu
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trache ?" (What the dickens are you looking for ?) The man
got up, heaved a sigh of satisfaction, blew out his crasset and
answered, " I was looking for your tongue which I thought

you had lost, but I find that you have it after all." Hence
arose the saying when anyone was sulky, " We shall have to

light the crasset."

The vision of our forefathers must have been far better

than it is in the present generation. They could see in the

evening with a very dim light, and for the daytime they had
very small windows in their houses. They did not spend their

evenings in reading as at the present day ; the women usually

sat on the green-bed knitting, whilst the men employed their

evenings in various ways, such as making willow baskets, reed

hassocks, and articles used on the farm.

There are two living creatures that go by the name of
" crasset " in Guernsey : an insect and a fish. The first is

the Crane-fiy or Daddy-long-legs, probably called " crasset,"

because the lamp furnished him with all the conveniences for

committing suicide. He could either singe his wings, roast

himself in the light, or drown himself in the oil. It often

happened in the autumn evenings that the lamp was half filled

with dead and dying flies. The fish which is called " crasset
"

is the Top-knot or Rock-sole.

I will not deal here with the curious omens and super-

stitions connected with the old Guernsey lamp, as these are

given in detail in an extremely interesting paper read before
our Society many years ago by Mr. Denys Corbet (a native of

the Vale) and printed in our Transactions for the year 1892,

p. 239. But I may in conclusion be allowed just to quote a

verse on the subject from Mr. Corbet's poem entitled Les
Viirries du rier G''Ilanine^ or Old William's Evening Parties,

together with the English translation given by the author.

Si brulai bUu, riend'main ll'erait du vent

;

Si vert, ll'y-avait pus d'un sorchier en route :

Tete ou malon cli'tait I'prieux d'enterr'ment,
Et un lincheur, des r venants sans nul doute.

Hors d'sen vier bee, a quand nou I'aniichait,

S'il ecancliait d'sortir une etinchelle,

Pour la personne en d'viers qui a' volait
G'llaume etait saeur que ch'tait pour quiq'nouvelle.

If it (the crasset) burnt blue, next day there would be wind

;

If green, there surely were witches on the road

;

A head, or scab (on the wick) denoted an inviter to a funeral.
And a winding-sheet was a sign of ghosts.
If, when it was snuffed or trimmed,
A spark happened to fly from it.

Then for the person towards whom it flew
William was sure that it portended news.
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Since the aLove was written I have been fortunate in

obtainin<>- the loan of another type of the old (xiiernsey

lani]). For this loan I am indebted to Mr. James L. Ogier,

of the Frie Baton, St. Savioin-'s, who informs me that it

is considered to be an older type than the smaller crasset,

and is supposed to be several centuries old. As I have
not seen any of this kind previously, or heard of it, I am
unable to give any opinion. It seems to me that it might
have been imported from some place where it may have
been in common use.

Owing to its being double and being arranged to take

large Avicks, it would give considerably more light than those

we are familiar with. For this reason, if for no other, it

would be used on special occasions, such as at " La
Grand' Querue." When hung over the table it would
throAV ample light on the festive board, or at social

gatherings in the winter evenings around the hearth when
no member of the party would be in comparative darkness

as in the case of the single crasset. This sort of lamp
may not have been in constant use, as a large quantity

of oil would have been necessary for a long evening.

Besides these specimens of our old lamps I have brought
down for exhibition an old tinder-box, known in the patois

as " La Saqu'rie " and its appiu'tenances, which I consider

inseparable from the crasset, as it was the only means
of getting a light. For the loan of this I am indebted

to Mr. George A. Ogier, of the Ville Baudu, Vale.

An attempt to use it shoAvs the great difference there

is in our modern methods as compared with those of our

forefathers. The tinder-box was also used as a candlestick

for the bedrooms, the candle being often, " La chandelle

de jonc," the rushlight, Avhicli gave a very small amount
of illumination.

During the winter nights at the time that the tinder-box

was the only means of procuring a light or rekindling a

fire, people Avere in the habit of placing the tinder-box

by the side of the bed, so that they might be able to

strike a light to see the time when they woke in the morning.

Occasionally a mishap AA^ould occur, and in attempting to strike

a light the tinder-box and its contents would be scattered all

over the bed, and any attempt to gather the tinder together

was always followed by blackening of the bedclothes, because
the tinder was very friable and fell to pieces as soon as

touched.
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If by chance the tinder-box got out of order, or if there

was not one in the house, the people were obliged to wait

until some of their neighbours had got up before they could

procure a fire or even a light. In these days of cheap
matches we can hardly conceive the inconveniences which
would result, but I suppose none of us would care to go
back to the olden days of the tinder-box and crasset.



THE CKUSTACEA OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.

A PAPER on this subject by Mr. Joseph Sinel, com])ri-

siiig a list of all the species known to him as occurring-

in these waters, w^as published in the Ti-ansactions of this

Society for the year 1906. The catalogue is almost complete
as regards the Stalk-eyed Crustacea, and its value is much
enhanced by the notes which Mr. Sinel has added with
respect to the habits, habitats, and general frequency of

the various species. The Sessile-eyed Crustacea, however,
wdiich include a vast midtitude of inconspicuous or micros-

copic forms, were less thoroughly worked up, and the list

contains only such species as the author had himself met
Avith in the course of his investigations in other directions.

In the month of October, 1907, Canon A. M. Norman,
F.R.S., the distinguished marine zoologist, published in the

Annals and Alagazi/ic of Natural History (ser. 7, vol. xx.,

p. 356) a lengthy catalogue of species, under the title of
" Notes on the Crustacea of the Channel Islands," and in

this paper the veteran author gives a resume not only of

his own researches among the Crustacea of our shores

during the past fifty years, but also includes all the published

records of other naturalists.

By the courtesy of Canon Norman we are permitted

to reprint in our Transactions the main portion of this

important list. At first it w^as proposed merely to enumerate
such species as are additional to Mr. Sinel's paper ; but

the synonyms are so numerous and perplexing that it requires

a specialist to disentangle them ; and consequently it is

deemed advisable to give the Avhole of Canon Norman's list

(except the Stalk-eyed division, in which only such species

are noted, as are additional to Mr. Sinel's list), although

many of the species have already been recorded in Mr.
Sinel's paper under other names.

The student is referred to the original paper for particu-

lars relating to synonymy, structural detail, critical notes,

previous records, and other points which are fully dealt with

by the author—as also for the names of the persons wdio

first found or recorded each species. In the following pages

[1908.]
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only the localities can be given, as a guide to the known
distribution of our Crustacea.

The cordial thanks of this Society are due to Canon
Norman for permitting the reproduction in our pages of

his extremely valuable list, which so materially enlarges

our knowledge of the marine fauna of these shores.

STALK-EYED CRUSTACEA (Additional Species).

Nautilograpsus minutus, Lin.

Hyas araneus, Liu.

Anapagrurus Isevis, Thomp. St. Peter-Port Harbour.

Galathea dispepsa, Bate. Guernsey.

Spirent oeaPis pusiola, Kroy. Jersey.

Hippolyte gracilis, BeUer. Canon Norman writes (Nov. 15, 1907) to say
that by an oversight this species was omitted from his list. It was
recorded from Jersey by Mr. A. 0. Walker in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1899,

p. 147.

SCHIZOPODA.

Nyetiphanes Couehii, BcU. Jersey.

Siriella jaltensis, Czem. Guernsey; Jersey.

S. elausii, Sms. Guernsey.

S. armata, Edw. Jersey.

GastrOSaeeUS SanetUS, Van Ben. Jersey.

G. Spinifer, Goes. Jersey.

Anehialina agiliS, Sars. Guernsey ; Alderney.

Heteromysls formosa, Smit/i. Guernsey.

Mysidopsis gibbOSa, Sars. Guernsey.

LeptOmysiS mediterranea, Sars. Guernsey ; Jersey.

MeSOpodopslS Slabberi, V"n Ben. Jersey.

Maeromysis flexuosa, MiW. Abundant.

M. negleeta, Sars. Guernsey ; Jersey.

M. inermis, Bath. Guernsey.

Sehistomysis spiritus, Xorm. Guernsey ; Jersey.

S. ornata, Sars. Off St. Sampson's Harbour.

S. Helleri, Sars. Guernsey ; Jersey.

NeomysiS vulgaris, Thomp. Arnold's Pond, Guernsey.

SYMPODA (Cumaeea).

Iphinoe trispinosa. Goods. Off St. Sampson's, Guernsey ; Jersey.

I. serrata, Xorm. Guernsey.

Cumopsis Goodsiri, Van Ben. Belgrave Bay, Guernsey, abundant.

Eudorella truneatula, Bate. Guernsey.

Diastylis Isevis, Xorm. St. Martin's Point, Guernsey.

Pseudoeuma Similis, Sars. Guernsey.

P. longicornis. Bate. Jersey.

Cumella pygmsea, Sars. Guernsey.

Nannastaeus unguieulatUS, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

D
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ISOPODA.

Apseudes LatPeilli, ^[il. Edir. Very abundant off (iuernscy ; Jersey.

A. talpa, Leach. Jersey.

TanaiS CaVOlinii, MU. Edu-. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Leptoehelia Savignii, Kroy. Guernsey ; Herm ; Jersey.

TanaissUS Lilljeborgii, Stehb. Belgrave Bay, Guernsey.

ParatanaiS Batei, Sars. Jersey ; Sark.

AnthUPa gracilis, iWmt. Jersey.

Paranthura nigropunetata, Lucas. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Gnathia maxillariS, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Aniioera physodes, Llun. Guernsey ; Herm ; Jersey.

MgSi rosacea, liisso. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Cirolana cranchii, Leach. Off St. Sampson's Harbour, Guernsey ; Jersey.

C. borealis, LiUJ. Guernsey.

Conilera cylindracea, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Eurydiee Spinigera, Hansen. Jersey.

Lilrinoria lignorum, Rath. Jersey.

Sphseroma serratum, Fab. Herm ; Jersey.

S. Hookeri, Leach. Guernsey.

Cymodiee truncata, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Nsesa bidentata, Leach. Guernsey ; Herm ; Jersey.

Campecopea llirsuta, 2Iont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Idotea balthiea, F(dL Common.

I. negleeta, Sars. Guernsey ; Jersey.

I. emarginata, Fab. Jersey.

I. linearis, Lin)i. Guernsey, very large ; Jersej".

I. salinarum, Dollfas. Arnold's Pond, Guernsey.

Zenobiana prismatiea, Risso. Jersey.

StenOSOma acuminatum, Leach. Jersey.

S. laneiferum, Leach. Jersey.

Astacilla longiCOrnis, Son-. Guernsey.

AsellUS aquatiCUS, LAnn. Guernsey.

Janira maculosa. Leach. Jersey.

Jsera Nordmanni, liatli. Sark ; Jersey.

J. marina, Fab. Guernsey
;
Jersey.

Jseropsis brevieornis, Lvxhl. Gouliot Caves, Sark.

Munna Kroyeri, Goods. Jersey.

M. limiCOla, Sars. Guernsey.

Ligia OCeanica, Linn. Guernsey; Jersey.

OniSCUS asellus, Linn. Abundant.

PoreelliO seaber, Latr. Common.

PlatyarthruS Hoffmanseggii, Brandt. St. Sampson's.

Armadillidium vulgare, L^tr Abundant.

BopyrUS squillarum, Latr. Guernsey ;
Jersey.

Bopyrina Giardi, Bon)i. Jersey.

Bopyroides hippolytes, Kroy.

Pleurocrypta galathese, Hesse. Guernsey ; Jersey.

P. StrigOSa, Giard.
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PleUPOCPypta intermedia, Giard. Guernsey.

Athelges paguri, Rath. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Gyge branehialis, Com. Jersey.

lone thOPaeiea, 2Iont. Jersey.

LiPiopsiS pygmsea, Rath. Guernsey.

AMPHIPODA.
Hypepia galba, Mont.

TalitPUS loeusta, Rail. Common.
OPehestia gammaPellUS, Rail. Guernsey ; Jersey.

0. meditePPanea, Costa. Jersey.

Hyale NilSSOni, Rath. Jersey.

H. Lubboekiana, Rate. Jersey.

Lysianassa plumosa, BoecJc. Guernsey ; Jersey,

L. eepatina, Walk. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Aeidostoma Obesum, Rate. Jersey.

Soeapnes epythpophthalmus, Rob. Guernsey.

Pepiepella Audouiniana, Rate. Jersey.

Tpyphosites longipes, Rate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Hippomedon dentieulatus, Rate. Jersey.

Haplonyx eieada, Fab. Jersey.

Callisoma Hopei, Costa. Jersey.

Opehomene humiliS, Costa. Jersey.

Tpyphosella SaPSi, Ronn. Jersey.

Nannonyx Goesi, Sars. Jersey.

Menigpates ObtUSifPOns, Roeck. Jersey.

Lepidepeepeum longieOPne, Rate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

BathypOPeia Guilliamsonia, Rate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

B. pelagiea, Rate. Belgrave Bay, Guernsey ; Jersey.

B. RobePtSOni, Rate. Jersey.

HaustOPiuS apenapius, Slab. Jersey.

UPOthoe mapinus, Rate. Jersey,

U. bPevieOPnis, Rate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

U. elegans, Rate. Jersey.

U. pulehella, Costa. Jersey.

MetaphOXUS simplex, Rate. Guernsey.

M. Fultoni, Scott. Jersey,

Happinia negleeta, Sars. Jersey.

H. peetinata, Sars. Off Belgrave Bay, Guernsey.

Ampelisea typiea. Rate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

A. tenuieOPnis, LUlj. Guernsey ; Jersey.

A. assimilis, Roeck. Off St. Martin's Point.

A. spinipes, Roeck. Guernsey.

A. bpevleopnis, Costa. Guernsey ; Jersey.

A. gibba, Sars. Off St. Peter-Port.

Amphilocus manudens. Rate. Jersey.

A. neapolitanus, Bella Valle. Bordeaux Harbour, Guernsey ; Jersey.

Peltoeoxa MaPioni, Catta. Jersey.

Stenothoe monoeuloides, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.
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Stenothoe marina, B((te. Jersey.

Metopa PUbrOVittata, Sars. Bordeaux Harbour, (iuernsey.

M. borealis, *SV<rs. off St Martin's Point.

M. sarniensiS, sp. nov. A new species here described and lif,nir(!d by I)r

Norman, who dredged " a single specimen, in July, 190<), not far from
the harbour of St. Peter-Port, Guernsey."

Leueothoe spiniearpa, Ahild. Guernsey ; Jersey.

L. LilljebOPgii, Bocck. Guernsey.

L. furina, Sav. Jersey.

PereionotUS testudO, Mont. Jersey.

Laphystius StUPionis, Kroy. Jersey.

Colomastix pusilla, Grabe. Jersey ; Sark.

OdiUS eaPinatUS, Bate. Jersey.

Epimepia eopnigepa, Fah. Jersey.

Iphimedia Obesa, Rath. Guernsey ; Jersey.

I. minuta, Sars, Guernsey,

I. Eblanse, Bate. Herm.
LilljebOPgia pallida, Bate. Jersey.

L. pieta, Mrm. Guernsey.

Monoeulodes eaPinatus, Bate. Off St. Sampson's Harbour, Guernsey;
Jersey.

PePioeulodes longimanus. Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Pontoepates aPenaPiuS, Bate. Jersey.

p. nOPVegieus, Boeck. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Synehelidium haploeheles, Grube. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Calliopius Iseviuseulus, Kroi/. Guernsey ; Jersey.

AphePUSa eiPPUS, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

A. OValipes, Norm. ^' Scott. Fermain Bay, Guernsey.

A. bispinosa. Bate. Guernsey
; Jersey.

A. JuPinei, Mil.-Edw. Belgrave Bay, Guernsey ; Jersey.

SympleUSteS latipes, Sars. Jersey.

Nototpopis Swammepdamii, Jf//.^f;^i(^. Jersey.

N. vedlomensis. Bate. Fermain Bay, Guernsey ; Jersey.

Dexamine spinosa, Mo)it. Guernsey ; Jersey.

D. thea, Bocek. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Tpitseta gibbOSa, Bate. Jersey.

Guepnea eoalita, Xorm. Bordeaux Harbour, Guernsey ; Jersey.

EusiPUS longipes, Boeck. Jersey.

Amathilla HomePi, Fab. Jersey.

Issea Montagui, MU. Edw. Guernsey ; Jersey.

NiphaPgUS fontanus. Bate. Jersey.

N. SUbtePPaneuS, Leach. Guernsey.

CheiPOePatUS Sundevalli, Rath. Fermain Bay, Guernsey ; Jersey.

C. assimilis, LlUj. Near St. Martin's Point.

Gammapella bPevieaudata, J/i/.-iW?(;. Guernsey; Jersey.

Gammapus loeusta, Lum. Common.

G. pulex, Be Geer. Common.

G. maPinus, Leach. Guernsey ; Jersey,

G. CampylopS, Leach. Jersey,
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Eehinogammarus Berilloni, Catta. Jersey.

Melita palmata, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

M. Obtusata, Blont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

M. gfladiosa, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

MoePa gPOSSimana, Mont. Guernsey ; Herm ; Jersey.

M. OthoniS, MU. Edw. Guernsey.

M. Batei, Xorm. St. IMartin's Point, Guernsey.

CePadoeus semisePratUS, Bate. St. Martin's Point, Guernsey.

MegalUPOpus agilis, ^'orm. Guernsey.

MiCPOdeutopuS danmoniensis, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

M. g-pyllotalpa, Costa. Jersey.

M. Stationis, Bel VaL Dredged off St. Peter-Port.

Stimpsonella ehelifepa, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

COPemapus vePSieulatUS, Bate. Guernsey, common ; Jersey.

LembOS WebstePi, Bate. Sark.

AOPa typiea, Kroy. Guernsey.

LeptoeheiPUS peetinatUS, :^or'm. Guernsey ; Jersey.

L. gUttatUS, Grnbe. Off St. Sampson's.

Gammapopsis maeulata, Johnst. jersey.

MiCPOpPOtopus maeulatUS, Norm. Guernsey ; Jersey.

M. longimanus, Chevr. Guernsey ; Herm.

Photis longieaudata, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

PodoeePOpsiS Sophiae, Boeck. Jersey.

Megamphopus eopnutus, Nnrm. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Amphithoe PUbPieata, Mont. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Pleonexes gammaPOides, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Sunamphithoe pelagiea, MU. Edw. Guernsey ; Jersey.

BPUZeliella faleata, Mont. Jersey.

B. OCia, Bate. Jersey.

Jassa pelagiea, Leach. Jersey.

Epiehthonius abditus, Temp. Guernsey ; Jersey.

E. HuntePi, Bate. Guernsey.

E. diffOPmiS, MU. Edw. Jersey.

CePapuS ePasSieOPnis, Bate. Jersey.

CoPOphium VOlutatOP, Fail. Guernsey ; Jersey.

C. ePassieOPne, Bate. Jersey.

C. Bonelli, Mil. Edw. Guernsey.

Uneiola epenatipalmata, Bate. Guernsey.

Chelupa tepebpans, Phu. Jersey.

Duliehia pOPPeeta, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Platophium DaPWini, Bate. Guernsey ; Jersey.

Phtisiea maPina, Slab. Guernsey ; Jersey.

PseudopPOtella phasma, Mont. Jersey.

PePiambuS typieus, Kroy. Guernsey ; Jersey.

CapPella tubePeulata, Guer. Guernsey.

C. lineaPiS, Linn. Guernsey ; Jersey.

C. aeanthifePa, Leach. Common, Jersey. Var. levissima, May. Guernsey.

C. aeutifPOnS, Latr. Jersey.
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OSTRACODA.
Cypris bispinosa, inc.

Paraeypris polita, ^ars.

Pontoeypris trigonella, Sars.

Erythroeypris mytiloides, Norm.

Argylloeeia eyllndriea, Sars.

Bairdia aeanthigera, Brady.

B. inflata, Norm.

Cythere lutea, Mm.
C. CyamOS, Norm.

C. COnfusa, Brad. ^- Norm.

C. pellueida, Baird.

C. poreellanea, Brady.

C. tenera, Brady.

C. badia, Norm.

C. ePispata, Brady.

C. RobertSOni, Brady.

C. eonvexa, Baird.

C. marginata, Norm.

C. albomaeulata, Baird.

C. euneiformis, Brady.

C. VillOSa, Sars.

C. Jeffreysii, Brady.

C. finmapehiea, Sars.

C. tubereulata, Sars.

C. puneinata, Baird.

C. antiquata, ^«ir^.

Cythepidea elongata, Brady.

C. tOPOSa, Jones.

Eueythepe deelivis, Norm.

Loxoeoneha imppessa, Baird.

L. vipidis, Miin.

L. multiflOPa, Norm.

L. tamapindus, Jozies.

L. guttata, i\^or^w

Xestolebepis aupantia, Baird

X. labiata, Brady.

X. deppessa, -Sars.

Cythepupa nigpeseens, Baird.

C. eopnuta, -Bra^y.

C. sella, Sars.

C. aeutieostata, /Sars.

C. angulata, Brady.

C. pPOdueta, Brady.

C. fulva, -Bra^y.

C. StPiata, Sars.

C. eellulosa, i\^orm.

Bythoeythepe eonstpieta, Sars.
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PsGTidoeythepe eaudata, Sars.

Selepoehilus eontortus, Mrm.
Cytherideis subulata, Brady.

Maehsepina amygdaloides, Bradi/.

Papadoxostoma vapiabile, Baird.

P. ensiforme, Bradi/.

P. abbreviatum, Sars.

P. ObliqUUm, Sars.

p. pulehellum, Sars.

p. faseiatum, Brad. ^- Mnn.
p. NOPmani, Brady.

p. hibepnieum, Brady.

p. opehadense, Brady.

P. fleXUOSUm, Brady.

Philomedes inteppuneta, Baird.

Astepope Mapise, Baird.

A. teres, Xorm.

COPEPODA.

Canon Norman concludes his paper with the following

note :
" My late friend Mr. Isaac C. Thompson, recorded

in 1897 thirty-one species of Cope])oda from Channel Islands

plankton—but I have not seen his paper. On the Har-
pacticoida and fish-parasites nothing has been published,

and the few species in my own collection are not worth
recording. It is probable that many minute species new
to our fauna will hereafter be found in what may be ex-

pected to prove a very rich district. It is to be hoped that

some naturalist with good eyes and a steady hand will before

long work at these minims. But very much remains to be
done in other orders, especially among the Sympoda and
Ostracoda."



THE REPTILIA, BATKACHIA, AND MAMMALIA
OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS :

THEIR ORIGIN AND MODIFICATION BY ISOLATION.

BY J . SINE I.

These three classes of the Channel Island fanna, though by
no means extensive, nor on a cursory review of much im])ort-

ance, afford none the less a very interesting study. As we
shall presently see, they ])resent and illustrate several

important points in the matter of geographical distribution,

and also, in a marked mannei-, show the effects of isolation ;

this last resulting in what may be either the conservation of

otherwise obsolete ancestral characters, or the evolution of new
ones. Some of these questions I shall attempt to deal with In

the pages which follow, but meanwhile I may mention one or

two points in illustration of my meaning. For instance : How
comes .lei'sey to possess a vole which is unrepresented either

on the neighbouring continent, in Great Britain, or even in the

other islands of the Channel Archipelago ? Again : Why
does Guernsey possess another vole, belonging to a separate

genus, which also is unrepresented elsewhere ?

These questions are not easy to answer, but they are

receiving the attention of expert zoologists, and Mr. Bunting,

a naturalist on the staff of the British Museum, has recently

visited the islands for the purpose of procuring specimens for

the necessary study.

A point in geographical distribution which I think has

not been previously noticed, and which is worthy of more than

passing interest, is the following.

Taking it for granted, as is the consensus of opinion,

that such forms as we are here dealing with did not live in

these parts during the glacial period, but that we are indebted

for them to the East, South-east and South, it then becomes
noticeable that, with very few exceptions, those that were
unable to reach Guernsey owing to its having been previously

insulated, also failed to reach Ireland.

[1908.]
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Thus we find that the lizards, the snake, the toad, the

newts, the mole, the common shrew, the bank vole and the

hare,* all present in England and in Jersey, are absent from
both Gnernsev and Ireland, while the frog, which must have
been an earlier migrant, is present in both.

A readv inference, and perhaps a correct one, is that

Guernsey must have become separated from the mainland at

about the same period as Ireland. The exceptions are that

the slow-worm and the field vole, which are present in Guern-
sey, are absent from Ireland. It may be that these two have
been introduced into Guernsey with grain or other produce
from the opposite coast.

It will have been noticed that I have mentioned the

lizards as not having reached Guernsey, when as a matter of

fact, one species—the green lizard—is present. This I am
fairly certain has been introduced from the sister island on the

following grounds : ScharfF states that the extension of the

animals named took place first from the East, then from the

South-east, and lastly from the South. He does not give a

reason for this order, but it is evident that a region slowly

recovering from glaciation would first become tenanted by
animals from the higher latitudes and that southern forms
would be tardy in their arrival. Now the green lizard is from
either the South or South-east, and must consequently have
been one of the last to arrive.

We have seen that the toad found a water barrier be-

tween the Continental coast and Guernsey, and yet it must
have long preceded the lizard. The green lizard breeds

comparatively slowly, producing but from twelve to twenty
young ones in a season, and these do not wander far, so that

its spread must have been slow, while the toad produces many
hundreds, and they scatter rapidly. All who have walked the

country roads in districts where the toad is found, dinging May
or June, and especially after a heavy shower, must have been
struck with the myriads of little toads they come upon, ener-

getically hopping in all directions. So great is their number
that many good people believe they come down with the rain.

Having few enemies and food suppl}'^ being abiuidant, a high
percentage of these young ones reach maturity and form new
centres of dissemination, so the extension of the toad must
have been very rapid. It came, moreover, from a higher

* A hare occurs in Ireland, but of another species, viz., Lepus tiviidus, the
" Arctic Hare," which did not arrive in same course of migration, but caiue from
Scandinavia, via. Scotland, while there was land connection there.

The Smooth Newt is also present in Ireland, but must have been introduced,
for the species is one of the latest migrants.—See Scharff's "Origin of the European
Animals."
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latitude, and was moro al)lo to ap]n'oacli the borders of the

retreating ice-fringe than the lizard. Yet we see it arrived

too late for eross-ing, hence we are hound to conchide tliat the

green lizard reac^hed (Jncrnsey l)y Innnan agency.
Befoi'e proceeding furl her with the subject of zoology it

Avill be well to consider at souk; lengtli the physical geography
of these islands.

A glance at an ordinary ma]) shows that Guernsey and
Alderney lie beyond the horns of the greater bay of St.

Michel—the " Golfe Nornianno-breton,"—while Jersey is

well ensconced within. A brief stiidy of a map showing
ancient coast lines in these parts, as in Geikie's Great Ice Ar/e,

shows that with the sea advancing from the South-westward
during the subsidence of land wliicli has brought about the

present configuration, Guernsey must have been cut off fi-om

the C'ontinent at an early period in the formation of the

English Channel, in fact before the sea had advanced to

where now are the straits of Dover ; thus Guernsey must have
been an island while England was still continental. Zoology
also supports this inference, foi- w^hile Guernsey has fallen

short in the number of immigrants, England has received the

full complement. How long ago this might be we shall pre-

sently seek some data for deciding.

Guernsey- —with Sark, Herm and Jethou at first united

with it—was separated from the nearest continental shore, now
Jersey, by a channel of about the same width as at ])resent,

that is, some ten miles, but shallow^er by about five fathoms.

The channel has not appreciably widened owing to its being-

bounded by granite cliffs which yield but slowly to erosion.

To ascertain as nearly as we can the periods at which the

islands parted from one another and from the Continent, it

will be best to proceed in inverse order, first considering

Jersey, the newest member of the group.

Kegarding the separation of Jersey from the French
coast—a comparatively recent event—we would naturally look

for some historical record ; but unha])pily what has, for more
than a century and a half, passed as history on this subject is

but a collection of legends and traditions said to have been
obtained from chronicles in the custody of the monks of St.

Michel, and these so-called records are totally unreliable.

The most popular of these traditions is that of the " Maree
Fatale^'' handed down to us by I'Abbe Manet. According to

this account there occurred in the month of March in the year
709 a storm of terrible and disastrous magnitude, which being
accompanied by a high tide, caused the whole forest plain,
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from Alderney to Cancale (then the "Forest of Scissy"),

with its towns, villages and inhabitants, to be suddenly sub-

merged. One writer, however, modifies this by saying that

this storm formed only the deep clunmel between the Ecrehou
reefs and Jersey, and that the final separation of the island

was the result of a succession of violent storms during the

following fifty years. On the other hand another writer

states that this terrific hurricane of 709 not only separated

Jersey from France, but also all the other islands of the group !

Chevremont, in a fine work entitled " Les Moiu^cnioits dv

Sol sur les Cotes Occidentales de la France^ et surtont dans le

Golfe Nornunino-Bveton,^' criticises these legends at length.

The " Maree Fatale " he terms a chimera, and the whole
series of accounts as " de la pitre imagination^'' and he proceeds

to point out and prove that nowhere is there a sign of violent

action. In the submerged forest land around the islands and
on the coast of France, trees, bushes, and even ferns are still

rooted in the peaty soil in the position they held when in life,

and he attributes the separation of the islands to the factor

still proceeding, namely, gradual subsidence.

We must, however, in justice to the old historians,

examine and see if perchance local floodings of certain low-

lying land near the sea may have occurred, and thus given

some colour, however faint, to their legends.

On several parts of our coasts, and chiefly in St. Ouen's
Bay in Jersey, there are districts of sandy soil, which are in

some places below the level of high spring tides. The sea is

kept from inundating them by the bank of sand and pebbles,

which on a flat shore the sea raises at its margin. This bank
is fortified on the land side by masses of blown sand, which
become firm and compact by a growth of maritime plants,

so that the bank is rendered strong by a line of dunes.

But an exceptionally high tide, accompanied by a strong wind
from the seaward, may any day break down this barrier, and
the retiring water still further level it, thus paving the way for

future tides of less magnitude, and so these low-lying portions

of land may at last become only an extension of the actual

shore. That is, the slow subsidence of centuries may to some
small extent be taken yjossession of suddenly by the sea, and
thus land may become submerged without leaving traces of

violent action. In this way science and legend may in some
measure harmonise ; but a cataclysm such as the old writers

depicted has certainly never occurred.

The proving of a negative assertion is proverbially a

difficult matter, but as we shall see there is a mass of evidence
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to show that the work of separation has not been a sudden but

a very gradual i)ro(5ess, and due entirely to the general

subsidence of the hind.

Chevremont, in the work I have already referred to,

estimates the rate of subsidence in this part of Europe at

15^ inclies per century during the last three thousand years.

Observations on the coast of Holland, Denmark and else-

where, show rates varying from as mucli as 36 inches per

century to the minimum (that of the last century) of

3 inches, but the rate acc^elerates as we go backward. Roman
roads of known age, now sul)merged to an ascertained depth,

on the North-Western coast of France, give 17^ inches

per century ; so that a fair average of its rate of subsidence

during say twenty thousand years can be estimated at

18 inches ; therefore to account for the depth of thirty feet of

water Avhich lies between Jersey and the mainland at low
tide, a period of two thousand years would be required, which
means a period of four thousand years, at least, since Jersey

was strictly continental, and accessible at all states of the tide.

Let us now consider Guernsey. The Channel between
this island and Jersey is of fairly uniform depth from shore to

shore, namely, 210 feet at high tide, so calcidating at the

same rate of subsidence, fourteen thousand years must have
elapsed smce Guernsey Avas united to and formed part of the

mainland of France.

This difference between the ages of the two islands

will account for Jersey having been the recipient of a greater

number of immigrants than its sister isle, and also allows time

for Guernsey to have evolved a field vole of its own as we
shall presently see has been the case.

We are now in a position to consider that which is

the actual subject of this paj^er, the Reptilia, Batrachia and
Mammalia of the Islands.

REPTILIA AND BATRACHIA.

Of these two classes the Channel Islands possess eight

species, as follows :

—

Smooth Newt, Molge milgarls.

Palmated Newt, Molge palmata.

Common Frog, Raiui temjjoraria.

Common Toad, Byfo vulgaris.

Slow-worm, Anguis fragilis.

Wall Lizard, iMcerta mvralis.

Green Lizard, Tjacerta xnridh.

Common Snake, Coluber natrix.
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Smooth Newt. (Local name Lezardc r/'m?^=Water lizard.) Confined to

Jersey, where it is extremely plentiful, being found in almost every pond
and stream throughout the Island.

Palmated Newt. Occiu-s in Jersey only, and confined, as far as I can
ascertain, to the central and western parts of the island. I believe the
original local record of this species is my own.

Common Frog". (I^ocal names, Guernsey, Raiiie ; Jersey, Rainotte.) (3ccurs

in Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney and Sark, but is nowhere so abundant as

in England or the Continent. It presents no local variation, and is absent
from Herm.

Common Toad. (Local name as in France, Crapand.) Confined to Jersey
where it is extremely common and evenly distributed. It grows there to

a large size, specimens measuring five inches in length, and from four to

four and a half in breadth, exclusive of the limbs being by no means
uncommon. These dimensions, and some peculiarities of marking—

a

beautiful marbling of buff, or sometimes white, upon the ordinary
brown ground serve to class it as a decided variety. The white marbling
is, however, well showm only in specimens that have just renewed their

sMn.

SlOW-WOPm. (Local name, Orvv.) Occurs in Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney,
Herm and Jethou. It is very doubtful if it occurs in Sark. Mr. Derrick
says he has enquired about it for years, but has never heard of or seen one,

and in his opinion the iSlow-worm is absent from that island. It is fairly

common throughout the islands named, and presents no local charac-
teristic features.

Wall Lizard. (Local name Lharde (jrisc.) This beautiful little lizard

is found only in Jersey where it is confined to the North-Eastern coast,

\VL. : from Bonne-nuic Bay eastward to Gorey, a stretch of about six

miles, and its range does not extend much more than a hundred yards
iuland, that is to say it does not reach to the table-land above the cliffs.

Tins may be thus explained : It is essentially a cliff, rock, and boulder
dweller, with also a fondness for old rubble walls, whence it takes
its name, and these conditions do not obtain on the table-land from one
hundred to three hundred feet above the shore. Whereas from Gorey,
southward, is a sandy rockless bay (the Bay of Grouville) which here
forms the barrier to its extension.

MTiy it does not spread Westward along the North Coast, where the
necessary conditions still occur is not obvious, but it certainly becomes
scarce, and finally disappears a little to the west of Bonne -nuit. Al-
though still very common its numbers are now much reduced in its former
greatest stronghold, Bouley Bay. The reason for this decimation is due
to vagrant cats which are now living there, as I have explained in a
pre\'ious paper. [Lizarda of the Chanxel lalaads, Trans. Guernsey Nat.
Science Soc, 1907.) This species is generally known to be remarkably
variable in coloration, adapting its appearance to its environment with
beautiful precision, so that any variation that may be manifest in local

specimens is not necessarily due to insulation.

Green Lizard. (Local name like the French, but always given in feminine
gender, viz. : Lezarde Verte.) Occurs in Guernsey and Jersey only. In
spite of incessant and wholesale persecution—for the dealers have it in
much demand— this lovely lizard is still common in Jersey, and in
several localities it may be described as abundant. In this species we
have a decided case of modification, for although identical as a species
with the Continental form, it presents such characters in coloration as to
render it a well decided variety, within which again there is a sub-
variation. I have set out these details at length in the paper just referred
to, and there attempted a classification of the sub -varieties ; but one
striking feature may be repeated here, viz. : the four conspicuous white
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linos alon^- the back and sides of llalf-{:fr()^vll specimens of both sexes,

and in a great proportion of the adult females. These lines are so con-
spicuous as almost to negative its otlierAvisc protective colouring. This
is certainly a modification rendered possible 1)}' certain c(mditions that
are local, perhaps the absence of some enemy present in its origimil

home. There are represcmtatives of the type and varieties of this si^ccies

in the (Tuille- Alios Museum.

Common Snake. (Local name ChiUicurrr, corruption of French Couleuvrc
)

Occurs in Jersey only. It is diffused throughout the island, but is most
abundant in the north-west and south-west. It presents no local cha-
racteristics.

MAMMALIA.

Of Mammalia the Channel Islands possess nineteen

authenticated sj)ecies, but there are possibly tAventy or even
twenty-two, for observations have still to be made with regard

to the bats, and the identity of the smaller rodents and shrews.

The known representatives are as follows :

—

Stoat, Mvstela erminea.

Hedgehog, Erinaceus eiiropoeiis.

Mole, Tal])a europoea.

Common Shrew, Sorex araneus.

Musk Shrew, Crocidura moscliuta.

Pipistrelle Bat, Vcsyeragaa prpistrcllns.

Serotine Bat, Vesperagaa serotitui.s.

Long-eared Bat, Plccotas auritus.

Great Horse-shoe Bat, Rhinolopus fcrrfirn-eqniniun.

Brown Rat, Mvs decuiudiLVs.

Black Rat, Mvs rattus.

Common Mouse, Miis domesticus.

Long-tailed Field Mouse, Mus sylv(dict(.s.

Field Vole, Microtus (sp. no v.) as yet unnamed.
Water Vole, Microtus ainpkihius.

Bank Vole, EvotoDiys Ccesarius.

Squirrel, Sciurus vidgaris.

Rabbit, Lcp7is ciiiiicidiLs.

Hare, Lepus europceiis.

Fox, Cuius l^idpes.

There are in addition two s])ecies reported hut not as yet

satisfactorily determined. These are a vole and a house

mouse.
In the notes wdiich follow the term " indigenous " must

be understood to imply that the animal thus defined has

reached the islands in the natural course of distribution ; in

other words, that there is no reason to suspect its having been
introduced by human agency or by accident.

Stoat. (Local name the same as the French for weasel, Belette.) Occurs in

Jersey and Guernsey, where it is fairly common and generally diffused.
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I do not know whether it is found in Alderney, and it seems almost
certain that it is absent in Sark. The local name is very misleading, and
it is this error which has no doubt led to the insertion of the weasel in

Ansted's list. Many persons maintain that the}^ have frequently seen,

and even killed, the weasel, but in every case that I have been able to

investigate, the animal has proved to be the stoat. It is certain that the

weasel does not occur in these islands.

The stoat of these islands seems to show a slight variation from the

type, viz. : a broadening of the palate, but a sufficient number of sjoeci-

mens has not been examined to make this point absolutely clear.

Although the winters in the Channel Islands are j^roverbially mild, the
stoat dons a sj)ecial winter dress, becoming fairly, and sometimes com-
pletely, white. Frequently the change is rather peculiar, patches of

pure white occurring on the otherwise brown ground, giving it a pretty

piebald effect. I have not seen an}' mention of this variation of dress in

the descriptions of the stoat which I have consulted, and so I do not know
if it is a local characteristic.

Hedgehog". (Local name as French, Hcrisson.) Common in Jersey and less

so in Cruernsey. I doubt whether it is indigenous in Jersey, and it is

universally considered to have been intentionally introduced into Guern-
sey during the early part of last century. The hedgehog is certainly far

more abundant here now than it was fifty years ago. ^Specimens have
been brought over from France and from England for keeping in gardens,
and it is very probable that the i^resent stock results from escaped indi-

viduals.

This useful and inoffensive little animal is very much persecuted,
and by most of the country people always killed at sight, for it is charged
with being a terrible robber of orchards, and also with milking cows to

dryness dm'ing the night. How the cow would admit such a prickly
customer, or how the little stomach could accommodate a couj)le of

gallons or more of milk, does not seem to trouble them. The snake, it is

stoutly maintained, is also guilty of the second offence. These beliefs

are general in all the rural j^a^i'ts of Jersey, and I used to argue the
matter with my country friends, but have now abandoned the effort

owing to failing strength.

Mole. (Local name as French, Taupe.) Occurs in Jersey and Alderney only.

In the former island it is so abundant throughout that the professional
mole catcher {Taujner) is an institution. Usually considered an unmiti-
gated pest, owing to its upheavals of the soil, and its long tunnels which
cause the drying up of the roots of plants. The good that it may do, in

the way of the destruction of ground grubs and other insect enemies of

the farmer, is not placed to its credit, as this is not so openly done and
so evident. A cream-white variety, which niciy be either the albino form
of the ordinary mole, or a separate race, occurs sparingly in several parts
of Jersey, chiefly at St. Lawrence and St. Martin's ; and two white moles
were captured in Alderney in March, 1906. The fur of these cream-
white ones seems to be longer than that of the black, and to have a more
backward direction. There is a fine specimen of this variety in the
Guille-Alles Museum.

Common Shrew. (Local name Souris naisquine, owing to the musky
odoiu" common to all the shrews.) Very abundant and generally diffused
in Jersey. I have seen no sj^ecimens from the other islands and do not
believe it extends to them. What is known as the common shrew in
Guernsey is the next species.

Musk Shrew. Plentiful in Guernsey. Kare in Jersey. I have no record
of it for the other islands.

Pipistrelle Bat. (Local name, as for all the bats, Caiique ioicris, no doubt a
corrux)tion of the French Chauve souria.) Very abundant in all the
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islands. One specimen of a black variety was taken in Jersey in 1907,
tlie first record, I believe, of nielanisni in this species. This specimen
is now in tlie museum of the Socicte Jcmiaisc.

Serotine Bat. l insert this species in the list of our mammalia on tlie

evidence of one specimen which is now in the collection of Dr. A. C
Cxodfray, of Jersey. It was taken at Georgetown, Jersey, in 1895,

Long'-eared Bat. Very common in Jersey and Guernsey, and jierhaps \\\

all the islands. In Jersey it seems to be even more abundant than the
Pipistrelle.

Great Horse-Shoe Bat. Occurs in Guernsey where it appears to be not
uncommon. Many specimens were found some years ago in the cellar of

an old house in St. Peter's -Port, and specimens of these are now in

the Guille-AUes Museum. It is possible that this species occurs in

Jersey also for I have frequently seen a bat of the same size Hying about
a quarry in St. Peter's Valley, but have not so far been able to obtain a
specimen.

Brown Rat. (Local name as French, Rat.) This undesirable alien,

wrongly termed the " Korwa}" Kat," for it is really a native of Asia, was
introduced into these i)arts in the 17th century-. Abundant in all the
islands except Sark, where the Black Rat still holds sway. Mr. Derrick
has kindly made enquiries for me from watermen, farmers, and others

living in Sark, but cannot find any reliable evidence that it occurs there

at all, in fact he says the people are unanimous that there are no Brown
Rats in Sark.

Black Rat. This species, wrongly termed the "Old English Rat," is, like

the last of Asiatic origin, whence it spread through EurojDe, ha\ing been
introduced by shipping into Great Britain about the 14th or 15th century,
and no doubt into these islands also about the same time.

Except in Sark, where it is plentiful, it is very sparingly distributed

in the Channel Islands, having been brought to the verge of extermina-
tion by the species last named. I can find no evidence of its recent
occurrence in Guernsey, so that it is probably extinct now. In Alderney
however it still occurs in considerable numbers, and in some parts

appears to be as plentiful as the Brown Rat.

Although termed the "black rat" it is subject to considerable
variation in colour. I have had, and kept alive, specimens that were of

a rich glossy black, some verging even on a blue-black shade, like the
sheen on certain kinds of velvet ; others are of a grey tint, having silvery

hairs interspersed among the black, while others again are scarcely

distinguishable in point of colour from the Common Rat.

A variety, or more likely a race of the Black Rat of a beautiful
greyish brown, has been described as a separate species and termed
the " Alexandrian Rat." But as I have just said it is only a variety or

race which occurs mostly in Southern Europe. This form has been taken
in Jersey and one specimen, together with the typical species, is in the
museum of the Societe Jersiaise. Before me at this moment are two
stuffed specimens of the Black Rat from Herm, two from Jersey, and one
from Sark ; all are adults, but the Herm ones show a variation, being
larger and more robust than the Sark or Jersey ones ; their hair is also of

stronger texture and longer, e.g., that on the back in the Herm specimens
is 35 mm. in length, as against 22 mm. in the Sark and Jersey ones.

There are Sark and Herm specimens in the Guille-Alles Museum.

Common Mouse. (Local name as French, Souris.) Abundant in all the
islands. Whether, like the rats, this species has been introduced, or

whether it is truly indigenous, it is not ^jossible now to decide. There is

a second specieo found here, or at least in Jersey, for I have frequently
heard of the capture of specimens that differed considerably from
the common species. Mr. Dancaster, of St. Ouen's, Jersey, tells me that

he has several times taken specimens that were of a steel-grey colour, and
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strikingly different from the ordinary kind, but I have not as yet seen

specimens.

Long-tailed Field Mouse. (Local name, as for the common mouse,
Soio-is.) Abundant in all the islands, and no doubt indigenous, at least

in Jersey. Its origin in Guerosey I have already discussed. Specimens
from inland districts are dark-coloured, but those on the coast, especially

among the sand dunes at St. Ouen's Bay and at Herm, are very light-

coloured, almost of the same tint as the sand.

Field Vole. (Local name Jl/dot, but this term Mulot is very misleading, as

in Guernsey it is applied to the species before us, in Jersey to the " Bank
Vole," and in France to the " Continental Vole. ") As far as I can
ascertain the Field Vole is confined to Guernsey, but is there represented
by a form which differs so considerably from that of the Continent, and
of Great Britain (viz , Jlicrotus agrcstis) as to render it apparently a
distinct species, ne^v to science. It has not yet been described or named,
but j\Ir. Bunting informs me that it is at this moment receiving the
attention of sjDecialists at the British Museum.

Bank Vole. (Local name Mulot.) This is confined to Jersey, and although
for some years known to represent a distinct species, has only just been
determined and named Evotomijs ccesarms* It is endemic, and th e question
arises : Has Jersey been insular for a period sufficiently long to evolve a
distinct species, or does it represent an ancient type of which the conti-

nental ancestors have disappeared ? Scharff , in his '

' Origin of the
European Animals," states that the Orkney Islands have evolved a species

of their own, and so perhaps the former alternative is possible. Mr.
Bunting informs me that the species most closely allied to this vole is one
found in Skomer Island and named Ecotomys Kkomerensis, but this is of

lighter colour, and also presents other points of difference. Our Jersey
vole is a very beautiful little animal of a rich chestnut brown colour above,
sometimes transversely barred with still darker brown, and paler beneath,
with a round, squirrel-like head, and its ears, although ample, are out of

sight, buried in the soft fur. It is very abundant, and a great pest to

the market gardener, attacking not only recently sown peas and beans
but the soft portion of the stems of most growing plants. It frequents
banks, wooded slopes and old walls, rarely open ground. A freshly
caught specimen at my elbow, awaiting taxidermic attention, gives the
follo^\T-ng measurements : Length from nose to root of tail, four and a
half inches, or tail inclusive six inches

;
girth in mid-body, three and a

half inches. There are specimens in the Guille-AUes Museum and in the
3Iuseum of the SocieU Jersiaise.

Water Vole. (Local name Rat cVeau.) Occurs in Jersey and Guernsey. I
have no record as to the other islands. In Jersey it is not nearly so

common as in former years, a fact difficult to account for, as the condi-
tions necessary for it have, as far as can be seen, nowise altered.

Squirrel. Occurs in Jersey only, and even if originally indigenous, it is

pretty certain that those now present are from introduced stock. Num-
bers have been brought from France and liberated here to my knowledge
several times within the last twenty years. But I remember that when
a lad I had a conversation with one of the then "oldest inhabitants,"
who told me that he and his companions had often chased squirrels in

some wooded land occupying the site where now stands St. Luke's
Church and neighbourhood. This would have been during the first

quarter of last century. AVhether they had already then been introduced
or were reaUy the survivors of an original race, it is not possible to say
now. At present they are fairly numerous in the north and north-west
of the island, and are spreading towards the centre, some being now seen
as close to the town as VaUey des Vaux.

* It is described by Dr. Miller in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History
for February, 1908.
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Rabbit. ( Local name as French, Lap'ui.) Common, and {^-encrallj distri-

buted in all the islands. At Herm, where it abounds, it is preserved,

and a black variety is stronf:^ly represented there. Any local variation

which the rabbit might offer would not now be of service to the naturalist,

for the owners of warrens in diff(>rent parts have lately introduced the
so-called " Belgian Hare," whi(;li crossing readily witli the rabbit, lias

marred its zoological characters.

Hare. (Local name as French, Lih-re.) Occurs in Jersey only, and is now
scarce. Up to about 1870 or even 1880, it was very plentiful, and in

every old-fashioned country kitchen, rows of hare's tails tacked to the
smoke-tinted beam overhead marked each season's trophies of the guimer.
As it became scarce its ranks were now and then reinforced by imported
stock, but now it is apparently on the verge of extinction. In Guerns(;y
it used to occur not uncommonly forty or fifty years ago, but has ceased
to exist there for a long time.

Fox. (Local name as French, Renard.) Formerly fairly numerous in Jersey.

Up to 1860 or 1862 it used to occur throughout the island, breeding even
as near the town as Surville and Samares, but from that period it raj^idly

became scarce, and is now almost certainly extinct. The last specimen
I remember seeing was one killed at St. Brelade's in 1870 ; very probabl}'

the last of its race.

This, as far as can be ascertained with certainty,

completes the list of species in these islands belonging to the

classes dealt Avitli in this paper. There are other species

which could reasonably be expected to occur here, such as the

harvest mouse, the dormouse, the weasel, and the water-shrew,

but there is no record of their having been found at any time

within our area.

I have promised to discuss the probable causes that have
led to the evolution of two species of vole in our islands, but

the task is a difficult one, for while all naturalists are agi-eed

as to the fact that islands often possess species of their own,

the masters do not agree with regard to the factoi's which
bring about such results.

The Rev. J. G. GuUick holds that throughout nature
" there is an inherent tendency to variation in certain divergent

lines, and that when one portion of a species is isolated, even

though under identical conditions, that tendency sets up a

divergence wdiich carries that portion farther and farther away
from the original species."

This view has many adherents, but it is not the one held

by Darwin and Wallace. More to the point is the following,

which T quote from Wallace's Danvinisni:—
" On the whole then, we conclude that, Avhile isolation is

an important factor in effecting some modification of species,

it is so, not on account of any effect produced, or influence

exerted by isolation pei' .v<?, but because it is ahvays and
necessarily accompanied by a change of environment, both

physical and biological. Natural selection will then begin to
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act ill adapting the isolated portion to its new conditions, and
will do this more quickly and the more effectually because of

the isolation."

It is evident then that our voles, whether they originated

from the species now present on the Continent, or, as I think

the more probable, are Avith them, the descendants of a com-
mon stock, have found in these islands some conditions in

food supply or in physical environment other than those which
obtain on the mainland, and have adapted themselves accord-

ingly.

How long these conditions of isolation have operated we
have seen in the preceding pages dealing with the physical

geography of the islands.

OUR ANIMALS OF THE RECENT PAST.

In these islands, denuded as they are of all i:leposits down
to the granite, diorite, and Cambrian schists, we do not of

course expect to find traces of the earlier forms that occupied

their areas. But of those which lived here on the borders of

the historic period the forest bed furnishes some evidences.

In the peaty soil, and in the clay just below it, we find the

remains of the ox, pig and deer.

The ox is Bos longifrons^ and must have roamed these

lands in considerable numbers, for wherever the peat is opened
to any extent there its bones are found. It is, however, only

when excavations for foundations of walls are made that the

peat is thus disturbed.

The remains which have come under my own observation

are as follows :—In the excavations for the foundation for a

short length of sea wall at St. Ouen's, one entire skeleton, a

separate skull and many loose bones. In the excavations for

the foundations of St. Paul's Church in St. Helier's, one

entire skeleton. In the cutting for the railway at St. Cle-

ment's, loose bones (these were in clay). Several bones
washed from the peat in St. Aubin's Bay. Loose bones from
the ])eat in Vazon Bay and L'Ancresse Bay, Guernsey. In
all the cases in Jersey the bones are associated with flint

chippings and flint implements of rudest type. These flints

may of course have been in the soil prior to the bones, but I

found a jaw of this ox in the cliff cave at St. Ouen's, known
as Jai Cotte a la Oierre^ with a mass of flint chippings and
implements. It had no doubt formed a part of the larder of

the dw^ellers in that cave.

This large mammal must have lived here for a long
period for, as we have seen, it reached Guernsey, and Avas
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plainly here with ])rehistoric nitiii. And still history tells us

that there were large herds of* it in a state of semi-domestica-
tion in these })arts at the time of the Roman invasion.

The deer and the pig have been found only in the ])eat

at Vazon Bay, Guernsey ; no trace of them has been dis-

covered in Jersey.

Such is the meagre list we have of our aninuils of the

])ast. We have no record of the little rodents, the shrews, and
other forms which would help us in determining with exactitude

the parentage of our present species. And yet they must be
there, only the opportunities of searching the old forest

bed are few and rare.

The whole of the inland ])ortiou (reclaimed land) lies

under the town of St. Helier, and it is only on rare occasions

and for brief periods at a time that a portion on the littornl is

accessible.

Owing to the vast quantity of hazel nuts that occur

throughout this peat, cne would certainly expect to find

remains of such rodents as the dormouse and the squirrel, but

so far none have been discovered. Let me in concluding

earnestly ask the younger members of this Society to make
search for the lesser mammals whenever an opportunity

presents itself.

That this paper will be open to considerable criticism, and
no doubt to much correction, I am quite aware. But I must
remind my fellow members that feeble as it may be, it is the

fi.rst attempt that has been made towards placing the record of

these classes of our fauna upon a more or less scientific basis ;

and also that many of my deductions from observed facts are

but tentative, and aw^ait further research.



ADDITIONAL SEA ANEMONES AND OTHER
NOTES ON MARINE ZOOLOGY.

BY MR. ERIC W. SHARP.

Ix a paper contributed to our Society in 1906 by Mr. R. C.
Mabbs, B.Sc, entitled " The Sea Anemones of our Shores,"

all the species and a few of the Aarieties then known were
enumerated. In order to make the list as complete as possible

^Ir. Mabbs asked me to record any additional varieties that

had been identified, and I have the pleasure of doing so, fol-

lowing the nomenclature of (josse. We have now a total for

these islands of 28 species and 27 varieties.

Aetinoloba dianthus.
V. brunnea. St. Peter-Port (Sharp).

V. rubida. St. Peter-Port (Sharp) ; Sark (Tanner).

V. sindonea. L'Islet (Sharp) ; Sark (Tanner).

V. flava. Sark (Tanner).

Sagartia bellis.

V. tyriensis. Albert Harbour and Havelet Bay (Wright) ; Bordeaux
and Castle Cornet (Sharp).

V. versicolor. Bordeaux (Sharpj ; Havelet Bay (Wright).

V. modesta. Common in many localities.

V. SOrdida. xVlbert Harbour (Wright).

S. rosea.

V vinosa. Sark (Tanner).

V. demetana. Havelet Bay (Wright).

S. nivea.
V. immaeulata. Bordeaux and Cobo (Sharp) ; Terres Point (Wright)

;

Sark ^Tanner).

V. Obseurata. Bordeaux (Sharp) ; Sark (Tanner).

S. sphyrodeta.
V. Candida. Sark (Tanner).

V. xanthopis. Bordeaux, Cobo and Terres Point (Sharp).

S. troglodytes.
V. nigrifrons. Havelet Bay (Sharp) ; Sark (Tanner).

V. seolopacina. Havelet Bay (Wright).

[1908.]
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Adamsia palliata.

V. erinopsis. Ilavclot Bay (Sharp).

V. rhodopis. Havelet Bay (Wriglit) ; Sark (Tanner).

Actinia mesembpyanthemum.
V. ehioeoeea. Bordeaux, Ilavdet (Sharp) ; Sark (Tanner).

V. glauea. Sark (Tanner).

V. ppasina. Castle Cornet (Sliarp) ; Havelet (Wri^lit) ; Sai'k (Tannerj.

V. fragacea. Sark (Tanner)

.

Tealia epassieopnis.

V. insignis. Petit Port and Castle Cornet (Sliarp).

V. puppupea. Castle Cornet, Cobo, Petit Port (Sharp) ; Havelet Bay
(Wright). Under a single stone at Cobo may be seen a colony of 25
of this variety '. Several specimens have been under a boulder at
Castle Cornet for seven years.

v. aUPea. Terres Point (Sharp)
; Havelet (Wright). The colour variety

of this species is endless. In a small joool at Petit Port there are a
dozen specimens, each displaying a different colouring !

Capyophyllia Smithii.

V. esmePalda. Bordeaux and L'Islet (Sharp).

V. elava. L'Islet (Sharp) ; Castle Cornet (Wright).

Haleampa ehpysanthellum. Havelet Bay (Sharp).

Peaehia hastata. Havelet Bay (Sharp).

The following notes on some I'ather uncommon forms
which have come under my notice in the course of this year
may perhaps be worth preserving. A few of the species have
not been recorded previously.

PORIFERA.

Paehymatisma Johnstonii. Cobo, September lOth ; L'Islet, September
11th ; Goubeau (Sinel). A large black sponge encrusting rocks to a
depth of six inches. One specimen at L'Islet measures 12 inches long,
3 inches wide and 6 inches deep. Mr. Sinel says that this and the follow-
ing are two of our rarest sponges.

DePCituS nigeP. New localities. Terres Point, August llth ; Goubeau
(Sinel).

Tethya lyneuPium. The Tangerine Orange. Terres Point, August 14th
;

L'Islet, August 11th ; Cobo, September 10th.

Raspalia ? A sponge of an orange colour and composed of serrated
lamina), which covers itself with mud. Has not yet been satisfactorily

identified.

COELENTERATA.

Halielystes oetOPadiata. A beautiful little bell-shaped form which fixes

itself to seaweed and zostera, by means of a sucking disc at the foot of

its stalk, It is common in Jersey but rare here. Mr. Sinel examined
my specimens and said that they were smaller, with shorter tentacles and
much finer bodies than the Jersej^ ones. Which is t^'pe and which the
variety I do not know. This genus is distinguished from Lucernaria by
the presence of capsules between the clumps of tentacles. L'Islet,

September 11th ; Havelet Bay, October 10th ; Portelet (Dr. Fleure) in
1906.
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Caryophyllia Smithii. New colonies at Cobo, L'Met and Bordeaux,
September 10th-12th. Although the localities are numerous, individuals

are few. About 40 is the total, with 16 as the largest colony.

CRUSTACEA.

Galathea StPigOSa. Terres Point (Wright).

DPOmia vulgaris. Several brought in by fishermen (Wright).

Aeheus Cranehii. Belgrave Bay (Sharp).

INSECTA.

-^PUS marinus. L'Islet, September 11th.

ECHINODERMATA.

Ophioeoma ballii. Xot in my list. Bordeaux, September 12th.

Synapta inhoerans. Havelet Bay, October 10th. Over a half-dozen
specimen?;.

Ppiapulas eaudatUS. Bordeaux, August 13th. New to the Sarnian area.

To quote Prof. Forbes " It is of a bluish -white colour the body
is truncate posteriorly and shaped like a trumpet out of which comes a
long white tail composed of a number of hollow filiform processes, whirled
round a common axis, each circle diminishing in size towards the ex-

tremity." I have to thank Dr. Fleure for determining my specimen.

HolothUPia nigep. Two fine specimens, Bordeaux, September 12th.

MOLLUSCA.

Lima hians. A colony of seven full grown ones in their nests, Bordeaux,
September 12th. One specimen vrith. white streamers, Lihou, July 27th
(Wright).

Galeomma tUPtoni. Bordeaux, September 12th.

CaPdium aeuleatum. Belgrave Bay, 1906.

VenePUpis iPUS. Living, Bordeaux, September 12th ; Cobo, Vazon, Sark
and Jethou, washed up in laminaria, both living and valves.

Chiton PUbeP. Bordeaux, Lihou ; fairly fi-equent.

Eolis euviepi. New to Guernsey. Castle Cornet, 1906.

Tellina CPassa. Belgrave Bay, living, 1906.

Limapontia nigpa. Belgrave Bay, 1906.

DotO eOPOnata. L'Islet, September 11th ; Cobo, September 10th.

VERMES.

NemePtes bOPlasii. I measured a specimen of this " living fishing line "

at Bordeaux, and found it fourteen feet three inches unstretched !



THE INSECTS OF JERSEY.

BY MR. W. A. LUFF, F.E.S.

Jersey is the largest and most southerly of tlie Channel
Islands. It has a much richer Insect Fauna than Guernsey,
which may be accounted for by its larger size, its closer

proximity to the French coast, and its much more recent

separation from the mainland. The land area of Jersey is

about 45 square miles, it is about 16 miles from the nearest

portion of the French coast and 17^ miles from St. Martin's

Point, in Gruernsey. Nearly the whole of the island is divided

into small fields by lofty hedges, as in Guernsey, but the

valleys are more numerous and much deeper, and it is much
more thickly wooded than with us.

The inclination of the land is from north to south, exactly

the reverse of that in Guernsey, the high land being on the

north coast where the cliffs, as at Mont Mado and at Bouley
Bay, rise to the height of 473 feet above sea-level. The
south coast is often only slightly raised above high-water

mark, and is broken by the fine serai-circular bay of St. Aubin.
In St. Brelade's Parish, in the south-western part of the

island, is a remarkable elevated tract of land called the

Quenvais, covered with loose and drifting sand, and at a much
lower level, the sandy district of St. Ouen's Bay, which
extends for five miles along the Avest coast. It is here that

many of the rare and non-British insects have been discovered.

I had hoped that some resident entomologist would have
given us a complete list of the insect fauna of the island for the

purpose of com])arison Avith the other islands of tlie Channel
group, published in the Transactions; ; this, however, has not

been forthcoming. I have, therefore, ventured to compile a

list of all the species which have been recorded up to date,

with the addition of numerous species captured by myself on

occasional brief visits during the last thirty years. In

preparing the list I have made use of the following papers :

—

[1908.]
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1.—A list of Butterflies and Moths in i\nsted and
Latham's Channel Islands^ 2nd ed., 1865. This was
compiled by Mr. Johnson, with additions bj Mr. J.

Piquet.
2.—List of the Colcoptera, inserted on the authority

of Mr. Piquet, in Ansted and Latham's Channel Islands^

2nd ed., I860.

3.—Lists of the OrtJwptera^ Neuroptera^ Hymenop-
tera^ Hemiptera and Diptera^ obtained in Jersey by Mr.
J. Piquet and named by Mr. Francis Walker, F.L.S.,

published in Ansted and Latham's Channel Islands^ 2nd
ed., 1865.

4.—A list of the Butterflies inhabiting Jersey, with

notes of their occurrence, by Mr. F. G. Piquet, published

in 2'he Entomologist for June, 1873.

5.

—

Neuroptera observed in the Channel Islands in

September, 1891, by Mr. R. McLachlan, F.R.S., pub-

lished in The Entomolocjisfs j\lonthly Magazine for

January, 1892.

6.—The X)rthoptera of the Channel Islands, by
Malcolm Burr, F.Z.S., F.E.S., in The Entomologist

s

Record^ September, 1899, page 247.

7.

—

Hymenoptera-Acnleata of Jersey, Guernsey and
Alderney, by Edward Saunders, F.R.S., &c., in Tlte

Entomolocjisfs Monthly Maejazine^ 2nd Series, Vol. 13,

1902, pages 140-6.

8.

—

Hymenoptera-Acnleata in Jersey, June, 1903, by
Edward Saunders, F.R.S., &c., in The Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine^ October, 1903.

9.

—

Lepidoptera in Jersc}", 1903, published in Tlie

Entomologist for May, 1904, by G. B. Coney.
10.— Coleoptera in Jersey, collected by Mr. W. H.

Bennett, of Hastings, in Tlie Entomologist's Monthly
Magazine^ May, 1897.

In addition to"^ these the Rev. E. N. Bloomfield, F.E.S.,

has kindly sent me a number of Diptera collected in Jersey
by Mr. E. Saunders, F.R.S. In Jime of this year I paid a

visit to the island and had the pleasure of making the personal

acquaintance of Mr. J. Piquet, the veteran Jersey botanist

and entomologist. I find he still possesses most of the insects

he recorded in Ansted's Channel Islands. I'hese are in a

beautiful state of preservation, although many of them are

more than sixty years old.

Three species of Skipper Butterflies occur in Jersey,
viz. : Hesperia malvcB^ Pamphila lineola and P. sylvanns.
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This is a family whicli is ahsciit from tlio other islands.

Picris (laplidica (the J^ath White HutterHy), whi(;h in Imi<>--

land is only an occasional immigrant, is a resident and may
be taken every season. Two of the Hairstreak Butterflies,

lliivla Qucrcvs and T. lV-alhnni^ have been taken.

The motlis are al)nndant and inehide some rare s])e(;ies as

Deih'pliila lirornica^ Chcerocainpa clpcnor and porcclliis^ Plui^id

Jnutctca and iota^ Anarta. myrtilii^ Tricjoiiophovit einpyvca,^ Leu-
caniii alhijmiictd^ L. vittclina^ X. fj-allyinn^ Sec. C(/I/imo7'jjha

hera (the Jersey Tiger) has long been known as a resident of

Jersey, and the pretty little geometer, Et/bo/ia pcri/jolnta, is

as common amongst the fnrze bushes on th.e cliffs as with \is.

The larvcTC of Deilcpliila euphorhi(E (the S])urge Hawk
Moth) used to be excessively abundant on the Sea Spurge at

St. Brelade's and St. Onen's Bays, but here, as at L'An(;resse

Bay, in Guernsey, where th(^y formerly occurred, they have
now entirely disappeared.

The Coh'optcra or Beetles are very numerous, but have
not been sufficiently collected to form a satisfactory list.

The Stag Beetle, Liicanus cerrus, the Glow-worm, Lampyrns
noctilffca, and the AJusk Beetle, Aromia vioschcda^ave common.
The two latter have never been taken in any of the other

islands and the Stag Beetle only once, in Guernsey. Cctonia

morio and Cryptocephalus rittaivs, both non-British species,

occur commonly. The former has been taken in (luernsey

and Sark. The latter is found in all the islands.

In June of this year I ca])tured four specimens of a

Chaffer which is not on the British list. These were sub-

mitted to Mr. G. C. Champion, F.Z.S., who determined them
as Anisophlia agricola. It is a non-British species, and had
hitherto not been known to occur so far north.

Among the Heiniptera many extremely rare British and
several non-British s])ecies occur. These have not been found
in any of the other islands. Some of these are Frostonnia

(juttulu^ Fab., of which only one specimen has been taken in

England of recent years, Plonosiomus rarivs, Fieb., the only

recent British capture of which was made in June, 1890,

Corduiis suh-apteriLs^ De G., Strachia cognata, Microplax

albofa^ciatKS, and 'lluininotettia foicstratus^ H.S., the three

last being non-British. One of the commonest species is

Pyrrocliofis (iptera^ which is scarce in England and Guernsey.
Mr. Sinel remarks " that it is so abundant as to form coloured

patches on the sand-banks. It is about one half an inch

in length, bright scarlet, with black markings in grotesque

caricature of a human face."
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The Hymenoptera AcvJeata (Ants, Bees and Wasps)
have been well worked by Mr. Edward Saiuiders, F.R.S.,

the greatest British authority on tlie order, who, as the result

of two visits to the island from oth to 24th of July, 1902,

and the first fortnight in .June, 1903, has recorded 164 species,

18 of which are non-Britisli. One of these, Ainmoplnhi J.ujffii,

is new to science.

In the list of IHptera are several non-British species, the

most striking of wdiicdi is Anthrax vehitiiKi^ a species wdth jet

black wings. It has the habit of resting on the sand at St.

Ouen's Bay, and is very consincuous, but very difficult to

capture on account of its rapid movements.
The late Mr. R. McLachlan, F.R.S., &c., visited the

island in September, 1891, and recorded the result of his

observations on the Neiiroptera in the E)itoniolo(jisfs Monthhj
Macfuzinc. He says :

" The most productive streams are the

short ones which have their origin in the north side of the

island and are very rapid. The longer streams flowing

through more level country furnish very little. They are

prone to lose themselves in moist ground before entering the

sea, due largely to the requirements of artificial irrigation.

The stream in St. Peter's Valley is one of the longest in the

island, and looked promising, but it yielded nothing vi'hatever.

At first I thought that this was due to several suspicious look-

ing mills along its course ; but these on closer acquaintance

seemed to be of a harmless nature (so far as poisoning the

water is concerned), and I was forced to the conclusion that

the absence of life, ])oth animal and vegetable, in this stream,

is caused l)y irrigation, whi(;h for a part of the year diverts

the water and leaves the natural course dry. The most
interesting species is PJiilopotarniis montaniis^ variety cesareus,

which is very abundant at Greve de Lecq, where it was
originally found by Mr. LufF. There seems little reason to

doubt that this beautiful foi'm and the Ph. iiisularis of Guern-
sey are only insular conditions of Ph. 7iiontaiiv.s^ of which the

typical form is unknown in the islands."

In his i)aper on " The Orthoptcra of the Channel
Islands," Mr. Malcolm Burr, F.Z.S., F.E.S., records two
species of non-British Grasshoppers from Jersey which have
not been recorded for Guernsey, viz., Stenohothrus vagans and
aV. h(Bmorrho'ulalis. Gryllns cdmpestris^ the Field Cricket, is

not uncommon, although not found in Guernsey. G^dijwda
cfBriih'sccns^ the Blue Under-winged Grasshopper, is abundant
near St. Ouen's Bay. Mr. Burr says " The three specimens re-

corded from England were very possibly imported from Jersey."
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In the list which follows I have distinguished those

species mentioned in Ansted and Latham's Channel Islands

with an asterisk. A few names have been omitted as it is

difficult to say to which s])ecies they refer. In conclusion, I

have great pleasure in acknowledging the kind assistance

rendered in the determination of species })v the Rev. E. N.
Bloomiield, M.A., F.E.8., cS:c., Mr. Edw:ird Saunders, F.Ii.8.,

&c., Mr. Claude Morley, F.E.S., Mr. (x. C. Cham])ion,
F.Z.S., &c., and Mr. E. A. Butler, R.Sc, F.E.S.

MACRO-LEPIDOPTERA.

RHOPALOCERA (Butterfliep).

*Papilio maehaon, L.

*Leueophasia Sinapis, L. Mr. F. G. Piquet states that one specimen was
taken near Clarcmont Hill about the end of August, 1872.

*Piepis brassiese, L. Common.
*P. napi, L. Rather scarce ; Pontac, St. Clement's (F. G. Piquet).

*P. rapse, L. Abundant.

*P. daplidiee, L. "Bj no means abundant, and very local. I generally
take twelve to fourteen every season" (F. G-. Piquet).

*Anthoeharis eardamines, L. "Has been once taken, near Victoria
Village, St. Saviour's " (F. G. Piquet).

*GoneptePyx rhamni, L. " By no means common " (F. G. Piquet).

*Colias hyale, L. "By no means rare in some seasons. In 1871 they were
very scarce, but in 1872 they appeared in greater numbers " (F G. P.)

*C. edusa, F. " in some seasons they are abundant, in others rather scarce "

(F. G. P.)

*C. edusa, var. heliee, Hh. " Two specimens were taken in St. Clement's
Bay in the earlier part of September, 1871 ; one by myself and the other
by my friend, Mr. W. Poingdestre I took another in 1872, also in the
same bay" (F. G. Piquet).

^Argynnis aglaia, L. " Rare in Jersey. I took a single specimen on the
slopes of St. Ouen's Bay on July 20th, 1872 " (F. G. Piquet).

A. lathonia, L. "This beautiful insect has not been imcommon in this

island since 1870, previous to which time it was of very rare occurrence.

My first specimen was taken in a lucerne field at St. Brelade's Bay about
the end of September, 1870, since which time a season has not passed
when I have not taken several specimens, some even in the month of

April" (F. G. Piquet). I saw a fine specimen near St. Ouen's Bay this

season (\V. A. Luff).

*Melitsea einxia, L. •' Abundant on the Quenvais and at St. Ouen's Bay "

(F. G. P.)

*Gpapta C. Album, L. " Rare. I saw three specimens, and captured one
on a fig tree at St. Saviour's, August 28th, 1872 " (F. G. Piquet).

*Vanessa UPtiese, L. Abundant

*V. polyehlOPOS, L. " Rather rare. I have taken it every season, but
never in any numbers" (F. G. P.) I took a specimen at Gorey in 1872
(W. A. L.)

*V. antiopa, L. "One specimen was taken here some years ago on some
palings near Longuevillp, St. Saviour's ; but I have never seen a living

specimen myself " (F. G. Piquet).
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*Vanessa lo, L. "Of occasional occurrence. Earliest date of capture Julv
22nd " (F. G. P

)

*V. atalanta, L. Abundant.

*Pypameis eardui, L. Generally common, but in some years are very
scarce.

*PypaFga egePia, Z. Abundant.

*P. megsera, L. Very abundant.

*SatyPUS semele, L. Abundant, especially m^ar the coast.

*Epinephele janipa, L. Common everywhere.

*E. tithonUS, a . Common.

*Csenonympha pamphilus, L. '• Very common, especially on the Quen-
vais and other di'v barren wastes" (F. G. P.)

*Theela PUbi, L. Common, especially on the blackberry bloom all along
the coast.

*T. quePCUS, L. '• Rare. I only know of two localities in the island for

this insect—^lont Musere, St. Lawrence, and in the Valley des Vaux,
St. Saviour's, where I took one specimen, July 8th, 1872 " (F. G. P.)

*T. W-Album, K)K " Has been taken here, but not of late years " (F. G. P.)

*Lampides boetiea, L. [ have no doubt they are abundant in some seasons
as in Guernsey and Sark. Mr. Piquet, writing in 1873, says :

" Specimens
have been taken here occasionally within the last few years. The last

one I know of was taken in the suburbs of the town, in the autumn of

la-t year."

*PolyommatUS phlseas, L. Abundant.

*Lyesena segon, Schiff. Abundant.

*L. ieaPUS, Rutt. Exceedingly abundant.

*L. apgiolus, L. Xot uncommon.

Hespepia malvse, L. Mr. F. G. Piquet says he has never seen this insect

before or since 1871, when he took a single specimen in Swiss Valley, St.

Saviour's.

*H. sylvanus, Esp. I have taken it abundantly near St. Ouen's Bay
W. A. L.j

*H. comma, L. Is noted on the list in Ansted's Channel Islands, but has
probably been confused with Sijlcanx.s.

H. lineola, O. I took three specimens on June 21st, 1871, and one in June.
1908, near St. Ouen's Bay. This species bears a close resemblance to H.
linen and has been recorded as that species in Ansted's Channel Islands

and also in Mr F. G. Piquet's list (W. A. L.)

HETEROCERA (Moths).

.SPHIXGID.^:.

*AchePOntia atPOpoS, L. Larvae common in the potato fields, Mr.
Piquet sent me specimens of the perfect insect some years ago.

*SmePinthus populi, I. June 27th, 1903 (G. B. Coney),

*Sphinx eonvolvuli, L. Abmidant at tobacco plants, thirteen specimens
being taken, and many more seen from August 25th to October 14th,

1903 (G. B. Coney).

*S. ligUStPi, I. Not common.

*Deilephila euphOPbise, L. The larvae were formerly abundant on the
sandhills near St. Ouen's Bay and at St, Brelade's Bay, but now they are

quite extinct,

*D. livopniea, Esjj.

*Chsepoeampa eelepio, L.
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*Ch3eroeampa elpenor, L. I picked up u crushed specimen in the to\\ni,

June, 1<)0S.

*C. poreellus, i.

*Maerog-lossa stellatarum, /.. Very common.

*Sesia myopiformis, Borh.

*S. formieiformis, Rsp.

*S. tipuliformis, curck.

*S. bembeciformis, it.b.

*C0SSUS ligniperda, F.H. Not uncommon,

HepialuS lupulinus, l. Common.

Zygsena trifolii, Exp. Common near the coast.

*Z. filipendulse, r.

*Z. lonieerse, Esp.

*HaliaS prasinana, Fb. Taken on July Lst (G. B. Coney).

Nola eristulaliS, Bxp. May 31st, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Calligenia miniata, Forst. Not uncommon.

Lithosia eomplanula, B. Dc. Abundant.

L. eaniola, lib. August 17th to September 24th, 1903. Ten specimens
were taken at a lamp placed in the window of a room overlooking the
seashore (G. B. C.)

Gnophria quadra, L. Not rare.

G. PUbrieollis, L. One specimen.

*Euehelia jaeobsese, i. Abundant.

*CallimOPpha hera, L. Very common.

*Euthemonia russula, L. Common on tlie cliffs.

*Chelonia eaia, x. Common.

*C. Villiea, L. Common.

*Aretia fuliginosa, L. August 12th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

A. mendiea, Clerch. May 23rd and 24th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*A. lubrieipeda, Esp. Common.

*A. menthastri, Esp. Common.

*LipaPis chrysOPPhsea, L. Eeared from the larva? in 1903 (G. B.C.)

*L. aUPiflua, Fb. August 8th to 12th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Opgyia pudibunda, L. June 26th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*0. faseelina, L.

Bombyx quePeus, L. Common.

*B. neustpia, L.

*B. tPifolii, Esp. Common near the coast.

*B. PUbi, L. I found several larvae in a hedgebank near St. Peter's Barracks.

*Odonestis potatopia, L. (G. B. c.)

*Lasioeampa quepeifolia, L.

*Satupnia eappini, ScUff.

GEOMETR.!;.

*Upaptepyx sambueata, L. Common.

*Rumia epatsegata, L. Abundant.

*Vanelia maculata, l. June 12th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

*MetPOcampa mapgapitapla, L. Not uncommon.

Eupymene dolobpapia, X. June 25th to 30th, 1903 (G. B. C.)
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*Selenia illunaria, Hb. Common.

S. lunaPia, Schlf. May 28tli to June 2nd, 1903, also on August 2nd. The
specimens taken in August were mucli smaller than the early brood
(G. B. C.)

*Odontopera bidentata, Clcrck. May 13th to June 15th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*CPOeallis elinguaria, L. August 15th to 22nd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

EnnomOS alniaria, L. August 2nd to September 23rd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

E. erosaria, BoH-. August 2Tth to September 15th, 1903. Two specimens
at light (G. B. C.)

*HimePia pennaria, L. October 30th to November 23rd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Phigalia pilosaria, Hh. February 26th, 1903 (G B. C.)

*Amphidasys betularia, L. Keared 1903 (G. B. C )

*A. ppodromapia, Sdnff.

HemePOphila abPUptaPia, Thnh. May 19th to June 11th (G. B. C.)

*Cleopa liehenapia, Hafu.. August 1st, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Boapmia pepandata, L. Common.

*B. PhomboidaPla, Hh. Common.

*B. eonsOPtaPia, m. May 28th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

*Geometpa papilionapia, L.

Nemopia vipidata, L. June 27th, 1903 (G. B C.)

*Iodes laeteapia, l. (G. b. c.)

*Hemithea thymapia, Gn. Common.
*Ephypa pOPata, Fb. August 26th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*E. lineapia, Hb.

*E. pendulapia, cierck.

E. punetaPia, L. May 24th and August 12th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Asthena eandidata, Schiff.

Aeidalia PUbPieata, Fb. August 13th, 1903 (G. B. C.) On sandhills
;

these varied in colour from drab to dull crimson (G. B. C.)

*A. scutulata, Boric. June 30th and September 1st to 16th, 1903 (G. B. C.

*A. ineanaPia, Hb. May 28th to June 16th (G. B. C.)

*A. vipgulapia, Hb
A. ppomutata, Gn. August 15th to September 25th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*k. holosepieata, Dxp.

*A. immutata, L.

*A. imitaPia, Hb. Not uncommon.

*A. bisetata, Hufn.

*A. avepsata, X. Common.
*A. dilutapia, Hb.

*A. tpigeminata, Hmv.

*Timandpa amatapia, L.

*Cabepa exanthemata, 'Scojj.

*C. pusapia, x.

*Copyeia temepata, Hb. July 1st to 5th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

Maeapia altepnata, Hb. .lune 17th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Halia wavapia, f.

Panag-pa petpapia, Hb. One, June, 1908.

Selidosema plumaPia, Hb. August 6th to 13th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Fidonla atomapia, x.
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*Aspilates Citraria, Hb. May loth to 25tli, and AuLmst 6th to 13th
(d. 13. C.)

*Abraxas gFOSSUlariata, L. Extremely abundant.

*Lomaspilis marginata, /.. June 28th to July 5th (G. B. C.)

Hybernia rupieapraria, iih. February I2th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*H. stietapia, Ha a-.

*H. marg-inaria, Bork. March lltli to April Gth, l'J03 (G. B. C.)

*H. defoliaPia, Clerck. December 2()th ((i. B. C
)

Cheimatobia brumata, L. January 20th to 2()th ((i. B. C
)

OpOPabia dilutata, Boric. November Uth to 23rd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Laupentia peetinitapia, Fhch.

*L. didymata, L.

*L. multistpigapia, Hmv.

Emmelesia albulata, Schif. June 9th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

E. deeolOPata, lib. May 2«Sth to June 17th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Eupitheeia oblongata, Thub.

E. SUbfulvata, Haic August 25th to September 22nd (G. B. C.)

*E. eastigata, Hh.

*E. eentaupeata, Fb.

*E. absinthiata, cierck.

*E. ippiguata, Eb.

*E. nanata, m.
*E. pumilata, lib.

Lobophopa vipetata, Hb. June (3th (G. B C.)

*Melanthia oeellata, L.

Melanippe subtpistata, iiaiv Common.
*M. tristata, l.

*M. ppoeellata, Fb.

*M. pivata, Hb.

*M. montanati, Bork.

*M. galiata, Hb. Common near the coast. June 1st to July 2nd, and
August 1st, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*M. fluetuata, L. Common in gardens.

*AntieIea PUbidata, Fb. June 4th to July 5th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

A. dePivata, Bork. May 11th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*C0Pemia pPOpugnata, Fb. August 12th to 27th (G. B. C.)

*C. fePPUgata, Clerck. (G. B. C.)

*C. unidentapia, Haw. (G. B. C.)

*Camptogpamma bilineata, L. Very abundant.

CidaPia psittaeata, ScMff. October 28th to November 3rd, 1903. Four
specimens taken (G. B. C.)

C. eopylata, Thnb. May 30th to June 27th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*C. PUSSata, Bork. Abundant.

*C. SUffumata, Hb. April 24th to June 8th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*C. testata, L. August 21st to September 30th (G. B. C.)

*C. dotata, L.

*C. pypaliata, Fb. June 26th to July 1st (G. B. C.)

*C. ppunata, l.

PelUPga eomitata, L. August 2nd to 18th (G. B, C.)
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*Eubolia bipunetaria, ScUff.

*E. mensuparia, ScUff.

*E. plumbaria, Fb.

E. lineolata, Hb. Common in sandy fields near St. Ouen's Bay in June.

E. peribolata. On the cliffs amongst furze bushes m September as in

Guernsey. Xon- British.

*Anaitis plagiata, L. June 17th to 27th, and September 22nd, 1903
(G. B. C.)

DREPANULID.a;.

*Platypteryx hamula, Esp. August I9th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Cilix spinula, Schlff. June 3rd to 27th, and August 2nd to 11th (G. B. C.)

PSEUDO-BOMBYCES.

Petasia eassinea, F. December lOth, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*Pyg8ePa bueephala, L. August 26th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Diloba eseruleoeephala, x. Eeared (G. B, c.)

*Ptilodontis palpina, L.

Notodonta eamelina, L. May 21st to 30th, and August 9th to 30th.

N. dietsea, L. May 25th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

N. dietseoides, Esjj. Reared (G. B. C.)

*N. Ziezae, L. Reared (G. B. C.)

NOCTU^.

*ThyatiPa batis, L. August 20th to September 3rd (G. B. C.)

*T. depasa, L.

CymatophOPa oeulaPiS, Gn. June 26th to July 1st (G. B. C.)

*Bpyophila glandifepa, Hb. August 12th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*B. pePla, Fb. Common.
*Aeponyeta psi, L. (G. B. C.)

*A. tpidens. Schiff.

*A. aeepis. L.

*A. lepopina. L.

*A. megaeephala, Fb. July 4th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

*A. PUmieis, L. Common.

*Leueania eonigepa, Fb.

L. Vitellina, Hb. One at sugar on October 3rd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*L. lithaPgypia, Efip. Common.

L. albipuneta, Fb. August 19th to October 17th (G. B. C.)

L. putPeseens, Hb. August 12th to September 1st, 1903. Eight specimens
at sugar and light (G. B. C.)

*L. L-album, L. September 8th to November 2nd. Eight specimens at

sugar (G. B. C.)

*L. pallens, X. Common (G. B. C.)

GoPtyna flavagO, Esp. September 20th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Axylia putPis, L. May 30th to July 4th (G. B. C.)

Xylophasia lithoxylea, Fb. Common (G. B. C.)

*X. polyodon, X. Abundant.

*X. hepatiea, x.

ApOPOphyla anstPaliS, Bdv. September 24th and 26th (G. B. C.)

F
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*Heliophobus hispida, Hh. September 8th to October 3rd, 1903. Nine at
li^ht, all males (CI. B. C.)

*H. popularis, Fb.

Cerig-o eytheria, Fb. August I2tli to 27th (G. B. c.)

*Luperina testaeea, lib. August 28th to September 14th ((I. B. C.)

Mamestra brassiese, L. Common.
*M. persiearise, L.

*Apamea basilinea, Fb. May 28th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*A. oeulea, Gn. Common.
*Miana Strigilis, Clerck. Common.
M. fUPUneula, Tr. August 6th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

Grammesia tPilinea, Bork. May 30th to June 17th (G. B. C.)

Stilbea anomala, Hmc. September loth and 18th (G. B. C.)

Caradina morpheus, Hufn. May 31st to June 30th (G. B. C.)

C. alsines, Brahm. July 2nd to September 9th (G. B. C
)

*C. eubieulariS, Bork. September 9th and November 3rd (G. B C.)

C. ambigua, St. June 9th to July 5th (G. B. C.)

*C. blanda, Tr.

*Rusina tenebrosa, Eb. May 31st to June 27th (G. B. C.)

*AgrotiS puta, Hb. August 12th to November 13th (G. B. C.)

A. SUflfusa, Hb. October 28th to November 2nd (G. B. C.)

*A. saueia, Hb. August 22nd to November 9th (G. B. C.)

*A. segetum, ScUf. Abundant.

*A. exelamationis, L. Common.
*A. eOPtieea, m. July 2nd and August 22nd (G. B. C.)

*A. nigricans, L. August 12th to 19th, 1903 (G B. C.)

*A. tritiei, L. August 19th to September 12th (G. B. C.)

*A. popphyrea, Hb. August 2nd (G. B. C.)

*A. valligepa, Hb.

Noetua glapeosa, Es^}. September 29th to October 28th (G. B. C.)

*N. augup, Fb.

*-N. pleeta, L. May 27th to June 17th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*N. C-nigPUm, L. June 9th and 17th, and August 17th to 30th (G. B. C.)

*N. tPianguIum, Hafn. July 2nd, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*N. festiva, Hb. June 9th to 26th (G. B. C.)

N. PUbi, Vieiv. June 1st, and August 9th to 30th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*N. xanthOgPapha, Fb. Abundant.

*N. baja, Fb.

*N. umbposa, Hb.

*Tpyphsena ianthina, Eap. August 6th to 30th (G. B. c.)

*T. nmbPia, L. September 4th to 20th (G. B. C.)

"*T. OPbona, Hufn. Common.

*T. pponuba, L. Abundant.

*T. intepjeeta, Hb.

*Paehnobia pubpieosa, Fb.

*Tsenioeampa gothiea, L. May 27th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*T. cpuda, Tr.

*T. intabilis, Esp. March 8th, 1903 (G. B. C.)
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*T3eni0 Stabilis, View. March 9th to April 24th (G. B. C.)

Opthosia upsilon, Mrk. Eeared (G. B. C.)

0. lota, Olerck. October 20th to November 13th (G. B. C.)

0. maeilenta, Hb. October 20th to 28th (G. B. C
)

Anehoeelis ruflna, L. September 20th to November 4th (G. B. C.)

*A. pistaeina, Fb. Common at ivy blossom (G. B. C.)

*A. lunosa, Raw. September 29th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*A. litura, i.

*CePastls vaeeinii, L. October 17th to 28th (G. B. C.)

C. ligula. October 17th to November 9th (G. B. C.)

Seopelosoma satellitia, L. March I2th, 1903 (G. B. c.)

Xanthia Silago, Eb. October 20th, 1903 (G. B. C.)

*X. feppuginea, Esp. October 3rd to November 2nd (G. B. C.)

*Calymnia trapezina, L. September 1st, 1903 (G. B. c.)

*C. afflnis, l. August 12th (G. B. C.)

*C. diffinis, L.

Dianthseeia eonspersa, Fsp. May I9th to July 5th (G. B. c.)

*D. eapsineola, Hb. May 13th, June 27th and August 21st (G. B. C.)

Heeatera serena, Fb. June 27th and 29th (G. B. C.)

*Polia flavieineta, Fb. September 23rd to October 23rd (G. B. C.)

*P. ehl, L.

Epunda nigra, Saw. October 7th to November 13th (G. B. C.)

E. liehenea, Sb. October 20th to 29th. Nine at sugar and ivy (G. B. C.)

*Miselia OXyaeanthse, Z. October 12th to November 2nd (G. B. 0.)

*AgPiopis aprilina, X. October 3rd to November 2nd (G. B. C.)

PhlogophOPa metieulosa, X. Abundant.

*Trig'Onophora empyrea, Hb. September 30th and November 4th
(G. B. C.) Very plentiful at sugar.

*Euplexia lueipara, X. May 22nd to June 17th (G. B. C.)

Hadena dentina, f.^j. June 8th (G. B. C.)

H. ehenopodii, Fb. August 11th to September 5th (G. B. C.)

H. Oleraeea, X. Abundant.

H. pisi, X. June 2nd to 17th (G. B. C.)

*Xyloeampa lithophiza, Bork.

*Caloeampa exoleta, L.

*Cueullia verbasei, x. May 20th to 30th (G. B. c.)

*C. ehamomillse, ScMf.

*C. umbratiea, X.

*C. serophularise, F.sp.

*Helothis peltigera, ScMf.

Aeontia luetuosa, Fsp. July 1st (G. B. c.)

*Erastria fuseula, £ork. May 31st to June 27th (G. B. C.)

^Habrostola urtiese, m. May 21st to July 27th (G. B. C.)

*H. triplasia, x.

*Plusia ehrysitis, X. June 27th to July 4th (G. B. C.)

*P. braetea, Fb.

*P. gamma, X. Abundant.

*P. iota, X.
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*Gonoptera libatrix, L.

*Amphipypa pyramidea, L. August sth to Scptciubcr nth ((i. \\. c.)

*A. tragopog-onis, L. Aug-ust 12th to September Oth (G. JJ. C.)

Mania typiea, L. August I2tli, lOO'i (G. B. c.)

*M. maura, L. Common.
*Catoeala fraxini, L.

*C. nupta, L.

*C. promissa, Esp.

Phytometra senea, Hb. June iTth, lyoa (G. B. c.

DELTOID.^.

*Hypena ppoboseidalis, x. Abundant.

*H. postralis, x.

*Hepminia tapsipennalis, 2V.

AVENTIID^.

Aventia flexula, Schiff. July 1st (G. B. c.)

PYRALIDES.

*Pypalis fapinalis, L.

*Aglossa pinguinalis, i.

*Pypausta puppupalis, x.

*Hepbula eespitalis, w.v.

*Ennyehia eingulata, x.

*E. oetomaeulata, Fb.

*Endotpieha flammealis, ScMff.

*Seopula feppugalis, Hb.

*S. ppunalis, w.v.

*Stenia punetalis, w. V.

*Cataelysta lemnata, x.

*Botys veptiealis, x.

*B. hyalinalis, Hb.

*B. laneealis, Schiff.

*B. teppealis, Tr.

*B. uptiealis, x.

*Pionea fopfiealis, x.

*Ebulea vepbasealis, w. v.

*Stenoptepyx hybpidalis, Hb.

Seopapia ambigualis, Tr. (W. A. L.)

*Gallepia mellonella, x.

PTEROPHORI.

*Aeiptilia pentadaetyla, x.

*Mim8eseoptilus ptepodaetylus, x.

*Alueita polydaetyla, Hb.

CRAMBI.

*Cpambus selasellus, Hb.

*C. ppatellus, L.

*Hom3eosoma sinuella, F.

*Aphomia soeiella, L.
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TORTRICES.

Toptpix podana, Scop. (W. A. L.)

T. posana, L. (W. A. L.)

*T. vipidana, i.

*Peponea vapiegrana, ScMf.

*Aspis udmannia, L.

Cappoeapsa pomonella, L. (W. A. L.)

*Lozopepa fpaneillana, F.

*Sysethis oxyaeanthella, L.

*Eupseeilia maculosa, Haw.

*Xanthosetia hamana, L.

TINE^.

*Fumea intepmediella, Brd.

Luffla lapidella, Tutt. Common on old walb.

Tinea tapetzella, L. Common in houses.

Adela Degeerella, L- I took three specimens near St. Helier's in July,
1871.

Hyponomeuta padellus, L. Common.
Aesyehia bipunetella, Fh.

Plutella CPUeifePaPUm, Z. Yeiy common.

DepPessaPia hePaeleana, De Gcer. One near Corbiere, 1908.

*Phibaloeepa quepeana, Fb. Yery common.
Endposis fenestpella, Scoj). Common.
*Swammepdamia pypella, vm.

HEMIPTERA-HETEROPTERA.
PEXTATOMID^.

*EupygasteP maUPa, L'n^. One specimen near the Corbiere, June, 1908.

Geotomus punetulatUS, Cost. St. Ouen's Bay and St. Brelade's, under
stones.

SeioeOPis euPSitans, Fab. Near St. Ouen's Bay.

*Aelia acuminata, Lin. Several taken on cliffs near the Corbiere.

Pentatoma fuseispina, Boh. Very common on the cliff coast throughout
the summer.

*P. baecaPUm, Lin. Common.

PiezodOPUS litUPatUS, Fab. Common on furze bushes on the cliffs in July
and Au,£iust.

StPaehia Olepaeea, Lin. Not uncommon. Both the red and white spotted
forms occur.

S. eognata. Xot uncommon on the flowers of the Sea Rocket, Cakile

nuirltima, which grows so abundantly at St. Ouen's Bay. It is not
British.

Bpaehypitta atePimma. This black, non-British species was found
C'jmmonly last June near St. Ouen's Bay.

*Acanth0S0ma hsemOPPhoidale, Lin. Two specimens taken near Bouley
Bay, June, 1890.

COREID^.

*SyPOmastes maPginatUS, Lin. Not uncommon by sweeping herbage
near the coast.
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*AlydUS ealearatUS, Lvm. Two specimens found under stones near Bel

Royal Station.

*Stenoeephalus agilis, ^eop. Have often met with it at St. Ouen's Bay.

Therapha hyoseyami, Linn. This is a very pretty red and black species,

very rare in England. I found it abundant at St. Ouen's Bay in

September, 1897.

ChorOSOma sehilling'i, Sclnnl. This curious species is found at St. Ouen'

Bay on the sand hills.

BERYTIDiE.

MetaeanthuS punetipes, Germ. Common on Ononis repots at St. Aubin's
Bay and the Quenvais.

LYG^ID^.

Lygseus punetatO-guttatUS. This pretty little non- British species is

abundant where it occurs at Greve de Lecq, St. Ouen's Bay and other

places on the coast.

Nysius thymi, Wolf. Common at St. Ouen's Bay during August.

IsehnOPhynehus geminatUS, Fieb. Common on the cliffs.

Henestaris latieeps, Curt. Not uncommon in sandy places near the sea.

HetePOgaster UPtiese, Fab. Several specimens by sweeping herbage.

MiCPOpIax albofaseiatus, Costa. Taken in December, 1906, in refuse of

seaside plants, such as Armeria, &c., and recorded by Mr. H. K. Totten-

ham in the Fntoniologisf s Monthly Magazine.

Isehnoeopis angustulus, Boh.

PionOSOmus vaPiuS, Wolff. Abundant at St. Ouen's Bay on the sand hills.

The only recent British capture was in June, 1890.

PePitPiehuS genieulatUS, Halm. Taken commonly by sweeping on the

clifes.

Aphanus POlandpi, Lin. One specimen at St. Ouen's Bay, June, 1908.

A. quadPatUS, Fab. Common.

BeoSUS luseus, Fah. One specimen on the cliffs near Bonne Nuit Bay,
June, 1890.

Dpymus sylvatieus, Fab. One specimen taken in Waterworks Valley.

PypPOehOPis aptePUS, Linn. This rare British species is very abundant.
I could have scooped them up by handfuls on my last visit to Mont
Orgeuil Castle.

TINGIDID^.

Monanthia eapueina.

HYDROMETRID^.

AepophilUS bonnaiPei, Sign. Mr. J. Sinel says that this interesting

species was captured by himself in 1882 on the coast at high water mark.
He has found it since not uncommonly.

*HydPOmetPa StagnOPUm, Lin. Common in streams.

Velia euppens, Fab.

REDUVIID^.

Copanus SUbaptePUS, Be G. Taken near St. Ouen's Bay.

PPOStemma guttula, Fab. Three specimens taken at St. Ouen's Bay
under stones on August 7th, 1894 (W. A. Luff).

NabiS lativentPiS, Boh. Common.
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CIMICID^.

Cimex leetularius, Zinn.

Tpiphleps minutUS, Zinn. Common.
Bpaehysteles paPVieOPnis, Costa. Near St. Brelade's Bay.

CAPSID.E.

MiPiS IsevigatUS, Zinn. Common in grassy places.

M. ealeapatus, Fail. Not rare.

CaloeOPis bipunetatUS, Fab. Common in fields.

Lygus pabulinus, zin^.

OPthoeephalus saltatOP, Ilali>/. Commonly by sweeping.

HetePOtoma mePioptePa, Scop. Fairly common.

XEPID.E.

*Nepa einepea, Limi.

*Notoneeta glauea, Zinn.

CORIXID^.

*Copixa geoffpoyi, Zcach.

HEMIPTERA-HOMOPTERA.
CICADIDiE.

Cixius piloSUS, OI. Not uncommon.

CERCOPID.E.

AphPOphOPa alni, Fail. Not uncommon.
Philsenus spumapius, Zhm. Common.
P. lineatUS, Zi/o/. June, 1908, St. Ouen's Bay.

Megophthalmus seanieus, Fan.

BYTHOSCOPID^.

Agallia venosa, Fan. Common.
Evaeanthus inteppuptus, Linn.

ACOCEPHALID^:.

Aeoeephalus albifPOns, Zwn. June, 1908, St. Brelade's.

A. nePVOSUS, >Schr. Common near St. Ouen's Bay. June, 1908.

A. histPionieus, Fah. One specimen, June, 1908, St. Ouen's.

jassida:.

DeltoeephalUS StPiatUS, Zin. Common.
Thamnotettix fenestPatUS, U.S. 1 took one specimen by sweeping in a

field near St. Ouen's Bay, June, 1908. It is non-British.

T. dilutiOP, Kbm. June, 1908, near St. Ouen's Bay.

TetigometPa imppesso-punetata, Z)ttf. One specimen, by sweeping
near St. Ouen's Bay, Jime, 1908.

TYPHLOCYBIDyE;

ChlOPita flaveseens, Fab. Common.
Euptepyx meliSSSe, Curt. Common.

APHIDiP:.

SiphonophOPa gPanaPia, Kirbi/. Common on the flower heads of grasses.

S. pisi, Kalt. Common.
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Siphonophora rubi, KaJt. Under the leaves of the common bramble.

S. urtiese, Kalt. On the eommon stinging nettle {Urtica diolca) in June.

Aphis populi. IMentionecI by Dr. Francis Walker as common.
A. sambuei, L. Found by Dr. Walker in thick clusters on shoots, 18G0.

A. jaeobseae. Dr. Walker states it is common on the ragwort.

A. rumieis, I.. I have seen them very connnonly on the stalks of tlie broad
bean.

Phyllaphis fag"l, Z. Common on the leaves of beech trees.

P. platanoides, Sch. Taken by Dr. F. Walker in 1860.

P. aeerina, IFalk. Taken by Dr. F. Walker in 1800.

Sehizoneura lanigera, Hausman. (American r>light^. This pest is not
uncommon in many gardens and orchards.

NEUROPTERA.

PSEUDO-NEUROPTERA.
PSOCIDiE.

Psoeus variegatUS, Latr. On the trunks of old poplars in St. Helier
(R. McLachlan).

P. bifaseiatus, Lair. (r. McL.)

Cseeilius flavidus, s;te2)h. (R. McL.)

Stenopsoeus immaeulatus, Steph. (R. McL.)

Peripsoeus phseoptepus, Steph. (R. McL.)

EPHEMERID^.

Cloeon simile, Eaton. St. Ouen's Pond, September, 1891 (R. McL.)

ODONATA (Dpagon-flies).

Sympetrum Striolatum, Charp. Abundant at St. Ouen's Pond, SeiDtem-
ber, 1891 (R McL.)

*Cordulia senea, Linn.

Corduligaster annulatus, Latr.

Anax imperatop, Leaeh.

Aesehna mixta, Latr. Several examples of an Aeschna which, from its

size, I take to have been this species, were seen at St. Ouen's Pond, but
owing to the nature of the margins it was impossible to capture them.
September, 1891 (R. McL.)

*Caloptepyx vipgo, Linn.

*Ag'Pion puella, Linn.

Enallagma eyathigePUm, Charp. An Agrion seen at St. Ouen's Pond
was probably this species. September, 1891 (R. McL.)

NEUROPTERA-PLANIPENNIA.

Chpysopa septempunetata, IVesm. One specimen captured.

*C. pepla, L.

TRICHOPTERA (Caddis-flies).

*Limnophilus gpiseus, L.

*L. lunatus. Curt.

MiCPOptepna sequax, McL. Near the source of a stream running south
from Trinity Church (R. McL.)
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Halesus radiatUS, Curt. One male taken and several examples seen near
Trinity Clinrch. It is interesting as being in every respect the British

form and not that generally found on the Continent, vv^hich is the H.
interpunctatus of my " Eevision " (McL.)

Philopotamus montanUS, Doiwr., var. ccsarivs, McL. Very abundant at

Greve de Lecq, where it was originally found by ]\Ir. Luff (not seen
elsewhere) . There seems little reason for doubt that this beautiful form
and the Fh. ijhsH/aris of Guernsey are only insular conditions of Fh.
)no//ta)ius, of which the typical form is unknown in the islands

Tinodes assimiliS, JIcLach. Taken at Les Coupes, September, 1891
(McLachlan). I took specimens at a small stream flowing into the
southern end of St. Ouen's Bay, 1908 (\V. A. L.)

Rhyaeophila septentrionis, McLadt. I am sure it was this insect I saw
near the waterfall at Les Mouriers, September, 1891 (McLachlan). It is

likely the insect mentioned in Ansted's Channel Islands as F. vulgaris is the
above species.

AgapetUS fUSeipes, Curt. Near Trinity Church (R. McLachlan).

ORTHOPTERA.

*Forfieula aurieularia, L. Very common.

*Labia minor, L
*Eetobia livida, Fahr. Common on the cliffs and near the coast.

Periplaneta orientalis, L. Common.
Stenobothrus bieolor, 67/^^7;. Abundant, extremely variable.

S. vagans, Fich. Mr. Malcolm Burr says : Apparently fairly common in

Jersey, where it was captured by Mr. B. 0. Cartwright ; it does not occur
in Great Britain, but is widely distributed throughout Central Europe in

dry and barren places.

S. hsemOPPhoidaliS, Charp. Mr. Burr says that he has "One specimen
from Jersey taken by Mr. B. 0. Cartwright ; this also is widely distri-

buted through Central Europe, but does not occur in Great Britain ; it is

quite possible that both the above siDccies may be recorded from the
southern counties of England or Ireland if carefully sought for."

*Oedipoda eseruleseens, L. This fine grasshopper with blue underwings
is very abundant in some localities in Jersey, such as St. Ouen's Ba}^.

Mr, ^1. Burr received several examples of a variety captured by Mr. O.

Cartwi-ight in Jersey, with a red pronotum, which he says he has not
seen from any other locality.

*Loeusta viridissima, L. (W. A. L.)

Platyeleis grisea, Fahr. (W. A. L.)

*GpylluS domestieus, L. In houses, sometimes common (W. A. L.)

"G. eampestris, L. Mr. Sinel informs me that this species occurs not
uncommonly.

*GpyllOtalpa vulgaris, L. Common in suitable localities (W, A. L.)

COLEOPTERA.

GEODEPH AGA.

*Cieindela eampestPis, L. Common, especially near the coast.

*Capabus aUPatUS, L. I found a portion of a dead specimen on the coast

near Greve de Lecq. It is recorded for Jersey in Ansted's Channel

Islands.

*Cal0S0ma syeophanta, L. Mr. J. Sinel has had many Jersey specimens

brought to him. Recorded in Ansted's Channel Islands.
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Notiophilus bigUttatUS, F. Not uncommon.
LeistUS fulvibarbis, DcJ. One near Trinity Church.

Nebria brevieollis, F. ComnKm.
*Blethisa multipunctata, L.

*Lopieera pilieornis, F.

*BPOSeus eephalotes, L. On the coast near Greve de Lecq.

Panag"8eus quadripustulatus, Stm, One under a stone near Boulej Bay.

Happalus latUS, L. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett, June, 189(5.

H. sePPipes, Sdi. I have taken several near the coast. Also taken by :Mr.
W. H. Bennett, June, l.S9().

*H. pubpipes, Buft.

H. tapdus, Fanz. Two specimens near First Tower.

H. anxius, Duft. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett, June, 189G.

*Anisodaetylus binotatus, /'.

*Diaehpomus gepmanus, Fr.

*ZabPus g-ibbus, F.

*PtePOStiehus euppeus, L. Not uncommon.
*P. dimidiatus, oi.

*P. madidus, F. Three near St. Peter's Barracks.

*P. nigep, Schaii.

AmaPa apPieaPia, Sturm. I have taken three or four STJecimens.

*A. similata, Gyll. Two (W. A. L.)

*A. tibialis, Paylc Two near St. Brelade's Bay.

A. familiaPiS, Duft. Several.

*A. tPivialis, GyU. Not rare.

*A. communis, Panz. One near Greve de Lecq.

*CalathUS eisteloides, Panz. Common.
*C. melanoeephalus, L. Common.
*C. mollis. Marsh. Near St. Ouen'sBay.

*SphodPus leueophthalmus, L.

Anehomenus albipes, F. Under stones on the borders of streams.

A. dOPSalis, Mini. Common.
Cillenus latePalis, Sam. Taken by ]\rr. W. H. Bennett on the shore.

Bembidium biguttatum, F.

B. PUfeseens, Guer. One, 1908.

B. lampPOS, Kerhst. Common near the coast.

B. littOPale, Ol. Common in sandy places near the coast.

Aepus Robinii, Lahoulb. Taken on the shore by Mr. J. Sinel.

Masopeus Wettephalii, Gyii.

Cymindis axillaPis, F. One specimen on tlie cliffs near Grosnez Point.

June.

DemetPias atPieapillus, l. Several specimens.

Dpomius lineapis, ol

Metabletus foveola, Gyii.

HYDRADEPHAGA.
Pelobius tardus, Herbst.

*Laeeophilus inteppuptus, Panz,

Hydpopopus lepidus, oi.
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*AgabUS nebulOSUS, Forst. {Upunctatus, F.)

*Colymbetes fuseus, L.

*Dytiseus marginalis, L.

*Aeilius suleatus, L.

*GyPinUS natator, Scop. Common.

PALPICORNIA.

*Hydpopilus pieeus, z.

*HydPobius fuseipes, z.

Helophorus aeneipenniS, Thoms. in rocky pools on the coast near St.

Helier's (W. H. Bennett).

Oehthebius LejOSlisi. in rocky pools on the coast, close to St. Heller's,
in plenty (W. H. Bennett). June, 1896.

^Cyelonotum obieulare, F.

Sphseridium bipustulatum, Fnh. Two specimens at St. Ouen's.

CePCyon flavipes, F. Common.

BRACHELYTRA.

AleoehaPa ObseUPella, 'Er. Found on the shore (W. H. Bennett). June,
1906.

Homalota tpinotata, A'/ . One.

H. eupyptepa, Stcph.

DiglOSSa mePSa, Hal. Taken by Mr. VV. H. Bennett on the shore below
high water mark in June, 1896.

Taehypopus ehpysomelinus, z.

Taehinus PUfipes, Z. Common.

Quedius fuliginosus, Gmv.

Q. tPistiS, Grav.

*CPeophiluS maxillOSUS, Z. Common.

LeistOtPOphuS mUPinus, Z. Common.

*Staphylinus esesapeu*, Ccdcr.

*Oeypus olens, MuU.

Philonthus politus, F.

P. laminatus, c,-eutz.

Cafius xantholoma, Gmv. Found on the shore (W. H. Bennett). June,
1896.

Xantholinus lineapis, OL

Psedepus littopalis, Grav.

*P. pipapius, z.

Stenus annulatus, Crotch.

S. similis, mriM.

Platystethus apenapius, Fom-c.

Homalium PipaPium, Thoim. On the shore under decaying seaweed, ifec.

Taken by Mr. \V. H. Bennett.

CLAVICORNIA.

*Neepophopus humatop, F.

*N. vespillo, z.

*Neepodes littopalis, z.

*Silpha Obseupa, Z. Common.
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*Silpha tristis, lU. Took one spodmen, St. Aiibin's.

=^S. laevigata, F. Common, St. Ouen's Bay.

S. sinuata, F.

*Hister unicolor, L. Near Grove cic Lecq.

Saprinus 2eneus, 7^. Taken by Mr. W. H. liennett. Jmie, 1S90

*Coecinella 11 punctata, L. Abmidant near Gorey. June.

*C. 7 punctata, L. Very common.
^Halyzia 22 punctata, L.

*ChiIocorus bipustulatus, L.

*RhiZ0bius litura, F. Connncm under stones near the coast.

*Meligethes vlrideseens, F.

Phalaerus COPPUSCUS, T(njh. Taken by INIr. W. H. P.ennett.

LAMELLICORNIA.

*Lueanus eePVUS, X. Not uncommon.
*CopPis lunapis, L. Not uncommon (W. A. L.) Mr. W. H. Bennett took

specimens in June, 1896. Mr. H. R. Tottenham tells me he used to take
them commonly at the Valley des Vaux some years ago

*=OnthophagUS taUPUS, Z. Taken in plenty by Mr. W. H. Bennett.
Common on sandy commons near the coast (W. A. L.)

*^0. Vacea, L. With Taurm (W. H. Bennett). Common near St. Ouen's
Bay.

*0. nuehieOPnis, L. Common near St. Ouen's Bay.

^Aphodius ePPatieus, L. Near St Ouen's Bay. June, 190(S.

^A. foSSOP, X. Common near St. Ouen's Bay.

*A. fimetaPiUS, L. Abundant.

*A. ateP, Be G. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett. June, 189G.

A. mePdaPius, F. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett.

*A. punetatO-SUleatuS, Stm. Common.

*A. eontaminatus, iihst.

GeotPUpes typhseus, L. One near St. Brelade's Bay (W. A. L
)

*G. StePCOPaPiUS, L. Common.
*G. vepnalis, L. Near St Ouen's Bay.

*TyphseUS VUlgaPiS, Leach.

TpoX seabeP, L. One taken in 190S, Don liridge (W. A. L.)

*T. sabulosus, L.

^Hoplia philanthus, Fuss.

*RhiZ0tP0gUS SOlstitialiS, L. Abundant.

^PhyllopePtha hOPtieola, var. SnturaHs, New.

*Melolontha VUlgaPiS, /'. Common.
^Anomala FPischii, F. Took a specimen at Greve de Lecq.

Cetonia mOPio. I took one specimen of this non-British sj)ecies on the
cliffs opposite the Corbiere Lighthouse in 1908.

*C. aUPata, L. This species is recorded in Ansted's Channel Islands as occur-

ring in Jersey, but I have never met with anyone who has taken it

recently.

Oxythepea stietiea, x.

STERNOXI.

*Laeon mUPinus, L. Abundant.

*Ath0US hsemOPPhoidaliS, F. Common.
*AgPiotes lineatUS, l. Common.
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MALACODERMA.

Drilus flaveseens, Hos.si. Taken abimcTantly by Dr. Francis Walker,
F.L.S., in 1860, at (lorey.

*Lampypis noetiluea, Z. This species (the Glow-worm) is abundant in

Jersey, although altogether absent from Guernsey.

Telephorus fuIVUS, Scop. Two specimens.

Malaehius Viridis, F. Took a specimen near St. Ouen's Bay in 1908.
It was captured also by Mr. W. H. Bennett, June, 1896.

Dasytes flavipes, F. Common by sweeping near St. Aubin's.

D. seneus, Jiar.

Psilothrix nobilis, ///. Not unconnnon on flowers near the coast.

TEREDILIA.

Anobium domestieum, Fourc. Common.
*Xestobium tessellatum, f.

LONGICORNIA.

*Aromia mosehata, X. Xot uncommon. I have taken it near the Quen-
vais.

*Callidium variabile, L. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett. June, 1906.

*ClytUS arietis, L. Several taken in St. Lawrence's Valley.

*Graeilia pygmsea, FaL

*Monoehammus sutop, x.

*Leptura tomentosa, Fab.

PHYTOPHAGA.

BPUehus ateP. Captured by Mr. W. H. Bennett. June, 1906.

Donaeia sePieea, L. Taken by Mr. H. E. Tottenham at Les Marais.

*CpioeePis aspapagi, L. In gardens at Havre des Pas (H. 11. Tottenham).

*Cpyptoeephalus minutus, Fab.

C. vittatUS, F. Common on the cliffs in June.

C. fulVUS, Goczc.

Timapeha violaeeonigpa, i>e G. Abundant.

*T. eopiapia, F.

*Chpysomela Banksii, F. Common.

*C. distinguenda, Stepi..

*C. polita, L. Not common.

C. mapginalis, Buft.

*C hsemoptepa, L. Common on the sandhills.

LongitaPSUS jaeobsese, Wat. Common on ragwort.

*Cassida sanguinolenta, F.

HETEROMERA.
*Blaps moptisaga, i.

Cpyptieus quisquilius, L. Common on sandy fields near St. Ouen's Bay.

Cistela mUPina, L. Common.

Opatpum sabulosum, Gyii.

*Cteniopus SUlphUPeus, L. Abundant.

*Helops StPiatUS, Fourc. Common.

*Tenebpio molitop, L.

*LagPia hipta, L. Very common.
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*Melandryia earaboides, L.

Oedemera nobilis, Scop. Ow flowers on the const.

0. lurida, JLas/i. Common on tlie coast.

Mordellistena pumila, G///L Common on Ox-eyc Daisies.

Anaspis thoraeiea, L. {F/am). Taken by :Mr. W. H. Bennett.

A. faseiata, For.st. Taken with above.

*Notoxus monoeeros, L.

*Meloe proseapabseus, x.

RHYNCHOPHORA.
Apion UlieiS, ForsL Common on furze.

A. fuseiPOStre, F. Taken by Mr. Bennett.

A. malvse, F. Taken by Mr. Bennett.

A. hsematodes, Kirb>/. Taken by Mr. Bennett.

*A. humili, Germ.

*A. hydpolapathi, /ilr%.

*0tiOPPhynehus atPOaptePUS, Be G. Common on the sandhills near St.
Ouen's Bay.

*0. pieipes, F.

*0. sulcatus, F.

0. PUgifPOnS. Taken by Mr. Bennett. June, 1896.

Tpaehyphlseus seabep, L. Taken by Mr. Bennett.

T. aPistatUS, G>/IL Not uncommon on the coast near St. Ouen's Bay.

Csenopsis Waltoni, Sckdn. Have taken several by sweeping on the sandy
coast.

StPOphoSOmus PetUSUS, Jlars/i. Taken by Mr. Bennett in 1896.

PolydPUSUS eonfluens, Steph. Taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett in 1896.

Sitones hispidulus, F. Taken by Mr. Bennett.

S. eambPieus, K. Taken by jMr. Bennett, 1896.

*Phyllobius vipidiaepis, Laick.

Philopedon geminatUS, F. Near St. Ouen's Bay.

Tanymeeus palliatus, F.

Cleonus SUleiPOStPis, L. A single specimen taken by Mr. H. R. Tottenham
near St. Helier's.

^^HypePa plantaginis, De G. Near St. Ouen's Bay. One.

^H. punctata, F.

*Lixus bieolop, oi.

Opehestes alni, X. Common on elms.

*Cionus thapsUS, F. Common.

SmiCPOnyx eiPCUP, Gi/Il. A single specimen beaten from dodder by Mr.
W. H. Bennett.

CaulotPypiS seneopieeus, Bo/i. Mr. W. H. Bennett found them abundant
in oak and tamarisk.

*Seolytus destpuetop, oi.

*HYMENOPTERA.
HETEROGYNA.

*FOPmiea PUfa, X. Common near Grreenville Station. E. Saunders, July,

1901.

^Nearly all the Acideate-Hytnenoptera on this list were captvired by Mr.
Edward Saunders, F.R.S., during his two visits to the island from July 5th to 2ith,
1902, and the first fortnight in June, 1903.
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FOPmiea fusea, Latr. Common.
Lasius niger, L. Common. Kace emarcjinatus ? St. Ouen's Bay.

Tapinoma erratieum, Ltr. St. Brelade's, on the sides of the hill above
the bar.

Tetramorium eaespitum, X. Don Bridge and St. Ouen's Bay.

Mypmiea rubra, L , race rughiodis, N^^l. St. Aubin's. Race scabritwcUs,

N't!. St. Aubin's.

Leptothorax tuberum, Fab., race Xi/landeri, Forst. Two specimens in

convolvulus flowers near St. Aubin's.

FOSSORES.

Mutilla rufipes, Ltr. St. Ouen's Bay, Don Bridge and Bel Eoyal (Saunders).

Corbiere, three specimens (Luff).

Seolia quadripunetata, Fab. St. Ouen's Bay, Don Bridge. Common.
Tiphia femorata, Fab. St. 0\ien's Bay, on wild carrot.

Pompilus bieolor, Lep. One, Don Bridge.

P. fumipennis, Dhlb. Don Bridge and St. Ouen's Bay.

P. unguieularis, Thoms. Don Bridge and St. Aubin's.

P. gibbus, Fab. Don Bridge.

P. ehalybeatUS, SchlMte. Don Bridge.

P. spiSSUS ? Schiodte. Don Bridge.

P. pilosellus, Wesm. ? Don Bridge. St. Aubin's, one female.

P. sexmaeulatUS, Spin. Don Bridge and St. Ouen's Bay.

P. plumbeus, Fab. Bel Royal and St. Ouen's Bay.

P. einetellUS, Spin. Near St. Aubin's.

P. ruflpes, Latr. Don Bridge. Common.

Salius fuseus, L. Sand hills near St. Ouen's Bay (Luff).

S. afRnis, V.D.L. Don Bridge and St. Aubin's. Common.

S. pusillus, Sclnddie. Don Bridge (Saunders). St. Brelade's Bay (Luff).

S. parvulus, Baldb. Don Bridge.

Pseudagenia earbonaria, Scop. Near St. Aubin's, running over leaves

of brambles, etc., both sexes fairly common.

Ceropales maeulatUS, Fab. St. Ouen's Bay, on wild carrot.

AstatUS boops, ^ckr. St. Aubin's. One male specimen.

A. Stigma, Fz. Bel Royal. One female.

Taehytes unieolor, Fanz. Don Bridge.

T. peetinipes, L. Don Bridge, St. Ouen's Bay, Bel Royal, Gorey, St.

Aubin's.

T. lativalviS, Thoms. Don Bridge, St. Ouen's Bay.

DinetUS pietUS, Fab. Near Greenville Station, Bel Royal. Common on

Achillea.

Miseophus maritimus, Sm. Don Bridge and St. Ouen's Bay.

Trypoxylon attenuatum, Sm. Near St. Aubin's.

Sphex flavipennis, Fab. Don Bridge, Bel Royal, St. Ouen's Bay. Very
partial to heads of Alliam sjjhcefocephalum at Bel Royal.

Ammophila sabulosa, L. Conmion.

A. eampestris, Ltr. Don Bridge. Several, St. Ouen's Bay (Luff).

A. hirsuta, Scop. Common.
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Ammophila Luffii, Saioidtrs. This is a new species of Ammophila closely
allied to Jiiysntn. Mr. Saunders took specimens in July, 1001, and June,
1908, at St. Ouen's liay, and described it in the Eutomohrjist's Monthhj
Magazine for October, 1908.

A. lutaria, ¥ah.

Diodontus minutus, i\d>. St. Aubin's.

Passalseeus Insignis, v. d. L. St. Aubin's.

Pemphredon lethifer, Hh,ic\. St. Aubin's.

Gorytes punetatUS, K'ir.sch ? One male, Don Ikidge. One female at St.

Ouen's Bay on Daneus carota.

G. tumidus, Panz. St. Aubin's.

NySSOn dimidiatUS, Jur. Don Bridge on Daucus carota.

*Bembex POStPata, Z. Don Bridge, St. Ouen's Bay.

Philanthus tpiangulum, F. Common.
CepeePls aPenaPia, L. Bel Royal, Gorey and near St. Ouen's Bay.

C. OPnata, Schcdf. St. Aubin's, Don Bridge, St. (Juen's Bay.

Oxybelus muCPOnatuS, Fab. St. Ouen's Bay. One female.

0. uniglumus, X. Common everywhere.

CPabPO leueOStomuS, i. St. Aubin's.

C. podagPieus, r. d. L. St. Aubin's.

C. palmipes, L.

C. elongatulus, v. d. L.

C. quadpimaeulatus, Bhib. St. Aubin's.

C. SaundePSi, Ferk. St. Aubin's.

*C. dimidiatUS, Fib.

C. epibPaPiuS, X. Don Bridge.

C. peltapius, Schrch. St. Aubin's, Don Bridge, Bel Eoyal.

C. albilabPiS, Fab. St. Aubin's, Gorey.

EntomognathUS bPeviS, V. d. L. Common.

DIPLOPTERA.

*Vespa SylvestPiS, Scoj). St. Aubin's.

*V. VUlgaPiS, L. Common.

*V. gepmaniea, Fab.

*OdynePUS paPietum, L. St. Aubin's, St. Ouen's Bay.

0. pietUS, Curt. St. Ouen's Bay and St. Brelade's Bay.

ANTHOPHILA.

ColleteS fodiens. Kirb. Common on Scnceio.

C. daviesana, Smith. Common on chamomile.

C. maPginata, SmUh. Don Bridge.

PPOSOpis Masoni, Sawul. St. Ouen's Bay. One female.

P. Signata, Fanz. St. Aubin's.

P. hyalinata, Smith. St. Aubin's.

P. bPevieOPnis, Xi/I. St. Aubin's and Don Bridge.

P. pietipes, AV/. St. Aubin's, Bel Royal and Gorey.

Spheeodes Petieulatus, Thoms. One female at Don Bridge.

S. SUbquadPatUS, Smith. St. Aubin's, Bel Royal.

St. Aubin's.
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Spheeodes longulus, r. Haff. Gorey.

S. pilifrons, T/ioms. One female.

S. Similis, TFesm. St. Ouen's Bay.

S. VapiegatUS, V. Hag. St. Aubin's.

S. nigPituluS, V. Hag. St. Aubin's.

S. dimidiatus, V. Hag. Several at St. Brelade's.

S. affinis, r. Hag. St. Aubin's.

HalictUS seabiOSSe, Rossi. St. Aubin's. One female.

H. FUbieundus, Chr. Don Bridge. One.

H. leueozonius, Schr. St. Aubin's, Don Bridge, &c. Common near St.

HeHer's (Luff).

H. quadpinotatus, Kirb. Plemont.

H. eylindPieus, Fab. St. Aubin's. Common.
H. albipes, Klrb. St. Ouen's Bay and St. Brelade's.

H. malaehUPUS, Kirb. St. Aubin's.

H. pauxillus, Sch]^. St. Aubin's. One female.

H. bpevieopnis, Schk. Common on yellow composites.

H. Villosulus, Kirb. St. Aubin's and Gorey.

H. nitidiuseulus, Kirb. St Aubin's and Gorey.

H. minutiSSimus, Kirb. St. Aubin's and Gorey.

H. tumulOPUm, L. St. Aubin's, Bel Royal, Don Bridge.

H. smeathmanellUS, Kirb. Common.

H. mOPiO, Kirb. Don Bridge.

H. leueopus, Kirb. St. Aubin's and Gorey.

*Andpena albicans, Kirb.

*A. pilipes, Fab. Don Bridge, St. Brelade's and Bel Royal. This is pro-
bably the " atra " of Ansted's Cluuinel Islands.

A. bimaculata, Firh. Common on Umbelliferae, Rubus and Brassica.

A. posse, Fanz., race trimmerani, Kirb. St. Brelade's.

A. flessoe, Fz. Generally distributed, visiting Frassica, &c.

A. nigPOSenea, Kirb. Gorey (Luff). One specimen.

A. Gwynana, Kirb. St. Ouen's Bay. One specimen.

A. angUStiOP, Kirb. St. Brelade's, on daisies.

A. helevola, X. One, much worn, St. Brelade's, June, 1903.

A. albiCPUS, Kirb. Don Bridge, on Brassica.

A. nigPieeps, Kirb. Don Bridge. One female.

A. fulviePUS, Kirb. Abundant everywhere.

A. fulvagO, Chr. One near St. Aubin's (Luff).

A. nana, Kirb. Gorey. One.

A. minutula, Kirb. St. Aubin's. One female.

A. Afzeliella, Kirb. Bel Royal. Don Bridge, St. Ouen's Bay.

Cilissa lepOPina, Fz. Bel Royal and Don Bridge.

Dasypoda hiPtipes, Ltr. Bel Royal. Males very common on the heads
of AJHum i^ph(eroc("pha.him. I counted seven on one head.

Panupgus ealeapatus, 8cop. st. Aubin's.

P. UPSinuS, Gmel. St. Aubin's.

Nomada fueata, Fz. Bel Royal, on Senecio.

N. jaeobsese, Fz. One near St. Ouen's Bay (Luffj.

N. SUeeineta, Fz. St. Brelade's.

G
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Nomada flavoguttata, Kirh. One male at St. Brclade's.

N. lineola, Pz. Bel Koyal on Sonccio.

N. PUfieornis, X. Common (Luff).

N. Similis, Mor. One male at Don Bridge.

N. fuseieorniS, Ni/l. Don Bridge. Two males.

N. fUPVa, Fz. St. Brclade's.

Epeolus pPOduetUS, Tho)m. Bel Boyal and St. Oucn's Bay.

Coelioxys rufeseens, Lep. Don Bridge and St. Aubin's.

C. elongata, Lep. St. Aubin's.

C. breviS, Ev. Common on the sandy regions with Mcfjachih arfjenfata.

C. quadridentata, L. One female at Bel Koyal.

*Megaehile maritima, Kirh. Common everywhere.

M. argentata, Fab. Common on the sandy regions.

*M. muparia, Ltr.

Meleeta armata, Fz. St. Brelade's.

Stelis ateprima, / :;. St. Aubin's.

*Osmia PUfa, Lin. This is probably the cornuta of Ansted's Channel Islands.

The Guernsey form is the variety bicor>ns.

0. fulviventPis, Pz. St. Aubin's.

0. aUPUlenta, Fz. St. Ouen's Bay.

0. spinulosa, Kirb. St. Ouen's Bay. Don Bridge.

^Anthidium manieatum, F. St. Aubin's, Bel Royal.

*Eueepa longieopnis, L. Bel Royal.

Sapopoda bimaeulata, Pz. Common.

*PodaliPiuS PetUSUS, L. St. Brelade's (Saunders).

*P. pilipes, Fab.

p. quadPimaeulatUS, Fz. St. Aubin's.

*Psithypus pupestpis, Fab.

P. vestaliS, Fourc. Two at St. Aubin's (Luff).

*P. eampestpls, Fz.

Bombus Smithianus, TF/ntc. Common; all the specimens of the male
form, not dark beneath, like those recorded bj' JMr. Luff from Aldernej'.

*B. agpopum, Fab.

*B. hoPtOPUm, F. St. Aubin's.

*B. ppatopum, F
B. lapidapiUS, F. Common.

*B. tePPestPlS, F. Common.

Apis mellifiea, l. Common.

CHRYSIDID^.
HedyehPUm PUtilans, Fhlb. Captured on August 1st, 1902, at St. Ouen's

Bay. It is non-British.

ChpysiS ViPidula. F-i//. One specimen cax)tured at St. Aubin's.

*C. ignita, Fi//. Common.

ICHNEUMONID^:.
Ichneumon vaginatopius, Fin.

1. eonfusOPiUS, Gmt-. One specimen near First Tower, August, 1902.

*L saPCitOPiUS, Fi/i. June, 1892, one specimen. St. Brelade's.

*Melaniehneumon leueomelas, Gmd.
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*Aniblyteles tPifaseiatUS, Grav. Recorded ill Aiisted's Channel Islands as
Ichneumon fascxatorms

.

A. VadatOPius, Illi(/. I captured a fine male at St. Oueii's Bay on August
1st, 1902.

*Ophion luteum, Fab. Common.
0. ObseUPUm, Fab. One.

TENTHREDIN^.
TenthPedO g-ibbosa, Fail. One specimen, June 1st, 1894.

TenthPedopsiS nigPieollis, Cam. Several, July.

*Allantus blandus, Fab.

*A. sePOphulaPise, Hn. Waterworks Valley.

Selandpia stpamineipes, Kiuff. Common.
Eppioeampa limaeina, Hctz. Not uncommon.

Athalia spinapum, Fab.

A. posse, lin. Common.

NematUS Pibesii, Scop. Common.
N. gallieola, Steph. Galls formed by the larvae common on leaves of willow.

StPOngylOgasteP eingulatus, Fab. One specimen, captured July, 1903.

SIRICIDiE.

*Sipex juveneus, I.

CYNIPID^.
CynipS KollaPi, Glraad. St. Peter's Valley.

Cynips ealiels. Found on oaks near St. Aubin's by Miss Moxon in 1901.

This species does not occur in Great Britain or Ireland.

Neupotepus lenticulapis, oi.

N. laeviuseulus, Schenk.

Spathegastep baeeapum, X.

Aphilothpix Sieboldi, stff.

Andpieus eupvatop, stff.

DIPTERA.
BIBIOXIDJi:.

Bibio maPCi, I. Common ill the spring.

CHIROXOMID^.
ChiPOnomUS plumOSUS, L. Common.

CluniO maPinus, H. Common, hovering over rock pools at about half -tide.

CULICID^.

CuleX annulatUS, Fab. Common.

C. pipiens, I. Common.

TIPULID.E.

Tipula pufina, M^.

T. latepalis, 3l(/.

*T. gigantea, Fab. Not uncommon.

*T. olePaeea, Fab. Common.

STRATIOMYN^.
SaPgUS euppaPius, />. Two, July 10th.

ChlOPOmyia fOPmosa, Scop. In June and July. Not uncommon.

Oxyeepa pulehella, M.
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TABANID^:.

^Tabanus autumnalis, L.

LEPTID^.
*Chpysopilus aupatus, F. Not uncommon.

Leptis lineola, Fah. Captured by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

ASILID^.

*Asilus erabroniformis, L.

Dysmaehus trigonus, Mg. Specimens taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June,
1903.

BOMBYLIDiE.

Anthrax paniseus, Rossi. June, 1908, St. Peter's Valley (W. A. L.)

A. velutina, Mg. This non-British species is rather common at St. Ouen's
Bay in June and July.

THEREYID^.
Thereva nobilitata. Specimens captured by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

T. annulata, F. Common on the sandhills near St. Ouen's Bay.

EMPID^.
Empis livida, L. Common.
E. tPigramma. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders.

DOLICHOPID^.
Doliehopus nubilus. One specimen taken at St. Aubin's, June, 1908.

SYRPHID.E.

Chrysogaster metallina, F.

C. splendens, Mg. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders.

C. hirtella. Taken by Mr. Saunders, June, 1903.

Chilosia impressa. Captured by Mr. Saunders, June, 1903.

C. illustrata. Taken by IMr. Saunders, June, 1908.

Chrysoelamis cuppea, Scop

PlatyehiPUS manieatUS, Mg. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, Jime, 1903.

P. albimanus, F. Captured by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

Sypphus eOPOllse, F. June, 1908 (W. A. L.)

S. sePipta, var. Dhpar. June, 1908 (W. A. L.)

*Volueella bombylans, L. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

*Epastalis tenax, L. Abundant.

E. aPbustOPUm, L. Common.
E. sepulehPalis, L. Not rare.

E. pePtinaX, Scop. Common.

Sypitta pipiens, L. Common.

Xylota segnis, L. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June. 1903.

EumePUS sabulosum. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

MePOdon equestPis, F. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

ChpysotOXUm festivum, L. Not uncommon.

conopiu/p:.

Myopa bueeata, L. One, June, 1908.

TACHINID^.
Siphona genieulata, Ueg.

Gonea OPnata. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.
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Zophomyia tremula, L. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

SARCOPHAGID^^.
*Sapeophaga earnaria, L. Very common.
S. albicans. One specimen, June, 1908.

MUSCID.gi].

*Lueilia eaesar, L. Common.
L. serieata, Mg. Not uncommon.

Calliphora erythroeephala, Mg. Abundant.

C. VOmitOPia, L. Abundant.

C. sepulehPaliS, Mg. One specimen, 1900 (W. A. L.)

Pollenia rudiS, F. Common.
Musea domestiea, L. Abundant.

M. eOPVina, F. Not rare.

Mesembpina mepidiana, L Common, June, 1908.

Stomoxys ealeitpans, x. Common.

MiltOgPamma gePmaPi, Mg. A specimen of this non-British species was
captured by myself near St. Ouen's Bay on July 31st, 1903.

M. punctata, Mg. June, 1908.

ANTHOMYID^.
Anthomyia pluvialis, L. Common.

Spilogastep duplicata, Dsv.

CORDYLURID^.
*Seatophaga stepcopapia, i. Abundant.

Fucellia maPitima. Taken by Mr. E. Saunders, June, 1903.

SCIOMYZID^.
Lucina fasciata, Mg. St. Brelade's Bay, 1903 (W. A. L.)

ORTALID^.
Ptepopseetpia fpondescentise, l.

CHLOROPID^.
Mepomyza ppatopum, Mg.



THE GUERNSEY DIALECT NAMES OF BIRDS,

FISHES, INSECTS, &c.

BY E. D. MARQUANl), vV . L . S

.

Three years ago I had the honour of reading hefore this

Society a paper on the patois names of phmts which are still

current among the rural folk of Guernsey ; and I appended
to it a list of about 230 such names, together with whatever
scraps of plantlore I had been able to collect. This paper
(published in our Transactions for 1905) was so well received

by our members, as well as by many persons both in England
and France who are interested in local dialects, that I was
encouraged to begin the compilation of a companion list,

giving the local patois names of birds, fishes, crustaceans,

insects and other forms of animal life.

It soon became clear, however, that this would prove less

easy of accomplishment. It was a simple matter presenting

no difficulty at all, to point to a certain plant growing in a

field or a hedge, and ask a farmer what he called it ; but
this could not be done with living creatures ; and therefore in

most instances the mode of procedure adopted previously had
to be reversed ; it became necessary to collect first the local

names, and then having these, the species they stood for could

be ascertained afterwards. But unfortunately this w^as not

always possible. Even now I have in hand a number of w^ords

which up to the present have not been identified, and conse-

quently they cannot be inserted in the present list.

Here again, as in the case of plants, we have overAvhelm-

ing proof that the old Norman language of Guernsey is

rapidly dying out. There are plenty of people who distinctly

remember that a certain name belongs to some sort of fish,

perhaps, or some kind of bird, but they cannot tell which one,

and therefore that particular name is practically valueless.

They still recollect the word, but not the thing it signifies ;

and consequently in a very few years even the w^ord itself will

have completely faded from memory.
[1908.]
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Allusions to various forms of animal life are of frequent

occurrence in the poems and compositions of our local writers
;

so in order to miss no opportunity of adding to my list, I have
perused carefully, and I may also say with the greatest

interest and pleasure, pretty nearly everything that has been
printed in the Guernsey dialect ; and thus I have accumulated
a large number of extracts in which different names are

mentioned. Some of these passages are extremely quaint and
curious, and seeing that bare lists are always dull reading, it

will relieve the monotony and add to the reader's interest to

have a line or two from an author who mentions a name, to-

gether with an English rendering of the quotation. But I

need scarcely remark that this English translation in most
cases utterly fails for want of context to convey the peculiar

force and piquancy of the original ; it is a simple literal

version for tlie benefit of ])ersons who are insufficiently

acquainted with the dialect.

About 260 patois names of animals of various kinds will

be found in the following pages, alphabetically arranged under
different heads. Those of our members who are more familiar

with the vernacular than I am Avill, in looking through this

list, no doubt recall other names which are not given, for it

lays no claim to anything approaching completeness. If they
will kindly note down whatever additions they know of, and
send them on to me, all such help Avill be gratefully acknow-
ledged, and utilised in a future supplement. My best thanks
are again due to Mr. J. S. Hocart and the Rev. R. H.
Tourtel for much valuable assistance in the collection of

materials for this list ; and I am also indebted to Mr. B.
Rowswell and Mi-. G. J. Tourtel for information about some
doubtful names.

I should like to take this opportunity of saying just a few
words about the literature of our island dialect, and the

impressions it has left upon my mind after going through it

for the purpose of this paper.

First, as regards the Dictionnaire Frajico-Xormand by
the late George Metivier, published in 1870. This is a

classical work that bears full evidence of the author's erudi-

tion. Mr. Metivier was above all a philologist, and his

Dictionnaire is a monument of painstaking research, a mine
of information on the probable or possible origin and deriva-

tion of patois words and phrases, a book which the student

may almost always open at random and find his attention

instantly rivetted on the page, although he may not at times

be disposed to accept the author's views.
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But as a dictionary, pure and simple, it is not altoo^ether

as satisfa(;tory as niiolit ])e desired. There are niim})ers of

words used every day by the peasantry of (inernsey whieli

are not mentioned at all ; not Tnei'(>ly local \ariants of modei'n

French which can he recof^nised without ditheulty, but sti-ange

and pecndiar words of which it is impossible to discover the

meaning by the Dicthmtiaire, Let the reader examine criti-

cally almost any one of Metivier's own com])Ositions, any of

his Rimes Giierncsiaises for example, and he will at once
perceive how defective the work is in this respect. The
reason why this defect is not generally noticed is because in

order to derive any pleasure at all from the perusal of one of

these poems the reader must already possess a thorough
acquaintance with the dialect, and consequently he has very

seldom occasion to consult the dictionary.

However, we must be deeply grateful to Metivier for

what he has given us, and not comq)lain about what he has

left undone. All I wish to point out is that there is still

plenty of room for a new dictionary—less scholarly, perhaps,

but more copious and complete, and this time in English—so

that a student may arrive at the meaning of words and phrases

which are to him at present either perplexing or unintelligible.

There are ladies and gentlemen residing in this island who are

perfectly qualified to undertake the compilation of a work of

this kind, and the task would not perhaps prove so arduous

as it might at first sight appear. A small thin volume printed

in 1831 bearing the title of Rimes GuernedaiHcs, par iin

Cdtelain, under which modest appellation Mr. Metivier

concealed his authorship, represents I believe the first

appearance of a collection of poems written in our local

dialect. Leaving aside its literary merits, this early edition

is of some interest as illustrating the author's curious

notions of phonetic spelling, like the persistent use of ki

when qui would have done just as well, and the manufacture
of such a hybrid monstrosity as memivere (memory) with two
French accents and an English 7d ! These oddities were ex-

punged in the enlarged and more polished edition of the poems
which appeared fifty years afterwards under the title of Poesies

Guernesiaises et Franqaises, In this volume we have the

highwater mark of Metivier's writings.

The majority of the poems consist of humorous pictures

of old Guernsey as it was a century ago, witch stories, con-

vivial and festive sougs, tales of superstition, and the like, all

touched and enlivened with local colour, like La maison ensor-

chelldie^ La, Chanson du Prinseux, Ma Tante^ and Dame
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Toiimassc. Some are translations of, or adaptations from his

favourite poets, snch as Shelley and Longfellow, but princi-

pallv Robert Bnrns, of Avhom Metivier seems to have been
particularly fond, for he has turned many of his poems and
songs into patois verse, as witness T.e houan mer temps, Tani

an Sabbat, Une marguerite mhichie yav luie Qu.erue^Jcaii Grain
(Torcje, Urier David Griset, and others.

But throughout the whole series of these interesting

compositions one perceives that the author is constantly

thinking in French while writing in the dialect. Modern
French is clearly his mother-tongue, and the patois flows

awkwardly from his pen, with a certain amount of constraint,

even at times with evident labour. Here and there lines are

built up with ill-fitting, farfetched words violently dragged in

to fill' up the metre or to suit the rhyme, so that they do not

fall into their i)laces at all gracefully or naturally, and there

is a marked predilection for certain pet words and phrases.

The truth is that Metivier Avas too profound a scholar, too

deeply imbued with classical ideas and literature, to be able to

wn-ite simple patois poetry with perfect ease and fluency.

To ])roperly understand the richness and flexibility of the

old Guernsey dialect, we must turn to the two volumes of

poetry composed by Mr. Denys Corbet, entitled respectively

Lci Fieille.s de la Fona.ret and T^es Chants die Drain Rimeiix.

The latter work consists almost entirely of one long poem
called Le Tonar de Guernesi composed in the ])iu^e, unalloyed

vernacular, and extending over some 220 closely printed pages.

In spite of its length, however, it is by no means tedious

reading—quite the contrary ; for it is written with a facile

pen, and contains graphic sketches of people and places,

customs and fashions, old things and new, all looked at from
their humorous side, so that a spice of pungent satire gives a

pleasant flavour to it all. Many diverting episodes treating

of special subjects are introduced, but the main poem is the

simple narrative of a keenly-observant, nature-loving son of

the soil, who having at command a wonderfully copious voca-

bulary, jots down in free and unlaboured verse the impressions

suggested to his mind during a leisurely ramble across Guernsey.
Mr. Corbet possesses a natural gift for versification, and

he confesses that what affords him the greatest pleasure is the

composition of verses in his own beloved native patois. Pro-
bably there is not now extant a more truthful and vivid

pen-picture of Guernsey as it was during the third quarter of

the nineteenth century than this Tonar de Gv,ernesi. As
examples of the author's talent and versatility, the reader
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cannot do better than penise at one sittino^ Le Knouve^ a
sprinc: iflyll, L(f Tir-ric (f Lfinrrcssr^ an amnsiiiir piece that

reminds one of some of the Tnooldsby Legends, J.' Kntcrronent
(Tmd Gr(111(1'merc^ and L(( Tucric^ the last named poem treat-

ing a most uninviting subject Avith great artistic skill, and a

wonderful eye for small details. It is, in my opinion, Corbet's

masterpiece.

The writings of the late Mr. Thomas Lenfestey are

com])rised in a small volume entitled Lc Ckant des Fontaines^

published in 1875, and they consist principally of short j)oems

in the French language, together with a fcAv in the Gruern&ey
dialect. One could wish the latter Avere more numerous, for

they display considerable ability, though inferior in literary

merit to the best productions of Corbet and Mctivier. Gene-
rally speaking, the sentiment ap|)eals more to the reader than
the style, but perhaps the two finest pieces are Auffaia and
L\j a un boudii terns en vnant.

Two poems of the highest excellence, from the pen of the

late Mr. Nicholas Guilbert, have been preserved by Mr. J.

Linwood Pitts in his Patois Poems of the Clutnnel Is](ni(h

;

and it Avill always be a matter of regret to all lovers of the old

Gruernsey dialect that this gifted author did not leave behind
him a richer store of literary Avork. These tAvo poems,
U SercUeiix (Tpanais and X^'.s' Grands Qnertf,es,^ve unsurpassed
in simple purity of diction and elegance of rhythm, combined
with a singular conciseness and force of expression. Every
word weighs, and CA^ery line tells. If I were asked to point

out the finest poetical composition in the Guernsey patois, I

would with little hesitation award the palm to the SercIIeux

d'pdnais of Nicdiolas Guilbert ; and for the second place I

should be inclined to bracket together Les Grands Qneriies of

the same writer, and La Tuerie of Denys Corbet.

From the interesting selection of Jersey poems given by
Mr. Pitts in his Avork above mentioned, it will be seen that the

local dialect of that island differs in many points from that of

Guernsey, and more nearly resembles modern French ; and
this not merely in grammar and idiom, but also in indiAddual

words and phrases. But it requires a critical ear to perceive

those nice shades of difference in the pronunciation and sound
of words, and the peculiar inflexions which to a native mark
at once the distinctive characteristics of each dialect. Mr.
Pitts has done splendid AVork in appending an English metrical

translation to each piece, and one cannot but admire the skill

he has everyAvhere exhibited in seizing the sense and force of

the original, and rendering it into smooth and easy verse.
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In a paper on local superstitions written by Mr. Corbet
many years ago and published in the Transactiinu^ of this

Society, the author, after quoting some of his own dialect

verses, supplied a line-for-line prose translation, thus pre-

serving the exact rendering of many difficult phrases which
could not have been compressed within the necessary limita-

tions of verse. If the veteran author, who is a perfect master
of the English language, could be persuaded to give us a

similar line-for-line literal translation of the principal portion

of his delighti'ul patois poems, he would win the gratitude of

those who, in the distant future, will undoubtedly study with
avidity the then obsolete dialect of this island of Guernsey.

BIRDS.
AlOUette. Skylark.

Dans I's 6quibots dii coiirti d'b^s
L'alouette a fait sen nic, (Metivier).

In the stubbles of the lower field the lark has built her nest.

Alouette d'banque. Rock Pipit.

Alouette, p'tite. Titlark, or Meadow Pipit.

Aloute : Alouquiaux. Skylark, male bird or yomig.

Les alouquiaux cllapant leus ailtons d'jouaie. (Metivier).

The skylarks flapping their little wings with delight.

Ametaie or Ametale. Great Tit or Tomtit.

L'crax y voltige, et I'ametaie
S'y divertit a la rousaie. (Corbet).

The stonechat flits there, and the tomtit sports in the dew.

Ane de maire. Guillemot.

Aponde or Arondelle. Swallow.

L'aronde enaquant sen bibe. (Metivier).

The swallow snapping up its midge.

Barbelotte. Puffin.

Beeassaine. Snipe.

Beeassaine d'banque. Sandpiper or Kentish Plover.

Bianehe-gopg'e. Whitethroat.

ButOP. Bittern.
Ei nou v'chin, coum autant d'butors.
Les daeux pids dans la baue. (Metivier).

And here we are, like so many bitterns, with both feet in the mud.

Cadpage. Grebe.
Que I'ciel erage ! Ecllavinai d'la brouc
L'cadrage en rit, tournant I'dos 6s ecllairs. (Metivier).

Let the heavens rage ! Bespattered with foam the grebe laughs at the
storm, turning his back on thelightning's flash.

Cahouan or Cahan. Owl.

J'o I'cahouan s'lamentair dans I'ch'nas. (Metivier).

I hear the owl hooting in the hayloft.

Cahouette. Jackdaw and Chough.
Via les cahouettes qui s'entrepinchent,
J'airon mauvais temps. (Proverb).

The crows are teasing each other, we are going to have bad weather.

CalCUlot. Probably the Stormy Petrel.
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Canard. Duck.
Mouailli coum des canards. (Metivicr).

Wet as ducks.

Carabin. Mrtivioi- says this is "lo uoui d'un oisoau de rivage dans I'lle

(rAureg-uy." lArr. Tourtel tolls mo it moans a small or younj? gull. •

Cardrounette. (Goldfinch.

D6s que I'temps s'ass'tcmbrie a' vient
Sus nos cardons, la cardrounette,
Et joyaeuse a' chante. (Metivicr).

As soon as the weather becomes autumnal, the Goldfinch comes to oiir
thistles, and sings merrily.

Coiraquet. Dunlin.

Corbe. Black Scoter.

Copbin. Crow.

A vee sa jaue, 1 r'semblle qu'les corbins
L'ont 6grimaie en fouillant d'bec et d'grins. (Corbet).

To see his cheek, it seems the crows have scored it, scratchhig with
beak and claws.

Cormaran. Cormorant.

L'cormaran su la maire endormio.
Lent, triste et muet, vole en large et en long. (Metivicr).

The cormorant, slow, sad and silent flies far and wide across the
sleeping sea.

CoueOU. Cuckoo.

Quand I'orge epie, I'coucou s6n va. (Proverb).

When the barley comes into ear the cuckoo departs.

Courli. Curlew.

Crax. Stonechat.

Je me leve au chant du crax, me, d6s que I'soleil lliet. (Oidlbert).

I rise at the stonechat's song, as soon as the sun begins to shine.

Crax a bianehe eoue. Wheatear.

Arrives at the latter end of ftLarch, hence the proverb at the Vale :

Quand tu ve les crax a bianehe coue, il est temps qu'les patates tardives

saient pllantaies. (When you see the wlieatears it is time your late

potatoes were planted.)

D'mouaiselle. Willow Wren.
La d'mouaiselle a fait sa nichie
Dans I'pertu d'la chouque h6bergie. (Mctivier).

Hidden in the hole of the stump, the willow wren has hatched her
brood.

Eearon. Tern.

Eeouflle. Kestrel.
L'ecouflle vient, s'envole et crie,

La poule en deul ve I'poulet prins. (Metivicr).

The kestrel comes, flies off and screams ; the sorrowing hen sees her
chicken seized.

Eng'OUlvent. Goatsucker or Nightjar.

L'engoulvent enaque I's hann'tons. (Metivicr).

The goatsucker snaps up the cockchafers.

Epervier. Sparrowhawk.

J'ai oui criair, s'precipitant des nues,
Tyrans des airs, l'ecouflle et I'epervier. (Metivicr).

I have heard them screem, in darting from the clouds, those tyrants
of the air, the kestrel and the sparrowhawk.

EpUuque-poumieP. Long-tailed Tit, and also the Tree Creeper. Liter-

ally, Apple-tree picker, from the habit of these little birds of running up
and down the branches of trees in search of insects.
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EtOUPne. Starling.

La bas I'etourne crie, nou n'ot dans les bissons
Que I'doiix suflle du vent. {Metivier).

Yonder the starling whistles, one hears only the soft whisper of the
wind in the bushes.

Gap. Gander.
L'long d'un douit, I'gar, convouayant s'n ouaie,
Couni un sultan, gabarrait, patufllant. {Metivier).

Along a brook the gander escorting his goose, like a sultan, marched
slowly, chattering.

Gode or GodaPd. RazorbiU.

GPai've. Song Thrush.

Pres du moulin nouz-ot la graive et I'mfile. (Metivier).

Close by the mill one hears the thrush and the blackbird.

Gpai've, Bllue. Fieldfare.

GPaive de banque. Probably the Hock Pipit.

Gpisette. Titlark.

GPOSbee: GPObiaux. House Sparrow.

Metivier makes the j)lural Grosbecs :

Et n'bllamais pas les grosbecs
Qu'ont dejunai su vos pels.

And do not blame the sparrows that have breakfasted on your peas.

Halcyon. Kingfisher.

Oil I'halcyon, s'n aile toute verte et bllue,
Pu vif que I'trait, s'cllungeait dans sen vivier. (Metivier).

Where the kingfisher, with wing all green and blue, more rapid than
a shot, plunged into his pool.

Han'ton. Dnckling.

Metivier quotes a proverb : Mouailli coum un han'ton (as wet as a
duckling)

.

HePOn. Heron.

Quand tu ve un heron, dis au paure qu'il apie sa maison. (Proverb).

When you see a heron tell the poor man to prop up his house (be
cause a storm is coming).

HiPOndelle. Swallow.

Sous not' vier fait la prumiere hirondelle
En suflliant trache un racouain pour sen nic. (Corbet).

Beneath our old thatched roof the first swallow seeks in twittering a
cranny for its nest.

HouedPe or Ouaidpe. Skylark.

An obsolete word now only used in the expression un nialiii liouedre,

signifying a cunning fellow, a sharper. Metivier spells the word both
ways.

HublOt or Ublot. Great Black -backed Gull.

Oil I'hublot dort il y a des fieilles,

Dans I'creux d'la falaise illo-bas. (Metivier).

There are some leaves where the great gull sleeps in the hollow of
the cliff down there.

HucaPt. Hooper or Whistling Swan.

M'veyous buttai, suflliant coum un hucart? (Metivier).

Do you see me standing, whistling like a hooper?

Huppe. Hoopoe.

Jai or GeaL Missel Thrush.

Quand nouz-ot chantair la graive et le geai. (Metivier),

When one hears the song thrush and the missel thrush singing.
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Jug-e-vent. Kestrel.

Jaunet. Yellowhummer.
Qnand m'n oreille ^coutait, ravie,
L'chant dcs jaunets ct clcs lignots. (Metivier).

When my car listcncrt, entranced, to the song of yellowharanicrs and
linnets.

Kllanjeon. Red-throuted Diver.

Lavresse. Wagtail.

Ill (hiilbert's poem entitled Lcs Grands QHcrues two lines give m\
unrivalled j^eii -picture of this bird, suggesting- with singular felicity in

the first portion the agility of the wagtail, and imitating musically in the
last six words its soft warbling twitter :

Et la lavresse, a' meut, la couc en Fair,
Sauticottant, d'un pid vif et ligier.

And the wagtail runs, with its tail in the air, skipping along with a
quick and nimble foot.

LigllOt. Linnet.

Coum un lignot qu'a minchi I'u d'sa cage. (Metivier).

Like a linnet that has broken the door of its cage.

Loehe-eoue. Wagtail.

Metivier says this bird is so called at St. Peter-Port.

Lopiot. Golden Oriole.

II y a un vier laurier flleuri,

Et daeux loriots, a vouaix fine et cllaire,
Bru et bruman, y font leux nic. {Metivier).

There is an old blossoming laurel, and two orioles, bride and bride
groom newly wed, singing sweetly, have built their nest in it.

Malard. Drake.

Coq et malard, sans pirette et sans poule. {Corhet).

Cock and drake, without duck and hen.

MaPgan. Gannet.

Maue or Mauve. Gull.

Env'ya'iz-les dans les cotis es oeux d' maue. {Corbet).

Send them off to gather gulls' eggs on the cliffs.

La coue au vent, la mauve en miaoulant joue. {Metivier).

Tail to wind, the gull in wailing plays.

Mauvi. Redwing Thrush.

This name is also used by Metivier to signify the Song Thrush, as in

the line :

J' sufile coum un mauvi.
I am whistling like a thrush.

Mele. Blackbird.

0-tu r m^le? I fait la vie dans les chlisiers. {Metivier).

Do you hear the blackbird warbling in the cherry trees ?

Melot. Young Blackbird.

Qiiand 1' melot dira sa lure au vier p6rier. {Metivier).

When the blackbird sings his song in the old pear tree.

MePdeaux. Probably the Manx Shearwater.

Moine. Chaffinch.

Moinc et lignot, s'ballotant su les ros. {Metivier).

Chaffinch and linnet, swaying on the reeds.

Mouette. Kittiwake Gull.

MouiSSOn : Mouissette. A bird of any kind.

Lcs mouissons muchis dans I's yerres.
L'bec sous I'ailton, dormaient tous. {Metivier).

The birds hidden in the ivy, with beak under the wing, were all asleep.
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Ouaie. Goose.
Ses poules valent d's ouaies. (Proverb).

His fowls are worth geese.

Ouaise. Bird.

This local form of the French oisea/t- is mostly applied in a figurative

sense to a person, /ai }na/ui ouaise having much the same meaning as our
colloquial expression a knowing bird. Corbet writes " Veue a vol d'ouaise "

to signify a bird's-eye view.

Pieouais or Hirondelle Pieouais. Swift.

So called from ttie resemblance of a Swift on the wing to the head of

a pickaxe (pieouais).

Via les pieouais: j'n'airon pas bel. {Proverb).

There are the swifts : we shall not have fine weather.

Pie. Magpie.
Te r'soiivient-i, I'orme a la pie,
Oil la vieille n'y fait pu sen nic ? (Metivier).

Do you remember the magpie elm tree, where the old bird no longer
nests ?

Piemarange. Oyster-catcher.

Ch'tait coum si tout' I's ouaies d'Berhon
Tout' ses maues et ses piemaranges
Avaient el'vai leux vouaix. (Corbet).

It was as if all the geese and gulls and oyster-catchers of Berhon had
lifted up their voices.

Pigeon. Pigeon.
Metivier writes Pijoune for the female bird.

Jamais pijoune ou tourterelle
Ne fut souagnie coum al' etait.

Never was pigeon or turtledove nursed as she was,

PingOUin. Eazorbill.

Et nou veyait, chacun a sa maniere
S'entr'ecantair pingouins, mauves et hublots. (Metivier).

And one saw razorbills and gulls amusing themselves each in its way.

Pipette. Duck.

Pirot. Duckling.

I va coum un pirot attaqui du gambet. (Corbet).

He walks like a lame duckling.

PlluVieP or Pllouvier. Plover.

Biau qu'a persent poiir un pllouvier
En vain nous travers'rait les hures. (Corbet).

Although nowadays one might cross the moors in vain in search of a
plover.

Pouaehin. Chicken.

Embarrassai coum la poule qui n'a qu'un pouaehin. (Proverb).

As fidgetty as a hen with only one chicken.

Puant. Probably the Manx Shearwater.

Rale. Water Kail.

J'oyais dans I'vivier a pavie, illo, niet apres niet,

L'rale et I'butor faisant la vie, quand j'me mettais au Diet. (Metivier).

I heard in the reedy pool there night after night, the rail and the
bittern calling, when I was going to bed.

Ribe : Ribiaux. Wren.
Les ribiaux encarnichis dans leus criques. (Metivier).

The wrens hidden away in their holes.

Rouage-gOPge. Pobin Redbreast.

Su nos ronches et nos bissons
Ah! que d'rouage-gorges s'ront muettes. (Metivier).

On our brambles and bushes how many robins will be silent.
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Saint Martin ais. Kingfisher.

Sereelle. Teui.

Et sous la forme d'linc scrccllc Lu t'cnvolis. (Arctivier).

And under the form of a teal you flew away.

Soueique. Golden-crested Wren.

Teurt-eo or Toreo. Wryneck or jNIackcr^ Dird.

Dans Tormo d' la verte rue I'teui't-co s'laniente et brait. (Metivicr).

In the elm tree in the green lane the wryneck wails and cries.

Touptere : Tourterelle. Turtle Dove.

Fiddle coum un tourtere. (Metivier).

Faithful as a turtle dove.

Turbe. Wryneck.
0-tu rturbe qu'egache en d'sous la fenetre,
Et qui rprumicr I'aguinche k sa faQon? (Corbet).

Do you hear the wryneck piping under the window, the first to greet
(the spring) in his own way?

Vanne : Vanniaux. Lapwing or Peewit.

VePbPUant or VePbelle. Greenfinch.

Verdeleux et verbruants
J'en vcrron de pu d'une sorte. (Metivier).

Hedgesparrows and greenfinches, we shall see some of more than one
kind.

VePdeleu. Hedge Sparrow.

Video. Woodcock.
Ve-tu rtemps qui s'ass'tembrie
Mais nos videos n'sont pas v'nus. (Metivier).

Do you see how the weather has become autumnal, but our woodcocks
have not come.

FISHES.

AlputPe. Sea Loach.

I be coum un alputre. (Proverb).

He drinks like a fish.

Angule. Eel.

Pour denichier I'angule de d'dans sa houle. (Corbet).

To drag out the eel from its burrow.

Bap. Basse.
Quand I'boeuf est las, Thar est gras. (Proverb).

When tlie ox is tired (i.e., when ploughing is at an end) basse is fat,

or in good condition.

BPOquet or Bpoehet. Picked Dogfish.

La machaine r'semblle ecardair
Quiqu'enorme broquct tout I'long du jour. (Corbet).

All day long the (mowing) machine seems to be scaling some enor-
mous dogfish.

Cabot. Blenny.

I n'y avait dans ma banatre ni loche, alputre ou cabot. (Metivier).

There was in my fishing basket neither rockling, loach nor blenny.

Cabot-volant. Sea Bullhead or Father -lasher.

CongPe. Conger.

Rouetre coum congre au pique. (Corbet).

Rancid like pickled conger.

Coueou. Striped or Cuckoo Wrasse.

Cpasset. Cornish Sucker, also the Top-Knot.
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Dopaie. John Doree.

Parmi les congres et les doraies. (Metivier).

Among the congers and John Dorees.

Dpavan. Thomback Ray.

I ve un dravan gros coum an pourpeis. (Metivier).

He sees a thornback as big as a porpoise.

GrOUnaPd. Gurnard.

Hau. Tope or White Hound.
Nous veyait d'laids, maigres, hidaeux haus,
Et ses cousins les tcheus-roussiaux
Et I'dravan. {Metivier).

One saw the ugly, lean, hideous shark and its cousins the dog-fish an d
the thornback.

Hepan. Herring.

Grailli coum un heran soret. {Metivier).

Broiled like a smoked herring.

Lanehon. Sand Eel.

Quand j'allaime au fln d' la leune
A la peque au p'tit lanehon. {Metivier).

When we went by moonlight to fish for sand eels.

Liottin. Whiting.

Hier au ser all tait si flere
Air avait mangi sen liottin. {Metivier).

Last evening she was so merry, she had eaten her whiting.

Loche. Rockling.

Loche, alputre et vraquet dans I's herbiers
Jouent a ch't'heure. {Metivier).

Rockling, loach and little wrasse are now playing in the beds of grass
wrack.

Lu. Whiting.

Jadis ma bouane femme de grand'mere
Acatait sen vrac ou sen lu.

Car les turbots n'la tentaient guere,
Dans la Grand' Rue, a quiq'pas d'u. (Metivier),

In the olden time my dear old grandmother bought her rockfish or
her whiting (for turbots hardly tempted her) at some doorstep in High
Street.

Lubin. Basse.

MaCPe or Maq'Pe. MackereL
En airon-ju d'maq're temprun un vaillant hal. (Metivier).

Shall we not get a famous catch of early mackerel.

MaPtaine. Sculpin or Dragonet.

Mouapue. Cod.

Su la fouaille etalai la nou veyait la mouarue. (Metivier).

One saw the codfish spread out there upon the dry fern.

Mulet, gPis. Grey Mullet.

Baillies-me I'turbot, la mouarue,
La sole et I'gris miilet. (Metivier).

Give me the turbot, cod, sole, and grey mullet.

Mulet, POUage. Surmullet.

This fish is known in Guernsey as the Red Mullet, and is sold in the
market as such ; but the true Red Mullet does not occur in Channel
Island waters.

Opfi. Garfish, also called Longnose or Greenbone.

PafO. Topknot.

H
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Paisson. Fish.

Penehette. Power Cod or Bib. Also called locally Whiting Pout.

Piqueux. SculiDin or Dragoiiet.

Pllaie. Plaice.

Faignaient, te v'lo, couiii im pllaie accravauai tout du long. (Metivier).

There you are, lazy fellow, sprawling at full length like a plaice.

Porpeis or Pourpais. Porpoise.

It is convenient to place this species here, rdthough of course the
Porpoise is not strictly a fish, but a mammal.

Qui v'nait sufllant coum un porpeis. {Corbet).

Who came blowing like a porpoise.

Rai. Skate.

Rais et dravans, les ricn-qui-vaillc. (Metivier).

Skates and thornbacks, good-for-nothing rabble.

Roselet. Sand Smelt.

Sardaine. Sprat,

J'ai oui qu'il est fre coum unc vieille sardaine. (Metivier).

I have heai-d he is as cold as an old sprat.

Sarde. Sea Bream.
Etalais la su quiq'brin d'fouaille
^ ongre, sarde, liottin, niacre. (Metivier).

Spread out there on some bits of fern were conger, bream, whiting
and mackerel.

Saumon. Salmon.

Sole. Sole.

I nouent par mille auve les soles et les pllaies. (Metivier).

They swim in thousands with soles and plaice.

Tehen-rousse. Spotted Dogfish.

Turbour or Tupbot. Turbot.

Baillies-me I'tTirbct! (Metivier).

Give me turbot

!

Var. Basse.

Vieille. A large kind of Rockfish or Wrasse.

Violon. Angel Fish or Monk Fish.

Vrae : Vras. Wrasse or Rocktish.

Nouant coum un vrae au fond d'la maire. (Metivier).

Swimming like a wrasse at the bottom of the sea.

MAMMALS AND REPTILES.

Agne: Agniaux. Lamb.
Quand ragn6 sauticotte, egnilli, bel et fier. (Metivier).

When the lamb skips about, sprightly, bright and merry.

Aver. Pig.

Et notre aver fait r'fugnac a sen br^ge
Pour se gav'lair sous I'arsion du soleil. (Corbet).

And our pig neglects his food to sprawl in the heat of the sun.

Belette. Stoat or Weasel.

S'tu veur attrapai un' belette, me li du sail sous la coue. _
(Proverb).

If you wish to catch a weasel put some salt under his tail.

Berbi. Sheep.

Les berbis suppant la rousaie. (Corbet).

The sheep sipping the dew.
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Biehe. Goat.

Bouve. Ox.

CroUant la tete et s'eloquant
Coum un jane bouv6 qii'nouz-ajoue. (Metivicr).

Wagging his head, and giving himself a shake like a young ox being
subdued to the yoke.

Bziraine or Dzirai'ne. Shrew Mouse.

Caout-souari or Caou-d'souari. Bat.

Les pUaintucheries des cahouans et des caous-souaris. {Corbet).

The plaintive wailings of the owls and bats.

Cat, Catte, Catton. Cat .- male, female and young.

Cat engantai n'attrape pas d'souaris. (Proverb).

A cat in gloves catches no mice.

Cavale. Mare.

J'aime a vee I'fermier queruair
Atou sen ch'va et ses cavales. (Lenfestey).

I love to see the farmer ploughing with his horse and his mares.

Ch'va. Horse.

Un ch'va dounai nou n'li r'garde pas les dents. {Proverb).

One does not look at the teeth of a gift horse.

Coehe. Sow.

Coimi not' coche atou sa fouillere. {Corbet).

Like our sow with her litter.

Couitron. Tadpole.

Veyous les couitrons coum i nouent,
D'leus coues i font leus avirons. {Metivicr).

See the tadpoles how they swim, making oars of their tails.

Couitrouniere. A mass of frog-spawn.

Goret or Gourret. Young Hog.

Sen goret dans I'vier parquet couine. {Metivier).

His porker is squealing in the old sty.

Guedot. Pig.

Les guedots couinaient dans leus cottes. {Metivier).

The pigs were squealing in their sties.

J'niehe. Heifer.

A' sievait la j'niehe k bllianche tete par monts et vaux. {Metivier).

She followed the white-headed heifer up hill and down.

Jument. Mare.

Niet apr6s niet, un' grand' jument
X^re, i parait bien, coum la sie,

Y cllopine, en clloquant ses fers. {Corbet).

Night after night a big mare as black it seems as soot, hobbles about
there, clanking her chains.

Lapin. Babbit.

A s'entre aimair coum les lapins
D'la meme houle ou d'la meme nichie. {Corbet).

To love one another like rabbits from the same burrow or the same
litter.

Lezarde. Lizard.

Les Ifezardes et les orviaux diront adi es jourolles. {Metivier).

Lizards and slow-worms will bid farewell to their frolics.

Lievre. Hare.

Enn'yais d'sachier lapin et lievre. {Corbet).

Tired of hunting rabbit and hare.
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Mulot. Field Mouse.

II ot criair I'lnulot qu'un cahouan tue. (Metivi r).

He hears the field mouse scream which an owl is killing.

Orve : Orviaux. Slow-Worm or Blind Worm.
II est nichi coum un orv6. (Metivier).

He is hidden away like a slow-worm.

Poulain : Pouliehe. Colt : filly.

Nous A^'la tous dans nos vetures
Su pouliehe o\\ su poulain. (Metivier).

There we are all in our vehicles or on horseback.

Poupche : Pourehiaux. Pig.

Pourehe d'fossai*. Hedgehog.

Raine. Frog.

J'ai I'chant pus enrimai qu'les raines de la Cllair' Mare. {Metivier).

My voice is hoarser than the frogs of Claire Mare.

Rai'nn't^ : Rainn'quiaux. Young Frogs.

Dame, il en plleut ! chers amis, j'en avon
Coum de rainn'quiaux cie la roue Faraon. (Metivier).

Ah ! they are raining down ! dear friends we have got them as thick
as frogs upon King Pharaoh.

Rat. Rat.

Dans I'etre a ch'va les rats font leur sabba. (Metivier).

In the horse's stable the rats are frolicking.

SouaPi. Mouse.

Chu qu'nous n'a jamais veue, et jamais n'verra,
Ch'est I'nic d'une souari dans I'oreille d'un cat. (Proverb).

What one has never seen, and never will see, is a mouse's nest in a
cat's ear.

Souapi, bllanehe. Field ]\touse.

Tehen. Dog.

Sachant que I'n^glligent va dret es tchens su I'drain. (Corbet).

Knowing that the careless man goes straight to the dogs at last.

Touape. Bull.

Un ner tchen gi'and coum un touare. (Corbet).

A black dog as big as a bull.

Tpie. Sow.
A I'u du pare la trie hermounne. (Metivier).

At the door of the sty the sow is clawing.

Vaque. Cow.

Quand les vaques jiiqu'ront dans les poummiers.

When cows roost in apple trees (A local proverb which signifies never).

VePPO. Boar Pig.

Coum daeux verros dans un belle,

S'accoursent, mourtrant leus crocs. (Metivier).

Like two boars in a farmyard race away, showing their tusks.

Viau. Calf.
Les viaux nets devergondais d'ji. (Corbet).

The calves quite delirious with play.

CRUSTACEANS.

Bepnaque or Bepnaelle. Ship Barnacle.

Bouve. False Crayfish (Scyllarus)

.

Cabot. Water Hopper or Brook Shrimp.
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Chancre. Edible Crab.

J'v6yaime les chancres, broue au mnset, et grins en haut. (Metivier).
We saw the crabs with froth at the mouth and claws upturned.

Chervette. Prawn.

Chervette a sabllon. Shrimp.

Crabe a eo. Crayfish.

Qui peut faire un pu grand frico,
Que I'houmard et la crdbe a co? (Corbet).

What can make a finer feast than lobster and crayfish ?

Crabe foiraeuse. Shore Crab.

Cpabe g'Pgeise. Velvet or Lady Crab.

Crabe de pare. Spider Crab.

Crapllin. A kind of crab.

ECPelle. Water-hopper or Brook Shrimp.

Car j'sis failli coum la fleille,

Et maigre coum I'ecrelle du douit. {Metivier).

For I am as weak as a leaf, and as lean as a hopper of the brook.

EqUGPViehe. False Cray -fish [ScijUancs) and also the larger species of
Galathea.

Haeulin. Spider Crab.

Bordinguant coum des haeulins. {Metivier).

Staggering about like spider crabs.

Houmapd. Lobster.

I n'y avait dans ma banfttre
Ni houmard ni cr^be a co. {Metivier).

There was in my fishing basket neither lobster nor crayfish.

Houvlin or Houblin. Spider Crab. So called in the western parishes of

Guernsey.
Port Souef r'noummai pour ses coques,
Et ses ormers et ses houvlins. {Corbet).

Port Soif renowned for its cockles, ormers and crabs.

Painellos. Spider Crab.

Coum un painellos, bordinguant et t^tant. {Metivier).

Staggering and feeling his way like a spider crab.

Pihane. Metivier says this is the Jersey name for the Spider Crab, occa-
sionally used in Gruernsey.

PilleUPe. Woodlouse.

Pouae d'VPae. The fish parasite Anilocra, found on some kinds of Rock-
fish.

TpehaP. A small species of Crab.

TPiette. Woodlouse.

Si ch'nest quiqu' triette, iragne ou orill6re. {Metivier).

If it is not some woodlouse, spider or earwig.

Tpiette de banque. Great Eock Woodlouse {Lygia)

.

INSECTS.
Ai'sse. Bee.

Biaucaoup pus embarrrssai quTaisse
Qui volait d'bouton en bouton tout autouar d'm6. {Corbet).

Much more busy than the bee that flew from bud to bud around me.

ArrOUtPesse. Dragonfly.

J'oyais I's arrotitresses d'flleur en flleur volair. {Metivier).

I heard the dragon-fiies flitting from flower to flower.
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Avoutresse. Grasshopper.

BateleUP. Water iioatman [Nototiecta).

Berbion. Slieep Tick.

Bibet. Midge or Gnat.

Les bibets piquent, j'airon d'la pUie d'main. {Proverb).

The gnats are stinging, we shall liave rain to-morrow.

Bourde. Leaf-cutter Bee.

The cells or " honey-barrels " of these bees are called caille-boiirdea.

Boupdelette. Hive Bee.

Bourdon. Humble Bee.

Ch'est tout la d'que qui n'A'aut poui I'ieil d'un vior bourdon. {Corbet).

That's all stuff that isn't worth the cj^c of an old bee.

Catte. The grub of the Cockchafer.

Dans I'courti catte apres catte gatant les navets. {Metivier).

In the field grub after grub spoiling the turnips.

Catte-pelaeure. Caterpillar.

Coehon. Weevil.

CoppeUP. Wire-worm or grub of the Skipjack Beetle.

CotteUP. The grub of the Fern Chafer.

Quand not' forment se I'vait, j'disais il est superbe
Mais la catte et Tcotteur en ont villainai I'herbe. (Metivier).

When our wheat was sprouting I said it was splendid, but the chafer
grubs have quite ruined the stalks.

CPabe. Spider.

Cpasset. Cranefly or Daddylonglegs.

CPiquet. House Cricket.

Chantant, fler coum un criquet. (Corbet).

Singing, merry as a cricket.

EquePbot. Great Dung Beetle.

J't'6macllirai coum un equerbot. {Metivier).

I will crush you like a beetle.

Fouapmion. Ant.

Hann'ton. Cockchafer.

J'nouz-endormon coum des hann'tons. {Metivier).

We go to sleep like cockchafers.

Iragne or Ipagnie. Spider.

In some parts of Guernsey the word Iragnie signifies both a spider

and a cobweb ; in others it means the cobweb only, the spider itself being
une irdgne.

L'ir^gne dort su la par6. {Metivier).

The spider sleeps upon the wall.

II ot fin coum une iragnie. {Proverb).

He is as quick of hearing as a spider.

Mouque. Fly.

Mouque apres mouque vient a ma f'netre et rouane. {Metivier),

Fly after fly comes to my window and buzzes.

Mouque a paisson. Green Blowfly.

Opillepe. Earwig.

Orill6re et 6querbot furent enfin d6nichis. {Metivier).

Earwig and beetle were at last unearthed.
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Paen-paen. Blood-nose Beetle [Timarcha).

Paen-paen moiirte m6 ten sang
Et j'te dounerai un verre da vin bllanc. {Children's Rhyme),

Beetle, show me your blood
And I'll give you a glass of white wine.

Papan or Pafo. Cockroach or Black Beetle.

Par I'aire piasottaient cote a cote
Les equerbots et les papans. (Metivier).

Along the floor beetles and cockroaches were crawling along side by
side.

Papillon a maCPe. White Cabbage Butterfly.

Papillon du Roue. Red Admiral Butterfly.

Pimpernuehe or Pimpepluehe. Wasp.
Coum pirapernuches en ganes de satin Tieuf. {Metivier).

Like wasps in new satin gowns.

Pinehe-tehu. Earwig.

Pouae. Louse.

Orguillaeux coum un pouae su mante d'vlousse. {Proverb).

As proud as a louse on a velvet mantle.

Pouae d'Cat. Cat Tick.

PretPe. Cranefly or Daddylonglegs.

Un vier pr6tre a long guerets
De quiqu' laid pertu s'dehale
Et s'frotte au bee de men crasset. {Metivier).

An old long-shanked cranefly drags himself out of some ugly hole and
brushes against the spout of my lamp.

Puche. Flea.
Et d'puches, ah dame, ber et lliet

Cadaus et c'minses tout en bouillait. {Metivier).

And fleas, ah well, cradle and bed, cloaks and shirts, everything was
swarming with them.

Puehon. Aphis or Greenfly.

Punais. Leaf-bug or Field-bug.

Sautieo. Frog-hopper.

SautPillon or SautePiau. Grasshopper.

H y en a m'nu coum sautrillons dans I'fain. {Metivier).

They are as plentiful as grasshoppers in the hay.

Pernaguant coum des sauteriau;-:. {Metivier).

Skipping about like grasshoppers.

Souneux. Dronefly.

Taon or Tant. Gadfly or Horsefly.

Vaque et j 'niche i vont les laies
Des qu'un taon les piques es fllancs,

Cachant les flns faeux al6es
Les coues en haut par les camps. {Metivier).

There they go the rogues, cow and heifer, scampering in all directions

at a furious speed with their tails in the air, as soon as a gadfly stings

them.

SHELLS, WORMS, &c.

BePhau or Behau. Periwinkle.

Cllame. Razor Shell.

Colimaehon. Snail.

Enfrumai dans sa cruque coum un colimaehon. {Corbet).

Shut up in his shell like a snail.
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C6nuet. Cuttlefish.

^ C6nuct laid coum Ic diatre. (Metivier).

Cuttlefish as ugly as sin.

Coque. Cockle.

Coque de Verm. Wart Cockle.

Coquelin. Periwinkle.

S'i m'61ourde trop. jT^cUamirai coum un coquelin. (Metivier).

If he bothers me too much I will smash him like a winkle.

Coqueluehe. Dog Whelk. Also applied to small bivalves.

Eplluquer coq'lnche et coq'lin. (Corbet).

To gather whelks and winkles.

Fllie. Limpet.
Su I'roquer h flllair des fllies

Pour nourrir pirette et pirot. (Corbet).

On the rock gathering limpets to feed duck and duckling.

Fllie d'cat. A large rough -shelled limpet, too tough to eat ; supposed to

be a distinct species.

Gainotte. Cowry.

Heriehon. Sea Urchin.

I piquait coum un h6richon. (Corbet).

It pricked like a sea urchin.

HitPe. Oyster.

I mangit I'hitre et I'autre en aeut I'^cale. (Proverb).

He ate the oyster and the other man got the shell.

Limaehe. Slug.

Moule. Mussel.

OPmer. Sea Ear or Haliotis. Much eaten in Gruernsey as a delicacy

J'apporte dans ma behotte une fricachie d'ormers. (Metivier).

I am bringing in my basket a feast of ormers.

Orillepe k ehent pids. Centipede.

P^ton. Scallop or Queen Shell.

Pepie. Cuttle bone, the osseous part of the CSnicet.

Pi d'pOUlain. Comb Shell [Pectunculus)

.

Pieuvre, Pievpe and Peurve. Octopus.

Sen pid fut prins par les huit bras d'la pi6vre. (Metivier).

His foot was seized by the eight arms of the octopus.

Sandon. Sandworm.

Sangsue. Leech.

Adi, poudre et visicatouaire,
Sangsue, purge et vomitif. (Corbet).

Farewell powder and plaster, leech, purgative and emetic.

Ver. Earthworm. Also various kinds of worms and maggots.

Nu coum un ver. (Proverb).

Naked as a worm.
Le bouais tout roguis d'vers. (Metivier).

The wood all wormeaten.

Verlingue. Covrry.

Ramassair des verlingues
A basse iaue coum autant d'ormers. (Corbet).

To collect cowries at low tide, like ormers.
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Vepm. Lugworm or Rockworm.
Mourionant coum une pouagnie d'verm.

Wriggling like a handful of worms.

Vonne d'mai'Pe : Vonniaux. Scallop or Queen Shell.

Les ormers et les fllies, les hitres et les vonniaux. {Metivier).

Ormers, limpets, oysters and scallops.



THE RAINFALL OF (lUFRNSFY FOR THE
YEAR 1908.

BY MR. A. (JOLLEXETTE, F.C.S.

The year 1 908 was at times during its progress drier

than the previous driest year. As a whole, at the end, it

gradually drew away and the result was that at the close of

the year 20 inches Avas reached and passed whereas 1858 the

previous driest year was but just over 25 inches. In discussing

the general rainfall of the island I shall have to state that six

of the nine stations have recorded less than 25 inches so that

had it happened that the stations St. ^fartin's, Rohais and
L'Ancresse had ceased to observe, the others would have
reported this as the driest year of the 66 years of observation.

This, I think, will render it necessary in the future to have the

official rainfall observations retained in the wettest area of the

island.

As regards the distribution of the rainfall during the

year, Table 2 will show that only two months exceeded their

averages. These were March with 1*09 in. excess and
September with 0*21 in.

October, which ranks as the wettest month, in the

averages, was drier than March, September and December.
This year March and September gave 13-6% and 12-5°/°

of the year's fall respectively, while last year these same
months contributed 2*2 °/q and 4*1 °/q, and in the averages they

are credited with 6*7
°/o

and 8*4 %.
In "wet days " the year was normal differing but one day

from the average.

As regards the distribution of rainfall over the island I

have to report that, although there are differences, the main
facts previously ascertained are borne out. It will be remem-
bered that last year I said that King's Mills Station, which
was 13°/q in excess of Brooklyn, would be found to fall much
lower, the result of that year ])eing influenced by two heavy
falls of a local character. This opinion has proved well-

founded, for this year the proportion collected at this station

was 90 °/q against 1 13 °/q last year.

[1908.]
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If we radiate lines from the Fort to various parts of the

island Ave find that to the South, this year, the falling of!

is 8 °/q at Les Blanches, 11 °/q at Hautnez ; to the South-west

we have 12°/^ at St. Peter's; more westerly 9% at St.

Saviour's and 10°/^ at King's Mills. To the North-East we
have 5 °/q falling off at L'Ancresse. At the Kohais, which is

within the area of greatest fall there is 2 °/q only, and at the

Grange, which shonld not fall off more than 3 °/q, we have
5 °/q. This last-named station suffers from the draught of the

Vauvert Valley. In Table IV. the mean variations are given

and, although modified, the same distribution is found to hold.

The main facts are as follow. The town, especially its

South and South-West sides, is the wettest part of the island.

The town varies, having its least fall on the North and North-
East sides. The East Coast of the island is from 15 °/q to

20% wetter than the West Coast. The South-West and
Central parishes vary from the town by some 10 °/q, but this

is so far but roughly ascertained as we have had but one

year's returns for a St. Saviour's station.

Tlie Observers, given in Table I, remain the same and I

trust that I may succeed in increasing their number and of

obtaining returns for the Castel and West Coast. I am
willing to provide the gauges, measures and postage cards

needed.

The heavy falls are not numerous nor are they important
in their bearing on the year's totals.

Only one drought occurred, lasting 32 days. The
previous longest was in 1893 and lasted 35 days, see Table
VI. A partial drought of 28 days was also registered, see

Table VII.
I now wish to discuss our dry year in comparison with

the rainfall of other places.

(juernsey and Jersey are remarkably near to each other

in total fall. The totals are 26*22 in. and 26*16 in. res-

pectively.

From the English reports we gather that the deficit

on the opposite co ists of Devonshire and Somersetshire ranges

from 8 to 10 inches. We may hence look upon the shortage

as general.

This year the mean of all the Stations is 1*75 in. less than
at Brooklyn ; last year the difference was 1*21 in.

The next point I draw yoiu^ attention to is the fact so far

very dry years have been succeeded by wet years. There
seems to be no rule at present discoverable, but two dry
periods stand out as fairly agreeing. 1858 was the driest
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year and table shows that the five ])receding years were dry

and the two succeeding years wet. 1S7() was a dry year and
it was preceded by three dry years and succeeded by two wet
ones. This year has been a diy year and has narrowly

escaped being the driest. It has been preceded by three dry
years and is in orderly agreement, so far, with the other

examples given. It remains to be seen whether the next

two years will be successively wetter.

I have to thank Mr. Rowswell for his returns from
Alderney, Sark and Herm, which go so far to make this paper
valuable, and from which we are able to establish the com-
parative rainfalls of our group of Islands.

TABLE I.

LIST OF STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.

Ref.
No.

Part Eleva-
Observer. Position of Gauge- of the tion

Island. Feet.

1 Mr. A. Collenette. " Brooklyn," St. Martin's Rd. S.E. 300
2 Mr. B. RowsweU. " Les Blanches," St. Martin's. S.E. 300
3 Guernsey Waterworks. " Hautnez," Forest Road. S. 343
4 Dr. F. Carey. " Grange Villa," Grange. E. 180
5 Mr. J. Guilbert. *' Colborne Villa," Rohais. E. 145
6 Mr. F. Lilley. ** Les Heches, St. Peter-in-

the-Wood.
S.W.

7 Guernsey Waterworks. Villiage, St. Saviour's. S.W.
8 Dr. Duncan. King's Mills, Castel. W. 38
9 Mr. J. Hocart. " Les Mielles," L'Ancresse. N.E. 33

10 Mr. P. Poat. " Richmond," St. Sampson's. N.E. 25
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TABLE II.

EAINFALL AT ST. MARTIN'S ROAD, 1908.

RainfaU. Inches. Proportions of the
Monthly Totals to the

Year's Total.

Wet
Days.Greatest

. 'A ^
X s fall in one
03 Si l« day.

1908. g. ^s» 1908. Averages. »
>^^ m 00

©
i

M'-' r^

o Fall. Day. 1908. 1907.
*

1908. 1907.
*

'"'

<

January . . 1*23 3-76 —2-53 0-27 27th 4-7 6-2 10-3 10-4 11 19

February.. 2-23 2-62 —0-39 0-78 16th 8-5 5-6 7-2 7-1 17 15

M^^rch.... 3-59 2-50 -•- 1-09 0-61 5th 13-6 2-2 6.7 6-7 21 16

AprH .... 2-17 2-34 —0-17 0-59 24th 8-2 9-3 6-3 6-3 18 14

May i 1-40 2-13 —0-73 0-31 2nd 5-4 10-3 6-5 6-8 18 11

June .... 0-62 2-00 -1-38 0-24 29th 2-4 5-2 5-5 5-5 6 11

July ....i 1-54 2-14 —0-60 0-50 16th 5-8 4-8 5-9 5-8 9 11

August ..I 1-90 2-42 —0-52 0-43 31st 7-3 6-5 6-5 6-3 11 12

September 3-28 3-07 -;- 0-21 0-61 3rd 12-5 4-1 8-4 8-3 19 14

October ..1 2-41 4-85 —2-44 0-66 20th . 92 23 3 13-3 13-3 17 19

November I'TT 4-39 —2-62 0-54 12th 6-8 11-2 12-1 12-0 11 19

December
j

4 08 4-10 —0-02 0-51 9th 15-6 11-3

100

11-3 11-5 23 19

The Year .126-22 36-32 —10-10 0-78 16th 100 100 100 181 180

1

Feb.

1907 is here given to show the changes produced by the deficit in the Rainfall of 1908.
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TABLE III,

DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL OVER THE ISLAND, 1908.

South & South East. East South-West. West. North-Eaat.

i

1908.
p^ CD

M
f. o

c
g W ci

03

1 1 < P

o

W a^

5
4J s \A

m
1

Ref. Nos. 1

in.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.

January .. 1-23 1-10 90 1-09 114 124 1-01 0-97 1-30 1-22 1-12

February.

.

2-23 1-89 1 74 1 96 1-99 2-12 2-07 1-95 2-01 2-04 2-00

March 3-59 3-36 3 16 3-46 3-73 3-10 3-44 3-43 3-70 — 3-44

Aj)ril 2-17 2-15 2 04 2-09 2-16 2-09 2-14 2-29 2-05 — 2-12

May 1-40 1-20 1 27 1-36 1>37 1-34 1-27 1-42 1-68 1-36

June 0-62 0-67 58 0-47 0-53 0-51 0-60 0-56 0-54 0-56

July .... 1-54 1-23 1 35 1-55 1-49 1-24 1-50 1-55 1-63 — 1-45

August .

.

1-90 1-75 1 66 1-94 1-97 1-67 1-76 1-89 2-08 — 1-84

S6X)teniber 3-28 3-10 3 14 3-22 3-03 3-30 3-13 2-93 2-86 _ 3-11

October .. 2-41 2-48 2 19 2-40 2-43 1-52 1-94 1-78 2-10 2-14

November. 1-77 1-56 1 73 1-73 1-68 1-71 1-72 1-29 1-46 — 1-62

December

.

4-08 3-74 3-53

23-29

89

3-67 4-13 3-31 3-43 3-63 3-88 — 3-71

The Year. 26-22 24-23 •24-94 25-65 23-15 2401 23-69 25-29 — 24-47

Comp'rison 100 92 95 98 88 91 90 95 — 93

Wet Days

.

181 193 173 188 184 159 173 189 176 — 179
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Showini

TABLE IV.

DISTEIBUTION OF EAINFALL.

the percentages of rainfall measured in various parts of the island,

taking that of Brooklyn as 100.

Stations.

o

6

6

5

2

3

5

12

3

8

2

1

Brooklyn . . .

.

Les Blanches
Hautnez . . .

.

Grange
Eohais
Couture
St. Peter's .

.

King's Mills.

.

St. Sampson's
L'Ancresse .

.

Cobo
Perrelle . . .

.

Oberland . . .

.

St. George .

.

100
98

100 100
94 96

97
94
99
95

100 100
98

I

95
99

[

92
901 91
100 95
95 94

92

91
84

104

—
I 92

93! 96
94' 91

104 101

100 I 100
95

94
92

95
91
92
113
90
91

100
94
94
92
96
94
90
98
92

93
86
80

102

104

3

6

6

7

5

6

9

4
7

7

10
11

2

1

TABLE V.

HEAVY FALLS OF 0-60 INCH AND OVER, IN ONE DAY, 1908.

Stations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

February 16th 0-78

0-61

0-61

0-66

0-60

0-66

64 0-71I0-68

0-61 0-60
— 0-61

0-64 0-60

0-66 0-65

0-75

65
0-62

0-67

0-75

0-70

0-60

0-68

0-64

0-64

March 5th
April 24th
July 1st

August 27th
September 3rd *

October 20th 0-66 0-61

Discontinued.

TABLE VI.

DROUGHT, 1908. NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DRY DAYS.
(14 days without rain = a drought.)

Inclusive dates of the shortest
Stations.

drought in the table.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

29

9

32

10

July ISth to August 10th .... 32 28 32 23 32 32 32 t

t Discontinued.
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TABLE Vn.

PARTIAL DROUGHT, 1908. NUMBER OF DAYS AND TOTAL FALLS.

(28 days which is the aggregate = 0*01 per day = Partial Drought.)

Stations. Commencing June 2nd.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dys.

28

in.

0-10

Dys.

28

in.

0-10

Dys. in.

28 :0'09

Dys.

28

in.

0-10

Dys.

29

in.

0-20

Dys.

30

in.

017

Dys.

30

in.

0-23

Dys.

30

in.

0-26

Dys. in.

30 0.30

TABLE VIII.

GUERNSEY AND JERSEY RAINFALL COMPARED, 1908.

GUERNSEY. JERSEY. No. of Wet Days.

T-^^\ Tr.^1

Guernsey. Jersey.

Number. Number.

Months. W
'S

w

1 ^ m 4

thly

Tot

cuniulat
Totals.

5.

^ 05

B
5

1
1

5

1
i

Mon < O ^
hH ^

January . . .

.

1-23 0-88 11 17

February .

.

2-23 3-46 2-25 3 13 17 28 22 39

March 3-59 7-05 3-55 6-68 21 49 21 60
April 2-17 9-22 2-35 9.03 18 67 17 77

May 1-40 10-62 1-30 10.33 18 85 36 93

June 0-62 1124 0-77 11-10 6 91 6 99

July 1-54 12-78 0-84 11-94 9 100 10 109

August 1-90 14-68 1-96 13-90 11 111 13 122

September .

.

3-28 17-96 3-58 17-48 19 130 20 142

October . . .

.

2.41 20.37 2-80 20-28 17 147 14 156
November .. 1-77 22-14 1-31 21-59 11 158 19 175

December .

.

4-08 26-22 4-57 26-16 23 181 23 198

The Year .. 26-22 26-22 26-16 26-16 181 181 198 198

East Coast of Guernsey. South Coast of Jersey.
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TABLE IX.

PREVIOUS YEARS OF LOWEST RAINFALL WITH THE 5 YEARS
BEFORE AND AFTER THE MINIMA.

In. 1853 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863

56
1

46

36
34-98

43-41
48-04

26
29-99 30-42 3036 31-90

25-03

1

31-22 32-50 34-47

In. 1865
!
1866

56

46

36

26

43-30 44-43

1867 1868 1869

37-07

34-76
;

32-99
27-05

1871

36-26

1872

56 96

1873

37-72

1874

35-38

1875

36-28

In.

56

46

36

26

1903 1904

40-88

3772

1905 1906

3412
33-43

1907

34-00

1908

26-22



GUERNSEY SUNSHINE, 11)08

BY MR. A. COLLENETTE, F.C.S.

The year has exceeded the average in sunshine by 16*21

hours. Five months proved to he sunny in excess of their

averages and the remaining seven were less sunny. The
greatest departures from the normal were during the months

of October and November which were 38 and 44 hours,

practically, above the averages. January also Avas sunny with

nearly 23 hours in excess, March with 21 and December 4.

On the other hand were four gloomy months—May, June,

July and September, which showed deficits of 29, 13, 37 and

16 hours, respectively. Taking the whole year it has been

been practically normal, showing the value of a day as

5*3 hours, whereas the average is 5*2 hours ; but the effect of

the distribution of the sunshine has been to reverse the

seasons, the summer having been less sunny and the winter

more so. This fact is brought out in the proportions which

the months have contributed to the year's total. The records

were broken in several cases—the monthly totals of October

and November, 1908 were higher than previously recorded.

October record gained 2 hours ; November, 19 hours. The
chief advances were made, however, in the records in daily

totals. Six days in October and five days in November
show higher totals than were previously recorded.

[1908.]
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NOTES ON THE KATNFALL AT SARK, HERM
AND ALDERNET DURING THE YEAR 1908.

BY BASIL T. ROWSWELL.

Ix beginning tliis Report on the Rainfall of the smaller

islands of the Bailiwick during the year 1908 I have mnch
pleasure in once again acknowledging my indebtedness to

Capt. J. H. Henry, of La Vallce dii Creux, Sark, to Mr.
Leicester Gore, of Herm, and to Mr. W. J. Picot, of Le
Hnret, Alderney, who have now for three years so well and
ably looked after the rainfall stations established in their res-

pective islands in January, 1906. Their kindly co-operation

enables me to supplement the excellent work being done by Mr.
A. CoUenette for Guernsey by an extension of rainfall observa-

tions to the neighbourii'ig islands. As regards the Herm
station, some difhculty being experienced in visiting the

gauge daily, these visits were discontinued after the 17th of

May, and I arranged with Mr. Gore's assistant (Mr. Whiting)
for a weekly measurement of the contents of the gauge, as

also on the 1st of each month. In this way I have obtained

the total rainfall of each mouth at Herm (see table) as also

the year's aggregate fall.

Looking at the year as a wdiole and comparing its totals

w^ith those of the two pi-evious years, a great falling off in the

amount of the rainfall is at once a])parent at the three stations

showing that, as was to be expected, the great drought of

1908 embraced all the islands.

Passing over 1907, a dry year, but of w^hich I have not a

complete set of totals (see table) and comparing 1908 with

1906, also a dry year and with a rainfall practically similar to

that of 1907, we find a falling ofF (for 1908) of 7-56 in. at

Sark, 4*90 in. at Herm, and 4*61 in. at Alderney. That is

the year 1908 was drier than 1906 at Sark, Herm and Alder-
ney respectively to the extent of the amount mentioned.

The difference is greater for Sark than for either of the other

islands, and is more in keeping with our experience at Guern-
sey Avhere, for instance, at Les Blanches, 1908 w^as drier than
1906 by 7-46 in.

[1908.]
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Sark is holding its own—this year to a strikino^ degree

—

as the driest of the tln-ee islands, followed by Herm, and
lastly by Alderney the rainfall of which seems to compare
more favourably Avith that of (xiiernsey. Alderney ai)i)ears to

come in for occnsional heavy downpours which Sark es(!apes
;

at any rate such seems to have })een the case in 1908 when
Alderney had six rainfalls exceeding half-an-inch, while Sark
had one such heavy fall only. In 1906 Alderney had fifteen

half-inch down])ours against ten at Sark. In 1907, however,
the figures Avere more equal, viz. Alderney seven, Sark six.

As usual the year 1908 throughout shows variations in

the amount of the daily falls as measured at the different

stations, ])ut the Avet and dry spells are in close agreement.
The great snowstorm early on the Saturday in Kaster

Aveek, April 2r)th, the day of the Southampton blizzard and tlu;

wreck of the cruiser Gladiator in the vSolent, Avas much more
severely felt at Alderney than in the other islands of the

Bailiwick. As seen from the high land of Guernsey at 10 a.m.

on April 2r)th Alderney looked like a distant range of snoAV-

covered momitains. That the island had been visited by an

unusually heavy snow-storm during the night Avas clear, and
Mr. Picot's rainfall (;ard Avas anticii)ated with moi-e than

ordinary interest. Its receipt early in the following Aveek

brought ncAvs that the island Avas uniformly covered that

morning Avith from 12 to 13 inches of snow ! and that the

visitation Avas looked upon as the worst of its kind since 1837.

In confirmation of the depth of suoav as given ])y the foot rule

the gauge at Le Huret contained 1*04 in. (just over one inch)

of Avater. All out-door Avork Avas reported as stopped except

that of clearing away the snow while the island itself, as

reported in the newpapers, had the a])pearance of a Canadian
Avinter scene. In the other islands, Avhere the snow thawed
soon after falling and the storm itself Avas slighter, the rain

fall measurements at 9 a.m. were as below :

o TT A Guernsey,
Sark. Herm. Alderney. t oi i

Ijcs Blanches.
in. in. in. in.

0.29 0-65 1-04 0-48

At Sark, as Avill be noticed, the doAvnfall Avas slightest,

Capt. Henry only measuring a trifle over a quarter of an inch.

AtAlderney snow squalls continued falling throughout the day
and so heavily that an additional 0*41 in. (nearly half an inch)

of water Avas collected by Mr. Picot on the Sunday morning.

The other islands, including Guernsey, as good as escaped

these latter shoAvers altogether.
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And just one Avord as to the cause of the snowfalls. They
were occasioned by a depression which, situated to the North
of Ireland on the Friday morning (the 24th), advanced steadily

in a S.S.Ely, direction and (with the barometer at 29*3in.)

lay ^immediately over the Channel Islands at 8 a.m. on the

Saturday. After touching these islands the system moved
away N.E. to the east coast of England and with its

departure the unseasonable cold snap ended to everybody's

entire satisfaction.

The period June 30th to July 1th was a very thundery
one in the Channel Islands. During the early morning of the

30th (Tuesday) a storm of moderate intensity prevailed at

Guernsey. All the rain fell between 5.30 and 9 a.m., but
thunder rolled continuously to the east of Guernsey from
6 a.m. to 3 p.m. The disturbance gave a rainfall of 0*21 in. to

Sark. From Alderney Mr. Picot wrote under date of

June 3()th, " Thunderstorm south of Alderney." Rain to the

amount of 0*12 in. fell at Alderney that day, but after 9 a.m.

In Jersey to all accounts the storm was very severe.

The next day, Wednesday, July 1st, another and rather

severe storm raged in this island from 10 ]).m. to 1 a.m., which
gave 0*25 in. of rain at Les Blanches and 0*35 in. at Sark. At
Alderney, where the day's rainfall was only 0*02 in., the report

ran, " Much thunder south, a little rain." This storm was also

felt at Jersey, but appears to have been heaviest in this island

(Guernsey). The following night lightning w^as occurring
again to the S. and S.E. of Guernsey, and thunder was rumb-
ling low down, but no rain fell here. On the Friday night

and again on Saturday (the 3rd and 4th) lightning was
observed in the S. and E.

The long drought of July and August began one day
earlier at Alderney, viz., on July 17th, than at either Guern-
sey or Sark. At Les Blanches a slight shower brought the
drought to an end (technically) on August 13tli, after 27
rainless days. Both at Sark and Alderney, however, the dry
interval ran on unbroken till the 18th, and when on the 19th
rain began to be measured once more Sark had had 32 rainless

day and Alderney 33. The break-up of the drought was a
real one everywhere, copious showers falling in all the islands

refreshing the parched and withered countryside and gladden-
ing the heart of the farmer. By the end of the month over
an inch and a quarter of rain had fallen at Sark, more than an
inch and a half at Alderney, and practically two inches at

Herm. That the unsettled weather continued in September
the table published with these notes bears ample testimony—
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September was in fact one of the very few wet months of the

year.

The extraordinary " cloud burst " at Weymouth and
neighbourhood during the morning of October 21st may be
instanced in passing as showing what can occur in the way of

a lieaA'y rainfall even in this part of the globe. At Wey-
mouth 3*73 in. fell in the five hours from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., while

at the Breakwater rain gauge, about four miles to the south

of the town, 6^ in. fell in five hours I In the Channel Islands

on the same day O'OIin. fell at Les Blanches (Guernsey), 0*05 in.

at Sark and 0*22in. at Alderney. The Weymouth downpour is

reported to have occurred in connection with a thunderstorm.

At Guernsey .the heaviest rainfall on record is, I believe, 2*87 in.

on October 18th, 18^)5. This fell in connection Avith the

passage of a very deep cyclonic depression.

A large waterspout was reported as having been seen

half a mile off Fort Grosnez, Alderney, at 11.15 a.m. on
Thursday, October 27th, the evolutions of which were dis-

tinctly visible from the land and attracted considerable

attention. The same morning a farm at Le Petit Val was
struck by a whirlwind which reliable eye-witnesses say

descended with a noise similar to a clap of thunder. In an

instant fowds, baskets, portions of the roof of a shed, &c.,

were flying a great height in the air. The whirlwind took a

northerly course, swept down Le Petit Val valley and across

the Platte Saline, leaving a track about four yards wide in its

rear. When the swirl left the land at Platte Saline beach it

created a great disturbance in the water of the bay.

The week ended Saturday, October 24th, affords a good
example, apart from the monthly totals, of rainfall differences

as sometimes occurring in the islands. The totals for that

w eek are as follows :

—

o TT A Guernsey,
Sark. Herm. Alderney. y ^y. , '

Les lilanches.
in. in. in. in.

0-68 0-66 1-28 1-59

On the other hand, as illustrating a similarity of rainfall,

the week ended Saturday, August 22nd, had the following

totals :

—

a TT A Guernsey,
Sark. Heem. Alderney.

Les Blanches.
in. in. in. in.

0-53 0-53 0-53 0-55 -

Alderney reported a white frost for Tuesday morning,

November 10th, and the same morning Guernsey experienced
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its first frost of the season— rather a severe one for the time of

year.

The remarkable weather experienced at Guernsey on the

morning of Tuesday, December 29th (when for some hours the

roads all over the island were a veritable skating rink owing to

the very unusual phenomenon of rain falling steadily with

a temperature well below the freezing point), included Sark
and extended to Alderney. The rainfall was different, how-
ever, for whereas Mr. Picot reported 0*40 in. from Alderney,

(and labelled the day as "real blizzard, glazed frost, rain ")
;

Capt. Henry at Sark collected 0'2() in. only in his gauge— not

much more than half the Alderney amount. At Les Blanches
in this island the depression gave a rainfall of 0*44 in., and
at St. Aubyn's, Jersey, of 0*53 in. This same low pressure

system gave heavy snowfalls over the south of England
including London.

Heaviest daily rainfall of year :
—

Sark, 0*62 in., February 16th.

Herm,
Alderney, 1*04 in., April 24th.

Wettest and driest months of year :

—

Sark, 2-90 in. December ; 0'4o in. June.
Herm, 3-63 in. „ 0*33 in. „

Alderney, 3*79 in. „ 0*58 in. „

SARK AND ALDERNEY RAINFALL RECORDS,
1865-1876.

It is very interesting to note in connection with the
measurements of rainfall begun in the smaller islands of the
Bailiwick on January 1st, 19U6, that similar weather observa-
tions were conducted both at Sark and Alderney for a
considerable period some thirty to forty years ago. In
a comparative table of the rainfall of the islands published in

the Gueru.^cy Magazine for December, 1875, a number of
the yearly totals are given, but the series is not complete. In
Symons's " British Rainfall," however, all the early volumes of
which the Gruille-Alles Library is fortunate in possessing, the
complete series of observations appears and I have thought it

would be interesting to incorporate the totals here. This I

have done in a separate table, which follows, and in which
too I have included the figures for Guernsey also for these
years, as given in " British Rainfall."

K
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BAILIWICK RAINFALL, 1865-1876.

YJ]AR.

SARK. ALDERNEY. GUERNSEY.

Total ^^S
Rainfall ^.^^^^

Total
Rainfall.

Days
with
Rain.

Total
Rainfall.

Days
with
Rain.

1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871

Ins.

31-26
30-68

28-38
28-58
24-33
31-32

47-17
33-25

27-58

33-90

185
176
172

171
116
167
222
194
173
184

Ins.
30-57

32-24
27-23
29-64
31-59
21-05

27-18

194
175
169
161

179

Ins.
43-35
44-42

37-07
34-76
32-99

25-05

36-26
56-96
37-72
35-38
35-64
41-71

156
192
170
176
162

123
168

1872 222
1873 177
1874 175
1875 188
1876 34-26 188 188

At Sark the observations were taken by the then Vicar,

the late Rev. J. L. V. Cachemaille who died on January
30th, 1877, aged 71 years. Mr. Cachemaille commenced
measuring the rainfall in September, 1865, and continuing to

do so to the time of his death, we have a record of 11 complete

years for Sark, beginning with 1866 and ending Avith 1876.
" British Rainfall " supplies the information that the gauge
was 5 inches in diameter and at a height of 340 feet above mean
sea level. It was doubtless put up in the Vicarage grounds.

At Alderney, where the record commenced in 1865
and ended with 1871 (7 complete years), the observations

were in charge of the Resident Engineer of the Harbour
Works, Mr. James May, C.E., fVom 1865 to 1869, and Mr. L.

F. V. Harcourt durins: 1870 and 1871. The situation of

the gauge is given in " British Rainfall " as the Harbour
Works, its diameter 12 inches, and the height above mean sea

level 48 feet.

The Guernsey observations (pioted are those of Dr.
Hoskins, F.R.S., the Pioneer of Meteorological work in this

island. The situation of his gauge was Candie, its diameter

12 inches and the height above mean sea level 204 feet.

In the Obituary Section of "British Rainfall" for 1878
occurs the name of the Rev. J. L. V. Cachemaille, and in the

introductory remarks to this part of the volume we read

as follows :

—

" "We regret to have the lono-est obituary list which it has ever
been our duty to print. We have lost fifty observers in one year,
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which is more than twice the average number ; several are serious
losses in many respects ; ten of them were observers of more than
twenty-five years' standing ; .... in other cases the loss is

especially to be regretted because it leaves important places with-
out a representative, e.g., the Island of Sark, as well as Alderney,
is now without an observer."

I may add to the above that Avhen. at the beginning

19U7 I sent the first of the new series of records from Sark
and Alderney, with, in addition, the first ever forwarded
from Herm, to Dr. Mill, the present capable head of the

British Rainfall Organisation, he replied :

—

" I am looking forward with much interest to the new records.
It will be a great thing to have each of the islands represented in
our pages, and I much appreciate your work in establishing the
stations."

[See next page for the 1908 Rainfall Table.]
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